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LAW PROVIDING FOR AGRICULTURAL 

INSTITUTES. 

The people of the State of Wisconsin, represented in senate and assembly, 

) do enact as follows: 

Section 1. Section 1, chapter 9, laws of 1885, is hereby amended, by omitting 

from said section the words, “in the months of November, December, January, 

February, March ana April in each year,” where they occur in the fifth, sixth 

and seventh lines thereof, so that said section, when so amended, shall read as 

follows: Section 1. The Board of Regents, of the State University, is hereby 

authorized to hold institutes for the instruction of citizens of this state in the 
various branches of agriculture. ¥ Such institutes shall be held at such times, and 

at such places as said board may direct. The said board shall make such rules 

and regulations as it may deem proper for organizing and conducting such insti- 

sutes, and may employ an agent or agents to perform such work in connection 

therewith, as they deem best. The course of instruction at such institutes, shall 

be so arranged as to present to those in attendance, the results of the most recent 

investigations in theoretical and practical agriculture. 

SECTION 2. Section 2, chapter 9, laws of 1885, is hereby amended, by striking 

out the words, “ five thousand dollars,” where they occur in the fourth line of said 

section, and inserting in lieu thereof the words, “twelve thousand dollars,” so 
that said section, when so amended, shall read¢as follows: Section 2. For the 

purposes mentioned in the preceding section, the said board may use such sum asit 

may deem proper, not exceeding the sum of twelve thousand dollars in any one 

year, from the general fund, and such amount is hereby annually appropriated 

for that purpose. 
SxcTIon 3. This act shall take effect and be in force, from and after its pas- 

sage and publication. 

Approved March 16, 1887. 

LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL. 

SHEBOYGAN FALLs, Wis., September 11, 1888, 
To Hon. Gro. H. Pavt, 

President Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

I herewith transmit to you for publication Bulletin No. 2, prepared by W. H. 

Morrison, Superintendent of Wisconsin Farmers’ Institut«s. This valuable docu- 

ment contains the addresses and discussions at the closing institute held in the
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City of Madison, in March last, and is a sample of the eighty-two institutes held 

during the past year. In every part of the State they were largely attended and 

warmly welcomed. 

Applications for institutes to be held the coming winter have already been re- 
ceived far beyond our ability to accept. It is plainly manifest that there has 

been a great advance made in agricultural knowledge since the inauguration of 

farmers’ institutes, in this State, and under the able and judicious management of 
Superintendent’ Morrison, all: branches of agriculture pursued in Wisconsin have 

had careful attention. 
Evidence of the acceptance of the teaching advanced at the institutes the past 

two years is shown in the fact that over 1,000 silos have already been built, and g 
large additions to the number will follow the present year. The unanimous tes- | 

timony of the owners is, that they can keep one-third more stock, and in better 

condition, on the same number of acres. The introduction of corn as a forage 
crop, during the past two years, has greatly mitigated, if not entirely removed, | 

the losses hitherto sustained during a protracted drouth. | 
A growing disposition is manifest among farmers to select better live stock and 

to feed with more intelligence, so as to secure the greatest growth and largest | 

production at smallest cost of labor. 
A higher appreciation of the value and importance of increasing the fertility of | 

the soil, and a wiser understanding as to how to accomplish it, are some of the } 

results of the Farmers’ Institutes, greatly aided by work at the Experiment Station, | 

and cordially assisted by many of the most intelligent agriculturists throughout | 
the State. These tangible benefits to the great and growing agricultural industries } 

of the State, give hope and courage to those who have been instrumental in con- 2 

tributing to the success already attained, and will be a powerful incentive to 1 

renewed efforts in the future. | 
Respectfully, 

HIRAM SMITH, 
Chairman Farm Committee. 

Mapison, Wis., November 1, 1888. 
Hon. Hiram Smita, 

Chairman Farm Committee Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

I have the honor to present to you Bulletin No. 2, Wisconsin Farmers’ Insti- 

tutes. The edition issued of Bulletin No. 1, of which there were 31,000 copies, is 
nearly exhausted. 

The time has come when a farmer, to win success and a competence on the g 

farm, must prepare himself by systematic work. The Farmers’ Institute is a 
traveling school of agriculture, which practically is not only educating the far- 

mers of our State inimproved methods, and the practice of advanced and success- 
ful farming, but is awakening an interest and pride in our State University, and 

many of their sons and daughters, catching the fire of this awakening, are avail- 
ing themselves of its educational advantages. 

Respectfully, 

W. H. MORRISON, 
Superintendent. 

~” 
| 
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PREFACE, 

To THE FARMERS OF WiscoNsIN —During the winter of 1887-8, eighty-one 

Farmers’ Institutes were held in this State. The accompanying report of the clos- 

ing meeting at Madison, is an epitome of the ideas made specially prominent in 

i this work. 
. 

A gratifying feature of last winter's institutes was a more general participa- 

tion of practical farmersin the discussions. So faras possible, glittering generali- 

ties and elocutionary displays were avoided. To inspire and encourage the gen- 

eral farmer, to present the essential truths about farming, and make them clearly 

understood have been the principal purposes of the institutes. 

Organized and carried on to increase the agricultural wealth of the State, they 

have had a phenomenal success. The money-making and economical methods 

of the farm have been plainly pictured before tens of thousands, In every 

neighborhood, and in almost every farm home, these methods and practices have 

been discussed. They have brought not only material advantages, but mental 

stimulus; they have had a tendency to make not only workers but thinkers; not 

only successful farmers, but broad-minded men. Incidentally, they have taught 

the lessons of good citizenship, duties to children, to neighbors, to other classes, 

to the State. 
The institute work in Wisconsin has obtained a reputation not limited to its 

own boundaries. Iam in receipt of hundreds of letters from every section of 

the Union asking for the reason of our success, One prime cause, and one apt to 

be overlooked, has been the fact that the farmers of the State have accepted it 

- with a broad and generous judgment. They have brought into it modesty, prac- 

tical knowledge, a desire to learn, loyalty to their business, an earnest and charit- 

able spirit of helpfulness toward the institute management. A great work has 

been done, but the agricultural revolution which isto take place in Wisconsin has 

only just begun. Th knowledge contained in this volume, utilized on every 

farm in the State, would double the average of every farm product. 

The work of the Farmers’ Institutes will never be finished until sound judz- 

ment and the best knowledge rules every farm, or agriculture ceases to be a 

progressive art. We ask every farmer who shall read this volume to aid us with 

his active sympathy and eupport in making the institutes more effective for good 

among the farmers of this State. z 
W. H. MORRISON, 

Superintendent.
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

_—_——— . 

Advances of the Past Year. | 

In our last BULLETIN attention was directed to the fact that the University of Wis- 
consin had grown faster than the people’s knowledge of it, and that a true university 
of the higher order was develcping in our midst more rapidly than had been realized. 
The growth of the past year has given added truth to this since it has been excep- 
tional not only in the increase of students and in the enlargement of the facilities for 
instruction, but also in the in‘roduction of new and important features. 

The increase in the number of students was fully twenty per cent., and these were 
distributed through the several departments in such a way as to show a well-balanced 
growth, and not an exaggerated development in some special line. 

The completion of Science Hall— probably the finest building of its kind in this 
conatry —has added very greatly to the accommodations afforded for scientific work, and, 
by relieving the crowded condition of other buildings, has benefited nearly all depart- 
ments. ‘The purchase of large quantities of the very best modern apparatus and the ad- 
dition of choice collections in the departments of metallurgy, mineralogy, geology, zoology, 
etc., together with a careful selection of laboratory manuals, of technical and scientific treatises, 
and of doczments adapted to the work of the newly established seminars, have greatly in- 
ereased the facilities for advanced instruction according to the best modern methods. 

There have been added to the ten regular courses of study previously offered, three 
additional ones, namely, a special course in science antecedent to the study of medicine; a 
civic-historical course — or rather group of courses — antecedent to the study of law and 
journalism, and a group of special courses for Normal School graduates. 

There has been introduced the German seminar system of work, which is intended to 
vitalize and extend the range of study, and to develop the spirit of original investigation in 
the historical, linguistic, literary, mathematical and other departments. This system has 
proved its superior efficiency in Germany, and has been introduced in a few of the fore- 
most institutions in this country. It is believed that it will greatly stimulate and broaden 
the work in the literary departments, very much as laboratory methods and original research 
have done in the scientific departments. 

There have been established eight University fellowships, and a ninth has been en- 
dowed hy the liberality of the Hon. John Johnston, of Milwaukee. These fellowships are 
not to be mistaken for the ordinary under-graduate scholarships, as they are liable to be, 
since this is the first institution in the interior to establish them. They are open only te
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graduates from th regular courses, and provide for an extension of work at the University 
for two additional years. They will have the practical effect of elevating the range of the 
University courses to that extent. It is putting an added story on the intellectual edifice. 
The work will be of ahigher order in kind as well as in subject, and will embrace orig- 

inal independent research, 

There has been an enlargement of the facilities for independent and original inquiry 
in various lines, and this important phase of modern education-has been industriously fos- 

tered. Notable additions to the equipment for such work have been made in astronomy and 

bacteriology, but the most important have been in the line of agricultural investigation. | 

The equipment of the Experiment Station has been greatly increased. South Hall, which | 
had been previously occupied in part by the agricultural department, has been wholly as- ‘ 

signed to it, and has been, in large part, overhauled and refitted, and now furnishes very 

commodious apartments for it. The laboratory facilities have been fully doubled. New 

apparatus and a large invoice of important foreign works have been purchased. 

A chair of agricultural physics, the first of its kind in this country, has been established, 

and work in this important department has been inaugurated. The professor occupying this 
chair wil! not only engage in original investigation, but will devote special attention to the | 

; development of the educational functions of the department, and will give instruction to ag- 
ricultural students in the physical principles involved in farming operations. 

That the growth of the institution is not tending unduly toward the professions and 
sciences is shown by the development during the year of courses in four additional lan- 
guages as well as by the introduction of the sewinar system and the post-graduate courses 

above alluded to. 

Of like import is the establishment of a chair of experimental and comparative psychol- a 

ogy —one of the very few in existence — through which an effort will be made to place the 
supremely important department of mental science in the foremost rank, and to introduce 
into this field, which has heretofore been so largely occupied with philosophy and specula- 
tion, the solid elements of experimentally determined science. } 

Some important changes have been made in the previously established courses, giving 

them greater elasticity and affording facilities for consecutive thoroughgoing study in se- 
lected lines. There has also been anenlargement of the number of elective studies, so that 
it is now possible for a student to modify any of the courses to suit his own mental charac- 
teristics and preferences to a very important extent. By taking advantage of elective studies 

there are really open to students an almost indefinite number of courses. 

There has been an extension of the system of degrees corresponding to the extension of 
the University work, and the instructional force has been strengthened. 

Some new regulations have been adopted regarding admission to the University, in- é 

eluding a system of special local examinations. The standard of admission to the regular 
eollege classes, while not changed nominally, has in reality been raised. 

o
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THE PROFESSIOWAL COURSES. 

THE LONG COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.—For some years past the University 

has offered an extended course in agricultural science, embracing, also, long courses in the 
closely related sciences. If the opportunities thus afforded had been embraced and indus- 
triously followed up, it would have proved a most wise choice to a score or more of talented 
young farmers’ sons. There is just now, probably, a greater demand for thoroughly edu- . 
cated talent in agricultural science than in any other branch of learning, The rapid de- 

velopment of agricultural experiment stations throughout the country creates an exceptional 
call for ability and skill in that line, and if a few dozen Wisconsin boys who had the native 

talent had embraced the opportunity, they might now be putting shekels in their pockets 4 

and doing the world good and their State honor, at the same time. This course has been { 

reconstructed during the past year, and is now offered with increased and constantly increas- 

ing facilities. How long shall it wait for due appreciation ? 

‘THE SHORT COURSE IN AGRICULTURE.—To meet an entirely different edu- 

cational need, a Short Course in Agriculture is offered, designed to give, in the briefest time 

and at the smallest expense, the most available agricultural information. A special state- 
ment respecting the course may be found elsewhere in this bulletin. 

POPULAR EDUCATION.— But the University is not content to simply rehearse 

oid agricultural doctrines. Its chief effort is to develop new agricultural science and to 
disseminate it. This it endeavors to do in the most direct and practical way; first, by care- 
ful experiments and exact analyses to determine the precise truth, and secondly, by convey- 
ing this directly to the farmers by publications and by Farmers’ Institutes, so that the 

farmers themselves are coming into direct relationship to the University. It might be too 
much to say that they are becoming non-resident students of the University, but it may at 
least be said that they receive information and instruction directly from it. The work ofthe 

Experiment Station is best shown by its fruits, and the most of those who read this will, doubt- 
less, also read its reports and know for themselves. As to the work ofthe Farmers’ Institutes 

this BULLETIN is a witness. In many respects the Farmers’ Institutes constitute the most im- 
portant educational movement of the past decade. That which is taught in them is practi- 

cal, stimulating, vitalizing, and is probably productive of more thought, observation, in- 
quiry, experimentation and reflection than an equal amount of instruction in any regular 

: educational institution; and, while the amount is limited, the very large numbers in attend- 

ance make the total result very great. An institution which directly reaches 50,000 inter- 

ested truth-seekers is something phenomenal. 

LAW COURSE.— The location of the Law Department gives it exceptional advam- 
tages. Provided with rooms in the capitol, it is right in the midst of courts, legislative 
halls and executive offices, right among law-makers, lawyers and judges. Besides its owm 

library the state law library (20,000 vols.), and the great historical library (116,000 vols.), 
are immediately at hand. Under these conditions the Law Department has had a rapid 

growth and is attaining a wide reputation.



E THE CIVIL ENGINEERING COURSE.—A full four years’ course, embracing 

practical field-work, is offered and shorter special courses are permitted. The facilities are 

of the first order and are continually be”, improved. 

THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COURSE.—The University endeavors to 
meet the growing demand for mechanical knowledge and skill of the higher order, both 
theoretical and practical, by furnishing a full four years’ course in mechanical science, em- 

bracing extended courses in drawing, shop practice and practical testing. It has been 
found difficult to enlarge the facilities for shop prac'ice fast enough to meet the demand for 
this popular element of modern education coming, as it does, from students in all the 

courses, | 

THE MINING ENGINEERING AND THE METALLURGY COURSES.— A four ‘ 
years’ course is offered in mining engineering and also in metallurgy and assaying. These 
courses have sufiered for want of facilities since the burning of old Science Hall, but the 

new buildings more than compensate for this, and a growth in these departments commen- 

surate with the recent development of mining interests is anticipated. 

THE PHARMACY COURSE.— An excellent course in Pharmacy, embracing practi- 
cal laboratory work, is presented and is well patronized. 

CUIGURE COURSES. 
| 

Ls 
THE ANCIENT CLASSICAL COURSE.—This course has demonstrated its merits | 

through the experience of the ages and has so many warm friends and stalwart advocates 

that it needs no commendation here. It is a course in which Greek, Latin and mathematics 
form the chief agents of culture. 

THE MODERN CLASSICAL COURSE.—In this, German, French and other mod- | 
ern languages are substituted for Greek, and thereby the gates are open to the intellectual | 

treasures stored in the European languages, and the means of intercourse with the great 
peoples of the Continent afforded. | 

THE ENGLISH COURSE.—This is acomparatively new course, in which, while for- 

eign and ancient languages are offered, the chief emphasis is laid upon our own tongue, the | 
richness and disciplinary powers of which are often overlooked in our admiration of other | 
great languages. 

In all these courses mathematics holds a high place, and considerable attention is given 

to the various physical sciences. Through the electives offered the ratio of these may be 
. largely increased. | 

THE GENERAL SCIENCE COURSE.—In this the leading place is taken by the | 
natural sciences, embracing chemistry, natural philosophy, physiology, biology, zoology, | 

botany, astronomy, mineralogy, geology and kindred branches, the value of which needs no 
advocacy in these days of extraordinary utilization of science. With these are also offered 

extended courses in higher mathematics and the modern languages, especially German and 

French, 

a 

| 

| 

|
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The foregoing are general culture courses »atended to give a broad and liberal educa. 

tion while differing somewhat in their chief tendencies. All afford a wide range of study, 

rich in knowledge and discipline. The three following courses have been introduced dur- 

ing the past year with a view to adapting this general culture to professional courses in 

medicine, law, journalism and teaching: 

THC PRE-MEDICAL COURSE.—In response to a request from the Wisconsin 

State Medical Society, the University offers a special course in science adapted to those 

comtemplating the study of medicine and surgery. It embraces long thorough ‘courses in 

chemistry, physics. anatomy, histology, zoology, botany and kindred branches, which are 

intended to give a broad and solid foundation for the professional medical course, while at 

the same time they give a due measure of collegiate culture. 

THE PRE-LEGAL AND PRE-JOURNALISTIC COURSES.— For the ac- 

commodation of those contemplating the stuty »f law or journalism, extended courses in 

civil polity, economics and historical science, together with literary and philosophical branch- 

es, have been arranged so as to constitute the work ef the Junior and Senior years of the 

collegiate course. Students are thus enabled to profit by an adaptation of their college 

course te their future work without essential deviation from the general purposes of col- 

legiate training. 

‘ §PECIAL COURSES FOR NORMAL SCHOOL GRADUATES.— To afford gradu- 

ates of the State Normal Schools facilities for extending their studies advantageously, and 

at the same time to attain a recognized standing leading to a degree, wi-:out loss of time 

or inconvenience arising from the want of adjustment of their previous studies to the stand- 

ard college courses, special courses have been adopted by the University by which two ad- 

| ditional years of successful study will enable graduates from the advanced Normal courses 

to graduate from the University with a degree. 

GENERAL FACILITIES.—The Faculty embraces upwards of fifty instructors. The 

laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped, embracing the chemical, physical, metal- 

lurgical, mineralogical, geological, zoological, botanical, civil and mechanical engineering, 

agricultural and pharmaceutical laboratories. Seminars for advanced study in history, lan- 

guage, literature, mathematics, and other branches are being developed. 

‘The litearies accessible to students embrace that of the University, 16,000 volumes; of 

the State Historical Society, 123,000 volumes; of the State Law Department, 20,000 volumes; 

of the City, 9,000 volumes, besides special professionel and technical libraries, thus afford. 

in g very exceptional opportunities for reading and special research.
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GERMS OF ADMISSION. 

| 

All courses of the University are open to ladies on precisely the same terms as gentle- 
men. 

(1) GENERAL EXAMINATION FOR ALL CANDIDATES FOR THE FRESHMAN 
CLASS: Orthography, grammar, sentential analysis, arithmetic, algebra through quadratics, 
Plane geometry, civil and physical geography, U. S. history. 

(2) FOR THE ANCIENT CLASSICAL COURSE, the above (1), and ancient and 
English history; Latin grammar and composition, Cesar (four books), Cicero (six ora- 
tions), Virgil (six books), Sallust’s Conspiracy of Catiline; Greek grammar and composition, 
Xenophon’s Anabasis (three books), Homer’s Iliad (two books). 

(3) FOR THE MODERN CLASSICAL COURSE, all the above (1) and (2) ex i 
cept Greck, instead of which German grammar and twenty lessons in any standard German 
reader, and solid geometry are required. 

(4) FOR THE ENGLISH COURSE, the general examination required of all (1), and 
English literature, ancient and English history, botany, physiology, natural philosophy and 
solid geometry. 

(5) FOR THE GENERAL SCIENCE, SPECIAL SCIENCE (pre- medical), LONG 
AGRICULTURAL and all ENGINEERING COURSES, the general examination required of 
all (1), and German grammar, twenty lessons in the German reader, botany, physivlogy, 
natural philosophy and solid geometry. ° 

(6) FOR THE CIVIC-HISTORIC COURSE, the same as for the English or class- | 
ical Courses. 

| 

(7) FOR THE ELEMENTARY GKEEK CLASS (Greek not required), Latin gram- 
mar and composition, Cxsar (four books), Cicero (two orations), Sallust’s Conspiracy of | 
Cataline, ancient and English history, and the general examination required of all (1). | 

(8) FOR €PECIAL STUDENTS, the English branches required for the General | 
Science Course including the general examination (1). | 

(9) FOR LAW AND PHARMACY, evidence of sufficient education to profitably r 
pursue the courses, | 

Readers desiring specific details will find the President, Secretary and Registrar ready 
to give any required information, either of whom may be addressed by title simply. 4 

| 

+ 
|
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THE SHORT COURSE IN AGRIGUCTURE. 

The University of Wisconsin has provided a special course in Agriculture, to accommo- 
date those young men who desire to gain a better knowledz2 of the science underlying suc- 
cessful agriculture but who can give only a limited time to such preparation. For the 
accommodation of such students the term opens January 2, 133), and lasts twelve weeks. 

The facilities now provided to make this an intensely practical and profitable course for 
young farmers are greatly superior to those offered in previous years. 

A reading room and library have been provided in which students will find the standard 
works on agriculture and files of seventy of the leading azcicalcural periodicals, nine of 
which are from Europe. The lecture room will be provided with an electric light so that 
lantern slides illustrating the lecture may be used. 
The famous Auzoux life-size model of the horse, which can be dissected to show the sepa- 

rate muscles, nerves, blood vessels and bones, will be used to illustrate the lectures on 
anatomy. 
There will be a laboratory for the use of students in the study of agricultural physics. 
Through an increase in the corps of instructors and more ample accommodations than 

heretofore, it has been found possible to so expand the course as to offer the student work 
ample for twoterms, from which he may elect such subjects as, in his judgment, may seem 
best for the time, and still have fresh work to which he may return another year should he 
so desire. 

The course embraces the following: 
Sixty lectures, mainly devoted to the feeding and breeding of live stock, by Prof. W. A. 

Henry. 
Sixty lectures on the-elements of agricultural chemistry, by Dr. S. M. Babcock. 
Twenty-four lectures on agricultural botany, together with 108 hours of laboratory work 

on the common farm plants, by Prof. C. R. Barnes. 
A course in shop-practice involving the use of wood-working tools and the forging of 

iron, by Supt. C. I. King. 
‘Thirty-six lectures on the anatomy of domestic animals, by Dr. V. T. Atkinson, State 

Veterinarian. 
Forty laboratory exercises, during which the student will experimentally demonstrate 

some of the leading physical principles underlying the cultivation of soil, drainage, stock- 
raising, farm machinery and questions of sanitation, under Prof. F. H. King. 

Twelve lectures on the physical features, climate and meteorology of Wisconsin and of 
the United States, by Prof. F. H. King. 
The expenses of the term need not exczed $55.09 for incidental fees, books, board, room 

and washing. 

This course opens January 2, 1889, and lasts twelve weeks. 
No examinations will be required, but applicants mast be not less than sixteen years of 

age and have a common school education. 
For farther particulars, address PROF. W. A. HENRY, 

Madison, Wis.



STATE INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATIONS. 

OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1838. 

Wisconsin Experiment Station. 

T. C. CHAMBERLIN, a ee ee ee ee | 
W. A. HENRY, - - - - - - - - - = = DIRECTOR. 

SM. BABCOCK, - - - - - - -  -  - CHIEF CHEMIST. 

F. H. KING, Sree es en ee ee - -  -  - PHYSICIST. 

F. G. SHORT, - - - - - - - - - ASSISTANT CHEMIST. 

F. W. A. WOLL, - - - - - - - 2p AssisTANT CHEMIST. 
L. H. ADAMS, - - - - - - - - - FARM SUPERINTENDENT. 

MISS N. M. NOTT, - - - - - - CLERK AND STENOGRAPHER. 

Office and Laboratories, in Agricultural Hall, University Grounds. 

Experiment Farm with buildings joins the college grounds on the west. 

Telephone connections. 

Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. 

4 President, - - - - - - - - JoHN L. MitTcHELL, Milwaukee. 

Secretary, - - - - - - ~ - T. L. Newton, Beaver Dam. 

Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association. 

President, . - - - - - - - - H. C. Apams, Madison. 

Secretary, - = = += + + + + D. W. Curtis, Ft. Atkinson. 

Wisconsin Shorthorn Breeders’ Association. 

President, - - - - - - - - Gro. Harpine, Waukesha. 

Secretary, - - - - - - - - - Joun M. True, Baraboo. 

Wisconsin Jersey Breeders’ Association. 

President, - - - - - - -  - - N,N, Pater, Brodhead. 
Secretary, - = = = = = + = +. L. Hacker, Madison. 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society. 
President, - = fe - + - > = - J. M. Suir, Green Bay. 

Secretary, 2 es ee eS - - - B.S. Hoxie, Evansville. 

Wisconsin Swine Breeders’ Association. 
Pee =m a -  - Geo. WyLIk, Leeds. 
Secretary, - = + = += += + + Go. McKeRRow, Sussex. 
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Wisconsin Poultry Association. 

President, - - - - - - - - - H. L. Humpnsrey, Hudson. 

Secretary, - - - += = +  - Dr. E. L. Boornsy, Hammond. 

Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers’ Association. 

President, - - - - - - - - - - CC. A. Hatcu, Ithaca. 

Secretary, - - - - - - - - FRANK WILCOX, Mauston. 

Wisconsin Sheep Breeders’ and Wool Growers’ Association. ° 

President, - - - - - -  - -  W.L, Parker, Beaver Dam. 

Secretary, - - - - - - - H. J. Witkryson, Whitewater. é 

§. E. Wisconsin Sheep Breeders’ and Wool Growers’ Association. 

President, - - - - - - - - - Devpert Utter, Caldwell. 

Secretary, - - ig - - % - - A. H. Craie, Caldwell. 
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’ BREEDERS’ DIRECTORY. 

An invitation was extended through the press of the State, to all breeders of pure 

bred stock, to send their name, kind of stock, and post office, to this office for com- 

pilation. The following availed themselves of the offer. SUPERINTENDENT. 

Percheron Horses. Mewilliam bros....,.21...7. Drege 
OO — ee Doses aber 

i orley, J. Pakee+sessrenicnee! a ma Astle, George................ Prairie du Sac. (mye eS Chee” 

Bowles & Hadden............ Janesville. j Barrington Brow. oo. : Sun Prairie. _ Bros................, Truesdell, 
See van, 

Brown, Howry. 0000000.2 sngusta. > Bessemer. 

Blackman, Henry... Kenosba. | Rice, B......................., Amberst. 

coal) ing REGEN duane ohuagiegala Fo . © i Brereton, Geo. i....1.201.0._ Mazomanie. fp 
Qoolidge, 8. ae Augusta. eee gee Reedsburg, 

a a Weyauweza, Smith, John M............... Eau Claire. 
Colbeck & Wethen........... ington. ‘handh True, John M................. Baraboo, 
Sane. keene Truax, Peter. ..........."".. Kan Claire. 

ee : ‘Turliff, Thos...--2.2.........° West Depere.. 
| Duffy & Pierce............... Darlington. Wood, Jeu Pr 

: Bran, og 0000. Map Wied Thos.227200777""" Depere. 
Ellis, John................-.. Moundville. Witla, FW os oo. o oon loaiot 

Fleming, G. W............... Amherst. sr pues a 
Faucette, Thos... °/......... Darlington. —— SS ae 

Galbraith Bros............... Janesville. Clydesdale Horses. 
Golden, Frank............... Cartwright. ss 
Gilman, J. A................. Sparta, 

Arries Bros................... Augusta. 
Harvey, Charles............. Mondovi. e 

Harvey, James....... ....... Mondovi. Briggs, H. A......... ....... Elkhorn. 
Hannar, J. J................. Depere. Brown, L. & M. A........ ... Delavan. 
Holt, D. B.......... ......... Danville, Bowles & Hadden............ Janesville. 
Hoover, I. L.................. Clinton. Brown, Henry................ Augusta, 
Hopewood, H.. .-. ----.------- Merritts Landing. | Barber, Solon................ Augusta. 

Hic! ae E., & Sons........ Whitewater. Brereton, Geo. R............. Mazomanie, 
Hill, H. D., & Son............ Lake Geneva. Burrington, Bros............. Sun Prairie, 
Holt, C. D.................... Rammey. Bennett, John................ Westfield, 

Boyce, Reuben............... Brooklyn. 
Johnson, Chris............... Chetek. Beattie, Wm ................. Arlington. 

, Johnson, David............... Jefferson. Ellsworth, John M........... Dodgeville, 

Kellogg, Rufus B............. Green Bay. French, H.................-.. Galesville. 
Kay, Andrew................. Depere. 

rn ate Galbraith Bros........... ... ‘Janesville, 
Loomer, J. H...........-0--0+ Doug! nter. 

La’ 4A. S...... >... Oo 4 Hoover, I. L.................. Clinton, 
Hie Hamilton, Hugh. ..2.2....... Westfield. 

MeMellen, A.... ............- Douglas Center. | Jones; Richards 00007227777" Gambrias Meme G8 oes. re. oe F 
Marry, Jobn. ..........0.s20+ Field, » Daniel............. Galesvil! Morley, N-W.-v.0000.." Baraboo. <a a oe 

james............. . Darlington. Lowell, R. D...... ........... Sharon, 
Mckay, D. G............ .... Chippewa Falls. Lyale, James............... . Verona. 

5
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a 
600—oOoOomm™ 

i Babbitt, Clinton.............. Beloit. 
Clydesdale Horses—Continued. Bartlett, W. B., & Sous...... Eagle Point. 

——————————— ee nag 

a 21 ler, LP... rece cece eeee 

Miller, William. ............-. Rusk. Bennett JB a Dela 
JAMES. ...---+- +++ 1001 mn. 

Norton Bros..........---. --- Byron. Ballentine, Davad 00000... Bloomington. 

Ogilvie, B. B....---------7-- Yagaam one, Gee IIT Madison 
Ogilvie, Wm............----+ Verona. Belnkerbom, Foo. 00000002 Brandon. 

Plenty, John............+.-+- Poynette. Boyce, Reuben............... Brooklyn. 
Perry, Bli...........---++++-- Waupun. : Carver, N; Beseeseeesssssees Ghetele 

Quick, W. J.......-+--0+eeeee+ Lamartine. Campbell, Sani 000000. Westfield. 

eram, Osmond.......... Menomonie. 

Be Riis: Samir Crawford,’ John.........."""" Menomonie. 
Russell, Samuel....11....11.. Westfield, Coen AIT Rilatord, 
Root, Philo.............. ---- Hortonville. Goll. Chas 2200002200000 Edmund, 

Sprecher, John.........-.. -- Madison. ©. M.....-.00++++00++ WRomater 
Stroup, Go. Cee Lamartine, Clark, Isaae.220202200200.0.2. Galesvilie. 

Stroup, Uriah................ Fond du Lac. TeeenGUAs ape 

Stocking, Johm.............-. Bau Claire. Dilton thos. #2200000 Mondovi. 

Valerius & Co.............-.. Watertown. Finnegan, P.ssssssesssse Stitzer 

White, Chas...... .....-..-.. Fulton. innegan, P. H. ..........--- BOMMmneee 

Wenziaff, Chas..2.012.121100. Seymour. Bees oc emma 
——————————————— mio Pi sani sen ee 

=e ‘alkens' eee 
Cleveland Bay Horses. Fish, Le Nete. e222. Reedsburg. 

ee eS ee Forbes, W. H............. ... River Falls. 

saiswiteonnhen een 5. Golden, Frank ... ........... Cartwright. 

POE Boies ro Green, Myron F............-+ Fulton.” 

Pabst, Fred............-+++++ Milwaukee. Gough, John... ............. Saukville, 
Pasay Mee ay La Crosse. 

Urhlein Bros...............-. Milwaukee. Harrington, Bi oS Madison. " 

Warren, Geo., & Sons........ Fox Lake. —— bo ae 

Webster Bros ...........-.--- Danville. Hyatt, A.X00000° 200000002 Sheboygan Falls. 
—_—_———— | Bot, D. B... eee Danvilte. 

peers ie 
Trot i azen, DS <naoesoneneswn ae 

Standard Bred Trotting Horses. | Harding, George......... 11. Waukesha. 
| Barden, Won... -............ Rural. 

Brooks, Seymour seeeeeeseee East Troy. Hannum, Geo. M........ .... Lancaster. 

Blake, Dr............ -------- Lodi. Jacobe, W. HE oooseeeeoose sees Madison: | 

Cate) FTiasencosns0-- 00> oor BS james, N. L...............-.. Richland Center. 

Clark, ©. MoL.0.............. Whitewater. Jackson, Allen............... Phillips. » 

rego! Kennedy, Daniel............. Galesville, 

Fox, A. O . ..----++2+eeeeeres o » ee — 

ent eB. cece cece cccescee 

Huzen, Chester ............-. Brandon. Kay, Robert... 2022200000002. Depere. 4 

Kilbourn, J. M...........--.. Lancaster 
Lyall, James................. Verona, 

McKinney, H. D..........---. Janesville. Lamberton, J. C.............. Whitehall. 

Moore, A.'C.. .......------.- Fond du Lac. Leiby, John.................. Greenville. f 

Lewis, William, ...... 11.1... Bloomington. 
=—————————————— SOOO 

ee eat SES =o 

. vering, teen ee eeee . 

Shetland Ponies. Ludlow. A, &Son....2.2.2..” Monroe, , 
Sse Long, Samuel................ Westfield. 

Lilburn, Robert.......... --- Emerald Grove. | yfatiory, L. D........-.+..+++- Westfield. 

___—— —————————————— | Maha y, James.............. Montello. 

= eR ie a Morley, Re As..etecoc sec Baraboo. 
rth larch, John .........--++-20+ wullsburg. 

Shorthorn Cattle. Moss, P.H........ ....... -. Sparta. i 

eee oe Jd, A. A...eseceeceee cere lesville. (cKibben, J.C ..........--++ 

pratt bet asc Tae Mathews, John. 2000000212117 Darlington. 
‘Andrus, M. L....-. --+eee+++ Chetek. Mathy, Henry .............. Depere. 

3
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| 
a 

ed i Clegg, John ...............-.. Bloomington, 

Shorthorn Cattle—Continued. Gonvey ‘Thos... 22.0000 iitgeway. 
Cee EEE EEE ge Se 

Mallory, John... .. ......... Wayside. ne no ee 
Mone Pen CIT Bloomington. | SUR St 0000200 a Cle 
Norrish, dward.......... .. Rock Falls. Site re 
ee Se Cuppel, Chas! !!). (22.2020... Milwaukee. 

Dettinger, John... .......... Galesville. 
ee en es Dennerson, Jacob............ Augusta, 
eee ee Dailey, J. G@......000. IDI. Hudson, 

el Maras e lyn. Doyon, MR Madivon, 

Pound, Thad C.........--.--- Chippewa Falls. | Driver, James../..0.. s02..+. Darlington. 
Porter, John ...............-. Whitehall, Dey, John.................--. Hortonville. 

Se nas pesado Erickson, M.J.............-. Sheboygan Falis. 

Rhodes, Edson ............... Galesville. eee ee 
Reain, Daniel .i5--000000..+- Rudolph, eerste 7 . 
ichardson, . se eeeeeeees caster. ‘ii: 

Hoss Jonny & Son. 0-07 Mineral Point, | Pasymy Hes... Mewmmnck, 
Rewey, J. W ...........-...-. Rewey. Farnum Lesescccc isto, Stephensville 

Y, ip..........-..-.... W. Union Junction, 

| ee es Ree Farnham, Mr................. Shiocton. 

Sprecher, Jobin..."<0.0... iu) Madison: Fish, H. Z....-...0.-.-.-++++ Museoda. 
man, H. B.......-222000- Gay, Wm. M.............--... Madison. 

tase gms pee oe tee Galloway, B.A0.220000000200 Fond du Lae. 

Scott, Charles. ..222.22225222" uy x Gibbs, G8. R....000 000 IIIII. Whitewater, 
Cu, 680... en . Griffith, C.N.. . ............ Whitewater. 

ee ee — George, F.Al..0.00000000.2° Whitehall. 

Sanderson, Joseph ...1.!211) Cambria. Grover, P. & E............... Amherst. 
| Stephenson, Geo............. Darlington. Greer, M. L.........-++..++++ Elroy. 

peer gs epee Hacker, T. Lie... -+--+e-- Madison. 
Stroup, Gra soci, Rama tae, | AMG Ae Boos ooo 77 MME Si Grand Ave. 

» Snyder, John................. Elkhorn. Harnden, Henry. <!..1.!... Madison. 

ee ‘Wert Denee- Hitt, D. H.......--+-000++ +++ Oakéeld. 

‘ormley, Thos................ Fennimore. Jacksen, Allen. Philli 

Tizer, Samuel................ Sparta. as... tomb 

Turner, Edward.............. Aetherst, Jennings, W. H ............-- Tomah 

Kellogg, H. B.......... ..... Ranney. 
Van Vonderon, John. ....... Depere. Kingman, R.S.............+-+ — 

Van Matre, T. J.............. Fayette. King, Edmund ............... Whitewater. 

Van Matre, Joseph... ....... Mineral Point. i Pant, Bros. oo eeeeessssees Grand Rapids. 
Wan : te wrence, A. W.............. Sturgeon Bay. 
pee en ee Title Geb ke II Eiko, 
Webster Bros. 2222020/2 10! Danville, Lybrand, RG...000000000.22. Rieiiland Center, 
Wiles, T7177" Packwankes. Lilly, Frank...0.00200.00.0222 Darlington, 
Willis, Richard...".."""" "1." Lancaster. Lowe, Victor.................. Palmyra, 

yen <<... ae Lawton, J.G..............--. Depere. 

ley, Dew.) s<s--c-s-0 Clinton. i 
White, Alexader....71...77. Fulton, Moon, D, R. ........+.-++-++-+ Ban Claire, 

Muzzy, John.................. Angusta. 
| Miller. B., & Co. 22002222) Madison. 

Morey, James................. Merrimack, 
Jersey Cattle. Mole, James.................. Janesville. 

} es eee asseee. West Depere. 

| si Martin, gobo G2000000.00.000. Mimeral Point . in, John C.........-.--++ jineral int. 

Sees ype Merriman ...........s...ss-+ Ft. Atkinson, 
Allen, $...0..220.2001.00) Darlington se. a 

wee i“ yo, . anne eeeeeee eens sville, 

Allen, J. B., & Son.... ...... Delavan. Myers, He J.00000000...00.00. Cartwright. 

Bartlett, W. B., & Sons ...... Eagle Point. Nuzum, G. W ........... .... Viroqua, 
Bradley, W. G-.o-vcoerccs Hudson era 88.2221, Clinton. 

Bryant, Geo. E visti. soc. Madison, 2 Outhouse, Wm. H............ Madison. 

eee soe Bloomington, Palmer, N.N........ ..-..--- Brodhead. 
Briguleite, J. Wh near cocescny GORE EEF. Pound, Thad. C.............+ oe wa Falls. 
Burrowbridge, Jas............ Madison. Pickard, J.W................ Biel tend Center. 

L 

aa
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i Frost, E.D. .................. Almond, 
Jersey Cattle—Continued. Rarrigh Joby 2200011010111112 Grand Rapids. 

ee ee 
POORO A Te. a oiconss ce. tae, le. ts ‘a y Gra’ Bie ie bn senna e.slrn's te Pierce, C. W...... ousoweoe moran Falls. Gee Le. emiaaaien om" 

Rowe, A. L.............-..... Scandinavia. Gloek, Te. 2. Weyauwega, 
Rawson, G. H................ Oak Center. Green, RB. P................... Fennimore. 

Richardson, A. D............. Hudson. os 

ee ae Grant, N. 8.002000 Welighstown, 
Snyder, A. L.................. Mt. Hope.. 

Stewart, Robert....07271017. Chetek. Habn, M..............-...--.. Sturgeon Bay. 
Smith, L.C.....22° 0.00111) Whitewater. Hickey, J. E., & Sons |/1!1!!) Whitewater. 
Schreiter.... ............... Darlington. Hansen, M.R................ Hausen. 
Smith, C.W.................. East Troy. Hyatt, A. X.............. ... Sheboygan Falls. 
Stanley, L. C................. Chippewa Falls. Hutchinson, W. B............ Seymour. 4 
Schermer. F......./.......... West Depere. Haily, D...................... Depere. 
Sanford, Henry ©)2...222..! Manitowoc. Hamear, J. J................. Depere. 
Shanks, W. M................ Alloa. Hanson, P................ ... Ft. Howard. 

Shulte, D000 Bio. Harris, Dr. C.C.............. Dousman. 
Smith, J. Moo. 000... 1..0.2) Green Bay. Holden, C.E ..............-.. Hudson. 

SORES eter AMAT. = 22-2 Johnson, Chris............... Chetek. 
Thompson, Paul.............. Blair. - 
Tubbs, Peter..............!..) Seymour. Kurtz, John .................. Saukville. 
Taylor, H.C. eee ee Oxtordville. Kibourn, J. M................ Lancaster. 
True, Jol Baraboo. 
Thatel pet ee eee Lueps, W.G.................. Manitowoe. 
Lene ° Lybrand, R. Coven Richland Center. 

mnard, teen eee eee eee re 
Trias SORE on ----<a-= Lyneh, Anthony <22...1211!:) New Richmond. 
Yarritey, Mathias............ Appleton, Lutz Bros .......000.0 2000011 Grand Rapids. 

Pe ee Mosher, J.R ................. Racine. 
Wilson, T. B.................. Menomonie. ae Fc 

Wilcox, Sheldon.’ :"!!''1".! Depere. Sone. 00S 
Woodraff, N.A.0...2.001.111) Eagle Point. more eee 
Wyatt, L. D.. ner ee Mills, Mrs. L. P............... Hortonville. 

Whites N22 Gomomowos, | Baar EOE esses sosceseee ADDN " 
Weeks,  Dicnssces Oconomowoc. a ae eee Meyers, A.. & Son. .°).111111) Beloit. 
tegrated eisai tee, fa Es eg: GEE « co ns0o ES 

Holstein Cattle. Pelton, H...............+4.-. Dallas, 

Pe F. oe ee eae eae 
et ceeseeeeeees —— Richmond. James ............ Lodi. 

Anderson, Lonis,22200000°1.02 Dallas.” REN os: eee 
Banks, KE. J... ......-.css00s tek. Smith, JohnM................ Eau Claire, 
Baldwin, H.§.02000.0222222. Gaetrcas. Seott, Walter..000211.12.111) Hudson. 
Barber, FD... .......-.06 TOMA: Scott, M.J.................... Bloomington. 
Barker, C. P.................. Chippewa Falls. Schroeder, F. W., & Son ..... West Bend. 
Brown, William .............. Depere. Selle, Albert ................. Theinsville. 
Bremner, John ........+.-.-.- Montello. ices to ge ee 

rger Bros ..... ............ Burlington. Strang & Wells ..........."! Auroraville, 

Curtis, I. L...............+-... Poynette, 
Clark,'S.8 00000000000. 00122) Little Rapids, Thompson, G. W............. Amherst. q 
Cronk, 8.W.i 00020000 .000002 Louisville. Taomas, J-M................ Dixon. 

Carrier. 7. ipo Boscobel. Trigg, J.E................... Downing. 

Geman, On ae Urquehart, John ............. Rio. 
Gate eee Vinnett, Brono ............... Eagle Point 
Cheever, D. G................ Clinton. 

Cochrane, Thomas ::!"1/111!) Eau Claire. Weaver, M.G. .............. Clinton. 
Wegemann, A. H............ Lake Mills. 

Dimond, Neal .. ... ........ Montello. | Winton, T.$..0...00..IIIII Prospeet. 
De Land, A. D.02.222.2....1) Sheboygan Falls. | White, D.Ml200000000002....) Hudson. 
qwinnell, J. Bl.22222221221222 Lodi. | Wintermute, rani \.°.2.171 Whitewater. 

<ans, 8. W., & Son.......... Danville. | Ziegler, Fred............ce00- Apple Creek. } 

4 
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BO Eg Ne ata ee 

Guernsey Cattle. Thompson, Geo. F............ Oshkosh. 

| Van Matre, N.K............ Mineral Point. 

Clapp, I. J............ --..--. Kenosha. Williams, J. J..............+. Berlin. 

Fairbank, N. K... .......-... Lake Geneva. 
ee pin Premie.  | S F 2-7 SR 
Foster, H. T.............-.--. Sparta, =—_—_—_—_—_— 

Gerald, Geo..... .........--.. Weyauwega. 
See Ge, Koshoneng. Polled Angus Cattle. 

Hackett, John, & Son........ Augusta. 
Hoard, W. D...........------ Ft. Atkinson, Barber, Solan....... ......-. Augusta. 

Houston Be gc Keon Borah, J. N.... 2...0.2....2.. Lameaster. 
|, Geo. C., titi... +. Rosendale. 

: Herron, William.............. Springville. Davy, Peter...... ... ....... Alderney. 

Hamilton, W I............... Fond du Lac. Edgerton, 8. R.............-. Spring Prairie. 

Kent, Wm.........--.-.+...-+ Bask. Forbes, W. H............ ---» River Falls. 
Nichols, Wm................. Trempealeau. Moover.E. Ve. .---..- n+. <-0«, Cano 

Remington, O. T............. Amy. eg ——— 

ick. G. G........... -.. Manitowoc. 
Schinide; Nichelaa...7.1..7., Greenleaf, Kirkpatrick, J. C............. Rewey. 

i Leslie & Burwell............. Cottage Grove. 
Tratt, F. W...........-..---.- Whitewater. Lilburn, Robert .............+ fmeraia Grove. 

—————_—_—————_—————— 
D Ryan, Jobn................... Bloomington. 

vy ae Stone & McConnell Bros..... Ripon or Fisk. 

Baker, Geo., &Son........... Hustisford. Tainter, A................--.. Menomonie. 

= Ae Torzer, Ole............... ... Liberty Pole. 

Curtis, E.E.................. Berlin. Van Valkenburg, Mr......... Chetek. 

French, H................-++. Galesville. Red Polled Cattle. 

Groenveld, H................. Sheboygan Falls. 
= Cline Brann, Robert W............ Merton. 

ove aimades . Dutten, Arthur............... Centerville. 
Morse, J. W., & Son.......... Verona. Daniels, Newell .............. Hancock. 

Northrop, J.D .... ......... Clinton. Hoover, I. L...............-. Clinton. 

Rawson, E. L............ .... Oak Creek. Jomer, 8. H. & A. E.......... Janesville. 
Root, Philo................... Hortonville. James, N. L...........------. Richland Center. 

Smith, John W........ ...... Sparta. Keyes, E. W...........-..+;-. Madison. 
Strong, John................. Elkhorn. iim = 

‘Van Vonderen, Jno.... .. ... De Pere. | apical Bae a 

a ee | Martin Bros.................. Gotham. 

Steele, William......... ..... Merton. 
) Hereford Cattle. tote ein Bros..... Ripon. 

Anandale Live Stock Co..... Ripon. ra tf 

Berkitt, W. W.............. . Darlington. Ayershire Cattle. 

Edwards, John, & Son....... Fisk. ‘s - 2 
BOD. 52 cces een : 

Foshay, Wm.................. Patch Grove. sane ae 
Hazen, Chester,.............. Brand 

Hicklin, James............... Patch Grove. = sia rn 

Kevlin, John................. Rutland. weiaes iTS 
Smith Preston, S. D...........-.-.-. West Depere 

Sellers, J. Wi... Viola” Stilson, O..... .........-.+++. Rochester.
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a SSS 

é, Schuerman, G. H............ Richland Center. Holderness Cattle Schnell, Lowie....2212.210!72 Tomah. 
> Kennedy .............. 10. Works, O..........:-+-++:+++- Augusta, Saundorsom, Phos -..-.""” Leeds, 

SSS SacSSsS“_s_«——“qwoqoso»_> ss soundereon. Joseph. ......... SS 
*, . chmidt, John ............... Hortonville, Poland China Swine. 

Tubbs, Peter ................. Seymour, 
J aI ore nc wren cnex Caldwell. 

Armitage, S$. P............... Seymour, Taylor, A.M............. ... Bloomington. 
Ashton, Robert............... Arcadia. Treloar, J. J..& Son . ...... Lancaster. 

True, John M ................ Baraboo. 
Bradley, W. C................ Hudson. 
Buswell, S. N.. -............. Amherst. Urguehart, John ............. Rio. 
Baker, Geo., & Son........... Hustisford. 
Bonham, J. C......... ....... Bloomington. Walker, Geo. A .............. Laneaster. 
Bartlett, W. B., & Sons...... Eagle Point. Willis, R.C....... ...... .... Laneaster. 1 
Baliheim, Mr................. South Osborn. Waite, E,& Son.. .. ........ La Grange. 
Beardsley, B..00000000000111 Bloomington, — | Wileox, Jo Res. .000001" River Falls, 

WYMS, G00... ne nnn. DOOR: 
Carpenter, Nathan........... Medina. Works, O............. ....... Augusta. 

Convey, Thomas ..... ....... Ridgeway. ic a a 
ee Deen yereeen hae an —— a aes poe er et 

Wil, Thomas................ West Depere. z " 
Carey, John.................. Bloomington. Chester White Swine. 
Chreslaw, J. M............... Dane. ——Ss 
Carver, N.E.................. Chetek, 
Se Pe Galesville, Austin, C.R................. Sparta, 

OR) Pon ncssceren an nt7 a eee Borland, John ............... Rusk. 
Day, Charles.. .............. Hudson. 
Dyer, We TS .. seoncineeneona+see: inne: Dey, John.................... Hortonville. 
Dey, John.................... Hortonville. 
Davenport, C. A.............. Auroraville. Evans, S. W., & Sons...... .. Danville. 

ee bar ae ‘Waueka. Holt, D. B vill 
rowtzky, B.................. Tomah. (ol . B.............2.-.. Danville. 

‘ a : Harlow, 01902220000 000011, Whitehall. 
Edwards, Wncscsseecnses BM i bs seca ena Shonen Joiner, $. H,, & A.E........ Janesville, 
Felch, J. H................... Amherst. 
Fowler, Ban nanens = a Watensier Mooney, J. E................. Tomah. “ 
PG Ws on cog cie as. oosn een ae L. 
Wid, LN ee Palmer & Noblet............. Springfield, 

Getis & Bverson .. oe Whitehan. Roberts, M. W......... ...... Belle Fountain. 
jordon, Joseph.............. Mineral Point, 

Green, Myron F.o-.200000. Bultom |” | Sitoders Fe Ws & Bow2222. West Bend, Grisim, @..C.2.0000.0..001, Prairiedusac, | Sievers, Ws © Bom.....-. Wess mend 

Hamilton, W.1.............. Fond du Lae. ‘Thompson, S.................. Darlington. 
Hackett, John, & Son..... .. Augusta. Tschudy, Fred ...... ........ Monroe. 
Huntington, A. W ........... Baraboo, 

Held, Paul ................. . Prairie du Sac. Wheeler, E. D................ Lima, 
Hillman, D................... Brandon, Wyatt, L. D..............-.<. Tomah, 
Hickey, J. E., & Sons........ Whitewater. 

Hurley, James ............... Saukville. Se 

Jackson, John ............... Mineral Point. Berkshire Swine. 
Lawrence, Charles........... Danville. 
Lytle, Geo. A................. Elkhorn, Arnold, A. A ................. Galesville. 

Louis, Theodore.......... ... Louisville. z { 
Brinkerhoff, F ............. Brandon. 

McGilvra, A.D............... Baraboo. Brabazon, J. R.00.0121.1... Delavan. 
Morley, R. A................. Baraboo. _ . 
Morrison, A. H.............. Morrisonville. Freeman, H.................. Whitehall. 

March, Jolin ................ Shullsburg 
McIntosh, C. H............... Lodi, Metcalf, E. K................. Bloomington. 
Mathews, Geo. @..1122111121 Burlington. 
Mulroy, P . eseces cteeee. Mortonville. Owens, J. E.................. Brooklyn. 
Marten, William ............. Darlington. 

Peterson, O. E............... Amherst. | 
Parsons,,Geo.............. .-. Tomah, 

Smith Bros................... Lancaster. 
Richardson, W. P............ Lancaster. Shurman, G. U............... Richland Center. 
Roberts, R. E................ Ives Grove. 
Root, William................ Hortonville. Wyatt, L. D.................. Tomah, 

-
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| y i ia Swine Jones, §.B... ...... ........ Hustisford. 
Victoria Swine. Jones, 8. R........... ........ Hustisford. 

See aS Oi Miciins pres cncieioeoneas: Ce 

Curtis, J.L....... ........--. Poynette. woe : Lewis, Geo. A...........-..+. Fond du Lae. 
Ni L. M...........20. --. Centralia. 
aia Manley, H. H....... ... .... Hortonville. 

% Park Bros...............---.. Caldwell. McConnell & Bros............. Rrpon. 
5 McCormick, E........ ....... Mt. Hope. 

Scoville, J. M................. Lowville. Morley, I. W.................. Ablemans, 
Se BB. anon ener et Mill, R. HH. ........... ......- Palmyra. 
Schroeter, G ....:............ Grafton. 

ssi rare aie Parker, Wm. E............... Beaver Dam. 
eS Oa ee Se ——— 

*, ‘aul, J. Roacscernansacetcces Sn 
. Essex Swine. Porter, Geo. 7.22222. 200021 Caldwell. 

se to stiaeeeaoeeinant amen ctiian arailas geoimeeapananiedianeranncen: TEE crise ness on 

Arlt, Adolph ................ Seymour. Vanderpool, Geo. J........... Mukwonago. 

Brooks, Seymour... ........ East Troy. Smiley, Wm.................. Albany. 
Sayre Bros........000..0.121.) Fulton. 

Hartley, Mrs. Mary ..........° La Crosse. 
West, Nelson............ .... Fayetteville. 

Necke, John ........ ........ Seymour. 
—.. | Randolph, N.................. Troy Center. 

TS MES ee NG Rosie. sacen asinine aie, Sen 
Suffolk Swine. Rynden, W................... Stephensville. 

-—— | Wilkinson, H. J .............. Whitewater. 

NE ETO nn ccs cci even SN, SS 

Foster, Asa .................. Elkhorn, = 
Shropshire Sheep. 

Hughes, J. M.................. Menomonie. ee 

Joiner, 8. H. and A. E ....... Janesville. ie eee Augusta. 

coat a: Bhs sé rest, W .......... ..--.---- Poymette. 

Spanish Merino Sheep. ee ee 
Glover, J. E.. ............... Hudson. 

Andrews, F. S................. Mukwonago. a om 
Armitage, 8. Po... 22 Seymour. Kelsey, W. T... ............-. Prairie du Sac. 

Abrams, L.................... Bloomington. Lewis, Wm................... Bloomington. 

Baker, Geo., & Son........... Hustisford. 3. 
Buttlet, BoP... cscs. Waterford. McKerrow, Geo.............. Sussex. 

Brooks, Seymour............. East Troy, 
nae hana Owens, J. E.................. Brooklyn. 

Crawford, J..N............... Mukwonago. Payne, J.C...... ............ Prairie du Sac. 

Qaebticke 0? Seer | Waldman, Wo.......-se ee» North Andover 
Curren, W. B................. Lodi. ———— ee 
poms ig leant ee —_ | 

Happ, LJ... ................ Kenosha, 
Crake, Perry ..2000 20000000002 Caldwell: Cotswold Sheep. 

Dixon, J. H.................. Brandon, 
Arlt, Adolph............... .. Sawyer. 

Everets, W. H................ Leeds Center. 
Bryant, Geo. E............... Madison. 

econss “irpinedgertemte ena aint me ae ae 
) ‘oote, M. wenn eeeeeeceeeceee ring rairie. a} ene e ee secenecesenees ta mn. 

Fraser & Lobdel.............. Mukwonago. * 
Harding, Geo................. Waukesha, 

Green, F. H.................. Leeds Center. Lawrence, A. W.............. St nm ‘. 
| Gale, isaac........2202........ Waukesha. i. eee Tey: 

Morey, James................ Merrimack. 
| Holt, D.B................ ... Danville. Mares, John 2222.27. -+++-. Shullsburg. 
{ Humbert, Floyd,............. Caldwell. 

Humbert, Leon........ ...... Caldwell. Nash, L. M........ ........... Centralia. 
Holmes, A... ................ Douglas Center. 

Roberts, Mark W............. Bellefountain, 
Jones, Ed..................... Lima Center. 
Jones, D. B................... Weiner. Smith, John M................ Eau Claire.
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Southdown Sheep. | reas eaten ren 
SS eee Brober, John... see eeeeeen SS 

Fuller, A. G.. ............... Seymour. Blonier, A joes Johnsburg. 

ee rayton, Mrs. J...... ....... Fond du s Fellow Bros.............-.... Foscoro, Brown, Been. incase Fond du Lae. 
rown, O. P... .............. Byron, Sheldon, B. F...............-. Brandon. poe Oo 

7p ce ia Carrier, 8. E ............+++-- Oak Centre, 
Poultry Breeders. ee ee ees 

SS eee Campbell £ Buichinson...--- Lake Mills. 
Ballheim, Frank.............. South Osborn, mp) jodge.. ........ Lake Mills. 
Belding, C. H..............2. Shoplere. Carlin, = narnia oo ; 
Bishop, Dr. L. A.............. Fond du Sac: Guiness reo 

ES Ie a ae Christians, H. @2020.20000.0.) Johnsons Creek. 
Coleman, J. E........... .... Evansville. Cesrch, Me NF cnce a iain 

i Clark, J. Je. cg! Berlig. Bowing, W22.....0....-00002.0. PRE. Goatees eee 

Gibbons, G. B................. Baraboo. : i Dasson, John................. Sheboygan Falls. Green, R. C., & Co........... Albion. Da Saco G02 ss Sheboygan Fi iL 

mrow, MID... ccciecvesese ‘rani le Hamea, A... ................ Bloomington. Delta a Cone ee Plymouth, 

Ketchum, I. P........ ........ Madison. che, Oliver... ........ Brussels, 
Kenling, Julius... ........ Hope. So > os re 

cand! De Schinidt, Isaac’ ........... Cedar Grove. 
a Borate tones eee eee ee ILI) Mitchell. 
Martin, Ed........... .....,. Fond du Lac. 
McFarland, Wm. Hi. (Brab- ee see Fistral 

mae Eocene Ehrlich, Otto. .020.0.000.0022 Sheboygan Falls, 
Oak Grove Poultry Yards... Platteville. ae Eee See. - 
Richi Erpstolszen, Edward..." !!. Howards Grove. mond, H. C..... ........ Lodi. Hans, Davy dees ston ‘ 

Scott, M.J................... Bloomington. Bete 3 aos Crinoenitiit rir ae Malone. 
Smith & Hayes... .". “Madison. ee ree 
Smith, J. W..222022.02212.22 Sparta. Estabrook, C. E.............. iu Lac. 
Steves, J. Bll 0000000000022) Louisville. arg, BB ee econ Hake Mlle 

Thomas, J. W.... ........ .. Chippewa Falls. lasse, stetss sereeesee Johnsonville. 
‘Thompson, Paul..2.727"..1! Blalee Fills Joseph .o0000.00000200 ier minc 
‘Filson, Mrs. Ida BE... ........ W. Salem, mos qa 

TORS, 30 ass ===> SR Sl ye Ca ee 
—— S| Roster J Hc ie ccecicess Koro, 

Cheese Factorizs and Creameries. | Frick vot. 20000012 720.1. Plymouth. 
ee a NI cca ce 

Antone, A......0............ Belgium, Gates, C. W............+.-.-. Winooski, 
Allen, Merreck T............. Springhill. Gaeble, Geo.................. Sheboygan. 
Algoma Creamery Go....\!. Oshkosh. Gerlach, Chas..20220020001211 Grafton, 
Armstrongs .................. Armstrong's Cor- | German & Wyman........... Lake Mills. 

ners. Gibbs, Charles R....0111.01111 Whitewater. 
Airhart, E..................-. Mitehell. Gibson, Cas... Tad. 

iilow, ET oc ovcccvcsescees: ‘edarburg. 
Baltz, C. W............++.-+- Calumet, Goldbeek, Wai 2202020200002 Plymouth: q 
Bamford, Henry...1222211111) Plymouth, Gosen, Av .....00020000III) Wallhaine. 
Bartram, G. A................ Rural. Grecsel, Anton................ Luxemburg. 

Barrett, Wm......... ........ Dykesville. Green, M. H.................. Reeseville, 
Been, F «2 -...... 255.55... Ce Griffith, J. N................. Whitewater. 
Best, John.................... Johnsonville. Guernsey Creamery.......... Koshkonong 
Bates, A. Mu000000000 200211) Mondovi. Grolenhiis, G., & Co..."1.1"! Cedar Grove. 

Bertram, C................... Johnsburg. Gartman, August ............ St. George. 
Bitter, John. ...............1. Sheboygan. Geffin, Wo... IIIT Laneaster. 

Benscke, D................... Fontenoy. eae ty, 
Beyer, H. S...... ............ New Denmark. Goutermont, Wm.... ....... Peebles. | 
Bleecker, J. R................ Hubbleton. Geulich, H ................... Calvary. 
Braun, C...................... Sullivan. 
Boveher, L...........-........ Dykeville. Barris, JobM .............0055 a 

Bovina Cheese Factory ...... Shiocton. Halsley, C.................... Elmore. 
Bourgeois, H................. Mt. Calvary. Hobbs, W.A.... .........-.. Brandon, 

4 

. 

| 
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5 ‘ . ees . 
Cheese Factories, Ete—Continued. | Novarsy,Pj°% 0-0-0707 Pachtandy ty. 

| North Road Factory......... Milford. 

Hobbs, A. J................-. Brandon. etek bide... Yaa 
Haskins, J. A .........-.----. Waupun. Ochs, Julius...-...... 2.1.2. Howards Grove. 
no lad eae paaeE toy, oS O°Connell, James.......1.22 Pins. 
Se eae O'Connell; John H..-........ Beechwood. 

Haggerty, SA Mt. Bierling. O'Connell, E. M.............. Beechwood. 
Heisdorf, John... ........... Edwards. Paulsons, E. B .......... .... Rosendale. 
Helmer, L...... ............. Plymouth. i eee 
Hornick, Geo................. Rhine. Pith, J... ......<.2-+-.-.-- CUS: 
Hornick, Philip............. . Rhine. Peebles, E Peebles. 
Hartman, John..-22222021.1.. Gibbsville. Bee > Ga 
Hopeman & Kaffers.. ....... Gibbsville. Phillips, Fo2222.20202/000.22 Brothertown, 
Hopeman, Wm............... Cedar Grove. Payne, J 2222222. Edwards Mills. 

Hose, Jon Hocico. Sheboygan. Be eee 
Hoard, A. R..000002222200° 1.) Ft. Atkinson. Page eos Berl. 
Hilltop Cheese Factory...... Watertown. Perrot, Lewis......----------- Greenville. 
Hustisford Cheese Factory.. Hustisford. Perriot, Louis...1..1..1.2.... Belgium. 

| Hartie, George ............... Ft. Atkinson. Piperville Cheese Factory.... Piperville. 
Hubbell & Co..20.2220 0022 River Falls. Soe Sean . 
Harrnese, Joseph............ Darbellay. Pfiel, Val. SS eee Halle, Victor ........22....1. Lincoln. neo eee 
Ingalls, E. P Milford. Peeiffer, J. Oe crcvssnavsiatrmes Franklin, 

Innis, WoT LIT West Rosendale, | Pierson, Nick................. Belgium. 
3 Da Da gecessessevssene Fond du Lac. Quick, John.......... ....... Lamartine. 

jenkens, E.§ ................ Rosendale. 

John Bros....0000° (IIIT sheboygan Falls, | Ran MBPs ccc 00000007 Doepellie, 
= Redi on, James............ Pins. 

Kissinger, Paul. .............. Waupaca. Roedet; Geen 2c, Rdwards, 
ee eee Rowerdink & Duimer ........ Gibbsville. 

m, Chas. ........... Sheboygan Falls. | Reneking, C. not Beanicin, 
Knowles, C.M...0...0.0....". St. Cloud. nee Falnacenailo, 
Kirehheck, Henry............ Howards Grove. Riess, Henry... ......1... Elkhart. . 
Kuehne, C. W..........--.... Johnsonville. Reseburg, Louis...222222111 Franklin. 
Koenig, Henry......... ..... Sheboygan Falls. Rebn, H. A.................., Franklin. 

sions crascnnsncee, = Ripon Creamery............! Ripon. 

: alec ae lepers a Roach & Seeber Co........... Waterloo. . 
ee eee Riverside Factory..... 71!!!) Milford. 

Se oo Bro re Robinson, A. E............... Waupaca. 
Keeher, Joh 222°2.1.0°22102. Campbellaport. | Bothy Joseph. ---.--------.- Eileyalle, 
Koeh, G. G..0002..0000..001.° Knowles. eens srrreseres eee 

Luecke, Fred................. Howards Grove. | Sargent, S. W................ Brandon. 
Lefebore & Son, 0........... Schiller. “se gM es 

Lutze, A.................. ... Sheboygan. mee wo eel - 
Leroy, Will. ..0100000....1.1.1 Waldo. ana wee 
ee pohnenare- Steiner, J. B...000.00.0.. 1.) Lomura. 

Rcearena Tee kon Sm r Schafer, Po... ocscssc-ss++ Calumet. 

MeAllister, J.D. ...-.---+-- Mills Center. | Stoddart Wor.--..22022u222, Waupun. 
MeCanna, C. B., & Co........ Burlington. Skinner, 8. E................ Brandon. 
McKinnon, M................ Sheboygan Falls. | Smith, J. A .0.02...22..2..121 Glenbeulah. 
Meuredie Bros........... ... Ft Atkinson. Stracks & Nevill |222.002.122 alto. 
McFarlane, W................ Eden. Stephany, A........ ......... Malone. 
McKinney, F. M.............. Fond du Lac. Stephany, P.......... ....... Peebles. 

Stellen, W......--.++++--. Brandon, 
Meichels, M. J........... .... Calumet Harbor. | Sebling & Grolenhies.--.-.-- Oostburg. 

J Manel, W.....00.0........... Ashford. Schibe, Herman.............. Plymouth. 
Murray, John ................ New Cassel, Strub, J..................-... Rhine. 

Moerich, M.................. Calumet Harbor. | Stecker, John................ Plymouth. 
Mathews, Jos ................ Auroraville. Swann, Robert................ Cascade. 
Mayhew, G. C................ Greenbush. Schultz, Herman............. Johnsonville. 
Murray, John................ Parnell. : Schneider, Edward.... ...... Howards Grove 
Maves, Otto.................. Howards Grove. Schueller & Co............... Belgium. 
MEE, FW oo cvsccces ccs» SOO, Schueller, John B............ Belgium. 
Melendy, E. B-°.--0..-1.-... Sheboygan Falls. Schmidler, Frank,........... Dacade. 

Millard, Chas. @..001.°1...... Lake Mills. Scheid, John.....000000000 Ada. 
Marshall, Robert............. Lake Mills. Spranger, M. H.............. Oostburg. . 
Mansfield, G.H............... Johnsons Creek. | Springhain, Wm.........°... Sheboygan. 
Milford Road Factory........ Milford. Smith, John A............... Glenbuelah, 

Moses, J. R...............-.-. Ogdensburg. Shields Factory.............. Hubbleton. 
Murphy, A. L................. Hortonville. Stilson & Co.................. Oshkosh, 
Meyer, H.F.0020..0. 00022 Greenleat. Snyder ...0.0000000 00D Waukaw
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Cheese Factories, Etc.—Continued. Wag Bw oaneneeveveseeese —— 
Wagner, Mat................. Malone. 

Smith, J. H................... Waupaca, oe, Lonis............... Thiensville, 
Sherman, Adolph.... ....... Plain. Webber, N. W................ Lima Center. 
Smith & Eastman............. Saukville. ‘Waumandee Cheese Factory. Waumandee. 
Stubbs, Chas,................ Lyons. Winn & Breeden.........:... Richland Center. 
Smithurst & Potter.......... Seneca. Waterloo Cheese Factory.... Waterloo. 

‘Wedenmeyer, Theo.....°..... Waterloo. 
own, FW soc ssascascience Weiner, ae Weiner. 
Thayer Refrigerator Co...... Union Grove. Woudruff, W. H.............. Green Bay. 
Tenddchel, August .......... Sheboygan Falls. Werg, Joseph................ Darbelley. 
Thackray, J. H............... Glenbuelah. Wittig, F............. ....... Fontenoy. 
Ternes, John, .. ............ Belgium. Widder, Herman............. Hingham. 
Teronda, Henry.............. Oostburg. Webb, Geo................... Greenbush, 
Themer, C. F........ ........ Sheboygan. Wolf, August................. Cascade. 
Tenpass, Garrett............. Hingham. Wester, Melchion............ Belgium. 

| Wellenstein, John B...°2.-1/ Belgium. fs Vaughn, W. A... ........... Wauzeka. Wiselink, John............... Gibbsville. 
Vanderwall, John............ Cedar Grove. Walvoord, Tony.............. Cedar Grove. 

Walvoord, Henry......... 11.) Gedar Grove. 
Pe nro es Wee ee esis tees oo lager, J... J... .oeseee OBERT. WM, MOOT. sos pcnsese Bs 
Watson, D. RB .........2+ ...+ Fond dui Lac. | 
Wt FE nnn. cosnenncans, OY Yanneys, Wm.... ........... Medina. 

Wirtz, Geo................... Dotyville. | 
Walia, Waco. os cncss.acc. WO i Zimmerman, Antoine........ Saukville. 
oa 
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

BOARD OF RECENTS. 

THE STATE SUPERINTENDENT, Ex OFFICIO. 

StaTeE aT LARGE, - - - - Hon. GEO. H. PAUL, PRESIDENT. 

STaTE aT LARGE, - - - Hon. E. W. KEYES, Cu’n Ex. Com. 

ist District, - - - - - - Hon. J. G. MCMYNN. 

| 2p DisTRicT, - - - - = - Hon. HENRY D. HITT. 

3p DISTRICT, - - - - - - Hon. GEO. RAYMER. 

47H DIsTRICT, - - - - - - Hon. GEO. KCEPPEN. 

5rH DisTRICT, - - - - - Hon. HIRAM SMITH. 

6TH DISTRICT, - - - - - Hon. FRANK CHALLONER. 

{7TH DISTRICT, - - - - - Hon. C. H. WILLIAMS. 

8TH DISTRICT, - - - - - Hon. WM. P. BARTLETT. 

: 97TH DisTRICT, - - - - - Hon. R. D. MARSHALL. 

Committee of Board of Regents in Charge of Farmers’ Institutes. 

Hon. HIRAM SMITH, Chairman, - - - - SHEBOYGAN FALLS. 

Hon. H. D. HITT, - - - - - - OAKFIELD. 

Hon. C. H. WILLIAMS, - - - - - BaRrasoo. * 

Ww. H. MORRISON, Superintendent. 

’ Office — No. 12, Capitol, 

- 
MADISON, WIS



LIST OF FARMERS’ INSTITUTES, 1888-9. 

Towns or Cities. Counties. Date. 

Rewattnee .......c0 ose ccocsien o00eeseene > GURNRNEDOD. 6 sicas sixeese oss INOW samy Oe 
Friendship. ......--.-+++++eeeeeeeeeeees AMAMS.. 2.20... ee eee cere Nov. 20, 21 

MODE. oa icascis'nie se ctodsesesasecs 52s EER ao Sac wee ore ene) eee eee 

Mo OWis ais coe 'sc css ccacsnceiincsced cin EARNS oe 'o\norecine ones aa SEOE ST eee ee 

Bloomington ............+.ssscedeceees GFAME........----+202+- Nov. 27, 28 

Mt. Sterling ........2....csee0+++2e00- Orawford...........-.... Nov. 80, 1 

Platteville. ..<<<<sss0scsscesesveevss+cc CMMMMa -.ccocceneescccss SMe coe oe 

Dodgeville........00..00c00csecercescecie WOWRscecccscccseceren se See, 8, 7 

Darlington .............+2ssseeeee++--- La Fayette .........----- Dec. 11, 12 

PS ee ee porte a BS 

Plaine 5 o.5i6 oc. sccnosesncsscccacssr se) MOMMMEMMEIR sos. <si0.c=-ceeOs ls mes am 

Westfield................cceceeceeeeee-- Marquette............... Dec. 20, 21 

PETER ooo vcs ccsiia sags00neneeieiing nc cl NIMMEIMEO 5 o<c5 sss concen 2 ane ee 

Hortonville..............0++e0eseeseee+ Outagamie .............. Dec. 28, 29 

Waar OURO 5. os 555 ccdos oisa)sais oes cers cec. MAME CMI a's Ssroras ncn 
Eggleton ..........00sseeseceeeee+seeee Chippewa ...........-... dan. 11, 12 
PGMOWE css vcnnsnsascuess.ckectekee EMER s.\-.s-scceenenesteees State 

Osceola Milla... 20 e<cepeeenerevcates ROMMsacascsiceeseseece<cs Ms 26, 0B 

River Walle ...<. © <osescesseescncesscs EMEEORs~ 0250 secsimcse cece So aR 
WACOM. 6 oc: Sense ec sen MR os 2c oenn one ns 
DSR a5 via sin ase Sienna sresk Sines nig'sin pe Eee tence > Selvin es ag OMe ee 
Arcadia .........c.s00ceccecceeceeecees Trempealeau............ Jam. 22, 28 
WINOGQHA «cos. <2 s0c3is4) aisieice sie sie ose MERMOM cron sccsssesie= sss) SRL ae ee 
Fountain Oty ...0s..s.0ss cossece cece ss BUENO. ccccsscwe sae = 73 Se BE, OO 

BDAEEB. 0-55 one. sess pie es ewises ew eens MARROD ce cer env er<tnra-moeee ee e 
West Salem...........2..0eeeeeeeeeeeee La Crosse,........+---2-- Jan. 29, 30 

Reedsburg. ....... + 2ncsccseaedee secssoucce MMMM Ko cieisceeevessese ses MR) Seay * 
ONOGGIR: << occ cies s sinna'sintenexe ce etacae SMe eee ewer e ee ee ee 
DUAWBR 6 ooo iiss coi ncasce'n devs sane swaee WOME acicawprsncenee ee al we 
RANI a 0 sin cn nininndw amveisieeinnneeieie a Oe taais'gy ai ae acnetelere esas meee 
Union Growe \.....-:.0s:0:k0pcecee ons sece URIS oo|chotaoecee secs sn eee | nage 
Port Washington ....<...:<...<25<..... QUAMEOO <.......-...-.-. Bee, 2h, oe 
Sheboygan Falls....................... Sheboygan .............. Feb. 18, 14 
Manitowoc ..............-+02+2+-e0+-- Manitowoc .............. Feb. 15, 16 
Black River Falls............-...--.-+- JACKBON.........++.+.--- Feb. 18, 19 
WRUGON... «5 «<> senses pecs sculucc css SROs c access. ss eee 
a ee ey 
West Bend... 0... s00sceccesseccsegeee. WRBRIBQOOR, ..-.+50.--00 BER. BB, 27 
Fond da TA0..........2..0seccapsccescese> POBOUGRIMCr 5.50 <cyscee MOMe, Ms t 
POR A. 5 5:0 sca o cc. oecoekonse.scs<acns ee sw iwesine toa eee ee 
PORN a oss ne ceases ene en ocin sey sos) REIN as ce orecterncan sR 
[a eon: eee ee 
PRTG... oi.-0:-.0-sinewiniinn sia beieeien-cnienie| SMB 9a 4.< ns ick ans eae ree 
Modlin. «.. 6. ans cienascacs csnciccccosco: Ae ooo swno soe cneign <5 sane eee 
WUBI o:oioiss ccaiesnineseenewecncccess) MAMIE. 0.5... ses 20s 2 ee ee 
SII os usp roca a's nis sins nse re ania swe ple te MMR eer ae avin ee 

Grand Rapids............2.c.s0cccenceens WOO Sa. .570207450050503 MMs IES ee 
Groom BBY. ...- <2 -02ssesa0ccssccsenscs EIROMURssC ose ceseuseecess Ment mene 
Richland Center ....:..c<0-.0.0-0.se000+ Megbland...... .......... BOs Bae 
Co ogo oas agg cin ase nis esis noes OMNES 9 00s epee See ee 

Take Mills, ........0.0sncsee cocccceccs sce POREIOR conc erccrccsnes MIGRS Bia: ae 
cy Watketas... oo ccccccenccccerinecececes WERERCMBI cc c0csi0'/eaes, ROI, arp ee



Closing Farmers’ lastitate 000.
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In many respects that was a remark- | observe a different spirit ruling ia this. 

able little band which associated itself | society, where each member seemed will- 

for the purpose of founding the Wiscon- | ing to sink his personality out of sight 

sin Dairymen’s Association. Their sole for the good ef the society, and to rest 

object seems to have Leen the aggressive content with doing the work assigned 

advancement of dairying in Wisconsin, ge and seeing the society advance. 

and wonderfully well have they suc- | What is the result? To-day the Wiscon- 

3 ceeded. It is common enough to see | sin Dairymen’s Association stands as the 

men join together for an implied com- | strongest society of the kind in America, 

mon purpose, but time usually shows i not in the world. Every one of its 

that some of the number, at least, are | patient workers, instead of losing per- 

seeking personal preferment or aggran- sonality by thus shutting out jealousies 

disement, and dissension and troubles and aspirations has found himself known 

usually sap much of the possible strength | and respected all over the State, while 

of the organization, while jealousies are | some of the number have gained a na- 

only too common. From the first we \tional reputation by their words and 

we
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;? deeds. It is the old story, so hard to | department of the University generally, 
learn,—they who would gain real honor | should bear in mind that nothing, espec- 
must do so by patient well doing. ially nothing good, comes by chance in 
Hiram Smith, the subject of this sketch, | this world, and that the Regents of the 

is known to every farmer of the State, University patiently and laboriously 
and stands a respected representative of | planned and arranged what has been so 
the farming people. Years of patient} successful and smoothly carried out. 
labor with co-workers in the State Dairy-|_ The subject of our sketch has been 
men’s Association gave him training in| charged by some as being too much of a 
thinking, speaking and writing,and made | partisan for dairying, but how could he 
possible farther advancement to positions | be otherwise? The central thought of 
of honor and trust. What he has done for | his life and main-spring of action has 
dairying and the dairy association is|been, that a single thing well doneis ~- ; 
enough for one man, either in the amount | worth a thousand half-hearted attempts, 
of sacrifice and labor undergone, the | and that proficiency and experience are 
good done, or the honors which have fol- | too valuable adjuncts to success to be 
lowed; but his sphere was destined to be | lightly thrown aside. He started in as a 
large. In 1878, he was appointed a Re-! dairyman and has seen no reason to 
gent of the University, with the under- | change his course. Let those who follow 
standing that the agricultural side of | other lines stand as firmly to their pur- 
that institution was to be pushed to its pose as he has to his, and Wisconsin’s agri- 
proper position, as desired by the people ‘culture will lead every State in the Union. 
and needed by the State. From the date|Those who know him best, long age 
of his appointment the department took learned his broad charity and sympathy 
on new life, and has continued to grow | for the man in dead earnest in any line 
and expand. A series of farmers’ meet-| of profitable agriculture. 
ings were planned, and Mr. Smith, with} Such a life is of untold value to our 
the professors of agriculture and invited agricultural people. It shows that by 
speakers, went about the State holding a | well doing and unselfishness a farmer can 
series of farmers’ meetings, or what| rise to the highest esteem in the hearts of would now be called, farmers’ institutes, his fellow-citizens, and be respected by A professor of agriculture was appointed, | all classes. That good work tells in agri- 
who should give his whole time to agri-| culture just as well as in law or medicine, 
culture, and then came the experiment | and that patient continuance in one 
station and the farmers’ institutes, the course, with a desire to do good work, is 
character and work of which are so well the way to attain distinction and lasting known and appreciated by our people. | honor. To our young men who are to 
The same spirit which was carried in20 | follow farming, such an example is worth 
the Dairymen’s Association was taken | untold millions, for it shows that there is 
into the Regency, viz.: That hard, patient something better in this life than simply work was called for, and, primarily, piling up money, and that real success is 
nothing else. born of industry, intellect, and unsel- 

Those who have wondered at the suc- fishly working for others. 
cess of our institutes and the agricultural



HORTICULTURAL SESSION—MARCH 27. 

THE HORTICULTURE OF WISCONSIN. 

, By B.S. HOXIE, Rock County, Wis 

First Paper. 
JOHN GOULD, in the Chair: true? Our prominent dairymen tell us 

Our Fruit Crop.—The dairymen tell | that a cow does not more than earn her 

us that the products of the dairy in our| keep if she produces only 150 pounds 

state amount now to the sum of $20,000,- | of butter annually. The cost to pro- 

000 annually. Our lumber is worth|duce a bushel of wheat is about 50 

about $27,000,000, we raise nearly 21,000,- | cents, and lumber, in such a winter as 

000 bushels of wheat, and sell hogs to} this, is manufactured at a small mar- 

the amount of $10,000,000. Now, these | gin of profit, and we are gravely in- 

“ figures are valuable; the sums are enor-| formed that if Canadian lumber is 
mous, and, when I bring alongside of | admitted duty free, it will drive our 

them the fruit crop of Wisconsin, you} lumbermen out of the market, while 

will say it is a small item, for our last|the average value of an acre of wheat 

census shows that we produced in the | has fallen off from $12.48, in 1880, to 

year 1885, 1,675,000 bushels of apples at | $8.25, for the year 1887. Now, these data 

A oe a value of $639,000, grapes valued at |are from reliable sources, and would 

$30,000, and a berry crop valued at | seem to indicate that values should not 

$180,000. Now, this appears quite in- | always be measured in bushels or acres, 

significant, when compared with the | but that we should attach some impor- 
larger amounts I have given, and yet | tance to the cost of production, and the 
they are below the actual yield; for ' net results. 
there are hundreds of bushels of apples, Money in Fruit Growing.—I know 

tons of grapes, and crates of berries that some people imagine that fruit 
P which can only be estimated by the size growing or market gardening is rather 

of the average small boy’s pocket, for small business, and because we cannot 
who would ever think of looking there produce apples by the million bushels, 

for a quart of wheat, a pound of butter, and every man raise them as easily as he 
a chunk of cheese or a small pig, for @ can burdocks and thistles, that there is 
boy to nibble on. {no money in it. Now, while it is true 
Measure of Values.—I know the that our state is not so favorable for this 

common opinion is that a thing is worth j fruit as is Michigan, yet there are por- 

| what it will bring in market. Is that | tions of it where apnle orchards, for
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commercial purposes, yield a good profit { son, one of our small fruit growers at 
to their owners. Mr. A. L. Hatch, of| Neenah, says that one acre in grapes will 

Ithaca, Richland County, in 1886, raised | bring more dollars and cents than twenty 

2,000 bushels for market; and J. M.| acres in grass. Another gentleman at. 

Smith, of Green Bay, asa market gard-| Appleton has successfully fruited over 

ener, makes more clear profit from | forty varieties of grapes the past season; 
forty acres of land than most of our|so there is no longer any reason why 

farmers do from ten times that amount, | every householder in Wisconsin should 

for his sales reach some $14,000 annually. | not raise enough of this valuable and 

Small Fruits.—In small fruits Wis- | &sily produced fruit for his entire fam- 
consin has no rival in quantity or qual- ily. 
ity, and in strawberries I think we out-| Thirty years ago where there was one 

rank any state in yield per acre, while | Towing grape vine there is to-day more 

for varieties of grapes that will mature than one thousand. Mr. J.S. Hubbard, 

in our climate, we have them as good as | Of Fredonia, New York, says there are 

can be grown in the United States. The | i2 that state over forty thousand acres - 
net profit per acre of small fruits, such | Of @'apes grown for table use. Three to 

as strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, |f0Ur tons an acre is a fair crop, and 

etc., is from $50 to $150 per acre, and|they can be grown at a fair profit, 

this industry with us is rapidly on the|for three to four cents per pound 

increase. J. M. Smith, who has just vis-|(Concord is the prevailing variety). 

ited California as a delegate to the| From one township in Ohio, last year, 
American Horticultural Society, in the | there was shipped 1,800 tons of grapes, 

conclusion of his report, has this to say: | 42d it was no unusual thing for seven 

“Tn the small fruits, such as straw-|Cloads a day to be shipped from one 
berries, raspberries, blackberries and | station. There is no fruit grown that is 

currants, I am satisfied we can far ex »1| more healthful than the grape, and I . 
California in quality and quantity. Their | 625 see no reason why we could not have 

apples are far below ours in quality; : : zs 

neither is the yield very large, and we | (Yspepsia grape cures in this country, as 
have fully as large a proportion of com. | (ey do on the Rhine, for it is quite sure 

fortable homes in Wisconsin as any state | that the future man will eat more fruit 
in our Union, and I have traveled 
through many of them and speak from and less meat. 7 

knowledge.” Florists’ Sales.—Now, let me go out- 

Quality and Quantity.— The qual-| side of our state for one other fact to 

ity and quantity of our fruit is just be- | illustrate my subject. In 1844 one of the 

ginning to be appreciated, and though I principal florist firms of New York City 

cannot now give the number of acres, I | did well if their sales on New Year day 

will mention that some of our grape| amounted to $200, but last year that 

growers have vineyards of six or eight | firm sold 50,000,000 plants and flowering 

acres, and at Ripon there are about 200|shrubs, and their aggregate sales ‘ 
acres in blackberries. That city is get- | amounted to $2,500,000. Mr.J.M. Smith 

ting a grand reputation for this kind of | gives as one reason why he is a horticul- 

fruit, and the plantations in that vicin-| turist, thatit affords a “happy compe- 

ity are increasing every year; in fact this tency,” and if I were to write acomplete 

is true of all our fruit growers all | volume on horticulture, I could give it 

over the state, and, moreover, they are | no greater potency than that one sen- 

7 meeting with large success. Mr. Ander- | tence, as a final argument, 

’ 
|
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Horticulture in the Schools.— | 30,000 acresin parks. If saloons are the 
Horticulture and botany should be | breathing places of hell, parks in the 

% taught in all our public schools, for | city are paths to joy and the open gates 

| horticulture means, in quite a large to heaven. Would the people here in 
} sense, intensive agriculture, and a good | Madison for a price vote to have this 

knowledge of botany I am sure would | park, or this capitol ground, stripped of 
be quite as useful as that of algebra. In |its trees? I think not. But how many 

France, Austria, and Sweden, there are | boys and girls in this city can give me 

thousands of schools with gardens attach- | the common name ofevery tree in this 

ed to them, under the care of competent | park, or its commercial use or value, and 

teachers. Itis quite common with us | why? Every boy and girl should not only 

' to plant trees in our school and college | learn the names of the plants and trees 

grounds, but we very rarely see fruit or | they come in contact with, but every 

vegetables. Ido not believe that the | farmer’s boy should know how to proper- 

boys and girls would be vandals if this | ly plant a tree and care for it. 

were the case, but I do believe they| The Field of Horticu!ture.—Horti- 
would grow up to be truer men and | cylture is not simply the setting out and 
women. Do you know a school-yard of | pruning of an orchard tree, or to raise 

beauty? If you do, it is oné where trees, | apples for the market. Plants and trees 
plants and flowers have their proper |of all kinds, birds and insects, their 
place in it. For I think our/ preservation or destruction, all of these, 
highest standard of beauty ‘in| claim the attention of the Wisconsin 
nature, is largely confined to trees, | horticulturist. 

dian = —_— and re best teach-| Rare plants, trees and shrubs are be- 
ers are those who teach from nature |. ,; . 

, The horticulturist of Wisconsin should naa nw uae oe 
know that thousands of school-grounds ers are not far behind in thiswork. The 

in our state need to be planted to trees | mon who originated the Concord grape, 
and shrubs. the Wilson strawberry, or the Wealthy 
Trees in School-yards.— Children | apple are public and national benefac- 

need the influence which can be impart- tors, and possibly these benefactions 
ed by trees and flowers, and we can do/ may take in our own Wisconsin, by in- 
it in no better way than by planting | cluding the Wolf River apple, the 
them in every school-yard. Railway | Northwestern Greening, and the Jessie 

stations need the ornament of trees and | strawberry. With all or any of these 
plants, when it can be done with such|T have no special pleading to make, 
a trifling expense. We learn by con-|but I am quite certain that nearly 

tact and association, and if the associ-| every Wisconsin farmer can raise all the 
ations of child life are not filled in with | ~»mmer and late fall apples that his 

the useful, the good and the beautiful family needs at a minimum of cost, 

they most certainly will be with the] when the larger item of pleasure, and the 
ugly and harmfal. abundance of healthful food are taken 
Parks.— Every village and city in} intoaccount. Iknowof many farmers 

our state should have its park, or parks, | who continually say we cannot raise ap- 

and these grounds should be attractive | ples in Wisconsin, whose boys just as 

ter their beauty of art and nature. Even| continually every year poach on their 

the densely populated city of London has | neighbor’s orchard. Suppose you have
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planted some varieties which have failed. | Hoxie what profits he named per acre 

Is this a sufficient reason for neglecting | for small fruit? 

to plant another tree? Is there any| Mr. Hoxre.—I think I named a fair 

crop which is always sure, except it be | profit to be from $30 to $50. 

that of vice and weeds? The road to| Mr. Surru.— Is that the best you can 

success in any calling is not by the way ; do? 

of indolence, and though fruits arosolus-| Mr. Hoxie.— Perhaps we can do a 

cious, trees plants and shrubs so beauti-j good deal better than that, but when a 

ful, yet he who produces them does} man talks about the profit he can make 

not always live in a state of bliss, for}on an acre of wheat which costs fifty 

his enemies are counted by millions,|cents a bushel to produce, that is a 

and his friends at harvest time by the pretty good profit. I think Mr. Hamil- * 2 

hundreds. ton, of Ripon, the fruit grower, will give 

—— usa larger profit, and Mr. J. M. Smith, 

Discussion. who asks the question, a much larger 

itionm—imibam 

Rana NARS eee emer nee 

MARKET GARDENING. 

By J. M. SMITH, Green Bay, Wis, 

Second Pager. 

The Soil—I have in my library at} Another reason why I like it best is 

home, quite a number of books on gar-| that it isa little earlier in the spring, 

dening, the best containing about five | the crops will grow upon ita little faster, 

hundred pages, and I am told by our and they will be ready for the market a 

friend Morrison that I can have twenty | little earlier, which gives the light soil 

minutes to tell you about market garden- | a great advantage. The crops may not 

ing, but perhaps I can tell, in that time, | be any larger in the aggregate, but very 

the most that I know. I will give you| often you have three or four days ' 

only theoutlines. I prefer a light sandy|or a week advantage in earliness of 

loam for the following reasons: It is| the crop and that will just make the 

an easier soil to cultivate. A friend of| difference between a handsome profit 

mine who is doing something in the line | and a handsome loss, if you might call 

of gardening on a very heavy clay, esti- it so, so that other things being equal, 

mates that it costs him three times as| let us have the light sandy loam. 

much per acre to cultivate a given crop| Tho Manure—My friends, no soil is 

upon his soil, as it does me upon] rich enough to make garden upon and do | 

my soil, mine being a light sandy} jt successfully without artificial fertili- 

loam. zers. Hence, we must have it manured, | 

- 
| 

i
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and I like to put on at the rate of thirty | so do not plant them until the ground 

to forty loads per acre each year. I man- | gets warm. 

ure all my land every year, no matter} Parsnips—Are another thing that 

what the crops are, and sometimes may be sowed very early, provided the 

twice a year. You may think that/|ground is in good condition. Carrots, 

it is heavy manuring, and so it is, but | beats, turnips, all of that class, will bear 

we want to take two crops, sometimes | a little freezing, after they come through 

three, off a piece of land in the course | the ground, without being injured. 

of the season, and that we oftendo,even| Asparagus.—I have forgotten one 

as far north as Green Bay, and I have/thing—the asparagus bed. That is one 

tried a number of times to get the/| of the first things to be cared for, and 

1 fourth one, but have never made a bril-| no market garden is complete without 

liant success of that crop. it. 

The First Planting.—Our first plant-| On this subject a great deal has been 

ing in the spring commences as soon as said and written that is pure unadulter- 

the ground is fit to work; we don’t wait | ated nonsense. Ina few words, I will 

a day after this, and it consists of peas, | try and tell you how I make asparagus 

common early peas, the earliest varieties | beds,and I have never seen asparagus 
that we can get. If planted so early, that excelled mine except once in Phila- 

they will be getting along slowly even in delplfia, where there was some from Paris 

cold weather when the ground is not | that was better than mine. 

frozen, and if the ground freezes after-| Making the Beds.—My beds are 

ward, they will come up. It will hurt} made in the following manner: The 

some of the more tender varieties, but | ground is a light sandy loam, manured 

the common early pea, the extra early| very heavily—all we can plow under. 

, Dan O’Rourke, the early Philadelphia | After plowing and harrowing, we take a 

(all these are really the same variety) we | shovel-plow and make the rows three or 

plant as early as the ground is fit,in|three and a half feet apart, and six 
rows three or three and a half feet apart, | inches deep, at least. In these furrows 

and then we sow radishes, or some quick | we place our plants, one year or two, per- 

growing crop, between the rows, that wil] | haps three, but not more than three-year- 

be out of the way before the peas come |old plants. From the older roots, you 

on. The peasin their time are out of | don’t get such a good crop; about two 

the way to put in another crop—a crop | years old are the best. Plant them deep 

of late corn, cabbages or rutabagas, | enough so that the ground from which 

something of that kind, so there is no|the stalk starts from the plant will be, 

trouble is getting on a piece of land,|when it is leveled off, from four to 

that is well cared for, three crops. six inches beneath the top of the 

Any of these very early varieties of | soil. Put the plants in this way about 

peas are all one and the same, and they | fifteen to eighteen inches apart. After 

are good. Among peas, as ageneralrule,| they are in, the roots spread out and 

the sweet or sugar varieties, the wrin-| simply fill up your furrow, and your bed 

kled varieties, are not as hardy as the} is made. It is a very simple matter, and 

others, and should not be planted as| you have only to keep the weeds and 

early, because they will either rot in| grass out and let it grow. The follow- 

the ground or, if they come up, will| ing spring, when the snow goes off, cut 

be feeble and not make a nice crop; | off the tops that have grown during the 

be
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year and put on some more manure, | hence, we must be careful in planting 
always estimating that you can’t get too | those to plant as early as possible, but 
much manure on anasparagus bed. We | not too early. 
take our common six-tine manure fork} Our sweet corn, you all know, will 
and just fork it in, and it is done very | stand just about the same amount of 
rapidly; but be careful not to dig deep|cold that the common field corn will, 
enough to injure the roots of the plants. | although I don’t think it is quite as 
Then, rake off your bed and there it is | ready to come up if the weather is very 
ready for another year, and your work | cold. 
done with the exception of keeping out| Early Crops—In market gardening 
the weeds. we want to bear in mind to get our 
Cutting.—The plants will bear some | crops not only good, but just as early as ' 

eutting the second year, but not much. | possible, for that is generally where the 
You may cut them for two or three| profit comes in. Let me illustrate this, 
weeks or possibly a month, always re-| A number of years ago, I had a crop of 
membering to cut the stalks clean, no| cucumbers that was very nico and very 
matter whether they are large enough |early. We had none in the market, 
fer market or not; but cut them off clean | with the exception of those coming in 

go that when the bed grows up, it will all | from the South. Iput the price down 
eome up together. At the beginning of | just low enough tokeep out the Southern 
the third year, you can cut quite largely, | cucumber, and keep the market myself, 

but it will not cut at its best until the | and for a week or ten days I was getting 
fourth or fifth year, but to make up for | from thirty-five to forty cents a dozen 
that, it is good for a life time. My old-! forall we could pick and carry to the 
est beds are, I think, over twenty years| market. On one certain morning, some 
eld, and they are certainly as good as| six or eight or a dozen growers came in ‘ 

they ever were, and I think have been| with their cucumbers, and the price 
improving within the last five years. | dropped from thirty to forty cents down 
Now, gentlemen, that is all there is to|tosix or eight. In fact, the market 
it, and I hope you all will make asparagus | broke all to pieces. Ihad already sold 
beds this spring, if you haven’t them. | enough to give mea nice profit on my 
There is no article in our garden which | crop, while my neighbors who had been 
will raise so large an amount of food | @ week behind, scarcely got enough to 
as asparagus, and it takes but a/| pay for the picking and hauling. 
mall bed to feeda family during the} You will find this tobe true with regard 
entire season. to many crops and peculiarly so with 

Vine Crops—Now, for the other | ©atly peas; those who get the first early 
crops. I have mentioned these few that | P¢a8 will reap the profitable harvest. 
will bear setting or planting before the} Large Crops.—In speaking on this 
frosty nights are gone. There is a cer-|subject, I can only throw out a few of | 
tain list that will not do well if | these brief hints, as my time is limited, 
ehilled or frosted. Among these are the | and I will only say the rule is to get very ' 
vines—cucumbers, or melons or squash- | large crops and to get them very early, 

es. If they are even chilled they will be | put them up in the best possible manner, 
damaged, and will not make a first-rate| and then in marketing, to get just as 
crop. The same is true with our beans; | near the consumer as possible. Do not 
they are very tender, particularly Lima; | throw them on the market unless it is |
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an absolute necessity, and if you do| plow under seventy-five to ene hundred 

throw them, throw them on somebody | loads to the acre. 

else’s market besides yourown. If Ihave} Por. Cxamperiary.— One hundred 

asurplus of any one thing that I cannot | loads wouldn’t be half of one inch deep. 

sell at home, and it is necessaryforme| Mr. Swrra.—If they are good large 

to throw it on the market, I send it to|jJoads, I think they would. I would 

Chicago and tell somebody there to sell | recommend to all farmers and all garden- 

it for what they can get, though we| ers tohave a good hand cultivator, and a 

don’t often have anything of that kind. | good Mathew’s seed sower. I find noth- 

— ing equal to that. 

Discussion, Questioy.—How late in the season do 

Prov. CHAMBERLAIN. Where can you | YU cut your asparagus? 
get two year old plants of asparagus? Mr. Surra.—Generally about the 10th 

Mn. Surra.— I think there is no diffi- of July, sometimes as late asthe 15th, de- 

culty in getting them; I think most pending on how early we begin in the 

nurserymen, growers, have them. Spring. : ¥ 
Qurstiox.—Can’t you get any good Carr. Porwam.—In the discussion of 

asparagus roots out of an old bed, six or this question, I see you ignore the onion. 

eight years old? THE Cuarrman.—The onion generally 

Mr. Sanru—No sir. You ean get | Peaks for itself. : 

roots enough, but the product will be Mr. Surru.—That is *: plant that 

small and spindling. . should be sown very early in the spring. 

Mr. Hoxre.—Isn’t it quite an easy It needs damp, cool weather to get a 

matter to raise them from the seed? start, but after it is started it will bear 

, Mr. Sarra.— Yes; but, of course, it a great deal of dry weather, but it would 

id takes time. be killed by a very early drouth. With 

Mrs. Bartow.— You ean get roots cabbage, I have generally failed to get 

from Mr. Lovitt, of New York. a very large crop, if I got my seeds in 

Mr. Tootz.— We can get them from early. 

Curry Bros., Milwaukee, and Hiram Sib- Mr. Lockwoop.—Is there any special 

| ley, of Chicago. fertilizer used on onions? 

Pror. CHaMBERLAIN.— Have you any Mr. Smrrx.—I have found nothing 

preference for variety? equal to good barn-yard manure or @ 

Mr. Surru.—I have my doubts whether compost heap. 

there is more than a single variety. My Mr. Locxwoop.—I have raised a thou- 

impression is that the so-called Con- sand bushels of onions to the acre, with 

| over’s Colossal which I am growing, and | sulphur as a special fertilizer. 

the other varieties, are really the one old} Mr. Smrra.—What did you put on 

variety, grown under different circum- | the ground before you put on the sulph- 

stances, more favorable, of course. I| ur? 

have some coming on now from Paris,a| Mr. Locxwoop.—I put on plenty of 

variety of French asparagus, said to be | the old stand-by, barn-yard manure, but 

the finest in the world. I don’t know | I never succeeded in raising so large a 

what it will prove to be. crop of onions without special fertilizers. 

Mr. Ketxocc.— How much manure |I put on to one-eight of an acre, seventy- 

can you plow under? six pounds, pretty highly seasoned. 

Mz. Surru.—If it is fine manure, I can | That field cost me just seven and a half
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cents to the bushel for my onions, in-)sow the onions. Immediately on the 
eluding the seed and the cultivation, and | preparation of the ground, sow the sul- 
fertilizers, and they were marketed in| phur and sow the onions; sow it as we do 
Toledo, at fourteen cents a bushel. landplaster on clover. 

Mr. Morrison.—To what do you at-}| Mr. Smrru.—For early potatoes, I pre- 
tribute your great success as agardener, | fer good wood ashes, to any barnyard 
Mr. Smith? manure we have ever tried, and I would 

Mr. Surra.—A good soil, well adapt-| put it on at the rate of fifty bushels to 
ed to the purpose, well drained, heavily | the acre, and even more if I could get it. 
manured and thoroughly cultivated, | I have never tried coal ashes, but chem- 
just as thoroughly as I could do it with | ists tell us they are not valuable. I sow 
my best knowledge of how todo it. I|theashes broadcast. Ihave tried plaster 
have been asked about manure. I will|but not with very good success. I de 
say I depend on the barn-yard manure, | not find that itis of any value on my 
and the materials which go into the com- | land of late years. A good many years 
Post heap in the garden. I have some ago, we used to use plaster quite success- 
stock and we haul a great deal from the | fully, but of late years, it don’t seem to 
city, and we make a great deal from the | do much good. I don’t know why it is 
refuse in the garden. unless it is that the ground being full 

Mr. Toore.—Is not your situation | of manure, it don’t need it. 
different from others as to having water} Mr. Brown.—It has been recommend- 

below? ed in our part of the State for rot in po- 
Mr. SurrH.—We have to dig from six | tatoes. 

to fifteen feet, probably nowhere deeper| Mr Hoxie. — Anybody interested in 
than fifteen feet, perhaps not more than | this matter of special fertilizers, can get 
twelve. some light through Prof. O. E. Atwater, ‘ 

Mr. Putnam.—I want to ask Mr.|who has been making some experi- 
Lockwood how he applies the sulphur. | ments at the Connecticut College in that 

Mr. Lockwoop.—I apply it just as I| line. . 

i
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RASPBERRY AND BLACKBERRY CULTURE. 

| By C. H. HAMILTON, Fond du Lac County, Wis 

| Ghird Paper. 

| Berries and the Farmer—In a) be, and may be, fruit in every home, 

country where 40 to 50 bushels of corn} not merely in scanty supply, but in 

is nothing great to boast of, it is not| abundance; yet there are thousands of 

singular that a few beets, onions, cab-| families that go without. The trouble, 

bages, a little lettuce and sweet corn, all | small as it is, seems too much for them. 

indifferently attended to, make up the| Preparation of the Soil.—In the 

kitchen garden of the average Western | culture of the raspberry and blackberry, 

farmer. Yet his wife and children are| there is no particular difference in the 

as fond of fruits as any other man’s| preparation of the soil. Do not be 

family. You will see them, when the| afraid to apply a liberal coating of 

season for wild raspberries and black-| manure, and give a thorough and deep 
berries comes, roaming the meadows] plowing. Pulverize the soil with the 

' and prairies in quest of the early fruit.| harrow, for the labor bestowed in its 

Anybody can raise beans, but berries,| preparation is not work thrown away. 

{ which are quite as docile under culture,} Planting.—Plant your raspberries in 

4 are regarded with distrust. By many,| rows, seven feet between the rows, the 

these provisions for family living are re-| plants two feet apart in the row. Pro- 

garded as rather small business, un-| cure good, healthy plants and, in plant- 
worthy of serious attention, or as a silly} ing, the roots must be spread and placed 

disposition to be over-nice in self-in-| as near as possible in the way in which 

dulgence. they grew. Cover the crown of the 

} Fruit Raising Elevating.—The care} plant two inches, deep, pressing the 
and cultivation of small fruits is calcu- | earth firmly around it. 

lated to awaken the best qualities of the| Care—The main care which your 
mind. The work is instructive, pure| plants will need the first season is 

| and elevating in every way. The enjoy-| thorough cultivation, and that is not 

| ment of these fruits upon the table is| only to be done thoroughly, but often, 

elevating. Their beauty and flavor| with the cultivator and the hoe. The 
; awaken pleasing emotions. They are/growth will not be as strong the first 

provided by a bountiful creator, to min-| year as the second. The second year, as 

ister not only to our pleasure, but to our} well as succeeding years, not only 

health as well. They come tous at that/thorough cultivation is necessary, but 

particular season of the year when the | care, that your bushes do not grow too 

human system seems to require just; high. Pinch the tops off all canes as 
what they are able to impart, They | soon as 18 to 20 inches high. After that 

come just at the right time, and are/| let the laterals grow at will. In spring 

made to suit the season. There should|cut laterals back to within 12 te 15
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inches of main cane. Remove all the{ upon the other and is easily covered. 

old wood as soon as the fruit is gather-|'Two men ina dayand a half or three 
ed, and burn the same. days will cover and protect one acre, 

Possibilities. — While other indus-| or in other words, insure you a regular 

tries of the state have made great ad-| yearly crop of from 140 to 175 bushels 
“yancement, and a feeling of pride has/| of this delicious fruit. 

sprung up among our farmers, as they| Eternal Vigilance—But in the care 
have compared notes with each other | and cultivation of these fruits, as well 
and seen the possibilities which lie be-| as with the strawberry, the dewberry 

fore them; while our agriculturists are | currants, gooseberries and grapes, all 

rejoicing in the changes which have been | which add to the pleasure and profit of 
made, and are likely to be made, along| the small fruit grower, do not forget to ' 
the line of farming, can not we as horti-| exercise a vast amount of Thos. Jeffer- 
culturists see great possibilities yet to] son’s price of Liberty—eternal vigilance. 
be obtained in our line? 
Small Fruits Improved. — While a 

there have been great changes in our 

modes of cultivation, what great changes a 
have been wrought in our lists of small} Mr. J. M. Smrra.—Would you cut the 
fruits of recent introduction! Now we] Greggs down as low as you say? 

have that large and mammoth black rasp-| Mr. Hamruton.— Yes, I would clip 

berry, the Gregg, the almost iron-clad| them down to a foot and a half; that 

Souhegan, which ripens its fruit early | will raise them to the height of four or 

and abundantly, and that strong and | six inches. 

vigorous grower, the Ohio, which has| Mr. Trus.— How many plants would 
proved so profitable for evaporating. | you advise an ordinary man to plant? " 

Along with these are valuable kinds of} Mr. Hamruron.—I think fifty black- 

red raspberries, which, with the blacks, | berries will keep the average Wisconsin 

give us a succession of fruits, family supplied. 

Laying Down.—Blackberries can be} Mr. Trur.— What is the average Wis- 

raised successfully and profitably with | consin family? 

a small amount of labor. Protection] Mx. Hammton.—From four to thir- 
by laying them down (for protection is a} teen. 
great barrier in the minds of many)| Mr. Trve.—What kind of blackberries 
may easily be accomplished by remov-| do you recommend? 

ing the earth from the side to which} Mr. Hamrron.—The kind that is cul- 

you wish to bend down your plant, and! tivated in my section is the Ancient 
a small amount of earth from the} Briton, and for dry weather, for all pur- 

side and under thecrown of the plant] poses, there is no better variety. The 

to make room for it to sink into;/ Snyder is somewhat earlier and is plant- ‘ 
thus you are enabled to bend the roots | ed quite extensively. 

and not the canes, and, by having the} Mx. Hoxre—The Ancient Briton in 
plants in rows 7 feet by 3 feet in the| some parts of the state is called the 

row, they are near enough together so| Wisconsin Blackberry; the two are iden- 

that when laid down, one rests partly | tical. 

ahaa
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: THE FARMER’S FRUIT GARDEN, 

By GEO. J. KELLOGG, Rock County, Wis. 

Fourth Paper, 

| Farmers’ Families Need Fruit.— | 20x8 rods; that it be free from shade, 

Every one of the farmer’s boys, girls, well fenced from the chickens, manured 

baby and hired man need, and health | with well rotted manure free from white 

demands that they should have, coal eae and weed seed, making the land 

bushels of strawberries, one bushel of able to produce 100 bushels of corn per 

raspberries, one bushel of dewberries | acre; that it be wel] fitted by plowing 

one bushel of currants and goosberries, | and dragging as early in the spring as 

ene bushel of blackberries, 120 Ibs. of | possible. If the ground is level, ridge it 

grapes, ten bushels of apples each and | sufficient so that water will not stand on 

every year, and ten cans of preserved | it in spring. 

fruit for winter. How many of yousup-| About Plants.—Now, a word about 

ply your families with a pint apiece 4) pJants, If you want to make thisa per- 
week from June Ist to October Ist each | manent garden, plant the west and north 

| and every year? sides, six feet out from the fence, to 
Didn’t you, who have no strawberry | grapes. For black, plant Moore’s Early, 

beds, think and act as though one crate| Worden, Concord and Janesville; for 
of fruit was all you could afford last | red, Brighton and Delaware; for white, 

j year, and every year, for canning pur-| Tady and Niagara. These will cost from 
t poses? Now, which had you rather do,|5 to 95 cents each. Hight feet from the 

pay $25 for a generous supply of fruit prapes (the rows running the long way 
or $25 to $50 in doctors’ bills every year? | of the garden, so that the horse may do 
The fruit tastes best to me. most of the cultivating) plant a row of 

A Fruit Contract. Now, what are | currants, gooseberries and pieplant. 

you going to do about it? Iwill enter) Gyprants—For CuEeaniee aieere ad 

into an agreement with you, and have] 4 white Dutch, White Grape, Victoria, 
your wife take one side of the contract. Long-Bunched Holland and Fay’s Pro- 

You are to furnish an acre, well ma- lific, any or all of these. Prices will be 

nured, fitted and fenced, and $10 to the 3 to 5 cents each, except Fay which is 

wife ee higher; buy the best new variety. 
Tee > 7 eee - 
——, yd every quart of nice fruit Gooseberries. — Smith's, Downing, 

they will raise for five years on that acre | S#™e Price as currants, except this last 

of ground. The family shall first be novelty. Iname this row of low-grow- 

supplied with all they can use; after |'™& plants next the grapes, that the 

that you may sell the surplus, or let the | W@g0n may be driven over the row in 

wife have it for pin money. Let me drawing in manure. 

saggest that this acre, to give the best} Blackberries.—The next, third row, 

results, run north and south, over a knoll! plant to blackberries — Snyder for early,
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‘ Stone’s Hardy and Briton for late. | ber cut off three-fourths of all the new 

Plant three feet apart in therow. These! wood, lay down and cover. After the 
plants can be had at 1 to 2 cents each; | fruit is set, if you want to protect from 
don’t buy of traveling men, at exorbi-| birds, insects, mildew and rot, slip a 
tant prices, poor dead, worthless stock. | small paper bag over the cluster and pin 
Send direct to the nursery, then you | it about the stem. 
can go for the man who fools you. Currants and Goosberries— The 

Dewberries—The best is Lucretia, | currants and goosberries must be looked 
for all soils. Bartell does well on clay. | after early in the season, and when the 
These can be bought from 1 to 5 cents|currant worms first appear dust the 
each. Should be planted in the row. leaves with fresh and pure white helle- 

Black Raspberries. — Tyler, Sou-| °F 
hegan and Gregg, 1 to 2 cents each, for 5th Blackberries.— Set the plants three | 

row. feet _ = _~ . — > 

three feet high, in June. In November 
Red Raspberries.—Turner and loosen . about the plant and 

Cuthbert, for 6th row, if you will keep] jena it in the root. Lay it over, up or 
down the suckers, it not, plant Shaff- down the row, always the same way, and 

er’s and Philadelphia. These reds cost cover with earth. In the spring remove 

2c to 2 cents each. i the covering and get the earth out of 
I have mentioned prices of these the row or you will ridge the ground. 

plants that you may not be imposed Straighten up the plants, press the earth 
upon, either by traveling tramps, or firmly about them, tie to a stake, or run 
those miserable nursery-men. Prices of one wire over the row 214 feet up, and 
new varieties get cheaper every year. tie to that. 

Keep Up Fertility. Now, we have] Dewberries— The dewberries need 7 
in the varieties of fruit that will re-| covering in November with marsh hay. : 
main on the same ground as long as you| Lift them above it in the spring and 
will probably care for them. Don’t for-| leave the hay asa mulch. Be sure that 
get to keep up the fertility, as these | there is no grass, clover or weed seed in 
plants yield you fruit. Keep them clean | any mulch you use in the fruit garden. 
and well manured; all of them will bear | Mulch everything liberally. 
some the year after planting; some will] Black Raspberries.—The black rasp- 
not come to their best until four years | perries can be easily covered, if you in- 

old. cline them all one way while they are 
Culture and Treatment — Grapes. | growing. While they usually bear with- 

—I can give but few suggestions in the | out, they will always do better with pro- 
little time allotted me as to culture and | tection. Nip the new canes at three feet 
treatment. Set the grape roots eight|to form laterals and harden up the 1 
feet apart, and six to ten inches deep. | wood. 
Prune, or rub off, all the laterals and| Red Raspberries—Are easily cover- 
throw the growth into one cane. The] ed, except Shaffer’s, which should be 
first year, in November, cut it off eigh-| trained to one side like the black. Those 
teen inches above the ground and bend | red that sucker must not be permitted 
it up or down the row, and cover with|to grow too thick. Treat the young 
earth. The following years train to one| plants as weeds. Plant all these rows 
or mors canes with spurs, and in Novem- | six to eight feet apart.
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Strawberries.—Now, wecometothe, Large Berries—Mulching.—If you 

f strawberry rows, and it is best to follow | want fancy berries, a good many of 

corn or potatoes with strawberry plant- | which will fill a tea cup, plant two feet 

ing, if possible, thereby avoiding the | apart each way and keep off the runners. 

' white grub. Don’t hoe or cultivate about the straw- 

You want a square rod of ground for berry more than a half-inch deep. In 

each member of the family, and about | November if the matted rows are too 

as many more for visitors and friends. | thick, take a knife and cut out all the 

If four rows across the garden will be small and puny plants before freezing 

| enough, plant two of perfect flowering | up. Assoonas the ground is frozen 

! kinds and two of pistillates. Botween | one inch deep, cover the entire bed and 

two rows of one kind you will get pure paths with marsh hay, or cut corn stalks 

plants for next spring’s planting; 50 set | justso you can’t see the foliage; don’t 

50 plants of akind, 25 in each row side | put on too much. In spring leave the 

by side. mulch all on, opening up if plants don’t 

Varieties.—I willname for the per- get through. This mulch makesa clean 

fect flowering kinds, Jessie, May King, bed for clean fruit and protects in time 

Miner, Parry, Wilson and Mt. Vernon. of drouth. Hand weed what is neces- 

Pistillates, Bubach, Crescent, Manches- | ®°"Y before fruiting. 

ter, Jewel and Windsor Chief. From Do not plant pistillate varieties alone. 

these you may select, or plant them all. While set beside perfect flowering kinds, 

i You can have 25of a kind at hundred they are the most productive of any. 

} rates and have early and late, large and Every strawberry catalogue should be 

i small. If I could have but two they | ™atkedso that you may know which 

‘ would be Jessie and Bubach; next May | 4° pistillate and which are not. 

King and Crescent, next Wilson and| Successful Returns.—In summing 

! Manchester. The first two are worth | “P this question of small fruit, I will 

| 4c., apiece; the others 1c., each. ) nate ens | of successful re- 

i Keep the Garden Clean.—Plant ee vee : 

best kinds, and be sure you get plants c. Rouse, of Towa, 1886, si ity Cresent, 

pure and unmixed, and keep them so. Set Wilson, Manchester and Sharpless, —— 

anew bed every year; if the old bed does a oe 2 rods long, picked 3080 . 

not get too grassy, leave it for 2d and 3d _ oo: per squerecad: “his 

crops, but for the Ist., year after planted sa 

hoe that strawberry bed every Monday he et, ot ee ae 14 
morning, just as sure as the washing is acres of Crescent and Miner, set 344 ft., 

done. Keep the whole garden clean by ~~ a ee rod. 

sate hak, Olle a. oe men wa, a 
vate shallow, but often; this is very ae i = ‘a x ers 

essentialin time of drouth, and after! _. = BS ese ie oye ue 

aa — a = = = One 

z undred Crescent plants, the following 

3 ypagend — ~ _> ns year, yielded 500 ats. of fruit, while one 

maitedrows, In hosing tain than up con yee — re in one day. 

and down the rows. Keep picking off) B.S, Hoxie, of Evansville, in 1886, had 

all blossoms the first year, giving the|112 ta. from a patch 16x24 feet, 37g 
strength to the plants. gts. per square rod.
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W. T. Scott, Boscobel, in 1885, from| The leaf-eating insects of any plant or 

90 rods took 126 bu., 114 bu. per rod.| tree may be easily destroyed by white 

‘These were Crescent and Wilson. ~ hellebore, London purple or Paris green, 

Levi Chase, Madison, Wis., grew over | when the fruit is not maturing. We 

4 bu. per square rod of Wilson, Crescent | can’t have anything without some sweat, 

and Winder Chief. and sometimes a good deal. Every plant, 

J.C. Jenks, Janesville, when Wilson | shrub, grain, fruit, vegetable, grass, tree 

did better than now, grew 414 bu. on 1/ in the forest, and fruit tree, from the time 

square rod, and Mr. J. F. Morse, the| of the garden of Eden till now, has its 

same year, grew 5 bu. per rod. peculiar enemy, and man is not an ex- 

Mr. Loudon reports Jessie in hills as| ception, for woman is after him and the 

yielding 600 bu. per acre. devil is after them both. \ 
Now, there is no need of any one who 

has aspare rod of ground doing with- 

out strawberries. The returns of black Apple Growing in Wisconsin. 

raspberries are from 3 to 8 qts. per hill Why it is Unsuccessful. | 
in favorable seasons, and blackberries} 4 wo plant on low, black soil, un- 

yield equally as well, while red raspber-| drained or unridged, or on the south and 
ries yield about the same to the square] ,outheast side hills. We should plant 

rod, and grapes from 10 to 20 Ibs. per! on the top of clay timber ridges, north 
vine, each year, and many bunches of | 214 northeast side hills. 

grapes will fill a market basket. 2. We have been planting for forty 
A Good Mixture —Mix brains, com- | years the tender or half-hardy sorts, and 

mon sense, muscle and manure in the| too large trees. 

right proportion, and you can raise any-| 3, We neglect to prune the tree to 
thing the soil will produce, and in quan- one central trunk, with only side branch- ‘ 

tities according to the mixture you ap-| es at nearly right angles 86 inches apart. 

ply. Do not expect “grapes of thorns or} 4, We do not shade the bodies from 
z figs of thistles,” although I have seen | the day of planting to protect from the 

splendid Jessies where the thistles pre-| borer, and the heat of the sun, summer 
vented the picking of the fruit. and winter. 

Requisites for Success.—Good soil,| 5.. We too often neglect to fence, and 
well drained, rich in composts, free from | often the cattle do the pruning. 
weeds and white grubs, good kinds, true} 6. We often grow them too fast and 
to name, well planted, well culti-| too late in the season, especially for the 
vated, properly protected, in ordi-| first six or eight years. Do not stimu- 
nary seasons will pay a wonderful per | late to growth after the Ist of J uly. 
cent. on all the investment, and youcan| 7 We starve them to death after 
have strawberries that you can cut with | they come to bearing. 1 

a carving knife. Of course you must| 8. We do not protect from our insect 

look out for the leaf roller, crown borer, | enemies by spreading with poison after 

thrip, white grub, and a host of other | blossoming in spring and early summer. 
pests. Mow the strawberry beds right} 9. We often let our trees overbear, 

after fruiting, and to destroy these leaf-| and thereby injure the vitality of the 
eating insecta, burn when there is a brisk | tree, and if this is followed by a hard 
wind, for in a dry season it may injure| winter the tree is injured and often 

the beds. killed.
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10. Because of hard winters—more 5 egnen 1874-5 gave 47 days below, aggregat- 
a g 742 degrees. 

because the foregoing precautions have | tor of 1876-6 gave 14 days below, aggregat- 
been neglected than the necessary injury | ing 120 degrees. 

by cold. ‘Winter of 1876-7 gave 40 days below, aggregat- 

In order that the severity of the win- | ing 418 degrees. 

| ters may be understood, I herewith ap- ae Re ete A garerk: Mage pelew Sere 

| pend a synopsis of the past fourteen ee 1878-0 gave 28 days below, ageregat- 

winters, with a more extended report of | ing 386 degrees. 

this winter just closing: Winter of 1879-80 gave 15 days below, aggregat- 

The record below was taken on the | ité 106 degrees. 
north side of a hard maple tree with a Bh jetoanng 2 ane SS eee nee 

: Farenheit mercury thermometer. Only} Winter of 1881-2 gave 11 days below, aggregat 

such days are given as went to zero and | ing 61 degrees. 

below, including also November and| Winter of 1862-3 gave 47 days below, aggregat- 
D mber, 1887: ing 597 degrees. 

. . Winter of 1883-4 gave 33 days below, aggregat- 

November, 1887. ing 371 degrees. . 
November 28th, 6 below zero. Winter of 1884-5 gave 52 days below, aggregat- 

; ing 669 degrees. 
December, 1887. hes = . 

December 224, zero; 24th, zero; 28th, fila oerite Ee © gene #7 ange helen, OSETIwee 

12 below; 29th, 16 below; 30th, 19 below. Winter of 1886-7 gave 88 days below, aggregat- 

Five days at zero and below aggregat- | ing 449 degrees. 

' ed 47 degrees. The coldest month in thirty-two years 

| January, 1888. was February, 1875. Twenty days below 

| January 2d, 8 below; 3d, 15 below; 9th, | zero aggregated 324 degrees. The cold- 

2 below; 10th, 10 below; 11th, 18 below; | est days during the last fourteen winters 

i 12th, 12 below; 13th, 12 below; 14th, 22/| were as follows: 

below; 15th, 27 below; 16th, 30 below;| Winter of 18/45. January 9, 30 below; 1875-6, 

17th, 10 below; 18th, 20 below; 19th, 10 | February ® 17 below; 1675-7, Jannary 2 0 be 
low; 1877-8, January 7,. 15 below; 1878-9, Janu- 

below; 20th, 15 below; 2ist, 30 below; a:v 2 33 below; 1879-80, December 18, 26 below; 

22d, 17 below; 24th, 9 below; 26th, 5 be- | 1880-81, January 10, 37 below; 1881-2, January 28, 

; low; 28th, 10 below. Nineteen days at | 14 below; 1882-3, January 21, 36 below; 1883-4 

zero aggregral gree! January 5 and 6, 35 below; 1884-5, January 22 and 

i) ana os vi 28, 80 below; 1885-6, January 23 and February 3, 

i Febraary, 1888. 28 below; 1886-7, January 7, 87 below; 1887-8, Jan- 
; February 6th, 7 below; 7th, zero; 8th, | uary 16 and 21, 30 below. 

| 21 below; 9th, 27 below; 10th, 21 below. — 

! 11th, 18 below; 15th, 10 below; 16th, zero, Discussion. 

i 26th, 7 below; 27th, 12 below; 28th, zero;} MR. Wesr.—What pruning do you give 

| Eleven days aggregated 123 degrees.* your currant bushes? 

To the first of March for the past] Mr. Kerxocc.—Take out the old wood 
! winter, thirty-six days at zero and below | after three years old; renew the bush 

aggregrated 408 degrees. We hope We! continually from year to year. The 

— eo most of the zero weather | pjack currant might need nipping on the 

for this winter. :. - shoots after a season’s growth. 

The following figures will give the) wp J. M. Surra.—How does Fay’s 
comparison for the past thirteen winters: | pyojitic do? 

‘*March, 1888, has given but one day below zero,|_ Mr. Keiioce.— It is paying very well. 
8 below, making the average A z 

a ~ uP | Tt is a large, late variety, similar to the
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old cherry currant in size, but much bet-; Mr. Szymovr.—It seems to be ripe the 
ter in yield. I would trim out the old | earliest and the latest of any grape pro- 
wood from blackberries in the fall; if I| duced, and it may be good to eat under 
were trimming for shortening in for | the impression that it is a new grape im- 
fruit, I would trim off any time in June | ported from France, but I think it is 
after the growth has made one foot. good for nothing except as a wind- 

Mr. Surru.— Why do you recommend | break. 
so many kinds of strawberries? Qurstion.— Isn’t it good for preserv- 

Mr. Kettocc.— There are a great|ing? 
many different tastes,and youcanhavea| Mr. Ketiocc.— The best way to pre- 
dozen varieties of strawberries at the | serve grapes is to sit up nights and eat 
same price you can have one or two| them. 
kinds. Questioy.— I would like a remedy for 
Question.— Have you for sale the| the currant borer? 

Janesville grape? Mr. Kettocc.— The best remedy is 
Mn, Keiioce.—Yes, and it is good for | the knife and the fire; cut out the old 

everything but to eat. wood and burn it. 

Seta naan 
CORO 

POTATO CULTURE. 

By KENNEDY SCOTT, Columbia County, Wis. ’ 

Filth Paper. 
Kind of Soil to Select.—The kind| Marking the Ground.—Now it is 

of soil to select is a very essential ele- | ready to be marked, which I do one way 
ment in the success of potato culture as | with an ordinary, marker making four 
well asin anyother crop, and I think | marks, three feet apart. To mark the 
more essential in this than in most | other way we take an ordinary sulky 
others. While in nearly all other crops, | corn plow; taking off one foot from each 
good land in good condition will produco | side, fix the others stationary with rod 
an average crop, it is not so with pota-|holding them just three fect apart, 
toes. It is necessary to have what is | furrowing across the marksto the depth ’ 
generally styled with us sandy loam, | of at least four inches. I have obtain- 
and that in good condition. After it | ed best results from planting that depth, 
has been seeded down toclover, give it | using an ordinary tracer to assist in 
a good coat of barn-yard manure, about | getting rows straight and of equal width, 
25 loads to the acre, plow early in the | The planting to this depth is necessary | 
fall, and in the spring thoroughly culti- | for two reasons—it puts the seed deep 
vate till it is well pulverized to the| enough into the ground so that we 
depth of four or five inches, and well | may get the full benefit of thorough 
smooth with a smoothing harrow. dragging before the young plants make
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their appearance above. ground, and| Cultivation.--The cultivation should 

again just as they are out of the ground. | begin just before the plants make their 

This should be done with a Scobic | appearance, with a slanting tooth har- 

harrow, or some other slanting tooth | row, as stated above, and do not be 

harrow. Ihave never found one that'| afraid to give the ground several thor- 

does as well asthis. Second, I findif|ough draggings at different times till 

the seed is not put into the ground | the potatoes are all up. Then put afine 

from four to five inches deep that we|tooth single horse cultivator at work, 

have a great many potatoes that grow | and you need not be afraid of overdoing 

out of the ground and become sunburned | this part of the work, for the ground 

and hence good for nothing but feed or|should be stirred immediately after 

seed. every rain to prevent the starting of 

Preparing the Seed.—Selecting and weeds; at least it should be cultivated 

preparing the seed should be done with twice each way with this tool, as by this 

a great deal of care, as upon this, in con- | Means you can ripen the crop from 5 to 

nection with planting, to a certain ex- 10 days earlier. The hilling should be 
tent, depends the difference between a done, just as the vines are in full bud to 

| good paying crop and an average or poor blossom, with a single shovel plow with 

; crop; if the seed fails in 1-15 of this it | Wings on, going both ways. 

| will reduce the yield at least 12 bushels} Fighting the Potato Bug.—The 

' per acre. On an average crop this is too| most important thing in this lati- 

} much tolose. The seed should be taken | tude is the fighting of the potato bug, 

j from medium sized, smooth potatoes;} which we do with Paris green mixed 

: first cut the seed end off and throw;with land plaster. Take a good box, 

away, then cutting the pieces so there | about the size of a boot and shoe box, or 

7 will be two eyes to the piece. This | a little deeper, cut and fit pieces of inch 

j should be done on wet days, or if extra | boards about an inch square in the in- 

help has to be hired, it is best to hire | side of the box every ten inches, making 

women to do this, as there will be quite a | them reach across the same, and fasten 

saving in expense, and the work will be | by driving a nail from the outside into 

i as well done. Seed should be cut a few |each end (not putting cross pieces di- 

; days before planting on account of be-| rectly under each other). Then fit a 

i coming damaged from being kept ina|cover on with hinges, and fasten with 

i pile. If kept any length of time should| clasps, to keep shut. Tack narrow 
be put in bushel boxes. pieces of cloth onedge of box to keep 

The planting should be done by hay-| Plaster from sifting out. Find center 
; . ing a boy drop potatoes by going across | and put hole through shortest way on 

i the furrows, putting one seed in a place, | Which to revolve the box, by putting crow- 
and a man follow up and cover with a| bar or any iron bar for axle. Nail two 

; hoe. As to time of planting, it is best to | crotched sticks to pieces of timber 8 by 

| plant as early as we can immediately }8 inches, making them of sufficient 
after putting in the small grain, as it | height to let the box revolve when hung 

gives the tubers the best part of the|on bar in these crotches. Then put half 

growing season for development. While | the plaster that can bo handled in bex, 

some think late planting makes less | putting Paris green in at the rate of 12 

trouble to fight the potato bugs, give | to 14 ounces to the hundred weight of 

me the early planting. plaster. For example: If your bex 

2
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wil handle 100 Ibs. (and this is about | ting out those fit for house use and seed, 
the right size), put 50 Ibs. plaster and | The very small ones we keep for feed 
spread over this 6 or 7 oz. Paris green; | for stock in the fall and winter; I think 

then add 50 Ibs. more plaster and 6 or/| they are worth 15 cents per bushel, with 

Toz. green. Shut box cover tight, re-| a grain ration. 
volve about ten times, and your com-| Cost of Cultivation—The cost of 

pound is ready for use, well mixed. cultivation and marketing I find as fol- 

As everyone does not have scales, | lows: 
we usually have a small can that will * of 

‘o rent Of OMe ACTC.........-.2--eeeeeeeeee + $400 
hold a pound of green, as a measure, | To prepairing and marking................. 200 

and as our plaster comes in bags of | Ao PABUNE scott co AB 
00 Be, it io aot ee ee ee eae 
get along. In putting it on the po-| To dragging and ee Sacieie oessneneu eae 

tato vines, wo carry it in pails and|T)Sbu seal anteutiingstnes 2000000000. 178 
scatter over the land. I have used | T° ™rketing 100 bu., pg mnlles. 222000000050 2 80 

asmall tin can with bottom punch-| Total................-:::seeeeeeeeeee wee GH 57 

ed full of small holes, but think it Cr. 

does not pay, as I find when I use plas-| 79 i) yur araycies 000000 So 0 
ter most bountifully, have always had | To 20 bu. small at 10 cta.............-...--- 20 

the best crop. Two men will mix WN gos canc so ccasccesgneneceseseeee= $50 00 
and put on 500 Ibs. in a day. This Less eXPense.-2- 0s eeecceeeeeeeeeees SLOT 
should ‘cover ordinarily about 2 or 3 PROBE: <0 oe lennsteenerncsasadasssin OES 

acres according to the condition or] This 170 bushels to the acre is not 
growth of vine and amount of bugs.| over an average crop, nor is the price, 

The mixture should be applied when] 38 cts., above the average for a series of 

the young bugs are nicely hatched out. | years, as I have aimed to give facts, not 

After waiting a few days it is generally} any fancy drawn theories. While this 

necessary to go over the patch and put/| year, in the vicinity of my home, some 
some on the hills where the bugs have] crops, or at least one, were sold that 
hatched; this will have to be governed | brought $90 per acre as gross receipts, 
by circumstances. But we are satisfied | yet this was the best crop, I think, ia 

that the increase of crop, when plaster|the county. Others brought from $20 

is used, will more than doubly pay for | to $60, the extra price making up the de- 
same, and time of putting it on. ficiency in yield. 

Harvesting.—In harvesting, we dig] Varieties to Raise.— As to kinds to 
with six-tined forks. We go over the| raise, select some single standard variety 

ground and first pick up the merchant-} and raise this; it will give the best re- 

able potatoes and put them in boxes] sults, as most farmers have not the con- 
made of lath with board ends; inside|veniences to keep separate several va- 

measurement 12 inches deep, 16, inches | rieties; leave the experimenting to the 

long, and 14 inches wide, which hold an| Experiment Station (which is doing 

even full bushel, haul them toa pit, or,| grand work for the farmer of this 

better still, to a building and store till | state), or to seed-men, who are making a 

time to sell. Then we pick up the small | business of this work. The farmer whe 

ones in the same way and take to the | raises but one variety can always sell te 

cellar, and, during stormy weather, and | better advantage, especially if he should 
in the winter, we look them over, get-{ havea car-load. If aless amount, if it
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be a standard variety, the buyer can af-| The Industry Growing—TI have 

ford to pay more, for he can go out and | spent some time to ascertain if this in- 

buy a car-load of that variety, as straight | dustry is on the increase. For this pur- 

car-loads sell to better advantage in the | pose I have consulted the depot agents 

general market. Again, the farmer who! at the following stations, and find for 

raises enough to have a car-load to sell, | 1882 and 1887 the number of car-loads to 

can bring the local buyer to pay what | be as follows: 

the market will afford, or ship himself. 1882. 1888. 

The pactearadegs emowien | EE ee 

aman was offered 25 cents, and plenty | Birgit 
was being purchased at that price, while = ane 

the party who had a car-load, shipped to Setcannete ee = 

areliable commission merchant in Chi-| Estimating a car-load at 400 bushels, 

cago and net returns gave him 63g cents. | we have 40,400 bushels, and estimating 

But in order to get this fancy price, you | the average price last fall at 60 cents, we 

must select or assort closely, not being | find the value of potatoes sold as above 

afraid to take out the small ones, as the | to be $24,240. Has there been any other 

consumers in the cities will not pay for | same number of acres of land, with an 

them. Then make a car of second sort-| equal amount of farm labor, that have 

ings and ship these, and they will sell to produced anywhere near this amount 

good advantage. for one crop? 

See 

EXPERIENCE IN POTATO RAISING, 

By MATT ANDERSON, Dane County, Wis. 

Sixth Paper. : 

No Rule Certain.—Although I have | each side of that row I planted the seed 

been growing potatoes in a small way end of large potatoes, the potatoes being 

for 40 years, I must confess that I can-| cut in two; did not plant the stem end. 

not give any certain rule or process The rest of the lot was planted with the 

} whereby I can be certain of raising a) same variety of potatoes, out to two 

; good crop every year. I have —o three eyes in a piece. The row plant- 

: mented in various ways of planting—|ed with whole potatoes produced one- 

; in planting large potatoes whole, in cut- fourth more and larger potatoes than 

ting in small and large pieces. any row planted with cuttings of two or 

An Experiment in Ohio—About 40 three eyes, and one-eight more than the 

: : rows that were planted with the whole 
years ago, in Ohio, I planted 4 of an f 
acre in potatoes. The lot was 220 feet \of the seed end. This lot of less than 4 

Tong end SD fest wide, ‘Through the cen. |*%? Produced 7 bushels 
ter of that lot, lengthwise, I planted one| Planting Whole.—Since that time 

row of large, round potatoes, whole; on|I have frequently planted large and
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medium sized pot atoes whole, with good Cultivating—I do no more work un- 

results. I would not plant long potatoes | til the tops begin to appear; then harrow 

whole, as they would grow too many|soas to kill all weeds, and cultivate 

tops; but round potatoes grow tops only | with sulky cultivator when 8, 10 or 12 

from the seed end when planted whole. | inches high, using horse hoe with wings 

In planting large potatoes whole, I plant | on to finish. Ihave no time to use a 

from two to two and one-half feet apart | hand hoe or pull weeds. Foxtail grew 

in the rows, while in planting small seed, | last year after we finished cultivating, 

I plant from 12 to 18 inches apart, rows | yet I had a good crop of potatoes for so 

three to three and one-half feet apart. | dry a year. 

Early potatoes that grow small tops ean| Fitting theLand.—My land is roll- 

be planted closer than varieties that/| ing prairie; good corn land, with a porous 

grow large tops. clay subsoil, of a brown color. Last fall 

To Grow a Good Crop.—To grow|I began to plow a cornstalk field for 

a good crop of potatoes we must have | potatoes. The land had been in Alsike 

good land, good seed, and good culture. | clover for two years, then manured and 

T have raised a good crop by planting in | planted in corn last spring. This field I 

a field that was an Alsike clover pasture | plowed with a three horse new deal plow, 

for two years. The seed was dropped in | about 7or 8 inches deep, and followed 

the furrow close to the land side, every | after with a subsoil plow, loosening the 

third furrow; the furrows, 13 inches | ground in the bottom of the furrow from 

wide, I plowed about four inches deep. | four to five inches deep, as I believe in 

About the time the potatoes began to| planting potatoes shallow. I expect to 

come up, I harrowed thoroughly, and | have plenty of loose soil under the po- 

when one foot high, cultivated with a tatoes, which I think will be of benefit 

three-shoveled iron cultivator, then | whether the season is wet or dry. 

ridged up high with a horse-hoe with| Varieties. — For information on 

wings on. That year my neighbors’ po-| this subject, I refer you to Professor 

tatoes that had flat culture rotted badly. |Henry’s late bulletin. You will find 

It was a wet season; my potatoes were | more truthful information in it in regard 

saved by the deep furrow between the| to varieties than you will in all the 

rows, thus preventing the water from | advertising catalogues. If a man has 

sinking around them. any respect for his character for truth 

Method of Planting.—My usual way | and veracity, he had better not recom- 

of planting potatoes is to plant on land | mend any one variety as being better 

that had been in corn the previous year, | than all others. YetI am in favor of 

on clover sod manured before plowing | experimenting with new kinds and of 

for corn. I plow the stalks under about | changing to the best. It is better to 

seven inches deep. I have a three-row | lose a few dollars in obtaining new seed 

corn marker made of 2 by 8 inch plank, | than to plant varieties that are run out. 

runners three feet long sharpened on the | I sent five varieties of potatoes to my 

underside. A manrides onit, andif done | present farm from Ohio (28 years ago) 

soon after plowing, the marks will be| before I moved to it, and was ridicul- 

deep enough to drop the potatoes in; I|ed by those then living on it. Among 

cover with a three-plank slicker, the man | those varieties was the Peachblow, 

riding on it and going over the ground | which proved one of if not the very 

both ways. Sometimes I use a smooth- | best potatoes in its day. A variety in 
ing harrow to cover with. a dry season and on good potato soil
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may be mealy, and quality first-rate. | have two kerosene barrels that hold fifty 

In a wet season or on wet land, or if| gallons each. I have taken two pieces of 

not ripe, it may be unfit for table use.| inch hose, one seven feet and one six 

I believe in planting early. I have | feet, and secured each of them into the 

early Ohios, Early Harvest, May-Flower | bottom or the side of the barrel, or rath- 

and Clark’s No. 1, which I think are as|er fastened them to an iron spigot in 

good as any I have for early. I have| the barrel. At the other end of the hose, 

bought four new varieties this year, and|I have adjusted the rose of a common 
intend to get such as are recommended | sprinkling can. I fill those barrels with 
by reliable growers. water, and I sent to New York for Lon- 

Diggi and Marke _—I dig|don purple which costs ten cents a 

with a cauenn — Tam - pound; I put that into the water, and | 
hope of getting something better, as one man sits behind and another in front, 

the objectionable part of the business is | Straddling a barrel, and they can sprin- 

the picking. I sort in the field, put-|Kle two rows of potatoes as fast as your 
ting small ones in bags and the large | horse can walk. I find this better than 

ones in wagons. If there is a market | the Paris green, and it won’t blow away 
near home, sell at home; if not, ship to| or injure the plants. Arsenic is about 

| the best market. It costs as much to|the cheapest thing, but it requires a 
haul potatoes on a wagon 15 miles, as it | great deal of care. 
does on the cars 150 miles. I have seen = 

i a statement that it requires about 10,000 Discussion. 

i bushels of potatoes a day to supply the} Mrs. Bartow.—We have what I call 
Chicago market. The demand for po-| an improvement on the methods suggest- 
tatoes, within the last few years, has in-|ed by beth gentlemen, for destroying 

| creased more than for any other crop the | potato bugs. We have an old cart at- 

farmers produce. Therefore we may ex- | tachment, such as is used for sprinkling 
| pect a market every year for an average | the streets, and one man and a team can 

crop of potatoes. If each family of five | sprinkle four to six rows at a time, and 

persons in the United States consumed | it works first-class. 
four quarts of potatoes each day, it} Mr. Anprrson.—I should think you 
would require 480,000,000 bushels a| wouldsprinkle more on the ground than 
year. This year hundreds of thousands | on the potatoes. 

of bushels of potatoes have been import-| THe Cuarrman.—That could be regu- 

edto this country. You can see foreign | lated by perforating in‘rows. 
varieties of potatoes quoted in the Chi-| Mr. Jacoss.—I would like to know if 

cago market. Canada, Nova Scotia and | there is any remedy for the scabbinessof 

New Brunswick, can, and would supply | potatoes. 

the Eastern States with potatoes, if it} Pror. Cuampernary.—I don’t think 

were not for the duty of 15 cents per | we have had any real light in regard to 
bushel. that. We can tell the nature of the 

Killing Potato Bugs.—1 want to say | scab, but what brings it we don’t know. 

something in regard to killing potato | Sandy land produces it much less fre- 

bugs, as I have a different plan for kill-| quently than a richer clayey land. 

ing them from my friend from Rio. [| Furthermore, fresh manure, not properly 

have a pair of trucks, such as we used to mixed through the soil, produces scab- 

use under threshing machine powers. I | biness, but I don’t know of any way ta
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relieve potatoes from scabbiness in a | structions are to drop a piece of potato 
wet season. and put their foot on it. Then I putona 

Mr. Tooue.—What is the proper mix-| slicker, which passes both ways and 
ture for ParisGreen? , covers them very quickly, and don’t 

Pror. Cuamperiary.—Fourteen ounc-| think I could cover them that way if 
es of Paris Green to one hundred pounds | they were planted in hills. I ridge 
of land plaster, putting fifty pounds|them up. I have tried flat culture, but 
of land plaster in a box, then spreading | have not done as well as on shallow cult- 
over it seven ounces of Paris Green, then | ure. 
do the same thing over again. Mr. Lovts.—I have followed Mr. 

Mr. Locxwoop.—I made an experi-/Terry’s mode of planting in five or six i 
ment in fertilizing potatoes some | inches on sandy land, and I raised one 
years ago. I put onso many rows and| hundred and forty-seven bushels to the 
plow under green manure, then on| acre by flat culture. It adds tothe culti- 
so many more rows I put manure| vation, because we can drag them longer 

: scraped up the summer before. Then| and keep them cleaner. 
on so many more, I put rotted saw-| Mr. Anperson.—In a dry season, I j dust. My idea was to find out a little | think flat culture will do, in a wet sea- 
about this scab. I found where the son, I think they will rot. 
green manure had been put on the scab] Mr. Mirzs.—I would like to ask Mr. 
was very bad. Where the ground had | Scott why he cut off the seod end of his 
been manured the year before, the scab potato and threw it away? 
was less, but bad, but where the rotted] Mr. Scorr.—The reason is that there | 
sawdust was put on, the potatoes were | are too many eyes in that part of the 
just as clean as could be, not a particle potato, and henee, will give too many 
of scab. Ifwe will make such experi-| stalks, which will throw out roots and 
ments, I think we will find them valua-! bring forth potatoes making manr 

ble. smaller ones. 
Mr. Parkes.—Why do you plant in} Mr. Minis —A good many years ago, | 

rows instead of hills? one year potatoes were very scarce, and 
Mr. Anperson.—I think I can raise | we had to buy them and pay from $1.75 i 

more potatoes tothe acre. I think it is|to $2 a bushel, I cut off all the seed 
much quicker done and digging with | ends of the potatoes that I laid in for 
the common sense digger, I think you | the winter, and we ate the rest of these. | 
can dig faster. I don’t give my potatoes | In the spring I planted the seed ends, 
as much work as some people; I don’t | and I had the largest field of the most 
think it is necessary if you do it at the|even potatoes that I ever raised in my 
right time. I commence just as soon as | life. 
Tecan. Last yearI planted about the| Tse Cuarrman.—t think f can tell a 
12th of April and planted about twenty! bigger story than that. A few years 
aeres before I quit, and I certainly | ago, when potatoes were very scarce in 
had the best crop of potatoes in my see- | our county, the potatoe parings around 
tion—something over one hundred bush-|the hotel were picked up, and from 

els to the acre, but I did not give them | them we raised potatoes that, I think, 
any extra cultivation whatever. In drop- | weighed four pounds, some of them. 
Ping the potatoes in rows, my mencarry| Mz. Urgunarr.—Speaking about po- 
@sack around their neck, and their in-! tato scab, I have been for several years, 

=A
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troubled very badly with it. My land is; much danger of putting on too much. 

rather a heavy clayloam. A year ago | In regard to cutting off the seed ends 

last spring, after the ground was well and throwing them away, last spring 

prepared, I happened to havetwo bush-|I saved a bushel of the seed ends and 

els of air-slacked lime. I sprinkled that | planted them by themselves, right 

pretty frecly over the ground and raised |in the middle of the piece of two or 

the best potatoes that I have for many | three acres that I was planting, and 

years. Ofcourse, I don’t know whether|I found that when we came to dig 

the lime had anything to do with it. them, the yield was just about the 

Mr. Ker1oce.—I would like to know if | same, and the potatoes about the same 

leached or unieached ashes will help po-|size. But those coming from the seed 

tatoes, and if so, how much? ends were nearly a week earlier than 

Mr. J. M. Surrx.—If I used unleached | the others. 

ashes, I would put it on at the rate of| Mr. Lockwoop.—Having tried the ex- 

from fifty to seventy-five bushels to the | periment for seven years, I find the seed 

acre, and about douole that amount |end invariably produces an earlier po- 

where we have leached ashes; there isn’t ! tato. 

a naeenerne aman an aae 

| 
GRAIN RAISING. 

By GEO. C. HILL, Fond du Lac County, Wis. 

Seventh Buper. 

A Sentiment Against It.—One 2 ay remember that they have an en- 

almost at a loss to know why informa- | gagement out, they will be perfectly ex- 

jion is called for on this subject, when  cusable, even if we are left toraise grain 

it is well known that the growing senti- | to empty seats. 

ment of our best farmers, and indeed of Comparative Values.—We still find 

the whole State, is away from this in-jalarge portion of our farmers who are 

dustry. But I have thought that m in the hold-back line. They cannot 

the race for the front, to which our | get over the idea of selling their farms 

Farmers’ Institutes areso swiftly roll-|by the bushel. But if wealth will not 

ing us, our sagacious driver, the Super- | tempt them to a better plan, the wantof 

intendent, is becoming a little anxious! it will soon drive them to it, or they will 

about his impetuous leaders, and is| be driven from the field. A few figures 

lightening up the breeching and turning will show the comparative value of the 

on the brakes. So what we have to say | grain product with that of live stock, in 

may be taken as hold-backs. And if | Wisconsin, for the year 1885: The value 

our friends of the silo and dairy find it} of the wheat product was, $13,928,000; 

convenient to take a short nap, or sud-/ corn, $12,576,000; oats, $11,008,000; bar-
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ley, $5,255,000; rye, 1,034.00; buckwheat, | than formerly. It used to be the plan 

$230,000. Total value of grain $44,031,- | to fill our barns with harvested grain. 

000. The value of the butter product | At threshing time, the straw was run 

was $5,850,402; cheese, $2,984,813. The | out and piled in the barnyard. A better 

value of beef product was $5,981,488; | way is to stack the grain near the barn 

hogs, $10,323,776; mutton, $793,018; and mow straw in the barn, direct from 

wool, $1,337,088. Total value from live | the machine. 

stock exclusive of the horse, $27,270,585.| Winter Wheat.—I believe that on 

Excess of value of grain product over | many farms, winter wheat can be grown 

that from live stock, $16,760,415. with better results than spring wheat. 

Of all the agricultural products of | Icommenced to grow winter wheat, of 

the State in 1885, the wheat crop was/| the Fultz variety, in 1883, and have had 

the most valuable, worth $13,928,000. If} five successive crops, with an average 

for every twenty bushels of wheat, there | yield of 30 bushels. The yieldfor 1885 

grew one ton of straw, there were was 47 bushels. That for 1887 was 25 

1,000,000 tons, worth $2.50 per ton, bushels. I believe almost every farm 

making a total value of $16,428,000. hassome land on which winter wheat 

Average Yield Per Acre.— The | an besafely grown. A gentle slope to 
average yield per acre reported for the the east, free from knolls or ridges where 

United States was 10.5 bushels. The| the snow will blow away, or hollows 
average for Wisconsin the same year where the water will settle, is a good 
was 172 bushels. This shows a high | !ocation. It with these conditions, the 
comparative average. field is skirted with timber on the west, 

Objection to Wheat Growing.— | it is still better. 
The great objection urged against wheat! Sow Clean Seed.—If the soil is 

growing is, that it is a crop which is| properly prepared before seeding, it is 

sold off the farm, nothing but the straw! best to sow the seed broadcast. This 

being retained. A crop of 17 bushels! method prevails among many who have 
of wheat takes from the acre of soil 1844 | had experience in the use of both the 

bs. nitrogen, 8Ibs. phosphoric acid, | drill and seeder. For spring wheat we 
and 5% tbs. potash, valuable substances | prefer the hard varieties of Fife. The 

worth $3.75. A ton of wheat straw | Saskatchewan has given good satisfac- 

takes 914 ibs., nitrogen, 514 Ibs., phos-| tion. Whatever variety is grown, clean 

phoric acid and 11g Ibs., potash, worth | seed should be planted. Cockle and 
$2.50. But the wheat straw is a useful | chess are more than worthless. If aman 

product on the farm, and to have a sup- | sows wheat he will reap wheat, twenty 

ply of it, is one of two reasons why seme | fold. If he sows chess he will reap chess 

of us continue to grow wheat; with its!a hundred fold. This fact has been 

use stockcan be kept clean and com- | proved to me, and I am prepared to 

fortable, besides being useful as an ab-| prove it to others. But I am sure this 

sorbent, Grain straw is also utilized | intelligent company of old farmers will 

by many of our farmers for feeding | not question the statement; yet, I find 

purposes. If properly fed in connection | this old theory of wheat producing chess 
with other feeds, it is said to be worth | about as hard to eradicate, as it is to 

10 per cent. of that of best hay. It has | get all the chess out of the seed wheat. 
become of so much importance, that it; Seeding With Clover and Grass.— 

is saved and stacked with more care | The second reason for growing wheat is,
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that it is one of the best crops with|as late as the middle of May. The crop 

which to seed with clover and grass. If] is a little rusty straw, and a few bushels 
with winter wheat, the seed is sown as|of oat hulls. To grow a good crop of 

early in the spring as the fact of the| heavy oats, it is necessary that the 

living condition of the wheat plant is as-|seed be planted as early in the 

. certained. After a light snow in April|spring as the season will permit, 
is a good time. The wheat crop will|and on land that is in condition 

mature in July, after which the clover | to grow other good crops. As to the wet 
and grass will have a long season to/| land let it “go to grass,” until it can be 

possess themselves of the soil, while the | got into condition for early planting. 
stiff stubble makes a good protection] Feeding Value of Oats.—A crop of 

during the first winter. oats draws from the soil fully as heavy 

System of Rotation.—In my system | as a crop of wheat, but as both grain 

of rotation the oat crop follows the grass, | and straw are consumed on the farm, it 
meadow or pasture. The sod is turn-|isagood crop to grow. Still it is a 

ed over in the fall, and in the spring can | question, whether we can afford to 
be worked up in fine condition. Our! feed so many oatson the farm. A ton 
average yield of oats, on sod, has been | of oats is worth in the market, $20. We 

| from 50 to 60 bu., going as low as 25 bu. | will suppose this to be its feeding value. 
| in a season of drouth, and as high as] With the $20, could be purchased 2500 

70 bu. in favorable seasons. The White | tbs. of bran or middlings, which, accord- 

Schonen is found to be one of the best} ing to a table in Hoard’s Dairyman for 

; varieties. In Bulletin No. 13, Wisconsin | March 2nd., is worth $27 to feed, while 

: Experiment Station, is a table giving the | the fertilizing value of the non-utilized 

yield of 27 varieties of oats for a number | portion is worth more than double that 
of years past, at the Station. The aver-| of oats. The same reasoning would ap- 

age yield of all the varieties was 50 bu. | ply to the wheat crop, so far as to the dis- 

That of the White Schonen was 50% | position of the crop. The 17.2 bu. is 
bu., being exceeded by only one variety, | worth in the market $12.90. This would 

the White Australian yielding 601% bu. | purchase 1720 tbs. of bran or middlings, 

The report says: “No variety has yet| worth to feed $18.92 on the above basis, 

been found superior to the White Schon- | and still leaving a manurial value on the 
en in productiveness, strength of straw | farm of above $10. 

and thinness of hull.” The Corn Crop.— After the wheat 
Oat Crop For 1885.—The oat crop | crop of our state, the corn crop is of the 

of Wisconsin for 1885, was 43,000,000 bu., | next greatest value of any of our agri- 

valued at $11,008,000; with this crop were | cultural products, being $12,576,000. 

produced about 1,000,000 tons of straw, | Here, again, we are dissatisfied with the 

worth $3.00 per ton. The average yield|low average yield of 34.5 bushels per 

was 341g bu. The average for the| acre, although we find a crumb of com- 

United States, for the same year, was/|fort,on the principle that misery loves 
: 211g bu AsaState we should not be|company, when we compare the yield 

\ satisfied with our low average. We] with the average of all the corn-states, 

\ should aim at nothing short of 50 bu.|27.5 bushels. The year 1885 was a good 

It is a fact, however, that a good deal of| corn year in this state. Our own crop 

| low, wet land, not in condition for any|was 70 bushels, with three loads of 

crop, is annually sowed with oats, often! pumpkins and two loads of cornstalks. 

:
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Barnyard manure and good cultivation Discussion. : will do it. On our farm corn follows the Mr. Unqunarr—Do you get better eat crop. On account of the excellence results by sowing oats on the sod than of the fodder I grow a variety of Yellow by planting corn? Wouldn’t you get Flint, which was originated on our farm,| better results by planting corn on the and has been grown there for twenty- | sod and then planting small grain after- five years. wards? 
Rye and Buckwheat.—Of thegrow-| Mr. Hi.—I had two reasons for ing of rye and buckwheat, I have had | adopting this plan some years ago. One ‘very little experience, and have never | was, in planting corn on the sod, some- | grown a bushel of barley in my life, and | times I had it eaten by worms; the other never shall, so long as the brewers mo-| was, that it was the only place where I Bopolize its use. could put the oats and have them stand Details—Of the details of grain-|up. If they followed any other crop raising, preparing the soil, seeding, cul-| they would not stand up. That is the tivating, harvesting and marketing, there | farthest removed from the land that had ; seems to be no need of discussing here. | been manured. In turning over the soil The best methods are well known. There | and sowing oats, then, I put on all the is improved machinery adapted for every} manure I can get, then follow the part of the work. corn, then the wheat, then the grass To the farmers of Wisconsin I say, |} again, so that the oat crop being the First: Grain raising is not recommended, | farthest removed from the sod, is the except in connection with stock.growing. | most liable to stand up. I would say Second: Strive to produce large crops, | that the figures I have given here as to maintaining, our yield high in the scale|the number of cows in this state, are with other grain-growing states. taken from the statistics of 1885 and, of Third: make the most profitable use course, the dairy interest has grown of the crop after it is grown. wonderfully in two years, 

t 
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EVENING SESSION—MARCH 27. 

" WISCONSIN’S AGRICULTURE. 

By F. B. NORTON, Eacine County, Wis. 

First Pager. 

HON. HIRAM SMITH im the Chair: of Wisconsin, which came as one born 

‘Where the Erotts Got some-| rather out of due time into this Union, 

times hear my neighbors talkin adiscour-| ; the best of all the States in this 

ee ig business | United States, in which to live and 

arming in Wisconsin. They say that) p-actice this, the highest and noblest 
the opening of the grain fields in the | i Bis socations of men. 

Northwest has taken the profit out of . 

} gti tnt th eet sho ag th a rey thou th 
the f t hi out : 

ak ae a a anaes West and South, and I never have seen 

and itu kindred products are taking the an area that surpassed Southern Wis- 

profit out of dairying. consin for picturesque beauty and fer- 

x Dinsoureging Woature — 1 is| Sly, end, ct ister yee, = the rail- 

{ tme, we have had one discouraging roads have penetrated the great forests 

feature the past year, that of the = oe png thecal oo 

drouth, which I look w) after dreds 24 

a —_ serious thing ee oe which I | 28s, and I have come to realize that we 

} have already named, and yet it is one of | have land and resources enough to make 

the good things to be said about our | 22 empire. After all the other states 

good State, that drouths are not fre- | about us had taken what they could get, 

quent here. I remember hearing one of they left us a piece of land three hun- 

the oldest settlers of Racine County ‘dred miles long by two hundred and 

making the remark that be had lived! sixty miles wide, an area nearly equal to 

here a good many years, and never yet | that of England. We have a population 

had lost a comm crop. Now, notwith-| of over 1,500,000; England’s population 

standing these unfavorable things {| being some 25,000,000, and I believe that 

have mentioned, I must say that it is | there are resources in our state which 

sincere conviction that, for the capital | ™°Y develop so that we may support a 

required and for the risks involved, population equal to that of England. 

farming it the very best business in the} Forests and Lakes.— Now, what 

State of Wisconsin, and, further, I must have we done in agriculture and how 

| ji say that I believe that this good State stands the case with us? As I look ever
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this State, I find that it contains about | is, perhaps, twice that, seven or eight 

84,000,000 acres; about half of this we | thousand. Just compare that for a 

have divided up into farms, and about | moment with the condition of farmers 

half of that again, or 8,000,000 acres, is | in other lands. In England, Mr. Foster 

improved. We have about 16,000,000 | tells us that there aro large districts in 

acres yot of unbrokea wilderness of pine | which the agricultural laborers have 

and hard-wood forests stretching away | never accumulated so much as one 

through the North, and then, as the | week’s wages in all their lives. In all 
Irishman would say, the best part of | Prussia, that magnificent country, 
our land, after all, is the water. We) that leads Europe to-day in material 

have 3,000 square miles of lakes in this | wealth, I am told there are only 108 

State; yes, gems of purest ray serene in| estates that are valued at more 
native beauty. These lakes will yet | than $7,500, while I can go through 

be worth more to us than an equal area | three great counties in Southern Wis- 

of land; have you not noticed already | consin, and find farmers by the thousand 

that these lakes in the southern part of | who are as well off on the average as 

the State have enriched the owners of | those noblemen of Prussia. 

their banks and have been year after) 4.44 the Farms Yield.—And what 
year attracting the worn and weary toil- Seas : 

a . are the farms yielding to us here in the 
ers of the cities, seeking to secure rest : : 5 

fe a ee State of Wisconsin every year? First 
and recreation, to their sides, and we h se roduct, $44,000 

shall find that these lakes will yet add |C°™es the grain = ae 
vastly to the resources and the wealth of then the live stocix product, $21,000,000, 
our beautiful State. then the hay crop, $13,000,000 and so on. 

I might go on down through the li_s un- 

2 Rares ee ere el ee ee aire gain a grand annual total of 
the portion of our State which has been $98,500,000 poured into the laps of these 

carved into farms is divided into 136,000 en ee pS 
. . farmers every year. But that census 

farms, the average size being 120 acres. |-~. 
Fa 2 did not enumerate all of the sources of 
Now, if we go to the old slave States, 

ita ; a wealth, and those figures should be 
Virginia and the Carolinas, we will find 5 : to at least $110,000,000, as the 

a different state of things to exist. We s — . me Stabe. . 

have here scarcely more than one hund- ee ee ae 
red farmers owning farms over 1,000 Credit of Farmers.—Our dealers in 

acres, but in the slave States you will | agricultural implements, speaking of the 
find from five to fifteen hundred farms | credit of ges of this State, tell 
of 1,000 acres and over. That speaks of | me they don’t loso from bad debts from 

slavery and the contralization of wealth | the farmers of Wisconsin half that they 
in the hands of a few. What chance is|4o from those of other States in the 
there for the development of farmers’ | West. 
institutes in a population like that? Cause or Our Prosperity.—Now, 

Wealth of Farmers.—The average | why is thishigh average degree of pros- 

wealth of the farmers of this State, as | perity found in our State, or in any land? 

given by our census of 1885, the average |I will tell you. It is because some 

income from farm products per year, is | twenty-five years ago, we called the 

about $4,200, which is a large average | manufacturer to our side. We found 

for the entire State; here in the | at the opening of the war, which set all 

southern part of the State, the average | idle hands to work, and aroused industry
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as it never before was quickened in the Now, they cover the whole State with 

history of the world, that every farm |a net work—these railroads, that bring 

on the vast prairies of the West, seemed] us as near New York as Vermont. 

to call for an acre of our timber. The Silently and steadily, year by year, we 

saw mill multiplied in the forests of the have emerged from the age of iron inte 

North and a new source of wealth came the age of steel. We all know the price 

into this State, the manufacturer. of carrying our products to the sea 

First comes the milling interest with | board has been reduced nearly one-half 

its annual product of $20,000,000. then during fifteen years, and the farmer has 

the iron interest with $10,000,000 more received the benefit of all this. 

and so on down through the list; the| Value of Trees.—We have learned 

eotton and the woolen interests, until | from the manufacturers the value of a 

our manufacturers in their turn give us | tree, and it is time for us, as farmers, to 

a round $120,000,000 a year, duplicating put such lessons as this into practice for 

and more than duplicating the wealth | ourselves, and to apply the same princi- 

which you derive from the soil. This ples of business and economy and sys- 

is an equal balance of things that is|tem of management to our business as 

rarely found in other States. Turn to they do to theirs. 

Massachusetts. There all thatherfarm-| As I look over the manufacturing in- 

ers add to her annual wealth is $24,000,- dustries of this State, I find that these 

000; her manufacturing products are} raw materials, these trees in the forest, 

$631,000,000, twenty-five times as much. | have a wonderful value here. I have 

What chance has the farmer's boy in| seen magnificent trees in Western Ten- 

Massachusetts? He must either go in-| nessee, where the value of the land is 

tothe factory to work or come West, only ten dollars an acre against twenty- 

I can’t remember the time when I was | four dollars for our lands in Wisconsin, 

not waiting to leave Massachusetts and | because they do not appreciate the val 

come West, and I think I found the | ue of those forests; they cut them down 

State in which it is most desirable to | and burn them. 

stay. I once bought an acre of magnificent 

Our Commerce. — Now, we have trees, the like of which you never saw, 

spoken of agriculture on the one hand and and I paid one dollar apiece for the trees 

manufactures on the other, but I have | the common price for timber in those 

not mentioned the third great soures | ions, but one of those trees, if brought 

of human wealth, commerce. Did you | Milwaukee and transmutted into ar 

ever think how admirably we are situat- ticles of utility and beauty, would be 

| ed here in Wisconsin; how the great worth more than all the cotton the 

trunk lines that used to be secking Southerners would raise on that acre for 

to get into Chicago are now with equal five hundred years. The forests of Wis- 

eagerness seeking ingress into St. Paul consin and their products are knowa 

and Minneapolis and the new North- throughout the world. The farm wagons 

| west, and all those great lines of rail-|0f Racine are as well Imown in South 

road must past over our territory; be- | Africa as in Wisconsin. 

sides our great lakes and the Mississippi | “Value of an Acre.—Let us as farm- 

River, we have great advantages from | ers learn the value of an acre. There is 

our railroad facilities. In 1860, we only | one man in Wisconsin who has honored 

had 1000 miles of railroad in this State. | his profession; he has honored nature 

)
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and nature's God. I believe Mr. Smith, | winter and saving the heavy expense of 
of Green Bay, has learned the possibili- | winter feeding. What a treasure for 
ties of an acre of land; a good many of| our dairy interest! And we live justin. 
us have never learned that lesson. It| the climate for the dairy interest, one of 
took us years to learn that we must give | the most important sources of wealth te 
back to the earth what we take away, | the farmers in the land. 
and as soon as we began to bring science | Value of Animals.—Now, we should 
to bear on this question, the land rises | jearn still further as farmers, the value 
to meet us, and it seems as though the | of the animal. We are well stocked, as 
possibility of a single acre is endless. | you might think, but there are very 
When I first came to the State an acre | fow farnis but might easily double the 
of land that yielded ten dollars, did} nnmber they have and not be over- 
pretty well. Now, under the hands of | stocked. We havo a goodly number of 
skillful farmers, many are yielding a animals, but the trouble is they are not 
thousand dollars, and some even two good enough; we have not brought blood 
thousand. If we will only treat the soil enough into our stock nor brains enough. 
as God would have us, we shall find it | Take the horse. We are almost a gener- 
indeed sacred soil, and I bow in rever- | ation behind Illinois in the breeding of 
ence before our Mother Earth when I | horses. We have got a splendid market 
think of the boundless possibilities of | in the North, and these great cities so 
wealth she has in store for us when we| near us are calling for horses and wearing 
come to farm on the right principles. them out rapidly. There are some 17,- 
Our Climate.— We hear a great deal | 000,000 horses in the United States, and 

about the salubrious climate of South-| it takes one and a half millions to take 
ern California, but did you ever think, | the places of those that are dropped out 
my friends, that we have a climate here every year. ‘ 
in Wisconsin that is worth more to the} Our Dairy Enterprises.—Then, take 
raiser of food than the climate of South- | our great dairy enterprises. We have 

ern California? The average yield of | about six hundred thousand cows, but 
wheat in England is but thirty-five | they don’t give milk enough, they don’t 
bushels to the acre. They dare not! yield butter and cheese enough. Mr. 
make it any more with their damp cli-} Adams says, the average product is only 
mate; but we have a climate here that | about one hundred and eight pounds of 
has endless possibilities for grain rais-| butter, and it can be made twice that 
ing as well as stock raising. We can| easily. There is one encouraging feat- | 
carry our crops up to almost any amount | ure in connection with our dairy and | 
we please. I have read of as high as|stock interests, and that is, there 
one hundred and five and one hundred | has been more improvement in the last | 
and twenty-five bushels being raised, | sven years than in any previous twenty 
and now one grand discovery has been | years. 
made during the past few years which} Stock Raising.—Sheep husbandry 
is going to do great things for our crop] is one of the great interests of the State 
of Indian corn—I mean the silo, which | of Wisconsin, and is also one of the most 
is as valuable a discovery to the farmers | important of our branches of industry 
of this country as was the discovery of| Stock raising should be one of the 

the cotton gin tothe manufacturers down j great industries of this State, tributary 
East, thereby carrying summer into} to dairying. 

|
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Value of Men.—Now, friends, when; comprehensive and varied practical 

we have learned the value of an acre,| knowledge, and if we will give this to 

and the value of an animal, let us go a/| our children, we shall not have so many 

step higher, and learn the value of a/| of them fleeing from the farms and going 

man, and here is where we put a finger | to the cities. It is the educated farmers 

on the weak spot of our Wisconsin farm-| and farmers’ sons who take their posi- 

ing, after all. I have seen farmers make | tion at the head of each branch of their 

some mistakes in the raising of their) business. When you see a farmer en- 

colts and calves, but I have seen them | gaged in the raising of blooded stock 

make vastly greater mistakes in the | and making a success of it, you will find 

raising of their boys and girls. I have | that he has, somehow, acquired the bus- 

seen the rich farmer treat his sons and| iness knowledge and judgment which 

daughters as the overseersinthe South | enables him to do business with other 

treat their slaves. From daylight to| men of intelligence in that line. We 

sundown they work like hired men and must give to our boys and girls a com- 

hired women. Now, I don’t think boys| prehensive and practical education and 

and girls object to hard work, as a rule. | we shall find them able to enter into and 

Icertainly did not. The only thing I ob- | possess these rewards. 

jected to in my boyhood was this, thatthe] Fayorably Located.— They talk 

time to go fishing never came. Farm-| about the attractions of thesunny South, 
ers, we must give culture and education | pyt I notice that millions are poured in- 

to our children. I say, give your child-|t> the snowy North. We live between 

ren books, give them ennobling culture | the two great markets of the Northwest, 

and a true practical business education, | whose wants we may supply in the fu- 

if you have to mortgage your farm to|ture. There is no State so favorably lo- 

do it. cated, and if we will, we may enter into 

Industrial Education—TI am glad|this goodly heritage and we will find 

that the signs of the times are pointing | here all that human skill and God’s 

toward industrial education. It is not | blessing will give of wealth and power 

simply book knowledge and technical | and comfort and refinement and beauty 

| learning we want, so much as a more! and civilization. 

Or 

REORGANIZATION OF THE WEATHER 

SERVICE, : 

| By T. C. CHAMBERLIN, President University of Wisconsin. 

) Be 

Second Paper. 

Practical Education.—Charles Dud-| enough to say concerning our Univer- 

ley Warner, in his recent article in| sity, embracing some very appreciative 

Harper’s Monthly, in connection with | words respecting our Farmers’ Insti- 

some pleasant things which he was good! tutes, made some remarks which very
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broadly hinted that we were too practi- Objections to the Present System. 
cal in our educational efforts. Concern-|—The objections to the present associ- | 
ing this implied criticism, we feel very | ation of the weather service with the 
much as a distinguished English states- military department, lie in the fact that 
man did upon a famous occasion on| this association is incongruous. Nomi- 
which he was charged with the atroci- nally, the signal service of the mili- 
ous crime of being a young man. It is| tary department, and the signal service 
an accusation we shall neither attempt |of the weather bureau, have something 
to palliate nor deny. in common. In reality they have more 
‘Weather Service and Agriculture. | that is incompatible in their relation- 
—Until a very recent date, however, I| ship than they have which is harmoni- 
had no intention of adding to the appre-| ous. They are alike in being signal 
hension of anyone that we are giving services, but otherwise, for the most 

. eur thoughts too largely to the practi-| part, dissimilar. The military signal 
eal, in anything I shall say this evening. | service has an important function of its 
I had intended to speak upon a subject | own to perform; it requires a training of 
of a general character, whose tendency | a peculiar character, but quite different 
would be rather in the direction of the|in its nature from that which is requi- 
ideal than the practical, but there has| site in the weather service. At the time 
been pressed in upon my attention a/it was inaugurated there were special 
subject of special and immediate inter-| reasons why the military posts of the 
est to every citizen, and of some espec-| then unsettled West, and the connecting 
ial importance to agriculturists to which, | government telegraph lines, should be 
in lieu of a more abstract subject, I| utilized, as they were the only available 
desire to invite your attention. I refer | moans over wide and important districts. 
to the movement now on foot to transfer | But with the settlement of the country, 
eur weather service from the military | this special dependence has passed away. 
to the agricultural department, which | The chief objection to the present as-, 
it is proposed to place upon an equality | sociation, lies in the fact that the sys- 
with the departments of State, Interior, | tematic military habit of thought, and 
etc. It is not, however, the transfer | the precise rigid method of military pro- 
merely in which I seek to enlist your in-| cedure, are not adapted to so eccentric 
terest and influence, but more especially|a phenomenon as the weather. Our 
in connection therewith to urge a reor-| storms do not move in accordance with 
ganization of the weather service, with | the laws of battalions. Their formation 
a view to more satisfactory results than | is not controlled by simple rigid rules 
it bas rendered in the past. I would|like those of military procedure — in- 
earefully guard myself at the outset,| deed, the phenomena of the weather, in 
however, against giving the impression | their complex phases and in their seem- 
that the weather service has thus far| ingly lawless methods of procedure, are 
been in any proper sense a failure. It| those whose characteristics lie most re- 
has been in a very important sense a| mote from those which dominate mili- 
success, and yet, in my judgment, it has | tary affairs. 
been very far from being the fuller sue-| But Ineed not dwell upon the desirabil- 
cess to which it will yet come, and which | ity ef the transfer. It does not appear 
it may attain at a very early date, if it| to be a phase of the subject that needs 
is properly reorganized to that end. advocating so much as action. When
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proposed to the last congress it appeared | plications of conditions and of move- 

that the military authorities favored it; | ment that enter into the problem, it will 

the agricultural department urged it,| be seen that the successful prediction of 

and congressmen were generally well | the weather in all its details, and for all 
disposed toward it, and nothing seemed | of the districts, each with its own pecul- 

necessary but to secure action, which | iarities, is a task which a single mind 
was alone prevented by the pressure of | Cannot completely perform. To expect 
other interests. It is now liable to fail | Complete success for any given locality | 
of enactment chiefly from neglect, and is irrational under these conditions. 

from the obstacles to which delay is| The success which has been attained 

liable to give rise. thus far is as great as could be antici- 

The chief consideration is the reorgan-| pated. The system does not admit of 
ization which should follow the transfer. | the highest order of precision and of local 
This reorganization should be placed in | adaptation. That you may appreciate the 
the hands of expert meterologists, and| more readily some of the difficulties 

should have for its aim the removal of | Which enter into the task of prediction, I 
the defects of the present system, and | have prepared a map which will indicate 

the attainment not only of a higher de-|some of the eccentric features which 

gree of precision in the forecasts of the|enter into the complex and difficult 

weather, but a more definite and spec-| problem. 

ial adaptation of these forecasts tothe} First Source of Error.—By a glance 

agricultural districts and to the local | at it you will see that one source of 

peculiarities and needs of each. error in the prediction of the weather, 

Methods of the Present System. | lies in the irregular and eccentric courses 
—You are familiar with the present sys- which some of the storms pursue. I have 

tem and some of the difficulties under | 8*lected the courses of a number that 
which it labors. Observations are made | Passed over the country during a single 
at a large number of stations through-| Yea" and have indicated them by the 
out the country, and these are tele- black lines on the map. Some of these 

graphed three times a day to Washing- represent the usual courses of storms, 

ton, where they are collated and the and others those which are more phenom- 

indications of the weather made up from | ©24l- It will be seen that the ordinary 
the data thus afforded. Those indica- | °°U"S¢ is from west to east, with a slight 
tions, which are disseminated through- | 2°rtherly tendency; but it will be observ- 
out the country at large, are chiefly ed that there are very wide and peculiar 

made up in a very limited time after the | departures from this general direction. , 
receipt of the night dispatches. In this | (The peculiarities in the courses of sev- 
short time a large part of the colla-| eral of the storms represented were then 

tion of all this immense mass of data | discussed in detail.) 
must be made, together with the formu-| Second Source of Error.—A second 
lation of the predictions and the send-| liability to error lies in the unequal 
ing of them forth by telegraph. When | rate of progress of storms, which is li-. 

you consider the vast extent of our| able to introduce an error in the time 

country, the complications introduced by | predicted for the arrival of the storm. 

the varied aspects of topography; of land | It is often as important to the farmer to 

and water; of forest and prairie, to- | foreknow the time when the storm will 

gether with all those atmospheric com-| arrive as to know that it will arrive at 

3
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ail. When the observations show that a| ments they may be altogether decisive 
storm is advancing at a given rate, it is|/ respecting the local weather when the 

ebviously natural to assume a continued | meterological conditions are nearly bal- 

advance at that rate, and to predict its} anced. If the atmospheric conditions 

arrival at a given point accordingly. It] are such that a slight influence will de- 

is only by a critical knowledge of the| termine local rain or the opposite, the 
atmospheric conditions and a quick and | result can only be trastworthily fore- 

complete appreciation of their effects} cast by a knowledge of the influenee 

- that the change of rate can be anticipat-| which local conditions bring to bear. 

ed. This implies a completeness of} Topography.— Among these local 

special knowledge of the atmospheric| conditions may be mentioned tope- 
eonditions over the aroas involved and a| graphy, which influences, more or less, 

mastery of the data thus afforded, which | the rate of progress of the storm, and 

cannot be expected of a single man for | which, by causing the currents to rise or 

the whole of so vast and diversified an | fall, may determine whether there shall 

area. On the map the daily advance of | be precipitation or not. Rough topo- 

the several storms along thoir paths is| graphy retards the basal currents of the 

indicated by cross-bars. It will be seen | air, and causes those following in the rear 

that the variation is very considerable, | to tend to mount over these, and thereby 

and that some storms seem to hang in| favors precipitation, on the same princi- 

certain localities with relatively slight | ple that an ascending slope does. In a 

advance for a period sufficiently long to| similar way, forests act as a drag upon 

completely vitiate a prediction based{the basal currents of the air, while - 

upon a uniform rate of progress. When | prairies facilitate their progress. Along 

this is taken in connection with changes | with this comes also the cooling influence 

in the course of the storms, it will be} which forests exert, and the humidity 

seen that unless the officer of prediction | which they yield to the atmosphere. Ac- 

ean forecast these changes of rate and | cording to current and rational theories, 
of direction, his predictions are liable to| these conditions should favor precipi- 
the most serious errors. These changes| tation, and perhaps determine it, when , 
in course and in rate are obviously due | the conditions are otherwise closely bal- 

to atmospheric conditions, and a full} anced. 
mastery of these alone furnishes a basis} Among the local influences are the ef- 
for and anticipating their occurrence. | fects of large bodies of water. So alse, 
They must, therefore, be accurately de-| according to the observations of my 

termined, and must be within the com-| friend, Professor King, the presence of 
plete intellectual control of the officer | great banks of snow that linger on our 

of prediction. It is not impracticable to | northern borders after the surface here ‘ 

secure this for given limited areas, but | has become entirely bare, has a notable Gg 
it is too much to expect it of a single | influence upon the course and character : 
officer having in charge the forecasts for] of storms. The nature of the soil in re- 

the entire country. spect to temperature and the state of 
Local Influences.— A further source | the surface, in respect to its covering of 

ef inaccuracy arises from local influences. | green growing vegetation on the one 

‘These vary with every considerable dis-| hand, or of dried and seared vegetation 

trict, and while their influence may not | on the other, come in as tributary influ- 

be great upon the general storm move-|ences. The dryness or wetness of the
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surface also have their influence. It is{ all other districts which affect its atmos- 

an apparently well sustained observation | pheric movements. The observations of 

of farmers that, especially in dry seasons, | each district should be directed to the 

showers have a tendency to follow each specific determination of those elements 

ether in their courses, apparently be-| of the weather which are dependent up- 

eause the moistened surface resulting | on local influences. The size of these 

from one shower favors the development | districts will have to be determined by 

of another in its rear, and thus there |¢xperience. That such an organization 

arises a cumulative effect. The belts| is ultimately to be reached seems to be 

fortunate enough to be moistened by the clearly foreshadowed by the history of 

earlier showers have a better chance of | the present one. ‘The large districts of 

being favored afterwards than those prediction have been in a measure aban- 

belts which were avoided by the earlier |doned, and forecasts are now largely 

storms; whose very dryness gives them made for the several States separately, 

a less favorable prospect. To a limited extent local centres of pre- 

Now, these local elements are alto-| diction were inaugurated. This move- 

gether beyond the intellectual grasp of | ment is in the right direction, but needs 

a general observer situated at Washing-| development and systematic organiza- 

ton. It is entirely beyond the capabil-| tion. 
ities of any mind, however retentive, and| An auxiliary benefit of the orgnization 

however masterful in its power of codr-| should come in the establishment of a 

dination, to keep in mind and combine| State Weather Service. Many States 

| all the modifying influences that spring | have done this already; we have not done 

from the diversities of the surface of/s0. The function of the State service 

the land, and from the previous precipi-| has been thus far, and should largely 

> tation. This being true, local precision | continue to be, the distribution and dis- 

and adaptation in the forecast of the| play of the weather forecasts, and the 

weather can only be secured through ex-| Tecording of observations at as many 

tensive local observations and through | points as practicable, thus supplement- 

the establishment of local centres of pre-|ing the work of the general govern- 

diction. It is not of so much import-| ment. 

eS ow, the grand fea- Summary.—To summarize, I would 
tures of a storm which sweeps over the urge, as is now being done in congress, 

cig a pine = know those specific | +19 transfer of the Weather Service from 

phases which it will present as it passes | the military to the agricultural depart- 

over their immediste lovality. ment, and in connection with the trans- 
State Weather Service. — There | fer, the reorganization of the system so 

should, therefore, be such a reorganiza-| as to provide more completely for obser- 

tion of the general system of observation | vations and predictions having specific 

and of prediction as shall embrace small- | adaptation to the local conditions of the 

er districts, each having its own sub-or- | several districts of the country, embrac- 

ganization and its own officer of predic-| ing the establishment of local centers of 

tion, the whole to be codrdinated into one | correlation and of prediction, and I 

great organization, which shall perform | would invite your codperation and good 

the general functions of the present| influence in the effort to secure this 
one. Each of these districts should re-| more effective development of our Na- 

ceive the benefit of the observations in | tional Weather Service.
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, 

By W. 1. CHAMBERLAIN, Pres. Iowa Agricultural College. 

Ahird Paper, 

The Human Hand.—The human]soul and not his hand, and some other 

hand is one of God’s most wonderful} one had drilled his hand and not his 
creations. It is the only universal tool.| soul? Could the two men have given us | 
Rightly trained itself and guided by a|the matchless music of Von Bulow? 
well-trained mind, its feats are well nigh | And yet this seems just the mistake of 

Godlike. It is the creator of all things | our old systems of education and train- 
devised by man’s mind, the tool that|ing. They trained the mind to think; 

makes all intricate machines. The mi-|less often the tongue to speak; but not 

eroscope, the telephone, the steam) the hand to do—not the mind to think 

engine, the spinning jenny, the Brook-| through the hand of skill, the whole 
lyn bridge, the countless things of deli-| body to do with skill the bidding of the 
cacy and strength that make and adorn | thinking mind. Or rather, they trained 

our civilization, are its creation and its | the mind of one man, and the hand and 

handiwork as truly as they are the} body of another, and then wondered 

mind’s conception. that the two did not work as one of the 

Mistake of the Old Systems.—| great problems of invention and con- 

These three things, the thinking mind, |struction. They tried to divide Von 

the speaking tongue, the working hand, | Bulow into two men, one with soul-train- 

are the things that lift us up above the|ing, the other with hand-training, and 
brutes that perish. They form the tri-| expected the two distinct and discord- 

pod, so to speak, on which manhood | ant halves to unite and make the great 
stands. Take one of the three legs| pianist of the present day. They tried 

from any tripod and it cannot stand.’to put assunder what God joined to- 

And yet this is just what our systems gether. They failed to see that as soul 

of education have tried to do; to train and body are themselves inseparably 

the mind to think and the tongue to joined, so should their training be; that 

speak, but not the hand todo. Isitany the mind’s knowledge is power only 

wonder that invention and construction when the skilled eye, hand or tongue, or 

were so slow? When Von Bulow thrills ; the whole body, makes it to be applied 

your very soul by his magic touch of | knowledge. Slowly is the truth at last 

the piano, it is because his mind flows | dawning upon us—great truths dawn 

through his trained finger tips and | slowly always—that true education is a 

makes responsive keys and vibrant | symmetrical unfolding or training of all 

strings breathe forth the passion of his| our faculties and powers. 

soul. But what if, now, those finger tips] Perpetuity of the Republic.—The 

were senseless and untrained? Or, rath-} only right that a republic has to compel 

er, what if Von Bulow had trained his! the property to furnish an education,
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and the youth to get an education, rests, | war itself would not have been possi- 

I think, on the assumption that educa-|ble if a thorough knowledge of and 

tion makes the youths better and more | love for our country had been instilled 

useful citizens,and is therefore essen-| in all our schools and colleges. But the 

tial to the life, growth and perpetuity | war helped to correct this evil, and now 

of the republic. This assumption is a| the science of civics, or the knowledge 

true one provided the education fosters | of our government and of the rights and 

and promotes not only knowledge but | duties of citizenship under it, is made 
also virtue, patriotism and useful skill—| a study in nearly all our schools and 

the power to use the knowledge for the | colleges, and with the best results. 
good of the republic. If virtue be lack-| Ihave spoken thus clearly, though 

ing, the republic goes to its death| briefly, on these three essentials in an 

through sensual indulgence and sin, | education, to make it plain that while 
like the republics of the past. If patri-|I would bring in the new, 1 would not 

otism be lacking, the republic dies} destroy the old; that I would supple- 
through individual selfishness. If use-| ment, but not supplant. 
ful skill be lacking, it dies through the Duty of the State 1 come now to 

poverty of the common people. discuss the fourth point, viz.: The right 

Schools in the Past.—Our schools | and duty of the State to give its youths 

im the past, I think you will admit, have | facilities for acquiring skill to use the 

promoted knowledge, and on the whole, | knowledge given by the State. Is it not 

virtue. But they have neglected patri- | strange that this should ever have been 

otism and skill. As to patriotism, our | questioned? Since in the end the State 

beloved Garfield had this to say in an|supports those who cannot support 

address in 1867, soon after the war:| themselves, shall it not most wisely 

“There is not now, and there never was train the young in the best means 

en this a= = pes aD Dees es so|of supporting themselves? Since pau- 
many an imi feet anes aan thanking Ged Pass ae pers and criminals are everywhere a 

blessings of civil and religious liberty, burden to the State, should not the 

asourown. And yet seven years ago| State in very self-defense provide that 

there was probably less strong, open, |there be fewer paupers and criminals, 

gaat owe hal epaniey, ae pee by furnishing to the young the means of 
endom. It is true that the gulf of an-|@ining useful skill as well as abstract 
ay eee ees into ssh or knowledge? Is not this the clearest and 

aten @ US iti ? i eatiss as br ad elactsio mock, al au _— political py ai Think of a 

vanized into life its dormant and dying | °° ool system ¢ at oo“ = the son of 
patriotism. But how came it to be dor- the skilled mechanic in the city ten solid 
mant and dying? Ido not hesitate to|years in four grades of arithmetic, a 

affirm that one of the chief causes was! perplexing and interminable labyrinth 
our defective system of education. ee = - 
There was scarcely a college in which of intricate arithmetical puzzles, and of 

more than four weeks out of the four | abstruse linguistic analyses in two or 

Se or ee a ae nee United States; for this feature of our of the higher mathematics, of literature 

school system I have neither toleration | and of mental and natural science, and 
nor respect.” then graduates him from the high 

Such are Garfield’s wise and memor- | school and launches him upon the world 
able words. I might add that the|without the skill of hand and eye to
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drive a nail, saw a board off square, or | love and sacrifice that redeemed man- 

handle any tool or machine of useful in- | kind and made real civilization possible? 

dustry; not only this, but our schools | Who then shall be ashamed of the car- 

have, perhaps unintentionally and per-| penter’s bench or of any other tool or 

haps unconsciously, but noae the less} trade of skill, or who shall doubt that 

surely, turned our youths away from | such trades may give true and noble ex- 

such callings) They have taught the | pression to thought? 

sons of city mechanics and trade work- ‘Why Boys Leave the Trades.— 

ers to despise the useful skilled employ-| Others explain that our boys leave the 
ment by means of which their own fath-| tra dog and throng the clerical employ- 

ers support them in the school im unpro- | ments because of a natural distaste for 
ductive leisure. physical activity. But we know this is 
School-Bred Boys and Trades.—| not so. Boys often hate books, “dry 

Is it any wonder that our own school-| fractions,” interminable “partial pay- 

bred American boys in our cities have} ments,” the labyrinth of subject, predi- 
not gone largely into the trades of physi- | cate and modifiers, of mood, tense, num- 

cal skill, and that the farther on theygo| ber and person, of gender and case, of 

in school or college the less likely they|agreement and government. But did 
are to enter such employments? The|you ever know them to vote against a 

fact is unquestioned. It is a trite re-| picnic, or a vacation, or in favor of a 

mark, “the boys are leaving the farms,” | shorter recess, so that they might stick 
but it is still more true that the sons of | more closely to their clerical employ- 

skilled physical workers are leaving the | ments? No; their very natures delight 
productive callings of their fathers, andj in physical activity. They romp and 

going into “the kid-gloved occupations.” | whistle, and run and shout. No, they de 
Many explanations are offered. Some | not shun the skilled trades from any dis- 

say it is because the boys want a calling | taste of physical employment. They do 
in which they can exercise their minds} 50, first, I think, because the schools 

in thought. But the mind is as truly|/have given them no drill and little 

exercised in skillful work asin language. | knowledge to fit them for any skilled 

Orators, poets, writers, express thought | physical employment, but have given 
in language. Generals, architects, in- | them much drill and special knowledge to 
ventors, mechanics, breeders, horticul- | fit them for clerical and professional life; 
turists, express their thought in action.|and second, and largely, because the 

God himself expresses his divine thought | schools for centuries have cast the man- 

in action, in the ongoing, never ceasing,|tle of respectability and aristocracy 
ever new creation of this world, with its| about the clerical employments, and 

manifold and marvelously thoughtful]have denied the same mantle to the 

adaptations. Who then shall say that|trades of physical skill. Clerks and 
it is less thoughtful or less noble to ex-|copyists ranked higher, socially, in old 

press thought in action than in word, in | times than skilled artisans did, I think, 

doing than in saying, provided real] because reading, writing and copying 

thought be expressed? Who was it} were purposely confined to the learned 
that worked at the carpenter’s bench in | few, and withheld from the common peo- 

Nazareth from childhood to his 30th | ple and even from the skilled artisans, 

year, as a preparation for that short |Hence, physical labor commonly went 

three years of thoughtful teaching, of | with ignorance or servitude, or both,
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and, partly for this reason, was deemed | should be taught to apply to human use 

menial and disgraceful for the free born | the secrets wrested from nature and 

and educated. In this country, slavery from life by the joint grasp of mind and 

gave the same results at the South, and|hand. This lifted skill of hand into the 

fostered the same opinions as to all | realm of thought, without degrading the 

kinds of actual, money-earning physical 
realm of thought. Then and therefore 

employment. 
was ushered in that marvelous era of 

Literary Colleges.—T
hen again the investigation and construction that de- 

literary colleges, followed by the pro- veloped and seized hold upon the eco- 

fessional schools, trained men for law, nomic law of “the division of labor,” in- 

medicine and divinity. The military creased four-fold the actual creation of 

sehools trained for the profession of war. wealth, and made possible our modern 

he commercial colleges trained for civilization , with its universal comfort 

commerce and trade. None of the and well-nigh universal luxury, to earn- 

schools trained for the trades of manual |est, skillful workers. For now, with 

skill. Ina word, they trained men for | learning and skill combined, and using 

literature, commerce and destruction, nature’s materials and forces as the ser- 

put not for production. Until lately, no vants of mankind, there was no longer 

gehools in all our land taught the scien- any excuse for human ignorance or servi- 

ees and arts of skilled productive indus- tude. 

try in its strict or narrow sense. Apprenticeships Destroyed. — It 

Three results inevitably followed.| was 4 social and economic revolution. 

First, those whose minds were trained | But all revolutions require new adjust- 

te understand the facts and principles ments. Note, then, with me, one new 

| ef science had not the skill of hand to| adjustment needed here. When the 

! make their knowledge useful to man- cabinet-maker, for example, himself by 

: kind by embodying it in inventions. hand made every part of each bureau, 

Second, those with trained hands had desk or sofa, from the selection and sea- 

neither the knowledge of principles nor soning of the lumber to the final varnish- 

the mental drill to make their skill of | ing and trimming, he took one or two 

hand reach out toward inventive con- | apprentices into his home and shop and 

struction. Third, jnvention, therefore, slowly taught them all he knew, as he 

circumscribed on all sides, was inevita- himself had learned it, by severe and 

bly slow; while those who had tke know- plodding toil. But now when an article 

ledge and mental training of the schools | of furniture is, with a hundred or 3 

used it to hold down in poverty and ser-| thousand more of like pattern, the 

vitude to themselves those who had not | quick product of fifty men and as 

the knowledge to defend themselves. many machines, in some great factory, 

Train Mind and Hand.—At last, a| the apprenticeships are by this very fact 

| little more than a century ago, the idea | destroyed. The age is too rapid for the 

finally took root in Europe that mind old, slow growth of an apprentice, with 

and hand should be trained together, | the consequent waste of material and 

because, first, through reciprocal influ- | power. What the mechanic and machin- 

enee, each could thus be trained better | ist of to-day need isa thorough knowl- 

and more rapidly, and, second, when edge of the principles of mechanism 

thus trained, both could far better work and of the working of machinery, with 

together through life; that the hand! ready skill and deftness in the use of
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tools, and the main point is that he| skill of hand and eye only to tho unfor- 
needs this before he goes into the man- | tunate and criminal classes; in the deaf 

ufacturing establishment; just as the|and dumb, the blind and the imbecile 
lawyer and doctor need their knowledge, | #8ylums, the reform schools and farms 

and in part their skill, before they touch | and in the penitentiaries. Even the 

their first case or patient. This sort|name industrial school is disgraced and 
of knowledge I think our schools should | insulted by being applied to penal schools, 
give to those who are to be our skilled|in which boys, too dull to learn or too 

workers, just as they do similarly related | Vicious to be controlled by teachers and 
knowledge and skill to our professional | Parents, aresent and taught a useful 
men. This is industrial education. trade ofskill as the punishment. 
The Apprentice System.—There is What can be the logical conclusion but 

immense economy inthis kind of edu- that skilled industry is irksome and dis- 

cation as compared with that given un- graceful? 

der the old apprentice system. The ap-| D0 you wonder, then, that our Ameri- 
prentice was ignorant of book know- | °42 boys are not flocking into the trades 
ledge in the main; hence slow to learn of skill, when the only avenues of ap- 

handicraft, servant of servants, bound to | P?oach until lately have seemed to lead 
his master by indenture, working where through the reform schools or the pen- 

and at what he could earn most for his | itentiary,and when all the respectable 
master, and not where he could learn {Schools and colleges have been fitting 
most for himself,—sifting sand, carrying | ™°2 for the clerical employments and 

hod for the mason, piling lumber for for commerce. Ifthe state would teach 

the carpenter, “devil” and ink spreader these trades of skill more in the schools 

for the printer, absorbing slowly through | °Utside, it would have fewer men ard 
his hide, as it were, and by “rule of boys to teach inside the reform scheels 

thumb” less knowledge and skill in and penitentiaries. 
seven years than he can now acquirein| Do you say thestatecannot afford to 
asingle year in a good trade school, as| teach the rudiments of skill along with 

has been lately proved in New York city. | the rudiments of abstract lnowledge? 
Teach the Trades.—Now, since the | 18 not this to say the state cannot afford 

apprenticeships are a thing of the past,|t® sive the skill that creates wealth, 
and the trade and labor unions, from | While itcan and does afford to give the 
mistaken hopes of controlling competi- knowledge that distributes and enjoys 

tion, are closing, as far as possible, the wealth? Is not this an evident absur- 
chances for boys to learn the useful | ‘ity in economics. 
trades of skill, I see no resource left but} Trade Schools in Europe.—For- 
for the state to teach these trades, or, at | tunately this is not mere theory. Thou- 

least, the general knowledge and skill | sands of technical and industrial schools 

that under-lie success in all trades. The | all over Europe, munificently endowed 

state already gives all its children liter-| by government, have been for years 

ary and mathematical knowledge. Many|sending forth annually hundreds of 

states carry all who wish through high | thousands of well-taught and well-train- 

school, college, medicine, pharmacy, den- | ed workmen into all the trades of skill, 

tistry, law, engineering and the like.|including agriculture. The material 

But until lately in America our state! wealth of Europe has been greatly in- 

and municipal governments have taught ! creased, nay, the very life of its crowded
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populations has been sustained, by the] gets dexterity, knack and self-reliance. 

skill, made well nigh universal by these | What they lack is chiefly scientific know- 

schools. Our sparseness of population | ledge. City boys get nothing but book 

and our broad domain of virgin soil have knowledge in the schools and the busi- 

made us slow in this work of industrial | ness sharpness that comes from contact 

education. And sothe skilled workmen | and attrition in crowded centers. Now 

of Europe are filling the best paid posi-|it seems to me that as we train and 

fions of high skill in the trades, which | equip our lawyers, doctors, veterinarians 

should bo filled in large part by Ameri-|and business men in schools with all 

can boys. Why? Not from any fault of | needed appliances, moot courts, hospit- 

theirs or of our boys, but simply be- | als, clinics, dissections and the like be- 

cause they have been trained in Europe | fore they enter actually on their skilled 

to fill these places skillfully, and our | professions, so must we have schools for 

American boys have not been so trained | technical and manual instruction and 

here. Can our government longer trade instruction with all the appliances 

afford this? I think not. A good trade | and means of drill, for the future me- 

of skill, well learned, is worth more toa|chanic and machinist, foreman and in- 

young man than $20,000 out at interest | ventor; and scientific agricultural in- 

without the trade or its equivalent of struction and drill for the future farmer, 

knowledge that he can use in doing | stockman and horticulturist. 

something that the world wants done.| Public and Private Schools.—Pub- 

{The world asks the young man fresh|lic and private liberality have within 

from school never “How much do you | twenty-five years established large num- 

imow of books?” but always “What can} bers of agricultural, mechanical and 

you do, and do it better than the bulk of | technological colleges. You have not 

men?” failed to notice that nearly all the recent 

Clerical Callings Overcrowded.— munificent private gifts and bequests 

For reasons partly given, or rather hint- | have been to endow colleges of this sort. . 

ed at, the clerical callings are overcrowd- They are becoming numerous and well- 

ed. Yielding too, to the inevitable law |equipped. What we now most need is 

ef supply and demand, they are worse schools of lower grades for the same 

paid than trades of skill. The social | sort of training. We need a public man- 

standing of the former, however, is high- ual training school along side of every 

er, partly as a legacy of the past, and| city grammar and high school, where 

partly because our schools still cast the | principles of mechanism and deftness in 

mantle of respectability about the for- the general use of tools shall be given; 

mor and not about the latter. The so- and perhaps private trade schools, where 

cial standing of the latter will rise just | at night, for moderate tuition, training 

go seon asour schools show the same in specific trades shall be offered. 

favor here as to the former. For in the Do you say this is hopeless? It is al- 

ultimate analysis the occupations of men ready well begun. Public manual train- 

should and will in time grade socially | ing schools are already found in nearly 

according tothe degree of intelligence | all our great cities, and private trade 

required and used in their performance. | schools in 8 few. I have visited many 

The demand for skilled manual train-| of the former and some of the latter. I 

img is more pressing in our cities than in | have talked with city school principals 

fae country. Country boys on the farms and superintendents and read their
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printed statements. Their testimony is; much as “free text books,” now urged by 
unanimous that pupils do the regular | many. The three steps historically have 
book work of the public schools better | been: first, to read and talk about 
where they have this manual drill be- things; second, to learn to make draw- 
sides; that it is not a hindrance but a ings of the things; third, to examine 
help to the regular school work. sharply and learn to make and use the 

Skilled Manual Training.— The in-| things themselves. For centuries our 
troduction of skilled manual training | 8*hools took the first step alone. Some into our public achool system will not to-| thirty years ago they began to take the day excite greater opposition nor work a| Second, a great advance. Now we are greater revolution than did the introduc- | #bout to take the third. When we shall tion of industrial drawing some thirty | Tally have taken this third step, then years ago. It will not cost the State so —— then shall we have learned
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FIELD CORN CULTURE. 

By D. F. SAYRE, Rock County, Wis. 

Fist Paper. 

EL ©. ADAMS in the Chair: the ground, to bring up the mineral ele- 
Clover and Corn. —There is an old | ments that we need for our use, and 

adage to the effect that “well begun is stores them onthesurface. This it does 

half done,” and in regard to field corn by some wonderful machinery, storing 

culture that adage applies admirably. these mineral elements right in its roots 

‘There are two crops which, as a farmer, near tho surface of the ground; it gets 

I like and which supplement each other. it in some way from the air above or the 

I refer to clover and corn, and it seems ground beneath. Still another reason 
to me that to grow a crop of corti I have why I like to grow clover is, that there 

to begin the year before I plant it. is no way in which I can cultivate my 

@lover and corn supplement each other, field and get a seed bed for my corn, 
because the protein that we find in the with the ease and certainty that I can 

hay supplements the fat-producing corn, by growing clover. 

and if I have fed properly, instead of| Turn Under in October—Then, in 

feeding out five bushels of corn, I have | the month of Octobor, turn under your 

only fed two and a half bushels, supple- | clover, and I like to turn it under uncut. 

mented with two and a half bushels of | I think there is additional benefit, and 

some protein feed; otherwise I have lost |then we will see the mechanical in- 

the proportion of benefit in the excess | fluence of clover in the softening of the 

of one kind of food over the other. ground, in breaking it up and pulver- 

‘When I Sow Olover.—I always | izing it, and in no other way can I get 

sow my clover in advance; I sow it two such a good seed bed to use in the 
years in advance, and I do it in the first spring. So far before planting I have 

place to give me a beautiful mat of grow- ; MY seed bed; I put on my disc harrow 

ing verdure from early spring till late|#2d run it this way and that way, un- 
fall, because the rains of heaven bring til I have fully broken up that seed bed 

to me the fertilization that I need for | 224 made it level. What doI do then? 
my corn, and the clover lies there I want to plant something on it. Iwant 

like a great sponge to hold those ferti- | Seed corn, and how shall I get it? 

lizers just whereI want themforthecorn| Early Maturity of Seed. — The 

crop. That is the natural process of|preceding year, in September, at 

fertilizing my land. Then, again, this|the latest, I go into my field and 

clover goes down to a greater depth into|look for the seed that I want. I
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look in the first place, for the early ma-| that is something we all have been neg- 

turity of the seed; not the earliest. views about. We differ a great deal 

think if we look for the earliest, we are | about the extent of harrowing. I don't 

apt to cause the corn to degenerate; the | like, myself, to harrow it after it barely 

crop will grow less and less. But I do| comes up, but if we will put in our har- 

‘ look for early, fair maturity, and I look | row after we have planted it just as soon 

for another point. I mean uniformity | as we can, within a day or two, and go 

in getting the seed; I don’t want one ear | along and harrow that corn, killing the 

of one kind of corn and another ear of| germ of the new weeds which have 

another kind of corn for my growing| come up, we have accomplished a great 

erop; I want seed that shall be asnearly | deal. We have half cultivat.d that corm 

uniform in maturity as in size, in color, | when we shall have gone over it with the 

in looks, and with those two points be-| harrow twice or even three times before 

fore me, I go into my field and pick] it has come up. 

my seed corn, not later than the first of Cultivating the Corn. — I cultivate 

October. my corn so as to keep it level. The old 
Fire Dry the Seed.—What then?! fashioned way used to be to hill it up 

C.R. Beach says: “Take the corn and | put I think the best success is in level 
fire dry it, and that is the whole sum | culture, moving the surface of the 

and substance of it.” I want this seed | ground just.asoften as we can convenient- 
artificially dried and cured. We have ly before the corn gets beyond our 

met many farmers who say this is not| reach. 

necessary, but I beg leave to differ from| J don’t know that I have any other 
them. Once in a while your corn will | process. I only know that if I oan 

come out all right without any artificial | have a bed of clover to plow under; if I 
heat, but we have to move in such 4| canget at it fairly early in the spring, 

way that we shall be certain. So I say, | with my disc cultivator; if I can plant it 
take the corn in any way you choose, | with the corn planter about two anda 
only that artificial heat shall come to | half inches, or a little deeper than: that, 
it in some way, to dry it before the se-| I can get it in the moisture, and if I cam 
vere freezing of winter shall come on| work it two or three times just before it 
and hurt the germ. comes up, and then as it comes up, I am 
Planting the Corn.—Now I have | almost absolutely sure I shall have a 

my seed and my seed bed. How shall I| crop of corn. 

plant it? We all know how. We have| Last year I failedin my corn because 
our two-horse planter and we plant it;|I had no clover bed. My neighbor had 

some plant in drills. I like to plant in| a good crop of clover, and plowed it up 

hills, with the rows three feet eight in-| in the spring, and for miles around his 
ches apart, and about the same distance | was the only piece of which you, gentle- : 

in the row, but it doesn’t make much| men, would have said: “There is a field 

difference except this: It wants to be] of corn.” 

planted a fair depth; so deep that tho ——— 

dry weather shall not retard its growth. Discussion. 

Dragging the Corn.—The first im-| Mr. Capwanupzr.—Do you plew 
portant thing in the culture of this crop | under the second crop of clover? 

ef corn is the dragging — the harrowing] Mr. Sayre.—Yes, my rotation has 

of the corn — before it shall come up, and } been one of four years. I want to say
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another thing that I forgot. If, at the last | the land is prepared as Mr. Sayre says, 

eultivation of the corn, we will sow on a I don’t think it would need harrowing 

erop of rye, say the last of July, we will]so much. Just before my corn comes 

get acropof rye started so when we|up I roll it and harrow it thoroughly. 

eeme to cut up our corn-fodder, we will] Mr. Hoarp.—Do you make any pro- 

let the rye grow later in the fall and | vision for the teethrunning too deep? 

feed it to our sheep and cattle and there-| Mr. Anperson.—No, I have a very 

by we have the fodder for our cattle and|light harrow that will take in five 

sheep and off the same land we have a|rows of corn, which is made specially 

green growing crop, which shall store|for harrowing corn, and the teeth are 

up the elements near the surface, thus | not set as deep. 

giving us two results. Mr. Hoarp.—The practical use of har- 

Mr. Norts.—I understood you to say | rowing corn is only to start about half 

you harrowed your corn three times be-| an inch of the surface soil. 

fore it came up. Mr. Anperson.—I like to start it about 

Mr. Sayre.—I would like to do that.|an inch and a half. You will find that 

I would like to keep the harrow] the weeds will start two inches below 

going all the time after I planted, until] the surface, and thereare only two ways 

it comes up. The difficulty I find is| of killing weeds, that I know of—one is 

when it just comes up; the first inch by tearing them up, and the other is by 

is more tender than when it gets up burying them. 

further, and, therefore, I want to strad-| Mr. Hoarp.—A harrow fixed with lugs 

dle the row very carefully; it is more} 5° that it will enter but about half an 

dangerous just when it comes up than ! inch you will find will do most excellent 

it is before or after. I don’t think it} work. 

hurts tostep on it before it comes up. Mr. Sarre.—The first harrowing I ever 

It may mash it down some, but I don’t | Saw of corn was in Will County, Illinois. 

think it hurts it as much as it does it | To my surprise, the farmer had taken a 

good. two-and-a-half foot roller and had rolled 

Mr. Cooxrmcr—Don’t you harrow over his corn lengthwise, when the corn 

both ways? was standing six or eight inches high. 

Mr. Sayre.—Yes, sir. Then he put his harrow on and harrow- 

Mr. Hoarp.—Harrowing corn is be- ed it, and I said: “My friend, that field 

eoming a very general practice with us, is ruined.” In a week’s time I came 

and [ notice that corn is harrowed later | back and that corn was standing up as 

and later every year; men are harrow- straight and nice as could be, but I 

ing it when it stands taller than they wouldn’t like to try that myself. 

ever supposed they dared to do. Mr. Srewart.—How deep do you plow 

Mr. Anperson.—I harrow corn when | that clover under? 

it is from six to eight inches high, andit| Mr. Sayre.—About four and a half 

does not injure it so much as to harrow | inches. If I plowed in the spring, I 

it when it is one or two inches high; | should plow it shallow. 

but I harrow the cornground thorough-| Mx. Rosmson.—I have a method of 

ly before planting it, if the season is| cultivating corn that I like very well. 

favorable, and it don’t require so much | My corn ground is marked, and just be- 

harrowing before it comes up, and I fore the corn comes up I take my horse 

wait until after the corn is up. When| cultivator (two of them if my field is
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large) and cultivate the rows, just as if | where the ground is hard; I have follow- 

the corn were up; then I cross it with my | ed it many years. 

harrow, and you can get the start of the| Mr. Gounp.—That is an excellent way 

weeds. That is an excellent way ! whore you drill in your corn. 

FODDER AND ENSILAGE CORN. 

By JOHN GOULD, Portage County, Ohio. 

Second Paper, 

Value of Fodder Corn.—This ques-| about two or two-and-a-half acres of 

tion of fodder corn hascome up in a new | meadow land to it, to get the roughage 

form within the last three or four years.|to winter a cow or steer. If he will 

We are just beginning to realize the|put in his fodder corn and take care of 

value of fodder corn. For the last three|it, in the new ways, he will get the 

hundred years, I presume, we have been | roughage on an acre that is ample te 

acting on the principle that all there was | winter two or three head of cattle. 

of the corn crop was the ear corn, and Its True Feeding Value.— This 

wasted largely the stalk. Whereas, if|}:in¢s us to the question, how shall we 
we bad known better, we would have get this crop, and get its full feeding 

found that the stalk had almost, if not 

quite, an equal feeding value to the ear ey In the past, we: have failed te 

corn. Sixty millions of acres of corn are recognize that nearly, ; if not quite, sixty 
raised in the United States annually, per cent. of the feeding value of corn is 

and forty-five million head of horses and the gift of the sunshine and of the air, 
cattle eat up our meadow hay and and in the past, when we have been sow- 

our corn, whereas, if our corn fodder | ing our fodder corn, we have attempted 

could have been saved it would have | to get as much as possible in the way ef 

been ample, Ithink, to fully winter all seed upon the ground. Most of us have 
our cattle. Thesilolas brought new been sowing from two to four bush- 

revelations te us, and given us a value els of seed corn upon an acre, so as to 

in fodder corn that we have never had | make the corn thin and fine so the cattle 

before; at least, it has called our attention shall easily foed from it. Later dem- 

to it in a way that we have never had it onstrations with fodder corn have 

ealled to us before, so that we have now | taught us this lesson: That we should 

begun to make a study of fodder corn, | not plant over eight to twelve quarts 

and what it may do for us in the way of | per acre, in the form of drills, the idea 

giving us chesper and better rations for | being to let the sunshine and air have 

our cattle. We are beginning to find | free circulation into our rows of corm 

out that the average farmer must devote 'so it shall develop; so we plant the
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corn very thinly and force its growth, | of last year, that the Southern corn has 

and in this way get its feeding value. It| wonderful vitality and makes an almost 

has been demonstrated by the Massa-|sure crop. I planted four varieties 

dhusetts Experiment Station that corn | alongside of my ensilage corn. The en- 

sowed in the usual way, three bushels to | silage corn was a magnificent crop, while 

the acre, has only about eleven per cent.| the three other crops together would 

ef feeding value to the one hundred, but | not more than average with the ensilage 

with our best field corn it runs above|corn. Plant some kind of fodder corn; 

fifty per cent. feeding value, so we get | let us abandon feeding quite so much 
approximately three times as much by| expensive hay, when we have a crop 

planting thinly. Then, our later system | that will give us a big, abundant ration 

ef putting up corn fodder in silos, has | for our cattle cheaply, let the weather be 

demonstrated that we need to care for} what it may. 

our fodder corn better, by letting it —- 

stand in the field and mature at the last Discussion. 
part of the life of the corn. How shall! Pye Garrman.—Tell us how to cut 

: we do this? By planting it earlier, so a8 | tho corn and put it up and feed it dry. 

to get a growth. Remember that one} Mr Gounp,—My plan of cutting for 
week of the first life of a corn plant is| the last two years hasbeen wholly with 

werth nearly three weeks at the close of | the reaper, which leaves it in gavels om 
its life, in adding to it maturity and/the field. I wilt it about. twenty-four 
growth. Another thing that weare find-| hours, and then putit in the silo. Pre- 
img out about our fodder corn is, thatits | yious to that time it was my plan to 

intention in life is to grow grain, and! wilt it and put it up in bundles, about 
just as we deprive it of that by crowding | twenty-five bundles ina shock. I put 
it, we are detracting from its value. So it up about sixty to seventy-five bundles, 
we want to plant early, so it shall get | ang make a roof over it. 

length of season and grow a good plant;) Mr. Saver.—Are there not facts to 
we want to let it mature so as to get all| show that the Southern ensilage corn 
its feeding value, and then we want to|has more saccharine matter than our 
reserve it in some way so as to get all its | common field corn? 

value at the last. How we shall culti- Mr. Goutp.—I am not prepared to say 
vate this corn, has been very well said | oxactly that, but I am prepared to say 
by Mr. Sayer. that the cattle will consume the South- 

What Kindsto Plant.—Just what | ern fodder corn when they will absolute- 

we shall plant for fodder corn is a pro-| ly refuse to touch our field corn. Dur- 
blem that is under discussion to-day | ing the past summer, I fed some to my 

+ throughout the north—whether we shall | dairy cows, right in the pasture, and, 
: piant our best varieties of dent corn, ac-/even there, it was almost impossible 

@imated to our localities, or whether | to find as much as a butt leftover. This 
we shall take the big Southern corn | fodder corn should not be put up in twe 

from the tide-waters of Virginia and get | big a shock; it is very likely to mould 
alarger weight to the acre, but whether | unless it is wilted nicely. 
more food, isa matter that we must| Mr. Istzr.—Do you cut your South- 
demonstrate for ourselves. We must | ern corn with a reaper? 
have a crop, anyway, and it has been| Mr. Gourp.—Yes. 

demonstrated, during the terribledrouth} Mur. Istxr.—If it grows as big as that
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which I have, you would have pretty{ Mr. Govtp.—You will have to depend 

heavy work. I had some that grew] on the reliability of your dealer, just as 

seventeon feet high, and the stalks as} youdo when you buy anything else, 

large as that lamp; it may not grow so| not knowing where it is produced. There 

large in your part of the country. are several different kinds advertised, 

Mr. Goutp.—It grewon the average but I understand it is all substantially 

twelve feet high. My neighbor and 1| from thesamelocality. The B. & W. isthe 
eut it between us, by using a sweep-rake brand of the firm who first handled it, ~ 

reaper. Of course, you want to make and there may be other corn from the 

an extention to your reaper—put cleats| same locality but sold under different 

en, so they will run out two feet more.}names. It is sufficient for you to find 

Thave had no trouble, and it is a great | out, as nearas may be, that it is the 

deal cheaper than any other way. You| tide-water corn from Virginia, and not a 

ean cut in two hours what it will take| white corn from Kansas or Missouri, 

two days to cut by hand. sold under the name of the B. & W. 

Mr. Wisz—Can you cut in windy | corn. There are agents who can be de- 

weather? pended on to sell you the right thing. 

Mr. Goutp.—It will tangle more, of| THe Cuarmman.—What is the sheep- 

eourse. tooth corn? 

Pres. W. I. Cuampertary.—I have no| Mr. Govup.—I don’t know, unless i 
doubt there is more saccharine matter in | is a brand that the Southern corn is sold 

the Southern corn than in ours, but the | under; it may be the same thing. 

principal point in this matter is that it] Mr. Garrs—Now, some, in advertis- 

is absolutely impossible for any of our} ing, say that the sheep-tooth will bear 

varieties of Northern corn to raise the | more leaf. 
amount of fodder per acre that the| Mr. Govrp.—It can’t bear more than 

Southern corn will. There is twice the | the Southern. 

leaf growth onthe Southern corn that| Mr. Patmer.—Last spring, I bought 

there is on ours; then there is twice the| the Burrell & Whitman, and paid two 

stalk growth. But with us, in Iowa, itis | dollars a bushel for it, and I got some 

simply impossible to cut it with areaper.|from Chicago for one dollar, and I 

I am not a betting man, but I have|couldn’t see any difference. The man 

$100 for anybody who will do satisfactory | who handled the B. & W. corn visited 

work, with any reaper yet made, in our | my home, and he couldn’t see any differ- 

Southern ensilage corn. The main|ence. All there is about the ensilage 

trouble with us out there is, that we|corn, in my opinion, is: It is Southern 

have winds, and we have them strong,| corn, and it don’t make any difference 

and they tangle the corn so that it is | whether we buy it under the name of B. 

simply impossible for any reaper to| & W. corn, or under any other name. 

handle it. I should like tosee areaper| Mr. Goutp.—We had a lot from Geor- 

that would handle stalks seven inches in| gia that was not ensilage corn at all. 

circumference, even if it is not tangled.| Mn. J. M. Surrs.—I received, last 

In spite of the fact that it is a temper-| summer, what purported to be a report 

ance State, it gets the tangle-foot once | from a Professor of Agriculture in New 

ina while. Hampshire, in regard to the different 

Mr. Garzs.—How am I to know wheth- | varieties of corn, and the tests they have 

er I have got the right seed or not? been making there with corn and ensil-
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age, and for feeding. The Southern en-|the same growth in New Hampshire 

silage corn, in that case, yielded twenty- | that it would in Wisconsin or Iowa? 

five tons per acre. Varieties of ourcom-| Mr. Smira.—I only judge from the 

mon flint corn yielded fifteen tons per | growth it did make. 

acre. A chemical analysis of the two] Mr. Govip.—I want tospeak a word 

varieties showed that the common New | about that New Hampshire experiment. 

Hampshire corn was just about equal in| The B. & W. corn was planted at the 

feeding value to the ensilage corn per| time the little Yankee corn was, and 

’ acre; that is, the fifteen tons of the flint |at the time the silos were filled the 

corn were just about equal to the| Yankee corn was quite mature, while 

twenty-five tons of the Southern ensilage | the B. & W. corn was just nicely tasseled 

corn. The tests in feeding were practi-|out. Ifthe B.& W. corn had had the 

cally the same, so that the final conclu- | growth and maturity of the next thirty 

sion from that test was, that they were |days,I think the results would have 

handling ten tons of ensilage corn for| been the other way. The New Hamp- 

nothing. Now, if further experiments | shire climate did not give it time to put 

shall show that those results are correct, | in its full maturity, and it was putting 

it isa great advantage for us people in| the fully matured Yankee corn against 

the far North, where the ensilage corn|the half maiured B. & W.corn. We 

will do its best, that we can substitute | have found that the common dent corn 

our flint varieties for it. was pernaps three or four weeks ahead 

Mr. Apams.—Was that B. & W. corn | of tne ersilage corn. 

planted thick or thin, and wasit properly} Mr. Jones—I have no doubt this B. 

matured or not before it was cut? & W. corn is ali right if you want to use 

Mr. Surra.—I don’t know about that, |it in the silo, but here in this country 
the report did not state those facts. I believe that the smaller kind of 

Mr. Hoarp.—Do you think, Mr.|dent corn is the safest for the general 

Smith, that B. & W. corn would make | farmer. 

EXPERIENCE WITH FODDER CORN AND 
THE SILO. 

By HIRAM SMITH, Sheboygan County, Wis. 

Ghird Pager. 

Important Discoveries.—I am call-|silo. A few years ago, some enterprising 

ed up here to talk about the silo. An|men found out that the large Southern 

empty silo is no better than an empty | sweet corn contained more feeding value 

pocket book. ‘Therefore, I will go back| and was the best fodder plant to grow 

a little to the commencement, to find| that had been discovered; that it was 

out what we want to raise to put into the ' actually producing more to the acre than 

4
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any other forage plant known to the ag-| was a matter of necessity. Now, this 

riculturist. Following soon after upon | question has been discussed in the insti- 

this discovery, another class of men| tutes, and I am proud and glad of it, 
found out that this large, excellent crop | and the inquiry still continues both in 

could be preserved in the silo in its|the institutes and outside of them. 

greatest perfection. These two import-| Owners of silos are flooded with corres- 
ant discoveries mark a new era in agri-]| pondence from all over the Northwest; 

eultural development; they bear the| nearly every owner of a silo is visited al- 

same relation to those engaged in animal | most: daily; farmers come five, ten and 

industry as tho invention of steam power | twenty miles, come singly and in couples, 

applied to navigation on the water, loco-} and sometimes in platoons, in short, 

motion on land and to the thousand in-| farmers are flocking to the silo like pil- 

dustrial manufactures in the cities and | grims to the Holy Land. 
towns. They make it possible for the $400,000 Expended for Feed.— 

farmer to make the same advance. Now, what I have to say will be from 

Value of the Silo.—This question | my own experience. One remarix more 
has been discussed more earnestly|{ will make. This grand awakening 

through our state the past year than any| among the farmers of the state has 
other question which has been presented | come none too soon. Thero are single 

to the farmer in any period since our | counties in this state, and I think Dane 

history began. It is the one absorbing | is among the number, where over four 
question in nearly all the farmers’ insti- | hundred thousand dollars have been paid 

tutes that have been held, and if the| out for cattle feed, outside of the coun- 

institutes that have recommended and | ties—a greater sum than the entire state 
advertised these two methods of pro-| tax for 1884, for the support of schools, 

geeding to gain our fodder for our cattle, | including the mill tax, the tax for the 
have done nothing more than to bring | support of the university, for the insane 
fodder corn and the silo before the| asylums, and for the industrial sclool 

people of this state, they have|for boys. It needs no shrewd political 
earned the money it has cost four times | gconomist to foresee that such a system 

ever. This we shall soon find out. You | of farming leads to impoverishment, and 

may think it is radical talk to-day, but|ift there is a way out, we are all de- 

the time is fast approaching when the | sirous to find it. 

farmers will see the necessity of acting] ings Fodder Corn Planted. — 

in this matter. A German farmer came Forty acres of corn were raised, consist- 

to me one day (and he has a pretty ing of the following varieties: 

large lot of stock, and a pretty lim-| 5. a and Whitman, (B. & W.).... .-.2@ acres. 
ited supply of fodder); he looked over | southern Sweet, (Sheep-tooth),.......... Tacres. 
the silo, and the cattle that had been fed | wisconsin White Dent ............--..++. Taeres. 
from it, and after he had about concluded | ‘towell’s Everzrecu Sweet............... acres. 

his investigations, I asked him if hein-} Feeding the Fodder and Ensilage. 

tended to buildasilo. “——,I got to” he| Feeding commenced for soiling 95 

said. There’s no question about it; he| cows and heifers on the 2ith of July; 

couldn't get along without it any longer. | 244 tons per day were fed for 111 days, 

He had had to sell off one-third of his| amounting to 277 tons. There were 

stock this year, and another drouth|put into the silo, in Sept., 250 tona, 

would have taken another third, and it}and the rest of the crop in shocka, 

|
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129 tons. Total, about 656 tons, or an| be preferred for milk cows, calves, brood 

average of 16 tons per acre. The silo | sows and shoats. 

was opened Dec. ist, and 30 Is. ofen-| Silos Save Expense.—Experience 

silage was fed to each of the 90 cows, | confirms the opinion, that the full feed- 

for the night's feed, or 2,700 Ibs. per | ing value of a nearly matured corn orop 

day, until March 10th, 100 days, or a| can be saved with less waste in tho silo 

total of 135 tons, leaving sufficient ensil-|than by any other method yet known, 

ege to last until May 10th. The 30 Ibs. | and the entire expense of husking, shell- 

of ensilage took and well filled the place | ing, and grinding saved (not loss than 

of 10 Ibs. of good hay. Had hay been |one fourth of the expense of the crop), 

fed for the night’s feed in place of the | and it is in better condition for feeding 

ensilage, it would have required 900 tbs. | from the silo, than it is after the separ- 

per day for the 90 cows, or @ toial, for|ation has been made. Ensilage corn 

the 100 days, of 45 tons. standing 12 to 14 feet high is difficult to 

It would have required, in the year | shock, impossible to stack, and impracti- 

1887, 45 acres of meadow to have pro- | cable to save in the barn. If left in the 

@uced the hay, which if bought or sold, |field, itis in the way of fall plowing 

would have amounted to $14 per acre. | which good farming demands, and if re- 

‘The 135 tons of ensilage were produced | moved from the fiold and put up in 

on 834 acres of land, and had a feeding | ricks, it requires more labor than to 

value, as compared with hay, of $74.11 | put in the silo. 

porn. | Cost of Ensiloing Corn.—The ac- 

The Daily Ration—The morning} tual cost of raising and getting a corn 

ration for each cow during the winter) crop into a silo, is often greatly over- 

has been as follows: At 5 A. M. each|estimated. The common dairy farmer 

cow was fed 2Ibs of uncut hay, mainly | usually has all the men, teams, and tools 

for the purpose of having the cows get required to handle a corn crop for the 

wp ready for milking; after milking,| silo, and the only legitimate charge is 

ry corn fodder and barley straw, mixed | the wages paid the men who are doing 

and out 14 inch lengths, making a ration | the work. The men on a dairy farm 

of earn their board milking twice a day, 

ie ee team’s expense is no more or less, 

Gore f00d0r........ ..ssc-escereceseoess-ae.8lbs, | OM gocount of the silo. What then is 

Barley straw..........seseeesseseeeesereeee-2 Ibs. | the cost of ensilage per acre or for 40 

Gorn and Oats, ground..........-+-+++.+-++-21B5.| sores? One man and team will plow 40 

For the evening ration, we fed acres inthe fall in 26 working days; 

WMIAG A. .<0css=-e-senseeee nogenn-acoeaa--00 IM. = ae hs =a and two toauty, 

Wheat middlings..........+++ seeeeeeeeee++ 8 Ibs. will, in the spring, cultivate and prepare 
the ground, plant with the horse drill 

This daily ration would be insufficient | run the smoothing harrows, and culti- 

without the development of ears of yators until June 15th, equal to five 

corn in the ensilage and in the fodder| months work, at $18 per month, $90, 

corn. Two years’ experience goes far to Eight men will cut in the field, haul 

convince me that 24% tons of ensilage to the silo, run through the feed cutter 

made from sweet-corn with roasting and pack in the silo, 23 tons per day or 

ears developed, is fully equal in feeding | more, at an expense of $7.10 per day, 

salue to one ton of hay, and is greatly to! To recapitulate:
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Poni 40 SO se ce all other questions, the most economical 
lowing and cultivating.............-++---- 90. ‘ A 

Cutting in the ‘fold and evailolog €o8 tous, 28n.64 | Method of ite preservation. 
Seed corn 50 cents per acre............ ---- 20.00} Southern Corn—Putting in Silo.— 

——— |There has been something said here 

Total money expense........ ..--++---7-.-$46.04) about the Southern ensilage corn. My 
This is equal to $10.41 per acre, or observation of it has been that it wil 

-  693£c. per ton. If to this were added, use prosper in almost all varieties of soil; that 

and keep of horses, $125; interest at 6 it will sufficiently mature for ensilage in 

per cent. on 40 acres at $80 per acre, $192; almost all latitudes. We can tamper 
the use and wear of machinery, $25; entire | With it a few years and waste some little 
cost of production would reach $758.64,|time in mixing the varieties. I have 

or $1.15% per ton. What then is the |8Town the B. & W. corn for seven or 
conclusion of the whole matter? Sim- | ¢ight years, and never had a failure no 
ply this: That 3 cows can be wintered | matter what the season was. We can 
7 months on one acre producing 16 tons | 4180 waste some time in experimenting 
of ensilage, while it required 2 acres of | With putting in the ensilage whole. If 
meadow in the same year, 1887, to winter | @ ™an hasno feed cutter or power, he 
one cow with thesame amount of ground | ©@2 put it in whole and get good results, 
feed in both cases. It may justly be said | #24 he can got better results if he has a 
that one ton of hay per acre is a light second = of clover to tramp in, in 
crop, and is often doubled. Sixteen tons connection with the corn, as it lessens 
of ensilage is not a large crop; 2%4 tons the air spaces and helps the preservation 

ene other cutained. of the corn; but he will find it unpleas- 

ant to handle when he comes to take it 

Preserving Fodder Corn.— Many | out, because it is ton or twelve feet long, 
columns and pages have been written, to | it it is the proper kind of a crop. The 

prove that dry fodder corn is equally as cheapest way is to run it through a feed 

good out of the silo as in it; that ensil- cutter. Itcan be done with a carrier, 
age has no more nutriment than it had | 99 oy 96 feet, cheaper than any man can 

before going into the silo. These state-|ynload with the horse fork, and put 

ments hardly settle the case. We do not | into the silo quicker and easier than we 
put corn into the silo to gain nutriment, | can set it up in shocks, because the 

but to preserve from waste the nutri-| butts have to be straightened and set 

ment already in it. The same argument | together. We have tried it and found 
might be used with equal force in the| that it takes seven or eight minutes 
case of firewood. There is no more car- | longer to set it in the shock than to run 
bon in the wood when it comes out of | it through the feed cutter. The work has 
the wood-house than when it went in, | been sosimplified that it seems to me 
but it is in better condition to use,and|a farm of any size needs all the 

no waste incurred. Each man will have | appliances required to cultivate and 
to decide for himself his own method of | take care of the corn crop. No dry : 

preserving fodder corn. The great ad- | feed can be fed with the same economy 

vantage to be gained in raising fodder|as if it were run through the cut- 

corn does not entirely depend on the silo. | ter; and so we shall learn step by step, 
The crop is a great good in itself, how- | lessening the labor and increasing the 
ever preserved. Experience and obser- | benefits of the crops we are raising. 
vation will eventually settle, as it settles
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Discussion. - I want big potatoes and I want big 

Pres. W. I. CHamBeRtatn.—What ma- — 

chine do you use to cut your corn? Question.—What is the difference in 

Mr. Smrrn.—The best machine that the season of the Sheeptooth and the 

I thought I could get. There aroa B. & W.? 

dozen good ones. For the gentleman's Mr. Sarrs.—I don’t know; that has 

private information, Twill say, that I got to be determined at the Experiment 

am using the one made in Manitowoc. Station, by very patient aud long work, 

I use sweep power. i but itis somewhere about ten days. I 

Mr. Gares.—Suppose we had a little don’t know now whether the corn that 

shower after the corn is ready to put in does not mature may not have all the 

the silo. 
nutriment above the ground. I do not 

Mr. Surra.—Well, it does not very kmow but all the feeding value that 

materially injure it. There would be a| °¥er will get into the stalk is already 

little more acidity in the feed; it would there. I think when the lower leaves 

keep equally as well. If there was a begin to turn yellow, you get no more 

frost threatening, I would not hesitate a nutriment in the stalk or in the ear. 

moment. If it had already got frosted, Mr. Brown.—I think I have heard you 

I would put it into the silo and let it reported, by a seed man, as saying that 

heat up. It isthe drying up after the you preferred Sheep-tooth to B. & W. 

frost where the great injury is done to Mr. Surra.—I am glad you spoke of 

corn and if it was frosted, I would work that. I hope that man is here. He is- 

night and day to get it into the silo. sued a circular purporting to quote a 

Mr. Hoarp.—Will you state your ex- letter of mine, tothe effect that I pre- 

perience with B. & W. corm and ferred Sheep-tooth corn as the very best 

Sheep-tooth? 
corn for ensilage. As soon as I read 

Me Samra—The only objection I| ‘at circular I wrote to him and asked 

have to Sheep-tooth is the want of size. him to show me where I ever wrote a 

T raise fodder corn to get the most out letter to him containing the quotation 

of it thatIcan. We have been raising reported in the circular. He wrote back 

that small corn for twenty or thirty that he had no such letter, and he said 

years and didnot get very rich on it. afew other things that he understood 

Now, there is a better kind come, ana | 7% conversation. He was at my house 

still our old prejudices incline us to = — —— when the crops were 

object to it, and to stand by this little growing, and I didn’t know anything 

corn that we have had. I don’t want eee He knew I didn’t know any- 

any corn that will mature in this country; thing about whether it was good or bad, 

it has not got vitality, it is not quite and he claimed that I said then that it was 

equal to the other. As to size, the going to be the best. That accounts for 

Sheep-tooth I planted this year was the circular, and that is how I have 

about three quarters of a crop, the been misrepresented. On the strength 

Evergreen sweet corn was less than half | of that conversation he put it into his 

acrop, while the Southern corn can be circular, to sell his corn. 

depended upon fora big crop no matter; MR. Bartow.—Do you use your en- 

what the season is. When we get pota- silage cutter for cutting dry corn stalks? 

toes we like them about aslarge as they Mr. Surru.—Yes, we use it through 

: grow. I am not a small potato man; | the winter, one day in the week. The 

TT
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ears being unripe, the corn froze per-,er five days can’t hurt it, if the weather 

fectly solid, and we cut it once a week |is fair. We then draw it with two trucks 

and allowed it to heat up on the long/and one wagon and one team. One man 

barn floor before feeding, and it would | stays in the field to load his own truck, 

heat up and become quite hot, some-|and another man has gone to the barn 

times so that we had to pitch it over. with a load and he finds a man at the ma- 

Mr. Hoarp.—How do you cut your | chine unloading it. Each man keeps his 

corn in the field? own truck. The horses are changed and 

Mr. Sanru.—Well, I feel somewhat as | We never unload a load except as it goes 
Mr. Chamberlain does about sweep | to the platform, and so through the feed 
rakes. I got oneand tried it. I could|cutter. Then we cut into one inch 

run it until 1 broke it;it had togive way.| lengths. In cutting dry fodder, I cut 
I don’t say it is impossible to cut corn | half-inch lengths. 
with a sweep rake reaper, but it is| Mr. CapwauupEr.—Would it do to fill 

simply impracticable with acrop that is|@ silo in one day? Every farmer may 
big enough. Therefore, I cut it by hand ; not be able to own his feed cutter and 
and lay it in gavels.. A sweeprake reaper | horse power, and a number might join 
scatters it badly; it needs a man to go be- | together and use them a day at a time. 

hind the reaper. One man can’t doany-| Ms. Sarra.—It would take a goed 
thing there alone, any more than he can | many men to doit in a day. The best 

running a political campaign alone. We | way isto put about three feet in in one 

eut it by hand and lay it nicely in gavels | day, and we therefore make small pits. 

tolet it wilt one or two or three days; four 

SILO AND ENSILAGE EXPERIENCE. 

By CHAS. RB. BEACH, Walworth County, Wis. 

Fourth Paper. 
Why I Built a Silo— We rarely] promised to be a fair average crop. I 

adopt improved methods except as we/ first visited the farm of H. S. Weeks, 

are compelled to by our necessities.| Oconomowoc. He had sixty head of cat- 

It was the drouth of last summer| tle, but no hay; had twenty-five acres of 
(1887) that forced me to build a silo./ B. & W. corn and a silo. He said that 
After I had harvested my hay crop,|he was not troubled about the drouth, = 

I found that I must either sell my/that he could winter his cattle. I next 

cows or make some provision out of the | visited the farm of Oalmon Bros., Dun- 

ordinary line. I had fourteen acres of} dee, Ill., who claim to have kept 125 

fodder corn planted upon low, rich land | cows on 205 acres of land, and sold hay. 

that had stood the drouth well, and! It was the first week in August, and the
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drouth was fearful. I found them feed- {inch feed cutter, with carrier fourteen 

ing their cows on the last year’s ensilage feet long (as the cutter stood upon the 

and bran. They had fifty acres of B. & bank eight feet above the bottom of the 

W. corn; said they had no fears about | silo), and two truck wagons, upon which 

feed for the winter. With such testi- | were placed fourteen fect racks. These 

mony, I came home fully resolved to racks were as high as the top of the 

build asilo. 
wheels, but low enough for a man to 

How I Builth My Silo—My gilo is load a ton or more from the ground 

twenty-four feet long by twenty-two feet without the help of aman on the wagon, 

wide, and eighteen feet high. It is built | PY placing the corn crosswise of the 

at the end of a bank barn, lapping eight rack. 

feet against the barn; fourteen feet are Variety of Corn Planted. — Our 

against the bank. The bottom of the | fodder corn was eight rowed yellow flint 

silo is on a level with the bottom of the (Yankey), planted with a two horse 

basement of the barn, with which it it planter, rows four feet apart, hills one 

is connected by a door through which and one-half to two feet apart in the row 

the ensilage is wheeled to the feeding with four to six stalks in the hill. Al- 

mangers. The silo is built of wood, up- most every stalk had an ear of corn, and 

on a wall on the side two feet high in would yield seventy-five toeighty 
bushels 

which are set posts four to five feet of ears to the acre. 

apart, the tops of which are on a level| Cutting the Corn.—The corn was 

with the top of the wall. On the bank | most of it glazed, and all large enough 

side the wall is seven feet high. The | for roasting when we commenced cutting, 

sills of the building are of two-inch and we picked our seed before we finish- 

plank, one foot wide, held in place by ed. The cutting was done with a self 

spiking them to the tops of the posts in rake champion reaper, cutting one row 

the wall. The studding is of plank, one at a time, leaving the corn in gayels of a 

foot wide, placed thirty-two inches apart | size easy to handle; could cut an acre in 

(the width of building paper). ‘The |an hour cleaner and better than by any 

plates are of plank, one foot wide, and hand work. We cut on two sides of 

mortised to the top of the studding. | narrow strips, going round at the ends. 

The building is kept from spreading at When the weather was fine, we cut after 

the top by false rafters, spiked to the | supper what we expected to put in the 

plate and the regular rafters, reaching | next day, which was about an acre. 

across to the opposite rafter, two feet} Filling the Silo—One man, with a 

below the peak and securely fastened. | team and the two wagons, would bring 

The building is covered on the outside | from the field, one would take the corn 

with paper tacked to the studding, and| from the wagon and place it on the 

then with lap siding. On the inside it is | table, one feed the cutter and one stand 

papered; then furrowed out with inch | jp the silo. Four men in all, would, in 

strips, then sealed with good matched | eight hours, put in an acre supposed to 

sheeting. The roof is of the best) yield fifteen or sixteen tons. The 

shingles. A partition divides the silo| ensilage was cut one inch in length. 

into two compartments. The whole cost'| We cut into each of the two compart- 

was $150. 
ment every other day. After the silo 

Power—Cutter~Wagons.—We used | was filled, which took three weeks as 

a one horse level tread power, @ thirteen ! the weather was stormy, we let it settle 

| 
TT 

_————————————————————
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four to five days, then filled again, and one-half pounds of milk for a pound of 
then covered with tarred paper, then | butter. The butter has been sold for boards and, after that, with seven to thirty-two cents per pound in Chicago, eight inches of hay weighted with a few through a commission house. 
planks and fence posts. It took ten and| After feeding the smallest compart- one-half acres of corn to fill the silo. ment, which, being measured, was con- It cost less money and labor to put in the | puted to hold four and one-half acres, corn, cut ready for feeding, than it would | we found that, after paying $120. the have cost to harvest it in the usual way | cost of the bran the cows had eaten, and 
of shocking, husking, or shocking and $80, the estimated value of the hay fed, stacking without husking. we had $460 and the skim milk for the Feeding The Ensilage.—On the 19th | four and one-half acres of the ensilage, 
of November, we took the covering from | and our work. We have been winter 
one compartment. We found the top, to | dairying for fourteen years, but we think the depth of two or three inches, black | that we have never before produced as and slightly mouldy, but the cows ate | much butter at sosmall acost. We had it with apparent relish. We afterwards | fears about the quality of the butter, found spots near the corners, or at the |but the prices we received show con. extreme edges, in the same condition, | clusively that our fears were groundless. but the cows have eaten it all. From | The cows have maintained their condit- the time we commenced feeding, up to|ion and we think improved in flesh, March 28, I do not think there have been | though yielding large quantities of milk 
ten basketfuls wasted. The cows have | and butter. 
eaten it clean; not only that, but the Pleased with the Silo—This is my seventy-five or eighty bushels of ears of first experience with ensilage, and I corn to the acre that were in the ensilage may, in the future, change my opinion, are so thoroughly digested that you can but thus far it more than meets my ex- 
find nono in the droppings. Had the pectation. Iam more than pleased with same corn been fed in the shock, half as |it, I am enthusiastic over it. I think 
many hogs as you fed cows would have | that a field of corn put into a silo at the found their grain rations in the manure. | proper time will yield one-half more feed 
The Results.—Now for the results. | than if handled and fed in the usual We have been feeding this ensilage ex- | manner, and this, too, without any ad- 

clusively to cows from which we make | ditional labor. 
butter—twenty-six in all—of which Some of Its Benefits.—Let me brief- 
twenty-three gave milk for the whole ly sum up some of the benefits of a silo. time; one, part of the time, seventeen | Al] winter feed should be under cover, or thatcame in since October and seven it will damage and rust. The room re- farrow and strippers. The daily rations quired for a ton of hay, or a ton of corm 
for these cows have been from forty to fodder, will hold ten tons of ensilage. fifty pounds of ensilage, twelve quarts | A silo can be built for less than a dollar of wheat bran and eight to ten pounds of a ton of its storage capacity. Your corn hay, fed in two rations night and morn- can be harvested at the time when it has 
ing; no feeding in the middle of the day. | the greatest feeding value, and it can be The daily yield of butter has been kept without waste and in the best twenty-seven and twenty eight pounds, | possibie condition for feeding. It can requiring but eighteen to eighteen and | be handled at a less cost than any other
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kmown method of harvesting it. Tho| Mx. Bzacn.—I see no reason why you 

cattle like it, will eat all of it without | need to get in over two. My silo has a 

waste, and thoroughly digest it. Cows bank on one side. I have only to lift ten 

fed upon it give increased quantities of |feet. Of course, tho further you lift, 

milk, the milk is rich and the butter | the more power you have to use in lift- 

is good. Anacre of good fodder corn|ing. * 

ensiloed will, with a fair daily feed of} Mrs. BarLow.— In lifting into a 

bran, more than keep a cow for a year. twenty-foot silo, we have to use a thirty- 

Ss foot elevator. 

Discussion. Mr. Norra.— What was your ex- 

Mr. Epwarps——How do you cover perience last year compared with this, 

your silo? 
as to the amount of milk it took tomake 

. Mr. Beacu.—We covered it more than a pound of butter? 

we needed to, I think. We covered it Mr. Beacu.—It used to take about 

first with paper, then with boards, then | twenty pounds of mill for one pound of 

with about a foot of hay, and weighted butter during the winter. This last 

the hay with planks. I think the boards | Year it has taken eighteen and a half, 

might well be omitted, and perhaps the steady. My cows are mostly Jersey 

paper and probably the plank. grades. 

Mr. Norta.—I came from La Crosse Mr. Goutp.—What was your experi- 

here for the special purpose of getting | ence last winter in the feeding value of 

posted on ensilage. Now, would you | the stalks? 

feed ensilage wholly, with nothing elso| Mr. Bracu.—I had the same land 

from fall until grass agaia? planted to this yellow flint corn last 

Mr. Beacs.—No, nor nothing else that | Yea? Wo put it up in shocks, and com- 

ever grew. Even grass at its best can be|menced feeding to about thirty cows, 

: improved by a grain ration. and we had it all fed out by the first of 

Qvestion.— How much would you| March. 

consider a ration for a cow that would| Mr. Purnam.—Would you raise a root 

weigh 1100 pounds? crop as against ensilage? 

Mr. Beacu.— Well, I don’t make any| Mr. Bracu.—I was once asked if I 

difference between a little and a big cow. | would raise roots for cows; that was before 

Sometimes alittle cow will eat more and | the days of ensilage, and Ithen answered 

give more milk. A man has got to have | that I had a good wind-mill, and that I 

some common sense if he keeps cows, could pump water easier than I could 

and give them about what they will eat.| raiseit, on my land. 

Qusstiox.— When you changed to) Mr. Goopzic.—I have fed cows thirty 

feeding ensilage, did you find any differ-| pounds, twice a day, and I will say that, 

ence in the value of the milk? if you will give them ensilage, they won't 

Mr. Beacu.— When we commenced, | look at hay, and they will thrive on that 

our cows were very fresh in milk and} alone. 

they have kept up the flow extremely well] Mr. Bracu.—Let me say, roots have 

—better than I have ever known them to.| a great nutritive value, on account of the 

Mine is a wooden silo above ground. water that is in them, but the labor of 

Mr. Norru.— In order to make enough | raising roots above ensilage is so large 

for seventy head of cows, would you ad-|that we can hardly mention them at 

vise two or three pits? the same time. I wish to say, in regard 

i...
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to ensilage as against the same amount | thoroughly digested, which gives it an in- 
of dry fodder, that when feeding shock | creased value. It isstated upon authori- 
corn in the same condition, I could keep | ty that, even at its best, but sixty-six 
about fifteen hogs behind thirty cows.| per cent. of dry corn is digestable, while 
Now it is not worth while to turn ensilage is nearly all digestable, making 
eut the hogs; the ensilage is muéh more’ it ten for ensilageand six for dry feed. 

: RCD 

THE BEST CROP FOR ENSILAGE--ITS COST. 
By GEO. A. AUSTIN, Clark County, Wis 

Fifth Paper. 
Ensilage is Practical—I cansimply, The Silo Saves Fodder—Then I 

say that, from my experience with en-| find this thing: That it is impossible 
silage, I can confirm all the good things | for me to cure and preserve fodder corn 
that have been said. It is practical for | in its perfect condition during the win- 
the large farmer, practical for the small! ter. If it is left out-of-doors it is con- 
farmer, practical for the rich farmer, and | stantly deteriorating in value, and I find 
the poor farmer has no business to at-|it impossible to store it in the barn, 
tempt to get along and keep stock with-|so that it can be made to pay. | 
out asilo. Of course, in speaking of en- | Now, I give credit to the silo for saving 
silage, we speak of fodder corn as ensil- | this twenty to forty per cent. lost out in 
age, not that it is the only crop that can | the field, and I say this alone is enough 
be ensiloed, but because it is the im-|to give the silo all the benefit that is 
portant crop that we can raise the most | claimed for it in the saving of fodder 
conveniently and in the largest quan-| at the least possible expenditure of its 
tities. I have said that it doubles the | nutritive value. 
feeding value of fodder corn to put it} Costof Raising Southern Corn.— 
into the silo, and I want to be under- | I was given, last season, charge of the 

stood as qualifying that to this extent:| business of finding out the cost of 
While the silo adds nothing to the feed-| raising Southern corn. I opened an ao- 
ing value, it does preserve all the|count with the corn field, and I will 
feeding value in the most economical | give you the results briefly. I kept an 
manner possible, because it puts it in | account with a man and team at $1. each. 
condition to be fed out to the stock at | I did not charge anything for the board 
the least possible cost; because one | of the man, because a man milking from 
man will do more toward feeding a|ten to twelve cows night and morning 
herd of cattle from the silo than four or | will pay for his board very well. I found 
five men will from the hay mow— they | the expense of plowing, seeding, culti- 
will feed with less labor and in less | vating the corn, and getting it ready te 

time. go into silo, was $4.50an acre. From the
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time I commenced cutting it for the|admit that there was anything better 

silo, it cost me forty cents and four} than Northerncorn. I planted a littleof 

mills aton, to cut it and put it in| the Northernvarieties last summer (1887), 

the silo, counting aman at $1. a day, | and I had to do as the rest of us did, go 

and a team at $1. a day. I drew/into the field and cut it and feed the 

it to the scales and weighed it.|cows during the summer, but I cut and 

My ensilage corn was all Southern corn, | put into a silo about eight acres of that 

ealled B. & W., and it averaged 19 and|small corn. I did not weigh it; I don’t 

47-100 tons per acre, after being wilted | think there were five tons to the acre, 

three or four days. When it was wilted | and it succumbed to the drouth and was 

one or two days, it weighed twenty-one considerably less than half a crop, while 

tons to the acre, by actual weight, so the other was a good full crop of twenty- 

that I think the crop, if cut and drawn | five tons to the acre after being wilted. 

green from the field, would have weighed | Now, I found a large shrinkage in the 
from 25 to 28 tons to the acre; many | milk when I came to feed that Northern 
of my friends put it at about 30 tons. I} corn; it did not give as much milk as the 

frequently found stalks weighing nine |Southern corn. I had no difficulty in 
pounds, which, after standing two days, | getting the Southern corn to ear heavily. 

weighed about six. I did not commence cutting until late; 

Cost of Ensilage in the Pit— The I waited until it did ear, every 

eost of my ensilage in the pit was one stalk having a well-matured ear, and 

dollar a ton. The way I account for the|™@2Y of them two. I really think 
variation between myself and Mr. Smith, | Bat on that corn planted early, Ihad as 
ef fifteen cents, is that he put in corn | ™@2Y bushels of ears of corn as on any 
that did not weigh as much to the acre. | Vtiety of corn that I have ever planted. 

Fifty pounds of ensilage is as good for Saree 
my cows as twenty-five pounds of hay. I Discussion 

get as gocd results and, in considering = i 
that, you must bear in mind that the en- ae ew Sid row Diane een 
silage has been somewhat dried out. Mr. Avsrix.—I planted it in drilla 

Southern vs. Northern Corn.—I/| Dropped it inrows, three feet eight inch- 

was a little like the rest of the farmers,|es apart, three kernels twenty inches 
somewhat conservative. I did net like to’ apart in the row.
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THREE YEARS’ EXPERIENCE WITH SILOS. . 

By H. 8S. WEEKS, Waukesha County, Wis. 

Sixth Paper. 
Fodder Corn and Drouth.—My own jsugary smell and taste, a little of it 

experience with the silos built on my going farther than double the amount 
farm in 1880, covers but three years, | the year before. 
each of which has been one of climatic Interesting Experience—The sum- extremes when el] fare crops #0 See | mor (of teats wilt dis aimee region have suffered more or less. You drouth and heat, covering almost the all remember the season of 1885, with entire growing season, is fresh in the its exceptional rainfall, whereby all Ve"! minds of everyone. My Southern corn, tebls production! wee watery St ee id an ee middle of May, on ture, and had to be harvested under|), 4 heavily top-dressed with manure, most adverse circumstances. My fodder thoroughly worked in and pulverized corn, however, attained an enormous with the disc harrow, the seed bed being 
growth, and was a great success, a6 WO! nede as fine and mellow as a garden, then were accustomed to fill our silos. was doing finely and promisi tas ising a large It was succulent, surely, but or yield until stricken by the memorable Cho main check in view, aah, © © hide at Maes wa ae quired more grain food to supplant its the drouth, and at the same time broke | use, that was to be had ae —— down my tall ensilage corn. It looked | The next year of extreme heat a like a pile of jack-straws, and required drouth, the season of 1886, you also have} as much skill to cut and pi : 

pick up not forgotten. Grain and forage crops, as is necessary in that boyhood I : artial failure, and my Se as a rule, were a pa . req | S2W 20 way but to put it into the silo, if fodder crop ane light one, as en I would save it, though it had not yet with the previous year, and did not en- reached the proper stage, the ears Sirely il my silos; bus, iu footing ToS | ing chianily Siem 1 epee Ses tk produced the beet t have Waa | ut cites ae thinking thus Success With Southern Corn.—I|to improve it for ensiloing, but, 
planted the Southern ensilage corn en-| considering the torrid atmosphere in 
tirely, and got it in late, say the 10th of | which it was grown, many leaves being June. The ground was well manured, the } curled up and withered, I am doubtful 
crop well cultivated, and, though it grew | if it was the part of wisdom. I find the slowly at first, yet it attained a good|ensilage thus made, in the bottom of 
height, was well eared and rezched a| my silos, much inferior to that put in good stage of maturity early in Septem- later from Northern corn, well eared. I 
ber. It was cut and put into the silo | was obliged to fill my silos very slewly, 
without wilting, and much more rapidly owing to the time required for the fod- 
than is the rule now, but when opened | der to heat to the proper degree for 
it was a splendid feed, of a rich and making strictly sweet ensilage, and that
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THE SILO IN EAU CLAIRE COUNTY. 

By 8. E. COOLIDGE, Ean Claire County, Wis. 

Sroenth Paper. 

How I Planted the Corn.—My at-, put on about six inches of clay loam. 

tention was first called to this subject | We opened this pit the first of Decem- 

by Mr. W. D. Hoard, in the spring of | ber, and, with the exception of a little 
1886. He came to our place (Augusta, | in the corners and around the sides, the 

Wis.), and gave us a lecture on the | cattle ate it with a good relish and did 
advantages of fodder corn over field | yell on the two feeds a day of ensilage, 
corn, for feeding stock. Acting on|and one of hay, with what warm water 

his advice, I procured two sacks of | they wanted to drink. 

the B. & W. seed corn, and planted six] I fed no grain except to milch cows; 
acres; used as near as I could 14 bu. of|think I fed about 50 head for 90 

seed to the acre. I used a Rockford | days from this one pit. There were no 
planter and planted in drills, 3 ft. 10/ears on the corn; it was planted toe z 

inches apart. I dragged the ground until | thick for ears to grow. I was so well 

the corn was about six inches high; then | pleased with the results, that last year 

cultivated it three times with a two|TI planted twelve acres of the same kind 
horse sulky cultivator. The corn grew|of feed. I planted on part of the field 
to an enormous height, and was so thick | 12 gts. to the acre, and 10 qts. on the 

on the ground that a man could scarcely | rest of the field. The corn was all well 
walk through it. In August we had a| eared and good roasting ears when I put 

storm that blew it down badly; after| it into the silo. I was best satisfied with 

this the tops of the corn turned up,| that part where I used the most seed; it 
which made the stalks very crooked, and | was the best eared and the best matured. 

this made it very hard to shock. During the severe drouth of August, we 

My First Silo.I wrote to Hon.|fed out two acres of this corn to our 

Hiram Smith to send me a plan for a| milch cows with good results. 

cheap silo that would hold 100 tons, and] My Second Silo.—I built another 

his method of filling the same. He sent|silo18 by 32 ft, and put a partition 

me a plan by which I built my first silo.|through the center, making two pits 
It was 16 ft. square and 16 ft. high, and] 16 by 18 ft. each, and 16 ft. high. Inte 

cost me something less than $50, includ-| these three pits I put ten acres of our 

ing both labor and material. I only |fodder corn. We covered our pits with 

built three sides, as I used my new barn | tarred paper and boards, and over these 
for one side. put marsh hay. 

Filling and Feeding.—We cut and| Difficulties Encountered. — We 
put into this silo 344 acres of the fodder | opened our first pit October 28; found 

corn, according to directions. I covered | the ensilage good up to the paper, but 

with tarred paper and boards and then!the same difficulty we had last year
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viz: Some in the corners was spoiled. | plastering is of no advantage, and much 

We fed 63head of cattle for 60 days | more expensive. 

from this pit, with one feed of hay each} Mr. Gatzs.—What proportion of ros- 
day. Onthe first day of January we/| in? 

epened another pit, and fed 60 days,) Mr. Govtp.—You will have to guess 

with one feed of cornstalks each day,|at that. A lump as big as your head, in 

March first we opened our third and last | four or five gallons. 
pit, and found it badly damaged; in fact} Mr. Garzs.—Do you know anything 

it was entirely spoiled all around the | about this loss in the corners? 

eorners and sides. My silo istwo thick-| Mr. Gounp.—The whole trouble of the 
ness of boards on inside studding and | molding along the side and the corners, 

tarred paper between, well lapped. Sid-| comes from the fact that we tread it so 
ed on the outside with drop siding, ex-| hard that it does not heat up as fast as 
cept the last pit, which had no siding | in the body of the pit. The remedy is 
en two sides, one being next to the barn | to tread it a little in the corners and 
and the other next to another pit. leave it at night heaped up right in the 

But it was spoiled on these two sides | center. The third day, when we get ready 
just as badly as it was on the twooutsides. | to fill again, throw this corn from the 
This part of my experience is not very | middle into the corners; that does away 
satisfactory. If any one has had a like | with the whole bother. Have your car- 
experience, and has discovered the cause | rier carry as near the center of your pit 
of this damage around the sides and | as you can, and distribute through the 
corners, I would like to know if he has day,and then the last three or four 

discovered the remedy and what can be ! joads heap in the center. 

done to obviate this great loss. Quest1ov.—Don’t you tramp down the 
Cheapest and Best Feed.—Even | corners at all? 

with this loss, I consider it the cheapest | Mr. Govtp.—Not as much as we used 
and best feed that I have ever fed to |to; we tramped it too much, and it 

eattle. They prefer it to the best hay. | pressed out the air so it did not heap 
No grain was fed except to ourmilch|yp as well. You want to tramp it 
eows; they gave as much milk with the | when you fill again, after it settles. 
extra feed of cornstalks as they did) Mr Awes—How are you going to 
when they were fedhay. My stock has} oover your ensilage next year, Mr. 
all done well on this feed, and some of Gould? 

my dry cows are getting fat, so much so| Mp. Gourp.—After the experience I 
that I have sold five for beef in the last | had last fall, I shall abandon the tarred 
month. Horses like it, and hogs will | paper and the boards wholly next year. 

eat it. After filling the silo and leveling it off 
mie nicely, I shall leave it until the ensilage 

Discussion. shows 125 or 130 degrees. Then I shall 

Mr. Norts.—I would like to ask if | simply puton a load or twoof marsh hay, 

anyone has ever built a silo and plaster- | or wilted hay—anything of that kind— 

ed it inside? tramp it down, tuck it down on the sides 

Mr. Goutp.—Yes; they are very com- | and throw on a few old boards. Now, 

mon, but not as good asa silo built of |the heat coming up with this light 

two thicknesses of boards, painted with | weight, will mat it together on top and 

coal-tar and rosin on the inside. The | keep the air out.
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Mr. Hiram Surru.—The first silo I Someone has said, I don’t know but that 

filled, I put on plank and weighted it John Gould, when a professor and a cow 

heavily with stone, pretty heavy busi- differed, would go with the cow, and he 

ness. The next year I put on tarred was right. Science is simply the un- 

paper and boards. We found that the folding of truth, and the road is often 

question of weight cuts no more figure long and tecious. Sometimes the prac- 
than it doesin the wood pile. LastyearI tical man gets there long before the 

simply put tarred paper on the ensilage scientific investigator, and the farmers 

corn. Then I had astackofcornI want- have found out more about the silo than 

ed to save through the winter. Iran it the experiment stations, simply because 

through the feed cutter because I could the experiment stations have had one or 

do it cheaper than to put it up with the two silos while the farmers have had 

fork, and put it on top of the paper and hundreds. We, at the Experiment 

it was all that was necessary to cover it. | Station, believe in ensilage as an adjunct 

The ensilage was perfect, right up to|to the dairy. A farmer who feeds a 

the sides. The paper makes good fuel |steer has no use for a silo, It is the 

to heat the water in the winter for the | grand fodder crop that makes the silo 

cows. what it is. Ifyou haven’t a large crop 

Mr. Govzp.—I want to ask Prof. | to feed, you can’t have ensilage or fodder 

Henry one question: From the present |either. Plant some kind of Indian corn 

status of the ensilage question, shall we } and you will not be very far from the 

abandon that and go back to the old/truth. Remember our results have 
way of curing our fodder corn? large'y come from two dry years, anda 

Pror. Henry.—I do not think I would | difference in circumstances may make 

be wise or politic to stand up here and | considerable difference in results in the | 

face the experience of so many success- | future. 

ful farmers upon a successful method, 

ENSILAGE FOR FATTENING CATTLE. 

By C. V. GUY, St. Croix County, Wis. 

Eighth Paper. 
Cost of the Ration With Hay.—|tening steers. Last winter I turned over 

As these gentlemen have nearly all | forty-six head, I think, of fat steers, and, 

talked about the advantages of ensilage|in order that you may have the better : 

as a feed for milch cows, and have large-| idea of what I may say in regard to this 

ly exhausted that subject, and a good | matter of feeding, I will give you briefly 

share of my thunder also, I shall be|what it cost me last year to feed my 

obliged to confine myself to my experi- | steers from the time that I put them up 

ence with ensilage in the matter of fat-juntil I sold them. The daily ration for
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them was 16 Ibs. of hay at $8 a{with three earson the stalk, B. & W. 

ton, 8 Ibs. of corn stalks at $4 a ton,|corn, than there were without any. I 

6 Ibs. corn meal at $12 a ton, 3 bbs. of | think I got very much richer feed from 

ground oats at $68 a ton, 4 Ibs. bran at | this mature corn than if I had planted 

40 cents a hundred, making a daily ra-| it thick. I figured out, last spring, the 

tion at a cost of fifteen cents and four | amount of seed to an acro, and found 

mills, as I figure it. that, by putting four kernels to the hill, 

The Profit —That there was any | it would take four quarts to the acre, 

money in feeding cattle that way, is|@d the B. & W. corn being considera- 
problematical, slightly so at any rato,|blylarger than our native corn, made 
but in order to make my two ends meet, | about six quarts, or about one kernel 

I bought the cattle early in the fall; I| in 2 foot, planted three feet ten inches 
had considerable fall feed and they did | One way, and four kernels in a foot the 
very well for a month or two on that, so other way. 

that the expense of feeding them for} Building.— One word about build- 

that time was not over twenty-five cents |ing the silo. Ifany of you propose 

aweek. After that it was some fifteen | building, be sure and get it strong 

cents a day. Any one knows that it|enough. Some of my neighbors have 

would be entirely impracticable to make | failed because they did not put material 

fifteen cents a day on beef, but in the | enough into the the walls of the building. 

fall I bought the steers for about two|I put in two by eight scantlin, sixteen 
and a half cents a pound, or a littlo less. | inches, sixteon feet high; if you put in 

Icommenced feeding some grain about | less than that, I am afraid you will make 

the 25th of November, and, during the ; a failure. Asageneralrule, make your 
feeding of that, they had made about | silostrong enough tohold when filled with 
one and one-half pounds a day. The |»wheat to the very top; then I think you 
subsequent one hundred days feeding, at | aro safe. Another word, as to the parti- 
fifteen cents a day, would be $15. Buy- | tion betweenthetwo bins of the silo. 
ing them at two anda half cents a pound | One of my neighbors thought that when 

and selling them for four cents made the | he filled the silo and gotit pressed down, 

steor that cost me originally $25, sell for|it would stay put like a bed of hay. 

$25 plus the increase in weight of the| Consequently he put a thin partition 

steer at four cents a pound, and the one | between the two bins, and when he came 

and one-half cents a pound for its orig-| to take out of one side, the pressure of 
inal weight, made me about a dollar | that remaining forced his partition out, 

apiece for feeding my cattle and selling|and he lost heavily. Another point: 

my provender, making a sale of the|Do not bunch your corn up in gavels 
coarse feed or roughage during the|when you cutit. Lot it lay down one 

winter. row ata timo, and dry out thin; you 

About My Silo—I want to speak | will find it works better. The better 
about my silo. First, asto the amount | the corn is wilted the better ensilage it 

of corn planted to the acre, I notice | makes. 
some are recommending as high as four-| Cost.—My silo cost me something like 

teen quarts. I found the best results|adollaraton. If you will build a large 

from six quarts. I did not want to plantit | silo, holding over two hundred and fifty 

any thicker than necessary to get a good | tons, it will not cost as much. I would 

supply of ears, and I had more stalks | not advise any man to put inasilo as 

o
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small as fifty tons. When you come to|heat. You will find the ensilage will 

figure up the expense, the necessary | settle so that, when you come to go upon 

strength of the walls, and all other con-| it, it will feel like ashes and sink under 

siderations, the proportionate cost to| your feet. Tramp it down thoroughly, 

the square foot is very much larger in| and it will do no harm. After it has 

your small silo, as you will see. begun to heat, tramp it down every day 

The Ration With Ensilage.—Our| #24 you will be surprised to find how 
feed of ensilage has been thirty-three much it will settle. I consider it neces- 

pounds to the steer. They were just | SY to have it tramped thoroughly, and 

about as even a lot of steers as I ever | ‘@ filling a silo of seventeen or eighteen 
had. Thirty-three pounds is just about | £6%t it will shrink four; if you keep the 
a bushel, well packed down in a basket, tramping down es top continued, Tap- 

and that is what they had every day, prehend there will be no difficulty if you 
with five pounds of hay at $9 a ton, six wait S week before you put = =a 

pounds of corn fodder at $4 a ton, ground After it was tramped, the heating did 
corn with the cobs, four pounds, at 310 a not inerease in mine. 4 : 
ton, and ground wheat screenings at Mr. MoCreapy.—Did the ensilage 

$12 a ton, making a daily average of just Ser to have any effect in the way of 

ten cents, whereas last year it cost me | Ting the inside boards? 
fifteen and four-tenths cents. It is too| Ms. Guy.—It has not yet. It swelled 
early in the season to tell what the ag- them up so it made them very tight. I 

gregate gain is, but I can simply say that put on such boards as I did in boarding 
the feeding is very satisfactory. There | *e barn. ‘ 
is another point: Last year I was feed- Mr. McCreapy,—Did you paint them? 
ing ground oats with my ground corn.| Mr. Guy.—No, I did not; I didn’t 
For stock less ‘than two years old,| have time. I think perhaps it might be 
I think that would be a good ration, but | better to put on a coat of paint, but 
for stock three years old that is going to | they were nailed very strong, and I had 

be put on the market this spring, as far | no difficulty about their warping. 

as I am at present informed in this mat-| Mr. Kravse.—If there comesa storm, 

ter, I am getting just as good results| which in our part of the country lasts 
from grinding corn, cobs and all, as 1| sometimes a week, and the ensilage corn 
was on ground shelled corn and oats. I | js left out in the rain during this time, 

think my steers are as fine as they were | will it go into the silo and come out all - 
last winter. right? 

os Mr. Guy.—If you let it get dry, and 
put it in dry, it will. If you put it in 

Discussion. wet, I think it would burn. 

Mr. Norra.— Suppose there are two ae See oe ase aoe 

jetnets Vio have jined in Mine aes | ee 
silos, using the samo machinery, and aj Mr. Guy.— Certainly not. I would 
storm comes and catches one of them | father haul it out and feed it to the cat- 
and it is two or three days before he can tle, if I had to do that, than lose it. 

get to work again? Mr. Gueason.—I would like to say one 
Mr. Guy.— It will not hurt the ensil- | word to substantiate the speaker in re- 

age; all you want is to let it settle and | gard to feeding his steers. I have had
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experience in feeding cattle ever since 1| consider it the cheapest food, and the 

was old enough to feed them, and always! best to feed to fattening steers in the 

fed corn, ground up, cob and all, and| winter. 

MY EXPERIENCE WITH ENSILAGE. 

By JOHN URQUHART, Columbia County, Wis. 

Rinth Paper. 

Canned Fodder—My experience No feed meant no milk, no butter, and 

with ensilage for two seasons has been you all know when aman has a herd of 

very satisfactory to me, and beneficial thoroughbred dairy cattle that would 

to my stock in having nature’s natural never do, for you must feed to make them 

green food to feed through the win- give milk to make butter, whether 

ter, andthe stock appreciate that kind crops grow or not. I never had seen a 

of food. We are advised at our in- Silo until I built one and filled it accord- 

stitutes to raise and can fruit for our ing to book instructions with field corn, 

families, and I think it is good advice. nearly matured, and it made the best 

Inthe silo we have agreat canning in- ensilage that I ever saw. I think forty 

stitution, or factory for getting good , Ibs. of this ensilage was equal in feed- 

and cheap food for our stock. | ing value to fifty Ibs. of the ensilage I 

Possibilities of Ensilage.—The pos- ‘had this year. I have fed ensilage to 

sibilities of this food in the present and Cattle, horses, hogs and poultry, with the 
future no man can tell. Just think of aj VeTY best results. 
man wintering his stock cheaper than he How I Manage the Crop.—In 
can pasture it in summer. Ensilage planting ensilage corn, I use a horse 

has revolutionized the dairy interest planter. I put a boy on and he uses the 

in Wisconsin, and the beef interest, too, lever nearly as fast as he can. I plant 
s0 that we can almost compete in cheap-| about eight quarts to the acre; this year 

ness of food with the western ranche. I I got about 25 tons of ensilage to the 

do not know of any other food socheap| acre. I use a spring-tooth cultivator, 

that we could substitute for ensilage. | and find it best for corn; use Belle City 

Forced to Build a *ilo—When I) feed cutter, and it gives me the very best 

built my first silo, John Gould had not} satisfaction. I draw corn to silo on 

yet escaped from the stone silo in Ohio,| trucks, with long reach, and wood or 

toinform us how to make sweet and| flat hay racks. I cut in gavels of about 

sour apple pies and sweet and sour en-| forty to fifty pounds each, with butts 

silage. It is anold adage that necessity} out from the standing corn. I drive 

isthe mother of invention. Secoiy soe alongside of corn, then throw 

was the mother of my silo. If Ihad not/gavels on trucks. This saves walking 

been compelled by scarcity of feed, it | up and down plank, so often, behind 

doubtful if I would have built a silo yet.| wagon as some recommend. I haul
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and cut about 30 tons per day, then let | and two teams, drawing, $5; two teams 

it heat up to 125 to 135,° filling one day | and one man on power, $3.75; one man 

and letting it rest until ensilage gets | feeding, $1.50; one man spreading ensi- 

hot enough; keep filling in this way un- | lage, $1.50; oil and incidentals, $1, mak- 

til the silo isfull, then cover with tar-| ing $15.25 per day for hauling, cutting 

red paper and straw. Be sure and have|and filling. Add interest on machinery, 

your silo air tight, and your ensilage | $10, and you have a total cost of growing, 

will come out sweet and all right. , cutting and putting in silo, six acres, or 

Cost Six Acres Ensilage—I will! 150 tons, $133.55, which will make your 

give what the ensilage cost me per acre | ensilage cost you 89ec. per ton. 

in the silo. The following figures are| Fifty pounds per day is an average 
for six acres that I raised last season:| ration for a cow, with the usual meal 

Rent of six acres, at $4 per acre, $24; | ration; $4.05 will feed a cow ensilage for 
plowing six acres, at $1.25 per acre, $7.50; | four months. It will cost $18 to feed a 
harrowing, three times, $3.75; planting, | cow with hay for six months, leaving a 

one half day, two men and team, $2;| balance of $13.95 in favor of ensilage, 
cultivating, four times, $7.50; making | which is quite an item if you have 30 or 

cost of growing and getting corn ready | 40 cows to winter. 
: to cut, $47.30. It takes seven men and] I have filled one of my silos with ice 

four teams to run cutter. Two mencut-| this winter, making it do double duty. 

ting and loading in field, $3; two men| The silo has come to stay with me. 

SSeS 

EXPERIENCE IN TAYLOR COUNTY. 

By G. W. ADAMS, Taylor County, Wis. 

Tenly Paper, 
Cheap Forage.—My experience with | year just for the pleasure of keeping 

the silo is only of one year’s standing. rock While listening to able discus- 
While attending the farmers’ institute | sions of cheap forage, and the silo as a 

held at Medford, during the early part | means of preserving the crop in the best 

of the winter of 1887, the question of | possible manner, I thought I saw an | 

cheap forage was discussed, and how | opening in the clouds, and the light of 

best to preserve it so as to obtain the| intelligent farming was being spread 

greatest feeding value for the time andj abroad in the land. The farmers of 

money expended. With hay at from|Taylor County had discussed the un- 

$10 to $20 per ton, it was out of the ques-| profitable business of keeping stock on 

tion with us farmers of Taylor County | hay, and many of them had concluded 

to think of keeping stock through the} that it did not pay to keep stock when 

winter. In fact we did not like the idea|it required the hay from three to four 

of paying out so much money every | acres to feed a cow through the winter.
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Mozy of our farmers sell their cows in Filling.— Commenced cutting, and 

the fall for from $20 to $25 per head, and j filling silo, the 7th of September. 

buy again in the spring, paying from $30} Weather was not favorable; too much 

to 840 for the cow, letting her run in the | rain. Corn had commenced to dent 

woods all summer, costing nothing for|when cutter was set in motion. The 

feed. The farmer will receive from $15 | last planted was the first cut. This was 

to $20 in butter and milk during the| unfortunate, as there was at least a 

summer from his cow, but it will cost | week’s differesce in the time of planting, 

$40, at the price of hay, to keep thatsame | and six days’ difference in the time of 

cow through the winter. cutting, owing to location of the field 

Now, what we need is a cheap ration | and condition of the weather. I wish 

to feed during the winter months, and | to call attention to this more particular- 

this I believe the institute offers us, in | ly, as that part of the ensilage planted 

the growing of corn, and in teaching us first and cut last, was superior to the 

how best to preserve it in the silo. other, planted last and cut first. I tried 
2 to cut corn and lay in heaps to wilt, but 

My Corn Crop.—Last spring the this method had to be abandoned, as it 
question of seed corn was of great im- “ = 

made too much work in spreading, when 
portance to me, and I finally concluded z 
45 want thy hite dent, which wet. Would cut corn for two days in 

P = Secs lyase tee each pit, and allow the ensilage to heat 

a ted by h a Se — is I up to 120 degrees. As much as two- 

Pp y hand, in rows, 374 feet be- thirds of the field planted last, was cut 
tween the rows, and from 4 to 6 inches * A 

in th I ced and run into one pit. 

pap Cer ee ee plant-| ‘The corn from 414 acres of ground was 

+ egingangaanlisi 25th of May-| cut into the silo, and completed the 17th 
= — least a week too late, on/ gay of September. A heavy frost on 

account of the early frosts in the fall. I) tho 13th of September did some damage 

commenced cutting, to feed the stock,| t> the last corn cut, which was evidenced 
the middle of August, on account of the by small patches of moldin the ensilage 

pe a fed page gp whole. The] in that part filled after the frost. 
eee _ a ee Farmers Incredulous. — The silo ‘ 
and I think it was on account of the i 

3 § 5 was left uncovered for a week, until it 
chinch bugs, which were quite numer- ¢ 

showed a heat of 130 degrees; then cov- 
ous on the stalks at that time. The . 

i - : ered, first with tarred paper, and then 
cows gave a slight increase in the flow of| _. ‘ 

s 2 a with common inch boards. About two 
milk while being fed the whole corn. 

tons of old marsh hay were thrown on 

My Silo.—My silo is constructed as] the top of the boards, and this well 

follows: 26x24 feet, 14 feet posts, frame.|tramped. The silo was little more than 

Divided into two pits, 12x13 fect. Built} half filled, and contained about 90 tons 

on east end of hay barn. Used 2x8 stud-| of ensilage. While filling the silo, hun- 

ding, two thicknesses of common inch dreds of farmers and business men of 

boards for outside, and one thickness of | Taylor County, and many from adjoining 

common boards and building paper on| counties, visited the premises, and in- 

inside of studding, and filled in between | spected the process of filling the silo. I 

studding with saw-dust, extending roof | was informed by a large majority of the 

of barn over silo. Filled in with six | visitors that I would have a large pile of 

inches of earth for floor. manure to haul out of the silo in the
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spring; that unless I threw in lots of] Effsctsof Feeding Ensilaze.—At 

salt, it would not keep. Others would | the time of opening the silo, I was milk- 

ask, if [know what I was doing; that I|ing eleven cows, all strippers except 

was wasting my corn crop; that it was|three. Owing to the drouth and short 
too bad to waste such a good crop, &c. feed, they were not giving more than 

half thoir usual quantity of milk 

Opening the Pits.—I assure you, | when in good feed. Within two weeks 

gentlemen, that it was with a great deal | after I commenced feeding ensilage, the 

of uneasiness on my part that, on the|strippersincreased their flow of milk 

9th of November, I uncovered one-half | one-third, and the other three increased 

the pit filled last. On the south end, | one-half. This was a very pleasant sur- 

about 6 inches of the top was moldy, | prise to me. I was giving each cow 4 Ibs. 

but near the center of the pit there was | of bran a day, at the time I commenced 

not more than two inches of mold on | feeding, with what hay they would eat. 

the top. The feed of bran continfed the same 

A very little rot and mold on the out- | while feeding ensilage. I feed to each 

side, constituted all the waste in pit No. | milch cow per day 40 Ibs. of ensilage in 

1. The dry stock ate nearly all the | two feeds, morning and night, with 12 bbs. 

moldy ensilage, so that the waste was |of marsh hay at noon. I have fed from 
almost nothing. On opening pit No. 1, | this 414 acres of corn, from November 

thermometer showed 135 degrees. After | 9th to March 12th, 26 head of cattle as 

remaining open some time, the heat | follows: 11 milch cows, 6 two year olds, 

grew less, so that the temperature re-|8 calves,and one three year old bull. 

mained at about 100 degrees. I fed! The dry stock received nothing but en- 

from the top, and used one-half the | silage during this time, except the old 

ensilage in first pit. This was about the | hay used in covering it. 
middle of December, and the weather} What the Ensilage Cost.—The 

was quite cold. In feeding ensilage from | cost of this ensilage did not exceed $100, 
second half of pit, I did so by taking it| including rent of land at $5 per acre. 
out at the end, and placing a small prop| 4s soon as the ensilage gave out, I 

under end of boards covering ensilage, | doubled the feed of bran, giving 8 Ibs. 

to keep the cover from falling in. The | per day to each cow giving milk, and all 
ensilage remained fresh, and no danger | the good timothy and clover hay she | 
from frost was experienced. January | would eat up clean. During the four * 

15th I opened second pit. Temperature | months while feeding ensilage, the cows 
140 degrees; from 6 to 8 inches of mold giving milk were costing 3 3-5 cents for 
and rot on top; sides considerably rotted, bran; 6 cts. for hay, and 22-9 cts. for 

and but little mold; ensilage more watery ensilage; in round numbers, 12 ets. per 

than first pit. All excepting the top| day, each. Since the ensilage gave out, 
and sides near the boards was good. At | have been feeding my milch cows at the 
8 fair estimate, there was three times as | following cost: Bran 7 1-5 cts., and hay 
much loss in second pit opened as in| 954-4 cts.; in round numbers, 34 cts. 

the first. This I attribute to the corn per day each, or at an additional cost of 
being much greener when cut, and a| 92 cts, per day. 

few loads lying in heaps during a rain| J am now milking ten cows. This Tep- 

storm, and not thoroughly dry when put | resents an additional cost of $2.20 a day. 
into the silo. This does not represent all the loss, for
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since I have stopped feeding ensilage, | corn for ensilage the present year. The 

the cows have been giving less milk, and | farmers of Taylor County, who have 

it seems impossible to check the | visited my silo this winter, and witness- 

shrinkage of milk under the present | ed some of the benefits growing out of 

method of feeding. 
the silo and ensilage, aro warm in their 

praise of the good work being done by 

More Silos Will Be Built—I am | the institute workers for the farmers in . 

more than pleased with my experience | Northern Wisconsin, and I do not doubt 

with the silo and ensilage for the past | that a number of silos will be built in 

| year, and shall try to plant ten acres of | Taylor County, the present year. 

oo mom A CRORES 
eee OOo CLAP ECDL Ceara 

EXPERIENCE IN WiN NEBAGO COUNTY. ; 

By W. B. VAN KIRK, Winnebago County, Wis. 

SS 

Gleventh Papec. 

How We Were Converted.—We | same space would go farther than the 

were converted to the belief that the hay would. Setting heavy oak posts on 

silo was a practical thing, at the insti- | the two sides of the basement not walled 

tute held at Ripon last winter, under the | in, and laying scantling againt the wall, 

preaching of Messrs. Gould and Austin. | we commenced at the bottom and 

Prior to this time, we had thought of sheeted up to the plates of the barn with 

of it in a sort of vague way as something | two courses of common boards, with 

out of reach of tho average farmer—some- 
tarred paper between, making a compar- 

thing that might profitably be adopted | atively air-tight bin, 1414x29 feet, inside 

by men of means who farmed it in a measurement, and 24 feet deep, capable 

strictly scientific way, but not likely to jor holding something over 200 tons of 

pay the common farmers who are obliged | ensilage. It took seven thousand feet 

to rustle fora living. It was, however, | of lumber and studding, which, at $11 

made plain to us there that any manof | per thousand, cost us $77. Iron rods to 

average intelligence whose credit was | strengthen barn beams, nails and build- 

good for $100 worth of building material | ing paper brought the expense up to 

could build, and successfully operate, a | not far from $95. 

silo, even without one cent of cash to Building.—The work of building we 

put into the enterprise. We can think | boys did ourselves, and there is not the 

of nothing for which a farmer can better | semblance of a mechanic among us eith- 

afford to run in debt. Acting upon this | er. It took us the greater part of a 

conviction, we tore up the floor of a bay | week to do it, although in all probability 

in one end of the barn, reasoning that | two good mechanics would have done it 

we could easily do without the room | quicker. Perhaps we should have ce- 

for hay, as the ensilage occupying the! mented the bottom, but we did not. 

—
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A plank partition through the middie, ) while asecond loads. In unloading we 

dividing it into two pits, finished the} use a team with a tackle, rolling the en- 
structure and, getting the cutting ma-| tire load at once off on a rack or plat- 

chine and power in place, we proceeded | form close to the cutter. Then, while 

to the filling. : one man is feeding the load through the 

Filling —Thinking to be especially machine, the wagon goes for another. 

economical, we collected a lot of harvest- | Two loads per hour is the ordinary rate 
er chains, and made a carrier of our own. with us. 

We managed to get through the season| Time in Filling.—Doing almost the 

with it by dint of a good deal of fixing | entire job ourselves, and at such times 

but concluded that, after all, it was not | as it pleased us to work at it, it is hard 

very good economy. We believe there | to furnish any definite account of what 

is such a thing as squeezing a dollar | it cost per tonto get it in, and more 

harder than there is any kind of use in| especially so as we have become so used 

—until, as Mr. Louis expresses it, the|of late to working for nothing and 

eagle screams to the Godess of Liberty | boarding ourselves. It was just about 

for protection. Every farmer has, or | six weeks from the time we commenced 

ought to have, business enough of his| until we put the cover on. We esti- 

own, without entering into manufactur-| mated, when we got through, that we 

ing. had worked about half the time. For 
Kind of Corn Raised.—We raised | 4@ys we had it filled within a few feet 

about 18 acres of the big Southern ensil- | Of the top, but coulda’t seem to make 
age corn, that managed to weather the | much headway, as thestuff settled about 
drouth and defy the chinch bugs. Not! as fast as we put it in, which, by the 
that the bugs did not tackle it, for it| Way, Was not very fast, for we were get- 
was alive with them, bat it somehow] ting a little tired and couldn’t help stop- 
managed to grow und thrive in spite of ping to think occasionally how our 

them while the native corn planted in | friends would laugh at us if it should all 
the same field, shriveled up and died. | Tot down. We had urged them in the 
Method of Drawing.—Our method spring to plant ae fodder - 

of drawing and filling the silo is not|°¥e2 if they couldn’t build a silo, but 
unlike that usually practiced. We find most of them thought that they had not 

it pays to save lifting and carrying, so far — a their farms for the corn, and 

as possible, for the stuff is heavy. Tak- comin afford the silo. Some of them 

ing the wheels off an ordinary wide- oa See, a See 
wheeled farm wagon, we put thom on| Stitute last year, but took timo this 
the hind axle, and to this coupled the | 7°" Most of them had room to sow 
front trucks of the manure spreader. a little wheat for the chinch bugs, and 

Putting a flat rack upon this, we had a |5°me of them are well enough off now 
low and convenient rig. We never |‘ buy our marsh hay to feed their 

tried walking up a cleated plank with | Stock on while we feed our ensilage. 
our arms full of cornstalks. It may be| The Pits Opened.—We covered the 

easy enough, but it looks as though it | siloabout October 5th with paper, boards, 

would be up-hill business in more than | and about a foot of dry cut corn stalks. 

one sense of the word. Our plan is to|The boards, we have since concluded, 

drive along by the side of a rowof gavels | are a nuisance. About the 28th or 29th 

—one man hands them up at the side} of October, when the cows had eaten the
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last of the green stalks saved out, we | pect to do it in the same way now. By 

opened one pit and found it all - that we | ‘a more intensified system of farming, as 

had hoped. It was not absolutely per- | it is called, we may be able to get a re- 

fect, for down each corner was @ streak, | spectable living if we don’t own all the 

moreor less extensive, which was dam- | land that adjoins us. 

aged and unfit to feed. We estimated peste. 

it at about 2 or 3 per cent. of the whole. Discussion. 

This has been thrown out in the yard} fr, Morrisox.—What are you solling 

and much of it eaten by the horses, after|{no marsh hay at to your neighbors? 

all, and without any apparent bad re-| Mp. VanKirx.—From $6 to $10 a ton, 

sults. 
and that we took in stock because they 

Feeding.—From the first of Novem-| gidn’t have money to pay for it, and we 

ber until about ten days ago, we | fed 31} put the stock in the barn, and fed them ‘ 

head of cattle, besides giving @ little to] on ensilage. 

the horses. At present we are feeding) Mx. Cour.—There is one defect I have 

twenty-five, cnd are enjoying the pros-| round in silos. ‘They are boarded right 

pect of having enough left in the spring | yp on one side and then turned and 

to feed the cows through a drouth next |} ardedon this side, and as soon as 

summer, should one ooeur. : pressure comes there will be a large 

We have not fed it to the entire ex-| crack, which will let in the air and spoil 

clusion of hay, as some have, because | the ensilage. Now that can be remedied 

the stock seem to relish a little some-| }y poarding up four or six feet, and then 

thing dry, even after they have eaten all turning the other way. 

the ensilage they want. On the whole,!  y¢. Bexper.—I, in building my silo, 

voor well satisfied with the results of followed that plan, but with every 

feeding it. The stock have done better | curse of boards, I cut right down into 

; = they ever did hen wintered oe | the half of the board, and then in the next 

hay, and, if the use ¢ tend om ite = course I eutinto the opposite half; then, 

raise forage crops 18 worth anything, | after the silo was boarded up, I took 

they have certainly been wintered much | some two by fours, and puton the tack 

cheaper. 
| side of these boards and spiked them 

How to Get Land Enough.—While | right to that, and fixed the corner every 

it would seem that the raising of hay at | time. 

the rate of 114 tons per acre, as we are Pres. W. I. Cuampertary.—l want to 

doing in \/isconsin, virtually solves the | say just a word to those why are going 

question of eternal poverty for the farm- | to begin the ensilage business. Order 

er, we hope, on the other hand, that the | your seed corn now. We in Iowa 

raising of 20 tons of fodder corn per | Ordered two months before we wanted it, 

acre, and this preserved in the silo, will | and we didn’t get itso as to plant in 

yet help us to a solution of the vexed | time. We planted our field corn the 5th 

question, how are we boys to get land | and 6th of May, and another field the 

enough in Wisconsin to make a living | 11th and 12thof May, and our ensilage 

from? Certain it is that we shall | corn did not come so we could plant the 

never be able to buy large farms, and | first till the seventh, and the other until 

pay for them by working them in the |the 13th and 14th of June. Well, it 

good old way. Our fathers made money | would not mature with us; we had to cut 

once on a time, but we need not ex-|it in August to get it away from the 

L
m
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chinch bugs. The ensilage corn grew | we had drawn it quickly from the ficld, 

a-crop, and it was the only thing that | when it cuts almost like asparagus. An-- 

did. Our meadows did not have a spear | other thing—you want a dry time to put 

of grass on them. If we did run the it in. I think if corn is once wet you can- 

mowing machine through them, nothing not dry it, anyway. 

less than a fine toothed comb could find| Now, the question with us in Iowa is, 

any hay there. Anotherthing: If you) will the silo pay in connection with 

are going to build asilo, see that your | cheap ten dollar land, that is as fertile as 
machinery is there for six weeks before | any land that lies outside, that will raise 

you begin. We were greatly delayed in | two and three tons of clover and timothy 

that way. hay, and we had figures at the institutes 

Where we put the ensilage in right | of mon who put up hay for fifty cents a 

green, or wilted a day or two, it was all|ton. Where you can do that, I doubt 

right, but whore we put it in dried four | whether the silo will pay, but on high- 

weeks, even though we tried to mix a} priced land, especially where it is not 

little green through to start the fer-| very fertile, I have not the least doubt 

mentation, yet it charred, burned so it|that the silo will pay abundantly; but 

was not so good. That was the only| build the silo well, plant early, let the 
trouble we had—except that it rained} corn cure, and get your machine in 

three inches all the time the corn| time, put it up right and it will be all 

was struggling to grow, and thenit rain-| right. Even under the exceedingly ad- 
ed nine inches and twelve one hun-|yerse circumstances which we put it 

dredths while we were struggling to | up—everything against us—it paid us. 

put it into the silo; but in spite of all! Mr. Norra.—How should the partition 

these difficulties, our thirty acres of corn, ! be put in? 

half grown, carried a little more than} Mr. Himam Swrre.—It can be a tem- 

a cow to the acre for one hundred days | porary partition, putting in the planks 

of the very coldest weather. We feditto| wherever you want it—putting them 

about one hundred cows and we fed it| into cleats. They are carried up as 

during thirty days, when the thermome-| your silo is being built, one or two 

ter averaged, twenty of those days, near-| planks at a time, and they are taken 

ly fifteen degrees below zero, when, you | down as you feed out and piled away for 
know, cattle eat a great deal more to| another year. 

keep up the animal circulation. Mr. Norra.—You don’t think it is 

Now, one or two point briefly: As it| necessary to doable board and put in 

was, that thirty acres saved us about | tarred paper? 
$450 worth of hay, as I figured it; that is,| Mr. Smrra.—No, not necessary 

half grownas it was, worth $15 an acre |at all. Just enough to keep it in 

to us. position. In fact, the whole business of 

Now, I would not dry the fodder more | the silo is just as simply and easily un- 

that one day, or at most two, especially | derstood as building an ice house. You 

in this catching weather; beyond that, | don’t want any drainage; you don’t want 

you lose in ‘the cutting, and more too. | any grout bottom; you will not have 

We found it took three times the power | any waste to it, than to a body of 

and grinding to cut that dried fodder | ice. You want a foundation to set your 

that had stood out in the rain, with dirt | frame on; throw up the earth inside the 

scattered all over the stalks, than when | walls, setyourstudding, and you have alt
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the drainage you want. If the silo bottom door in the end, and has a long carrier 

ig one foot above the surface -outside, | by which he distributes the feed for the 

there is no water goes up hill, and that’s whole length of the silo. He begins fill- 

all the drainage you need. Just put some- ing one day in one end, and so on until 

thing in the bottom, so the feed will not | he gets clear to the other end, and then 

be dirty. You want to get heat into it|he goes back again over the samo 

and you want succulent feed. Heat is| ground, so that his feed is all in one 

the fundamental principle of the whole compartment. By figuring, you will see 

thing. You will heat it up before it is| that that sized silo will hold over six 

scattered into the corners and trampled hundred tons, which he uses for the 

down; that will prevent any trouble in | purpose of making beef. When he be- 

the corners. gins to feed from the silo, he begins at 

Mr. Norrn.—In feeding off, do you the door end, and cuts down a slice four 

feed out of one side? feet wide, covering just so much as he 

Mr. Surrn.—Yes. There is a good cuts off, and the air striking the fresh 

deal of lateral pressure while it is simp- | cut place, does no damage before he 

ly green. If you carry it sixteen feet | wants another slice, and after he has cut 

high, you want at least a two by ten | one or two more slices in that way, he 

every fifteen inchos; if you carry it has room enough to operate from, and 

eighteen fect high, you want a two he then pulls down the raw edge, as you 

by twelve, in order to carry the excess of | might call it, so that he has an inclined 

lateral pressure, but after three weeks, | plane to draw from, making it easier and 

the lateral pressure ceases entirely, and faster work. I believe that the day has 

there is no danger about your partition. , come when we don’t want any partition 

Of course, if you open both pits at once, at all in the silo. 

it is the same as not dividing it at all, Mr. Urqunanr.—TI filled one last 

and I have my doubts whether it is nec- | year without a partition at all, filling 

cessary to divide it at all. one endof the silo one day, and the 

Mr. J. A. Surra.—tI think the super- other end the next, and I found it came 

intendent will bear witness that proba- | out almost as well as where I had it in 

bly I have heard more silo talk than any twocompartments. In feeding out, we 

other one man in the State of Wiscon-| were told that we would have to 

sin, for I have attended all the institutes take off and feed it from the top. 

, since they have been begun, but last I took off and began feeding from 

Friday I heard something new. The|the end. The end was against my 

question of the division in the silo has | barn, and I took off that end and kept 

; come up several times, and from the tes- it at an inclined plane of about forty- 

: timony of gentlemen who have talked | five degrees, and we would just rake it 

about it, I have come to the conclusion down, and it worked well. 

that the partition in the silo is all ahum- Mr. Hoxtz.—I am glad to hear this 

bug, that you don’t want any at all. | testimony come out, for at a convention 

We had with us ct Hartford at the in-| at Mazomanie, I made the statement 

stitute, last Friday, a gentleman who that it was not necessary to have this 

has had considerable experience in silos. | partition except for temporary purposes, 

He has built a silo one hundred feet | and the whole convention came down 

long and sixteen feet wide; he has a| upon me.
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DOES THE SILO AND ENSILAGE PAY?P 

By J. H. FOSTER, Winnebago County, Wis. 

Cooelfth Paper. 

The Months for Butter.—In former preserve them for months, and even 
times the months of June and October | years, and in such a form as to retain the 
have been the months for the production | juices and sweets (during all this time) 
of the best and sweetest butter. This] unimpaired, and that cows fed upon 
is because the grasses at these times are|this food would give milk that would 
filled with the choicest,and best of the| produce results as good as when they 
juices and aromas, which are treasured| cropped for themselves the pasturage 
up and given out through the medium | grasses of Juno or October; and fur- 
of earth, atmosphere and sunlight. In|ther, that quantity as well as quality, 
these months the grasses attain their} would be maintained. While this, as I 
highest perfection in storing up the es-| have said, was a welcome announcement, 
sential sweets which are so recognizable | it was received with a great many grains 
in butter. of allowance, and was believed with a 
A Focd Found for Cows.— From|steat many grave and serious doubts. 

this fact it has long been the desire of | It seemed to be too good to be true. As 
the bvtter-tmaker to find a food for his|the years went by, the evidences of the 
cows tuat posesses the qualities of juices | truth of the assertion continued to ac- 
and sweets that are contained in the June | Cumulate, and there were persons in 
and October pasturage. If, he has|©Ur own state who had the courage of 
said, during all these years, I could | their belief and convictions. They gave 
only find a permanent food ration for|the matter a trial. Wherever there was 
my cows that would enable me, at all|@ trial made, and made as it ought to be 
seasons of the year, to produce butter | ade, it was a success, and like a fall- 
having the quality of the butter made|ing body, the idea gained force by its 
in those months, and that would keep |°W2 momentum. 
up the flow of milk of those months, it} Change in Farming Methods.—As 
would pay to keep cows for dairy pur-| one engaged in farming in a small way, 
poses, and would give a satisfaction to|I had long been convinced that unless 
the work as well as being remunerative.|we could find some way to change our 
Many substitutes have been formulated | methods of farming, some way to in- 
and tried, but always with inconsider-| crease production, and that, too, in a 
able success. It was therefore with | way that would cheapen as well as in- 
great joy that the dairyman and the|crease it, farming in Wisconsin, with 
farmer hailed the light of: promise that|from six to seven months of feeding 
came in the announcement that a recep-| time, and in competition with the mild- 
tacle could be made for green forage | er climate, and the cheaper lands of the 
plants and grasses that would perfectly | Southern and Western plains, would be-
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come unprofitable and ruinous. In this{and nice, palatable and nutritious 

condition of things it was with eagerness | food. To me it is a demonstrated fact 

and intense interest that I listened to | that the ensilage fodder is the stock fod- 

what would, toa novice, seem to be aj der of the coming years, and the silo is 

fabulous statement of Superintendent | the place in which it will be stored and 

Morrison’s workers, of the value of the | preserved. ‘that it is the most economi- 

silo in preserving, in the ensilage form, | cal food that we as farmers can use, is 

.our forage crops, and of the wonderful | demonstrated by the most simple caleu- 

feeding value of ensilage to all kinds of | lation. 

stock, especially to milch cows. Yield of Ensilage Corn—A fair 

Building a Silo.—Becoming ac- | average yield of ensilage corn would be, 

quainted with John Gould, the ensilage | at the least estimate, 15 tons, or 30,000 

enthusiast of Ohio, I listened to his| tbs. per acre. Fifty pounds per day for 

talks on ensilage, both in public and | a season of 200 days would be 10,000 Ibs. 

private, until his extreme idea seemed | or five tons. At tais rate one acre would 

to be true. Convinced that something | produce enough to feed three cows the 

must be done, and saying to myself, “I| entire season of 200 days. Or, if you 

do believe,” with quite a little of the “Help | could get your cow to eat 60 Ibs. per day 

Thou mine unbelief,” I went to work|she would consume 12,000 Ibs., or six 
last summer and built me a silo. The! tons in the 200 days, or at the rate of 

silo was built inside of the barn; was | two and one-half cows for the 200 days 

one of the bays of the barn, the barn| upon the product of one acre. The 

being 32 feet in width. The bay was|same cow, if fed upon well-cured, good 

naturally fourteen feet wide, with a) hay, would consume at the least ealcula- 

basement eight feet below the floor. | tion two and one-half tons, being twenty- 

The entire depth of the silo when finish- | five pounds per day. To keep one cow 

ed was twenty feet, making it inside | on hay would require the product of one 

about twelve feet, four inches by|and one-fourth acres; or stated in an- 

twenty-eight feet, four inches, and | other form, it would require the product 

* twenty feet in depth. of one acre to keep four-fifths of one 

Corn—Drouth—Feeding—I had, in | cow for the season of 200 days. This es- 

preparation for it, planted eight acres | timate is based upon the product of two 

of ensilage corn. Despite the most ter-| tons of well cured hay per acre. So you 

rible drouth ever known in our section | see that an acre of fodder corn of fifteen 

of the state, this corn grew, to a fair] tons, green weight, would, if well pre- 

maturity, a green crop of fifteen tons to | served in the silo, keep one cow 600 days, 

the acre. From this crop I fed my cows | giving her 50 pounds a day, and that one 

and work horses until the time for fill-| acre of hay that would produce two tons 

ing the silo. What was left, (about 100] of well cured hay would feed one cow 
tons), I cut into my silo. I have been| 160 days, the feeding value being three 

feeding from this during the winter,|and three-fourths times greater in the 

and am now prepared to give my testi-|'acre of ensilage than in the acre of hay. 
mony as to its value as a food for stock,| If the ensilage were fed at the rate of 

and to its preservation in a green, sweet | 60 Ibs. per day, the 15 tons would feed 

condition in the silo. There was but | one cow 500 days, giving the feeding value 

little loss from moid or decay. The] of the acre of ensilage three and one- 

most of it came out bright and good,! eighth times greater than the acre of
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hay. These estimates are not strained | this course, in the successful preserva- 

or extravagant in the least degree, but | tion of a juicy, nutritious and palatable 

are fair—fairer indeed to the acre of hay | feed. In filling do it with judgment 

than to the acre of corn, for the acre of | and care. Don’t cut any wet or moldy 

ensilage corn oftener weighs 15 tons than | corn into your silo, and then expect it to 

the acre of hay does two tons. come out bright and sweet. If you do, 
Does the Silo and Ensilage Pay ?— | You will find, when you come to take it 

These being the facts, it would seem | Ut, that your sin, or carelessness, has 
unnecessary to ask: Does the silo and/found you out. You can’t expect any 
ensilage corn pay? Of course there is a| more to “gather grapes from thorns, or 
greater amount of labor required to pro-| gs from thistles,” from the preserved 
duce and preserve the acre of en-| fruits of the silo, than could the people 
silage corn, but the extra ex-|f ancient time from the plains of Gali- 

pense is in no way comparable! lee, or the hillsides around Jerusalem. 

with the extra production. Had| The Silo and Ensilage Pays.—Yes, 
I the time, it would be both interesting | the silo and ensilaged feed, does pay- 

and profitable, to pursue the comparative | It pays in many ways. In the furnish- 

estimate in the direction mentioned; but | ing a food for the cow that is largely 

enough is known to clearly assert that, similar to the pasturage grasses of June 

comparatively speaking, the increased | and October—one that will give almost 
production is large, while the increased | or quite as good results in the milk and i 

cost is small. The silo has come to stay, | butter product as they. It prepares the 

and the staying and successful farmer | farmer tolaugh at the drouth, and to 

will avail himself of this valuable ad- j feed his cows as well when the pastures 

junct to his farm properties, just as fast are all dried up, as when they are at 

as his means will permit. | full production, and keep the flow of 

Building and Filling.—Of the build-' milk at its full. It enables him to make 

ing and the filling of the silo, I will not' a uniform quality of butter the year 

stop to speak, as that has been so ably! round, givinga constant summer in the 

and so fully done by others who have! dairy from the year’s beginning, to its 

spoken on the subject. But I will say;end. It enables him to keep twice or 

this—in building a silo, build it well.| three times the amount of stock that he 

Lumber and tarred paper properly used,| formerly could, and he can keep his 

and used wherever needed, will make} steers growing almost or quite as fast 

an air-tight silo, and this is the one thing| during the winter months as in the sum- 

of prime importance. It is the great! mer, the better preparing him to com- 

prerequisite in the preservation of the! pete with the ranchman of the Western 

ensilage. I built mine well, sparing} plains. Yes, Mr. Chairman, as the ques- 

neither time nor expense, in all that per-| tion now stands, “Does it pay to build 

tains to making it air-tight and strong:| the silo and feed ensilage?”—I answer 

The result has proved the wisdom of! aye.
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TELLING FACTS IN FAVOR OF ENSILAGE. 

Claims of Ensilage.—Recently the| Feeding Cattle on Ensilage—The 

Kansas Board of Agriculture spmintd | tolowing account of an experiment 

a committee to investigate the claims of | with ensilage is taken from an English 
ensilage. The committee was made up | Journal (Hon. C. V. Guy): 
of men well _known throughout the | At Taaceuer the “cther duey acme 

world of agricultural progress-—Prof. | pany of agriéulturists partook of lunch- 
Shelton, A. C.Pierce, Wm. Simms, Thos. ' eon from beef of a twenty-two-months’- 
W. Potter and O. E. Morse. Their |0ld-steer which from birth had been fed 

report concludes as follows (Supt. Mor- | ee cae oe od 

RISON): ¥ Be | when slaughtered was 660 tbs., which at 
1. That the time has arrived when 14 cents per Ib. would give a value of 

the more progressive and economic | $95.78. The quantity of ensilage consum- 
methods of conducting the dairy and | eq was 28 Ibs. per day from the age of 
beef producing interests should com-' three to six months; 35 Ibs. per day from 
mand the thoughtful consideration of | six to eight months; 45 Ibs. per day from 

Western farmers. 2. ‘Uhat the method of eight to ten months; 50 Ibs. per day from 
preserving green crops by means of silos, | ten to twelve months; and 55 lbs. per 
now common in the older states, is | day from twelve to twenty twonths— 
generally commended as practical and | making 27,196 Ibs. altogether, which was 

profitable by those having the largest | the produce of 11 acre of clover, mown 
experience in the business. 3. That en-| twice. In addition to this, the animal 
silage, if intelligently prepared, is a good, | consumed 939 Ibs. of linseed cake, 45 

wholesome article of food for cattle, and = of new milk consumed in the 
when fed as it should be, in connection | first month, and 124 gallons of skim 
with dry feed, will materially increase | jni)k in the second month. This was 
the product and profit of the dairy; valued at $9.22, the ensilage at $14.43; lin- 
make the production of beef more |seed cake, after deducting one-fourth for 
remunerative; improve the condition of | manurial value, at $12.20, and after add- 
hogs, and enable the farmer and stock- | ing $23.50 for labor and attendance, cost 
grower to realize profits not promised by | of litter and cost of calf when experi- 
the methods now common in the West. leet commenced, there was still a bal- 
4. cee, a pg pes ance of ee $37 in the animal’s favor. 

crop 10r : 'Tpose, |The beast did well on the ensilage, and 
the seed should be drilled at from eight | was thoroughly healthy throughout, and 
to ten inches, in rows three and one-half | the beef was considered to be of excel- 
feet apart. Good cultivation is required, 'jent quality, so that the experiment, 
and the crop should be cut just before | which was conducted by the Ensilage 
or about the time the ears begin to) Prags Company, may be considered as 

glaze. 5. That corn planted, cultivated, having established two very important 
and cut as above indicated, will average | oonclusions —first, that cattle may be 

not less than twenty tons of ensilage per | fattened entirely on ensilage and linseed 
acre; that in feeding value, three tons | cake, no addition of hay or dry fodder 
of corn ensilage will equal one ton of | peing requisite; and, secondly, that when 
tame hay, or that one acre of corn, when | fattened, a very satisfactory return may 
made into ensilage, will vee about | be realized, quite equal to that usually 
seven tons of hay; that the feeding derived in feeding on roots and hay.” 

gente eseniras oi at least dou! yy the met pro- al . 
posed, and without adding materially, it| Sstlage Butter.—Some believe that 

t all, to the cost per head of animals | the milk from cows fed on ensilage will 
hea not make fine butter. In answer, I ap-
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pend the following correspondence{ C. R. Beach. Doar Sir— Answering (Supr. Morrison): yours of May Ist, I would say that a ‘ z your butter during the past winter Wm. E Clough, C»icago. Dear Sir—|has given eminent satisfaction to our I send you to-day by express threo tubs| best trade. It has sold prompily, 
of butter. Perhaps you are not aware} and been inquired for often by par- 
that the butter I had sent you since | ties desiring fine butter, who often 
the middle of last November (4,000| wait from day today to get the goods pounds) was made from the milk of cows | rather than take any other. The desire that were fed daily from 45 to 50| to obtain it has been more marked this pounds of corn ensilage, with wheat | winter than ever before, We hand you 
bran and hay. 3 | herewith returns, shipments received to- As the ensilage is now all fed out, I | day. Buyers were waiting for the goods write to ask how this butter will com-| when they arrived. Thanking you for 

pare in quality with that I have sent| continued favors, 
previous winters. Chicago, May 2. WN. CLOUGH. 

I wish you to give your opinion frank- ang s 
Kee that Ay ane ee whether I} J shall plan to fill my silo again. 

ad better fill my silo again or not. 
Whitewater, Wis. May - Cit. BEACH. Cuas. R. Beacu, 

enema 

THE BUILDING OF SILOS. 

By JOHN GOULD, Western Reserve, Ohio, 

Disadvantages of Stone.—The ap-|less ensilage by mold, decay and kir- 
parent abandonment of stone, or con-|dred wastes. This is notso pronounced 
crete, for the building of silos, and the | with the silo built of lumber, boards and 
almost universal adoption of wood in its| paper. The wood being a good non- 
place, has brought out a considerable | conductor of heat and cold, these influ- 
inventive skill on the part of the build-|ences play an unimportant part. The 
ers. The reasons for discarding stone|ensilage heats up readily against the 
arise from two principal causes. Stone | walls. The frost has but little influence, 
isnot always abundant when needed, | and the waste is trivial, the greater part 
and the attending cost is often more | being in the corners, a matter which can 
than the farmer cares toassume. Stone, | be remedied by filling in the angles each 
too, is a poor material with which to|day with hot ensilage from the center 
build to secure the now desirable ripen- | of the pits. 
ed or sweet ensilage. Being aremark-| The Wooden Silo.—How shall the 
able conductor of both heat and cold, | wooden silo be built? There are several 
it first absorbs the developing heat of | variations of the same plan, for the silo 
the ensilage, and prevents the material|must be a box of varying dimensions, 
along the walls from approaching 125°,| usually twice as:long as wide, and as 
now demanded. In cold weather, the | deep as wide, though now the silo is 
reverse becomes true, and the warm en-|often found twenty-five feet in depth, 
silage on the one side of the wall con-|and with apparently corresponding good. 
denses the entering frost on the inner | results, as the deeper it is, the greater 
surface, and there is a loss of more or! its own settling weight. The silo in the
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darn, and the one built as an addition or | against in the barn-silo, as the frame of 

annex to the barn, differ only in this:|the building increases the strength of 

Vhe latter must be provided with a roof, | the silo walls, 

and, for appearance sake, should have a} Building in the Barn.—In building 

siding of some description. The silo | a silo in the barn, it is not economy to 
inside the barn wants neither, as the|try to make the barn auswer in part 
sides of the barn make its outer cover, | for the other. The silo should be built 

and the one roof covers silo and barn | independent of the barn, i. e., it should 

alike. have its own frame work, although the 
studding can be much lighter than the 

»% out-door silo. Nor should any attempt 

aa. be made to join wood and stone in silo 
co building. If there is a stone wall under 

a (gee | the barn, let the scantling for thesilo go 
—. | o down inside it to the ground, and so 

a fe i leave an air space between the stone 
t. ea - wall and the silo linmg. The sare ob- 

Waa r yj. jections are met with in this case as in 
iy (2 F477. |the stone silo, and it is hard to join 
oa S FA o. wood and stone so there will benogiving 
€ K z way of the joint, and air willenter. The 
aN — whole secret of silo building is to make 
cen RK Gc” air-tight walls. The floor or cover are 

" PS not nearly as essential to the securing 

ace Coa ot No. 1 ensilage. 
A Strong Building Needed.—The Plans and Diagrams.—As it is very 

wooden silo needs to be a strong build- | aimcult to give any plans to guide one in 
ing, and well secured at the sills, to pre- building silos inside of barns, the accom~ 

oes *P read ne eC ES at panying diagrams are for silo annexes tu 

against springing out of tho building. barns; but this much is common to all: 

This is not so much to be guarded The inside lining and fixtures of one are 

exrvat ef Ghia, torn of or pareain an abou: | 5t &2 applicable to the other. "It ie 
_—_ of age. Always living oa a farm and proper to say that the illustrations ac- 

Sehool Mr. Gould has picked up quite a stock of }COmpanying this text, were drawn by 
general information, and has had, besides, the] Mr. A. P. Gould, of Canton, Ohio, ex- 
experience of twice going in debt for a farm, and : 
paying the whole amount from its earned’ pro- | pressly for this article. 

ane eee [ostng his ehip on the fm!" Fig. I, p. 82—Shows a good way to 
Derieney having bey atone ting & stall writer make a secure foundation. The soil is 
of the Cleveland, 0., ‘Herald, and later on, for | all excavated from the floor to the depth 

Gould ae eee een oa Bie foe aie of about one foot over an area covering 

fone, and for the past fue year; Jas formed the outside measurement of tho walls. 
Ss ure ts ee. ee ee eee A trench is then sunk, just inside this 

in Ohio, hoglcpre cement one - a excavation, and built up a iittle above 

time in the winter has been devoted to institute | the outside surface of the soil, as seen at 

do te tre winter ot oman Wee _ = — ~ ne —_ 
and the following winter was to the | foot of the wall at B. he studding C, 

= ee for the frames, is cut with a shoulder, 

6
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and set on the sill, the spur going down| prevent the building from spreading, 

inside to the earth floor, D. The stud-| cross sills, N, 2x8 inches, are framed into 

ding for the building should be 2x10) the sill, P, at the lower side, crossing to 

inches, and set 16 or 18 inches apart on| the opposite sill. The studding, B, is 

the sill. The inside lining of the silo| mortised into the sill, and the silo is 

comes down close to the natural soil of | lined up inside with two thicknesses of 

the floor, F. By this plan, the trench| inch boards, 8 or 12 inches in width, as 

affords needed drainage, and the slight | shown, breaking joints with a half lap, 
excavation gives the wall the back sup- the tarred paper, 8, being between them, 
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Fic 1. Founpation or Sito (For Description See Page 81). 

‘ort of the natural earth, G., and is not ,the three strongly nailed to the stud- 

only thus made secure, but gives “dry | ding, B. 

footing” to a building that of necessity} Fig.3,p.84—Gives the general form 

must be built with sills close to the|of construction of the silo, with the 

ground. corner “cut away” so as to show the 

Fig. 2, p. 83.—Shows the same gen-|framing. P is the sill; B B B the 

eral outline, except that the stone work |studding; A the corner post, showing 

is dispensed with, the sill P being bed-|the crossed corner; T the door; E E 

ded in the mass of cement depicted. To! the inside lining, the same as Fig. 1; H 

P
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is the siding lumber of any sort; R is;is better than jointed plank. To pre- 

the inside plank partition, fitting into | vent the planks from springing by each 

the grooves, S S S. This partition is other, two or three pins can be put 

made of two-inch plank with jointed | in each one, fitting into corresponding 

edges, not matched. As the filling Slee in the plank above. The rest 

the silo progresses, the planks are added | of the cut is self-explanatory, and aside 

as required, until the top is reached. | from the siding wall, represents @ silo in 

When feeding out the ensilage, the pit | a barn interior. 
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Fic2. Founpation SHowmne SILis Brppep m Cement (See Puge 82). 

K is first fed. Then the cover is re-| Fig. 4,p.85.—Shows an enlargedview . 

moved from the next pit, and as the of the corner in fig. 3, and will be readily 

feeding progresses, the planks aze re- comprehended by any carpenter. The 

moved one by one. They should be | inside lining boards, D C, are cut in at 

numbered so as to be replaced in order | the ends, and crossed; the 4x4 scantling, 

when refilling the silo. If a solid par-| A, being set in the angle. The studs, 

tition is thought best, 2x4 scantling will|B B, are set in the two outer angles. 

be set up across the silo in placing the The boards are first nailed to A. When 

planks, and ceiled up, both shown in| the first lining boards, JJ, are all in 

Fig. 7, but it does not appear wherein it! place, the studs, B B, are put up, and 

* ————————
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nailed to from the inside. The enced orale from springing out at the top. 
lining boards, E E, are simply cut with | By the plan it is seen that no plate is 

a square end, and nailed tight to B B. | used, and the rafters, K K, 2x8 inch, are 
This gives a corner of great strength, | spiked to the top of the studding, B. 
that it is impossible to pull apart or|'The under cross ties, L L, are 1x8, and 
burst through. F G are false studding | at the heel, are nailed strongly to the 
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Fie. 3. Geverat Form or Construction or Sixo. (See Page 82.) 

to build out the corner to nail H H to, opposite side of the stud from K. The 
80 as togive the corners a finished ap-| three can then be clinched by using 
pearance. wire 20d. nails 

Fig. 5, p. 86.—Shows the plan of | Fig. 6, p.87.—Is an enlarged plan of 
truss roof, to not only strengthen | fig. 5 at K, and is, with fig. 514, p. 87. 
the building, but also keep the! clearly depicted. ‘
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Fig. '7, p. §8.—Shows the two forms of | walls at A, and secured by the scantling 

partitions, plank, double, B, and ceiled | C. 

on scantling A. The planks are held in| Fig. 8, p.89.—Shows the silo complete, 

place by cleats fastened to the walls, | Tae Dormer window is placed over the 

and the other partition :s tied into the center of the partition, so that when 
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the carrier of the cutter is run in| If only one thickness of lumber is used 
through this window, the ensilage can | the paper will add no value, as it will 

be distributed at will in either pit. If|spring away from the boards between 
preferred an aperature can be cut in| the studding and allow the free admis- 
under the eaves, and one need not be at | sion of air between paper and board. 
the expense of the roof window. Taking cost of No.1 flooring, and two 
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Fic. 7. Partitions or Sri (For Description see Page 85), 
Inside Facing.—A few words about thicknesses of common inch boards, the the inside facing of the silo. While thore | difference is but little, and then if the is no absolute rule about silo’ building, | paper is put between the two, a solid the air-tight wall cannot be lost sight of,|air-proof wall is secured. Matched and some contend that, for the inside|lumber is liable to have the grooving face, paper first put upon the studding, | broken by swelling, and a defect is at and then covered with one thickness of | once made in the walls, which cannot matched flooringyis all that is required. happen with the other method, as shown
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in Figs.1and 2. The last, a finishing , made and applied boiling hot, and rein- 

lining, E, in Fig. 2, had best be surfaced forced with some rosin, to give solidity 

on ono side to prevent, as much as pos- to the tar after application, is probably 

sible, dragging in the settling ensilage. | as cheap and durable as any substance, 

Painting—Floor.—The wooden silo | although pitch, and other roofing paints 

needs a cheap, water-proof paint to | that harden wel!, are each and all good. 

secure it from decay. So far, coal tar, The floor may be thinly covered with 
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cement plaster, but it has very little, however, is apparent for the outlay for 
superiority over clay well pounded storage for 214 tons of ensilage is 
down, and allowed to come up a few] reckoned as against the storage for hay. 
inches on the inside of the silo walls, as |The former occupies less than 125 cubic 
seen at D in Fig1. feet, and the ton of hay over 500. Sé 

silos cost far less than hay barns. What 
Cost.—The cost of a silo is impossible | silo building may develop into in the 

to tell without all the incidentals and | future no one can tell, but it would ap- 
conditions of building, but it may be pear that the changes in the future wilt 
safely said that it varies from about 50] be far less than in the past, and silo 
cents per ton forthe cheapest, to $1.50] building has now reached somewhere 
for the most expensive. Its cheapness, | near definite rules,
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THE CATTLE INDUSTRY. 

By J. McLAIN SMITH, Dayton, Ohio. 

pees 

Sixet Paper. 

W. D. HOARD tn the Chair: Keep Some Neat Stock.—Except in 

Fertility.—In these daysoflow prices | the case of gardeners, whose large re- 

and sharp competition it is only the|turns justify liberal expenditures for 

large crop that pays. But in order togrow | fertilizers, this absolutely requires, in 

big erops, and at the same time preserve | my judgment, for all this region, @ con- 

or increase the fertility of our lands, we | siderable number of neat stock, at least 

must have an abundant supply of ma-|one cow or steer to every five acres of 

nure. Nofarmer, it seems to me, should land under cultivation. I say it necessi- 

be satisfied with his life, and no farmer | tates neat stock, because nothing else 

can be considered successful in the high- | will supply their ‘place in the hands of 

est sense, unless he leaves his land in| the general farmer. Hogs do not con- 

better condition, and more productive | sume the rough feed on a farm; and 

than he foundit. This can only be done brood mares cannot, generally, be kept 

by the direct application of fertilizers. | at a profit in sufficient numbers. Ex- 

There is no reeuperative capacity in the cept in the case of gardeners, therefore, 

soil itself, except its gradual disinte-| I think Lam justified in saying that no 

gration, and the slight annual addition |man can be permanently successful in 

of nitrogen—not half enough to balance | farming who does not keep at least one 

the annual removal in the crop, and the head of neat stock to every five acres of 

plowing under of clover and other green land under cultivation. In many cases, 

crops, while it improves the texture, and | doubtless, it would be profitable to keep 

renders the plant food more available, | two or three times this number. But 

does not add to the stock. It helps the | one to five acres, I believe, is essential to 

pump but not the supply of water. No| make grain growing permanently suc- 

plant creates fertility. ,It only concen- cessful. In this state you have, in round 

trates it, and renders it available. If| numbers, a million and a half of neat 

we would make our farming successful | stock to eight million acres of improved 

in the highest sense, we must restore di-|land—or very nearly the proportion I 

’ rectly to the soil a considerable portion | have given. But a large part of these 

of the nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and| are concentrated on farms specially de- 

potash removed in the crop. 
yoted te stock growing or dairy bus
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bandry. The ordinary grain farm does | production of beef is to be tho main 
not carry, I apprehend, on an average, | thing, then scloct a breed that will make 
half this proportion, and it is to the or-| beef of high quality and at the least 
dinary grain farmer, or the farmer en-|cost. But this, I think, is certain—that 
gaged in mixed husbandry, that I wish | in all the region cast of the Mississippi 
to address myself. a cow must do something more than 

Plant Growing.— Plant growing, in- | #i8e a calf. Mr. Dunham or Mr. Ell- 
cluding grain and textile material, must wood cannot breed a colt, in their estab- 
ever be the principal business of agricul- | !ishments, as cheaply as you or I can 
ture. The world must be fed and| breed it, from a mare that pays for her 
clothed, and the feeding and clothing |*°¢P in honost work. At present, and 
will ever be largely of vegetable pro-| PeThaps at all times, they can get 
ducts. These products, in this country enough more for their colts to cover the 

at least, can be and should be grown on | ‘“ifference in cost. But beef cattle de 
half the present area. But in order to | 2% sell on the reputation of their broed- 

do this and make the industry in the | Ts 42d a cow cannot be kept profitably 
highest degree successful, grain growing | © lands worth forty to sixty dollars 
and stock growing should go hand-in-|®" cre, morely to raise a calf. Just as 
hand, and on the same farm. Manure | £9°4 a calf can be grown, with addition- 
is too bulky to transport to any great | #! work, from acow that will pay for 
distance. The stock should be kept, as | her keep, and all the additional labor, 
a rule, where the manu~e is wanted.|i2 dairy produce. The great stock 
What we need, I think, is fewer great |fatms, in all the region where grain 
cattle ranches and a larger stock of cows | 8T°Wing is possible, are destined to broak 
distributed over our grain farms. The!UP- They must give way to a more 
most successful farming of the future | Progressive, and a more scientific agri- 
will be, I think, in this line—grain grow-| Culture. They cannot compete with 
ing and stock growing combined; and | the general farmer, where the milk and 
the cattle industry will be, and should | the manure of his cows pay all his expens- 
be, as widely distributed as agriculture | €8- These great stock farms, where all 
itself. the land is used to grow cow feed, and the 

What Breed of Cows—Will be em- | °W is kept a year to grow a calf, worth, 
ployed, will depend on circumstances— at weaning, perhaps fifteen or twenty soil, climate and special local and indi-| lars, must go; the sooner they 
vidual adaptation. In the vicinity of |8°the better; and the cows that can- 
large cities milk, perhaps, will be the aoe produce more than milk enough to 
profitable product. In others, specially | Tise a calf may as well go along with 
adapted to the purpose, buiter and| them. Beef growing cannot be very cheese. In others, beef. If milk is to | Profitable inthis State with such cattle. 
be the leading purpose, a breed should A Good Beef Animal—Just as 
be selected that will give the largest re- good a calf can be grown on skim milk, 
turn of milk in proportion to food con-| with some addition to replace the cream; : 

sumed. If butter and cheese is our and just as good beef can be made from 
Principal resource, then select a butter | a breed of cows that will raise a calf and 
and cheese breod. If grain growing is pay for their keep beside. The idea that 
our object, and the cow is kept as an|a good beef animal is, of necessity, a 
incident or auxiliary to this, or if the | poor milker, is anabsurdity. You might 7
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as well contend that a sheep cannot | awarded from actual test on the ground, 

grow both wool and mutton. There is | and where all the great dairy breeds are 

nothing more inconsistent in one set of | competitors. It is not likely that one 

attributes than in the other. The fact |of these cows would be successful at 

that our best beef breeds are generally | the same time ina fat stock show. But 

poor milkers proves nothing. Any breed | there is no reason in the world why her 

would be poor milkers, handled as they | steer calf should not be. 

have been. The large and continuous| Public Tests.— We have had too few 

milking of a good dairy cow is an arti-| public tests as yet in this country to 

ficial, and in one sense an unnatural con-| make any just comparison between the 

dition. They require constant care and|preeds. In England, however, they 

selection to keep the breed to the high- | adopted that system of awarding prizes 

est notch. Neglect them fora few gen- much sooner, and the results are signif- 

erations, and they revert to what may be | icant. Taking an average of all the an- 

called their natural state—simply giving | imals tested at the British Dairy Farm- 

milk enough to support their offspring. | ers’ Association meetings, during the 

Our beef breeds generally are poor milk- | last eight years, we find that 73 Short- 

ers, because heretofore the breeders of | horns gave an average of 42.80 Ibs. of 

beef cattle have not desired good milk- | milk in twenty-four hours, which con- 

ers, and have made no effort to secure | tained 12.80 per cent. of solids, and 3.69 

them. On the great ranges now such | per cent. of fat. Fifty-six Jerseys tested 

an animal is decidedly preferable, and a| gave an average of 28.11 tbs. of milk, 

good milker is a nuisance. which contained 13.87 per cent. of solids 

Milking Qualities That good milk- and 4.31 per cent. of fat. In other words, 

ing qualities are not inconsistent with taking no account of feed, the Short- 

the capacity to lay on flesh, is abundent- horns are decidedly the better dairy 

ly shown in the history of the Shorthorn. | COWS whether for milk or for butter. 

When first introduced into this country, The Jerseys gave the richer milk, con- 

the cows of that breed were generally taining 1.06 per cent. more solids and 62 

good milkers, many of them having rec- | P@T cent. more fat; but they gave on an 

ords of twelve to fifteen pounds of butter average, 14.69 Ibs. less of mille per day, 

a week, and some reported as high as or just about two-thirds as much as the 

twenty pounds, on grass alone, and they Shorthorns. 

were in no wise inferior as beef cattle. Private Tests.— These yields are all 

In England, to-day, where milk is of|small as compared with the private 

more consequence than it has been | tests we see quite frequently published 

thought in many parts of this country, in the agricultural papers. But I, for 

the Shorthorn is the leading dairy breed. | one, place no reliance on @ private test 

Many of the strains are not eligible torec- | if it is at all remarkable. Some doubt- 

ord,and possibly not strictly pure, but cer- less are true, but many, I am sure, are 

tainly Shorthorns in blood and in ap-| false, and I have no way of distinguish- 

pearance, are as fine dairy stock as the | ing the two. In race horses, a public 

_ world contains. A Shorthorn, three performance, with a disinterested party 

times at least, and I believe four times, | to hold the watch, and two or three 

in the last five years, has carried off the | other disinterested parties to watch him, 

prize as the best milker at the great | is the only evidence the public accepts. 

London Dairy Show—a prize which is| And it is the only evidence we should
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accept in regard to a cow, unless the, and when Jersey breeders, in lauding 
claim put forth in so very modest we | their favorites, sneer at the general-pur- 
may feel sure, if the party were lying, he | pose cow as an absurdity, or physical 
would mako it better. impossibility, they are not sustained by 
Milk Yields.— Holstein breeders talk | the facts. In England a general-pur- 

glibly of 80 and 90 Ibs. of milk a day | pose cow—the Shorthorn has beaten all 
from many of their cows, and some even competitors in the milk tests. In Cana- 
claim yields exceeding 100 Ibs. in 24/daa pure bred Devon made the highest 
hours. But they never enter their cows! score of any cow tested; and in this 
ina public test. No cow,so far as I have | state agrade Devon cleaned the platter 
noticed, has ever given 70 Ibs. of milk in | with equal ease. 
24 hours in any public test; and no cow | Merits of the Devons.—The Devons, 
has ever made two pounds of butter in| it seems tome, are not appreciated as 
24 hours under similar circumstances, | their merit deserves. For thin, or rough 
except at the New York Dairy Show. At| land they have probably no superiors. 
the last London Dairy Show thirteen They are rather slow in attaining 
Jersey cows were entered in the milk| maturity, and do not attain so great 
test, which lasted two days. Excluding weight as some others, sothat thay have 
two heifers, which the judges thought | never cut much of a figure at our fat 
not in fit condition, the milk yield ranged | stock shows. But in England, where the 
from 39 tbs. to 8014 Ibs. for the two days. | taste is cultivated to the highest degree, 
The butter yield (also excluding two/their meat ranks next to the West 
heifers) ranged from 2 Ibs. 24¢ ozs., to| Highlander in quality; and in their own 
3 Ibs., 1534 ozs.—an average of 1Ib., 74¢ | district they are also esteemed for the 
ozs. daily. dairy. 
Devons vs. Jerseys.—At the On-| Devonsas Milkers.—Many Devon 

tario Provincial Exhibition last fall, | cows, it is true, are indifferent milkers 
the great Jersey breeder, V. E. Fuller, but many, on the other hand, rank at 
entered four Jersey cows, but was beaten | the very top in this respect; and it would 
by a general-purpose cow—a Devon. | not be at all difficult to collect a herd 
The Devon—Rose of Coburg—made a| which would compare favorably with 
score of 112.06 points, against 97.89 any in profit at the dairy. They do not 
points for the best Jersey. At the test| milk so largely as some others; neither 
in this state two years ago, under the|do they eat so much. Indeed, the 
supervision of Prof. Armsby, a grade | Devon is, or could easily be made, almost 
Devon made the highest score both for | the ideal general-purpose cow, for many 
cheese and for butter. The scale locations, if it were 1 ot for her formid- 
adopted was substantially the same as| able horns. They have otherwise al- 
that in Canada, and Rosa—t¢ Devon, ¥, | most every desirable quality. They are 
Shorthorn and ¥ unknown blood— handsome; they are hardy; they are 
made a score for butter of 93.47 points easily kept in good flesh, and make beef 
against 76.20 for the best of her competi- | of high quality, and they are, or could 
tors—a Jersey. easily be made, very good milkers in 

The General-Purpose Cow.—I re-| proportion to food consumed. 
fer to these public tests not for the The Red Polled Cow.— The latest 
purpose of depreciating the dairy breeds | candidate for public favor in this line, 
—they have their place. But that place | and to those who desire ahornless breed, 
is not in the hands of the general farmer; ! the only one, is the Red Polled cow, or
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Polled Norfolk and Suffolk.: Originally | milk a day which showed 1414 per cent. 

this was a strictly dairy breed; but of | of cream. Afour year old cow tested 

late they have been bred to combine | this winter for butter, without any prep- 

good beef qualities also. Youatt, speak- | aration, or any extra feed, gave at the rate 

ing of the Suffolks as they existed some | of ten pounds six ouncesof buttera week. 

half century ago, says: “In the height} Milk Tests of Red Polls—At the 

of the season some of these cows will | last Iowa State Fair, Gen. Ross, of Iowa 

give as much as eight gallons of milkin | City, entered a Red Polled cow in the 

a day; and six gallons is not an unusual | milk test. According to the official re- 

quantity.” The gallon referred to is, of | port she gave, in the two days of the 

course, the imperial gallon, which holds | test, 7734 Ibs. of milk, which made 2.72 

ten pounds of distilled water; so that] Ibs. of butter. The celebrated Holstein 

their yields would be equivalent to about | cow, Tritomia, entered in the same test, 

80 Ibs. a day as an occasional yield and | gave 134 Ibs. of milk, which made 2.97 

60 Ibs.as not unusual. Theeighth edition | ibs. of butter—just a quarter of a pound 

of the Enclycopedia Brittanica, the| more than the Red Polled cow. At the 

highest authority on any subject, speak-|last show of the Norfolk Agricultural 

ing of the old Suffolk breed, says: “The | Society, in England, in the class for Red 

country of Suffolk has for centuries been | Polls in milk, the test being the best 

celebrated for its dairy produce, which | dairy qualifications, the first prize was 

is chiefly obtained from a polled breed | awarded Mr. Garrett Taylor’s cow, “The 

of eattle, the prevailing color of which is| Gem,” giving five gallons, one pint of 

dun, or pale red, from which they are| milk a day—say 52 Ibs.—three months 

‘known as Suffolk Duns.” after calving. Mr. Gooderbani’s “Straw- 

The Red Polls as Milkers.—The | berry” was highly commended, with a 
modern Red Polled cow does not, I think, | reported yield of six gallons, three pints 
milk so freely as the old Suffolk; but|of milk—say 66 Ibs—and 153¢ ibs. of 
her milk is of better quality. Sixty | butter a week. 
‘pounds a day, which Youatt says inhis| During a visit to the farm of Wm. 
time was not unusual, is now, I think, Steele, in Waukesha County, in this 

‘somewhat rare. Four to five gallons a|State, he tested for me one of his 

day, or say 40 to 45 Ibs. is, in my experi-|Red Polled cows, recently fresh. She 
ence, a good yield for a mature cow in| gave 42 tbs. of milk. I had no means of 

‘the flush of the season. But she will easi- | testing the quality, but it appeared to be 

4y give, with proper care, seven to eight | very rich. Her feed consisted of one 

thousand pounds in a year. I have in| feed of ensilage and four quarts of grain 

my own herd a young cow which gave|(corn and barley) a day, with what she 

im her first milking season of less than | wanted of oats, straw and corn fodder 

ten months, six thousand five hundred | cut together—no hay. 
and sixty-three pounds of milk, and an-| Red Polls for Beef.— As beef cattle, 

other which gave over five thousand|the Red Polls rank with the Devons, 

eight hundred pounds, and both came/though they are somewhat larger, and 

forth with second calf before they were | mature a little quicker. But in form, 

three years old. The first officially test-| color and general characteristics, they 

@d at the W. Va. State Fair, was giving, | might almost be considered as Polled 

g@even months after calving, and six| Devons, though, as a matter of fact, 

menths in calf, a fraction over 20 Ibs. of | they have no Devon blood at all.
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SUMMER FEEDING. 

By H. C. THOM, Rock County, Wis. 7 

Second Puper. 

Raise More Grass.—Tame grass,, vas a watchword as sacred as the blar- 

timothy and clover, is conceded by all} ney stone. The homestead came at ten 
soil thinkers, to be a good thing with| shillings. They had few wants and no 

which to put neat fences around the] luxuries. Their plans made the farm 

farm, and paint on the house and barn,} pay. Nine dollars for pork, and seven 

and secure a paid up subscription for an} dollars for cattle, was no uncommon 

agricultural paper. thing. We have a different problem to 

Then why not raise more grass? Pas-| meet. Land brings $75, a dollar and 

ture is better for land than meadow.|eight cents by the year. Old-time 

Then why not more pasture? Wis-| luxuries are present day necessities. 
consin men grant that grain raising can- j We cannot farm as our fathers did, and 

not be maintained year after year with make twoends meet. Grain raising is 
profit. We have as good grazing lands out of the question. Stock raising and 

as any intheStates. Whynotusethem? beef-making is meeting with a Western 

'Those who have been thinking and watch- ' competition that brooks no jesting. 

ing have concluded that their neighbors} Beef Cattle Interest—'The beef 
are not getting rich feeding cattle. Why?| cattle interest of this country is assum- 
They might have done well in 1856.! ing enormous proportions. 

There must be some reason why they} I could give statistics that would make 

do not gather the dollars now. The) Hoard’s little Jersey cow swallow her 

truth is, we are paying a different fid-| cud in amazement. Some ingenious in- 
dler now. Lands that our fathers se-| dividual has estimated that a column, 
cured for ten shillings an acre are sell- | twelve abreast, would stretch in an un- 

ing for $75 now. Weare wearing boots} broken line from New York to San Fran- 
of another leather. The town Seno Som A large proportion of this vast 
reports a watch now and then. Fresh | army is grazing on government land, or 

meat has a pleasant smell. Our wives, / land of nominal value, under a summer 
God bless them, like music, society,!sun the season round. Every blade of 
dress. Labor has a tender skin, and the | grass is sweet and undefiled by tramp- 
markets need a float. What does it all) jing feet. They roam av :heir own sweet 
mean? We are trying to be like other| wil}, no fence to fetter their inclination, 
folks. no bark of dog, or neigh of horse, to 

A Problem to Meet.—Our fathers’| wake their dreaming but once a year. 

lives were founded upon economic prin- |The herds are governed by foreign capi- 
ciples. Every out-go was met with most | talists or home monopolies, and are 
rigid economy. They labored from|thrown upon our central markets to 

dawn till sunset. No rest. “Business”}compete with cattle which have been
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"grazed upon high-priced land, stabled | care, risk, shelter and interest on the 

and fed six rigid months in a year. investment. 

Better Quality of Beef Demanded.} E. W. Reese’s Plan.—E. W. Reese of 

—It is sharply apparent that we cannot | Illinois purchased, Nov. Ist, 40 steers, 
meet this competition with quantity. | which alter shrinkage weighed 1100 each. : 
Our only remedy is to out-rank it with | He turned them on good pasture. Dec. 

quality. In order to do this we must | 1st he began to feed corn and by Dec. 
put ripe, well turned steers upon the| 15th had them on full feed. May 11th 

market and deliberately down them up- | they were sold and weighed, showing an 

on the ground of superior excellence. | increase of 5,520 Ibs. on the lot. He 

How can this be done with the least pos- | fed 2800 bushels of corn worth 33 cents, 

sible outlay of money? As you know, | or $840. 
the usual method is to raise or buy| At the time he began feeding he turn- 

calves in the fall, put them through the | ed in 23 weighed hogs, making a net 
initial winter on hay and then turn them | profit above first cost of hogs and cat- 
out to grass in summer. Repeat num-| tle of $499.20, a net loss of 16 cents on 

ber one process during number two win-| every bushel of corn fed. The cattle 
ter, turn them out again and the third | were regularly fed, watered and salted. 

winter feed them as best you can, and in | They had allthe corn they would eat 

the spring sell and grope blindly for a| and were fed in boxes so that nothing 

profit on a three years’ investment. The | was lost. That man’s hay vanished like 

price usually obtained is a fair one con- | the morning dew, and no one knows the 
sidering the class of cattle turned. | profit thereof. 
Whether the price you get is one of; Relate Your Fxperience—If you a 
profit is a question depending largely | want any more encouragement on this 
upon the grade and character of the | line, weigh your steers in the fall, weigh 
stock handled, and the existing price of | your feed, estimate your hay, sell your 
feed. Everything must act conjunctive-|cattle by the hundred in the spring 
ly in your favor or the balance will make | and see how large a hole there isin the 
you smart. pocket where the profit dollars ought to 

Winter-Fed Steers.—Another meth-|be; Then stand up like aman and re- 
od is to buy two-year-old steers in the | late your experience. 

fall, feed through the winter and sellin| The Way Out.—How out of this 
the spring. Let us look at this way a|dilemma? For an apparent reason I 

moment. have but few figures to support the sub- 

A two year old steer weighing 900 Ibs. | ject of this paper. There is always a 

costs $28 in the fall. He eats$8 worth of | theory before a practice, and always a 

hay. For 150 days he eats 20 cents | practice before a figure. The reason 
worth of meal each day, or $30, making | that I have so few figures, is that I have 
the actual cost of the steer the 1st of | seen but few summer fed cattie. How 
May $66. If the average steer weighs | many have? I mean a graded steer run- 
1200 hundred pounds on the 1st day of | ning on good pasture from May until 
May, he has done as well as is generally | December on full corn feed at the same 
expected; at any rate he has done fairly | time. 

well. Say he commands $5 per cwt.| Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska 
(which he probably will not do), $60, a net | have been feeding cattle on grass and 
loss of $6, allowing manure to pay for|corn at the same time, and they claim 

?
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that it pays. But their estimates will | fellows whose limb and barrel begin to 

not help us much. They don’t weigh, show the round and graceful contour of 

as a rule; their climate is different. The | maturity. For the second winter a tight 

most of their feeding has been done | shed on three side, open to the south, 

during short pasturage, when growing kept well bedded, answers every pur- 

‘eed was short or dry or dead, and still | pose. A manger on the inside of north, 

they claim it pays. What I want is corn east and west, will do for the hay. It 

meal and luxuriant green growing grass. | may have a grain box attachment, or a 

If they can make it pay under their con- feeding box in the yard will do better, 

dition of things, what’s the matter with perhaps. Would feed enough to keep 

ours? The foundation to successful | them in good growing condition. When 

beef raising is good stock. Am I not | grass is ready would arrange feed boxes 

right? The fancy stockmen who are in the pasture. It is not a good plan to 

present will convince you that blood | turn 50 head of cattle into a hundred 

tells without any aid from this paper. I] acre field to hunt for a white livered 

will talk of cattle only, although nearly | spear of grass that trembles as it looks 

every statement regarding feeding ap- around in fear that it has made a mis- 

plies alike to cattle and hogs. take in the season. By judicious feed- 

Grain and Pork.—I received a state- | in would have them on full feed in 

ment a short time since from a good | fifteen days, and keep them there until 

authority which said: “If we were to|S°me man comes who has an eye in his 

fake all the hogs fattened in the United| head for something young, clean snd 
States in a year, and change the time | fat at a fair price. 

. from cold to warm weather, one-half of Two-Year-Old-Beef.—Two-year-old 

the grain now fed will make all the pork. beef is too young for market, as we raise 

This would be a saving of $75,000,000 an- | it. A three-year-old costs too much. Did 

bually.” you ever hear aman say that a three- 

Care of the Calf.— The key note to year-old ate his head off the last winter 

rapid cattle growth is good care of the | he was fed. Our summer fed steer is 

calf during the first winter. Have a going to drop right into that big hole 

warm, comfortable place with a dry | between the immature beef and a three- 

floor, give him liberty, good hay, ground year-old with his head eaten off. He 

feed two or three times daily. Let the is two years and six months old and will 

main part be oats, the remainder barley | cover the block before the third and 

or corn, with a little oil meal. The | fatal winter comes. He has afree and 

calves will walk out in the spring with |easy action. He is not strained by 

the bow of an ordinary two-year-old. | dry hay and dry corn. You have not an 

They have growth and frame. They are | eager, pushing, hungry and frozen ani- 

bright-eyed and active, have straight mal to feed all winter. Cattle lice don’t 

backs and the hair lays well. Then|mow hair and corn at your expense. 

comes the grass. Wisconsin grows good | You don’t pitch manure out of the back 

grass. We would not have a butter and | door every winter morning to run over 

cheese record if she did not. Our tim-jon your neighbor's farm next spring. 

othy and clover have no equal as a meat | You don’t spend three or four weeks of 

producer. beautiful weather drawing out the husk 

Care of the Yearling.—These year- | of manure that is left after Jones gets 

lings begin their second winter, stalwart the meat across the line. You are not
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feeding 60 per cent. of your grain and | and lowed about the tanks. Nothing to 

hay that you may maintain a fire, that | eat. No protection from the burning 7 

your charge may live. If you do not | sun. Cattle run down. Cows dried up. 

carry these hulking, hungry fellows | Meadows, grainfields and cornfields were 

through the winter, the hay you save thrown open. -Trees were burned to the 

is a clean, salable product of your land. | trunk. Sheep were given away and 

Hay pays about as well as any plant | driven from the country. Cattle were 

grown on the farm. turned into brewery yards, and still 

How to Make a Good Steer— many were left. Human sharks fell up- 

‘After you have a steer through the sec- on the poor farmer, and the cattle had 

ond winter, in an off-hand way that looks to go. One dollar per ewt. bought them, 

toward liberty and comfort, you ave kept from feed and water 12 hours and 

growth, frame, and condition to start then driven 10 miles to weigh. Good 

on; a summer sun, quiet shade an a| milch cows changed owners at from 37 

tempered water to aid you; green a na to $10 each. Good grade two-year-old 

succulent grass that is infinitely better steers went crying for buyers at $12. 

than any mow or silo can furnish; a| Summer Feeding.I was no less 

climate and condition of things that will | alarmed than my neighbors. I had de- 

make more than two pounds of meat, | termined the preceding winter to feed 

where you made one on the same feed | in the summer when my usual pasture 

jn winter. Sufficient feed to keep an|had succumbed to the drouth. I opened 

animal from losing in winter, will fatten | the meadow gate. When the meadows 

himinsummer. Your manureisof num- | were gone T shut the cattle inthe barn 

ber one quality, well distributed, with- | from six in the morning until sundown, 

out waste or labor, and above all you | and fed them green stalks and corn 

have asteer that is a steer. In syme-| meal. I found them toolax and regu- 

try of outline, in maturity, in fat, in|jated with bran. When night came 

handling quality, in every point that)T gave them liberty and exercise. 

goes to make up a butcher's pride, you|}'They would not drink more than a 

have a living example that will make | small pail of water each, at noon time. 

any lousy, _half-haired, manure-be-| J never saw cattle do better. The 9th 

daubed, winter, stall-fed steer crawl in- | of August I sold them for $4 per ewt.— 

to a hole that his summer friend can’t | the 9th of August when the sun was as 

get into by 400 pounds. unrelenting as fate. Falling water was 

The Great Drouth of °g'7.—Wiscon-|a stranger to the thirsty earth, and 

sin suffered, as no part of the north | clouds had been forgotten by the anx- 

central states suffered, last summer. | ious husbandman. I weighed the cat- 

Last year I cut four tons of hay to the|tle when I turned them out in the 

acre; this year I did not set up the| spring, and again when I sold. I knew 

mower. Ground that yielded 58 bushels | the amount of corn fed, saw a profit and 

of barley to the acre, was not worth the | let them go. If one can make money on 

cuttingthis year. Our pastures were | cattle, when the market is going down 

white as the Sahara, and the shimmer-| every day, with the elements against 

ing waves of heat arose from their pant- | him, and the earth bearing nothing, the 

ing bosoms to the sun again. Conservative assumption seems safe that money can 

farmers stood aghast. What was to be | be made on cattle under favorable cir- 

done? Hungry, lolling cattle panted | cumstances. 

ee
e
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Get Out of the Rut.—Why have] Turn toasummary of market reports 

we not tried this method before? We | for the past twelve years, and you will 

are conservative. Our fathers fed the | find many of the November and Decem- 
old way and did tolerably well. Some | ber quotations low. 

of them put a stone in a bag to — Grain Fed Cattle.—Pastures will 
a bushel of wheat across a horse. Nee un See ac in fod. ait 

we? They had the advantage of us too. | a it — eee anak 

Land was cheap. No Western compe-| 5160 your plow glides under the rich 
tition. Their wants welt ey green sward and you ask your farm to 
don’t we believe as they did? What’s stand by you in an emergency it will re- 

the use of being a Roman? We are a spond like a thing of life. 

sort of hand-to mouth tribe. If we can You may say cattle don bring any- 

make grain and hay last until hay|,,. in ths fall) Very Goad Ace 

grows again, we draw a long sigh — = a 3 = high 

f relief and begin the new year with ee aN SARE 8 NS Oe 
. s A price, that is such cattle as are usually 
the old leaf fluttering to the wind as toend ck 

ever before. Because corn costs 24 . 

cents to produce it, it is no evidence] Fat Not Big Cattle Wanted— 

that 24 cents is all it is worth. Buy corn | Short-sighted farmers are appalled at 
if cash and credit do not blush to| the sight of snow. They have miscal- 
meet you. Buy corn until you get a/culated. Noroom. Unexpectedly short 
start, and when you get your start sell| crops, Money close. Tax time near at 
your hay and stay started. If your) hand. Cattle unfitted for market. No 
corn has a market value of 40 cents and | preparation for this emergency. They 
you can get more than 40 cents by/must go. But near the top you 
feeding it, you can make a profit on | will find good cattle bringing 
your neighbors’ corn at 40 cents. Man-|good prices. We make a mistake 
ure your land with some one’selse grain |in fitting cattle for the market; not 
who does not see as you see. The more|big cattle but fat cattle. Don't 
grain of any man’s raising that you can | keep a steer three or four years to make 
feed, the more cattle you can keep «n | him big; I know you like to kave your 
your pasture. friends come over and see something 
Good Beef Wanted. — Stockers, | big, but it is expensive pride. If you 

feeders, scalawags, old cows are sold to} can combine size and finish, so much 
third rate butchers or hurried to the} the better. By all means have them 
stock-yards. Bargain drivers are willing | fat, if you want the top price. This 

to minister to your wants. Our sum-| fall’s quotations showed 1,200 pound cat- 

mer steer is not a competitor of this | tle bringing more money per cwt. than 

class of cattle. Neither is he a competi-| 1,200 pound steers. For this class of 

tor of the great flood of Western cattle.| cattle the November and December 

The local respectable butcher musthave| market rarely falls below that 
some good beef to sandwich with the}of March or June, and often out- 
great fall’s clearing. He is willing to| ranks it. Will the plan work? Try it. 

pay something near a fair figure for} Any plan that has in view the hanging 

somethiug to justify his pretentions. | of a good quality of beef on Chicago and 

He wants a good quarter to hang on} New York hooks at a fair profit, is worth 

the first peg next the door. the trying.
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Discussion. ; in my pasture, but one of the features 

Mr. Knicut.—Is it more profitable to that made me begin this line of feeding 

sell those cattle at fourteen months than | "as that if the cattle were taken off the 

at thirty months? dry hay and corn in the winter time, and 

Mr. Tuom.—The thing is, we are meet- turned out on the pasture without any- 

ing the wants of the market. It is not|thing, loss was sure to follow. I 

heavy cattle that the market wants now, | never have had steers that refused to 

it is well finished cattle, that will weigh |eat. You will find the feed vary accord- 
1200 or 1300 pounds rather than those ing to the amount of dew or wet on the 

that weigh 1900. It is the finished steer | Tass, different days. Sometimes they 
that we want, the steer that is well made, | will fill up and eat scarcely anything, 

that is young, and fat distributed even- | put as a rule they will feed right along. 

ly over the body. | That is verified, too, by dairymen who 

Mr. Harprnc.—I found it paid better | §nd that cows take to the grain feed as 

toturn cattle on old pasture than on | readily as they do in winter. If -you 

clover and timothy. | have a straw-stack in the summer, it is i 

Mr. Tuom.—I arrange that matter good to let them run to it, and a little 

with bran. I have never had any clear! hay. I fed right along without rough- 

clover pasture. Timothy predominates age. 

See 

PROFITS IN BEEF PRODUCTION. 

By A. A. ARNOLD, Trempealeau County, Wis. 

Dhird Paper. 

Requisites Required.— Profits in than any other commodity that can be 

beef production depend upon the quality named. Therefore the farmer who has 

of the animal, the quality of the food | an eye, the taste and the art, for making 

and the quality of the care. A neglect fine beef, if he will observe the requis- 

of the requisites in either of these will ites, may make it as profitable as any 

as surely diminish or totally dissipate other branch of animal husbandry. 

profits, as a neglect of either will in the| Values Compared.—I submit an 

production of butter or cheese. estimate of the value of the various parts 

Lands and Labor Too High. — | of two steers of equal weight, showing 

Lands and labor are too high in Wiscon- | their total value when on the block. I 

sin to permit slovenly methods in any will first name the parts of the ill-form- 

kind of husbandry. Nice, tender, juicy, | ed steer, and then the well-formed, with” 

deep-fleshed and marbleized beef that | the proper weight and value of each : 

suits the appetite of the epicure always | part, and then the total value and the 

finds a ready market, usually at paying | difference in the value of the two steers. 

prices; probably with less fluctuation From this it will be seen that the
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valuable meat lies in the hind quarters, | muzzle, a short head, a long broad loin, 
the parts that are poorly developed | Soft waxy looking horns,a mellow skin, 
in the scrub. It will be seen, also, that | a thick fine coat of hair, and built well 
the poor steer dresses fifty per cent., and |down to the ground, will indicate a 
the good steer sixty per cent. of their! good feeder, with meat where it is want- 
Tespective gross weights. The total! ed, which means an animal machine 
weight of each steer is figured at 1,400 Ibs., | with a good constitution, good nerve 
which is heavy enough in each cow to organism and good digestion that can 
bring first price in beef markets, prices assimilate a large amount of food. 
varying more than this, as between light | Quality of the Food.—The quality 
and heavy weights. of the beef also depends upon the quality 

Hind Quarters. of the food. In the young animal the 
——_——____________ | feeder must look to it that the food be 

Wellformea lof a highly nitrogenous quality, thus 
U-formed Scrub piece 1400 grade 1400 ibe | giving an opportunity for the growth of 

- s — | bone and muscle, for the animal cannot 
BT per fain’ ee | elaborate or utilize what is not in its 

Loin<.........| 117] 15¢ |gi7 85]] 192] 2e $38 4o| food. The first care of the stockman 
Krmp isi Sol 73 | $38)) 190) 35 | 22 6° tshould be to produce a good frame of 
Fianl a Be le x S 1 49| bone and muscle on which to build 
Kidney......| 32] i348] 2] 2°] 24 | the useful animal of any kind. 

ai “wo, \Sosi| ‘The Finishing Of—Must be done 
eo —— — | a rapidly as possible with more carbon- Showing a difference in value of $30.99 in favor | aeooug foods so as to marbleize the beef 

of the good steer. . : by filling up the tissues between the 
Fore Quarters. muscles with fat; distributing it well 
ite | ber ane tne | ber | ame —- —— the animal 

: mal 1 col ete asmooth and not bunchy appearan 
out il 8 | aeell | i [is oo just the thing to please the epicure, = 

apie Meat: “| . 45) ‘Nl 5 | $c|notthe best process to produce the 
Soup'Bones..| 36) 2 ‘|| 89) =6| | most valuable breeding animal. The 

“ 46)... ..|§% G||_auo].... {gas 48 | succulent grasses, with a grain ration, 
Offal........ | wool 1 | §7 ooll seu 3341 3 49 |ive the most satisfactory returns in 
a jae ia ee ee of pounds, for thereby there is 

: more water secreted in the flesh, a con- 
Tacs a temas ot ae dition most satisfactory to the producer 
good steer—a difference of $1275 in butcher's | because the most profitable, and the 
value, and from two to four cents per Ib., gross | most acceptable to the consumer because 
weight, in the Chicago market, no matter wheth | tho most palatable. When grass is not 
on price of beeves rules high or low. obtainable, ensilage or roots form good 

Quality of the Beef.—The quality |substitutes, and will promote rapid 
of the beef depends first upon the quali- | growth in winter. 
ty of the animal. The steer must be} Early Maturity—Is most desirable, 

; born of a beef producing race with well | for on this, in a great measure, depends 
developed crops, loin and ham. These | the profit, and quick returns. It costa 
with well arched ribs, a bright intelli- | nearly twice as much to make a pound 
gent protruding eye, a good broad | of beef the second year as the first, and
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he expense is constantly on the in-, ing-out or death. Muscle is inherited 

crease as age advances. Young, quick- | and can be developed by food only to the 

mado beef, and that in the right place | point limited by its heredity, beyond 

and quantity, can only be made with well | which it can only be developed by exer- 

bred animals or their crosses, and by | cise. Fat may be increased at expense 

keeping the animal machine constantly | of muscle, as we often see where there 

at work utilizing its food. isalack of exercise. Fattening is the 

Profits in Feeding.—The profits in first step toward disease, and if too long 

feeding consist in what the animal ap- | continued will finally end in disease and 

propriates in flesh after sustaining life, | death. Therefore quickly fattened ani- 

so that when only enough food is given mals are the best and healthiest, and 

to support life there can be no profit, bring the best price in the market. 

and all profit comes from what is con-| Where the climate is not too severe 

sumed and appropriated above the life there is no doubt that open air is 

sustaining point. the most healthy, and therefore the 

Care, Handling and Exercise— most profitable; so that when this ‘is 

Has much todo with the growth and not practiced we must approach in this 

welfare of the animal. Upon the con- regard as near as possible to natural con- 

dition of the nervous system depends ditions, which are pure air; nutritious 

its profit, for we see that no animal | Het, with water and exercise at will. 

thrives and produces well in any form Beef made in this way is the best and 

unless it has a good nervous organism, most healthful and, everything else being 

and this cannot be well and evenly equal, brings first prices. . | 

sustained without kind treatment, good! The Well-bred Steer — Responds 

air and proper exercise. At tho finish- best to liberal keep;‘and can be made to 

ing off but little exercise is wanted, but| weigh as much at 20 months of age as 

it should be voluntary, with little effort the scrub will with same opportunities 

on the part of the animal to get its food, in from two to three years, thus saving 

and so arranged that a mixed and liberal in food, and in time from four to six- : 

diet can be obtained at will. teen months. The good grade, or full- 

Food is best assimilated when taken | blood Shorthorn steer, will, with proper 

as the appetite craves, and no person can food and handling, yield as good net re- 

dictate the quantity and quality so well|turns as the well-bred cow, while the 

as the animal itself. Any kind of food, | scrub steer, with poor keep and hand- 

no matter how rich, is valuless to the ling, will not do better, if as well as the 

animal, unless partaken of with a relish, ill-bred cow with scrub management. 

for at such times alone do the organs| Wo Room For Scrubs.—There is no 

of digestion and assimilation perform | 909m for scrub management or scrub 

their proper functions. steers in Wisconsin. The farms of the 

Muscular’ Animals—Are the most West can furnish all that is wanted of 

yaluable for food. Muscle when eaten these at less cost. In the best there is 

- produces bone and muscle, while fat profit; in the poor there is loss. In the 

keeps up animal heat, or again forms | best the farmer can take pleasure; with 

fatty or dead fiber. Muscle is emble-| the poor he feels his inferiority, and de- 

matical of life and utility, while fat is|plores his poverty. Farms on which 

only indicative of consumption—a burn- | steers are fed for market are constantly
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growing richer, making them banks of | feeder is the well-to-do man, a pleasant- 

deposit, which will always honor the;er man to live with—the man who 

drafts of the depositors. The liberal | laughs the loudest and lives the longest. 

ern ALND PRESSE 

MERITS OF THE JERSEY. 

By T. L. HACKER, Dane County, Wis. 

: Gourth Paper, 
A Great Source of Wealth.— As| rest grade, and averaged 276 pounds, and 

dairying in this State is becoming one of the following year reached 300 pounds 

its greatest sources of wealth, it is a|per cow. It should be borne in mind 

matter of the utmost importance that) that the food of support was as great 

the cow employed shall be one that shall | during the first period, above mentioned, 

produce the greatest amount of butter | as it was during the last, that is, it took 

or cheese for the food consumed and|just as much feed to support the 125- 

labor employed. . pound cow as it did the 300-pound cow. 

The Ideal Dairy Cow.—The friends Herein lies one merit of the Jersey. 

of the peerless Jersey believe, that to all| Richness of Jerssy Milk.—Another 

practical and unbiased minds, she has point in her favor is the extraordinary 

z solved the problem; indeed, she is now | richness of her milk. Ido not remem- 

generally recognized as the ideal dairy | ber a single instance where it required 

cow. A scrub or native cow requires} more than 20 pounds of milk to make a 

i the same feed and care that the thor-| pound of butter, and there are instances 

oughbred does, and, while there are where 31g pounds of milk only was re- 

some good milkers among them, the ma- quired to make a pound of butter. It 

jority do not pay for their keeping, and | also requires less time to milk and care 

the dairyman who keeps them, when the | for three or four than six or eight gal- 

improved breeds are so reasonable in lons of milk which is quite an item ona 

price and so much more profitable, is a farm, and it isa manifest absurdity to 

long way behind the times to his great | use a cow for hydraulic purposes when 

loss. a pump would answer every purpose at 

What Jersey Blood Will Do.—To | far less expense. 

illustrate what an infusion of Jersey} Asa Butter Cow.—The Jersey has 

blood will do: In 1875 Mr. Mowry’s herd | become famous as a butter producer, 

of native cows averaged 125 pounds of | through the large number of authentic 

butter per year per cow; in 1880 the | tests, which, large as the list is, falls far 

herd consisted of grade Jerseys, and the | short of doing her justice, as compara- 

average was 187 pounds per cow; in 1886 | tively few have ever been tested; of these 

they were one-half thoroughbred, the' there are some fifteen with yearly rec-
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ords ranging from 511, to 936 pounds of|other. In every public trial where she 

butter. This is the only dairy breed that|has come in competition with other 

having been “bred up,” to such an in-| breeds, supposed to greatly excel her in 

tensified dairy animal, will endure such | cheese at least, she has beaten them one 

a prolonged test without showing an| and all, absolutely and entirely. 

indication of putting on flesh, or in] Summary.—To sum up her merits: 
shrinking in butter product. She is by far the best milch cow, giving 
Large Yields—We have 18 cows|a uniform flow through the year of the 

with monthly tests ranging from 64 to | most delicious milk. Best for cream, be- 

112 tbs.; there are at least 7 cows with |cause,she yields a large amount—rich 

weekly tests of 30 to 46 Ibs. in butter fats and superior in texture. 

Of the group yielding 25 and under | Best for butter, because she gives the 

£0 Ibs., we have 15; of the 24-tb. cows, | largest quantity, with the finest grain, 

we have 6; of the 23-Ib., we have 12; of|the most beautiful color and delicate 

the 22-tb., 16; of the 21-Ib.,21; of the 20-|flavor. Best for cheese, giving milk so 

Bb., 30; of the 19-Ib., group, we have 42;| admirably balanced in fats and caseine 

of the 18-Ib., group, 60; of the 17-Ib.,| as to yield the largest percentage and of 
group, there are 100; of the 16-Ib., group, | the finest quality. It has been establish- 

we have 182; of the 15-Ib., group, there|ed that the Jerseys earn more money 

are 237, and of the 14-b., group, 400 test-|for the food consumed and labor em- 
ed cows. How many untested Jersey | ployed than any other breed. 

cows are there that can exceed 14 Ibs. of] Jersey Blood. — So then, it is for the 

butter in seven days? Probably more | pest interests of our farmers to have an 
than a thousand in America. infusion of Jersey blood in their herds, 
Many of these large yields were made | and the best way to secure it is to use 

without any grain feed, while others re-| thoroughbred sires from good cows of 
ceiyed only a small ration. good family. A “phenomenal cow” in 

As a Cheese Cow.— Another merit | his pedigree would certainly do him no 

has our ideal cow in her ability to make | harm, as “blood will tell.” 

fine cheese and more of it than any 

MERITS OF THE SHORTHORN. 

By GEO. HARDING, Waukesha County, Wis. 

Fitth Paper. 

Fertility of Farms.—In my talk on|as tributary tothe future. I have noth- 

the merits of the Shorthorn as a breed,|ing wonderful to say, but hope, from 

the future fertility of our farms will be|my twenty years’ experience in cattle, 

one of the main considerations. The| that I may say something that will be 

present profits, although equal to other | of interest to those of you who aim to 
methods of farming, will be looked at'make money with farms under condi-
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tions that I think Shorthorns will meet | competition against allother breeds in 

better than any other breed of cattle. the prize ring. 

Value of Pure-Bred Cattle—Tho| Early Importations.—Shorthorns, 

value of pure or line-bred cattle over | when imported to this country from 1785 

those miscellaneously bred, is inthe uni-|to 1800 in the East, were commonly 

formity of their descendants. In placing | spoken of as the “milk breed,” and in 

any commodity in the market our first aim | fact were transported to Kentucky, un- 
should be quality, next uniformity; and} der that name to designate them from 

we cannot produce uniformity in cattle | cattle of other breeds, brought in about 

without using a standard breed that is| the same time; but while making the 

known toe produce the desired quality. reputation of New York as a dairy State, 

Shorthorns for Beef.—Shorthorns} they were surpassing all other breeds 
for the production of beef stand second | in Ohio and Kentucky, in furnishing a 

to none, as we find them as long ago as| first class beast, that the enterprising 

1600 in the valley of the River Tees. | cattle men of that section were enabled 

They were then noted as a grazing beast | to drive over the mountains and com- 

and dairy cow, although the attention of | pete at a profit in the New York market 

the world was not called to them until! with any competitors. 

about 1800, when, through the enterprise} Breeding for Beef Only.—There is 

of the brothers Robert and Charles Col-}no doubt that Shorthorns have been 

lings, prominent breeders of that day,| bred in the West for beef only, to the 

animals, wonderful at that time and| detriment of their dairy qualities, but 

even remarkable at this, were traveled|in my opinion it is not necessary to 

by them over England, drawing the at-| sacrifice the milking quality of the 

tention not only of those interested in| Shorthorn to produce an animal that is 
cattle husbandry in England, but alsoja first-class grazer and a producer of 
representative Amoricans, which led to | first-class beef. 
numerous importations to America. Points of the Beef Shorthorn.— 

Dairy Qualities——Among other En-}The Shorthorn that has been bred 

glish gentlemen whcse attention was} for beef in comparison with the dairy 
brought to them at this time, was Jonas| type carries a large proportion in the 

Whittaker, of Yorkshire, Eng., a large| front quarters, whereas those bred on 

manufacturer, who from necessity was|the other model are much heavier in 

seeking a dairy animal to produce mill] proportion in the hind quarters, where 
for his operators, and proceeded to col-| we find the most valuable meat. 

lect a choice herd, chosen from the best} As we all know that the butchers make 

families and noted for their dairy quali-| a difference of from one to one and one- 
ties; and individuals from his herd] half cents per pound between the for- 

were afterwards imported into New|ward and hind quarters, I com- 

York State, and laid the foundation of | mend the Shorthorns to the farmers of 

that State’s reputation in the dairy.} Wisconsin asa breed that will mature 
That the dairy qualities of Short-| early, furnish the best quality of meat 

horns in the hands of Whittaker and|in that portion of the carcass which 
Thomas Bates were not a detriment| sells at the highest price per pound. 

to them as feeders, is shown by the suc-| For the Home Dairy.— The heifer 

cess of these gentlemen in showing | calves, if properly bred, will mature into 

animalsof their best dairy families in| cows that are second to none at the pail 

|
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The farmer with 200 or more acres of | off the highest honors when in competi- 

land located too far from the factory to | tion with the best pure bred animals of 

make cheese-making profitable, and not the different beef breeds. 

: wishing to be a specialist as a butter The last two seasons tho product of 

maker, will, in the Shorthorns, find an ine dairy has been high as compared 

animal that will consume the rough feed | with beef, but all know, who have paid 

of such a farm at a profit, and also re- | attention, that it is only a matter of time 

spond to grain feeding equal to any other when we are likely to see the reverse— 

breed of cattle, and when we add their |in fact, we already have an improve- 

superiority for the dairy over the other | ment in the price of cattle. 

beef breeds, I feel safe in advising the] Make Changes Carefully.—In 

farmer located as above to examine care- | closing I would say to those who are 

fully their merits, as I believe the future | following a certain plan, do not change 

profits of such a farm will be controlled | without careful investigation, for the 

by the selection of the breed of cattle | farmer who is controlled by the fluctu- 

best adapted to meet these require-| ations of the times will generally do 

ments. business at a loss. 

Value as a Sire.—The value of the} Map out a plan best adapted to your 

Shorthorn as a sire to improve the grade | farm and surroundings, follow it stead- 

cattle that now largely occupy our ily, using the best animals you can ob- 

farms, cannot be over-ostimated. The | tain in your chosen line, and those of 

apparent improvement in the feeding | you whoare ambitious to improve the 

quality of their grades, and that they fertility of your farms, I would advise 

seem to retain the milking quality of the | to examine the merits of Shorthorn 

dam, are remarked by all those familiar | cattle, and mutton sheep as an accom- 

with the subject, and when such grades | paniment. And too my fellow breeders 

have come into competition with the | who believe that the beef type of Short- 

gilt-edge dairy breeds, they have sur | 1orns should be our aim, I would say, 

prised their competitors with their re-| »eware of sacrificing the grand old type 

markable performance, and often carr) | -§ Shorthorns, that when on the but- 

off the prize over animals bred for gen | her’s block carried off the carcass 

erations for the dairy. The steer | \rize by the wealth of high priced loin, in 

from this same cross have carrie. | .omparison with the low priced brisket. 

SR anne ree 

MERITS OF THE HOLSTEIN. 

By JOHN URQUHART, Columbia County, Wis. 

eee 

Sixth Paper. 

Origin of the Breed.—The remote | certainly known of this breed of cattle 

origin of the Holstein breed of cattle af-| is that, for an indefinite period anterior 

fords a theme of unlimited speculation, | to the records of history, there existed 

according to tradition. However, as a superior breed of cattle in the Duchy 

stated by the best authorities, all that is | of Holstein, in North Holland and Fries-
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land. To give you some idea of the an- | the first 20 years after their introduc. 

tiquity of this breed of cattle, I will | tion, but as their merits became known 

quote from a French historian who| the demand for them increased. In 

wrote in 1350: “As we besieged the en- | 1881 there were 2,782 registered Hol- 

emy, we had to get our supply of butter | steins in this country, and now there 
from Holland.” That country had been | are about thirty-four thousand, a wond- 

famous for its dairy products for 500} erful growth in seven years, and, { thin‘, 

years prior to this time. The historian, | merited by this noble breed of cattle. 

Motley, in the seventeenth century, says | They are scattered from Maine to Cali- 

that the most famous cattle in the world | fornia, and giving the dairymen the 

are those of Holland for milk, butter, | very best satisfaction; there are a num- ' 

cheese and beef. It is exceedingly difli-| ber of the bulls used on the ranches 

cult to obtain trustworthy information | with the very best results. As they are 
relative to the various races or breeds of | 00d rustlers, strong and vigorous, their 
eattle on the European continent. It is| grades are thrifty, and mature early. 
known that for over 200 years Holsteins! Prepotency.—The strong prepotency 

have been imported to England to im-| of the Holstein is a marked feature of 
prove the stock, for the people very early | this stock wherever introduced; you will 
appreciated the pre-eminent dairy qual-| almost always find the grades black and 
ities of this breed,as they had been bred | white. The first bull that I bought in 

for so long a time for milk, butter, | two years got 223 calves from a promis- 

cheese and beef. But their main staff of | cuous lot of cows, some of them being 

life was the butter and cheese. Breed-| registered. 

ing for this one purpose, none but the! Eyery calf was black and white. I 

fittest survived. All the poor stock was} never saw or heard of a red calf from 

sent to the shambles. The people lived | any stock that I sold. 

with their stock and attended to their! Blood Will Tell.—In the Holsteins, 

every wants, for they derived the most of | we have a grand dairy breed of cattle, 
their sustenance from the cow. She} and I hope breeders will not lose sight 
had the best of care, and, as you know, | of their dairy qualities, go to breeding 

care, feeding and breeding make the | for beef, and spoil this grand breed that 

cow. This long line of breeding, and | has been brought so near perfection for 

the best of care, have developed a breed the dairyman. A combined machine 

of cattle that has no superior for the | never works well; profit by the experi- 

farmers, to-day. ence of others, and don’t try it. I don’t 

Holsteins inthe United States.—| believe in a general-purpose cow, but I 

There had been a few of these cattle im- | do believe in taking all the purpose out 
ported into the United States as far | of stock that is in them. 
back as 1625, but they were not kop Grades.— The grades of this breed 

pure, so that they soon became extinct | are used in most of the great butter and 

by crossing with scrubs. There were | cheese localities in this country with 
several subsequent importations, but | great profit totheir owners, as they give 

were not kept pure. In 1861, Mr. Chen-|a large flow of good, rich milk and are 

ery, of Massachusetts, imported one | very persistent milkers. The steers fat- 

male and four females, which have been | ten easily and fully as cheaply as any 
the foundation of the Holsteins in this | other stock, which has been demonstrat- 

country. They made very slow progress|ed by disinterested parties. I believe
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that the Holstein breed of cattle will | quarters of the cows in Wisconsin will 

produce a greater number of profitable | average this year in milk and butter. 

cows, thoroughbreds and grades, than} At New York Dairy Show.—At 

any other breed that I know of. New York, last spring, the greatest dairy 

Milk and Butter Records.—I might | show in the United States or Canada 

quote you almost phenomenal milk and | was held, and the very best cows that 

butter records that have been made by |our country could produce were 

this breed of cattle. Just think of a| marshalled there in battle array, 

cow giving 2600 ibs. of milk in one year, | every one thinking his favorite the 

and 100 Ibs. of butter in one month. A | best. There was agolden cup, on which 

few years ago you couldn’t get any one | was engraved a cow, to be pre- 

to believe that a cow could be cooks lcudes to the owner of the best dairy 

a machine to produce that amount! cow at the show. The Holstein filled 

of milk and butter; but we had | the fondest hopes of her admirers, by 

to wait for a Holsteia cow to do i ina first, second and fourth, and 

The Holstein cow is well fitted in her | within one oz. of winning third—almost 

nervous make-up, to make these large | four premiums out of the five offered. 

records, as she does not waste her nerv- | She also won the golden cup and iilled 

ous energy in chasing real or imaginary | jt with honor until it overflowed. 

shadows, but devotes her time in asimi-| Not much skimmed milk about that cup, 

lating the food consumed in making| This is a wonderful record to make 

milk to make butter and cheese, which | when we take into consideration that 

means dollars and centsfor her owners.;there were the best cows in this 

Sensational Records.—I don’t be-| country that the Holsteins had to com- 

lieve in over-feeding and crowding to| pete with. This is only one of the many 

make sensational records. There are| victories the Holsteins have won. Z 

more good animals spoiled by over- | might quote you others in quantity and 

feeding than we are aware of. Feed | quality of butter at other shows and 

your stock well and regularly and you will | tests; suffico it to say that the Holstein 

get the best results, and the stock you | cows of this country will produce more 

sell will.give the buyer the best satis-| 20-Ib. or over butter cows than all the 

faction, as they will have a chance to| other breeds combined. 

improve on his hands. Merits Enumerated.—It is true that 

Skim-Milk Cows.—The Holstein | onerobin don’t make asummer, but when 

cows have been facetiously called skim- | they are scattered all over the land sum- 

milk cows, but you will also find it true|mer is here. The Holstein cow has 

that wherever they have been publicly | merits in her large flow of rich milk, and 

tested they have invariably beaten their |its good keeping qualities; in her fine 

competitors in giving more pounds of flavored butter, and its good keeping 

milk, more pounds of cream, more qualities, commanding highest market 

pounds of butter, and, if you will, more| price in the best markets. The Hol- 

pounds of skimmed milk, which, by the | stein cow has merits in her kind dispo- 

way, as Prof. Henry says, is worth near- sition; in her strong constitution and 

ly 90c. per hundred, if fed with corn, to strong prepotency in impressing her 

make pork. The skimmed milk of a characteristics on other stock. She has 

good Holstein cow, fed as above, will{ merits at the pail,at the churn and at 

make more dollars and cents than three-| the cheese vat, unsurpassed by any
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other breed. She has qualifications that ; in her native country; she has won gold 

commend her to the farmer, to the ar- | medals and honors in her adopted coun- 

tisan, to the preacher, to the lawyer, to the | try. The cry comes from over the sea, 

general, to the governor—in fact to every | and is echoed through the length and 

one who admires a good and profitable | breadth of our land, crown the Holstein 

eow. The Holstein cow has won laurels | cow queen of the dairy. 

cans Cie cs RORY 
APD ADEE, 

MERITS OF THE JERSEY. 

- By GEO. E. BRYANT, Dane County, Wis. 

Early Predjudices—At the first Hiram was more honest than Hazen, for 

convention held by the Wisconsin State | when he bought him a Jersey bull he 

Agricultural Society in 1875, I read os said he was going to raise some 

paper on Jersey cattle, published in Vol. | grade Jersey heifers. 

41, of the transactions of saidsociety. Af-| Changes of Fifteen Years.—Favi!l, 

ter had read it, George E. Morrow, the an old-time dairyman, an honored man, 

organizer of farm institutes, advised me kept saying for years “that cheese came 

not to hand it in for publication, because, from clover and bran, and it did not 

‘ ho said, it was too bitterin its senti- | make much difference what the breed was 

ment. I replied, that if I had stepped on that chewed it.” Iam told that a breed- 

any man’s toes, I was glad of it; I meant er of Shorthorns—who to distinguish 
to doit. The Shorthorn men—Stilson, | himseif, rushed into print some years 
Ludington, Williams, held up their! ago to abuse my cattle—has all grade 

‘ hands in holy horror, when I proposed | Jerseys now, including hisbull. Fifteen 
that the Jerseys, which two years before | years have worked great changes. 

they had laughed out of the premium The Jerseys with their horns on don’t 

list, should he put on a par, in fairness have to fight for their rights at fairs. 

and in merit, with Dukes and Duchesses. | They have beaten all other breeds in 

The only men who commended the} daily, weekly, monthly and yearly but- 

paper were Dr. Horne, Gen. Geo. P. Dela-| ter production. Youseo their profileson 

plaine, and the editor of the Jefferson} milk wagons, cream jars, cheese tubs 

County Union. Fifteen years have pass-| and butter firkins. They are the pride of 

ed around, and Hiram Smith has ceased | the rich, the joy of the poor and the 

to make butter from “dunghills.” He | money-gatherer of the dairyman. 

came to the Jersey slowly. He tried Haz-| Heredity.—What is her bane? Solid 

en’s Ayrshires, and found that gristle was | color craze, grade Jersey bulls, phenom- 
not what he wanted; he tried the Hol-.| enal cows with no heredity, and dis- 

steins, and found that asoup cow was/| honest men and women! The only ques- 

not the machine for making prize butter. ! tion in the selection of a bull, by the
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most judicious Jersey farmer was, “is | nication with the great markets of Paris 

the bull a good one,” meaning solely had | and London. The island is a great 

his progenitors, near and remote, been re- | garden, and the surplus of its vegetables 

nowned for their’ milking and creaming for generations has been food for cows, 

qgaulities; had he an heredity that was/ persistently bred for cream not beef. 

safe to build on? To-day too much | ‘There is heredity in the Arab horse; there 

strecs is put on solid color, black tongue | is heredity in the Jersey cow. Do not 

and black switch. Some insist that his | condemn and find fault with her because 

mother must have been a great milker, | some people mongrelize her. Breed her 

and if she was, stop there andare satisfied. | up and not down, and she will pay big 

Heredity means more than that. | interest on her keep. 

You want of the family that are all| , ee 

great milkers. Don’t bank on a great beso Girl.’—N.N. — Badg- 

grandson of a purely phenomenal cow, S = sensed eo V hy?—because 

with little other backing; but rather} = a erited from sires and dams 

put your trust in the family of cream- | a Se said ee phe 

ers. Place not your faith in pictures, and | ee me 5 eae — beet 

weigh well the words from the silver = the . ie = — = — 

tongues of men and womon in high uncertainty of o oe reeders don’t 

places. Samuel J. Tilden’s Jerseys were bic UnogteniTiNy 3 they mee to be —_— 

pretty to look at; Jersey Queen of pods! — every time. Now 

Burnett was speckled, but the hills of ee ssa a eas that will 

Vermont graze many of her descoadants male see aed > yet ae per day 

that are renowned at the pail. neds eee ae 7. > heifer 

Grade Bulls.— Grade Jersey bulls ; by his : ‘fies he sure? 

. Because Badger Girl made it; her dam 

have spread over the country and great- : 

aca Fanny Badger made it; her granddam 

ly injured the good name of Jersey. : 

2 _ Metah’s Queen mado it; and her great 

Poor, ordinary cows, called Jerseys, are 
z granddam Metah produced a half dozen . 

getting too common—a half-blood and a = = 
4 daughters that made it. Gold is from 

quarter-blood, bred together, producing bi 
s acow that made it. I have made the 

ascrub, and most times a poor scrub. Z 2 
i above illustration to show you an estab- 

“Qmaha.”—I once owned a bull call-| |. i : 
lished heredity, and that is what the 

ed Omaha who became somewhat fam- 5 
breeders of Jerseys should aim for. 

ous as a getter of great creamers. He has 

been dead eight years, but ifany of you Quit Breeding Scrubs—For blood 

want Omaha yearlings—two-year-olds will tell. Do not dishonor them. Let 

or three-year-olds—let it, be known | the “muleys” do the bunting. Breed 

and you can find them. There | for cream and not for color; breed for 

are hundreds of them in this country, families of creamers, and not go wild or 

and as feed is scarce they are for sale let yourself be fooled over a phenomenal 

cheap. “A good name is rather to be cow, for blood will tell when records fail. 

chosen than great riches,” and that is Shunagrade bull as you would the 

the reason so many insist they have devil—he is a horned evil. Be honest in 

Omaha’s daughters. Speed comes] your deal, and don’t claim your cow 

from the Arabian horse. Why?—because makes forty pounds when she only 

since God made the horse he has been makes twenty. Lies will not help aJer- 

bred by the Arab for speed only. The | sey. She is honest as were her first 

island of Jersey is within daily commu- | breeders, the followers of King John.
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MERITS OF RED POLLED CATTLE. 

By E. W. KEYES, Dane County, Wis. 

. Seventh Papec. 

A Progressive Age.—In this day | by large farmers and stockmen, repre- 

and age, when there is such an extraor-| senting liberal capital, who engage in 

dinary reaching out for the attainable|the business in anticipation of large 

in science, literature, and art; such a| profits and who are really speculators, 

growing desire among the farmer class, booming their particular breed with a 

for the best improved methods in agri-|sound and reverberation that echoes 

culture; such a progressive spirit among | throughout the country. Due appre 

the people, inspired by a determination | ciation is paid to the several good breeds 

to devote the necessary time and money | of cattle now occupying the greatest 

for the better education and higher en-|share of public attention. I do not de- 

lightenment of the producing classes, it|sire to decry any of them. It would 

is but natural that every new idea that |seem that the Shorthorns, the Jerseys, 

points in these directions should be re- | and the Holsteins hold the lead at pres- 

. ceived with great favor, and be at once|ent. But the great question is, do they 

submitted to the crucial tests of investi- | fill the bill; is there not something bet- 

gation and experiment. ter? I shall attempt to show, before 

During the last decade such a great | I conclude, that there is. Many persons 

advance has been made in scientific agri- | who have been exposed to certain subtle 

culture, in applying the highest princi-| influences aro likely to become what is 

ples of art and skill to the processes of | termed crazed upon particular subjects 

dairying, and generally to the successful in other words, cranky. The farmer 

development of thought and action, sure | may have had hislightning rod up, and 

to result in benefit and advantage to the|been struck with the cattle craze— 

farmer, as to be almost wonderful. ither Jersey, or Shorthorn, or Holstein 

A Question of Breeds—While all | ¢T42e—and become so impressed there- 
this and much more has been going | Ys that no argument coukd convince 

forward, the attention of the stockman | him that his particular breed was not 

hes not been idle, and the farmer has|the bestin the world. In general how- 

not lost sight of the great question of ever, the great majority are open to 

cattle breeds, and the subject at present |C°2Viction, and ready to change the 

of paramount importance with farmers scrub for the better, and to press on 

in relation thereto is, which breed is| Util the best ia obtained. Close obser- 
able to present the best general pur- vation and careful experiment have 

pose animal. Perhaps the problem is done much in the past toward bringing 

nearer solution than many suppose. | t0 the front the best breeds of cattle. 

The breeding of pure-blooded cattle, of} The Holstein Craze—When the 

whatever breed, is carried on principally | Holsteins were first attracting attention,
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the Board of Regents of the University | nearer to this requirement than any 

made purchase of several head of fine| other breed of cattle under heaven. 

bloods, for the purpose of experimenta- |} They have been long bred in England, 

tion. It was claimed in their behalf | where they originated many years ago; 

that they were the greatest of milkers,| of the same color and general character- 

, and I remember that my old friend and | istics as at present, and have consequent- 

associate on the Board, the Hon. Hiram | ly become one of the most fixed and dis- 

Smith, bore this testimony, and mainly | tinct breeds of that country. The first 

through his recommendation the pur-| regular importation to this country was 

chase was made; not long subsequently | made in the fall of 1873, by G. F. Taber, 

(the Holsteins in the meantime having| of Patterson, N, Y., from the herd of 

graduated), the proposition was made in|} Lord Sondes, at Elmham, Norfolk 

the Board for the purchase of some fine | County, England. The fact that the cat- 

blooded Jerseys, for the same purpose as | tle of this importation are still alive and 

the Holsteins, and it was strongly advo-| vigorous, although some have traveled 

cated by brother Smith, who claimed | from owner to owner, over a large part 

that the Jersey was the dairy cow, par of the United States, shows plainly that 

excellence. 
the Red Polls are easily acclimated, have 

Experiment in Cattle.—Not know-| good constitutions, and are long-lived. 

ing then as much about the milking | Since then larger importations have been 

merits of different breeds as I do now, | made, principally by parties residing in 

expressed surprise at his apparent change the Northwestern states. These impor- 

of front, and called him to account. His| tations and their increase of fine, pure, 

reply was prompt and satisfactory, and blooded stock, as shown by the American 

to the effect that on the experiment | Red Polled Herd Book, now number & 

farm we had tried Holsteins, that little less than 800 in the United States. 

they did not come up to expectations, | There is a constantly increasing demand 

and that now we should give the Jerseys | here for these cattle, far beyond the sup- 

a trial, concluding with the statement | ply, and but for the high prices in Eng- 

that an experiment in cattle, or anything land for the best specimens of the breed, 

else, though a failure, may prove as valu- | larger importations would be made every 

able as if it had resulted in a grand suc-| year. From a personal acquaintance 

cess. 
with many, if not a majority, of the gen- 

The breed of cattle best adapted to the tlemen engaged in importing and breed- 

farmers of the west, those who grow |ing these cattle, I am led to say that 

upon their farms a variety of products, | they strongly impressed me with the 

is one which combines the two great es- idea that, having become convinced that 

sentials, milk and beef. I presume there | the Red Polls were a great improvement 

, are none to contradict this proposition, | over any of the well known breeds, they 

as, without argument or elaboration, its | engaged in the business to the end that 

truth must be admitted by every intelli. | others might reap the benefits of their 

gent farmer. The benefits and advan- energy and enterprise, resul ing natural- 

tages to result from preeding such cattle | ly from the introduction and increase of 

are too well known and understood to| this breed of cattle among the farmers 

need any evidence here. of the West. 

Red Polls in the United States.—I Advantages Over Other Breeds.— 

make the plea in behalf of the Red| My advocacy of the Red Polls is based 

Polled cattle, and claim that they come | upon a study and observation of the 

8 

re
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broed during several years past. Their | in pure bloods, is something to be highly 

points of vantage may be summarized as appreciated by all admirers of beautiful 

follows: They are hornless, and it is| cattle. The bran-mash color of the Jer- 

better to breed the horns off than to saw | sys, and the ring-streaked and speckled 

them off; they are of a beautiful deep color of the Shorthorns, is odious in 

red color, with long, silky coats, and soft, comparison with the faultless color of 

mellow skins; they are as remarkable | the Red Polls. From the time when, 

for their uniformity of shape as of color, | as in Numbers, XIX-2, the children of 

being fine boned, smooth, and of good Israel were commanded to bring for an 

size; they are very docile in disposition, offering “a red heifer, without spot, 

of slow, even temperament, quiet, gen- wherein is no blemish,” no color has 

tle ways, and consequently easily herded been more acceptable to the great ma- 

and handled; they are a very hardy and | jority of the people. 

thrifty race, born and matured, as they| I come now to a more particular con- 

were, in one of the coldest counties of | sideration of the two great essentials, 

England; subject to almost perpetual | which I claim these cattle possess in a 

cold, they may bo expected to thrivé| superior degree—beef and milk. The 

well in a climate like ours, and with] breeders in England, and later, the 

their hardiness of constitution, support-| breeders in Amorica, who have applied 

ed by good appetites, they are enabled | the tests, in the development of this 

to thrive on scanty pasturage, which | combination of quality found in these 

would be likely to starve some of the | animals, are unanimous upon the ques- 

fancy breeds, that must be cuddled and | tion, and enthusiastically claim that they 

fed often and tenderly, at all seasons of | are equal if not superior, to any breed in 

the year. Senator James, of Richland | existence. 

Center, who has started a herd of these] ppeir Merits as Beef Animals. — 

cattle, and who is wintering them now | As beef cattle, the Red Polls have ever 

for the first time, informed me a few] hold a high rank in the London market, 

days ago that he has discovered that | and the quality of their flesh, in the es- 

they require less food than his Short-| timation of the butchers, is considered 

horns, take on fat more easily, and are| as unsurpassed. They mature early and 

more rugged and constitutionally are | fatten easily. The cow, when not giv- 

better fitted to withstand the rigors of | ing milk, will make flesh rapidly, and 

our climate. can soon be converted into a prime beef 

Crossiny With Other Breeds.—| animal. I remember once discussing 

The Red Polls possess a greater advan-| the merits of the Jerseys with an en- 

tage in crossing with other breeds, the | thusiast of that breed, and I made the 

grades being very superior animals. | objection that after their best milking 

Their prepotency is such that when | days were over they could not be utiliz- 

crossed with other breeds, the progeny | ed for beef, as there would hardly be 

of this cross will de of solid mahogony | enough left to their little carcasses to 

red color, and hornless, almost without | make a grease spot. But my friend 

exception, and so like are half bloods | argued, it was no matter—in view of 

to thoroughbreds in appearance, that it | their superior qualities for the dairy, the 

is extremely difficult to distinguish them | beef question could be profitably ignor- 

from thoroughbreds. ed. The Red Polled cow has this advan- 

‘This uniformity of color in grades, as | tage over her Jersey sister: She can be 

d
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made profitable when age shall have im-| surpassed. They have good udders, 

paired her usefulness for the dairy, by | with good sized teats, the latter point 

the final results when turned to the use being particularly noticeable in com- 

and end of all cattle, which is beef. parison with some of the popular breeds, 

The fat steers of this breed are fre- Opening for a New Breed.—ti for- 

quent prize winners in England, at the| bear to occupy your time with a refer- 

fairs and exhibitions, giving large aver-| ence to the particular record, made and 

ages of dead weight, and both live and published, of the quality and quantity of 

dead weight comparing favorably with | milk given by the Red Polled cow. In 

the different breeds bred especially for| considering the merits of this preed of . 

beef. The claim that this breed furnish- | cattle at this time, and in this manner, 

es a good beef animal is fully sustained | my purpose is only to call general atten- 

by the record they have made, and] tion to the subject; to start our cattle 

seems to be settled beyond dispute by | breeders out upon inquiry; to encourage 

reference to their English history. them to investigate the matter in their 

lerits as Milk Producers.—Having own behalf; to see if this is nota lead 

briefly stated the claims of the Red Polls | for them to follow, likely to result to 

as good beef animals, I have only to add their benefit and advantage. It seems to 

the general superior merits of the cow} me there is a good opening fora new 

as a milk producer, and show that she is| breed, for the infusion of new blood; 

well qualified to fill the great and grow- | many of our old breeds are, in my judg- 

ing demand for the highest superiority ment—to use a slang phrase—played out, 

in the requirements of a profitable dairy. and especially I think this is true of the 

The English tests as applied to the | Shorthorns. ; 

Red Polled cow, imrefereuce to her dairy ‘They have so long been bred in, and bred outs 

qualities, show that for milk and butter Whotker’ ee teat oor uate the track 

she occupies the front rank among the Is going out, or coming back. 

very best cows. These cattle having| I have no doubt that the Red Polls 

been in this country but a few years, | 4Te able to furnish the best foundation 

and there being not to exceed 800 in the for a new start in cattle breeds, whether 

United States at the present time, all it be to preserve the breed in its purity, 

told, tests have been made to no con-| 0° to cross with any other of our numer- 

siderable extent; but the uniform testi- | ous breeds. 

mony of all who own, or are familiar} In the firm belief that persons invest- 

with any of these cattle, goes to show | ing money in the Red Polls at this time 

conclusively that, for continued milking will be purchasing an interest in an in- 

qualities, from calving time to calving dustry, that although in its infancy, is 

time again, the Red Polled stands un- destined to be most remunerative, I rec- 

| excelled by any breed; peculiar excel- ommend these new favorites to their 

lence as milkers appearing to consist esteem. 

rather in the uniform quantity and most Their beautiful color, their hornless- 

excellent quality of milk, than in an exor- | Ness, their adaptation to the more rigor- 

bitant abundance given for a few weeks | ous climate of our Western and North- 

after calving, followed by a barrenness western States, their thick, mossy coats, 

of as many months, as is the case in | their splendid appetites, their early fat- 

some other of the improved breeds. As tening qualities, their uniformity in size 

winter milkers these cows cannot be|and appearance, their long-continued 

————
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and uniform milk-giving qualities, and; If the facts I havestated in this hurried 

above all, the fact that their progeny, | manner shall induce any number of our 

although also the produce of other} farmers, dairymen, and stock-raisers, to 

breeds, is identical in appearance with | investigate the merits of these new can- 

their thoroughbred Red Polled ancestors | didates for public favor, to aid in solving 

I believe, places them in advance of | the question as to their utility and real 
other breeds for the dairy, for the butch-| value to the American farmer, I shall 

er, for the shipper, for the general farmer, | fell myself well repaid for my efforts in 

and for the breeder of fine cattle. the matter. 

MERITS OF GALLOWAY CATTLE. 

* By J. C. KIRKPATRICK, Iowa County, Wis. 

GCighth Zaper. 
Points of the Breed.—The Galloway, Vitality and Constitution—Their 

isa very hardy breed of hornless beef | beef is quoted as prime Scotts, and has 

cattle, of black color, and some of them | topped the English markets, and sold at 

have a brownish tinge. They have /|an advanced price during the past cen- 

neither horns nor knobs; ears moderate | tury. The Galloway is considered the 

in length, standing well up; eyes large | most hardy among the British breeds of 

and full; neck rather short with fine} cattle, with constitution and vitality 

throat latch; also the neck fills well}second to none. They have 25 per cent. 

into the shoulders; head small with a| more liver and lung than any other im- 
fringe of long curly hair on top of fore- | proved breed of cattle. Their vital organs 

head; body round, long and full; breast | being developed in a higher degree ac- 

very full; back and rump straight; ribs | counts for their superior vitality and en- 

deep and well sprung; quarters long and|durance. In Colorado they selected a 

well filled; hip bones moderately broad; | Galloway cow to be kept at the observa- 

hind quarters drop straight down, carry- | tory on the summit of Pike’s Peak, for 

ing their size well down to the hock;| military purposes, on account of her 

legs short and stout with fine bone; tail | mellow hide and long silky coat of thick 

well set on thick, heavy coat of fine curly | hair, and wonderful lung power which 

hair with under coat of soft, mossy hair | enabled her to stand the cold and light 

or fur. air of that altitude—in fact there are a 

Docile and Hardy.—They are very | $teat many animals that cannot live at 

docile and sensible, which make them | Such heights, such as dogs, cats and ch.ck- | 
very easy to handle. The Galloways|€2s: When spring arrives the Galloways’ 
have proved to be a very hardy breed | long hair is quickly shed, giving place to 
of cattle, almost as hardy as the buffalo. | @ fine coat that renders them capable of 

The origin of the Galloway is lost in the enduring the extreme heat of summer as 

mist of antiquity; no allegation has ever well as any of the improved breeds. 

been made in any well-informed quarter} Broeding OffHorns.—Their impress- 

that the Galloway is not an original and} iveness of freeing their produce from 

distinct breed of cattle. horns is marvelous, in my experience. J
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have a Galloway that has sired one{ Beof Qualities.—Their beef is of the 

hundred and six calves, and not one of | best quality, and in the British markets, 

them has shown a horn or knob, and all | where it is well known, is eagerly sought 

black except two, all being from horned after. It is well marbled, the fat laid in 

cows of different colored breeds. The | thin layers between the muscular tissues, 

Galloway is of good size and is heavier | thus furnishing nourishing and palatable 
y 

than estimated when cared for properly, | meat. The large parts of lean meat are 

and compares favorably with other beef well birdeyed with small specks of fat, 

breeds. making it very juicy and sweet. They 

also make a large per cent. of lean meat. 

> Maturity a ‘Weights.—As This rare quality in a beefing breed is 

to early maturity and weights, the fol- . 

i ale most valuable, and one not yet sufficient- 
lowing showing is taken from the report =. i 

f ly appreciated by the stock-raiser. 
of the Smithfield, England, Fat Stock 

The Galloways are also valuable for 

Show of 1883: A pure-bred Galloway | oe ie c 
their hides, which are equal to the buf- 

steer, at two years and nine months, | falo’s, if not better, f aicing robes 

weighed 2,148 Ibs.; another two years oe ee ae peed = aa fro: 

and seven months old, weighed 1,754 tbs. | .. ae = = oe sh agers = saa 
A x $15 to $25 apiece when nicely dressed. 

These are good weights where age is con- 

sidered. The cows are good milkers, A Healty Breed.—The Galloways 

| giving good milk, in fact it is of the best | #7 4 healthy breed, being always free 

| quality, rich in butter. The quantity of from disease; also hearty feeders, always 

milk is not so great as that of many | ¢@ting their feed quickly and with a 

milking breeds; there are families that | hearty relish. Feed them as well as you 

| are extra good milkers. The Galloways will, the day is not too cold for them to 

also raise their calves well. roam through the stock-tields, appearing 

to enjoy the same, and preferring a cer- 

The Most Profitable—My father] tain amount of rough feed. They are 

i: pase and oe = WaS| also very persistent breeders. 1 have 

| meets sien ee ee @ €X-| known cows to breed right along up to 

| perience and observation of fifty long | 99 ana 25 years of age. 

years in raising different breeds of cattle, hi 

in Wisconsin, the Galloway has proved Beef Packers’ Opinion.—In regard 

to me to be the most profitable. to their beefing quality, I will quote the 

Auenteddocthe Ber Bak following from Swift & Co., packers, of 
Range.—In | Ciheago, IIL: 

land, where they have been accustomed “This is to certify that our agent, Mr. 

for centuries to roam over the outlying | N. A. Seely, bought and shipped on Dee. 

hills of Galloway, and gather food from e eae oo R. _ — a. 
: ‘o., two Galloway steers. Sai rs 

the rough grasses that spring up among | \ ished 4,180 pounds in Kansas City; 
the rocks and heather, accustomed to be | jn Chicago, two days later, 4,150, Same 

. out in all weather, winter and summer, cae aa weky eed by us on Dec, 

sthout shelter, only such 2 the forest | 16th and netted as follows: Beef 2,657; 

afforded em they have roe a dressing, 66.40; hide 222; Lega! 307, 
Crete making for the 5 quarters beef, hide and 

hardy, active habit and a strong, rugged | tallow, 3,376 pounds and dressing 81.37 

vitality. They are especially adapted | per, ee eden 
i ‘ : “The was weig! after bein; a 

for range purposes; for all situations thoroughly cooled. Had it been wee 

where they have to search for theirfood,| eq when dressed would have shrunk 

or be exposed to inclement weather. about 1 per cent. less. The beef of the 

lt eee
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two cattle was of very fine quality, and, ; dressed meat house in America, I think 

everything considered, these were the | t speaks well for the half-blood Gallo- 
best cattle that we have killed this Th ft th ti 
i: and shrunk the least of any cattle | S22 See tne nel ee ee eee 

led by us this year.” E. F. Swirr. ed steers was 3 years. 

Chien tn Be c. £0, jan Sor tase In conclusion I would say that I be- 

The foregoing speaks for itself, and as | lieve that the coming steer of our great 

it comes from the oldest and largest! cattle industry will be “Polled.” 

MERITS OF THE GUERNSEYS. 

By G. E. GORDON, Koshkonong, Wis. 

Binth Paper. 

Purity of Origin—The best way to point of hide, and hair, and hoof and 

get at the merits of the Guernseys will horn, shines with gold. A herd of 

be to look at this breed of cattle from Guernseys is a beautiful sight to see, 

two points of view, that is, to see in | from both the artistic and practical 

what ways they equal well known breeds standpoint. 

and in what ways they excel any and all. Form and Shape,—In form and 

Guernseys equal other breeds first in shape the Guernseys fitly express the 

the purity of their origin, second in the dairy temperament, and the average 

agreeableness of their color, third in animal scales high in points. They have 

their admirable shape and fourth in| level backs to setting on of tail, clean 

: their size. throats, small dewlaps, fine shoulders, 

Their origin on the Island of Guern- | broad hips, high pelvic arch, deep bodies, 

sey has been clearly defined for about | hocks well apart when walking, tails 

one hundred years. Not only do the |long and thin, fine curved horns, good 

laws of the Island forbid the landing of | heads and beautiful faces, large and 
cattle, but these Jaws have been enfore- bright, but gentle eyes, full veins and 

ed so thoroughly that the purity of the | glands, roomey udders, uniformly large 

race is both undoubted and undisputed. | teats, remarkable escutcheons, and are 

When for our own purposes and ends | altogether typical and satisfactory. 

American breeders demanded that the} Good Size—In size the Guernsey is 

Guernseyman should maintain a herd! much larger than the Jersey, approach- 

book; we were met by the unanimous | ing the Shorthorn. When crossed upon 

remonstrance that there was no need of | native cattle they increase the size of ~ 

a herd book, because all animals on the|the progeny. Used upon any ‘of the 

Island were necessarily pure breed. large beef breeds the product isa fine 

4 Color.—The colors of this breed are} animal easily fattened, while, when 

agreeable to the eye, and especially to the crossed upon other dairy breeds, greater 

dairyman’s eye; they are most suggestive size and capacity are gained, while the 

and indicative of the product. Butter is | dairy shape is fully maintained and fur- 

written large on these cattle. very iliee emphasized. They have been em-
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ployed by many of tho principal dairy- | on the rough grasses which are the native 

men in England and in this country, to|food of the Holsteins, yet respond 

grade up the Jerseys, and are very high- | promptly and fully to the more scientitic 

ly recommended to enrich the flow of | feeding of the modern American dairy- 

the Shorthorns, and to give persistence | man. 

in milking to the Ayrshires. TheGuern-| Vitality and Constitution.—Again, 

seys are precocious, very certain and | the Guernseys excel all other breeds in 

regular in habits incident to maternity,|the hardiness of their constitution. 

and produce very healthy and thrifty |They can rough it and “hustle” like a 

calves that take right hold of life equal- | scrub, but to better purpose, having an 

ly well in all temperatures and climates. | unimpaired digestion. They can stand 

In these and many other ways the | cold if necessary, or heat if so circum- 

Guernseys equal any dairy breed. stanced. ‘Testimony from Guernsey 

Excel All Others.— The Guernseys herds in Georgia and the Carolinas, on 

excel all other breeds in the following the Atlantic seaboard, on the Pacific 

principal ways, viz.: First, in their ex- | coast, - in the cold Northwest, is unan- 

treme docility, combined with a highly | imously in favor of the hardiness of this 

developed dairy temperment; second, | 72°? Some of the most celebrated 

in their hardiness of constitution; third, Guernseys inhabit the bleak, Berkshire 

in providing their own butter color; hills, and others are coddled in warm 

fourth, in the persistency of their flow, farms in temperate climates. But, per- : 

and fifth, in their yield in total solids | h@Ps po breed will pay so well for sen- 

and in butter fat. They excel in extreme sible care and judicious painstaking. 

docility, combined with a highly devel | Te breed is free from disease, and es- 

| oped dairy temperament. Their gentle- pecially from tubercular disease, and 

| ness of disposition is so marked as to they seem to thrive upon all soils. 

| invariably call forth the surprised ad- Winter Dairying.—They can be 

miration from all upon making their | especially recommended to those who 

first acquaintance. Yearlings and cows | keep a winter dairy, as we know of in- 

regard men, women and children, and | stances in which the returns have been 

even dogs, without distrust or fear, and|enormous during the colder period of 

the bulls of all ages are kind and tract-|the year. The Guernseys stand alone 

able. These cattle have been so long | and singular in their ability to richly 

tended by the women and children of | color butter at all times of the year. 

the island as to make them “domestic” | Even in the late winter they make 

in the fullest sense of the term. Nor is|“June” butter. This quality is so un- 

this remarkable gentleness produced at | usual and so marked that in new neigh- 

. the expense of the dairy temperament. | borhoods the pure, “uncolored” butter 

Not even the “nervous” Jerseys can | of the Guernsey has been often rejected 

show a higher dairy organization. Their from dairy exhibitions on accouut of the 

industry in feeding, activity in func- | richness of its color, ignorant judges af- 

tional qualities, power of rapid diges- | firming that such natural coloring was 

tion and complete assimilation, with a|impossible. But those who know the 

perfect sympathy for everything that | Guernseys are familiar with this yellow 

relates to the offices of maternity are pigment which is inherent in the animal» 

fully as marked as in their little cousins, | not dependent upon feeds, and which 

E the Jerseys. They make a good showing | suffuses the skin and shines from every 

ST
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part of the body. A Guernsey bull used! Of mill analized in 1880 at the Penn- 
= egg irae — on to the sylvania State Fair, the Guernseys ex- 

8) © produces, and one Guernsey | celled the Jerseys nearly ten per cent. 
cow will color the butter of many natives. | in butter fat, the Ayrshires thirteen per 

Large Producers.— These cattle are | cent., and the Holsteins fifty per cent. 
uasurpassed in the persistency of their Satisfactory Results.— Very much 
yield. They are not so much celebrated more — quoted oa many 
for their flush as for the steady continu- sources, showing the wonderful capaci- 

unce of the flow of milk. They are! ties of these cattle. After many years’ 
‘very hard to dry off and continue milk- experience with three principal breeds, 

ing to a great = But most of all, the| including a representative herd of Jer- 
—— —_ _— _— —— seys, it is the belief of the writer that 

18 nsular rt of says: 

“The cows of aon are celebrated = re on ase ae 

— iy _ pega - also: “No one I have met, who has given 
erseys. fe Agriculty’ ege at! it a trial, has ever abandoned the Guern- 
= — SS SS sey for another breed. I have known of 

2 jc Cons. m0! long-established herds of Jerseys to be 
average standard of other breeds.” Prof. eee with the Guernsey to si 

E. T. Gill declares that the Guernseys | the size of the progeny and also of the 

surpass the Jerseys in richness. milk yeld, but I never heard of grading 
Rich in Solids.—Mr. Tesdale has | Guernseys with a Jersey.” 

shown that the Guernsey is richer in Jee 
solids and in fats in the following pro- wa. = eS ee 
portions, viz.: Being one hundred per eee _— an ee ; a . na a2 
cent. richer than the Holsteins, twenty- 4 ti rae ae — a = rg ee 
two per cent. richer than the Shorthorns, ms ee = ay zi 5 ae G - a 
and about one per cent. richer than the | 7° 2 rigger ae dibey Jerseys. Five yoare’ test of the British mark an epoch from which very much 

: s os ss of the future prosperity of those who 
Dairy Farmers’ Association gives the ki tha bos ial aad 
following results in favor of the Guern- Bre eee eS : best methods will be dated. The only 
a Per Cent, Total | Pity is that the Island of Guernsey is a 
S eee —_ small place and the number of its cattle 

a eneaamaaie 4.26 13.06 | few. 
Shorthorn’.............++20+02. 3.79 12.07 
Holsteins,.......cccsccccccoccces BM 11.08
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THE RAISING OF CALVES. 

By Prof. J. W- ROBERTSON, Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph. 

Tenth Paper. 

Bloodand Breed.—“Blood and breed” | q big body at one, two, three or six 

stand for qualities which are of much| months old be what is wanted, it had 
service to the stock-raiser. A good steam | petter be allowed to suck its dam. But 

boiler and engine, adapted by construc-|if a calf having a large profit on its: 

tion to the work to be done, are valuable | rearing at two years old, and a large 

to the progressive grain thresher-| profit on its milking, or fattening, be the 

‘What fuel and oil are to the machinery | object sought for, then it should be 

of the latter, feed and care are to the ani-| reared another way. Where a calf is 

mals of the farmer. An intelligent allowed to suck the cow,evenfor a few 

thresher with good fuel and skill will) gays, the cow is in a less contented con- 

get more work out of an inferior boiler | gition of nerve to yield her milk to the 

and second-rate engine, than a shiftless,| hand for some weeks. The restlessness 

careless engineer will get out of the) thus caused will tend to the lessening of 

best machinery. I think the same prin-| the milk yield in most cases. The task of 

ciple applies to every department of| teaching the calf to drink is doubly 
farm work, and so I say that the“hered-| qificult after it has acquired the habit 
ity”) and “individualty” of the farmer| of getting its supper in the natural 

have more to do with the successful) ~.y Invariably where a calf has been 

raising of profitable milking cows for) permitted to run with its mother 

his dairy, or steers for his stalls, than} ¢o, ten days, I have found it go back, 

the “pedigree” of his herd. As a rule) oy at Jeast fail to gain in condition for a 

there is no profit in trying to raise late) rortnight or more, when achange was 

calves, that is, calves dropped as late a8) made to hand feeding. The checking of 

May. It pays better from both the| its growth and thrift at that early stage 

dairyman’s and stockraiser’s standpoints, | jn jts development, entails more loss of 

to have most of the cows begin their possible profit in after years than a par- 

“milking season between October and | tial winter's starvation when eighteen A 

‘ebruary. : * F a Me on of Calves —In any caso — ~ ; aed ess = — 

the calves from the best milking cows| ” ee ee ee on ere 
only, should be selected for rearing. mal all possible good out of its food, for 

The herd bull should have a pedigree | maintenance, growth, beef, millror work 
linking him to a family distinguished | can never be injured with impunity. 

for milking qualities. His points should The treatment from the day of birth 

indicate the possession of powers that should be to preserve, and if possible, to 

do credit to his pedigree. Ifa calf with ' improve the assimilating power. 

A
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The First Milkings.—Milk from the | may easily be made partially permanent 

first six miikings of the dam should be|by a continuation of such injurious 

fed to her calf three times a day. The|treatment. The power and practice of 

first milk, “colostrum” or “beastings” is| digesting and appropiating all that is 

of medicinal as well as food value to the | possible out of its feed should be encour- 

young calf. For two weeks the calf will aged into afixed habit, by giving the 

not need, nor take much besides the two | young animal only easily digested feed 

or three quarts of whole milk of each in the best condition of preparation. 

feed. The milk should be fed as near! Regularity.—Attention to strict reg- 

the blood temperature, 98° Fahrenheit, | larity inthe time of feeding and the 
as practicable. After the lapse ofa fort- | quantity of milk given is essential to 
night a gradual change, during the third | health and safety as well as to profita- 

week, may be made from whole mill tte increase of weight. These points 
sweet skim milk. Such a change can be | about the feeding of skim milk will ap- 
best effected by putting skim milk, in| ply to young pigs as well as calves. A 
gradually increasing quantity, with the | gutty, thriftless hog is the necessary pro- 

whole milk till it is wholly substituted | duct of a careless and wasteful mode of 
for it. feeding even excellent skim milk. 
Sweet Milk.—The skim milk should) The Ration—To make up for the 

always be fed sweet. The sourness of| butter taken out of the milk in the 
milk is evidence that some of the feeding | shape of cream, some supplementary 
value of its sugar of milk (of which it | feed should be given with tho skim milk. ; 

contains say 414 per cent.) has been lost | Linseed, oil-cake, cotton-seed meal, 
by the change into lactic acid. Besides; pran, oats and peas are all good. Bran | 

the sourness renders the food unsuited |is frequently mixed with chopped oats | 
to the stomach of a yet tender calf. | and peas, and fed raw in the milk. That 

Sour feed in such a case favors growth in | practice is most objectionable, and fre- 
but two ways. The calf so fed will de-| quently results in the loss of the full 

velop marvelous girth extension. “Pot-| value of the grain fed, besides inflicting 

bellied” is hardly sufficiently expressive | injury upon the calf by scouring. The : 

of the chronic enlargement from that | better plan is to put the bran, and chop- 

cause. Then the growth of hair is effect- | ped oats and peas, with ground linseed 

ually and speedily promoted. It be-|ina dry state into a box conveniently 
comes so strong in “stalk” that it stands | placed within the reach of the calf. 
out in daily protestations against that | Between the ages of one and three weeks 

kind of food. most calves will begin to eat the mix- 

Warm Miik.—The skim milk should |ture. The chewing necessary to com- 
also be fed warm; the blood heat is the |fortable swallowing fits the feed for 

best. Where no better convenience | proper digestion and prevents all risk of 

exists for the heating of the milk, hot |scouring from that cause. The chewing 

water may be added with advantage. A | also favors the free flow in the mouth of 

feed of ice-cold milk, such as comesfrom |a good deal of saliva needed to thor- 

the deep setting cans—(by the use of | ougly digest the milk gulped down so 

which fine dairy butter can be most|hurriedly from the feeding pail. Lin- 

economically made)—will leave the calf | seed, oil-cake, or cotton-seed meal may 

uncomfortable. That condition is but | be boiled or well scalded and mixed in a 

the evidence that indigestion exists and |syrupy state with the milk. The com-
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position of the additional feed might be , ing of six calves in the field, being but 

about equal parts by bulk of bran, oats three buckets, or one trough and one big 

and peas. No fixed quantity per head | stick, had better be exchanged for more 

for feeding need be mentioned. It has'sensible and economical conveniences. 

been found desirable to allow the calves : Outside feeding from a trough is unsat- 

to take as much as they care to eat. i isfactory, as the big and greedy calves 
Handfuls of the best clover hay—and all, get more than their share, while the 

hay for fodder should be cut on the | weaker ones get barely enough. The 

green side—may be offered, and most ! construction of small stalls for the calves 

calves will eat with relish at a month| against a fence in the plat will make it 

old. As soon as grass can be got it| easy to give every calf its own share, in 

should be given in liberal quantities] its own pail,in its own stall, thus suc- 

after calves are three months old. cessfully avoiding the respective risks of 

Stabling.— Opinions differ as to the | S07Sing and starving. 
relative advantage of keeping calves in| Satisfactory Results.—Calves rear- 

the stable all summer and allowing them|ed in this way will gain in size and 
the run of a small pasture field. A|strength of constitution all spring, sum- 

grass plat with no shade from the sun} mer and autumn. When the severe 

and where flies are numerous and dili-| weather of late fall and winter comes, it 

gent, is not the best place for calves.|finds these calves accustomed to live 

But if the calves be kept in a dark, cool} mainly on grass and dry chop feed, so 

stable during the hot days of “fly time,” | that the change to stable and winter 

and turned out for the evenings and! conditions of existence is not violent 

aights, the protection of the soiling eye | nor very trying. The best conditions 

tem will be coupled with the benefit of | for profitable growth having been sup- 

exercise and feed out-side. Some farm-| plied by the intelligence of the owner, 

ers report very satisfactory results from | the inherited good qualities of any calf 

adding turnips or small potatoes, pulped, | wiil get fair play. But if good qualities 

to the aforementioned grain mixture, | of breed inherited from the best of 

from the time the calves are three weeks! stock be balked at the beginning by 

old. No matter where fed, in the stable i unsuitable conditions for growth and 

or out, each calf should receive only its | thrift, all chance of after profit from 
own allowance of milk, and that regu- | milking or fattening is gone. The profits 

larly. The distention of the stomach | of dairymen can be largely augmented 

by over-feeding is very harmful. The| by proper attention to the early feeding 

old-fashioned implements for the feed-| of early calves. 

'
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WHY ADAM LEFT THE FARM. 

By Mrs. V. R. C. BARLOW, St. Croix County, Wis. 

Sitet Paper. 
A Historic Question.—The question] Spend a Yearon the Farm.—Every 

is historic, but its classic importance boy, to complete his education, ought to 
would hardly justify taking up the valu-!spend a year or twoon a farm. What 
able time of this institute if there were | will he learn? The supplement of every 
not still living in Wisconsin so many of|thing that the schools and colleges 
the Adamses, who, like their illustrious | teach, common sense included. He will 
ancestor, are soon to leave the farm, or} discover the value of time and place. 
the farm to leave them. Toa multitude | He will become acquainted with mater- 
of anxious fathers seeking places for/| ial things, with quantities and qualities, 
promising and unpromising sons, it is a/the properties of length, breadth and 
most practical question. thickness, of strength and weakness, of 
A Question of Dollars and Cents. | hard and soft, of heat and cold, of coarse 

—It is a question comprehensive of dol-! and fine, and not in the abstract either. 
lars and cents, of blood and bone and| He will learn to use his eyes and his 
sinew, of nerve and brain. It leads to a| hands. He will find out something 
direct acquaintance with the verbs of| about order and confusion, cleanliness 
knowing, willing and daring, of being,| and dirt, impudence and independence, 
doing and enduring. good and bad manners, and what rela- 
A Successful Farmer—An alto-| tion they sustain to “getting on in the 

gether satisfied and successful farmer, | World.” 
in the year of grace, 1888, is aremark-| The Farmer Creates.—“In the divis- 
able creature. He is poet, philosopher, | ion of labors,” says Emerson, “it is the 
politician, architect, engineer, financier, | part of the farmer gloriously to create.” 
attorney-general, steam engine, telegraph |The farmer stands closest to nature. 
dispatcher, Job, Solomon, Samson, Ar-| From her raw materials, and often nox- 
gus and General Grant, all rolled into a| ious elements, he has provided food and 
unit. raiment for all the generations of men.
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All trade and progress rest-on his ac- seventeenth century saw Holland not 

tivity and intelligence. only a blossoming garden, but one of 

From the hand of nature, what was the greatest maritime and commercial 

old Egypt? —a barren, drifting waste of | powers, under the most liberal and en- 

sand cut in two by a buge stream of lightened government of the age. The 

black mud, too filthy to drink or to tillers of the land reclaimed from the 

bathe in; fit only for rats and crocodiles. | sea, were the bulwark of the reformation. 

By multiform contrivances and ceaseless | Agricultural Holland furnished .the 

industry, the husbandmen of three | brawn which upheld England’s civil lib- 

thousand years ago achieved dominion | erty. To the Puritans she gave an 

over it. Reservoirs, canals, ditches in-| asylum until they set sail for America. 

numerable and myriads of water-wheels | From farming Holland came the found- 

perpetually pumping converted it into a| ers of the Empire State. They planted 

harbinger of health, cleanliness and| there the thrift, sturdiness and economy 

fertility. Ever since, in spite of the bad| which made Holland and placed New 

government under the Pharaohs, the | York where she is—first in the Union. 

Persians, the Ptolemies, the Romans and | To-day there is not a citizen in these 

the Turks, it has been “the land of | free United States but is debtor to the 

plenty.” Should we ever have heard of | so-called unscientific and misdirected 

Egypt, had the modern theories of free| industry of the Dutch grangers. Hu- 

trade been in vogue there? Suppose} man beings surrounded in youth by con- 

the leaders of the people and the econo- ditions similar to those in Eden, where 

mists had said to those old freeholders: | papa stands for the vine affording free 

“Don’t attempt to force capital into ar- lodgings, and mamma for the fig tree 

tificial channels! It will not pay to try providing ready-made clothing, are not 

to bring under cultivation your sterile | apt to develop thinking powers of suf- 

fields. It will be cheaper to buy your ficient vigor to discover much dignity in 

corn in foreign markets. Your compet- | labor. 

itors, the Arabs, the Numidians, the| An Important Problem.—After the 

Syrians and the Carthagenians, are all| expulsion from Paradise, the first prob- 

eager to sell to you.” If one of the! Jem that confronted Adam was the same 

patriarchs had raised the question how | that the gilded youth of to-day are vain- 

they should get the wherewithall to buy | ly trying to solve—how to get a living 

with, the old fogy would have been told | and at the same time evade the primeval 

that that was a side issue of no import- curse—work. The tradition generally 

ance—must take care of itself. accepted is that Adam chose farming 

Skilled Labor in Holland.— Look | under the delusion—which still prevails 

at Holland, once a marshy bog, below | —that soul and body may be kept to- 

the level of the sea. What did skilled | gether with less effort in that business 

labor do for her agriculture? The most than in any other. Herein was Adam’s 

unpromising soil, by miles of coast forti-| first great mistake. Had he turned his 

fication and artificial drainage was con- attention to law, he could have gotten 

verted into the fattest meadows of mod- into criminal practice at once. Had he 

ern times, into pastures teeming with | became an M. D. and kept clear of poul- 

the finest flocks and herds, into the most | try shows, there was not one in a thou- 

productive farms, nurses of populous} sand leagues to cry quack! Had he 

and opulent cities and villages. The| gone into politics he could have pulled
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the wires so as to be elected unanimous- | was in its infancy. He had not even the 

ly to the first office in the realm. But, | privilege of gleaning the wheat from 

haunted by rose-tinted memories of the | the chaff in an agricultural journal. Be- 

peace and plenty, the beauty and lux-| fore a farmers’ institute could have shed 

uriousness of Eden, doubtless, he ideal-|its beneficent light on the questions 

ized all the pursuits of rural life. Its | that vexed his soul, he would have been 

charms he knew, its drawbacks he had|an old man—a six-thousand-year-old- 

yet to learn. man. 

Breaking Wild Land,— It does not| Cain and Abel.— Doubtless Adam 
take long to find out that there are easi- | Jet his unmentioned sons, those destined 
er things than breaking wild land. It|for trade and the professions, go to 

is work that soils boots and hardens | school, but he kept the elder ones, poor 
hands. He discovered that garments | little Cain and Abel, at home to do the 
redolent of the stable had an ill per-|chores—to milk the cows, tend the 

fume, and that worn plow horses made | calves, fold the sheep, feed the pigs and 
dull roadsters. Then a brilliant idea | chickens, water the horses and rub them 

occurred to Adam. He would get a| down, clean the stables, cut the wood 
hired man! And straightway he hired] and bring it in, hoe the corn and cab- 

anomad that chanced to be tramping | bage, weed the carrots and onions, dig 

that way. But, he turned out ignorant | the potatoes, and do the thousand and 
and lazy, more anxious to fill hisstom-|one other odd jobs that parents are 

ach and get the money for a new blanket | wont to delegate to their restless, grow- 

suit before cold weather came than to | ing, untrained, fun-loving boys, and then 
do good work. Thus in his youth did | grumble because they are not all well and 
Adam experience the truth of the great | promptly done. -Probably Adam never 

American philosopher’s proverb: “He/heard that example isa better teacher. 
who by the plow would thrive must| than precept. Was it any wonder, then, 

either hold or drive.” when the boys saw the old man so eager 
Unclean Seed.— It is hard to under- | to get away from work, that they some- 

stand how Adam, having new land, fresh | times tried it. 

from the hands of the Creator, could| practical Education Wanted— - 

have been s0 careless as to let it get) Perhaps Adam did not blame his boys 
fouled up with all manner of unclean | \hen the cows suddenly dried up and 

seed. Because, among the flora of that | the garden stuff got lost ina thicket of 
locality, Adam had to contend with bur- weeds, and the horses unaccountably 

dock and mullein, was that any reason | went lame, and the pigs kept him awake 

he should naturalize Canada thistles? | . nights, squealing for supper; but, had 

If, in the settling up of the country, rag-| he lived in the latter half of the 19th 
weed did spring up by the roadside, was century, I very much fear he would. If 

that any reason he should let it goto| 54, forefathers had only appreciated 

seed and choke up the fair fields far and that all their eons had equal rights toa 

near? ‘ ‘ ; irtenuating (Cleannatannea = = practical education,—mind and 

, However, there are extenuating circum- “oprained for either field or court, 

stances to be taken into consideration Skilled in every manly art, 

for Adam’s ignorance. He lived at a Ready, enterprising, smart,” 

time when the science of agriculture |thefarmer boys never would have de-
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generated into a race of hide-bound men| York, from New York to Ohio 

prejudiced, obstinate, narrow, suspici- | from Ohio to Wisconsin, to Florida, 

pus of new methods, slow to heed in- California, Dakota, Washington Terri- 

struction, blind to their own interests. | tory, and back again to Wisconsin—un- 

From Bad to Worse.—It is easy to successful mon everywhere, leading al- 

trace how things went from bad to | W4Y% hard, up-hill lives—verifying the 

worse on the Adam’s farm. After a old saying, “the rolling-stone gathers 

time Adam had to compete with farm- no moss.” 

ers farther west, where the soil was still Extravagance, Ignorance,—I have 

in its native fertility,and so cheap that yet to learn of a case where moving 

the first crop often paid for the land. His|has cured the misfortunes arising 

once rich fields sown year after year with from extravagence, shiftlessness and 

grain until they yielded only half a crop, ignorancs. Grit, good-sense, “get-up 

and that shrunken by drouth or chinch- and get” are as assential to perman- 

bugs, foul, too, with chess and wild oats. | ent success in the far west, as elsewhere. 

Ican see the filthy pig-pens breeding He who owns a fair farm in Wisconsin, 

disease. I can see forks and shovels with her healthful climate, pure water, 

thrown down where ever last used; the good markets, good schools, and good 

barn all out of order, dust sifting down j citizens, runs a big risk when he breaks 

from beams and poles over head, shin- upa comfortable home to begin again ina 

gles flying in the wind, doors off hinges; | new country for the uncertain chance of 

the stable floor full of holes; the feed- making a little more money. Let those, 

boxes musty from the sour feed packed who, like Adam, think of leaving the old 

in cracks and corners. I can see the | farm, because they don’t make a “bare 

bony horses in the rusty harnesses, and | living” off it, ask themselves where the ; 

hear the creaking old lumber wagon. trouble lies—in the farms or themselves 

I can see the poor children unkempt, Are they really farmers? Have they 

ignorant, ill-mannered, dirty, snapping not been, running the farm just as a 

and snarling at one another. Was it|man, not a machinist, can open and shut 

any wonder that Cain killed ‘Abel? Was|the valve of an engine, but helpless 

it any wonder that Adam wanted to | if any thing throws it out of gear? 

*  emigrate—to leave that old farm. A Hap-hazard System.—tThe time 

Farms That Do Not Pay.—Alas, has come in this country when a hap- 

that farm was the archetype of too | hazard, dont-know system of husbandry 

many in Wisconsin. They don’t pay for | means leaving the farm. The man who 

the labor hired, the interest on the|knows no more of husbandry than to 

money invested, the taxes and insurance. | press all the fertility out of the soil, let- 

Shall the farmer emigrate? A farmer | ting it become more and more worthless 

successful in the valley of the Euphrates | every year, deserves to be classed with 

will succeed anywhere. When unsuccess- antediluvian Adam. 

ful there, on account of short-comings Respect Your Calling.—The first 

in judgment, in integrity, in business thing for men to do is to respect their 

capacity, in good management, will for | calling, to beheve in it, to honor it. 

the same reasons, fail in Wisconsin. Then, and then only, will it honor them. 

Emigrating Farmers.—Those far- I am filled with chame and indignation 

mers who have been emigrating all their | when I hear farmers excusing them- 

lives—from New England to New|selves for being nobodys, shirking re-
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sponsibilities and neglecting privileges all others, we owe it to ourselves, to our 

because they are “only farmers.” Let friends and to our country, to make the 

them say rather: “Because we are farm- | utmost possible of ourselves, to make 

ers, engaged in a calling so independent | the best of our opportunities, and to fill 

and honorable, a business upon which | to the full the place Divine Providence 

the material, social and political welfare | has assigned us.” 

of this nation depends more than upon 
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

By Prof. W. A. HENRY, Director of Wisconsin Experimental Station. 

Second Paper. ; 

Agricultural Colleges.—On Decem- should stop and give attention to educa- 

ber 14, 1857, Mr. Morrill, of Maine, intro- tional questions as they did. President 

duced into the House of Representatives, | Buchanan vetoed the bill probably from 

a bill authorizing the establishment of | lack of sympathy with the industrial 

an Agricultural College in each state in| classes, while Abraham Lincoln, ever 

the Union, granting for the maintenance mindful of his humble origin and the 

thereof, a body of land amounting to great wants of the common people, sign 

twenty thousand acres for each member | ed the bill July 2, 1862. 

of Congress the several states had at that Land Grants.—Whoever reads the 

time. This bill was reported back un-| discussions on these bills as they took 

favorably by the committee on public place in both Houses of Congress must 

lands. In 1858-9 the bill passed both | be deeply impressed with the sentiment 

houses by small majorities, but was j ever present, that in this grand donation : 

vetoed by President Buchanan. A sim- | the needs of the farmer were uppermost. 

ilar bill was introduced in the Senate | Mr. Morrill in his speech called the at- 

by Mr. Wade, May 5, 1862, while Mr. | tention of Congress to the fact that the 

Morrill, the author of the original bill, | profession of war was provided for by the 

introduced another similar bill into the | government in its great college of train- 

House about the same time. The great- | ing at West Point. He spoke of the im- 

est difference between the bill of 1862 | mense grants of land for general educa- 

and the one vetoed by President tion while nothing had been done direct- 

Buchanan was that the later bill gives | ly for agriculture. He adverted to the 

each state thirty thousand acres for each decreasing yield of crops per acre owing 

Representative in Congress where the| to lack of proper knowledge and good. 

former bill gave only twenty thousand judgment in farming. He suggests that 

acres, and that the later bill adds mili-| these schools could make experiments 

tary tactics. Itis certainly remarkable | on the capabilities of soils; the effects of 

that when this government was in the | fertilizers and value of different grasses 

throes of a great civil war, Congress | for flesh, milk and fat; the comparative
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value of roots, grain, and hay for winter- | tural colleges in the true sense of that 
ing stock; kinds of grain used for stock; | word. 

deep plowing, drainage, vitality and de-| How the Grants Were Used.— 
: terioration of seeds, breeds of cattle and | The grants wore made, but the civil war 

kindred subjects. He spoke of the num- | continuing so engrossed the attention of 

erous agricultural schools of Europe and | our people that in most instances it was 
the single one of the same nature already | several years before tho States availed 
established by Michigan, and believed | themselvesof the benefaction. When the 
they “would turn out men for solid use | Jegislatures of the different States took 
and not droning.” No where in these | the measure in hand, the farming in- 

speeches do we find any other thought | terests as a rule were poorly represented 

more common than that they were lay-| or rather they were indifferent to the 
ing the financial foundations for Agri-| matter and no definite plans seemed to 
eultural Schools—schools in which | have prevailed in their behalf in any of 
young men should be prepared for the | tho States. Many of the States gave the 
profession or calling of farming. Some} money to existing colleges or univer- 
members opposed the bill on constitu-! sities, our own Stato being one of the 

tional grounds though admitting that | number. A few, only, as Michigan, 

there was neod of such education. Said | Maine, Iowa and Kansas turned the do- 

Senator Howe, of Wisconsin, who op- | nation over to bona fide Agricultural 

posed the bill on constitutional grounds: | Colleges. All of the schools, as soon as 

“The purposo of founding all Agricuitur- | educational operations began, made an 

al Schools Iam as much in favor of as| effort to secure agricultural students. 

‘ anybody.” Senator Harlan said: “This | In the several colleges and universities, 

body is a body of lawyers, there are | professors of agriculture were appoint- 

very few gentlomen here who are |edandacourse establishedand adver- 

not professional lawyers. Heretofore, | tised, but few students appeared for in- 

appropriations of land have been made for | structions, excepting in two or three of 

state universities. The proceeds of the | the schools. Finding their first efforts a 

sales of these lands have usually gone to | failure for the most part the colleges 

educate the children of professional men | threw the blame for non-attendance, 

who are able to defray the expense of the | back upon the farmers, and gradually 

education of their children away from drifted toward general advanced edu- 

home in classical studies and learned | cation. That the farmers were indiffer- 

professions. Here for tho first time I jent and careless at this time to the state 

believe in the history of the Senate a! of affairs there can be no denial. If my 
proposition is made to make an appropri- | memory serves me right, forty-five far- 

ation of lands for the education of the | mers in the Wisconsin Legislature voted 
children of the agriculturists of the Na- | to give the land grant to the State Uni- 
tion and it meets with strenuous opposi-| versity and no opposition of serious 
tion from a body of lawyers.” I say with-| Weight was raised against the proposi- 
out fear of denial that noone can get at the | tion by them. The proof that there was 
spirit of the land grant of 1862, as it | 20 direct interest taken by them in the 

shines forth in the speeches in Congress, | Matter is shown by the lack of discus- 
without being deeply impressed with | sion upon the subject in the agricultur- 

the idea that the movers of the meas- | al press, and the reports of agricultural 

ure wore endeavoring to found agricul-| meetings. Within recent times, how- 

9
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ever, thore has been a general awaken- | an indifference of our farmers in help- 

ing, anda great deal of scolding and | ing them in the matter. 

fault-tinding has been done, and efforts} The Short Course.—But again to 

made to bring about a state of affairs| the future. Three years ago it was con- 

which should have existed from the be-| cluded by the Regents that a short 

ginning. Aftera careful study of the mat- | course in agriculture should be offered 

ter, it seems to me that the blame rests | to our farmers’ sonsin the hope that if 

with both university and college authori- | they would not pursue what was styled 

ties, for not making a more strenuousef-|our long course in agriculture they 

fort in the direction of azriculture as they | would come to us for at least a winter. 

were bound to do in accepting the gift, |1n this short course we were directed 

and with the farmers for their indiffer- | by the Regents to introduce what I may 

ence in the matter, in the beginning | style the intensely practical side of agri- 

and years after. culture and to leave out theories and 

Failure of the Land Grant—But | general training except where necessary 

the past is the dead past to us, and only |t© Proper instruction. While other 

out of the future can come anything of | States had offered a winter course of this 

advantage to us, and we must look kind, which generally proved failures, 

. ahead to see what there is of value for Wisconsin took the lead in spending 

us, as an outgrowth of the grand gift of | MOneY freely upon the course and mak- 

1862. That our own university at Madi-| 2g all of the teaching in this course 

son for years was without agricultural applicable to it in all its arrangements 

students and did little for agriculture is | 4nd details. In the other Colleges, 

afact, but that when the farmers awak- | Students who came for a short time | 

ed to their needs and demanded recog-|0nly were compelled to fit themselves 

nition from the university they received | into classes already established and to | 

it, is equally true. Whatever may have | listen to lectures given to general 

been the shortcomings of the Board of | students; with us the instruction was 

Regents of our university I can say with | to be for the class and it only. In this, 

all honesty and sincerity. that since my which may be called the new method of 

coming to the department of agriculture teaching agriculture, Wisconsin took 

they have shown an earnest and eager | the lead and has set an example that 

desiro to foster and enlarge its activity | some other States are already endeavor- 

in all directions, that gave promise of | ing to follow. The first winter we had 

good to our people. I fully believe that | nineteen students in this short course; 

the great failure of the land grant of in the second, twenty-six; and the third 

1862, to accomplish the good prophesied | (the present) twenty-five. Nearly all of 

for it by members of Congress in their | our students were farmers’ sons who left 

speeches, came from a total inability of the farm.to come tothe University and 

our people to make use of a gift pre-| who left the University at the close of 

maturely given and received before the | the course to return tothe farm. As I 

grantees knew how to properly handle it. address you this evening, there sits scat- 

If the University of Wisconsin failed to | tered among you eighteen of these young 

properly use the agriculture and land | men who have remained over from the 

grant fund, I believe it was not because short course class since last Friday when 

of hostility by them, but a lack of|the term closed until this time for the 

knowledge of how to use the money and | purpose of attending this Farmers’ In- 

‘
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stitute. These young men are farmers, in a way that would make an ordinary 

heart and soul, and I assure you it has | boy green withenvy. I urge upon our 

been a pleasure for us to give them in- farmers present to give us their cordial 

struction, and if I may judge from ex- encouragement at this time; we want 

pressions uttered by them, they in turn | your boys at the. university to take 

are delighted with what they have re- | either the long or short term in agricul- 

ceived. The instruction they have re- | ture, and are prepared to give them bet- 

ceived has been as follows: A daily | ter instructions in the future than in 

lecture, or talk I should call it rather, by | the past. Next year our corps of teach- 

Dr. Babcock upon chemistry relating to ers will be enlarged, our building im- 

agriculture, daily instruction by Prof.| proved and our facilties amplified, 

Barnes in “how plants are built up, live Send us the young men and we will help 

and grow,” a daily lecture by myself up- them more than you suppose we possib- 

on stock feeding, breeding, drainage, &c. ly can. I say this with confidence, for 

while twice a week Dr. Atkinson, the three classes have now gone out who have 

State Veterinarian, has been with us had such instruction as we can afford, 

teaching the structure of the horse and | and I know that our work will be far 

other domestic animals, and the best | better in the future than in the past. 

methods of preventing disease and cur- | Do not find fault with us for not having 

ing it. That this course has cost the | Students when we are spending money 

University a considerable sum of money | freely to provide instruction. A mer- 

I nced not tell you. The Auzoux model | chant cannot sell goods no matter how 

of a horse which Dr. Atkinson will show | loaded his shelves may be, if customers 

you in this room during the institute will not come to purchase. 

alone cost us over $800, which will give,| Short Course Students Respect- 

you an idea of how the expenses count ed.—One more point and I am through. 

up. Let me say that not once have I|I have asked the young men as they 

heard the expenses of the course ques- were leaving us, if they had been mis- 

tioned by the Regents; the first question | treated by other University students be- 

is not “what will it cost?” but “can we | cause they were pursuing agricultural 

get more students, thereby.” studies, and can learn of no wrong acts 

Mechanical Training.—I have fail- from others in the University for this 

ed to mention the mechanical training | Teason- One farmer told me he was 

so skilfully given by Prof. King, of the afraid to send his boy to Madison, be- 

University machine shop. Every doy | cause the other students would make 

that came to take the course thought fun of him. I told him in reply that in 

E he knew how to saw a board in two, and |no other place would his boy bo freer 

his chagrin was great when he found | from the jeers and taunts of others than 

himself unable to do so simple a thing in our State University, if he carefully 

properly. How they have advanced in attended to his own affairs. We have 

wood turning, iron work and wood work | the most complete democracy on. earth, 

js shown in a small measure by the | and only dudes and “smart” young men 

samples of their handiwork on exhibi- | who “talk too much” need fear being mo- 

tion in an adjoining room. You will |lested. If your boy comes to the Uni- 

see that our farmer boys can do pretty |versity with the expectation of 

good blacksmithing, and can make | surprising fifty professors and six 

: joints, do planing, sawing and turning | hundred students there assembled, by 

OL
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his wonderful erudition and extensive | your neighborhood to it, we will get 

knowledge, Ido not care whether he| them into the University, and when we 

matriculates as alaw. student, a phar-| get them there I will guarantee we will 

macy student, a civil engineer, ancient | take care of them. 

classical or agricultural, he will soon find ; — 
himself in trouble, not because of the Discussion. 

course he belongs to, but because he is| jp Benron — What does this short 
entirely too smart to live with, and must | gourse cost aside from board? 

be put down. Pror. Henry—The boy will buy about 
The young men that have come to us| $12 worth of books on agriculture and fa- 

have, with very few exceptions, been in| mijiar science, which he takes home 

dead earnest about their business, and | with him; he will pay the University 

have attended to their work faithfully, | g4 for incidental fees, that makes $16, 

and have commanded the respect of and that is all the expense can name 

teachers and fellow pupils. Our Uni-! aside from his board and incidental ex- 

versity affords excellent opportunities penses. His board will cost him about 

for a farmer’s boy;here he meets with $2.50 a week, if he boards at the club, 

all classes of young men having all sorts | 5.4 his room will cost him $1.00 or $1.25. 

of ideas and ambitions, and is greatly Seventy-five dollars will cover the ex- 

benefited by such contact, for his ideas penses of a reasonably prudent young * 

are broadened and the clannish spirit) man for the twelve weeks, from the time 

melted out of him. he steps off the cars in Madison until he 
Success of the Short Course. —| tates the cars to go home. 

When our short course was started, I) yn. Urguuarr—I have heard about 

was very doubtful of its success; now I] this short course that has been talked 
have a firm belief that we are on tho} shout in the State, and must confess 

road to better things than the sanguine | that I did not havo much faith in it, but 
ones thought possible, we must not take | ..oing is believing, and what I have seen 

a backward step, but go forward; send | ¢, day has convinced me that it is useful 
us the boys and we will lengthen and) aq extremely practical. Iseesome work | 
strengthen the course, spending money|in that room where the exhibit of 
and energy gladly and freely; again, I! mechanical student work is, that would 
say, send us the young men, and my| make some of our mechanics who call 
word for it, neither you nor they will | themselves mechanics, blush to see, and 

regret it. they tell me it was all done by these 
Now, I say that our agricultural course | students. There seems to be a great ob- 

is asuccess. I believe, within three or| jection among farmers’ boys when they 
four years, it will be a grand success to| Jeave the farm to going back again, but 

the young farmers of the State, if the | these agricultural colleges seem to cor- 
farmers will do their duty. I want you|;ect that feeling. In Ontario, where 

to help us advertise this course. We | they make a business of sending children 

want everybody to know of it and be|to the agricultural college, they find 
talking about it. If you will do that,| that over 85 per cent. of them go back 
call the attention of the young men in‘ ¢o the farm again.
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FARM RESIDUES. 

By Prof. MANLY MILES, Lansing, Mich. 

Dhird Paper, 

An Age of Progress.—This is an|residuesin many instances became the 

age of industrial progress. The inven-| dominant interest of the industry on 

tion, of machinery, improvements in the | the score of profit. 

steam engine, and systematic organiza-| Low Prices.—Agriculture is fortun- 

tion, with large accumulations of capital, | ately exempt from many of the condi- 

have revolutionized our means of pro-|tions that diminish the margin of 

duction and transportation, and brought | profits in other industries. Facilities in 
the most remote regions of the globe into | transportation which bring in competi- 

the most intimate relations of common /|tion the products of cheap and fertile 
interest. soils, and cheap labor, are the leading 

This progress, in the logic of events, | factors in determining the low prices of 

has led toa complete reorganization of | farm products which now prevail. 

methods of production in manufactures; This competition cannot be evaded, 

of all kinds, and the most intense com-/and the farmer has no reasonable hope 
petition has reduced the margin of prof-|that former high prices will again be 

its to a point that is fatal to all estab-| realized. It must be met by an applica- 
lishments that are not on a sufficient | tion of the same general business princi- 

scale to make the sum of small items of | ples which command success in other in- 

profit an aggregate worth seeking. dustries. 
Let us briefly consider some of the} From the very nature of the conditions 

conditions under which the world’s work | involved, specialization, and intensive 

is performed in the industrial arts./ systems of production, and the subdi- 
Large investments of capital are needed, | vision of labor which are essential to 

and specialization and intensity in pro-|success inother arts, cannot be applied 
duction must be supplemented by an|in farming. The intimate relations of 
intelligent subdivision of labor with| the different interests of the farm are 

strict economy in its applications. An|not recognized in special farming, and 

unskilled workman with a machine | high farming cannot be looked upon asa 

takes the place of the skilled handi- | remedy for prevailing low prices. Under 

craftsman, and the rapid exchange of | an intensive system of farming, every in- 

commodities is an essential condition | crease in the product, beyond a certain 
of success. limit which varies with each farm, in- 

Even with these aids to cheap produc-| volves an increased cost of production. 

tion, manufactures in many cases have| The only remedy for the prevailing 

only succeeded by utilizing residues | low prices of the farm products, that can 

which had before been wasted. The ap-! be safely recommended, is the practice 

plications of science widened the avail- | ofa thorough and consistent system of 

able resources of production, and the! farm management which provides for
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making the most of every resource, and | cannot be reasonably expected to essen- 

this involves an economical administra-| tially modify or supersede them. Its 
tion in the expenditure of labor and the | mission is to explain the results of prac- 

utilization of all farm residues, so that | tice and suggest new lines of experi- 

all wastes may be avoided. mental investigation that will add to the 

Hand and Brain—Every aid that | value of our exporionce, and lead to im- 

science can render must be brought to | proved methods of management, with 

bear on the problems presented in every | greater uniformity and certainty in the 

department of the farm. The relations | results obtained. 
of chemistry to agriculture are so well Barnyard Manure, — Among the 

understood that they need only be re-| residues of the farm, barnyard manure 
ferred to here. may firstclaim our attention from its 

In physics the law of the conservation paramount importance in a system of 
of energy has revolutionized its methods | mixed husbandry. 

of investigation, and as the farmeris con-| In discussing the subject of manures 
stantly dealing with energy in its various | to a popular audience it will be best, on 
forms and modes of action, he, too, is in- | the start, to make a concise statement 
terested in the applications of this gen-| of some of the leading facts in the nu- 
eral law of nature. trition of plants and animals, and their 

The comparatively new science of | correlated relations. 
biology has to do with life in its various} Qf the 70 or more elements known to 
manifestations under a wide range of chemistry, only 13 enter into the com- 
conditions. As the farmer is constantly position of plants and animals. Four of 
dealing with living organisms, from the these, viz., carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, 
crops which he grows, with the world of | ang nitrogen, with a little sulphur, - 
vital forms which influence them for | form protoplasm, “the physical basis of 
good or ill, to the animals which he} jife” and an essential constituent of 
cares for, with the numberless parasites every living cell, and they are also of 
which assail them, he must be interested particular interest as making up a large 
in the laws of vital activities which proportion of the dry substance of plants 
supersede or modify the ordinary physi- | and animals. From 8 to 31 per cent. of 
cal and chemical forces with which heis plants, and from 35 to 65 per cent. of 

familiar. animals, may be reckonedas dry sub- 
Every department of science has, in| stance, the rest being water. Of this dry 

fact, relations more or less direct, to substance, nearly one-half is carbon, and 
every subdivisionor interest of the or-| next to this in amount is oxygen, with a 
dinary routine of farm practice. It may | small percentage of hydrogen, and from 
safely be asserted that there is no busi- 214 to 3 per cent. of nitrogen. 

nessor profession in which so wide a} When the plant or animal is burned, 
range of knowledge may be profitably | from 114 to7 per cent. of the dry sub- 
made use of as in farming. |Stance remains as ash. Eight of the 
Science and Agriculture. — The original 13 elements are found in the 

relations of science to agriculture must ash, and among them are potash and 
not, however, be overrated or misconstru- | phosphoric acid. 
ed. Agriculture is the oldest art, and | The natural supplies of ten of the thir- 
its practical principles have been well teen elements which enter into the com- 
established by long experience. Science | position of plants are abundant under
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all ordinary conditions, but the other , phoric acid in the form of commercial 

three, nitrogen, potash and phosphoric | fertilizers. 

acid, are often deficient in the soil, and | Value 7, manure produced from one 

they need, therefore, to be supplied in ton of feed by average farm stock: : 

the form of manure. Most of our farm a7] an 

crops supply all of the elements required 5 53 5 23 

by animals, and there is seldom need of | xrxp or Freep. se3 Knivoe em. eens 

a special provision of any particular 33 8) 22 g 

element when food is provided in prop- . > 

er variety and quantity. When farm Taga aL. ek a ae 

crops or purchased foods are consumed | OO sisigc'e---: oe || Zanes Mr: es 

by animals, the nitrogen, potash and) CoP ie:0-| $00 | Swadaavc | 3 ra 
phosphoric acid which they contain, that | Wheat.....07..."] 7 24 || Mangles...0....) 2 43 

are not needed for the purposes of the ee ai Se = 

animal economy, aro voided in the | RYSsirv..---) 26 | Wie gaa] 1 

een Pe ee cs 200 
The Value of Fertilizers.— The | Pea straw.......) 5% Kiln dried.’ .| 12 80 

value of barn-yard manure will depend, Soe Slee = 

jnthe fret place, upon the amount of |Buckwheat.-.-| $881) Qi Troceni| 200 
nitrogen, potash and phosphoric acid in|Fodder corn Cotton seed| | 

the feed consumed, and in the second ane . | meal ......+..] 28 ® 

place, upon the conditions under which ee Ne 
eee 

the manure is kept and applied to the| ‘The actual values will, of course, vary 

soil. _ | somewhat with locality, but the relative 

On the average, animals will retain | values will remain essentially as repre- 

: for the purposes of the system not more | sented. 

than ten percent. of the nitrogen of the! Barnyard manure is the residual pro- 

constmed food, and but from 134 to2/ qucer of the farm, resulting from the 

per cent. of the potash and phosphoric |¢he manufacture of feed into animal ~ 

acid. Pigs will retain of these constitu-| products of greater value. This residue 

ents rather more than sheep, and sheep | js too generally neglected, and statistics 

will retain slightly more than cattle. indicate that the losses involved in care- 

With store stock, making no gain, the | Jess methods of management must be 

manure will contain all of the valuable | enormous. 

constituents of the feed. Cows giving| Value of Manure.—From the latest 

milk and young growing stock will wp-| estimates of crop returns for the year 

propriate more of the nitrogen, potash | 1884, the value of the manure produced 

and phosphoric acid, than fattening ani-| in the United States, or what should be 

mals, and their manure will accordingly | utilized as such under a consistent sys- 

be less valuable with the same feed. tem of management, cannot be less than 

‘The following table of the value of | $1,269,000,000.00, which is more than 

the manure produced from different | twice the value of the total agricultural 

articles of feed, when consumed by aver-| exports for the same year. It is un- 

age farm stock, has been made from the | doubtedly safe to assume that at least 

latest data furnished by the American |one-halt of this valuable residue is lost 

analysis. The values are based on the} from neglect, or ignorance, of the best 

cost of the nitrogen, potash and phos- | methods of preserving it. From this it
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must be seen that if this residue was all] In the almost entire absence of vola- 

utilized the agricultural exports of the | tile constituents, of manurial value, the 

country might be doubled without mak-| only waste of fresh dung of practical in- | 

ing any additional draft on the elements | terest will be from leaching of its small 

_of soil fertility. In the State of Wiscon- | proportion of soluble constituents. 

sin we cannot estimate the value of the} icrobes.—In fermenting barnyard 

barnyard manure for the year 1884 at| manure a variety of changes take place, 

Jess than $35,000,000.00, and the losses in-| the sum of tho effects being to increase 
volved under present conditions of farm | the solubility of the elements of fertility. 

practice must, in the aggregate, be at|Thefermentation of manures is caused 
least $15,000,000.00. An annual prevent- by minute living organisms called mi- 

able loss to the farmers of the State of | crobes, each species producing a particu- 

such magnitude should receive thought- | Jar kind of fermentation. In the putre- 
ul attention, and a wider diffusion of | factive fermentation organic nitrogen 

knowledge relating to the sources of | is changed to the form of ammonia, and 

such wastes must be recognized as of | the volatile ammonia that may be pro- 

the greatest practical importance. duced in the interior of the heap be- 

Conserving Fertility. — The best | comes fixed by organic acids and chang 
methods of conserving the elements of|}ed to the soluble form, and there is 

fertility in the form of barnyard ma-| little or no escape of volatile ammonia. 
nure may be readily understood and the] The offensive odors escaping from 

consistent and systematic application of | manures in the form of gases are mostly 

a few simple principles will serve as a} of no value as fertilizers, and the sense 

safe guide in practice. of smell is not therefore a reliable test of 

From the limits assigned to this paper |} manurial values. Another microbe, or 

in the bulletin, a concise outline of these | perhaps a number of forms, changes am- 

principles can only be presented, without | monia, and likewise organic nitrogen, to 

any detailed discussion of the subject. | nitric acid. The potash and phosphoric 

Growth of Crops.—Although other | acid are likewise made more soluble in 

constituents may have a more or less| the processes of fermentation. 

direct influence on the growth of crops, From the increased solubility of the 

we may confine our attention to the valuable manurial constituents in the 

nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric acid | process of fermentation the dangers of 

contained in barnyard manure, as the | loss from leaching are intensified, with- 

elements of dormant interest, from the | out any escape of valuable materials in 

fact that the natural supplies of other| the volatile form, of any practical im- 

constituents, under ordinary conditions, | portance. 

seem to be ample for the purposes of| When and How Applied.—In farm 

plant growth. practice the bulk of the manure should 

In fresh barnyard manure the nitrogen | be applied to the soil before fermenta- 

is mostly in organic combination, and | tion takes place. Fermentation of ma- 

not ina soluble form; there is but little | nure in contact with the soil aids in its 

ammonia in the form of salts, and the| disintegration, and by this indirect ac- 

mere traces of volatile ammonia are| tion liberates plant food that would not 

practically not worth considering. otherwise be readily made available. 

Potash and phosphoric acid are in the| From the facts which have already 

main in insoluble combinations. been presented it will be seen that ab-
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sorbents of volatile matters are not im-, from the yard. The rainfall will do no 

portant factors in the presorvation of harm if there is litter enough to absorb 

manures. They may be employed to it and keep the yard comfortable for 

deodorize the air of stables, but to pre- | cattle, and it is not allowed to soak 

vent the escape of fertilizing materials in 1 through the manure and wash the 

the form of gases, they may do harm 1 soluble constituents away. Evaporation 

by diverting attention from the real | from the surface will often equal or ex- 

sources of waste. The specific action of | ceed the rainfall in amount, :o that pro- 

the absorbents in popular use were dis- | visions for retaining all of tho rain that 
cussed in detail, and the fallacy of their | falls during the year is not needed. 

assumed influence was pointed out. 

Sow Rept —When manare is tt| 0 ,oprand. Tie dae ct 
in flat, compact masses through which manure to the soil a st . pelemy 

water is not allowed to leach, to wash | ton6 as soon as it cousaniaiiae can be 
out the soluble constituents, fermenta- ater {eis wintle y 

tion will be retarded or entirely prevent- Man. pac : tothe field should 

ed, the valuable fertilizing materials a en to the field should al- 
will be retained, and there will be no ways be spread at once over the surface. 

waste of nitrogen in the volatile form. It should not, under any conditions, be 

With high piles the liquids containing distributed in small piles to be spread 

the soluble constituents leach down- tes sae Manures should be kept 
ag. near the surface as there may be loss from 

a ~ =. ee leaching to the subsoil if not immediate- 
uents, and unless extraordinary care is ly appropriated = — ages it 

si manures are plowed under, a shallow 
—— igs bore furrow slice will be best, as the microbes 
ed from rainfall, may be preserved with- of nitrification act more efficiently in the 
out loss with a moderate amount of preparation of plant food near the sur- 

litter to absorb and hold the natural face. 

liquids. Manure cellars are not neces-| Howto Prevent Waste.—The con- 

sary, and under ordinary conditions of| ditions required for preventing a waste 

practice it is better to dispense with | of manures may be briefly stated as fol- 

them entirely. Manure may be preserved | lows: 
in open yards with a minimum of loss if| 1. Water tight floors and manure 

sufficient care is taken to prevent the/ gutters, with sufficient litter to absorb 

leaching and escape of liquids. The yard | all liquids. 

should have a water tight and slightly} 2. Keepin flat, compact piles, pro- 

concave bottom, the manure leveled | tected from an excess of water, and pro- 

down with an abundance of litter to| visions for preventing all waste from 

make a flat, compact mass as the animals | leaching. 

tread it down—water from the eaves} 3. Apply to the soil as soon as con- 

must be carried off in suitable gutters, | venient, and spread immediately on the 

and no liquid must be allowed to run| surface.
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ADVICE AND BREED. 

By R. G. HORR, Michigan. 

Kourth Pager, 

An American Peculiarity— Some board around, and do you know, I 

cynical person has said that Ameri-|could always get advice as to how to 

can people are peculiarly noted for|run -ny school from every patron in 

one characteristic; he says that as a} the district. Any preacher will tell you 

rule they talk best on the things they | that he can always get advice how to 

know the least about. That being the | preach a sermon, just what to say, when 

case, I am in excellent condition to talk | to say it, and how to say it. He will al- 

toa farmers’ institute, and I think there | ways get it the most readily from the 

is some truth in the saying, for I think | fellows, who, to save their souls, can’t 

f Ihave noticed in my entire life, that|tell the difference between orthodox 

people do usually tails the best in this|and burdocks. After this explanation, 

country about things they know the | you won't think it preposterous in me 

least about. Ifa manis sick, he can al-|if I talk about cattle, will you? Of 

ways get a prescription from every man | course, I need not tellyou that I have 

and woman he meets right on the street; | one big advantage in talking about cat- 

they will always tell him just the thing tle, and that is, that I was raised my- | 

that is needed to cure him, that is every- | self upon a farm, and, by the way, did 

body but the doctors. They will give | you ever see 2 man that wasn’t raised on 

you their pills because it is their busi-|a farm? I'd go a good ways to strike a 

ness, you know, but if you could see the | man of that kind. 

doubt in their own minds asto whether} Breeds of Cattle.—I am interested 

they were going to kill or cure you, you somewhat in the discussion that I have 

wouldn't take their medicine. You re-| heard since I came in here on this ques- 

member we fellows who staid home dur- tion of breeds of cattle, from the fact 

ing the war. You let us get down town that where I lived in our State, it isa 

in some office and couldn’t we put down | subject of very great interest, and I was 

rebellion in good shape, while the peo- surprised to find my friend, Keyes, read- 

ple at the front were generally a little | ing an essay to prove that the best cattle 

doubtful how the thing was coming out. that there were in the entire world was 

Gratuitious Advice.—Every farmer | a breed that I never heard of in my life. 

here knows as a rule you can get ad- Most of these pictures hanging around 

vice how to run your farm better and/}this room, are familiar to me. Where 

easier from the man who never pay ae your Red Polled? 

ed a furrow in his life or hoed a cab- Now, there isn’t anything that inter- 

bage, than anybody else. I don’t mean | ests farmers in the cattle line more than 

any reflection on you, Brother Keyes. I | the question of how you can get an ani- 

used to, when young, teach school and mal that it will pay you tokeep. That is
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the only test of which cattle are good | there is nothing that this country ought 

for anything; it is the kind that pans out to examine more than to find out a breed 
well in theend. Do youknow I have a/ that will combine the two things, as our 

sort of anold fogy idea that we have/|friendssaid, beef and milk. I don’t 

been struggling and fussing over this | know, I doubt whether you can combine 
question in this country for thirty years | a bagecgh konpa oe in your — 

a good deal, and you know the subject | Polled. loubt it. I think as a rule an 

Iam talking on is something I don’t animal that is the best for milk is not 

know much about, but I don’t think for | very well adapted for beef; at least my 

beef, we have ever beat the Shorthorn | experienco is, that where an animal runs 

yet. {think we can improve our cattle | to beef she is a poor milker, and that a 

by mixing them with any good breed. good cow nover puis on flesh much 

Holsteins for Milk.— Now, have you | While she is milling, and consequently 

ever noticed cows in pictures? Are | I have an idea, that the great question 

oe Petes = Se Se Oo epee ome aoe barn? They vary in the barn; they oie : 2 oe 

never do in pictures, and isn’t it true it | een 7 —— _ yes : very 

doesn’t make so much difference what | 8° usiness in these days, breed your 

sn ryt nai cows in every breed are pretty good ones, ae eet i 
and the poorest cows in every breed are run to beef and let the milking business 

almighty mean, that is the fact about it. a oe —. oye -_ = 
Ihave an idea that the best milkers to- i” i 

day in the world are the Holsteins. I say that _— fitted for both, aS I have 

that because I am better acquainted ne ee ng cei 
with them than any other of the modern . ronder- 
animals in this country. Yes, I think ful beef cattle. I never saw any of them 

they give more milk, but I don’t think that were. 
it is fair to test them by the rules that{ Herefords and Durhams.— Where 

they adopt in showing these wonderful | we live we run to Herefords. There are 

weights of milk. You take a big Hol-| some very valuable ones near where I live 

stein cow, and in order to get the record | and they are very fine for beef purposes, 

that they get, you have to keep two/| thatis, those they take to the fair. Idon’t 

men feeding her, and one milking her, | know how they do on an ordinary farm. 

and if you keep that right up vigorously | The animal that pays best is the one that 

year in and year out, you will get con-| wemen who don’t run to fancy cattle are 

siderable milk. I have an idea that} going to kecp. The cattle we want ara 

“for cheese making purposes, and for | those that are hardy, those that: look dur- 

skim milk purposes, the Holstein is the | able, even if you don’t feed them all the 

best animal. For coffeo, give me the|timoe or curry them every morning. I 

Jersey, but I don’t want her for any-| don’t know just exactly, nor do I think 

thing except coffee. Asa rule my ob-| anybody kno-s, just what breed of cattle 

servation is, the Jersey is too small. As| we should raise. In the country where 

a rule, she doesn’t give milk enough for | I was raised, an old English gentleman 

a good sized family, but as I stated a lit-| brought with him from England some 

tle while ago, you can get a pretty good | old Roan Durhams, and from that day 

cow if you get the best in any breed, and | to this, you go into that neighborhood
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and the steers in that neighborhood : without eating, that would be the stock 

will average three or four hundred to introduce; but as a rule you have 

pounds more than they will average | to feed your animal everything that the 

in any other place in that section of the | animal makes into meat, and I say, as 

country; that man did the farmers of /a rule, the old fashioned Roan Durham 

that community more good than they | would appropriate more feed and come 

could ever comprehend, even after he/out with more meat than any animal 

has been dead and gone thirty years,|I ever met in the United States. 
and yet the improvemont in stock that} The Great Industry.—Now, my 

he introduced into that township is liv-| friends, there are people here who want 
ing right on to-day; that is tho reason|to talk on something they know about, 

that I am prejudiced in favor of the|and consequently I must just simply 

Shorthorns. thank you for this kind greeting. I am 

At our State Agricultural Society, aj very glad to have been here and I am 

few weeks ago, were some cattle they | going to stay and see what you people 

called Red Durham, but they don’t look | have to say, because we are all interested 

at all like those I am talking about. | in the advancement of the great industry 

They lacked size, they lacked what I call-| which lies at the bottom of all the in- 

ed the beef qualities, they were very sleek | dustries of the United States. Without 

looking animals, but I have an idea that |the products of the soil, our country 

for the farmer, what you want of asteer | would beof no use in the world. I believe 

is one that will weigh. At least, that has | in just such associations as this, and all I 

been my experience. When I had one to| hope is that, as a rule, you will have peo- 

sell, if he didn’t weigh anything, I didn’t | ple talk to you about things that they 

get much for him. Consequontly, I am|have investigated. What I have said 

in favor of those old fashioned Roan | was simply because they got hold of me 

Durhams for beef, that you could make | and forced me to say something. I am 

without constantly feeding them. Now,| very thankful tomeet so many of the 

if somebody could only invent or pro-| farmers of Wisconsin, and I hope here- 

duce an animal that would get along‘ after some time, we may all meet again. 

THE FARMER’S DUTY TO HIS SCHOOL. 

By C. W. GARFIELD, Lansing, Michigan. 

Fifth Paper. 

Our Rural Schools—Are the foun-|their highest development in method 
tains of agricultural progressin our coun- | and results. We can afford to take time 

try. Our future farmers and farmers’ | in a farmers’ institute to discuss their 

wives are largely moulded for their life- | weaknesses and lay plans for their bet- 
work within their precincts, and we | terment. 

should let nothing stand in the way of! No Children to Send.—There is no
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excuse in the fact that many-of us have| less by your children. The matter of 

no children to send. The effect of poor | compensation to the hired man or woman 

tuition is felt by all, and I have no sym-| to whom you consign them at school is 

pathy with people who raise a family of | of little importance, provided you get 

children and send them to school, sim-|the right help. The herdsman who 
ply to get them out of the way, with no| simply feeds, waters and cards, is unfit 

farther thought concerning their en-| for his place. He must study the indi- 

vironments when away from the parent-| viduality of the animals and suit his 

al eye. This carelessness with regard | attention to their needs. The teacher 

to the education of children through | must have the “herd” of children close to 

their associations, is a fault which | his heart, and if properly equipped for 

threads into every rural district. his work in mind and sympathies, the 

Radical Errors—Tho following I} Work is not simply six hours per day, but 

name as the most radical errors that| all of his waking hours. The farmer 
crop out prominently in our system of should demand this for his children and 

schools: pay for it commensurately. 

1. Itisdesirabloto secure the max-| What Tuition Consists In.—Tu- 

imum length of term of school most for | ition is not simply assignment of lessons 

the minimum amount of money. and listening to recitations. Thousands 

2. The number of days in the school ; of things in the outside world can be 

room multiplied by the number of|made to contribute to the moulding 

hours per day determines the value of|power in the school-room, and every 
the school. parent should appreciate the instruction 

3. Money used in embellishing school ; that may be given in the fields and 

premisos is wasted, | woods and by the roadside. If you are 

4, Children attending a rural school | fortunate to secure a teacher who can 

are quite safe in their moral develop-| grasp this work, do not for your child- 

ment. ren’s sakes repress the efforts by ac- 

5. It is natural for little girls it the hours which the teachers 

neat in their appearance and manners;| spend with pupils out-of-doors, giving 

but boys are of a rougher type and must | them glimpses into the great world 

have “full swing,” and no matter how | about them, as lost in settling up the 

they are attired. wages for the term. 

6. Assoon as children can walk to} A Discouraging Feature.—One of 
school, they should go, so as to be out| the most discouraging features of our 
of the way, because they are only a nuis-| common school training is, that the ac- 

ance at home; and it is the teacher’s| companiments of the instruction given 

business to care for them and instruct are in such discordance with the best 

them. things to be taught. Children are 
Importance of Good Teachers.— | expected to be neat, orderly, methodical 

To the good farmer I would put the | etc.; in truth to grow in those attributes 

matter in this way: A well-bred animal | of character which will, later, aid them 

’ can not be trusted to a poor hired man. | in getting a comfortable living and en- 

You seek the most trusty and skilled | joying to the fullest extent the income 

help to care for your high-bred stock, | of thrifty habits. They are to acquire 

and then you look personally after their | these attributes of character in a school- 

development. You can not afford to do| house that has less care than an ordinary
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horse-stable; upon grounds that are not | less of a teacher, than that his association 

cared for as well as the average meadow; | at the children’s games and about the 

at a place where no respect for public | premises, shall be so intimate that he 

property is expected; in truth, the | shall know about the tendencies, if there 

most general excuse for want of atten- | be any, toward corruption of morals. 

tion to school premises is that the child-| The seeds of the worst forms of im- 

ren will so soon destroy their comeliness. | morality are sown at our schools, and for 

Why Boys Are Destructive—Is their rapid development our parents 

it a wonder that boys throw stones |are directly responsible, owing to their 
through the windows of empty houses | utter neglect of matters at school. 
when their parents expect they will,| Country Boys—Are too often coun- 

without compunction, pull a clap-board | try boors, and grow up to be utterly 

from the school-house at will? Is there | careless of manners, of dress and ad- 

so much to blame in a child who breaks | dress, because courtesy and tidiness of 

a twig from a valuable ornamental apparel are not expected of them. Many 

shrub, when his father’s excuse for not agentlemannered woman is worried daily 

planting shrubbery about the school | °Ver the coarse, thoughtless husband, 

premises, is that the boys will destroy simply because as a school-boy he was 

every green twig anyway, and there is no! not given proper tuition in tho ameni- 

use in planting anything? ties of life which were dubbed by his 

Respect the Rights of Others.—| ders as “city fangles.” ‘ 

There is no surer way to teach children] The Farmer’s Duty—To his school, 

respect for the rights of others than to | farther demands that he should think 

practice it upon the school grounds. | enough of his children to keep them at 

There is no surer way of inculcating|home,and teach them the “ins and 

principles of correct taste than under | outs” of the farm, until they are of a 

the guidance of the teacher, in making | suitable school age. There are worlds 

delicately beautiful every nook and cor- | of things for the little ones to learn 

ner about the school-house and grounds. | about the farm premises, while their 

There is surely nothing that can be|little bones are hardening, and it is 

taught the average girl and boy from the | brutal to compel them to set upon hard 

farm that will ultimately give them | benches several hours a day. Parents 

more pleasure than facts concerning |should give attention to these early 

trees, plants, insects and animals about | years of tuition, and not delegate it toa 
them; and there is no discipline superior | Stranger. 

to learning to record accurate and hon-| Tae Mother’s Duty.—But mothers 

est observation. often say tome: “I have no time for 

The School House—Should be kept | this work, and the little ones, and 

sacred to school purposes; should be| must send them to the teacher, who is 

maintained asa model of neatness. Not|employed for the work.” Without far- 

an obscene mark should be allowed to|ther argument I must answer firmly 

remain on it for a day. The closets|and feelingly: “Then you ought not to 

should be kept tidy and in a perfect|be a mother.” Home, childhood and 

state of repair, and the girls’ closet should | parentage lose all their charms when 

be so arranged by planting of shrubbery | parents can not spend time to guide the 

as to have a somewhat secluded walk to] germinating minds, for whose existence 

it. Parents and officers cannot demand! they are responsible.
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Your Duty—To your teacher does’ original and enthuastic teachers, should 

not rank among the lesser duties. Once interest every parent as well as child. 

given an instructor suited to the work, | Our Teachers.—But a small propor- 

he should secure your keenest sym- i tion of those who attend rural schools 

pathy, and most earnest support. Only | ever have opportunities of academic and 

in this way can the tuition secure its collegate courses. But if our common 

best fruition. New methods should be | schools are made what they may be, the : 

secured kindly; and all their social ac- | leaders of the next generation will large- 

companiments, which combine enter- | ly be those, whose only certificate of 

tainments with instruction, that are in-| graduation will befor attendance at the 

stituted in connection with the school | country schools. Let us not forget our 

life, should be warmly supported; and/| duty, but begin now to take an abiding 

toensure the highest benefits there-| interest in the education of our child- 

from the spirit and enthusiasm of the | ren and use every means in our power 

juniors should pervade the homes of the | to arrange for the best tuition, with 

school patrons. Singing, writing, read-| pleasant and sympathetic environments; 

ing, and spelling schools, lyceums and| and show our interest in the growing 

debating clubs, organized by earnest, | ones by our presence and encouragement. 

THE APIARY. 

By Mrs. HILLS, Sheboygan County, Wis. 

Sixth Paper. 

A Woman's Experience—A re-|little attention has been given to the 

cent writer on the subject of bee-keeping | subject, some general ideas gleaned from 

has remarked, that to conduct an apiary, | the studies of advanced apiarists may 

successfully, requires more study, ex-|be of interest. Were the question to 
perience and skill, than to guide a steam- | arise here to-night as to the source from 

ship across the Atlantic ocean. In view | whence sweets were obtained, before the 
of such a statement as this, it would | sugar cane was brought from its native 

seem preposterous for a novice with only ' India and domesticated in Europe and 
four years’ experience, anda woman at;the more Western world, how many 

that, to attempt to give much informa- | could give an immediate and intelligent 

tion in regard to this industry. But aueeets We are told, that although 
considering the numerous letters re-/ there are evidences of the very high an- 
ceived from women, earnestly asking as | tiquity of the sugar industry in India 

to the possibility of thus obtaining bread |and Chiya, yet its development in all 

for themselves and their children, an ac-| other countries is of comparatively re- 
count of one woman’s experience in the cent date, and that the introduction of 

work, may not be out of place; and as| the sugar cane into Europe appears to 

outside the ranks of bee-keepers, aes been one of the results of the
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Crusades. It was grownin the island of , sacred and profane records, we are told 
Cypress about the middle of the twelfth | that this familiar phrase might perhaps, 

century, from thence, at a later time, | be more properly rendered, ‘‘a land flow- 

transplanted to Madiera, and at the com-| ing with milk and grape juice.” Whata 

mencement of the sixteenth century, | startling idea! If mankind progresses in 

was carried from the latter island to the| circles, or in spirals, we might almost 

West Indies. The first sugar refinery | imagine, that we, in our day, had just ar- 

of which we find any notice, was one in| rived at the same identical point again. 

Dresden about the year 1600. Still, the | Grape juice, indeed! Let us hasten for- 

manufacture of sugars in the countries} ward to the safe ground where the bee 
to which it had been introduced, made} is monarch and queen. The earnest 

but slow progress, and on account of its} Semitic and Indian records, Egyptian 

dearness, its use was limited to the| sculptures and papyri, as well as the 
wealthy. Sugar appears to have been| poems of Homer, all testify to the early 

but vaguely known to the ancient Greeks | cultivation of bees, by man, for domes- 

and Romans. A line from a Latin poet | tic purposes. And their frequent repre- 

indicates a knowledge of its existence| sentation, in Egyptian bieroglyphics, 

merely as a curious fact. wherein the bee occurs as the symbol of 

Antiquity of Bee-Keeping.— The| royalty, clearly shows, that their econo- 

question, from what source did all the] my, with a monarch at its head, was 

teeming populations of ancient timesand| known. A hive, too, figured on a very 

of the succeeding middle ages obtain | ancient tomb at Thebes, is evidence of 

their sweets, becomes one of considerable | the early domestication of the bee there; 

interest. As possibly affording some clue] and of how early, even historically, it 
to the solution of this question, there | was brought under the special dominion 

may be found, it is said, in one of the|ofman. . 

earliest extant treatises on botany, writ Bee Literature.—It was estimated, 
ten in the third century before Christ, an | over three hundred years ago, by De 

allusion to ‘‘ honey in reeds”; just as a) Montfort, who then wrote a work on 
similar treatise at the present day might | bees in French, that between five and 

contain an allusion to “sugar in beets.” | six hundred authors had prec: d>d him on 
The phrase is certainly a very suggestive | the subject of bee-keeping. Most of these 
one, and appears to indicate that the | books were written in Latin and are lost 

word honey at that time was used a to the world, very few having been hand- 

much the same sense asis the word sugar | ed down tous. From remote antiquity 

with us. More than two thousand years | the practice has prevailed in Egypt of 

have passed since the ancient botanist | collecting great numbers of hives in ves- 

wrote his treatise; and the curious honey | sels on the Nile, and transporting them 

producing reeds, of which he knew so| from pasture to pasture according to the 

vaguely, have made their way around the | succession of flowers in the different dis- 
globe, and played their part in shaping tricts. A somewhat similar practice pre- 

the civilization of a new hemisphere. == on the Rhone in France; and the 
How familiar to our ears have become the | conveying of bees from place to place, 
accounts in the Bible of the “‘ land flowing | has been usual in Greece, Asia Minor and 

with milk and honey.” And now among | Persia, from the earliest times. Strange 

the old land-marks that are being swept | to say, it is claimed that the honey-bee 

away by the relentless searchings and | was nota native of the western continent. 
siftings of the modern student, in both| We are told that, without doubt, there
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were no honey-bees here until introduced {bee than from the dog. For many 

by the Caucasian race. This seems the | years the burden of the efforts of our 

* it i id, that all the most prominent apiarists has been to in- 

ee a oa duce our government to extend to api- 

continents and islands of the eastern hem- | culture proper recognition and protec- 

isphere abound with them. Itisone more | tion, as one of the important national 

illustration of the inextricable puzzles eee Eas bee teak ‘igh 

ceemeted te ga eee the efforts of Prof. C. V. Riley, of the 
tion — Mt. — _ | Agricultural Department at Washing- 

anoount of ite. great variety 0° oSoel se | ton, and others, the government has es- 
ous flowers and abundance of honey, has ltablished an Apicultural Department, ; 

. a > 

been poetically called the empire of bees, | and is conducting an experiment station 

and Hymettus in Attica is in the same 
at Aurora, Ill, under the charge of Mr. 

way famous. The German black or W. McLai 

brown bee is the variety best known; as 5 See 

through all the ages, it has been most = — — 

widely distributed. We find, however, ae poppe ee having een 

that the Italians were known, both to = eae eT es, ee 

a anid Ware Whe sang ct the | prof. A. J. Cook, where pupils may re- 
variegated, golden bee. It is said that re pence clion inthe lyghite 

the wider distribution of the German bee | aes tion of beea. ‘The managers 

can only be accounted for by considering le Bs oe = ‘cull is 

the more vigorous, pushing habits of the | eae ES palais pew loose 

Se ; oa me ae oy this industry, having sometimes offered 
overran and infused new life into south- premiums amounting to several hun 

ls Europe, but have vitalized all Christ- dclice foe tho best display of bece, 

endom. 
. 

An Important Industry.—At the honey, and implements for the apiary. 

annual meeting of the North American | In his maunal of the apiary, Prof. Cook 

Bee Keepers’ Society, held at Pann in “ aa 

i=, at _ a bi pes eae ly to The productive capital of the coun- 

Agricultural College, in his address of | +. is worthy, as an art, to receive the 

welcome, used these words: e icouragement and fostering care of the 

“Yours is no insignificant industry. | State. ‘All this annual crop of a hundred 

You represent three million colonies of million pounds of gathered nectar woud 

bees, with an annual product of surplus | go to waste, were it not for the apiarist 

honey of a hundred million pounds, and | and his bees. Millions of wealth are an- ‘ 

the production is annually increasing. nually lost to the world, through ignor- 

The best minds in the field of science have | ance of bee-culture; for it may bedoubted 

contributed to the more successful promo- | if, in almost any district of country, 

penne agp gle ee oe the number Saher, the floral resources 
observed, experimented an written ist 2 flora 3 

about bees and — habits, anes weer one a PeODRDERET this ete eee 

how best to rear them and how best to | ye ome a much greater source 0! 

utilize reel sbi! eS S aap vee than = + = aaarapee ae a 

to use the words of a learned judge of | large amount of honey 1s mnually con- 

one of our courts, the bee has become al- sumed, jn the various industries, of pork- 

most as completely domesticated as the packing, tobacco, and other manufac- 

cow. Its habits and its instincts have | tures. The commercial value of bees- 

been studied until it can be controlled | wax is also very great, and if it were 

with nearly as much Cortney, 2 any Oe possible to ascertain the total of the 

our domestic animals, and there is far | quantity produced, it would cause great 

less danger of scrious injury from the | surprise at the amount of valuable ma- 

10 

a lle
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terial derived from a source apparently | of seed. This fact led to the importation 

so insufficient. Mr. Robert Eldridge, of | of humble-bees from England to New 

Cincinnati, Ohio, states the annual yield ‘ 

of wax in Russia alone, to be nearly Zealand and Australia, a few years ago. 

5,000 tons; and this is nearly ‘all con- | There were no humble-bees in Australia 

oe one so large is the pgs and adjacent islands; and the red clover 

ae Nee G0 tons ae aiealty ee soe epee > peoiios eee 
imported into Great Britain.” Alsike clover, a hybrid between the 

1" In Germany, bee-keeping is taught in white and the red, has shorter flower- 

many of the public schools; and the gov- tubes, which makes it a favorite with our 

ernment also provides instructors in the honey bees; and so it gives a full crop of 

art, who go from town to town, as their seed from the early blossoms. When Mr. 

services are needed. The Germans un- McLain has developed the coming Ameri- 

derstand the science of economy too well | can bee, with a tongue seven-sixteenths 

to allow the wealth thus stored in their | of am inch long, then our farmers will be 

fields and forests, to go to waste; and it | able to raise seed from the first crop of 

is said, that in Switzerland, honey is as red clover; as the honey-bees, unlike the 

common an article of food as is butter humble-bees, will be numerous enough, 

in America. early in the season, to perform the : 

PortilentiGa of Plaxtee |e eee: . 
Cook, in an article on Horticulture, Location of Apiary.—In locating an 

says: apiary, of course this matter of bee-pas- 

*‘Many of our flowers, such as clovers, = the first to be considered. In 

squashes, and fruit blossoms, fail of | this locality, a great part of the honey 

fruitage, unless some insect bear the po crop is gathered from white clover; 

len of one blossom to the pistil of anoher. though occasionally something is ob- : 

It has been repeatedly demonstrated, |. . : ‘ig 

that if these plants be screened from in- | tained from dandelion, apple-bloom and 

sects, the wield of seed and fruit will be| linden. I havenever been able to obtain 

but partial.” anything whatever, from buck-wheat, 

Prof. Beal and the students of Prof.|or from any fall-bloom. I began to 

Cook’s class, have tried some very in-| keep bees in the spring of 1884, with 

teresting experiments of this kind with | two colonies of hybrids, in old-style box- 

i red clover. All the plants under observa- | hives. Never having examined a colony 

tion were covered with gauze, that the | of bees, nor seen a swarm, my know- 

conditions might be uniform. Humble- | ledge of the business was entirely theore- 

bees were placed under the screens of half | tical. A good deal of time had been 

these plants. The insects, at once, began given, during the previous winter, to the 

to visit, and sip nectar, from the clover study of various bee-books and periodi- 

blossoms. In the fall, the seeds of all the | cals, treating on the subject; and some 

plants were counted, and those from the| lessons in the use of a handsaw and 

plants visited by the humble-bees were|a ladder were attempted in a very 

to those gathered from the plants shield- private way, in which necessity was the 

ed from all insect visits as 236 to 5. | only teacher. 

Thus we see why the first crop of red Implements for the Apiary.—Vari- 

clover is barren of seed; while the second | ous implements necessary inthe hiving 

crop, which comes of bloom, visited free- | of swarms, and in other difficult opera- 

ly by humble-bees, whose long tongues tions, had been prepared. Thus equip- 

can reach down to the nectar, at the bot-| ped, matters went well that first season 

tom of the long flower tubes, is prolific! much better than there appeared
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reason to expect, from a first effort. | chamber in winter and early spring, and 

Perhaps two-thirds of the time, during | profection after removal from the cellar, 

all those spring, summer and autumn from the cold waves of the spring 

months was spent in the apiary work- months. 

ing, watching and experimenting. On The Hive.—The problem involving 

account of the difficult nature of the|the method by which these desired re- 

work, it is not thought advisable, for a | sults might be obtained, defied all at- 

beginner, to undertake the care of more tempts at solution for many months. 

than a very small number of colonies. But after much study the answer slowly 

And it might be as well to understand, evolved itself out of the chaos, and cross- 

at the very outset, that without a genu- wise frames, in Langstroth simplicity 

ine love for the fursuit, it is probably, hives, secured the two-fold advantage of 

worse than useless to attempt to engage contraction of the brood chamber and 

in it, as it has been estimated that not spring protection. On the approach of 

more than two per cent. of all those who | cold weather, chaff division-boards, two 

undertake the business make it a suc- inches thick, were placed all around the 

cess, They like the honey, and the inside of the hive, thus contracting the 

money, but are not particularly partial brood chamiber one-half. Six or seven 

to the society of the bees,—especially cross-wise frames, containing not less 

when the remarks of the latter, become | than thirty pounds of clean stores, were 

somewhat pointed and personal. nate hung en in - snug = 

us economizing heat, and bringing 

ae ae as En- | stores within easy reach of the bees. 

. : gh many] stored in the Cellar—Thus packed, 

eS , thus, by means of natural | anq placed in the cellar with chaff cush- 

and arti ae arming, the result of the ions over the frames, the temperature 

first summer’s work ‘was an increase, | has been sometimes allowed to descend 

from two to ten colonies; seven of which | simost to the freezing point, without 

were placed in the cellar for winter, and | yicipje effect upon the bees, and thus pro- 

= packed secon stands, smd the tected they have been removed to sum- 

following spring found every colony in| mer stands in spring with entire freedom 

excellent condition. Thus far, success | ¢rom that most disheartening of all diseas- 

in wintering has been my one strong| es to the beekeeper,—‘spring dwind- 

point, and whether placed in cellar, or |jing.”The temperature of the cellar has 

left ya summer stands, no colony has} yaried from 35° to 50°, remaining most q 

ever failed to come safely through the] ofthe time at about 40.° For outside 

winter. And as successful wintering | wintering, each hive after being packed 

onght, perhaps, to imply successful bee- | as above described has an additional out- 

keeping, it may be well to describe the | side case, or dry goods box placed over 

i pen by mem gates been _— with three or four inches of 

, an lecide whether, as | chaff. 

appears to me, it has simply depended Protection of Colony.—A colony 

on providing abundant food and warmth, | thus protected, with two inches of chaff 

In studying this subject of wintering, | inside the walls and three or four inches 

my attention was early drawn to what outside with chaff cushions above the 

appeared to me two very importaut con- | frames andabundance of stores within 

ditions, necessary in attaining the best | easy reach appears to defy the effects of 

results; i. @., contraction of the brood | our very coldest weather. This method 

#4444...
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of packing inside the hives involves ajcompletely capped and ripened by the 
greater amount of labor than most bee-| bees. To this end, the practice of the 
keepers think it profitable to perform, | so-called tiering-up systema appears in- 
but its exclusive practice in my own | dispensible and, if it is designed to find a 

. case, has resulted in perfect success, as | market in the large cities, it seems best 
I have never lost a colony. touse the highest priced white poplar 
Spring Protection.— Mr. W. Z. | sections and shipping crates,—the latter 

Hutchinson, of Rogersville, Michigan, | to hold no more than one tier of sections 
speaking of the absolute necessity of | and not over twenty-five pounds. There 
spring protection, advocates an outer|also appears tobe a demand for a neat 

case with packing of chaff or saw-dust | small six pound crate. By the use of \ 
to be placed over each hive when re-| tin or wood separators between the sec- f 
moved from the cellar. This does not | tions while being filled, a beautiful uni- 4 i 
secure contraction of the brood chamber, | formity may be secured and these uni- BH 
but the construction of the Heddon sec- | form sections may be shipped with much J 
tional hive which he uses itself secures |less danger of leakage. The removal of . 
contraction. Now as to styles of hive | all propolis or bee-glue from the sections 
and methods of securing the honey crop | should never be neglected if it is desired 
—they are almost as numerous and as| to place upon the market a first-class 
various as are the beekeepers. Each | product. All these precautions neces- 
beginner must select, as best he can, his | sitate a very great amount of extra la- 
hive, and his method and follow out the | bor. 
latter if the bees will permit until he has| A Labor of Love.—Thus far this 
evolved a method of hisown. has been a labor of love with me and 
Profits.—As to profits, I canonly say, | done without much expectation of re- 

that my credit page shows a balance | ward cer than the satisfaction of do- 
something like this: Forty colonies of | ing good work. For, outside the large 
bees, twenty-five additional empty hives | cities, honey is usually honey, if the 
and a tolerably complete supply of fix- quality is good, without much regard to 
tures. To these may be added the bene-| its general appearance. And now the 
fit of four years experience, and greatly | question is being continually asked, “is 
improved health. As it is not proposed bee-keeping a good business for women?” 

further to increase the stockeach colony | It would seem that in this artificial, 
ought to yield hereafter an annual sur-| high pressure age, with its stimulous of 
plus of fifty pounds of honey. Some| hot-house culture and the dire necessity 

. beekeepers say 100 Ibs and some even| of keeping up with the crowd, that any 
more than double the Jatter amount. | occupation tending to lift man out of 
But these are mostly men. Women have | himself and bring him nearer to nature, 
better judgment than men and are more | must be a blessed boon, and especially so 
moderate in their expectations, and thus | for women with their more sedentary 
they reap the advantage of being less | employments. 
often disappointed. A Farmer's Life.—In the same way 
Honey for Market.—A few words | it would seem that a farmer, taking life, 

might be said as to the manner of pre-|as it were, at first hand, must occupy 
paring honey for market. Inmyexperi-| the most healthful, natural and proper 
ence, the first and mos‘ indespensible| position in which it is possible for man 
requisite in the production of a fisrt-|to be placed and that, thus placed, he 
class article is that the honey should be | might be most likely to secure immunity
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from the hurry and worry of nineteenth | flowers. So potent is nature in her pow- 

century unrest and the dread malady of | ers of healing that could he spend a month 

thought — of unavailing and fruitless | here in the heart of the forest he might, 

conjecture. In the struggle for exist-| perhaps, on his return to civilization, 

ence how often the question will arise as | pass unrecognized among his nearest 

to who is fittest to survive. Is it the friends. 

generous, the pious, the noble-hearted,| A Plea for Broader, Fuller Life.— 

the forgiving, the humble, the truthful,|Let the farmer give his boy and girla 

the honest and the kind—or those who | corner for a flower or vegetable garden 

are strongest in sclfishness, in craft, in|and a colony of bees. It may tend to 

hypocrisy, in brute force, in false pre-| keep them on the farm, and strengthen 

tence, in unscrupulousness, in cruelty | their love for country life. It will not, 

and in avarice? Alas, how many will | in any case cost much, and may be the 

fall by the way, mental or physical | means of adding one less to the ever in- 

wrecks. 
creasing number, who, without definite 

A Panacea for Human Ills.—Let aim, crowd into the large cities, where, 

one suffering from the attacks of this if no worse happens, independence and 

latter day disease — too much think-| individuality are teo often lost amid the 

ing —try, forinstance, asaremedy, pull-| whirl and excitement of the hurrying 

ing weeds. It has been affirmed in all throng. 

seriousness by one who knows whereof Conclusion.—A modern philosopher 

he speaks, that pulling weeds has more tells us of a sort of mental gravitaion, 

than once proved an antidote for many for which we, as yet, have no name — 

of the ills of life. Let him try cultivat-| by virtue of which it is deduced that if 

ing a strawberry patch and breathe the;one man in twenty thousand, or in 

odor of the freshly turned earth; let him | thirty thousand eats shoes, or marries 

try keeping a colony of bees and see what | his grandmother, then in every twenty 

free air and sunshine will do for him, and| thousand or thirty thousand will be 

if possible, let him accompany his army |found one man who eats shoes and 

of little work people to the woods for an marries his grandmother. If this prin- 

hour and watch them as with their tiny |ciple be true, it may not seem too im- 

brushes and baskets they gather the pol- probable to infer that one other woman 

Jen from the elder tassels in early spring, here present to-night may also find her 

or listen to their murmuring music as tastes and inclinations’ turning in the 

they sip the nectar from the linden blos-| direction of bee-culture and that, thus, 

soms in later summer. Let him there this poor attempt to give a few facts and 

inhale the life-giving essences of balsam hints on the subject may find its 

and pine, of mosses and ferns and wild | sufficient excuse. 
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: HORSE SESSION—MARCH 29 . 

THE CARRIAGE HORSE. 

By A. 0. FOX, Dane County, Wis. 

Sixst Paper. 

A Handsome Team,— A short time | he should stand well up in the withers. 
ago I had some business in a neighbor-| He should carry a lengthy, well arched 
ing town. About noon there came into | neck, surmounted by a cleanly chiseled 
town a man driving a handsome team; /| head, free from meat, and with the vis- 
they were bays with nice, flowing tails; | age of a thoroughbred. His back should 
they weighed about 2400, and seemed | be of medium length, not too much in- 

to have a nice turn of speed. They | clined to arch, and coupled strong in the 
were hitched to an old bob-sled, and had | loins to a long, smooth hip. His tail 
on rather a hard lookjng harness, but, | should come out well up, and float grace- 

nevertheless, everybody turned to look | fully behind when in motion. He should 
at them. They were toppy and, like old | have a good depth of girth, and a well 

Bobby Burns’ best girl (or rather one | sprung barrel. Hislimbs and feet should 
of his best, for he had the failing of his| be absolutely sound, not too long be- 

countrymen), there was “something in | tween the jo‘nts, and not too straight in 

their gait, gard ond dress look weel.” I) the hind legs, that he may have his feet 
concluded I would spot that team, and | well under him and have easy, gracefu} 
quietly sauntered along toward the| hock action. His action should be high, 

stable to have a little chat with their| bold and square, and with sufficient 

owner. When I got there, I was surpris- | speed to roll off eight to twelve miles an 
ed to find several others on pre-| hour with ease and grace. His disposi- 

cisely the same errand as myself. But tion should be spirited and intelligent. 
the worst of it was the team had al-| A Source of Pride.— Wherever this 

ready been sold to go to New York at| horse is employed, whether in the plow, 
$600. These were carriage horses. on the road, or before the family car- 
Points.— The carriage horse must be | riage, you find him performing his duty 

proud and commanding in his bearing| with ardor, energy — a source of pride 
and of good size. He must stand 1514 | and satisfaction to his owner. 
to 1644 hands high, and weigh 1100to| Demand and Supply —That there 
1300 Ibs. His color must be clear and | is a strong demand for these horses, and 
rich, and without bad marks. His shoul-| a very meagre supply, is beyond question. 

ders should slope gracefully back, and‘ Our Eastern and Southern markets are
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daily visited by representative buyers, making a specialty of carriage horses? 

not only of this country but of Europe, | I can name but several. Would it not 

greedily seeking to capture every fine | seem wise, therefore, that we heed the 

carriage and park horse they can lay lesson now offered us by the present con- 

hand on, at prices which yield very| dition of our cattle trade? When so 

x handsome returns to the careful breed-| many are now bent on the two extremes . 

er. At Lexington, Ky.,I recently met a} —flyers or drafts—is there not a golden 

gentleman who was buying carriage opportunity for some of the conservative 

horses for a firm in Liverpool. I saw| ones to take the middle course, and 

him pay $1,600 for a pair of nicely breed a fine type of carriage horse. 

matched five-year-olds. They werebays| pow to Produce Coachers—With 

with black points, 153g hands, and| yy close proximity to the largest and 

weighed about 2,300 tbs. They could | pest city markets, and the shipping facili- 
trot in about 3 minutes, and were stand-| ties which we enjoy, we can breed and 

ard-bred. This gentleman told me he place upon the market, this class of 

had great difficulty to find such; that horses, in such form and condition as 

they were either too small and plain or| to be beyond the reach of Western com- 

too sluggish and drafty in appearance to petition. How to produce them is the 

meet the requirements. problem. We have had offered to us as 

Good Coachers Scarce.—In a let-| sires, the American standard trotter; 

ter recently received from a firm of ex- the imported French Coacher; the im- 

tensive horse dealers, of Chicago, they | ported Cleveland Bay, and the English 

express their views as follows: Coach. These are all valuable to us, but 

“We are dealers in coach and driving ; must be used with great care and judg- 

horses; can see at a glance how very | ment. I am disposed to believe that the 

peers: cool ee Pecoming all’ produce of the Cleveland and English 
more to raise a coacher than a draft Coach will not be generally satisfactory 

Pepi a get ee a except when out of dams strongly trot- 

tector have entirely lost sight of all —_ ae tip grt wit ia - he speed 
classes of horses but heavy ones.” require by the average American, and 

Great sums of money have been in- = oe - = = 
: . . inc. 80! 661 

vested in breeding the American trotter. This is especially true of the English 

The Draft Horse Interest.— The | Coach. 

breeding of draft horses has reached vast} he Cleveland Bay—As he is 

proportions. Tosay nothing of thegrow-| offered to us by the various importers, 
ing horse interests of the Eastern and |;, certainly not highly enough bred, and 

Middle States, we find horse ranches of ;, Jacking in quality. I have seen them 

great wealth and magnitude in the West. | with very heavy bodies, supported by 

Among them are the Post Percheron|far to light a set of limbs, cut 

Horse Co., of Wyoming, with 4,000 horses; away at the joints, and an indica- 

The Percheron Norman Horse Co., ot | tion of coarse hair on the ankles. I 

Colorado, 5,000 horses; Blunt & Evans, jaye seen a few of the grades, and did 

of Oregon, with a ranch of 7,000 horses. | not like them. I find my limited obser- 
These are but samples of the many. vation is backed by the experience of 

Carriage Horse Breeders.—Where | two very high authorities. The one is 

shall we turn to find breeders who are! none other than the president of the
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Cleveland Bay Society in England, in | though both sire and dam to imp. Mes- 

his address which is published in the | senger. 

London Live Stock Journal. My other] The Kentucky Highlanders have also 

authority is Stonehenge, one of the most | produced many fine carriage horses. 
celebrated English writers upon the 

horse, who treats of the Cleveland Bay in Results by Crossing.—I have seen R 
» | Very excellent results produced by cross- 

a chapter headed “other mixed breeds.” | . ce - 
ing large Mambrino and Hambletonian 

That the Clevelands possess a great! . : 
s = sires on dams of the now nearly extinct 

amount of English Cart blood is abun- M 4 ft that 

dantly evident from perusal of some of organ “type, 50 ee ee oe 
their pedigrees. branch of the English Coach family 

which relate to the celebrated Rainbow 
The French Coacher.—I have seen | Rockingham stock; Rainbow Rocking- 

but a very few grades got by French | ham was a son of North Star, and I be- 
Coachers, and can scarcely express an | lieve traced directly thence toa thorough- 

opinion. The French Coachers areaprod-|bred. This English Coach cross has 

uct of the Arabian horse and the English | some objectionable features, however, 
thoroughbred and their get ought to| among which is a tendency to feather 
be fine styled; but as to their gait, I be-| about the limbs and a little coarseness, 
lieve they will not produce sufficient | and the feet none too good. 

speed, although itis claimed that some; Hint to the Wise.— It will be no- 
of them trot in France. I also believe} ,. an 

s ticed that all these families named run 
that the color of the get will not be 

. . : back not very remotely to the thorough- 
sufficiently uniform to be satisfactory. “ . 
I have noticed several imported French pet ee eee = ee 
Concbeas wit cara tat oH ia magkin hint for our future benefit; provided al- 

ae ae as é es ways, that we select animals which have 
a great objection in carriage horses. been properly toned down by judicious 

The American Trotter.— While | admixture of the best American trotting 

some of the American trotters are under | blood, and of the largest families. It 

size, yet I believe that, up tothe present | must be remembered that the thoroug- 
time, they have given us the greatest| bred is no longer a very small horse. 
number of our best carriage horses, and Many of our best thoroughbreds are 
Ibelieve that to the largest and best | large enough. I have seen imported an- 
styled types of the standard American | jmals weighing 1200 to 1350 Ibs. I think 
trotter, we must look for our sires. So imported London will weigh over 1200 
far as my personal observation has ex-| tbs. But we do not need to go so far 

tended, the finest carriage horses I have | for what we require, since the very blood 

ever seen were got by sons and grand-| and characteristics we desire are em- 
sons of Mambrino Chief and out of dams | bodied in some of our best American 
by old Indian Chief, or his son. Indian | trotting families. 
Chief was by Blood’s Black-Hawk, he by | We may, therefore, select such standard 
Hill’s Vermont. The dam of Indian | trotting-bred sires as approach nearest 
Chief was by Ned Forrest, (Not Edwin) | to our ideal of the carriage horse, and 
by young Bashaw, he by imported Grand | which have shown their ability to im- 

Bashaw. part to their offspring the required 
Indian Chief’s 2d dam was by Doun-| characteristic of size, style, color and 

ing’s Bay Messenger, the latter breeding ! soundness.
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The Mare—Should approach the as also of the cold-blooded, heavy draft 

nearest possible to the required type | horse, although each may be right in its 

standing 15 to 164 hands, and weighing | sphere. 

1,150 to 1,300 Ibs. She must have akind| Breed From the Best.—We have 

disposition, nice style and action, and | now reached that epoch in stock breed- 

rich, solid color. She should have agood | ing when we must breed from the very 

tail, well carried; a smooth even contour, | best attainable, if we would cope success- 

free from coarseness about the hips, ul-} fully with the strong competition which 

though if she should be a little open in | surrounds us. If it be a draft horse, let 

the ribbing-up, she is likely to be all the | him-be the best of recorded sires. If it 

better breeder for it. She should stand! pe a carriage horse or a trotter, select 

well up in the withers; her neck good | trom the best families of standard, regis- 

length and rather fine, with a moderate | tered, American trotting blood. 

sized bony head. Above all, she must be | An Amerivan Product.—In breed- 

# mare of good pee and ee with | ing the American carriage horse, we have 

clear, full, expressive eye, indicating that : a great advantage in the fact that we a0 

ehe has intelligence and powers and aj not need to go abroad for our sires, nor 

desire to use it. Such mares will usually | depend upon imported pedi We 

bbe found to contain a predominence of can select them intelligently, after hav- 
: > 

good trotting blood, and, although they ing seen their sires and dams and know- 

may fall considerably short of being ing their history. They are strictly an 

standard-bred, they are a useful a and | American product, and in their patron- 

valuable class of matrons, and within age and improvement we are aiding in 

our reach. the establishment of a valuable Ameri- 

Breed to a Purpose.—But we must can breed, which is already a wonderful 

breed close to a definite purpose. If we ! example of what selection and education 

ever wish to produce valuable carriage | will do, and which has excited the ad- 

horses we must keep clear of the under- — and opened the purse-strings of 

sized, low-necked, low-striding trotter, | the world—the American trotting horse- 

SS
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HORSE-BREEDING IN WISCONSIN. 

By JOHN M. TRUE, Baraboo, Wis. 

Second Paper, 

400,000 Horses.— There are some] Few farmers can safely make the rais- 

400,000 horses in the State of Wisconsin. | ing of horses a specialty to the extent 

Their valuation, as given by our last | that dairying, beef production and sheep 

census report is approximately equal to} husbandry are frequently carried, for 
that of cattle, swine and sheep com-| except for special work, labor upon the 
bined. An industry bearing so close re-| farm and the raising of colts should be 
lations to the interests of the farmers of | 4 combined interest. 
the State, and of such grand proportions,| Keep Brood Mares.—The farmer 
is entitled to our careful consideration. | who has been accustomed to do his farm 
In opening the discussion upon the topic; Work with one team of horses, kept 
of horse-breeding, taken in connection | specially for work, and worked hard, 
with other farm enterprises, I wish to| may profitably keep four brood mares 

. speak specially of that work as carried | instead. The work will be more satis- 
on by the average farmer, and to claim | factorily done, while the production of 

for it a degree of pleasure and profit | four good colts annually, will add very 
equal to any other live stock enterprise. | materially to the income from the farm. 
The Best Success — In this field re-| Fall Colts.—When the brood mares are 

quires a natural and well-developed love| made the work animals upon the farm, 2 
for the work, an intelligent appreciation | fall colts may be raised to such an ex- 
of the animal handled, and a business | tent as to prevent those interruptions in 

tact that recognizes the demands of the| work which might occur from the ex- 

market, and brings its products to meet ,clusive raising of spring colts. The falt 

the requirements of such market. Men j colts, running with well-fed dams dur- 

of means, who make the raising of fine ing winter, make a very satisfactory 
farm stock merely a diversion, regardless ' growth during that time, and go upon 

of the elements of profit and loss that | pasture in the spring on nearly equal 5 

result from these enterprises, do not terms with their spring cousins of a few 

come within the limits of this paper. | months greater age. The fall colt at 

But for the horse-breeding farmer to' eighteen months is often equal in size 

blindly interpose his prejudices or | to the two-year-old spring colt of simi- 

whims, as applied to lines of breed- lar breeding. 
ing, and the quality of the animal | Inducements.—The statement that 
he shall raise, between his financial in- no more feed is required to keep the 
terests and the market, is a kind of good colt than the good steer of equal 
folly that reflects seriously upon the in- | age, or the boord mare than the dairy 
telligence and business capacity of its cow, is accepted by all intelligent hand- 

possessor. | lers of good stock. From these premises
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we enter the claim that no live stock , to figure very strongly in the requisites 

industry offers equal inducements to | of the market horse. It is demanded in 

the Wisconsin farmer to the raising of | the typical roadster. Itis a necessity 

good horses. To substantinate this | upon the farm. There seems to be no 

statement, we have only to cite the uni-| limit for the admiration for it in the 

form, continued and persistent demand | draft horse. 

for good horses that has prevailed for| The Fine Roadster.—To the farmer 

years—a demand that increases jn di-|of fine taste and discrimination, who 

rect ratio to the improvement of our readily recognizes style and finish in the 

stock, unaffected even, by means of | horse, and is systematic and persistent 

drouths that have seriously depressed | enough to back these qualities with 

the prices of other farm stock. proper feeding, shaping and handling, 

Kind to Raise.—What kind of horses the production of the fine roadster, of- 

shall the farmer raise? The horse that fersan enterprise worthy of his best 

he is best adapted to handle; that his| work. Between the breeding of the trot- 

taste and capacity enables him to pro-|ter, and the draft horse that has in the 

duce at the greatest net gain, due con-| past claimed most attention, the fine 

sideration being given to the cost of| roadster has been neglected, and to-day 

raising and handling, and the certainty|a rangy, stylish, high-stepping horse, 

and uniformity in quality and selling | of good color, weighing from 11001bs. to 

value of the entire product of the en- | 1300Ibs., brings a high price to the lucky 

terprise 
owner. The great barrier to the sup- 

This bars from consideration, first the | ply of the popular demand for these , 

miscellaneously-bred horse, the result of | horses, is the lack of suitable dams for 

ignorance, parisimony and prejudice; | the work, animals of sufficient size, 

the product of an jndiscriminate hap- | style, and finish being rarely found 

hazard co-mingling of all pop
ular bloods| upon our farms. Dams of requisite 

of the past fifty years, giving us, to-day, quality, crossed with larger types of our 

the horse that is oftenest found upon | American-bred trotting horse, or the 

our farms, and that, through lack of size | French coacher, animals weighing from 

and lack of quality, richly deserves the | 1,200 to 1,400 Ibs., should, with tolerable 

epithet, “scrub.” Second, the little trot- | surety, give us excellent results. 

ting horse. This animal may beasource|} The Heavy Horse.—But, from the 

of diversion, and, in special instances, | excess ofthe demand for, and the uni- 

of profit also, to men of leisure means | formity of the product obtained, the lack 

and reputation in their chosen work | of necessity of special adaptation to, or 

but, while he may be well pred, his| skill in the work, a large proportion of 

breeding has looked to the produc” |our Wisconsin farmers will do best to 

tion of a special-purpose animal, and|devote their attention to the heavy 

the purpose is so difficult of attain-|horse. A cross of the full-blooded 

ment, so uncertain in its degree of ex-| Percheron, Clyde or Shire sire, with ju- 

cellence, that he cannot be profitably | dicious selections from the dams found 

bred by the average farmer. Failing to| upon our farms, will give us a class of 

develop speed, his light weight renders hardy, strong boned colts of attractive 

him undesirable, and in the general | appearance, early growing to the size 

market, this waste product ranks little | and form that meet the market require- 

better than the scrub. Size has come | ments, at highly renumerative prices. 

ee
e
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No special handling or breaking is neces- | raising of some special kind of horse. 

sary to put them upon the market.|The common interest enables them to 

Buyers willcome to the farm and pur-|secure better breeding stock, a loca] 
chase this stock when three or four | pride in the project is established, a uni- 

years old. Blemishes, bad markings or | formity of product is obtained, and buy- 

unsatisfactory colors, that would seri- | ers are enabled to pay better prices when 

ously interfere with sales of roadsters,|they can find car-load lots of such 

do not so materially affect the price of | horses as they want, ata single point, 

the heavy horse. rather than to be compelled to pick them 

Superiority of Breeds.—It is not | up in different localities. 

proper at this time to enter into a d's-| Feeding and Handling.—In order 

cussion of the superiority of breeds. | to attain success in the raisirg of horses, 

The Clyde, Percheron or Shire are each | a recognition of a few general principles 

worthy of our best consideration. But | of feeding and handling our brood stock 

the breeder should thoroughly believe | and colts is important. The raising of 
in his favorite. He should, therefore, | colts has been considered a less certain 

before entering upon his work, satisfy } work than the rearing of the young of our 

himself of the superiority of the breed | other domestic animals. Especially has 

he selects, and thereafter zealously de-| the loss of colts at birth, or soon after, 

fend and persistently patronize it,| been so great in some localities as to 

Cross-breeding, even of the draft breeds | render horse breeding unpopular. Be- 

should be discountenanced. Do not try} lieving, as I do, that under proper con- 

to breed the “general-purpose horse.” | ditions the colt may be as safely raised 

He is an uncertain quantity, about whose | as the calf, I wish to consider the im- 
form, size and movement great differ-| portance of proper food and exercise in 

ence of opinion exists even among those } producing successful results. 

who claim to believe in him. ‘Weakness of the Young.—In com- 

By breeding as best we may for the| munities, or in individual cases, where 
production of the roadster, we shall find | general complaint of weakness of the 

quite a percentage of our product not} young has been made, the cause has 
equal in form or style to the require-| usually been traced to insufficient or ir- 
ments of the market. These will satisfy regular exercise, and a too generous 

a portion of our general-purpose men, | feeding of grain to breeding stock. 
who do not choose to keep the best! Both sire and dam should have abun- 
roadsters for general work. Not all of} dant exercise, ether given regularly in 
the colts ra:sed for the heavy horse mar-| harness or by their being allowed a free 
ket will be sufficient in size to bring the| run in a commodious yard. A box ‘ 
best prices. These lighter weights,| stall is insufficient room for exercise. 
weighing from 1,200 Ibs. to 1,400 Ibs. are} These animals should never be fat. 
admirably adapted to the wants of the} Good hay, straw and wheat bran, should 
general farmer. mainly constitute their feed. Corn, 

The Best Results.—We may expect | corn-meal, barley and molasses, and 
the most satisfactory results from breed-| other corbonaceous food, given to put 

ing for the best types of these twospecial| the animal in good show condition, 

lines, rather than from a use of grades,| should be discontenanced, and the 

or “compromise” horses. Itis fortunate| breeder should not only see that his 
where communities can unite in the} brood mares are properly fed and hand]-
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ed, but should also insist that the{from three to four years of age. At 

sires be similarly treated. Avoid abrupt | this time he should weigh from 1,300 bs. 

changes in the feed of the brood mare | to 1,400 tbs., and bring from $150.00 to 

during the period of gestation, especially | $250.00. 

asudden change from dry to green feed| The draft colt is a horse upon the 

in the spring. Under these circum-|farm when three years old, and per- 

stances, exercise and accustomed food | foms his work to the satisfaction of the 

is best continued until after the birth of | judicious driver and without detriment 

) the colt. It is all important that the colt | to himself. 
should be generously provided for, that! Improvement of Stock.—In con- 
his growth and development be constant | clusion, allow me to say that while we 
and continuous from birth. The young} can profitably raise many more horses 
animal that is early stunted never fully | than we have been raising in the past, 
recovers from thoill treatment. If the| the improvement of the quality of our 
dam is worked upon the farm, the colt|stock is of first importance. If the 
should be allowed to eat grain with its | 150,000 horses in Wisconsin to-day that 

mother. weigh less than 1100 Ibs., and are of so 

If allowed to run with the dam until | inferior a quality as to represent a mere- 
it is five or six months of age, its growth | !y nominal valuo in the market, were, 
will be much more satisfactory than if| Without increase of number, such ani- 

weaned younger. Shutin a roomy box|™als as judicious breeding and intelli- 

stall at weaning time, feed small quan-| gent feeding would produce, they would 
tities of fresh wheat bran and oats often, | f¢present an increased valuation greater 
and supply with fresh water and good} than the entire estimated annual dairy 
hay. Do not allow the colt to fall off in| Product of the State; greater than the 
condition, When suifliciently weaned, | Combined valuation of hogs and sheep 

give arunduring the day upon fresh| upon our farms, and nearly double the 

pasture, giving shelter during storms} amount of our annual beef production. 

and at night, and continue a generous} Demand Increasing.— Year vy year 

grain ration. the demand for good horses increases. 
During the first winter the colt may| Quality is recognized by increased 

be allowed to eat all the oats and wheat! prices. In common with other farm en- 
bran of equal parts that it will take, if] terprises the demand is for better work. 
it be allowed daily exercise in the open} It requires 250,000 horses annually to 

air. This combination produces the|supply the Chicago market, and nine 

best quality of bone and muscle. Star-| out of every ten of these are for work. 
vation and exposure are not essential in| Horses are to-day doing duty upon our 

rendering the coming horse hardy and|city drays, express wagons, omnibus 

vigorous. and street car lines, as well as in our 

The Draft-Bred Colt— Should be | vineries and mining regions, that are un- 

handled for early maturity. If two and | fit for their work from a lack of weight, 

a half years is the limit of profitable| and they will only be tolerated until 

feeding of steers for beef, if hogs pay | better and heavier teams can be obtain- 
best that are sold at eight or nine| ed to fill their places. 

months of age, the same practical prin-| No Danger of Orer-Production.— 

ciple applied to the colt, would put him |Is there danger of the production of . 

where the market would want him at! good horses being over-dono? When
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the prejudice, penuriousness and shift-{ Mr. Fisu—Asa matter of fact, the 

lessness of the American farmer gives | farmer will use, as breeders of the farm, 

way to opposite qualities, and the best | the same horses as he uses to do the 

principles of breeding and methods of | work. He can’t afford to keep two sets. 

handling prevail universally, when too | It seems to me to be very necessary in 

many farmers do their worl too well for | order to increase and improve our hors- 

it to be remunerative, this question may | es upon the farm, that we keep none 

be seriously considered. but the best. Consequently my plan 

So long as quality is intelligently and | would be to keep only the best for breed- 

persistently made superior to quantity, | ing purposes, and sell those that we do 

with the peculiar advantages of our cli- | not consider first class, and in that way, 

mate and soil, imparting vigor and pro-| we can, in a few years, very materially 

ducing feeds adapted to the work, the | improve the horses that we have in this 

raising of good horses promises as well | country. 

for the interests of the Wisconsin farm-| Mr. Rocrrs—I have listened to the 

er as any other industry. discussion on the horse question with 

— a good deal of interest, but I have yet to 

Discussion. learn from it whether the draft horse 

Mr. Urnqunart.—I would like that Mr. | businesscan be made profitable by farm- 

True be allowed five minutes to present | ers havingsmall farms. I want to ask 

the merits of the hervy draft horse. Mr. True whether the rearing of draft 
Mr. True.—It seems that that is the | horsesin Wisconsin can be made a speci- 

only horse which is not presented here, | alty so that a farmer on land worth from 

and I wish to say, while 1 concede what | forty to sixty dollars an acre can buy his 
has been claimed for the other classes | dams and his sires and then sell at say 

of horses, and especially the carriage | $200 a head at three or four years old, 

horse, yet I consider the interests of the | and make a success of it without having 

average farmers of the state of Wiscon- | anything else for the dams to do? 

sin when I champion the heavy draft} Mr. Truz.—It will be remembered 

horse. I have in mind the certainty | that I addressed myself particularly to 

with which it is raised, and the uniform- | the average farmer, and I believe, from 

ity of the product, and think that many | my experience and the experience of my 

men who would make a failure should | neighbors, that, when his farm is adapt- 

they attempt the raising of the carriage |ed to the enterprise, it can be made 

horse, are raising the heavy horses and |as profitable as any other branch, at 

attaining thereby a degree of prosperity | least, of farming. It is a fact that a 

they probably would not in any other | colt upon a farm is raised as cheaply if 

similar enterprise. While I am willing | not more sothan a steer or a heifer of a 

to grant all that may be just to the rais-| corresponding age. It is a fact that 
ing of the fancy breeds that are requir-|it requires probably less to feed 

ed by the market, still I think that the|and to keep the brood mare under the 

public mind should not be diverted from | best conditions than it does the milch 

the fact that the sure means of making |cow. It is also a fact that heavy horses 

money upon the farm by the average|raised in the State of Wisconsin are 

farmer without skill or especial adapta-|worth more to the business to which 
tion to his work remains in the produc-|they are adapted than those that are 

X tion of good heavy horses for the market. | brought over from Iowa, Illinois or
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other States, from the fact that our cli-| the norses in the pineries, coming from 

mate and our methods of feeding = more Southern localities, are much 

better adapted to the production of good| more frequently lost in becoming ac- 

horses. It has beon stated to me that! climated than our Northern horses. 

Renn 
OI 

THE TROTTING ROADSTER. 

By Dr. S, M. BLAKE, Columbia County, Wis. 

Third Paper, 

The Favorite of Man.—The horse | that the “general-purpose horse” is to 

above all domestic animals is the su-|be obtained. The horse 

preme favorite of man. In the toils and “ That can plow and sow 

pleasures of home life, he is the ever And resp and mow, 
willing, and faithful servant. In the ee gayly 89, 

drudgery of the farm and dray, or Maintain the pace, 

the “pleasure rides of lovers,” he bright- And win with ease and grace.” 

ens our burdens and adds to our joys.| Eminent Statesmen. — General 
He bears from the country-home to the Grant proved that he was not only a 

village church, the worshipping families | Statesman of marked ability, but the 

of our land upon each returning sabbath. | greatest military chieftain of his day; 
He is the ever swift messenger to go for | Washington was a man of kindred parts; 
aid when sudden calamity has befallen Lincoln could wield an axe, steer a flat 

any of the beloved ones of home, and to | boat, write a state paper, and guide the 

the physician he is more than a servant | Ship of state amid the most perilous 
—he is a companion; and when to us the times. Each and all were men of compre- 

toils and pleasures of life are ended, it is |, hensive minds and broad, liberal views. 
the horse that draws with measured | This enabled them to do many things 

tread the funeral hearse. and do them well. They were great, be- 

Horse Enthusiasts.—When we con- | cause they met great responsibilities of 

template his usefulness in civilized |# varied character, and served well their 

life, it does not seem so strange that | 14y and generation. 

now and then we find an enthusiast,a| Selling Value.—When property in 

man who is “cranky” and “horse crazy” | man was bought and sold, the selling 

upon his particular favorite, and in call- value of each person depended somewhat 

ing the attention of Wisconsin farmers | Upon the variety of work he could ac- 

to the trotting horse, I am free to con-|complish. Apply this principal to 
fess that he is my favorite, and the one | horses, and we have our most valuable 

above all others to be perpetuated by | type in the general-purpose horse; and 

the average farmer; for it is from/|as I have before stated, it is from the 

the larger families of trotting horses, | trotting families that he can be found in
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greatest perfection, for it was from the | the champion’s crown since 1850, most 

common stock of the country that the | of the time yielding it only for a short 

trotting horse was obtained, as the cus-| time to Dexter, St. Julian, 2:1134, Rarus 

toms of the people led to the use of the | and Jay-Eye-See, 2:934. At the present 

carriage instead of the saddle. Tho| time, the record of Maud S., 2:83%, 

trotting gait being the most graceful| endows her with the proud title 

one for the carriage, speed at this gait| queen of the trotting turf. Jay-Eye- 

soon began to be developed. See, with his record of 2:934, earned the 

Trials of Speed.—The spirit in man} title of king of his sex. There is but 

that stimulates him to excel his neighbor, | one second of time to the advantage of 

was not long in giving expression | the queen, but that is sufficient to prove 

through the trotting horse. It hasbeen} that the power to lead is not always 

but about fifty years since this method | with “the sterner sex.” 
of testing the powers of the horse has} Origin of Trotters.—While there are 

been extensively practiced, and while it| nominally a large number of trotting 

must be acknowledged by the friends of | families in the United States, yet when 

the trotting horse, that an opportunity | the subject is fully investigated, it will 

through him has been given to the bet-| be found that there are three families 

ting habit among men, and other im-| tiat have produced most of our trotters, 
moral practices that the baser elements| namely: Messengers, Morgans and pac- 

of society are ever ready to improve,|ers. But already I fancy the voice of 

yet there are many profitable lessons} Huntington is shouting, Bashaw and 
learned by those who have studied the| Clay! and to such call by him and oth- 

methods that have been crowned with | ers, I would answer, that were it not for ‘ 

greatest success. the blood of old Messenger, through the 

The Successful Jockey.—One very | grand-dam of Young Bashaw, the echo 
important lesson, is that the most suc- | to the call would have been the only 

cessful jockey is the one who, through! answer to the name of Bashaw among 

kindness to the horse, has gained his/ celebrated trotters; but when this ever 
. confidence. When this is accomplished, | potent blood has been reinforced with 

then every nerve and fiber of the con-| another rivulet from the great fountain, 
fiding horse is subject to the will of his} as in the breeding of Andrew Jackson 

master, and so the driver of the fast| (whose sire was Young Bashaw, and 

trotter is entitled to a large share of|whose grand-dam was a daughter of 

the honor; for he must possess a trained | Messenger), we come to the paternal 

mind, a steady nerve, quick perception, | head of the justly celebrated Clay fam- 
and good judgment, and these are ele-|jly. As no trotters of note descended 
ments that improve manhood, and which | from Grand Bashaw, except through this 

can only be possessed by persons of ap-| son, Young Bashaw, it is both reason- 
proximately correct habits of life. able and just to give the honor 

Superiority of the Mare.—The de-| to the family that is continually 

velopment of speed in the trotting horse | producing trotting speed. I would not 

has revealed the fact that superiority is| detract, or belittle in any way, this great 

not alone possessed by the male sex of the | branch of the Messenger family, and in 

equine race, as the names of Lady Suf-| calling attention to the relationship of 

folk, Flora Temple, Goldsmith Maid and | the Bashaws and Clays to Messenger, I 

Maud §. will attest. These have worn! believe myself to be a truer friend to the
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family than he who would hide this|avory important consideration for the 

kinship by the substitution of an Arab. | average farmer, for if you breed from rep- 

The rivalry and jealousies of breeders, | resentatives of this family, your chance 

whose minds are so narrowed by selfish- | to obtain extreme speed is just about 

ness that they can see no good beyond | as good as from any other source, and 

their own barn-yard, have extolled the | the prospect for obtaining a horse large 

merits of thoir own branch, and pointed | enough to do any kind of work is in- 

to defects in others with such magnify- creased by the same ratio that they are 

ing powers that the reader of much | larger than other families. 

that is written on the subject of trotting} Noted Trotters.—Among the noted 

horses (were he not well posted in pedi-| ones of this family may be named, 

grees) would not for a moment think) Tady Thorn, 2:181{; Woodford Mam- 

that the Hambletonians, Mambrinos, | prino, 2:2114, and four other sons and 

Abdallahs and Clays were all branches | daughters in the 2:30 list; besides, he 

from the same parent stalk—Messenger,|has 22 sons who have 71 sons and 

the son of English Mambrino, son of | daughters that have records below 2:30. 

Engineer, son of Sampson, son of Blaze,|Of this number, Mambrino Patchen 

son of Flying Childers, son of the Dar-|has 13 and Woodford Mambrino has 

by Arabian, “ 11. The dams of Almont, who has 33 

Breeding Problems Solved.—The| of his progeny in the 2:30 list, and Pied- 

interest that has been given to this class} mont, whose record is 2:174, Adminis- 

of farm-husbandry in the last quarter | trator, 2:2934, Almont Eagle, 2:27, Allie 

century, has solved many of the breed-| West, 2:25, Alpha, 2:2534, Dainty, 2:26%¢ 

ing problems that previous to this time | Director, 2:17, Ella Clay, 2:27, and ten 

were clouded in mystery; but the rea-| others whose progeny have records be- 

son for the fact that Messenger should | tween 2:2614 and 2:21, are all the 

so far excel all other thoroughbreds; daughters of Mambrino Chief. Theso 

in the propagation of “trotting instinct” | fgures are obtained from the records of 

in his progeny is still unanswered, al-| 1885, which are doubtless changed great- 

though it is acknowledged by all en-| ly to their advantage at the present 

lightened horsemen that he stands pre-| time, as Almont alone has added six to 

eminent above all others, as the most} the 2:30 class during the last three 

reliable source from which to obtain | years. r 

winners in trotting contests. They are| TheMambrino Chiefs.—I would call 

larger sized horses than the average | especial attention to these facts, for the 

thoroughbred, and being kindly dispo-| reason that the farmer who keeps but 

sitioned, they are rapidly supplying the | one span of horses should know where 

place of the “gentleman’s carriage horse,” | to improve the size of the roadster and 

and at the present time there is perhaps | general-purpose class, and not lose in 

no branch of the Messenger family that | quality in any respect that firmness of 

isso much sought after as the Mam-| muscle, density of bono, intelligence of 

brino Chiefs, to fill this demand; and | brain and nerves of steel, all of which are 

while they have proved upon many a well} possessed by the trotting families, and 

contested field that they are dangerous | which it has taken generations to estab- 

rivals of the best in speed qualities,|lish. For this purpose, there is no 

they areon an average larger than any | branch of the Messenger family that 

other family of trotting horses. This is! will rank equal to the Mambrino Chiefs, 

11 

___. .— Cee
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The Morgans—Occupy the other ex-| thoroughbred that courses proudly 

treme, being the smallest of all families| through the veins of the king and 

of trotting horses; but when beauty of | queen of the trotting turf. 
7 form, soundness of constitution, docility} Pacers.—Just where they originated 

of temper, endurance, longevity and/TJ shall not attempt to tell, but in the 
general usefulness are taken into ac-| statuary of ancient Greece is found the 
count, they have no superiors. It has] likeness of the pacer, and historians 
become proverbial that any person who | have occasionally referred to them as be- 

has once owned a typical Morgan and| ing among the horses of England in an 
worn him out, is never quite satisfied | early day. But in later times the thor- 
with any other kind of a horse. oughbred overshadowed him, and he 

“Celebrated Horses. —The Black-|ranked as plebian while the thorough- 
hawks, Knoxs, Marrillos, Fearnaughts | bred was the patrician. In the early 

Ethan Allens, Daniel Lamberts, Gold-| settlement of our country, however 

dusts, Flying Clouds, Herods, Ripan| when horseback riding was the only 

Boys, and many others of but little less| ated, and became very common in the 

fame, are representatives of this family, | Eastern States, and asa result at the 

and their records upon the trotting turf | present time there isan admixture of 

prove them tobe nearly the equal of the} his blood in the common stock of the 

best. In the 2:30 list are found 308|country, and especially so in those 

Morgans that trace in the direct male| States where horseback riding is most 

line to Justin Morgan that have trot-| prevalent. So when the pedigrees of cele- 
ted 2,853 heats in 2:30 and better; 2:1644 | brated trotters began to be studied, it was 

is the fastest heat, by Lucille Golddust, | so often found that inthem was mingled 

that we find accredited to Morgans, but|the blood of the pacer, that he soon 

in looking over the blood lines of such | began to be tolerated as a factor in the 

celebrities as Rarus and Jay-Eye-See, we| American trotting horse; and at the 

find they, too, have a dash of Morgan| present time the breeder who wishes to 

blood through their grand-dams. But|obtain a phenomenal trotter, will, 

the greatest sensation of the year among | through the light of thelast quarter of 

horsemen, is the announcement by|a century, be careful to secure a strong 

Joseph Battell, that he has the evidence | infusion of the blood of the once de- 
which proves that Old Canadian Pilot was|spised plebian pacer. The pacing 

ason of the Hawkins horse, the son of | stallion Blue Bull ranks first as trotting- 

Justin Morgan. Accepting this revela-| sire, having more 2:30 performers than 

tion as a fact, and it is no longer a mys-| any other horse. The two most celebrat- 
tery (to those who know the marked in-| ed trotters of 1886, Harry Wilkes, 

telligence of the Morgans, together with | that defeated Phallas in a matched race, 

their vital stamina) why the blood of|and Manzaniter, the California four- 

Pilot Jr. was so potent, when mingled | year-old, that was able to defeat the 

with the hot blood of the thoroughbred; | best of the age at St. Louis, in the un- 

that the horse possessing these two an- | precedented time of 2:15, 2:17, and 2:164¢ 

tagonistic tendencies was so easily per-|in three heats, are each amalgams of 

suaded to abandon the gallop and stick | Hambletonian, Clay and pacer. The 

to the trot until the last competitor was|dams of each are pacing bred. it is 

left in the rear—for it is the compound | claimed by some that four of the entire 

blood of Hambletonian Pilot, Jr., and the | sons of Justin Morgan inherited pacing
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elements from their dams, thus making veloping of the horse for speed purposes 

it necessary to divide the honors that |is the most unpromising business that 

have been given to Messengers and | could enlist the energies of the common 

Morgans in trotting victories with the|farmer; but this type of horses makes 

pacer—the horse that came from no one | the very best general-purpose horse, the 

knowns where; but all are quite certain | family carriage horse, the fleet roadster 

that he is going to “get there.” —“where time is money,”— the livery 

Profit in Breeding Roadsters.— horse, and the horse that will do all 

There is a vast amount of capital in- kinds of farm work, when used from 

vested in breeding-farms all over the | colthood for such purpose, with a fit- 

country, and there is no class of farm | ness, when all the demands of the farm 

industry that is more certain to yield |are considered, that is not equaled by 

a good profit than the raising of stylish, | @0Y other class of horses. This state- 

fast roadsters, and the roadster and ment is based upon the fact that he is 

the trotter are the same animal. Size, the most highly cultured horse in the 

style, substance, speed, and fashionable |land. He is under as perfect control 

breeding are the essentials that the | when at extreme speed as when walking; 

market demands. his enduring qualities are surpassed by 

Success Attained.— There is, per-| none, and equaled only by the thorough- 

haps, no branch of stock raising that re- | bred; in longevity he surpasses all, and 

quires so much knowledge of nature’s being of medium size, he is graceful in 

‘ Jaws, and so great wisdom in the adap- | motion, beautiful in form, and distinct- 

tation of means to an end, as the pro- | ively American. 

ducing of this class of horses; but Ias-| The American Trotter.—In no other 

- gure you that it is possible for some to country can the equal be found of the 

attain success that is not surpassed by | American trotter, and the man who has 

any other kind of farm enterprise. I|a well matched pair of fashionably bred 

have but to present the following figures | horses of this stock, of about 1,200 tbs. 

of the Glenview sale in October, 1886: | weight, will be able to move loads of as 

Five stallions sold for...... .- --+++++- $63,900 00 great weight as economy would dictate, 

ee aque sold for.....- ee for is there not wisdom in the old New 

mt so} WP en eneecee cece * .f 2 . “TS, 

Sey oe teeaES. ne England maxim: “Light loads and go 

atte a Ste | whole carts and fat oxen.” The 

ithe average price for sta‘lions was.... 312,700.00 inherited qualities of the trotting bred 

The average price for brood mares was 1,678.00 horse qualify him for so many different 

The average price for colts was .....-- 1,500.00 | places that the opportunities for sale are 

The average price for fillies was....... 1,240.50 much greater than if his capacities fitted 

The average price for geldings was... 278.75 him for one kind of work only, and 

To these figures may be added $50,000 especially is this true when a good 

that bas been offered, and refused, for medium sized mare is to be judged. 

some of the best individual trotters, Besides the observing breeder will scon 

proving conclusively that their worth is| find that there is much less danger of 

greater than any other*class of horses. | loss in rearing the young from medium 

The Horse for the Farmer.— But sized stock, than from the over-grown 

it is not expected that the average farm- | families. 

er will make this branch of husbandry Breed to a Purpose.—It is import. 

a specialty, neither is it advisable for | ant that the preeder of horses should 

him to do so, as the training and de- ' know all that can be known of the lawe 

eee
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of heredity, for it is by conformity with | expect a winner, breed from the run- 

nature’s laws that the “ideal horse” is| ning winners; but if you want a horse 

to be obtained. Scientific breeding con-| that willever be the universal favorite 

sists in uniting the strength of inherited | in our country, breed to that family of 

tendencies upon one definite purpose; | trotters that possess most of the quali- 

and rejecting all that is antagonistic—| ties you desire. 

the breeder should look well to the con-| With all due respect for the Scotch- 

dition of the parent, on both sides, for}man who loves his Clydesdale, the 

they can only reproduce that which they | Frenchman his Norman, or the English- 

possess. So if you wish a draft horse,]man his thoroughbred, the patriotic 

breed to the best representatives of sire| pride and joy of the American will ever 

and dam of that class, or if you want a| dwell with the American Trotting Road 

runner whose breeding entitles you to| ster. 

tee een 

BREEDING TROTTING HORSES. 

By SEYMOUR BROOKS, Walworth County, Wis. 

Fourth Pupger. 

Like Begets Like—There are cer-] The Horses to Breed.—The kind of 
tain essential rules to be observed in suc- | horses we like best, generally speaking 
cessful breeding of animals which have | will be the ones for us to breed; we will 

been formulated by experience and | be more interested in them, and derive 

observation. more pleasure and satisfaction in care- 

Those breeders who have succeeded in| ing for them. It will not be irksome for 

producing the best types of the breeds} us to be with them because we like 

have been the deep thinkers and mos-|them. Which of all the breeds will best 

careful students of heredity. It has be-} do my work, and the surplus command 
come an acknowledged axiom in breed-|agood pricein my market? In deter- 

ing that like begets like; that the off-| mining this question, there are some 

spring will resemble the parents, or some | local considerations not to be overlook- 

remote ancestor, which gives the breeder|ed. If thereis some well established 
a foundation on which to build. breed that greatly predominates in your 

Well Established Breeds. — We | vicinity, that fact itself will bring pur- 

have to-day a number of well established | chasers for that particular kind of a 

breeds of horses that have been bred in | horse, make a mayxet for him right at 

line for a good many years, all good and | your door, and greatly facilitate your 
well adapted for some special use.|chances of sale. If this be the case 

Which of all these good breeds shall en-| go in with your neighborhood and heip 

gage our individual attention is a point | to make it famous forthat breed. The 

for each breeder to decide for himself. | greater number of good horses you can
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group together in one neighborhood, most willing and faithful servant, the 

the sharper will be the competition for | peer of all animal creation, the best gift 

them. It will call buyers from a dis- | of a divine father to his children. Ido 

tance, knowing the fact that they can be | not wonder the Arab loved best, next to 

obtained by the carload. Another fact- | his creator, his favorite horse. 

or will be that a choice of stallions will| Breeding the Dam.— How shall we 

be kept there, making it more conveni- | breed this kind of a horse? If we build 

ent in breeding your mares to your/on a sure foundation, we must make 

special kind of horse. Other things be-| the dam the chief corner-stone. A mis- 

ing equal,I believe a man had better | take here is fatal to the whole building. 

breed the horses he likes best. He will| Any defect in the material used in the 

derive more pleasure from his favorites | foundation lessens the value of the 

and make a more skilful breeder, if he| whole building. You may use the best 

follows the bent of his inclination. We | material in the upper stories, still the 

are made up that way, and we can’t | building will be defective. So, also, if 

help it. 
there is any defect in the dam, a Jack of 

The American Trotter.—If there | size or color, a bad disposition, any weak- 

are any gentlemen present who have | ness of bone or tendons, want of a vig- 

not fully decided what kind of a horse orous constitution, in short, any defect, 

to breed, and are waiting for more light | it condems her as a foundation on which 

on the subject, allow me to put in my to rear an ideal horse. If her disposi- 

plea for my favorite, which is the Ameri- | tion is bad, reject her, for her progeny 

can trotting horse. Inso doing, I do not will be like her. The dam gives the 

antagonize any other breed; noram There | temperament, the sire the conformation. 

to champion any particular family of | When you find one all right in confor- 

trotting blood. A combination of Ham- mation, disposition, size and breeding, 

bletonian, Mambrino Chief, the Clays do not let a few dollars stand in the way 

and Morgans, so intermingled as to pro- of your being the owner of her. If she 

duce a horse that will weigh twelve or is a regular breeder, she will pay you 

thirteen hundred pounds, is my ideal of better than a government bond worth 

a horse—one that I have thought much | 0P° thousand dollars. I say this from 

about, and labored many years to pro-| my own experience. Having obtained 

duce, with what success you will learn her, consider her too much of a treas- 

farther on. Do not get the idea that I) ¥r° to part with. 

am going to champion the track horse,| Breeding the Sire— We are now 

and advise farmers to breed him. Tleave| ready to go to horse breeding on the 

that part of the subject for Mr. McKin-|dam’s side. What kiad of a sire is fit 

ney, who will, no doubt, do it justice.|to mate with this mare? I will first 

It is the larger part of the breed to|name some I would not use, and then 

which I wish to call your attention— describe one I would. I would not use 

horses that have plenty of bone and|a small, fine-boned horse, although he 

muscle to do any farm work with ease; | had the speed of a Patron ora Harry 

that have the courage not to be outdone | Wilkes. There are too many blanks in 

in a hard day’s work on the farm, or a| breeding expressly for speed. Leave 

long drive on the road; that have the | that to those breeders who can afford to 

brain that is susceptible of being edu-| take the chances. If we breed a small 

cated into a companion for man, his | horse, and he fails to go fast, his market 

SS
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value wlll be diminished in proportion | with hisdam. At weaning time, tie the 

to his size. In breeding for large horses, | mare in a box stall; put a halter on the 

enough of them will be small to supply | colt and tie him by her side. That will 

the market for small horses. Let us| be satisfactory to both of them. Let 

aim to breed horses that will tip the | loose the colt three times a day, tonurse, 

beam at 1200 Ibs,; sixty-four inches|forafew days. Do not give the dam 

+ high, with heavy flowing mane and | much water; it will help to dry her milk. 

tail, which is an ornament to the car-| Keep a pail of water before the colt, also 

riage horse that will be appreciated | bran and oats. In about four days take 

by the purchaser. A pair of carriage|the mare away and put her to work. 
horses that is deficient in this respect will | Our colt should now be in good flesh. 

not sell for a large price Do not breed} Let us aim to keep him so. It can be 

to a horse with pig’s eyes sunk into his| done with feed. Different colts will 
head, and narrow between them. He| need different amounts. Do not be 
will lack intelligence—a stupid brute. | afraid of feeding too much; it will not 

Avoid dull color, rough coat, small, shel-| hurt him. American Eclipse was fed six 
ly feet. “No foot, no horse.” quarts of oats the first winter, and it did 
My Ideal Stallion—Is a horse that] not hurt him. Do not get the idea that 

will weigh from twelve to thirteen hun-| because you are feeding the colt all the 

dred pounds; bay brown or black; bright, | hay he can eat, you are doing for him all 

soft coated, indicative of thrift; large} you can. A colt’s stomach is small and 
brilliant eye that looks clever, and intel |doss not need much hay. What he 

ligent; strong muscular development; | wants is concentrated food, rich in phos- 
back short and slightly arched; rump’ phates, to build up the bones and ten- 
long and level; round barrel; sprung ribs;| dons. Oats and wheat bran contain the 
fullness of chest; resolute head; long, | elements needed, with alittle hay to dis- 
oblique shoulders; heavy arms and_| tend the bowels. Give him liberty, in a 
thighs; strong, bony limbs; great length | small yard, during the day. 

from hip to hock, short from hock to} fducating'the Colt—When the 
pastern; black, round feet—one whose} got arises, go up to him, put your 

ancestors down both sides were like him,|jeft hand .under his neck, your 

bred in line with no out-crosses from | right hand around his hips. Hold him 
trotting families. We will breed our| sti]; he will be afraid and struggle 

mare to such a horse, believing we have | some, but you can hold him. He will 

started right in breeding on a good foun-| soon quit struggling and look at you. 
dation, with an expectation of success. | Pat and rub him; he will like it. Keep 

I would have the dam perform some | hold of him until all fear is gone; then 
kind of service while carrying the foal, | je him loose and he will probably fol- 

and feed one part bran, three parts oats. |}ow you. Do this several times a day 

These phosphates will furnish, through | for a few days, and he will expect to bo 

the dam, bone and muscle forming food. | fondled when you come, and pleasant re- 

Wean the colt at five months old. lations will be established between you. 

Raising the Colt.—If you have good | Have a little lump of sugar in your 

pasture, water and shade, that is suffi-| pocket for him; he will like it and come 

cient. If not, supplement with wheat|to you for his sugar. Pick up his fore 

bran and oats, half and half. Arrange | feet, rub and pat him (do not forget the 

the feed box so that the colt can eat | sugar).
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We left him tied in the box stall. What | buyer a chance to make something on 
are we going to do next? I should go} them. 

in there alone, taking a rope along with| Where to Market.—At home; the 

me about 20 feet long. Now, find the | buyers will look you up. Sell one to 
middle of it, and put the loop end over | your doctor, if you live some distance 
his hips, down in the curve of the stifle. | from town, sothat he can get to you at a 
Tie a knot where the neck sets on|lively gait if occasion requires; it will be 

the shoulder; put each end on either |@ walking advertisement. Sell one to 
side of his neck and both ends through | Your minister; it will make him a better 
the ring of his halter. Untie him and] preacher. When Henry Ward Beecher 
lead him out, which you can do about as | wanted to draw on his intellect to its 
well as you did his mother. He will not | fullest extent, he used to take a drive 
pul) back much; neither can he rear up| with Mr. Bonner, behind his fliers. That 

and fall over backwards, as they do|gavehim the inspiration. When busi- 

sometimes, striking their heads on the | ness or pleasure calls you on the road» 
ground, which is very dangerous. Give | harness them tastefully, and if the road 

him a couple of lessons in this way; | will permit let them step along at a live- 

then tie one end of the cord around his | ly gait. They will enjoy it, and so wil} 
neck, puta loop in his mouth and you| you. If there be a piece of smooth road, 
have perfect control of him. Stand a| cut them loose for a half mile oF 

little way from him and tell him to]80- You will be too busy holding 
come. Of course he does not know what|them level to notice a second 
it means. Twitch the rope alittle. It|partyas much interested as you are 
hurts, and he will come up to you.! and there will be some talking in town 
Step off again and repeat, and you will | that night which concerns your horses» 

teach him very soon to come by the | and buyers will come around, providing 

word without pulling on the cord. One| you have the goods they are looking 
thing more should be taught him while | for. Do not be too greedy in price; give 
the rope isin his mouth; the most im- the middle-man a chance to make some- 

portant point in colt breaking, and which thing. If you are dealing with a party 
needs to be followed up to horse-hood— who wants them for his own use, you 

the word whoa. Give him to under-|¢@n add the price of the middle-man’s 

stand that when he hears that word it | profits. 
means implicit obedience. Speak the| ‘Willit Pay—I know of no better 
word; at the same time give him a| way of turning hay, oats and grass into 
twitch on the rope. Repeat until he| money. Previous to the year 1883, a 
minds the word without the cord. This| good flock of sheep paid me the best. 

preliminary work faithfully done, harn-| Since then my horses have come to the 

essing and and driving will be mere pas-| front. I breed Durham cattle, Merino 
time. My excuse for consuming | sheep and the kind of horses I have tried 
so much time in colt breaking | to describe. My income is derived from 
is that ahigh spirited colt spoiled by| this source. While I have not become a 
education becomes a worthless brute, and | bloated bond-holder, yet with the help - 
the fault lies at the door of the teacher, | of these animals, and a kind providence, 
When to Sell.—Any time you are|I have ,bucked the mortgage off the 

offered a good price. Do not wait to|farm. Iam well satisfied with the re- 

get the last dollar in them. Give the | sults of my horse breeding; they have
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paid well in dollars and cents, and I) mind the laws of heredity; remember, 

have derived a great deal of pleasure} the colt generally takes its disposition 

and satisfaction in watching their de-|from the dam, the conformation from 

velopment. In breeding this kind of a|thesire. Use a sire that has size, form, 

horse, you are liable to get speed enough | substance and breeding. If he is a fast, 

in some of them to make them command | gamy trotter, so much the better; it 

along price. Sell those (if not your|shows strength, will and constitution. 

best fillies), for they are dangerous| Feed the colts bone and muscle-forming 

property for the average man to own-| food in sufficient quantity to keep them 

They are apt to turn his head and spoil | growing; never let them go backwards 

the boys. Be satisfied to breed them;|or stand still. Last but not least, care- 

let the other fellow sport with them. | fully educate them; this will not be done 

They will all be good road horses. Good | unless the groom has some good horse . 

farm horses will fill more places well|sense. Be mild, gentle, yet firm. Speak 

than any other breed that I know of.| to them in alow tone; they are quick to 

While I have not been breeding for|hear,and willtry to please you when 

speed, considerable has cropped out. I| they know what you want. Exercise at 

bred St. Albans, with a record of 2:2044 | least as much patience with them as you 

Western Boy, 2:26, and a good many] would with a dull boy, and they will be 
that could beat three minutes. The first| justas apt scholars. Reward them for 

two named were large enough to draw| good behavior by patting them and call- 
a reaper or a heavy family carriage,/ing them good fellows. Remember 
but their gait was so rapid that they) they have got a will of their own; do 
were promoted from a Wisconsin! not try to break it. Your business is to 

farm to draw the family carrige of a | turn it in the right direction; teach them 
New York City millioniare at a cost of | to use it in finding the end of the road, 

$4,000. I did not get that, but I got all|in disdaining to travel in the other 
I asked, and ought to be satisfied. horses’ dust. Utilized in this way, it 
Recapitulation.— Breed only from | becomes a cardinal virtue. Turned in 

large, sound, well formed mares, good|the wrong direction, it becomes an un- 
color and disposition. Breed in line | mitigated vice. 

from standard-bred stallions. Keep in 

THE CONFORMATION OF THE HORSE. 

By V. T. ATKINSON, V. S., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Fifth Paper. 

The Perfect Horse.—When first ask- | He asked me to giveatalkon the con- 

ed to address this audience by Supt. | formation of the horse, and to illustrate 

Morrison, I supposed that I was intended | it by the use of this model. Now, I find 

to do something of the same kind of! there are a good many people who have 

work that we are doing at the institutes. | come here more to see the model than
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to hear me talk. Perhaps it will be well | 2t the leg sidewise, the arm below should 

to consider the conformation of a per-| be long in proportion to the parts below 

fect horse. The horse that I will out-| the knee, the whole limb descending in 

line may not be your ideal horse. We|a straight line from the shoulder. 

differ in our tastes on horses as much as} A low down knee is desirable ina 

on other things. I will just run over | horse, enabling the animal to make a 

the outline of a perfect horse, according | long stride more quickly than when the 

to my idea. Of course, proportion and | knee is set high up. Speaking in gen- 

graceful outline go for a good deal. eral, a rough joint, as a rule, is a good 

Points.—In looking for an animal ap- joint, not one that is smooth where the 

proaching perfection, we expect to find interstices between the bones are filled 

the head not too large in proportion, the|in by what we call false tissues, that 

forehead broad and flat. The brain is| Which is called a gummy joint. The 

situated in the cavity beneath, and the knee and fetlock should be large, broad 

space between the eyes is indicative of in front and distinctly marked with 

storeroom above—the position which bony prominences. The fetlock should 

the brain occupies. The eye is lively and|s!ant to an angle of about 45 degrees, 

full of fire, the face straight, the nos-| running down to the hoof. 

tril wide, the lips thin, the ear firm. The The foot on its ground surface should 

muscles on the'sidesof the cheek are well | be round, and in size proportionate to 

developed; these ara the engines that its owner. The line of the front wall 

carry on the first process of digestion— should be parallel to the centre of the 

mastication; they are the grinding | pastern and at an angle of about 45 de- 

stones that crush the food. Running | grees with the sole. 

back, the neck should be curved above, In considering the body, see to it that 

straight on the line below, widening there is room enough for the lungs and 

gradually toward the body, and not too digestive apparatus. 

full toward the head. We find, some-| The breast should be prominent. The 

times, necks looking as if they were put | ribsshould stand out with sufficient curve 

on wrong side up; what we call a yoe-| to afford space enough within. The back 

necked animal, not a’pretty thing. Then} should be straight and not too long; 

we find the opposite of that, what we | the loins wide and flanks full. The tail 

call a bull-neck, anything but beautiful. | should be set on at the right place, for it 

Passing backward, the front legs should | is impossible to have a good appearing 

run in astraight line down from the|horse unless he have two good ends. 

body; the two feet should approach each | The hips and quarters should be well 

other slightly, looked at from in front.| muscled and strong. The stifles 

The shoulder should suit the purpose | should project boldly forward and have 

for which the animal is intended. If|a perceptible irregularity of surface. 

for speed it should be flat. If for draft|The thigh should be muscular, thick 

it should be upright. The front legs are| and proportionately long; the hock 

the carrying power of the animal. They | wide from before backwards; rough and 

are the parts on which the animal’s| prominent. Its front should stand 

weight rests mainly, while the hind legs | straight backwards, and when viewed 

force the animal forward over the|from the side it should not have too 

ground. The feet should be a little| much curve. 

nearer the center of gravity. Looking| Appreciating the shortness of the
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time allotted to this talk, I have] will find the same kind of tissue in each 

run over these points very rapid-|but a larger amount of cancellated or 

ly. In order that what I have said|soft tissue in the larger horse’s bone 

may be fully understood, I will now/than in the small one’s, while the smal- 

make a rapid dissection of this model |ler bone would be likely to have more 

which is the one used to illustrate the | of the compact or hard tissue. 

course in veterinary science at the uni- Mr. Urquuart.—I have not noticed in 

versity. Itcan beso detached and ar-|the paper what this gentleman speaks 

ranged as to show over three thousand | of, and also they claim that the feeding 
anatomical parts. (The doctor then dis-| makes the difference. The draft horse 

sected the model completely and briefly being fed corn, it didn’t have a tendency 

explained each part.) If there is anything | tp make the muscles of a race horse. I 

farther you desire to know, please ask | would like to know about that. 

questions. Dr. Arxrnson.— Prof. Henry could 
answer you on that subject more ably 

Discussion. than I. Of course, the animal is influ- 
Mr. Stoan.—Doctor, I have seen it} enced by all the surrounding influences, 

stated somewhere that the cannon bone | and has inherited some peculiar attrib- 

of the draft horse is light and porous*| ytes. Exactly how much can be done 

while the cannon bone of the thorough- | py feeding has not yet been demonstrat- 

bred is like steel. Has any actual sci-}ed. I think there is no person to-day, 

entific investigation been made by the| who knows much more about feeding 

microscope or otherwise, so that we can | than Prof. Henry does. 

know whether there is any difference in] Pror, Henry.— Mr. Chairman, within 

the composition of the bones of the leg] week, assisted by Dr. Atkinson and 

of the thoroughbred horse and the draft! Mr. Theodore Louis and our short course 
horse? class of students, we weighed the bones 

Dr. Arxryson.—Nature has arranged | of animals fed differently, and I would 

that the different bones shall be made| say that the thigh bones of a pig fed 
to suit the peculiar requirements of the | exclusively corn, stood a strain of 170 

animal. The bone is made up of two| ths. pressure, in order to crush it, for 

different styles of tissues. There is the | each 100 Ibs. weight, while that of a hog 

compact or denser element, and the! fed upon shorts stood 270 Ibs. pressure, 

cancellated. Ifyou make a section of| a difference of over fifty per cent., and 

the cannon bone of a deer, then make a| that difference was brought about by 

section of the cannon bone of an ele-| feeding exclusively corn for ninety-eight 

phant, you will find a great difference in | days in one case, and shorts and corn in 
the structure of the two bones. You|the other. We have repeated it again 

find on the deer’s leg a very heavy layer | and again and always come out the same 
of hard tissueon the outside, and the| way, and I think it is fair to infer that 

softer structure much less in proportion. | the feed did make the difference. 

In the elephant you find only a trace of | Grn. Parkrnson.—Doctor, I would like 

the compact tissue. If you will take a| you to explain to this audience. with 

cross section of the leg of a race horse | your model, what is curb, and what pro- 

that has been bred continually so for | duces it. 

many years, and then a similar section] Dr. Arxrnson.—The ligament at the 

of the leg of a heavy draft horse, you|back part of the hock is likely to be
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strained. When an animal is subjected; Dr. Arxryson.—The foot is completo 

toasevere strain, or in attempting to|as nature made it, and adapted exactly 

make a long leap, or is thrown violently |the conditions in which nature plac- 
back upon its haunches, a great deal of | ed the animal; that is, the foot will grow 

stress is thrown there, and this ligament | just about rapidly enough to keep in a 

is liable to strain or partial rupture of | healthy condition when the animal is 
some of its fibres. When that occurs it | running on pasture, when the foot is wet 

is followed by swelling, inflammation and | every morning by the dewon the grass 
tenderness. It is liable to recur if the|and when the animal goes to drink. 
joint is of faulty construction. Gener-| The frog is as essential to the well being 
ally when it first occurs, it can be gotten | of the foot as any other part. When 

rid of, but if it returns it is more difficult | you placean animal on what we call 

to get rid of. good roads, good as far as the rider is 

Mr. Srrupz.—Can it be made as/| concerned, but not so far as the foot is 

strong? concerned, if you neglect the frog or 

Dr. Arxryson.—That depends upon allow it to contract, it will press in on 

the shape of the hock. As arule it is| the soft part of the foot, pressing in on 
not possible to make a joint stronger | the cartilages, and injure the little arter- 
than it was in its first natural condition.|ies so that free blood passes down 

Mr. Pari1iips.—We lost in our section | through the sole and forms what is call- 

avery valuable horse, and the cause | ©d 4 corn. 
given was this: He had been fed con-| The frog should be cared for in some 
centrated food, oats, etc., through the | Way; exactly in what way depends on 
early part of the season; in the after | the surrounding circumstances. I have 
part of the season they let him eat all | seen draft horses that couldn’t stand up 

the clover he could, which distended his without their shoes on. The frog had 
stomach to such an extent that it caused | been neglected solong and would grow 
his death. Now, it is important for the ]S° full, that if you took the shoes off 
farmers to know if a change of food can | the whole weight would be thrown on 

have that effect. One veterinary sur-| the frog and the pain would be so great 
geon said he had eaten so much that it | that he would not stand. 
burst his stomach; another said that| QU=sTIoN.—Do you think it wise to 

when he fell it burst hisstomach. Please | have the shoe bear on all parts of the 
give us a little light. horse’s foot, or would you spring the 

Dr. Arxryson.—You can understand | heels? 

why I should hesitate to criticise the} Dz. Arxmson.—In preparing the hoof 

opinion of another veterinary sur-| for the shoe, it should be made perfectly 
geon. Of course, sudden, violent | level. Then the shoe should be made te 

_ changes are always objectionable. Rup-| fit the foot, and be allowed to preso 
ture of the stomach does sometimes oc- | equally on all parts. If you attempt to 
cur; the stomach of a horse is very | Spring it up, in springing back, by strik- 
small. ing, it is apt to do more harm than good 

Mr. Urqunart.—I want to ask about| Ms. Fisu.— Do you consider the gen-. 
the hoof of the horse. Do you think it|eral practice of trimming the frog by 

is necessary to keep the frog in a healthy | horse-shoers, detrimental or dangerous? 

growing state, to keep the foot from con-| Dr. ATKINson.—I must answer that 
tracting? again by saying that it depends largely
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vpon tho condition of the frog. If the a ae een oe pals rie 
s 7 aa ; - if it | of all people, of all times, has n that frog is healthy and soft, let it alone; it it the Mae chou be ehod Thess ace 

is unhealthy, of course you must trim | oonditions under which the ordinary 

it. Asa rule,the foot should be pre-| farm horse may be kept without shoes, 
pared, made perfectly level on its lower ne e ae Fe going to 

used at all on @ road, you 
mutes then the sole cleaned out, and are liable to have trouble: The structure 
all the dead parts of tho hoof taken | of the foot won’t grow rapidly enough 

from it. After you have gone through | to compensate for the wear of common 

the dead part, don’t take any more. You | Use. 

should not cut it down until on con Pree oe xe ee a 

put your thumb on and feel it spring] Dr. Arxrson.—This desease is per- 

under it. It is too thin when it is that haps te noel painful eae a3 a 
if iti is heir to, and generally results either 

= along The) fog, ee from chill or over-exertion. It attacks 
should simply be cleaned off on the out-| what we call the sensitive laminze—the 

side. structure by which the sensitive and in- 
Mr. Brown.—What would be the ef-| sensitive parts of the foot are united— 

fect of a hot shoe? and they become inflamed, and it is as if 
Dr. Arxryson.—The first requisite is|}there were an acute  inflamation 

that the shoe should be made to fit the} and something put on and _ pressed 
foot, not the foot to fit the shoe, and | against it. The peculiar position which 
it should bear equally on all parts of the | the animal takes in traveling has led to 
foot. If the horse-shoer, in order to} error. The animal tries to get the weight 
make a perfect fil, heats his shoe and | off the lamine as much as possible. If 
applies it just until it smokes, and then | he can get his weight back on his_ heels, 
trims off until it will fit, it is not objec- | he will get some relief, and in endeavor- 

- tionable. There is another way, but I| ing to do that he keans his feet well out 
never knew of a horse-shoer that would | in front of him—so far in front that he 
doit. Ifhe would put his shoo into a| has the appearance of having a sunken 
box of chalk and then put iton, he could | chest. The shoulders are thrown for- 
see just as well as if he burnsiton. If| ward on the side of the chest and the 
he allows that hot shoe to remain on un-| feet away out. There is no disease of 
til the animal flinches, he has done a| the chest in the disease called founder. 
great deal of harm. The heat should} Qvestion.— What means would you 
not be permitted near the delicate tis-| propose to help that disease? 
sues above. If it is, it is liabletobe} Dr. Arxinson.— The inflammation 
followed by the conditions of any burn. | must be allayed. There is quite along 
You are liable to have the whole sole | course of treatment. The simplest one 
sluff off. is what is lately known as the American, 

Mr. Benper.—Can you tell us about | and is to give the animal half an ounce 
the disease known as ring-bone? of saltpetre, nitrate of potash, every 

Dr. Arxryson.—The middle joint of | three hours until he gets relief. Ido 
the pastern is generally the seat of the | not think bleeding of the toe should be 
ring-bone. First itis simply an inflam-| practiced until diffusion of the blood is 
mation of the joint; then a deposit of | likely to take place. The foot should 
bone is thrown out, und if that condition | be kept cooled as much as possible by 
continues, the two bones unite into one. | the application of cold water. If the 
After the bone has begun to form into a | inflammation is continued three or four 
rinz-bone, the animal never can _ be | days you are liable to have effusion take 
cured, that is, restored to its former con- | place between the sensitive and unsen- 
dition, but the other joint can perform | sitive laminz, and separation of these 
the work if the union of the two bones | parts. 
which constitune the diseased joint be| Pror. Henry.—I see there are many 
complete so that the joint is obliterated. | here who would like to know more on 

Mr. Locxwoop.—Isn’t it better for | these subjects, and I suggest these farm- 
the general farm horse not to be shod at | ers send their boys up next winter ta 

all? hear Dr. Atkinson talk about them.
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WHAT COW DOES THE DAIRYMAN NEED? 

By Hon. W. D. HOARD, Ft. Atkinson, Wis. 

Kirst Paper. 

HL ©. ADAMS in the Chair. simple statement into their minds, I 

Two Types of Cattle—I am re- | would put in their posession the key to 

stricted to twenty minutes, and the cow | all their future success in the handling 

is over six thousand years long. To| of farm animals. 

condense this question into so short a 
. 

statement, isa work which I shall be |. Temperament.—I base, in my stud- 

unable to accomplish; therefore, I will ies, the dairy function in cattle upon 

jump into the middle of it at once: Be- temperament, and temperament pro- 

hind me you see hung two crayon duces form. I stand before you to-day 

sketches of two distinctive characters aman of nervous-bilious temperament, 

of cattle—on the left the Jersey cow and*men of my temperament almost 

Matilda 4th, that has made in one year universally are of like form and charac- 

more than her weight in butter, or over teristics. 

nine hundred pounds; on the right, a Another man stands before you with a 

Hereford cow. Both are drawn from short neck, short, thick fingers, heavy 

photographs. 
jowl, and fleshy build and he is the pro- 

Form Everything to Purpose.— duct of the lymphatic temperament. 

Now, the question comes practically to | Now, temperament shapes form, and 

the farmer and the dairyman, seeing form shapes function. The race horse 

these two machines, and observing dif.|in horses, the fine wool sheep in sheep, 

ferences of shape, why is it that with | the hunting dog in dogs, and the dairy 

universal agreement, one machine takes|cow in cattle, aro the products essen- 

one shape and the other machine takes | tially of the nervous temperament. : 

the other shape? It may be answered, The bull-dog in dogs, the draft horse 

“why is it that a sewing ‘machine is dif-|in horses, and the beef animal in cattle 

ferent from a reaping machine or a|are essentially the product of the lym- 

threshing machine? T repeated to you | phatic temperament. So you see that 

last night the romark of El Hassen | by first going back physiologically to the 

about the horse, that “form is everything beginning of things, and taking tempera- 

to purpose;” and if I could get the farm-| ment to build upon, you have a start by 

ers of Wisconsin to indelibly burn that | which you can determine the reason 

eee
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why function swings one way or the | heredity; each dog 1s bred essentially for 

other. Then, carry that out right prac-| @ certain power, to ran and smell. The 

tically alittle farther, and you will see | bird dog, with a nose as sharp as the fox 

that if you breed for the dairy you must hound’s, will cross a dozen fox tracks 

breed to temperament, if you breed for | and never know it, because his heredity 

beef, you must breed to temperament, if is not in that line,‘and his discernments 

you breed for draft, you must breed to do not answer to that purpose; but the 

temperament, and if you breed for speed, | moment he strikes a bird’s track, every 

you must breed to temperament. Conse- single muscle in him is stiffened, and you 

quently, the man who would cross the | see the whole answer of the hundred 

animal of one temperament with an ani-| years of breeding in the attitude of that 

mal of another, would simply be making | dog. The fox hound crosses a dozen bird 

hash of temperaments, cutting them up, | tracks and never knows it. The moment 

putting two warring temperaments | he strikes a fox track, up goes his nose 

together, and he would have no| and out comes the deep mozthed asser- 

results, or, at best, contradicting re-| tion: “I have found it, I have found it.” 

sults of function in the animal. Why| Found what, Mr. Fox-hound? “Found 

not go back and reason in these things| that for which I was bred to find.” 

physiologically? Is there a boy in Dane County to-day 

Laws of Heredity——The mischief | foolish enough to go hunting birds with 

with our farmers is this: They have a bull-dog? No, but his daddy will hunt 

no clear understanding of the laws| for butter with a beef animal. 

of heredity. I heard a man stand up in When we, as farmers dealing with 

an institute and say he commenced with | these animals, refuse to be wise, and 

Shropshires, then crossed to Merinoes| fructify our intellect with this knowl-— 

and then back to something else, and he | edge and judgment, then we stand in 

said: “I haven’t a sheep worth a.con-| our own light, and deserve nothing bet- 

tinental.” He made hash. ter than what many of us get. We all 

Heredity is the line of descent in the need the light that comes from thinking 

parents. People look at their children and from knowledge. 

and wonder why they areso much un-| Physiological Law of Form.—I 

like themselves. They are not the only | will spend a few moments in giving you ~ 

parents of the child, they are the last| what, in my judgment, is a distinctive 

parents; that is all. The child has| physiological law of form, and try and 

thousands of parents, and it is the ante- give you a physiological answer for every 

cedent parentage of the child that marks | point that I believe applies to the dairy 

its character a thousand times more | COW- 

than the last parentage. This we call| Beef and Dairy Forms.— You dis- 

heredity. cover the difference in outline between 

A few men have been intelligent | these two animals. Here is a square 

enough in this world to adhere strictly block, or a parallelogram, with legs at 

and closely in a physiological sense to each corner. This is the beef form. Re- 

the laws of heredity. Think for a| member at the start that this other ani- 

moment of the value and power of hered-|mal is a mother, and clear down 

ity. Take it in dogs. Here stands a fox through the whole of your reasoning 

hound, the product of one heredity; here and studying, above any breeding, feed- 

stands a bird dog, the product of another | ing or handling, must this one question
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of motherhood stand with the hand on | specific results, reaching into the future 

the throttle all the time. She is the | all the time, not building for to-day or 

type of bovine motherhood. The beef | for the present. 
cow is the type of the miser. The dairy | Take myself, for instance. I ama man 
cow takes food and gives off lavishly | of nervous-bilious temperament—I don’t 

and liberally each day, another form and | mean nerveless. People misunderstand 
amount of food. The beef cow takes /this word “nervous.” They think it 

the food and stores it up and refuses to | means excitable, fearful, timid; nothing 
surrender it until placed on the block. | of the kind. See how you contradict it 

For this purpose we have this form, and | yourself when you say a man is aman of 

for the dairy purpose this other form, | nerve. Do you mean heisnervousin your 

and these questions of form generally | sense; you mean a man who has nervous 

lie at the bottom of functional perform- | power sufficient to control his nerves, 

ance. not muscular power, because the nervous 

The Motherhood Type.— Now, the | system lies at the bottom of all systems 

motherhood type is almost universally | in physiology. 

formed and built in the nervous type of | You can’t fatten a man like me, and it 

character; large expression of mother- | is just the same with this cow. By vir- 
hood function comes from that form of | tue of temperament, food must be ex- 

build. On the beef side of the house, | pended in certain lines of force, not in 
we have a bullock of the feminine gen- | accumulations of flesh. 

der, and consequently this animal sur-| The nervous temperament in dairy 

renders motherhood in the breeding of | cattle starts in the brain; the brain is the 

her young and breeds for the bullock | seat of all temperaments, but particular- 

type. ly is it the seat of the nervous tempera- 

The General-Purpose Cow.— She | ment. Therefore, the brain and facial out- 

cannot help the issue, and if the dairymen | line, the neck outline, the middle piece 

of to-day who are clamoring for a gen- outline, all of these are important as in- 

eral-purpose cow would stop and think | dications. 
what a general-purpose cowis,they would| Points of the Dairy Cow—Muzzle. 

see that such a cow must be bred from |—The dairy cow should have a wide 

beef lines to get size, and size means | muzzle, because she is a large eater. She 

extra cost for the support of the frame | must have a wide nostril because she 

that they don’t want, in order to get a | must be a large breather; the lungs have 

little milk that they do want. There-| a great deal todo with the purification 

fore, it is not an economical build. of the blood, the maintaining of the 

The Nervous Temperament.—The | character of the blood, and milk is a pro- 

nervous temperament invariably pro- | duct of blood. 

duces, I said to you,a certain form of} Itis claimed, that if you were blind- 

construction. What doI mean by ner-| folded and given a drink of warm milk, 

yous temperament. Men and animals| and another of warm blood, you couldn’t 

are divided, men particularly, into ner- | tell the difference, and whether that be 

vous lymphatic, bilious and sanguine, | true or not, milk is essentially a secre- 

four basic temperaments. Then, we| tion from the blood, and the breathing 

have the combinations, nervous-bilious, | power has a vast deal to do with the 

nervo-lymphatic and so on. vital character of the blood. 

But with animals we are building for|’ The Nostrils—Should be wide, the
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jowl strong and muscular, but lean and | digestion. The ribs of the dairy cow 

free from all indications of superfluous | are wide, and the space between should 
flesh. be wide; the ribs of the beef cow are 

The Eyes—Should be very full and much closer set, and the rib springs out 

intelligent and active, of a quick and | horizontally in order to form a place to 
lively expression. The eye is an unfail- lay aloin. The dairy cow should not be 

ing indication of the temperamental handicapped with extra weight, or super- 

character of the brain, and should be | fluous flesh. 
bright, indicative of quick comprehen-| The Butter Gland.— Right here at 

sion, standing out very full so as to/| the flank is a little combination of mus- 

make a dishing expression to the face. | cles, called by some the butter gland; it 

The Brain— Should indicate fullness. | rolls under your finger like a lead pencil, 
So you see that you have here a very del-| and, as a rule, you will always find it in 
icate piece of work, and those of you | excellent dairy cows, and particularly in 
who think that you can take this deli- | g00d butter cows. 
cate machinery and saw off the horns| The Flank and Tail—In a good 
and expose the inner chambers of the | dairy cow, the flank should be thin. Ina 
skull and not injure this nervous tem-|beef animal it should be thick and 
perament, had better goslow. You may | heavy. In the dairy cow, the tail should 
deal that way with your beef animal, | be long, indicating a full, strong, spinal 
but not with my dairy cattle. construction clear through, and that in- 

The Neck—Should be thin, muscu- | dicates a powerful nervous organization. 

lar. The spine is a continuation of the] The Udder—The mamary gland, or 

brain, and should rise full from the|the udder, should have good shape, 

head. It is a good sign to see it extend | high behind, reaching well forward up- 

above the shoulder blade. on the abdomen. The cow, Mary Anne 
The Back-Bone— Should continue | of St. Lambert has the most marvellous 

strong, full and rugged, indicating un- | udder I ever saw upon acow. She is thir- 

usual strength and size of process. The} ty-three inches in the medial line of the 

hips should be full and wide, long from | udder and twenty-four inches is a good 

the hip to the point of the rump.|long line in any cow. A good udder 

When we come to this point we com-| should be not meaty and thick, because 

mence the study of the maternal ma-| then it is inclined to garget. The inner 

chinery, the office for which the cow was | formation of the udder of a butter cow is 

puilt. You must remember that you | very elaborate, and the more solids there 

make merchandise of her maternity, of | are in the milk the more danger there is 

her motherhood. Treat her like asteer| of garget, and the more wisdom and 

if you dare, and your pocket tells the | care you must exercise. That is the rea- 

story. ‘ son the Jersey is more liable to garget 

The Pelvic Arcvh.— Here we have | than other cows. 

the pelvic arch. This is avery excellent; Constitution—A cow must have 

sign ina cow. It indicates strength of | constitution, but she should not be 
the pelvic organs, wherein lie the of-| hardy, in the sense that I hear people 

fices of maternity; it also indicates a/| talking about a hardy cow. I often think 

very strong, full rise of the spine. how little they understand the signifi- 
The middle piece should be very large | cance of the word. 

and very full, indicating large power of| A cow must not be hardy in the sense
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men talk of it, but she must have con-| also that he had carried this theory far- 
stitution. The bookkeeper must have|ther in a study of animals, horses par- 
constitution to stand the confinement | ticularly. I took it up in connection 

of his life, but he need not be hardy in| with a study of the cow, and for fifteen 

thesense of bearing exposure. Consti-| years, whenever I have seen a cow of 

tution is endurance in a given line of | large performance, I have looked to this 
action. I may nothave half the endur-/ point and I have failed to find a single 

ance that John Sullivan has to stand | instance in which a large performing 

up and be knocked down, and still I|cow did not show well at this point 
might excel John Sullivan twice over in | This is the channel through which sup- 
sitting at the desk. port comes to the offspring, and if the 
You must not call upon the dairy cow/|off spring is largely supported, they 

to be hardy in the sense of bearing your | show a full conformation. 

neglect. She is a mother, and as a! The Nervous Theory.—Now, gen- 

mother you must treat her with moth-| tlemen, I want to call your attention in 
erly conditions. What are they? | confirmation of this nervous theory to 
Warmth, the first thing. A dairy cow] the udder, andI am done. The mam- 
cannot secret milk if you force her to be mary gland isa complete net-work of 

chilled. cells and nerves. A marvellous com- 
Formation of the Navel.—The best | bination of nerves surround this whole 

indication of constitution that I know of | udder as a net-work, which is called the 

isthe formation of the navel. I ask|sympathetic plexus. From that this 

every farmer here to go home and look | nervous system proceeds directly to the. 

his herd over and find mo a single cow| uterus and from the uterus to the lum- 

of large performance that does not show | bar region of the spine, and from the 

avery strong full developement at the| spine to the brain, and here is the com- 

umbilical or navel point. A strong] bination,a current that governs this 

conformation here means constitution, | milk function. Milk fever sets in, start- 

vitality, power of endurancs, within the {ing with a chill; it isa nervous disease. 

line of heredity and her natural func-|'These nerves telegraph to this great 

tions. Constitution cannot be trained | secretory organ, “stop work,” and the 

into a man, neither can it be fed into| disease commences to spread, passes 

him; it must be born into him. There-| along the sympathetic plexus until it 

fore, it is that which you take from| strikes the spinal marrow,and the cow 

your mother. drops, the spinal column being involved. 
My attention was first called to this by | Now, it begins to show its effect as it 

seeing a regular army surgeon reject men | approaches the citadel of life, and by 
for the army. Isaw him turn off men | and by it strikes the brain; she swings 
who were strong shouldezed, heavy lung- | her head from side to side and diesa 
ed, straight limbed, perfect looking men, | victim to her own maternity, and thous- 
and I was astonished and I said, “Doc- | ands of times to men’s ignorance and 
tor, what is your reasoning?” and he | stupidity. . 
showed me the weakness of this man’s| If you understand clearly this physio- 
construction at the abdomen and said: | logical action of the nerves in the pro- 
“That man has no endurance or vitality; | duction of milk, would you treat the 
the moment you put him into army | cow asa mother, or would you treat her 
service, he will go down.” He told me| brutally? Would you give her cold ice 

12
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water to drink when any intelligent un-|a flow of milk, or would you feed her 

derstanding of the function of mother-| like a bullock? 

hood knows to the contrary? Would| ‘These are questions that come out of 

you give her cold barns to live in; would | an intelligent understanding of the dairy 

you give her food calculated to produce | cow, and the kind of a cow a dairyman 

should have. 

ane aon oor nee 

MONEY RETURNS FOR FOOD CONSUMED. 

By CHAS. R. BEACH, Whitewater Wis. 

Second Paper, 

The Subject Important.—I am ex- |, to combine them for the best results; 

pected to confine myself exclusively to for knowing the chemical ingredients 

the feeding of dairy cows, and to tell| in the article we wished to produce—and 

how to feed a cow so as to get the most | also of the materials from which we 

money, not out of the cow but out of the | were to obtain them—we could determine 

food. the exact combinations of the different 

This distinction is a very important| materials that would give the largest 

one, and one that is often overlooked, es- | per cent. of production. 

pecially by those who are ambitious to) But when we find this machine that 

report large yields per cow. Many of| we are compelled to use, is a piece of 

our largest reported yields of butter | living mechanism, more complicated 

show an increased cost per pound out of|than any steam engine—self acting— 

all proportion to the extra amount pro-| with inherited powers and tendencies, 

duced. < which can only be aproximately esti- 

Its Difficulties—Were the cowan mated after a full knowledge of its 

manimate machine, constructed upon | ancestrial antecedants, and individual 

imown and well understood scientific | peculiarities, subject to a hundred ex- 

principles, in no way effected by exter- ternal as well as internal influences, 

nal surroundings, whose capabilities of | many of them entirely beyond our con- 

working up raw materials was always | trol, we realize the hopelessness of at- 

and invariably in the exact proportion to tempting to predict beforehand the 

the force applied—and that force some- amount of production from a given | 

thing distinct, and outside of what was | amount of material. - 

to be produced—it would be compara- But farther, when we come to know 

tively an easy matter to tell with aprox- that the force by which this living ma- 

imate certainty how much milk, or but-| chine acts must be supplied out of the 

ter, or cheese, or money, you could get| materials from which we expect our 

by feeding a ton of hay, or corn, or oats, products, the problem becomes still 

or bran when alone, and also how! more intricate.
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Cows as Conservers of Force.— cies that best qualify her to convert her 

Yet with all these apparent disadvan- food into milk of the required standard. 

tages, we may congratulate ourselves| Requisites.—She must be in good 

upon the fact that the cow, as a conser- health, a good eater, and have good di- 

ver of force, is vastly superior to any gestion; must be not less than four 

mero mechanical contrivance yet invent-| years old, nor more than nine; easy 

ed. Inthe most perfectly constructed | milker, and ofa kind and gentle disposi- 

steam engine now in use, not more than tion; not above the medium size, and 

ten per cent. of the energy of the heat | thoroughly feminine in her organization. 

in the coal is utilized in making steam. She must be surrounded with those 

‘And further it is claimed that less than conditions that most conduce to her 

four per cent. of the heat imparted to comfort. The more comfortable or per- 

the steam in an ordinary locomotive | haps I had better say the less uncom- 

boiler is utilized in the performance of | fortableshe is, the greater probability 

labor on the engine, 96 per cent. being of her making paying returns for food 

thrown away and lost in the exhaust | consumed (we all know how a cold rain 

steam. 
in spring or fall will shrink the yield of 

Returns.—The cow, on the other | milk). She should have an abundant 

hand, even with our imperfect know- supply of hard water, and should be 

ledge of how to feed her, gives us pack | salted every day or every other day. 

in products something like 4g of the| Milking—She should be milked by 

materials furnished in the food;|thesame person at regular hours that 

and the remaining % which she uses to|should divide the day into two equal 

supply the wastes of her own system, parts, as near as convenient, and when 

she returns, all that is of value, in]one person milks several cows they 

, manure, by which the fertility of our) should be milked in regular order. 

lands is maintained It should be so arranged that the 

If in the economy of nature, our live largest flow of milk should be during 

stock were able to give back all the ma-|that part of the year when dairy pro- 

terials in the food, in the form of pro | ducts are highest, which will be in the 

ducts, the earth in time would become | faj] and winter. Not only will the money 

an unproductive waste, incapable of | returns be larger, but, with good care, the 

maintaining animal life or vegetable| amount of milk will be also larger. 

growth. ‘Value of Food Consumed. — We 

But if to the part she returns to us,| will now consider the question, “What 

she has given an additional value, mak-| and how the cow should be fed so that 

ing it worth more than the whole raw|we shall get full value in money re- 

material, the more she returns to the| turns for food consumed.” The scien- 

soil the better. tific plan would be to first determine the 

How to Feed.—But what have we amount of food of support, so computed 

learned, and what do we know about |as to make up for the waste of proteine 

how to feed cows soasto make money caused by the action of the muscles— 

above the cost of the food we give them? the loss of fat, sugar and starch burned 

That there is difference in cows, and in supplying the heat of the body, and 

the kind we must have from which to in addition to that the amount necessary 

make the most money, must be one with | to supply the caseine, the fat, the sugar 

both those inherited and acquired tenden-! and the phosphates in the amount of 

SS
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milk we expected to produce. But as $15.90. Two acres of land has more than 

my manner of life has been more in the | furnished feed for the cow a year, as we 

manner of doing than of study, I shall | have ensilage left. 

pursue a somewhat different course. Yield—This cow need not be a very 

Land to the Cow.—I will set apart uncommon one to make from the first of 

: October up to the time we turn her to 
to grow feed for this cow, two acres of ni 

1 ‘ = grass—225 days— from the feed we give 
and, worth for farming $70 per acre. ie 

5 ‘ : her, 225 pounds of “butter, or one pound 
One acre I will devote to pasture, one- ane” «iia @ good! woulilsell dies 

half acre to hay (which should yield one ae 8 wee 
és . year, and almost any year for the last 

n of early cut hay), and one-half acre : 
e ten years, on the open market of Chicago, 

to ths growth of yellow flint corn, ee 
a "™ | for 27c. per pound net, or $60.75, For 

planted in rows four feet apart, with B 
. a : the next hundred days she will make 60 

hills one and a half to two feet in the 
. S pounds, worth 20c., or $12.00, 285 pounds 

: row, with from four to six stalks in a|- : A 
; E = 7 in all. In making this amount of butter 

hill, which half acre will yield not less sho wi ; : 
e will have given 5,600 pounds of milk, 

than seven tons of sweet ensilage. S 
Z : worth for feeding 20c. per hundred, or 

Larger yields can be obtained, but I think i : 

. = ‘ ; $11.20; calf $1.00, making the gross in- 
it desirable to supply corn rations in the s 

- : come $84.95, from which deduct the 
ensilage ration than feed corn meal sep-| __. 

= P’| price of bran fed, $15.90, and you have 
arate. We will leave enough of this : 

ia che “chook tn qos half to! $69.00 as the result of feeding the pro- 

ee = as mai | duct of two acres of land toa cow—$14.00 

—— for the pasture and $55.00 for the acre of 

_ System of Feeding.— As we pro-|corn and grass, and after paying the 

pose to make the most of our milk in| interest on $70 at 7 per cent. we have 

the fall and winter, we will commence | $9.00 for the pasture and $50.00 for the : 

our year on the first day of October,| corn and hay. Had the cow come in in 

with our cow fresh in milk, and will feed | the spring, the product from the pasture 

her this’ month pasture grass, the| would have been greater, but the net 

shocked corn we have saved, and ten | income smaller. 

pounds of wheat bran daily. On the} Profit.—The cow in pasture has cost 

first of November we will go into winter | no labor, and of the acre in corn and 

quarters and feed up to the 15th of May | meadow, only one half has cost any- 

(195 days) a daily ration of 45 pounds of | thing for cultivation. 

ensilage, 10 pounds of hay and 10 pounds} The amount of net profit will depend 

of wheat bran, fed in two feeds, making, | upon the price charged for the work per- 

with the corn fed in the shock, five tons | formed, which each one must fix for 

of ensilage, one ton of hay, and 2,250| himself. 

pounds of bran. On the 15th of May} But unless he estimates it higher than 

‘ we will turn her on this acre of pasture | we generally receive for what we do, the 

and for the next 100 days we will feed | margin will be a handsome one—$59.00 

her daily four pounds of bran, and (if | ought to pay well for the work and the 

she will eat it) 10 pounds of ensilage, as| use of the cow, and farther this extra 

we have two tons left from the winter | feed given to the cow when on pasture, 

feeding. Forty days she may go dry and | will have increased its productiveness, 

live on pasture grass alone, with this ad-| and the manure made from feeding the i 

ditional feed of 2,650 pounds of. bran,|hay and the ensilage corn, with that 

which at $12 per ton, will have cost’ from the ton of bran purchased, if pro-
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perly applied, will have maintained the | their own wants and the wants of their 

fertility of the acre used to grow the | families, is the large amount of unpro- 

winter food, and so the farm is richer | ductive capital tied up in land, and the 

rather than poorer. small amount of working capital avail- 

Estimates Not too High.—But you | able to use in making those lands more 

say that these figures have no practical | productive. Let us now, for a few mo- 

value, for they are merely imaginary, | ments, consider whether this winter ra- 

and that they are never realized in prac- | tion that I propose to give and am feed- 

tice. ‘True, in one sense they are|ing my cows—45 pounds of ensilage, 10 

imaginary, for they do not give the ex-| pounds of wheat bran and 10 pounds of 

act rations or the exact production of | early cut hay—bears any analogy to 

any partiewlar cow. But the amount | that laid down by the scientist. 

of production named for this single cow,| The German Formula — For a cow 

and the amount o: many estimates is | giving milk is 24 pounds of dry organic 

exceeded by quite a number of whole | food, of which 15 pounds should be di- 

dairies, within my acquaintance, num-| gestible, composed of 24 pounds of 

bering from fifteen to thirty cows each, | proteine to 1214 pounds of carbo-hy- 

and the ration named is one fed this | drates. 

winter in my own dairy of over twenty| Experiment Station Standard.— 

cows, and they have thus far averaged | At the experiment farm, in 1884, 3.27 

since the middle of November for each | acres of corn averaged 4,490 pounds of 

and every cow over a pounda day, the | dried stalks and 4,941 pounds of corn, 

amount named in my estimates. ora gross weight of cured products of 

It is true that among our best dairy-| 9,431 pounds. Allowing this to be one- 

men more land is allotted to the support | third of what this corn would have 

of acow than I have named, partly for | weighed had it been cut and put in the 

the reason that very little of our lands | silo when fit for ensilage, one acre would 

are worth $70 per acre for farming pur- | have weighed 28,243 pounds, or 14 tons 

poses, and partly for the reason that we | or the exact weight that I had claimed 

have not yet learned how to grow and | for my ensilage. I shall presume, there- 

preserve our feeding crops, and how to | fore, that 45 pounds of ensilage will be 

feed them so as to- get all we ought out | equaled by 15 pounds of the same corn 

of them. When we have learned this | when thoroughly dry. We then have: 

part of our business, we need not own ‘ Carbo- 

‘all creation, or work sixteen hours a day, | 19 pounds of hay eee ee ee 

to make ends meet, or to provide a reas- aot aeet Se eee 

onable income for ourselves and fam-| , bran containing. 1.30 0.30 457 

ilies. We shall yet learn that a cow can oer r a a 1.30 019 6.86 

be well kept and full fed upon the pro- 303 4600601642 

duct of an acre of land. Or 1% pound more proteine and 4 

Unproductive Capital.—One of the | pounds more carbo-hydrates than the 

greatest hinderances to a better system German standard, but the proportions 

of farming, and one of the heaviest of | are very nearly identical. 

dead weigbts that the majority of Wis-| Summary.—So that we may be reason- 

= aoe: =~ an — ably certain that two acres of good land, 

em comparatively poor, so far as hav- | [—, z 

ng the available means of supplying if a bee eee eS ee 

ee eee
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handled as I have outlined, with a ton|largely in making all the food more 
and one-quarter of wheat bran purchased, | digestable, and so of increased value. 

will furnish ample food a year for a cow | There may be better ways than I have 

that will make 300 pounds of butter, and | outlined, but when the dairymen of 

that the hay, the bran and the ensilage | Wisconsin have learned bow to keop a 

fed as I have suggested will furnish |300 pound butter cow for every two 

rations nearly identical to those that | acres of land devoted to dairy purposes, 

science has indicated as being most|by purchasing a ton and a fourth of 

economical in production and also giving | bran per cow they will have taken a long 

the largest amount in returns, and I/step toward cheapening production, 

can not help but beleive that the succu-| and will receive full value in money 

lence of the ensilage will contribute | returns for food consumed. 

Skee eee 

DAIRYING FOR PROFIT, 

By E. G. FULLER, Calumet County, Wis. 

Dhird Paper, 

Elements of Success.—The subject | the calling. He should be fond of ani- 

assigned me isa large one—so large in| mals; because if he is not, he will not be 

fact, that in the time allotted me, I can | likely to give them the kind and consid- 

only give a glance at some of the ele-| erate treatment which isan important 

ments which contribute to success, and| element in the care of the dairy herd. 

hence to profit in this branch of agricul-| Some one of the institute workers has 

ture. said, that the whole story of the care of 

The first thing to be considered in| the dairy cow was summed up in one 

this connection isthe man. Itis abroad word, “comfort.” That about tells the 

truth that no man can attain the high-| story; and it takes a man who naturally 

est success in any calling unless he has/ loves his animals to look carefully to 

anatural love for the business or pro-| their comfort. 

fession in which he may engage. Having} Who of us does not know so-called 

this, he will naturally strive to gain all | dairymen who approach their resting 

the knowledge possible in regard to his| animals with a kick and an oath, when 

profession; not simply for the purpose | about to milk them? Who has not seen 

of making his business more profitable, | some fool of a man tie up a nervous cow 

but because it is a pleasure to acquire! and pound her, in order to break her of 

this knowledge. When our labor gives| kicking or running away, when careful 

us pleasure, half of its wearying effects | and judicious treatment was required? 

are taken away. Such a man has no place in the dairy. 

a Love forthe Calling—Theman who| Requisites of Success.—The dairy- 

would attain the highest success in|manshould be a man of intelligence, 

dairying, must have a natural love for|of education, and of business ability.
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Only a few days ago, in an institute, the | may treat them in case of sickness. He 

* writer heard a paper read by an ex coun- should understand the comparative 

ty superintendent of schools, in which | value ofdifferent foods, that he may be 

he almost ridiculed the idea of educa-| able to feed his stock economically. 

tion for a farmer. Agricultural colleges 
He should be a business man, and 

were denounced as a humbug, and the |study the markets, so he may purchase 

statement made that as soon as the | what he needs to the best advantage; 

farmer’s boy got a bit of education he | study the demands of the market, and 

left the farm, and if he did not he was a | Seek to supply those demands at the 

fool for not going where he would have an | time they are most wanted. 

opportunity to use his education to Keep Posted.—Ho should keep post- 

better advantage than he could on the ed upon the advances being made in his 

farm. The writer of that article was | business. The many agricultural pap- 

certainly wise in leaving the farm, if he | es, and bulletins of the Experiment 

could find norvom thereon for the ex- | Stations, should find their way to his 

pansion of his mighty brains. home, and be carefully studied. But 

Knowledge on the Farm.—There | not all we read is gospel truth; hence 

seems to me no calling or profession the dairyman should be an experimenter 

wherein a more varied knowledge can to a certain extent, that he may satisfy 

be used to advantage than on the farm. himself of the true value of newer met- 

There is none which pays @ larger per- | hods. 

centage on intelligence, education, and Get Near the Ideal.— No doubt 

business ability. Nature, mother Earth, | many are saying that I am placing my 

responds pountifully to the man who |! ideal dairyman very high. Perhaps s0; 

seeks intelligently for her treasures, and | but ideals are always above the real, and 

it is just in proportion to the intelligence | it is only by placing ideals high that a 

displayed in our calling that our profits high degree of excellence in any profes- 

are. 
sion may be attained. Of course many 

The Dairyman’s Education 
—Think are pursuing the business of dairying 

ofthe diversified knowledge that must profitably who come far short of the 

be possessed by the dairyman! He ideal I have sketched, but I believe the 

must understand the nature of soils, | nearer the ideal is approached, the more 

and their adaptation to different crops: | profitable will be the business. 

He must know how to feed them, that| Book Lore on the Farm.—While I 

they may not deteriorate in value; in believe that a great deal of book lore 

fact he should increase the fertility. will always be found profitable on the 

He should know something of that | farm, I would never consider it superior 

most mysterious of nature’s laws, the law | to good common sense, but if I can find 

of heredity, in order that he may breed |a happy combination of the two, I think 

intelligently, and thus prodzce animals the union a good one. 

that will contribute generously to his} Points for Consideration.—Now, I 

profits. 
will try to notice a few of the points to 

Care — Food — Marketing. — He | be taken into consideration by the man 

should understandthe anatomy of the | who would pursue the business to the 

animal body, and know the symptoms | best advantage. 

and remedies for at least the mere com-| First, he should consider the branch 

mon diseases among his stock, that he j of the business to which he would de- 

eee
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vote his energies—whether to the pro-{cided upon. He may be used five or six 

duction of milk, cream, cheese or but-| years, then another from the same breed 

ter. Of course his location must do} and same general family should be se- 

much toward shaping his decision in| lected. By careful and judicious selec- 
the matter. tion, in a few years an excellent herd 

Tho Sale of Cream—For city use is}™ay be built up. As well expect to 

undoubtedly the most profitable way of| Win the Derby with a Percheron as to 

disposing of dairy products, but com-|@xpect to attain the highest success in 

paratively few can secure this method. | dairying with a general-purpose cow. 

Butter Making.—If butter is to be| _ I= the East many dairymen do not try 
his specialty, he should decide how the to breed their own animals, but depend 

product is to be manufactured, whether entirely upon purchases to keep up the 

at home, or at the factory. While the lat- herd. Some make money by purchasing 

ter system will prove a great labor saver, fresh cows, feeding them heavily for a 

and in nineteen cases out of twenty the single year, and at the end of their milk- 

more profitable, the private dairyman | ‘78 Season turning them off for beef. 

who will throw himself energetically in-| _ This is not what would be termed high 

to his business, make a first class pro- class dairying, nor do I think it as prof- 

duct, and market it in a business-like | ible as where a man breeds his own 

manner, will undoubtedly make the animals judiciously. 
greater success, Of course no one| Defective Stables.—Next we will 

thinks of producing cheese except upon consider something of the care to be 

the factory system. given the herd. 
Selecting the Cow.—Having decid- Comparatively few of our stables are 

ed upon the branch of dairying he is to | ¥4™™ enough to keep milch cows to the 

pursue, he should select a cow adapted best advantage. Warmth not only con- 

to the business, and breed her in a man- | @uces to a more liberal flow of milk, but 

ner not only calculated to reproduce her it also decreases the food consumption. 

kind, but to improve upon her. It may The same food required to support two 

be urged that tho average farmer about animals who have only the shelter afford- 

to engage in the dairy business, cannot ed by a shed or the warm side of a straw 

afford to purchase thoroughbreds of stack, willsupport three warmly stabled. 

any breed, nor is this necessary. Secure ’ Many of our stables are ventilated by 

good native or grade cows, test them that | # half inch crack every 12 inches, but 

you may be sure of their capacity, keep when stables are of proper warmth, 
none but good ones; aim to secure a herd there is often a ventilation so that upon 

that will produce an average of not less entering the stable, the smell that greets 

than 300 pounds of butter per annum | °° is anything but pleasant. This is 

(the more the better), but the cost of |* matter that needs attention, as the 

production must not be overlooked. The health of the animal and the purety of 

profitable animal is the one that pro- | the product depends largely upon the 

duces the most at the cheapest prices. | Deatness of their quarters. 
Such a herd can not be picked upin a] "Warm Water—In winter for milch 

day. It must come as the result of care-| cows is another innovation, looked upon 

ful breeding and selection. The herd; by many asa sort of hot-house method 
should be headed by a thoroughbred | of heating cows. But the experience of 

sire carefully selected from the breed de-!the hundreds of dairymen who have
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tried itis so strongly inits favor that it] Corn Fodder—Has formed no incon- 

can no longer be considered an experi-| siderable portion of dairy rations in the 

ment, but a steamer or tank heater will| East for some years; yet we aro just be- 
be considered a part of every well regu-| ginning to understand its value. When 
lated dairyman’s outfit. planted as it has been, sown broadcast 

Economical Feeding —Is another | at the rate of two or three bushels per 
end very important point to be consid- | acre, or planted in drills so thickly that 

ered in the matter of profit in dairying;| 0 attempt was ever made to form an 
and it opens upa big field for study and| ear, no remarkable results were obtain- 

investigation. ed; but to-day, with the methods of 

Judging from what Ican learn through | planting now in vogue, when eight 
the mediumship of books, more progress | quarts of seed will suffice for an acre, 

hhas been made in the science and art of| and eight to fifteen tons can easily be 
feeding during the past decade, than] grown to the acre, each ton worth as 

had been made ina century previous.| much, pound for pound, as good tim- 
Farmers are waking up to the fact that | othy hay, we cannot shut our eyes to the 
there is a science as well as an art in| fact that an important element has been 
their vocation, introduced into our dairy husbandry. 

The educated minds of the nineteenth} The Silo.— But our corn fodder is 
century are turning their investigations| difficult to cure and handle to the best 
to the benefit of the farmer; and no| advantage. The silo here steps in and 
matter how much the masses may scoff | offers an opportunity to store our fodder 
at those “scientific fellers” and book} in the best possible space, and to pre- 
farmers, there are but few of us who are; serve it in the best condition for feed- 
not, toa greater or less extent, reaping] ing. It gives us a green, succulent food, 
the benefits of their investigations. upon which cows thrive well, and give 
Summering and Wintering.—Many | as full a flow of milk as upon summer 

farmers (but few if any of that kind are| pasture. But in feeding ensilage it 
before me to-day) still pursue the old ex- | should be remembered that we are feed- 
pensive way of keeping their stock | ing a summer food, and must approach 
through summer on pasture, and winter | as near as possible to summer conditions 
on hay and straw. in the care of the animals. -A warm 

Their cows give milk through six or / stable is a necessity in feeding this kind 
seven months of the year, and are kept | of food. 

through the winter at a positive loss. Improved Methods.—Not only has 
The class that a few years, ago recog-| modern investigations improved our 

nized the need of succulent food to| methods of manufacturing dairy pro- 
maintain their animals in thrifty con-| ducts, raised the standard of quality, de- 
dition, and supply this by means of | creased the cost of production by means 
growing root crops, has now found that | of cheaper food, and more intelligent 
the silo supplies the needed element at|use of food; but careful breeding and 
® far less cost. scientitic feeding has largely increased 

A careful study of the wants of the| the capacity of our cows, just as breed- 
cow, and the composition of feed stuffs | ing and training has developed the mod- 
have given us a clearer idea of what to| ern trotting horse. 

feed and how to feed it inorder to pro-| A Well-Balanced Ration.—Care 
duce the best results. and intelligence are needed in forming a
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proper ration for an animal. The two | Now chemists tell us, that if properly 

most important points to be considered ; handled, ensilage develops lactic acid 

are how to secure a well-balanced ration, | while in the siloy that this in itself is a 
i. e., one which shall furnish to the ani-| stage of digestion, honce requires a less 

mal the proper proportion of carbo-| expenditure of energy to digest, ergo, we 

hydrates and albuminoids. The one to} get better results from a stabled quan- 

keep up the animal heat and supply the | tity of green forage ensiloed, than from 

bodily waste; the other to be turned in-| the same quantity fed ina green state. 

to fats and returned to us in the form of | Is thistrue? Some first class practical 

flesh or milk. But many combinations] men claim it fora fact, but it will still 
can be made which will supply these | bear investigation. 

elements in the proper proportionand| Ensilage as a Ration.—Be that asit 
the point dairymen must study is how| may, ensilage certainly forms the basis 
to make up such a ration at the mini-| for the cheapest ration that can be fod 
mum cost. our dairy stock. Contrast the cost of a 

Of course those of us who have been | ration with ensilago asa basis, with any 

brought up on a farm, and have had the | other food that we can feed a cow, and 

advantage of years of observation and note the great balance in favor of the 
experience, have learned by actual trial | ensilage ration; and when we remember 

what combinations give good results,/that the practical results are in fa- 
and we would not be found giving 4} vor of the cheap food, I cannot see how 
milch cow a heavy feed of corn meal} our dairymen can hesitate to adopt this 
when the forage being fed was rich corn | method of supplying their cows with 

fodder or ensilage, nor trying to balance | forage. 

: — feed of st:aw or timothy with} oqo) Rations.—Here is a model 
lone. «on gi . a Sations Must Ha lestea Aes ration given by Wolff, for milch me 

man chemist named Wolff, has given us , Meadow hay........ .- ..2sseseceeeeeeeee eee 12 

a table of feeding standards, based up- | SiiSoie IIIS 2s 
oe epee Se eee 
and their products. But while this may . , i 

serve us 2s a partial guide, combined! At @ moderate estimate this ration 
with the analyses of feed stuffs, all the | Will cost 25c. per day. : 
deductions can not be accepted as abso- Here is another compiled from his 

lute. In fact, there is a chemistry of tables: os 

nature which none of us can understand, | Cured corn fodder...............2.002 sesee0e. 20 

and the rations given us must be sub-| Natt sprouig. 20 UIT 8 
jected to actual trial and comparison, | Cotton sevd cake...........-00- eeeeeeeeeeees 2 

before we can reach a final conclusion! ‘This is a much cheaper ration, costing 
as to their utility. ee 14c. per day, and in my opinion would 
Chemical Analysis.—A striking ex-| 54 prove a good practical ration for a 

ample of the lack of chemical analysis | oow, 
to do justice to the merits of a forage ra-|_ A nother ration compiled from Wolff’s 

tion is found in the feeding results ex-| tales: 

perienced with ensilage. In nearly Bs 

every case actual trial has shown it to be | fina C0 vrei nimi B 
superior to what chemical analysis had a So ee 5 

claimed for it, Cotton seed mea... .... cI
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This wili cost about 16c. per day, and | a few pounds of bran, shorts or pea meal, 

make a good practical ration, but too ex-| will give excellent results. The last 

pensive. mentioned food is one that -is deserving 

It is useless to extend this list. Any | of more attention. 

leading agricultural paper contains plen-|} Pea Mealand Bran.—A year ago, 

ty of these rations based on the German | upon my father’s farm, we had to de- 

tables, Prof. E. W. Stewart supplying| pend principally upon marsh hay as 

several papers with combinations, which | a forage ration. We had quite a la:zo 

will contain in a given quantity the} quantity of peas, and instead of selling 

proper quantity of the three elements—| our peas, originally intended, we ground 

carbohydrates, albuminoids and fat. | several tons—mixed equal quantities by 

But while these rations may be very | weight, of pea meal and bran, and secur- 

well to theorize upon, as a rule they are| ed the best results of any grain combi- 

too expenslve to be practical. nation we could make. 

The Nutritive Ratio—These stan-| Summer Feeding—Is also a place 

dards call for a nutritive ratio of one to| where we can make decided improve- 

five for a milch cow. That is one part| ments. At the price of our Wisconsin 

of protein to 5 of carbohydrates and fat. | farm lands, we can scarcely afford to de- 

The protein is the most expensive| pend upon pasture as our only summer 
element to purchase in foods and some] food. A light grain ration and a practi- 

of our best dairymen get excellent re-| cal feed of soiling crops and perhaps of 

sults, by feeding a ration in which the|ensilage will be found a measure of 

nutritive rato is only about 1 to 4. The|economy. Rye, corn, peas and oats, 

cost is much lessened and it is a ques-| clover, millet or Hungarian grass can be 

tion if the results are as good. used to advantage for this purpose. 

The Tables Theoretical. — These] ceonomy of Labor.—Another thing 
tables are theoretical. Prof. Stewart’s | we should do is to study economy of la- 

rations are theoretical, based on these| por in the arrangement of our buildings. 
tables. Now comes in the dairyman’s| This is too often neglected, and the la- 
part. He can well afford to be an ex-} bor of caring for our stock made double 
perimenter to a certain extent, in order | what it ought to be. 

to satisfy himself of the practical utility] If the farmer is to make butter, he 

of these standards. should have a neat and convenient dairy- 
Prof. Armsby’s Ration.—Hero is} house, well supplied with all the modern 

a ration compiled by Prof. Armsby from | conveniences in butter making, and 
the tables: put upon the market nothing but a first 

Glover nase ILI 10] €lass product. Let every package go in- 
= MED). 2.00. veers e-nenererecensees « 2 to the market with his own name upon 

Oi meal TID 2] it, and let that name stand for a 
At present prices this ration will cost | synonym of the purity and fine quality 

19c. per day—too much for the practi-| of the contents of the package. In time 

cal dairyman. he will find that it will give an added 
Cost of Feeding.—Several of our | value to every package. 

Wisconsin dairymen manage to feed} Object of Paper—tThe object of this : 

cows ata cost of from 7 to 10 cts. per|paper has not been so much to give 

day by making ensilage the basis of'| specific directions or instruction upon 

their ration, which, with the addition of | any particular point in dairying, as to
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awaken thought all along the line. And|and earnestly upon any topic, he is on 
when aman gets to thinking seriously | the right road to success. 

SOD ET es 

EQUALIZING DAIRY PRODUCTION. 

By Hon. HIRAM SMITH, Sheboygan County, Wis. 

Fourth Paper. 

Expensive Methods.—The under-, commence to give mill about the last of 
lying principle of all farmers’ institutes, | April, or the first of May, running until 
dairymens’ conventions and agricultural | cold weather; then they dry off, and the 
conventions, is the supposition or know-| winter product amounts to but very 
ledge of the fact that many of the meth- | little. 
ods and processes pursued by the far-| There area few exceptional localities 
mers of this State, and all other States, | that have learned better in that respect. 
are expensive, which are pursued con-| Now, I know something about this, for I 
tinually at immense loss. If all the far-| have paid a heavy tax of waste in pursu- 
mers of this State had been practicing | ing this same course. You all know the 
upon sound scientific principles, their} difficulty of marketing butter in the 
labor all well paid, their methods of 'summer is very great.. You read the 
feeding such that nothing should be} market reports, and you see that nearly 
wasted, and no losses sustained, selling | all winter butter has sold for thirty and | 
their products at proper times so that thirty-five cents, while nearly all last 
no waste is realized in that direction, we | summer it was fifteen and sixteen cents. 
would have no necessity for farmers’ in-| Now, you know without my telling 
stitutes. But because that is not true, | you, that the great body of the milk is 
is the reason of the farmers’ institutes, | gathered in May, June and July. Cows 
that in this way we may study facts by | will give a big flow of milk then; they 
which we can correct our errors, and, | are having the best feed of the year, the 
therefore, I wish to point out, on this oc-| best you have got. You can hardly find 
casion, a few of the errors that a great! a poor cow at that time of year. Your 
mass of the dairymen in this State are | cow is giving a large flow of milk, you 
guilty of without any profit to them-|are taking the milk to the factory, it is 
selves, without saving in labor, without | being manufactured into butter and 
doing anybody any good whatever.| cheese, and when the sales are made, 
They are constantly wasting a very larga | they are the lowest of the entire season. 
percentage of the products they get out! We were brought up to do business in 
of the soil and out of their cattle. this way; we knew of no other way, and 
Summer Dairying. —First, the great | a good many of us can scarcely see how 

mass of dairymen in this.State are en-| we can avoid it; but is there any motive 
gaged in summer dairying. Their cows|to avoid it? Most certainly. There is
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at least thirty-three per cent. motive to | “Well, this is poor business, I have got 
change the whole business, and a very | to get out of the dairy business.” 
large portion of the farmers of this State] But you can’t get out of the dairy 
are adding thirty-three per cent. without | business in Wisconsin. Where will you 
adding an iota to their investment and | go to, what will you do? We are hore. 
without giving one day’s extra work to| we can’t get away and we don’t want to 
the profit on the cows. get away. Somo men talk about raising 
Winter D. sow oaill you big horses. It don’t pay like a dairy. 

doit? Have your cows come in when Reform Methods.— We can’t better dairy products begin to go up in price, | condition very much by going out 

when they are scarce in the market, from of the business. There is a good oppor- October up to about this time of year, tunity todo better right where we are. 

and dealers are handling it with a great Our investments need not be enlarged; deal of confidence. They can send it but let us merely reform our methods, 

all over the South, in safety, and there | #24 make our labor count, and iene a “A é a ;, | work hard let us-work for thirty cent is a good paying price offered for it. é Now, why cannot the change be made? butter instead of fifteen cent butter. 

The objection is often urged that if I We can make just as many PonnEs; bei 
have a winter dairy I must have a warm ; “22 make oe Ee ce ee yet a x 
stable. Of course, but you want a warm | ™°F® months in the year coming in in stable anyway if you are going to keep November and December, when they 

& S would naturally begin to fail in their cows. You are suffering a great loss a Z Be milk, and then when they do begin to if you are feeding in a cold stable. You| >” Be % Z fail in their milk they have succulent can’t afford the expense of warming ‘ your cows’with experisiye food. fresh feed, and it keeps them along and 
they seem to forget todry up. It isan 

Make the Change.—After you have! uncommon thing for my cows to go dry 
got your stable warm, then the change} more than four weeks, and if one does, 
in very simple indeed. You have more| I say: “That is the one to weed out.’; 
time to attend to the manufacturing of| We can accustom our cows to mill 
butter if it is done on the farm than| eleven months, and they will give the 
you have in the summer. In the sum-| largest flow when we can get more mon- 
mer you want to be engaged in cultivat- ey, and the least when the products are 
ing your crops. In the winter there is} worth less. If our cows dry up in Aug- 
but little to do. Therefore, you have ust, and butter runs down to fifteen 
more time to attend to-your butter, and cents, it doesn’t bother me. I don’t care 
if your cows are giving the most milk] much where butter goes. 
and you are getting thirty-three or four] Results.—It makes one more watch- 
or five, frequently up to forty cents, for ful, it makes us happier, it makes a man 
the butter, it makes you feel pretty well,| more liberal to his wife, and she will 
anda man who feels well, happy and| treat him better, and she ought not to 
bragging to his wife at the end of every| ynless he treats her well. You can 
sale, begins to think it is a pretty good| giothe your children better and spend 
business; but when a man has an im- a little more money every year giving 
mense amount of milk in June and his your son and your daughter an educa- 
butter is selling for fourteen or fifteen tion, so that they can be somebody in 
cents, he goes home and says to his wife:| the world. It don’t pay for them to
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grow up and get sick of the farm and|ple room right here to make all the 

go to Colorado, and come back and be| needed improvements, which we can 

without any interest in the farm, with-| easily and cheaply do. 

out any fixed principles. We have am- 

SHALL FARMERS’ WIVES MAKE BUTTER ? 

By JOHN GOULD, Western Reserve, Ohio. 

Silty, Paper. 
They Should Not be Asked.—Shall | milk determines the quality of the but- 

the farmer’s wife make butter, and if so,| ter when made. No one can make good 

how? In the first place she shouldn’t| butter out of poor milk. If it has be- 

be asked to make butter any more than| come loaded with stable odors, it will 

she should be asked to spin the wool and | have a stable odor when made. 

knit stockings. That is my positionon| Good Feed.—Now, how shall we get 

the question. The co-operative factory | good milk? You have all heard about 

should take charge of the butter mak-| the good cow and her good food. We 

ing. But we are not all ready for it; | must have first a good cow; she must 

there must be preliminary steps taken | have all the comforts that a cow is en- 

before we get to that. titled to; she must have good feed and 

Good Machinery Required.—Then, | good care, and then we may reasonably 

how shall the farmer’s wife make but-| expect to get good milk. But remember 

ter? If the farmer has good machinery | this—if we are after good butter, then 

on the farm, he should furnish his wife | we need to feed a food to our cows which 

with good machinery with which to| is in the line of keeping with butter, so 

work, to make the butter, and any man| we should feed blood-producing food. 

who doesn’t provide his wife with good | You hava been told here this afternoon ' 

machinery with which to make butter, | that milk is an elaboration direct from ? 

should leave his own machines in the | blood, so if we don’t have good, abun- 

barns and cultivate his fields as he has| dant blood, out of which to elaborate 

for years past, for his wife is just as good | this milk, then we fail in getting the 

as he is. highest type of milk out of which to 

Good Milk.— Another thing; if the| make the butter. Now, our cows should 

farmer’s wife makes the butter, he| be kept in a cleanly stable, and all the 

should do the milking. A farmer’s wife | sanitary conditions observed which go 

in the year of grace, 1888 is not built | to make a good production of butter. 

for milking. But to come down tosober| Perfect Cream Raising.—The milk 

realities. If she has to make the butter, | having been brought into the house as 

she must be provided with good milk} quickly as possible after the milking, 

out of which to make it, because the! should be set out as quickly as possible,
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so as to get a perfect cream raising by | any revolving churn is better than a 

the falling temperature of the milk, If| churn that beats and mashes the glob- 

our cream stands around until it gets| ules of the butter. We want a ther- 

practically cold and we set it out then, mometer so as to keep accurately the 

we don’t get good results in our cream temperature of the cream. If we uso 

raising. Milk is made up of several cle-| our fingers for a thermometer, we have 

ments, one of which is sugar, another is | every time to go and wash our fingers, 

caseine. When our milk gets down to a|ordo the other thing. Stop churning 

certain temperature, there is a change of when the butter globules appear about 

those elements that appear in the milk | the size of small shot. There is a little 

and prevent the cream coming to the | difference of opinion about this, but / 

top; so we will set the milk as rapidly as that is a good point at which to stop. 

possible, and at as warm @ temperature Washing.—Having churned, don’t 

as we can. fill the churn over half full. I want some 

. How Shall We Set the Milk,—Just | space when I wash out the buttermilk. 

how we shall set it, I don’t know. If} Why shall we wash out the buttermilk? 

you can get some good creamer, that is | Thcve are sugar and cheesy elements in 

the better way; if you can’t, set it in the|it that we can wash out much better 

good old way, in a room froe from con-| than we can work out, so that to our 

taminating influences. Let us skim this | four or five gallons of cream we putin a 

cream before the mills gets thickened | couple of handfuls of salt. If I putin a 

under it. The market is paying a high | little salt and churn a little bit, the but- 

price for butter flavor and not for butter- | ter rises right through the buttermilk 

milk and salt favor. A lot of thickened | and comes to the surface. Let it stand 

sour milk may get into the churn and is|a moment and then we can draw the 

0 much influence against getting a high | plug from the bottom of the churn and 

quality of butter; therefore let us skim | draw the fluid out. Put back the plug; 

the cream before the milk thickens. there has been no loss of butter at all. 

Ripening of the Cream.—Let us Add a little more water and salt, and the 

hasten the ripening of this cream in the | next time it will come to the surface a 

winter in some way. Cream usually | great deal quicker and if it doesn’t the 

stands too long before we churn it, so second time, try it the third. 

that acids attack some of the fine flav- Salting—Now, let this drain a few 

oring oils that give the butter its dis-| moments and get the great bulk of the 

tinguishing characteristics, and we lose | water out of it. I want to try and salt 

that fine flavor; so we will hurry the | this butter and pack it atthe same time. 

ripening of the cream by keeping it | After it has drained so the water only 

warm. I wouldn’t care if it were warmed | occasionally drips, turn the churn down 

to seventy degrees, and then brought | and you have your butter in the bottom 

back to the churning point. of the churn ina granulated condition 

Churning.—Let us churn our cream like sand. Sprinkle in the salt. Put 

with some of the later ideas of churning.|on ten ounces, or a little more, and 

‘We do not churn the cream to tear off | if it is too much it will not do any harm 

any imaginary envelope that was once asit goes out with the water. There 

supposed to exist upon the globules, | are two ways of salting. One is a brine 

We simply churn it to get the butter-| process. You put in brine assalt as you 

milk; the butter gathers afterwards, so| can get it, draw out this brine and rein 

L
O
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force it with some more and turnit right | creamery nearer the stable, and not take 

back on the butter. Use this brine a| it into the house at all. 

little warmer the next time, probably} Mr. Goutp.—That is right, but I said 

about sixty-eight. Then, your brine is| if you had not a creamery. 

fully strong. It gives you a full half Mr. Wueexocs.—Five dollars will fix 

ounce to the pound, which is all you can | @ creamery close to the barn where you 

do with the salt. In this way we get| won't have to carry it over twelve feet. 

our butter at full strength, and we can| My plan is this: Iam milking twelve 

gather it simply intoa big ball in the | cows; I use the shotgun cans; Ihave a 

churn with this brine and bring up our] tank which will hold eleven of these 

package alongside. The great trouble | cans; it is set near the barn and there is 

in trying to pack our butter in the|@ sort of open shed built over the top of 

churn was, that we attempted to do it it, so that when I want toskim in stormy 

with the butter too cold. It was mealy| weather, Ican stand there out of the 

and we did not get it into the box; but| way. In cuttingmy corn for the silaT 

if we bring it up to sixty, wecan put it saved all the refuse, which was about 

into our package and press it down into} three baskets a day, and that I packed 

it, and we get all our butter and it is in around my tank, and it is practically 

solid enough for the market require-| frost proof. The water is never frozen 

ments. If that is not quite salt enough | around the milk. 

for the market taste, then turn more} Mr. CamPBEeLL.—You say stop churn- 

salt into the churn and churnit intoa big | ing when the butter is the size of shot? 

lump and pack it practically the same as Now, shot varies like the old lady’s piece 

with brine salting. of chalk. 

Granulated Buttor—We want to] Mr. Goutp.—Well, No. 6, bird shot. 

save another little bit of work here.} Mp. Hrram Surrn.—There is some 

The market is asking usfor granulated question about the amount of salt that 

butter, and if we will fill the boxes with | can be retained in the butter. Dr. Bab- 

the best granulated butter and then cock has had considerable experience in 

take a butter ladle and smooth it all| these matters, and I would like to hear 
slick, wo havo lost that granulated sur-| what he has to say on that point. 

face and lost a point with the buycr- Pace Eipcae At the New Work 

So instead of that, let us take a stout : 
z z z Dairy Show, I took fourteen samples 

string and draw it across, taking off a = Bs 
: d from the butters which obtained 

flake and leaving that granulated sur- 
: aes ~ | premiums at theshow, and all of these be- 

face without any further working. Use}. e 
: eae ing analyzed, the highest per cent. of salt 

new muslin to put over it. The market| . zs 
s °°! which was found in any of these samples 

don’t pay us any more for old muslin : 
; _ ae was four per cent. Four per cent. is 

with button holes worked in it. Then |. 2 3 
; ‘ just about two thirds of an ounce to tho 

cover it, put it away from the light and a 
z . eae ....|pound. The average per cent. of salt in 

air as quickly as possible, and keep it in 
the best condition for the cae, those butters was less than two per cent.,s 

ai cr or ea which is considerably less than half an 

— ounce to the pound of butter. The fact 

Discussion. is that in salting butter, if more than 

Mr. Waretock.—Mr. Gould says, take | half an ounce of salt is added, the water 

the milk into the house as soon as it is | retains a large portion of this, and it is 

milked. My system would be to have a! worked out. The water which is re-
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moved in working butter is very strong! Pror. Bascock.— Mr. Gould has con- 

brine in every case, and the water which | founded the two tests. The butter 

should be retained in the butter can not | which contained twenty-one per cent. of 

hold more than half an ounce to the! water was butter in the sweepstakes 

pound under any condition. If more | class, which was taken immediately up- 

salt is added than will dissolve, it re-| on working, and had not been packed at 

mains as crystals in the butter, and isa’ all. 

very scrious objection which should al-! Mr. Berper.— Can you pack butter 

ways be avoided. and salt it in the churn, as you have just 

Mr. Goutp.— May I ask you what the i stated, with your ladle, and get out the 

variation was in the water contents of| water so that the package won’t drip, 

these samples of butter? and there will be enough salt in it? 

Pror. Barcock.— AsI remember, the} Mr. Govip.— Yes. By gathering it 

highest was a trifle over fourteen per | and putting it in in small amounts, we 

cent.; the average was about nine per get just the right condition ve want. 

cent. in the butter. They were nearly | The trouble is, we try to put in five or 

all butters packed in large packages. six pounds at a time instead of a small 

Mr. Gourp.— Then the report in the amount. We take out the moisture with 

American Dairyman that one of those!a damp cloth, or by just tipping it one 

samples of butter had twenty-one “ow Between each layer you have to 

cent. of water was a misprint. take up the surplus moisture. 

BUTTER-MAKING ON THE FARM. 

By F.C. CURTIS, Columbia County, Wis. . 

Se ees 

Sixth Pape. 

Loss Sustained by Dairymen.—At , the great city of New York, was bad— 

the late Farmers’ Conventiom at Madi-| so bad that it was unfit for table use. 

son, Mr. H.C. Adams gave a very in-| Why are Prices Low?—For the last 

structive address on dairy mattors, the | few years I have noticed that the market 

prominent feature. of Which was the|reportsof our large cities have quoted 

great loss sustained by the erroneous] butter at about thirty-two cents per 

practices of those having charge of farm ) pound down to eight cents, and some 

dairying. My rememberance is that, by | times even lower. The natural inquiry 

acareful computation of statistics, he} then comes up: “Why this wide range in 

made the anual loss for the past year to | prices?” It isnot wholly on account of the 

exceed $3,000,000. Major Alvord, in quality of the milk from which the butter 

his address at a similar convention | is made, for we find that good milk is sus- 

two years ago, stated that more than ceptible of being made into bad butter. 

one-half of the butter offered for sale in ' It is not on account of the labor involv- 

13 

ss le
e
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ed, for it is much less labor to make a| than ono half of the butter that reaches 

first class article of butter than it is to | the market—is made on the farm, and 

make the villianous compound we are | that, too, by processes which are double 

compla‘ning of. It is not necessarily on | the labor of the simple improved process 

account of the want of information, for | so many times described. 

: I take it upon me to say that it is my/ Ola Style Butter-makers. —I 

candid opinion that a more enterprising, will illustrate the position of the 

persistent and philanthropic set of in-| old fashioned butter-makers in this 

——— never existed than Wicuoin way: A few days ago i wane 

nce _little band (now a mighty host) | costed by a well informed farmer, he 

of dairy reformers. They aS oe asked me what I was getting for butter. 

foremost on all proper occasions, to give Ireplied, 30c. per Ib. With a shrug of 

the public the benefit. of their experi-|the shoulders, and a sickly smile, he 

ments, observation and research. said: “I should like to know how that 

How to Make Good Butter—lt| is done.” Said I, you were over to Poy- 

has been shown in public addresses, in |nette to the institute, were you not? 

printed matter, in various forms, all | “No,” he replied,—“my wife don’t take 

freely pressed upon the public, that it has | to the new fangled notions, and I could 

been and is not more than half the labor | not afford to waste the time. Not only : 

to make good, high priced butter, thatit| that, but my wife makes just as good 

has been or is, to make this bad, low pric- | butter as anybody, and it is sheer rob- 

ed compound called butter. While thisis| bery for those merchants to pay only 

incontrovertibly true, there is a differ-| 16c. per tb., when they can get 30c.” I 

ence of opinion as to how this labor is to | replied, I do not believe these merchant 

be applied, to bring about the desired | have made a dollar a year on their deal- 

result. ings in butter; that they have really 

One party claims that it can only be lost, and lost their character also as but- 

done by collecting the milk or cream in | ter dealers by being compelled to buy 

factories, where all the required facilities and sell the inferior butter made by 

and skill necessary can be concentrated. | you and your neighbors. I pointed out 

‘Another party claims that, with few inex- | to him some of his neighboring farmers 

pensive implements, and properly direct- | who had no better facilities than him- 

edefforts, a first class article of butter can self, and who had adopted the improved 

be made upon the farm, equal to the de- | deep setting and granular process. They 

mands of commerce. But this difference | were shipping there own butter and 

of opinion is of little consequence, for it| getting about 25c. per bb., net returns. 

is plainly apparent that all the output | They did not offer their butter to the 

of the factories is good, and also that | country merchant, whose character as @ 

all the farm made butter, where the| butter dealer had been ruined—if he 

cream is raised by the “deep setting” | ever had any good character in that dir- 

process, and the butter churned and | ection—but shipped it toa butter mar- 

worked by the granular process, comes ket, on their own responsibility. Per- 

under the head of good butter. Jt is | haps at first they were a little discour- 

also apparent that these two processes aged by not getting quite as much as 

of butter-making are mainly the only | they expected, but they soon learned 

sources of good butter in the market re- | that they alone were responsible for the 

ports, and that all this bad butter—more quality of their product, and soon
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mastered the requirements of the’ mar- | come in mainly in the fall and winter. 

ket—a neat looking tub of butter, good, | These are always put in the stable to 

solidly packed and uniform in appear- | milk, and also in inclement weather. 

ance when turned out of the tub. J farm with a view to feed these cows 

Novel Way of Packing.—At the re- well, but the past dry season so short- 

quest of Superintendent Morrison, I ened crops that I have fed them in the 

have brought a tub of butter as an object | Stable, since the 15th of October, twice 

lesson. 
a day, one feeding of ensilage, two 

T take off the cover, turn the tub bot- of straw, and ground feed composed of 

tom upward and take off the tub. Now two-thirds bran and one-third oats and 

you can examine the butter. You will| cor, ground, five quarts each, and 

notice at this point of the butter the | Warm water to drink. I think it safe to 

packing is imperfect. This was done to | §8Y they never did better or looked bet- 

show you how imperfect packing looks ter than they do at the present time. 

in contrast with perfect work; which, I) Setting the Milk—Our custom is to 

think, is plainly apparent in the rest| milk about twelve hours apart, taking 

ofthe butter. It is claimed that the| with us cans to hold the milk. This is 

nicest form in which butter can be placed | brought to the cistern near the house 

upon the table is in a neat print, but it | where it is strained into cans eight and 

will be readily seen that butter in prints] one-half inches in diameter, and twenty 

cannot be transported to distant markets; | inches deep, with bailed handles and 

except at extra labor and cost, and at] olose covers. These cans are lowered 

best they get mussy, while butter PTop-| into the cistern, four at a time, by & 

erly packed into tubs of this character, | windlass, which rests on the curb, and 

in refrigerator cars, is now transported is held at any point with a racbet wheel. 

as far as Philadelphia and New York, in | ho cans are filled to about three inches 

about three days, in perfect condition | of the top, or so they will float. The 

The dealer or consumer cen select the| cistern is about fifteen feet deep, and 

sized tub he wants, strip his tub, as T| holds about one hundred and fifty bar- 

have done before yous and cut from ita|rejs, It is filled from the well, one 

block of butter fully as neat in appear-| }undred and ten fest deep, by a wind- 

ancefor the table as the nicest butter | ni11, ‘The stock of the farm is mainly 

print fresh from the hand of the dairy-|\atered from the cistern by a large 

woman. Then the tub can be replaced hend pump. This keeps the water in 

on the butter, using it as a cover, which,|the cistern always fresh and cold. I 

if kept in a proper place, will remain in| have never known the water to be 

good condition for a reasonable time. | yarmer than 55° in summer, nor colder 

The dealer in butter wants the larger! than 40° in winter. This ores what I 

tubs to cut up for retailing. For these claim to be about as good a temperature 

censomn, younotice why I cae _. and as little labor for creaming the 

= intern tartaantongy importance | 1) ik, as can be obtained by any method. 

How I Make My Butter.—There are Skimming.—The milk remains in the 

doubtless some in the audience who cistern between milkings, and is then 

would like to know how this but-| removed to the house where it may be 

ter was made. Ikeep about twen- skimmed at once or remain longer un- 

ty-five grade Jersey cows, which skimmed. 

“_ 
.
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Churning.—The cream is kept in a) again as was needed to flavor the butter; 

tin vessel, and is stirred when new cream | but it was added to the butter in a moist 

is added, when it is kept until it acidu-| state; incorporated well through it by a 

lates—until it begins to thicken. Then | few turns of the churn. It was allowed 

it is churned in a rectangular churn, at/to rest about four minutes, when the 

a temperature of 62° by a floating ther-| churn was revolved and the butter 

mometer, to granulation. The butter- worked into a mass, at which time some 

milk is then drawn off and well water is| two quarts of strong brine were found 

introduced to wash out remaining traces in the churn. The butter was then 

of buttermilk. | packed solidly in the tub with a common 

Salting.—The butter is now in fine) butter ladle. 

particles; just in the right condition to| It was once held, and is still held by 

salt. How much salt is now the ques-| many, that butter must be held over 

tion. If the salt is good dairy salt (none | some twelve or more heurs and re-work- 

other should be used), there is little | ed before packing. My repiy is, here is 

danger of getting in too much, provided | the butter made as I have described; 

you do not get in more than will dis-| find fault with it if you can. I court 

solve. | criticism, and am ready to explain more 

This butter was made in a fifteen! fully any position I have taken in thie 

pound churning, and a heaping pint paper. 

bowlful was used, which is as much’ 

ere annernren neon 
Fact OEE 

MY EXPERIENCE IN DAIRYING. 

By C. P. GOODRICH, Jefferson County, Wis. . 

Seuenth Paper. 

Selling Fertility—The year 1872| boys better opportunities for gaining 

found mo the owner of asmallfarm. At|an education than I enjoyed in my youth; 

last my debts were paid and I had a| my health had failed. It was plain that 

clear title to the land. This had been | if I was to accomplish anything, achange 

accomplished by grain raising, and I| must be made. I must use my brains if 

found that I had been slowly selling off | I had any. 

my farm, alittle at atime with each load} A Start in Dairying.—About this 

of grain hauled away, until its product-| time some were turning their attention 

iveness had been so much reduced that|to dairying. I had not thought very 

it required the closest economy to make | favorably of the business; had kept as 

my income from it sufficient for my nec-| few cows as possible, just enough for my 

essary expenses. The prospect was not | own use, twoor three usually, and de- 

cheering. My farm was gradually grow- | plored the necessity of keeping even 

ing poorer; I earnestly wished to givemy! these. In fact, I did not like cows—
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could see no moncy in them. But a March, 1876. My wife and I examined 

cheese factory was started in the neigh- | the butter closely, and for ovr lives 

‘borhood, and thinking I might get a lit- | we could not see that the butter that . 

tle something eut of it, I increased my | sold sol “gh was any better than much 

number of cows and patronized it in | of the rest, or any better than our own 

summer, and during the fall and winter | make. But there was more money in it, 

made a little butter, (which was sold at a | sure, for it cost no more to make it, and 

very low price at stores and groceries), | I was bound to find out the secret if I 

and took my pay in goods at a very high | knew enough. 1 showed the maker the 

price. On looking over my books, I find | account sales, and asked him if he could 

that the year 1875 was the first that the | tell me the reason of the difference in 

income from my cows was enough to| price. “Is italla fancy?” Iasked. He 

make me think it worth my while to said: “You may call it a fancy if you 

keep an account of it. That year the |like. My butter ismade to suit the fancy 

total proceeds from nine cows were $348, | of those who are able and willing to pay 

alittle more than $38 each. It was said | good prices for what suits them.” At 

Thad done well. It certainly was some- | ™Y request, he gave me particular in- 

thing. I had received pay for keeping structions as to how his was made, all the 

the cows, as I kept them then, and a | way from the care of the milk, the time 

little besides to go toward paying for the | to skim, ripening the cream, churning, 

work of milking, etc. working and packing the butter. I went 

Variation in Prices of Butter. — — and told my wife what he said. 

Circumstances soon occurred that open- She was enthusiastic to try to make but- 

; -- |ter that would sell for something. We 

ed my eyes wide. In the fall of 1875, J 
went at it, and soon prices began to mend. 

after the cheese factory had closed, I : : 

: pe : ~|T went to reading everything I could 

‘went into partnership with a friend liv- fy biect. ‘Took dai 

ing in Philadelphia. We scraped to- aa ——— ee ee 
: *0" | trom which I learned much. Especially 

gether a few hundred dollars with which : = 
g a was this true of the dairy department 

I was to buy butter and ship to him and of the Jefferson County Union, now 

he ngs tp pell poe COnSeTiNg MY-| Hoard’s Dairyman. In the spring I 

self a judge of the article, I relied main-| } 1314 a small milk house near the well, 

lyon the word and character of the detached from the dwelling, and we 

maker. When the account sales berate made butter all summer. I visited 

I — astonished at the great variation many of the large ereameries in my 

in prices of the different makes. part of the country to learn the best 

Secret of Good Prices.—Of course,| methods. I have ever since been 

after this, I tried to buy so as to make | studying and learning, and have attend- 

something. I shipped to different mar-|ed nearly all the dairy conventions, try- 

kets—New York, Boston and Chicago, | ing to keep up with the times, and have 

and still this great variation occurred. | not learned all yet. 

One man’s make sold away above others} Money in Butter-Making. — The 

fm every market. I have just been look-| year 1886, the proceeds from the same 

ing at one of those old account sales, | nine cows footed up $696.42, an average 

and find that the prices ranged all the | of $77.33 per cow. I now knew there 

way from 15 cts. to 32 cts., and this par-| was money in butter-making. 

ticular make was 43 cts. per pound. Setting the Milk — The first sum- 

Qur own make was 30cts. This wes in'mer I set the milk in common ten quart 

—
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pans, set in a sink which extended{bran again. I fed 100 Ibs. a day, and 

around three sides of the room, melee the amount of butter was again 

: would hold water. Cold water was|18 ibs, although the daily amount of 

pumped in after each milking, which | milk was still unchanged. The value of 

cooled the milk sufficiently to make the | the bran I fed was 60 cents a day, and 

cream rise. This worked well, but was | the three pounds extra of butter was 60 

a great deal of labor. Since then I have| cents. I was getting pay for the feed as 
put in improvements and fixtures at|/I went along, and reasoned that the 

some little cost that have reduced the| cows would do better the next fall and 

labor to, I think, about the smallest | winter on account of being kept in bet- 

point. ter condition. I am sure that was the 

Profit from Sixteen Cows.— For | case, for the yearly average per cow was 

the past ten years I have kept from 12| increased, I believe, fully 50 Ibs., owing 

to 16 cows, and have averaged, for the} to feeding an extra half ton of bran, so 

past seven years, over $1,000 a year net |that for every dollar laid out in extra 

proceeds from the sale of butter alone. | feed I got back two dollars. a 

Last year it amounted to $1,243. By| Profits of the Farm Increased.— 

careful testing of cows, selection in| Now, this $1,000 and over received for 

breeding and better feeding, I have] butter each year is certainly that much 

managed to make my cows produce] added to the net profits of the farm, for 
more each succeeding year, until last | the income from the sale of other farm 
year my mature cows produced an aver-| products has, for several years, been 

age of 357 pounds of butter each, and | enough greater than formerly to pay for 
total proceeds of $107. I find that the|the extra labor caused by the dairy. 
better I feed the more profit I make, us-| This is due to the increased fertility of 
ing, of course, what judgment I have and | the soil. Besides, a little ready money 
what knowledge I can get as to the|}coming from the dairy has enabled me 
proper kinds of feed for milch cows. to make some needed improvements, 

Feeding Bran.— I have fed bran for | among which is tile draining some wet 

the last two summers, even when the| land which was nearly worthless, and is 

grass was the best. I must tell you how | now the most valuable and productive I 

Icame to do that. I had always con-| have. 

tended that good grass, and plenty of it,| I cannot, in the short time allotted to 

was a perfect food, and could not be bet-| me, go into all the details of how I have 

tered. Of course when pastures were | learned to manage my cows, handle the 

dry and poor I had always fed grain. In| milk, and manufacture and market the 

May, 1886, the grass was good when I| butter, but I have given you a brief out- 
turned my cows out to pasture, but not | line of the main facts. 

wishing to change too suddenly,I con-| Make a Startin Dairying Now.— 
tinued the bran for awhile. They were | My talk is not directed to those of you 
giving then 400 bs. of milk and making | who are already successful in dairying 
18 Ibs. of butter a day. I then gradu-| and are, of course, prosperous and happy, 

ally left off the bran feed and, in a few| nor to those who are making a success 

days, the amount of butter had dropped|in other lines of farming but to the 

to 15 Ibs. a day, although the amount of | scores of you (and I know you are here} 
milk continued to be 400 Ibs. It oc-|who are in the fix I was 13 yeara 

curred to me to try the effect of feeding| ago. And some of you are, in some 

.
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respects, worse off, for your farms are|youcan and do the best you can. If 

loaded with mortgages that are piling | you have 100 or 120 acres of fairly good 

higher and higher each year, and you | land, you will, in a few years, be able to 

will soon be buried out of sight unless | add $1,000 net to your yearly income, 

you do something different. I would | and be making your farm better all the 

most earnestly urge you to make a start| time. Your wives will help you, I know 

in dairying now. Build a tank, set it| they will, and be glad to do so if you 

near your well, make a shelter over it. | will only give them a chace and furnish 

get a few cows, and you are started; all|some conveniences. What does an 
this will cost but a trifle. Get a few|added $1,000 a year mean? It means 
more cows; but if you don’t feel able to| paying your debts, educating your child- 
do that, take good care of and feed well| ren, improving your surroundings and, 

those you have, and ina few years you| if you choose, laying something by for 
will raise some good ones. Butthe most|a time of leisure and rest, or old age. 
important thing is to learn the business.| I know you can accomplish this. If 
You must read and study and find out| youaskme how I know, I can give 
what others have learned. Lay out $10|you the best of evidence: Because I 

in dairy literature. Ten dollars is a| have done it. You have just as good 

very small sum; you have only to leave | ability, if you will only use it, and most 

off an occasional cigar, or some other|of you are able to do three times the 

useless luxury, and you have it. Learnall manual labor that I am. 

ECONOMY ON THE DAIRY FARM. 

By S. B. MORRISON, Jefferson County, Wis. 

Gighth, Bayer. 
Capital and Credit Needed.—In| for he must do as he can, not as he 

these times of low prices and poor crops | would like. 

we hear so much about economy, and| It requires the combination of capital 

the farmer who has obligations to meet |and good credit to manage the farm 
must practice it rigidly, that we dislike | economically, and how foolish it seems 

to hear even the word mentioned; but | to see one go deliberately at work to de- 

the economy which I shall discuss is not | stroy his credit, which, when once lost 
the penny-wise and pound-foolish plan | can not be regained. 

so often pursued, but the wisest dis-| Such an one is controlled by cireum- 

tribution of forces for the accomplish- | stances, whereas he should, in a certain 
ment of certain ends. It is nearly im-| measure, control them. 

possible for the poor man to economize,| Use Business Methods.—The far-
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mer’s only hope is to use the best busi-|ing about Elgin quotations, saving 

ness methods in the management of his| freight and commission. The last two 

business; we can’t form a monopoly or a| years the Tremont has taken my entire 

trust, for it is such hard work for us to|™make, paying highest quotations and no 
get trusted. commission. I think that in the five 

Experience the Best Teacher.—| Years, Ihave saved $200 per year by 
The few thoughts which I shall endeavor | handling my own butter. A small 
to present are suggested mainly through | amount of butter is marketed in this 

the line of experience. Experience is a| Way compared to what might be, if the 

dear school, but it is said that a cer-|farmer would only pursue business 

tain class of persons can learn in no| methods. St. Paul, Minneapolis and the 

other. The lessons that I have learned | large towns in the northern part of the 
in this school are very dear to me—some | State offer good home markets to the 
of them cost me a hundred dollars, and | farmers living near. 
I prize them highly because they were| City and country are not as far apart 

80 dear. as they were 25 years ago, owing to the 

About five years ago my father gath-| increased mail and traveling facilities. 

ered me about his knee and called my | I could mention farmers living near Ft. 
attention to the desirability of my pos-| Atkinson, Whitewater, and Elkhorn, who 
sessing the ancestral acres. He said he| supply families in these small towns at 

would seli the same to me and take my| from 25 to 30 cts. a pound per year. 

note, provided I would pay him an inter-| As our towns increase in wealth, good 

est equal to the amount invested in gov-| butter is wanted to go with the other 
ernment bonds. I remarked that the] good things, and people are willing to 

bonds were about 12 per cent. above par | pay for it. 

and my note, with liabilities $10,000, and} Last summer Mr. Flack, of Elkhorn, 
assets $2,000, would Se about 25 percent. | sold butter to farmers who took their 

below, so that the latter would be the] milk to the factory, and to day-labor- 

better investment. Of course, being alers, for 18 cts. per pound, the parties 

shrewd business man, he saw the advan- | furnishing the jars, when Elgin was only 

tage, and the farm was mine. 17 cts. 

Marketing Butter.—The farm being| Good butter has paid better the last 

well adapted to dairying, I determined | five years than any other farm product. 

to make the butter product a specialty.| Good Farm Labor.—The question 

Learning that the parties who supplied | how to secure good help upon the farm 

the Tremont House, Chicago, were not | is as serious a question as any with 

sending them enough, the steward, | which the farmor has to deal. The dis- 

after trying a sample tub, said he would | content among laborers which charac- 

take all I made; but there are two dull | terizes the present age is by no means 

seasons in the hotel trade, and during | confined to the cities. We feel it just as 
these times I was obliged to send to com-] much upon the farm, and while wages 

mission merchants. This was quite un-| are higher, the help is more unreliable 

satisfactory. So I went down to Chicago, | and the work more unsatisfactory than 

among the employees of Lyon & Healy’s| ever before. Now, the farmers are at 

music store and fixed it so that when I | fault for this state of affairs, and I am 

did not send to the hotel I could pack| convinced that the system of hiring 

in 25 Ib. tubs and send to them, charg-| men for eight months in the year, and
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then turning them adrift, is a vicious off the farmer's wife, who has enough 

one, and solong as we do this we will|todotoraiso the family without run- 

have trouble enough. ning a boarding house beside, and that 

How to Secure it.—Bring dependent | without sufficient help. 
‘upon hired help,we soon found ourselves} Farmers’ Wives Work too Hard. 

at their morcy, and that if one was dis-|—The young farmer with a mortgage on 

satisfied, he could not leave without | the farm thinks that he can’t afford to 

stirring up a rumpus among the others. | keep help in the house; so the wife and 

‘We were on the ragged edge most of | mother is compelled to rear the family 

the time. A tenant house seemed tho | and do all the work besides. Now one 
most feasible way out of the difficulty, | or the other is neglected, and the good . 

60 we built asmall one, and the tenant | doctor’s bill tells better than Ican wheth- 

i now on his third year. His wife /er it is economy. It sometimes looks 

helps milk and is always ready to assist} as though farmers’ wives were harder 

fin the house when the festive hired girl} worked and pooror paid than any other 

skippeth out. This plan has worked so|class of women whose husbands are 

well that we think strongly of building | worth what the farmers are. The far- 

another tenant house, and doing away|merhasone method by which he can 

with the girl altogether. It costs nearly | curtail expenses, and that is by the plea 

a dollar per day to keep one, and when | of “hard times;” he can always fall back 

they are needed the worst they have | on that. 

business at home. A large number of| Make Your Wife an Allowance.— 

tenant houses have been built in our/In dealing with the city people, we 

vicinity, and I have yet to hear of a|/found that most of them allowed their 

person who is not pleased with the sys-| wives a certain amount for household 

tem. Hire a good industrious foreigner | and personal expenses. We have found 
who has been here long enough to get} that this works just as well on the farm 

the smart off, and he becomes attached | as in the city. With a certain amount 

to his little home, is always there, takes | of ready money at the beginning of ev- 

an interest in farm matters and is worth | ery month, the good wife can take advan- 

two ordinary hands. There are more tage of baits thrown out by enterprising 

parties wanting houses than there are merchants and can run the house 25 per 

houses, so it gives a man a chance to) cent. cheaper, than in the old way. Then® 

pick his men, and hire none but who / everything is squared up, and we don’t 

@an give a good recommendation from | get as many statements as we used to, 

the place he has left. and if she does her work alone, she re- 
Hire in the Spring.—If we hire | ceives the benefit. She also learns how 

. the man in the spring, he can’t | to handle money, and going to town to 

Yeave in summer, for he must then for-| spend it isa change from the ordinary 

sake his garden, potatoes and corn, and | routine of house-work. 
‘in the fall, with along cold winter be-| Buy Feed inthe Fall.—We have also 

fore him, what else can he do but stay?|found that it is economy to purchase 

Think of thisoh ye men who chase from | feed in the fall for winter’s use. Bran 

Dan to Beersheba for hired help, | could be purchased last fall for $12, and 
and see if, by using a better method, | in three monthsit was $16. Now this is a 
you can not have plenty of help the| saving of 33 per cent. for three months 
year round! It takes a large burden | by purchasing early, or that much loss by
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waiting. A year ago last fall I bought! corn, even my enemies admitted that for 

bran for $10 per ton, and in four months | once I had done the proper thing. I be 

it was $16, a saving of $6 per ton, and the | gan in July and fed 75 cattle and horses, 

interest (33 cents) for the four months./40 being milch cows, nothing else but 

A merchant, by paying cash saves a} bran and a little North Star corn, until 

small per cent. by so doing, and it is ac-| January. I had hay enough till April 

counted the correct business method,|1st and enough corn to carry me till 

and the one vhocan’t do it can not com-| grass comes. It being equal to tame 

pete with the one who. does, margins in| hay for feed, at prices for hay this win- 

trade being so small; out the farmer who | ter, it would have taken $500, and where 

- has a chance to save from 33 to 50 per/ could I have borrowed the money to pay 
cent., and often more, by buying early» | for the hay? 

and then grumbles at the hard times,} Feeding Corn.— I feed considerable 

would grumble if he were to be hung. | corn to my cows, but do not husk it— 

Ensilage Corn.—Two years ago I|just bind and stack it and cut when 

planted about one acre of ensilage corn, | needed, and in this way save from 12 to 

and thought last year to plant about|15 cents per bushel over the old way of 

five; but the pastures began to dry up | husking and grinding. I refer to com- 

with no prospect for hay, and I kept| mon field corn. The ensilage corn waa 

planting until I had in twelve acres. I| drawn from shock as needed. It would 

did not tell anyone for fear they would] have been more economical to have 

call mea fool. This may seem strange,| placed it in a silo. By running stalke 

as I live only two miles from the center | through the cutter, I made them eat up 

from which eminates all dairy intelli-! every bit. The cutter and tread power 

gence, also headquarters for the ensilage ! have more than paid for themselves this 

corn, and a truer example of the truth | winter. 

of the scripture which says that, “a/ I used to pay 40 cents for my 60h 

prophet is not without honor, save in} tubs and 30 cents for tub staples, but by 

his own country among his own people,”| looking around some I was enabled to 

could not be found, and while orders] get tubs for 25 cents and staples at 14 

came in for hundreds of bushels from | cents per pound. 

abroad, I was ashamed to say anything} I have tried toshow that the judicious 

about my little patch. use of ways and means at the right time 

Most of the farmers did not take any|is the greatest economy, and that ta 

stock in “this institute talk.” Some of | withhold them results only in loss. We 

them had farmed it “nigh on to forty | are prodigal in the use of our muscle, 

years,” and they did not want Hoard and} but wben a problem presents itself 

John Gould to tell them how to farm it.| which requires mental effort, we shirk 

About July, when it became apparent] from it as a dairy editor from milking 

that the fine field of corn was ensilage' cows.
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EXHIBITIONS AND PRIZE BUTTER. 

By Prof. JAS. W. ROBERTSON, Guelph, Ont. 

GBinth Paper. 
Value of Exhibitions.—The trend of }hibitions for comparing attainments 

action and the usefulness of many of | through open competition. 

the agricultural societies, during the] Preparing for Exhibitions—The 
past ten years, has been mainly in the | work of preparing for the summer and 
direction of holding fairs or exhibitions. | autumn exhibitions will be engaging the 
Some writers and speakers have been| thoughts and hands of many farmers’ 
severe in their censure of the responsible | households by the time the readers of 

directors for permitting or encouraging your bulletin see this. Icould wish that 
that one aspect of all the work, ostensi-| such an interest were more general and 
bly undertaken by these societies, to 50] intelligent. The cattle and horses of 
effectually monopolize their funds and | those intending to show will be special- 
energies. On the other hand, it should |1y «titted up,” which unfortunately too 
be recognized and remembered that the | often means the “breaking down” of ex- 
stimulus of healthy, hearty and friendly | gejjent qualities by excessive fatten- 
competition which they have fostered ing. 

has been very beneficial How to Make Prize Butter.—Roots 
Every department of farm work, even and fruit for display will have befitting 

on the farms whose tillers are most re-|care and concern bestowed upon them. 
mote from educational influences, has} The boys hardly in their teens will be 
felt the quickened pulsations of life from { doing their share of the bragging about 

the intensified circulation of knowledge | the colt, the calf or the lamb, and already 
resultant from exhibitions. Few farms!in the innocent glee of boyish greedi- 

are now isolated from such aid by reason | ness, fingering in imagination a red 
of their geographical location; but many | ticket foreach animal. Thegirls not yet 

are still out of reach, because of the sad, | in their teens will be interested in every- 
secluded mental attitude of the men and | thing generally, with all the young girl’s 
women who live on them. Ifa man or| wonderful capacity of expectation; while 
woman, a boy or girl, can be enlivened|the daughters not now in their teens 

into a fair competition with others of | Will be—well I won’t leave my ignorance 
their fellows in any branch of their work, |open to caustic criticism by trying to 
@ great economic boon will have come | guess what they'll be doing. However, 
into their lives. In this I see a bond of | in the anticipation of the same—the ex- 

union between the purpose of Farmers’ | hibitions, not the criticisms—I will try, 
Institutes in their work of informing, | with all due modesty, to give those of 

instructing and educating those engaged | them or their mothers who may be 

in agricultural pursuits, and the plans | thinking of how nice it would be to take 
of agricultural societies in providing ex- | the first prize on butter at one of these
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exhibitions, some helpful information | ing or stirring will improve the flavor of 

on how to do it. the butter. 
Rule I.—See that the cows have an| Rule X—When set for the rising of 

abundance of good wholesome feed. | the cream, milk should be at a temper- 

Supplement the grass with bran or grain. | ture above 90° Fahr. 

Corn and peas make firm butter. If} Rule XI—When shallow, open pans 
grass be dry or scarce, furnish green fod- | are used for setting, it is most important 

der besides. The quality of the feed de-| that the surrounding air be pure. A 

termines to some extent the quality of|damp musty-smelling cellar is not a fit 

the fat globules in the milk. Fine but-/ place for milk. 

ter is mostly composed of these globules.| Rule XIi—When deep-setting pails 

: Green fodder is fed with better effect on | are used, the water inthe tank should 

the quality of the butter after being | be kept below or as near 45° as possible. 
wilted for a day or two. ‘This is es-| Rule XiII—The skimming should 

pecially the case with clover. not be delayed longer than 24 hours. 

Rule Ii—Sce that the cows have a] Rule XIV.—Cream should invariably 
liberal supply of pure cold water. As| be removedfrom the milk before it is 

well might a cook expect to make good | sour. 

palatable porridge out of musty oatmeal| Rule XV.—The cream for each 

and stagnant water, as to get pure,|churning should be gathered into one 
sweet-flavored, wholesome milk out of | Vessel and kept cool andsweet. A good 
musty feed and foul drink consumed by | Practice isto mix 25 per cent. of pure 
a cow. water with the cream. 

Rule III.—See that the cows have ac-| Rule XVI—The whole of the cream 
cess to salt every day. They know best | should be wellstirred every time fresh 

when to help themselves. cream is added, and half a dozen times 

Rule IV.—If there be not sufficient | @ day besides, 
shade in the pasture-field, the cows} Rule XVII—Two days before the 
should be tied up in a darkened stable | churning is to be done, about a quart of 
during the heat of the hot days. I be-|cream for every four pailfuls to be 
lieve in soiling. churned (or two per cent.) should be set 

Rule V.—Let the cows be saved from | apart and kept as warm as 70° Fahr. 
annoyance and worry. Any harsh treat-| Rule XVIII.—Then one day before 

ment that excites a cow lessens the|the churning, that small quantity of 

quantity and injures the quality of her | cream —(a fermentation starter which 
yield. then will be sour enough)—should be 

Rule VI.—Where practicable, let the | added to the whole of the cream intend- 

cows be milked regularly as to time and} ed for churning and well mixed there- 

by the same person. with. 

Rule VIIL—The udders should be| Rule XIX.—The cream should after- 

well brushed and then rubbed with a| wards be kept ata temperature of 60° 
damp, coarse towel before milking. Fahr. 
Rule VIII.—All milk should be care-| Rule XX.—During summer the best 

fully strained immediately after the| churning temperature is 57° or 58°. 

milking is completed. During late fall or winter 62° to 64° are 

Rule IX.—Thorough airing of the | found to be better. 
milk for a few minutes by dipping, pour- Rule XXI—The agitation of churning
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should be kept up till the butter comes | but few wintor dairies in Northern Illi- 

into particles rather larger than clover | nois and Southern Wisconsin that more 

seed. - | than pay expenses. 

Rule XXI.—The buttermilk should} I will make one suggestion. Let your 

thea be drawn off and pure water at 55° | meeting chose a dairyman who has all 

added in its place. his cows fresh in milk next November. 
Rule XXIII.—By churning this for a} Let them be divided so that each half 

few minutes the butter will be washed|shall be of the same milking quality. 

in the churn in its granular state. Keep one-half in every respect as the 

Rule XXIV.—The milky water may | average dairyman keeps his cows. Let 

then be drawn and replaced by a weak| the other half be kept in a warm stable. 

brine at the same temperature viz: 55°| As the weather grows cold the stable 

Rule XXV.—After a minute’s churn- | should be heated with artificial heat and 

ing the butter may be removed from the | kept between 55 and 65 degrees. Do not 

churn and pressed for salting. let the cows leave the stable. Water 
Rule XXVI.—Puro salt of medium} them with water at 98 degrees; keep a 

fineness and with a body velvety to the| true account of all feed and expenses 

touch should be used. for 90 days, and then see how the profit 

Rule XXVIL.—Three-quarters of an|of each lot will compare. 
ounce to the pound will be the right| Or try this way: Give each half the 

quantity for most markets and judges.|Same amount of hay. Give the half 

RuleXXVIIL—The butter should|kept in the warm stable just grain 

be kept cool during the working, andalso| enough so the product will equal that 
during the few hours while it may be| of the others; then see if it will require 
left for the salt to thoroughly dissolve | over half the grain. I am satisfied that 

Rule XX1TX.—As soon as the salt is} One-half the grain that is fed to winter 

thoroughly dissolved, the butter may be | milch cows is used up by cold. Cold is 
worked the second time to correct any | bout as injurious to milk as frost is to 
streakiness which the first mixing of salt | COrD- 
may have caused. Now, if your people will choose a 

Rule XXX—It should then be put | airyman who will try this experiment, 
up neatly and tastefully, with as little| try it fairly,and have the trial made 
crimping or beautifying as feminine| Public from week to week, it will do 
fondness for these will pormit. more to improve the dairies of this sec- 

Rule XXXI.—It will then doits mak- | tion than any one thing that Ican name 

er credit and if it does not receive the} There are two faults with many dairy- 
first prize, it wili be prized and praised}|men of this section. First, the dairy- 
by its eaters. man don’t make dairying his business. 

age = ae Second, many of them don’t do as well 

Hints on Winter Dairying. as they know how. 

The following letter from Mr. L. N.| If every sober, industrious man will 

Brown, Gurnee, ll, which contains |™anage his dairy as I have mentioned, 
some good suggestions, was read at the his note will be worth one hundred cents 

closing institute, Mr. Brown being una-| 02 the dollar. 
ble to be present: In my forty years of dairy life, have 
Winter dairying, I think, could and|4one much poor dairying; but I am now 
should be much improved. ‘There are! taking a wiser and better course.
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EVENING SESSION—MARCH 29. 

FARMERS AS BUSINESS MEN AND CITIZENS. 

By Hon. H. C. ADAMS, Madison, Wis. 

First Paper. 

Hon. HIRAM SMITH in the Chair: Many men in business have only a few 

Man and the World’s Work.—The | of the symptoms of being business men 

business which a man has is not simply | hence, failures innumerable along all 
his means of getting a living, but is his| the lines of trade and commerce, in the 
part of the world’s work. Each human | professions, on the farm, in the domain of 
life is a tack, a nail,a spike, acog,abolt,/art and poetry where men think 

a lever, a walking beam or a band of | that the eagles of their imagination can 

steel in the inter-dependent machinery | lift them above the laws that underlie 
of the world’s business. Only when all} success in the winning of bank accounts 

the parts are perfect will we be able | and of homes. 

to dispense with that costly governor} The World Thirsty for Money.— 

called government. Itis the business of |The world ishungry and thirsty after 

the Stute to look after the business of its} money. It likes the men who get what 

citizens that it may have less business to | jt likes. The modern hero is shod with 

do. When labor and thought are linked | g business suit. The coat of mail has 

together in every phase of our industrial | gone to the museums. The tyrants of 

life, we shall have less grit in the ma-| to-day shed blood under the forms of 
chine and more gold in its product. laws and in the white light and 

A business man, unless misnamed, is| with the sanction of a christian 
thoughtful, methodical, persistent, in-| civilization. Their palaces of trade i 
dustrious, ambitious, and above all|should be corniced with grinning 

things, honest. He understands thor-| skulls and their chambers of commerce 

oughly the fact that coiled up in hishead | frescoed with broken hearts. The love 
isthe mainspring of his business. He|| of money is the root of some evil and 
will run in a rut as long as anybody | much good. It isdrawing the love of 

. while it pays, but when it fails to pay|war from the minds of men; it is tying 
out he goes, if it loosens every screw in | nations together with chains of gold; it 
the machine. He is neither morbidly | has stimulated invention and lessened 
courageous nor superstitiously cautious. | the burdens of labor; it has peopled this 
He is a man who has reason, and out of | continent, builded its cities and made 
it gets reasons. Sink or swim, he plants|its country homes. It is an honorable 

his feet on his judgment and stays there: | love, andno man need be ashamed of it.
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There is no essential virtue in poverty. | be obtained on the farms as elsewhere 

The strong man poor is agiant in chains; | by good business men. It is idle bosh 

the strong man rich is a giant free to do| to say, as men do say, that little or no 

the world’s work and his own. Poverty|money can be made in legitimate 
brings bent bodies and warped minds;|farming in this State; that farmers 

it causes more divorces and more heart-|@s a class are losing ground. The 
* ‘burnings, more suicides and more mur-|first part of the statement is disprov- 

ders, more hatred of men, society, gov-|@d by the success of hundreds of 

ernment and God than all of the jing-|farmers in all our agricultural coun- 
ling curses that rattle about the) ties, from Hiram Smith in Sheboygan to 
heels of wealth. We want less|A.O.Fox of Dane; from A. A. Arnold 

: in Trempeauleau to Chas Miller of 

3 Rock; from J. M. Smith in Brown to 
g T.J. VanMatre of Iowa; from John 

/ y Linse in La Crosse to H. S. Weeks of 
F 2 Waukesha; and from examples in every 

om, ‘ Eo i country neighborhood in Wisconsin, 
“4 a a \ where men are becoming independent 

SS SS mn from the profits of their farms. 

st a Farmers Not Growing Poorer.— 
EQ uy yj. It is not true that farmers as‘a class are 

EE. W XA Yfjis: growing poorer. The prosperity of any 
i\ ae" ye class is safely indicated by the appear- 
“= 4 S ance of their homes. Go anywhere in this 
“ESN .\ State to-day in rural neighborhoods and 
= SSS you see better fences, cleaner fields, more 
Hon. H. C. Apams.* ornamental trees and shrubs, broader 

poverty and more wealth on the barns better painted, more tasteful 

farmsof this country. We want acon-|@d commodious houses than you saw 
dition of things where the American | ten years ago. We raise just as much 
farmer can save more and spend more | Wheat per acre as we did then, and can 
We want him to have the lusury of | UY more things with the money we 
time, of rest, of recreation, of social enjoy- | 8¢¢ for it. Weare making more butter 
ments, of literature of those beauties of | PT Cow, more meat per steer, more pork 
art which in the homes of any people | P&T hog in the same time than we were 

shape ina degree both the souls and |*ben- 
bodies of their children. These things} Le880ns for the Farmer to Learn. 
can be obtained for money. Money can —The Wisconsin farmer is a better 

business man than he was ten yearsago, 

*Hon. H. C. Adams was born in Verona, Oneida | but he has many lessons yet to learn of 

tee Went: et eee mg the sharp men who run railroads, fac- 
ewe ee and | tories, stores and banks. He must un- 

received Partial collegiate education at the Uni-| derstand the value and character of 
iy ‘isconsin; was member of as- . eas 

sembly for 1883-4, and re-elected for 1885-6. credit, and not be superstitious about 

sling te cy iit Sadao, whore he owns debt. An endless amount of twaddle is 
a dairy an all fruit ess; has been in the} preached about the horrors of debt. 
caret iin Wisconald Wakvoats kaso Some capitalists carry a placard in one
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hand saying do not run in debt while {he has no control; for costly apparel 

with the other they slap a mortgage up- and furniture for his family that they 

on every man who comes within their | may move in social circles which regard 

reach. The agricultural press dribbles these things only—these are unbusiness- 

homilies about going in debt from Jana- like debts and are the eggs from which 

ary to December, while nine out of ten | are hatched failure and dishonor. When 

of these very papers would not have been credit is to be used, let it be in a 

born at all if it hadnot been for a debt. | straightforward way. Floating debts 

Lecturers upon farm topics invariably and store debts are abominations. The 

season theirremarks with sage injunc- fermer who forces a merchant to carry 

tions about avoiding debt as a plague. | him deserves a rough ride and generally 

Any gathering of farmers will cheer a gets it. Banis are made to loan money. 

man to the echo who can pile up a good The farmer has no business to force the 

rhetorical climax of denunciation of |men with whom he deals to borrow 

the practice of buying more than can be | money because he does not pay it. Let 

paidfor. And yet there is not one farm- him get his money where they make a 

ar in one hundred in Wisconsin to-day | business of loaning it, clean up his scat- 

who did not get his first title to a home | tered accounts and then redeem his pa- 

through a debt. They are men who /| per promptly on time though the hea- 

came here with a capital of ambition and | vens fall. Men then look upon him with 

industry, ranin debt for their farms, | respect. What is better, he can look at 

took their risks like men and fought | himself with respect. 

their way out to independence and com- A Debt to Folly—A farmer can 

fort. It is not business-like for these | contrive one debt which never can be 

men to “scorn the base degrees whereby | paid. It isa debt to folly, to be fore- 

they did ascend.” It was a long and| closed by misery and disappointment 

bitter struggle for many of them, but | every day of his life; a debt which will 

the fight was not against debt—it was | eat out his heart and scorch his soul; a 

against poverty. The business farmer | debt which is incurred when his judg- 

should look upon credit asa part of his | ment goes into bankruptcy and he goes 

assets; assomething to be drawn upon jnto the business of farming in opposi- 

when profit seems probable. Debts dif-| tion to his own tastes and inclinations. 

fer. To go in debt for productive | It is hard enough to win success in any 

property is one thing; to go in| calling when the whole bent of a man’s 

debt for unproductive property is | mind is in the direction of his business. 

quite another thing. To buy land It is doubly hard when the mental drift 

for less than it is worth, to buy| isthe wrong way. It is like scaling a 

stock which can be fed or sold at a pro-| rock feet foremost. Dean Swift well 

fit, to hire labor needed to make or save | said: “No man ever made an ill figure 

crops, to buy machines that save expense, who understood his own talents, or a 

to buy fertilizers to maintain fertility | good one who mistook them,” and Syd- 

of soil—these things make business-like | ney Smith gave the idea a little more 

debts, debts that are the eggs of profit. | emphasis when he wrote: “Be what na- 

But for the farmer to run in debt for} ture intended you for and you will suc- 

fast horses and costly buildings, for stock | ceed—be anything else and you will be 

that he does not understand; for enter- | tea thousand times worse than nothing.” 

prises outside his business over which | The only difficulty with this kind of wis-
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dom is that it does not apply to that | way in the professions. Lawyers are 

very large and unfortunate class of men labeled railroad lawyers, criminal law- 

who have no special bias for any partic- | yers, divorce lawyers and advertise them- 

ular pursuit, and drift into the different | selves as specialists in the laws of inher- 

channels of human activity upon chance | itance, in commercial law and in all the 

currents. For these men there is this | branches of legal business. They are 

consolation on a farm: They are there | paid, not for running tilts on all sorts of 

more completely masters of their own horses in every direction, but for @ 

fate than in any other line of business. trained effort in one direction. 

Cyclones and drouths may come, but | im Medicine. —The same thing is true 

they do not as a rule—they| in medicine. If all the good doctors 

are exceptional, and the last | are not specialists, to a man they would 

has been a blessing rather than a curse prefer to be. They know enough to 

to the ‘business farmers of the North- | know that the intricacies and variations 

west. Whether a man has a predisposi- | of the humar organs, and the laws that 

tion for farming or not, he will develop a | underlie health are too vast for any one 

preferance for certain branches of the | mind. They may be general practition- 

‘business as he continues in it. Those | ers, but they send very bad eyes to the 

tendencies should be followed religious- | occulist and useless cars in the samo 

ly. They will make the farmer a special- | direction. The complicated case of ner- 

ist perhaps. It is to be hoped they will. | vous derangement goes to the man who 

Specialties. The specialist. under- treats nothing but diseases of the nerves. 

stands one sound principle of business The specialist in medicine runs from the 

at least—it is easier to ride one horse | corn doctor to the dismal creature who 

than two; a rifle is a better weapon claims to know all the mysteries of the 

thana shotgun; the point of a needle | human heart. These things are so be- 

can be driven deeper than the head of a | cause the world wants better service and 

stick; a burning ounce of oil makes a | is willing to pay for it. 

gallon of water warm, a quart simmer On the Farm. —What is true else- 

and a pint boil. Men are dropping into | where in this line is true on the farm. 

specialties everywhere as the world be- | Concentration of purpose and of talent 

comes older, richer and smarter. Years | is as important there as anywhere. It 

ago men could be found who made | is urged in objection that remarkable 

watches entire, or a whole pair of boots, | talents are needed to run specialties on 

or a carriage from bolts to cushions. Go | the farm; that the average farmer does 

into the great factories now. You see not know enough to be successful in this 

men who do nothing but sharpen tools | way. Is not the objection a poison toitself? 

for others to use; who do nothing but | Does it require as remarkable talents to 

rive rivets; whe do nothing but rub | do one thing as to do half a dozen? Does 

spokes year after year; who, upon a sim- | it require more capacity to be a dairy- 

ple trifling act, corstantly repeated, | man, or a fruit-grower, or a beef-pro- 

spend the energies of a lifetime. The | ducer, or a raiser of swine, than to rep- 

general-purpose = who can do every- | resent successfully all four interests in 

thing goes down before the deadly com- one? Can one of the parts be greater 

petition of the man who can do one| than the whole? If so mathematics and 

thing. , common sense should be tied up togeth- 

In Law.—The drift is in the same | er and plowed under. The farmer ordi- 

14 
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narily makes the most out of that part ) Michigan, about bees, from Charles F 

of his farm work which he likes the | Hamilton about blackberries, from Tha 

best. Why should he not conform him- | Louis and Geo. Wylie about swine, from 

self to that part? Drudgery and mental | J. M. True and H. D. McKinney about 
friction make men old when they might | horses, from J. C. Kiser and George 

- be young. They curse the man who is} Harding about cattle, from F. C. Curtis, 
afraid to follow his own tastes. Hiram Smith and John Gould about 

The farmer should have the business | dairying, and from W. D. Hoard about his 
sagacity to see that when these things] splendid exposition of the principles 
are at the maximum a strong partner-| of breeding, which has made the mod- 
ship is formed between grey hair andj ern dairy cow. These men are all spec- 
empty pocketbooks, Farmers have] jalists. They have left no half-turned 
plenty of talent—more (han they think, | tarrows over every lead which can be 

more than other classes suppose them to] struck upon the farm, but have-worked 
have—but very few are broad enough| gach his own vein and uncovered a great | 
and deep enough to properly manage all| richness of knowledge himself. The 
branches of farming. Wisconsin farmer will be a better busi- 
Faith and Enthusiasm.—Men have | ness man when he gives up his mission of 

made money at mixed farming. They | trying to raise everything; when, to use a 
make money in Mexico to-day plowing homely and well-chewed figure, he is 
with a stick. It proves nothing. The/ contented to bite off what he can chew. 
specialist has almost invariably that} Important Tvols.—The first tools 

most vital quality of a good business] which a business farmer needs area pen | 
man—enthusiasm—an enthusiasm born | cil and paper. The farmer who grows a 
of faith. Faith may be a good thing in| crop should estimate the cost as care- 
religion; it is a ten times better thing in fully as the architect who plans a build- 
business, cynics and “I told you so” peo- ing cpunts its cost. Itis farmer-like to 
ple to the contrary notwithstanding. | guess, it is business-like to know. Think- 
The man who enters into his work on| ing and figuring are deadly enemies of 
the farm with enthusiasm has a place] failure on the farm. Crops should be 
there. Communities respect men who! raised not as the result of jerky impulse 

believe in what they do. The namby-| put of careful calculation. A cash ac- 
pamby dawdlers who stalk up and down | oount should be kept as rigidly as the 

the streets of cities and in country| the sabbath day. What kind of busi- 
Places sneesing at enthusiasm, and ridi-| ness is that which cannot be introduced 
culing the ardor of men who love their] to its outgoes and income at the end of 
work are the “sheeted dead who squeak | the year. Nine-tenths of the farmersof 
and gibber” in our modern life. They| the country ought to take lessons in the 
are not business men. matter of peanut stands and millinery 
Men Who Attract Attention.—/} shops. Many of them say that they are 

The men whose thought and work are | afraid to look a cash account in the face. 

attracting the most attention from the| It is a singular modesty which shrinks 

agricultural minds of the country are| from bare figures. The business farmer 
specialists. The mixed farmers of Wis-| will charge his cash account with every 

consin, while objecting to specialties in| cent expended. If his expenses for to- 

farming, are glad to receive special in-| bacco or cigars are such that his wife 

structions from Prof. A. J. Cook, of! can make odious comparisons between
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his Caancial investment in smoke and in | It is a kind of wealth which cannot be 

dry goods, make the charge to charity, | stolen but may be thrown away. That 

for it is acharity to a man who is so eight hour system on the farm which 

poor in resources of enjoyment that he | has been described as meaning eight 

must smoke to be happy, to buy his ci- | hours work in the forenoon and eight 

gars. I charge mine to charity. At the | in the afternoon makes small men and 

close of each month or year accounts | dead men; it makes women as narrow a8 

should be drawn off and classified in a | their sisters who do no work; it makes 

ledger under proper heads. boys and girls who look upon farms as 

What Keeping Accounts Shows. | graveyards of comfort. The farmer 

—The farmer will then know exactly lin ordinary circumstances should work 

where his money comes from; he will | and work hard with his hands. The 

not be obliged to pay bills twice; he will| flippant contempt for manual labor 

know what he has paid for clothing, for | which lurks in otherwise vacant places 

household expenses, for repairs and for|in society should have no sympathy 

improvements; for machinery, for labor, |from him. But when all his force is 

for seeds and plants; for stock, for the| used in muscular action, he robs his 

education of himself and family andthe | brain. He squanders the splendid 

adornment of his home. If he is finan-|chance which each man has of mental 

eially sick, he can tell what part brought | growth. The farmer in his business is 

on disease. dealing with all the laws which have 

How to Spend Money.—The man| statement and definition in natural 

who keeps a cash account thinks twice | science; he is dealing with not only the 

when he spends money. Robert Inger-| complications of those laws which make 

goll has been cheered all over the Unit-| plants and animals but he is dealing 

ed States because he said that if he had | with men, men who have minds sharp- 

buta dollar to spend he would spend it] ened in the keen contests of business 

like a king and not like a beggar. The|Jife and broadened by the culture of 

antithesis is striking; the idea is as| schools and society. He cannot afford 

beautiful and as hollowasa soap bubble. | to measure himself by the standard of 

The average business man is neither a| muscle, for in that case he must stand 

king nor a beggar. Heshould ape neither | uncovered in the presence of that his- 

the magnificent spendthrift airs of a| toric animal which spoke to Baalam. 

monarch, whose bills are paid by the] Thinking Saves Working.—Think- 

people, or the close-fisted wolfish man-|ing saves working. The thought of 

ners of a beggar, whose bills the people| the race worked out in the application 

pay. The American farmer gets money | of steam to machinery is said to be do- 

by hard work and hard thinking, and if} ing each year the labor of 1,000,000,000 
he is a good business man he will spend | of workingmen. 

thoughtfully what he gets laboriously.| The farmer whois a business man will 

Farmers Extravagant.—Farmers|never call anything “good enough” 

are extravagant. They are as a class| which can be bettered; he will have that 

wasteful not of their money but of their | splendid discontent which is looking and 

time; of their energies of mind and | working for better soils, better crops, 

body. Mental and physical strength | better stock, better buildings, stronger 

and vital force furnish the most produc-| sense and more perfect character. On 

tive capital a business man can have. | the other hand he will accept the inevi"
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table, with the grace of that old woman The men in this country who are too 

who said that although she had only two | dainty to help govern themselves ought 

teeth, she thanked God they were op- | to pay taxes in Turkey and get justice 

posite each other. in Russian courts. Certainly they should 

Farmers in Politics —Every Ameri- | disguise their cowardice or laziness with 

can voter should bea politician in the | thicker garments than professions of 

best sense. Our political system suffers | their own superior virtues. 

because the business men of cities are} Dignity of Labor.—The farmer who 

timid and the business men of the coun- | is a good citizen will never be oppressed 

try indifferent. The political bully | with that nightmare of nonsense which 

weighs too much in municipalties. His pictures the tiller of the soil as carrying 

country cousin, with better manners and|all the burdens of the world. A good 

a sleepless activity, has a wide-spread | citizen respects the rights and virtues of 

influence. The obligations of citizen- | all classes and does not magnify those of 

ship should make every farmer active in his own. ‘There is no more essential 

politics, not for the good of his class | nobility about the business of working 

alone, but for the good of his country. land than making chairs or cutting off 

It is not good citizenship for afarmer to|limbs. There is as much dignity in 

neglect the primaries of his party and driving a shoe peg as in hoeing a beet; 

then growl about nominations; to keep | just as much virtue in selling a railroad 

away from the polls for lack of time to | ticket as a strawberry. 

vote, and then spend days in the post- Not one farmer in one hundred has as 

office or corner grocery bewailing the | hard and laborious a life as a railway 

result of the elections. Good citizen-| president of an average, first-class road. 

ship means an interest in,a knowledge There is no dignity conferred by un- 

of, and a devotion to the general welfare. thinking labor. Thoughtfulness and 

With the farmer it means good work in| wisdom dignify all labor, whether of 

the road district, and active thought | farm, factory or law office. A political 

and work to make township, county, | party devoted to farmers’ interests alone 

State and national governments what in| would be an abomination. Strong, 

his best judgment they should be. He moneyed interests have too great power 

may be beaten by men of less brain and in State and national legislatures; but 

microscopic moral sense, but he is fight- | a remedy which would set one class in 

ing under the American flag and for it, | opposition to all others would be worse 

and he should surrender to neither fools | than the disease. It is not farmers that 

nor rascals, though routed a thousand | we want in public life so much as men. 

times. Men say they do not like to|It should be no reason that a man 

meddle in politics because the atmos- should be elected to this or that office 

phere of political life is full of moral because he is or is not a farmer. The 

poison. Why do they not stop business old question—is he capable and honest? 

because of the tricks of trade, and the|—should stand until the end of time as 

dishonesty of some business men? Why | the only test. Maxhood should stand 

do they not forswear society because it | above vocation. 1t is more important to 

does frequent honor to hollow hearts | know whether a man has brain or not 

and hollow heads, when balanced with | than it is to know whether he pays taxes 

well-filled pocket books? Will the po-|in a town or out of it. When farmers 

litical atmosphere become purer by the | bring a strong intellectual life into their 

absence of good men? citizenship their interests will be taken
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care of. They will never climb toa po- ; tend to make officials corrupt it is the 

Iitical heaven upon bubbles of bombast | continued insistance of the people that 

abort their own superior virtues, or get [mer are so. 

any higher by pulling down other! Love Your Vocation.—The farmer 

elasses. 
who would represent that which is best 

Justice to Public Men. — Farmers i in business and citizenship should love 

2s aclass will be better citizens when his vocation; he should carry into it en- 

they do justice to publiemen. It is con- | thusiasm and persistence; he should 

sro popr thing Iams any |Mu® know hee . zs mares 

ets on tae means | har, strong in bis friendly eympa- 
pnicemaras all _— of people in a ney ~~ . oe — 

‘co United States. We meet it every- S90 joyal to himselt, toy: 

where. Every woman who reads an | class, loyal to his country, and, above all, 

essay, talks glibly about the awful cor-| loyal to the truth. 

ruptions of the puplic service; the meee Tributs to Wisconsin.— This com- 

papers are filled with squibs an edi-| monwealth of Wisconsin, with its laws, 

torials aimed to unsettie belief in the in-| {ts schools, its institutions, its mills, its 

tegrity of officials. Rumors of ee —— its mines, its forests, its mil- 

tion hover over every a, in legis- lions of cultivated acres, its populous 

lation and government. © extent of | cities, its happy homes, where children 

this sentiment in the country is alinost | Tear the lesson of labor and of love, 

beyond — And yet — be not nen its wealth of matter and its wealth of 

ida of evidence to prove that the repub- | mind, is a splendid monument to the 

licans and democrats who hold office in} business ability and the citizenship of 

the United States to-day are not as hon-| those men who, in an early day, came 

eat and conscientious as the average far-| here to build for themselves homes in 

mer himself. They are not all honest, | the Western wilderness. We should hold 

it is true, and a prismatic partisan press this splendid heritage and make it 

gets all colors from their acts, but as a| grander still with unselfish !bor and a 

elass they represent a proper idea of | patriotism which shall do honor to their 

what integrity in the public service| memory and lead our children to do 

means. If there is anything which will ! honor to ours.
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INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION FOR OUR GIRLS. 

By Mrs. L, B.C. GAULT, Waukesha County, Wis. 

Second Paper, 

Our Work To-Day.—To live in the}ery hand. In vain shall any seek to ex- 
present age is to bear the burden of a] tenuate the matter—it admits of no ex- 

great responsibility. All nature is in-|tenuation. It is useless to plead ignor- 
stinct with progress, and humanity is|ance, for where “knowledge is a duty, 

struggling to outgrow the barbarisms of | ignorance is a sin;” and so it becomes in- 
the past, and win its way to that higher}cumbent upon every intelligent man 
and more complete development toward | and woman to study into the cause and 
which the spirit of the age is beckoning. | then apply the remedy to this evil. We 
Our work to-day is different from that | are told that ignorance is the root of all 
of ages past, for an advancing civiliza-|evil. It is true. 
tion has opened new fields for benefi-| It is equally true that to remove any 
cent enterprise, besides awakening phil-| evil, we must strike at its root and ex- 
anthropy. As our race climbs upward | terminate that. We find, on examina- 
to a higher plane of thought and action: | tion, that there is ignorance and ignor- 
the imperfections of the past become| ance, and that while the evil of one 
more clearly discernible, and what then | hundred years ago was ignorance of the 
was all-suflicient is now out-grown, and | head, the evil of to-day is ignorance of 
the surest index of the true altitude to|the hands; for “Satan finds some mis- 
which civilization has attained, is tho|ehiot still for idle hands to do.” A 
condition of its physically weaker half. (System of education which develops 
A glance at the life of any nation is ; merely the brain and admits the all-im- 
sufficient to reveal whether it still cher- | portant training of the hands to some 
ishes the barbaric belief that “might useful, self-supporting industry, is woe- 
makes right,” or has achieved that lof- | fully defective; is, in short, of that kind 
tier eminence from which men become against which we have been warned, as 
“soft to the weak, and noble to the | the “little learning which is a dangerous 
strong,” and regardless of the needs of | thing.” It endangers individuals, homes 
all classes and conditions of society. and society. 

Ignorance and Inefficiency.—Pe-| A Harmful Theory.—There is a 
aury, the child of ignorance and ineffic-|harmful theory, deeply implanted 
iency, drives multitudes into paths of | throughout the social world, which, hav- 
misery and vice, and thousands of | ing ignorance for its root, deserves exter- 
blighted lives, to-day, offer up a dumb, | mination, and the sooner the better—a 
pathetic protest against the civilization | theory that “all men support all women,” 
which savors so strongly of barbarism. /} starting from the dangerous (because 
It is needless to deny this truth, for re-}false) assumption that all girls will: 

sentless facts stare us in the face on ey-| mar-y, and marry well, and that, there-,
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fore, the only education necéssary for ; side,” with a feeling of wonder mingled 

them is the acquirement of those accom- with its contempt at their failure to ful- 

plishments which will enable them to fill the promise of their earlier years, 

entertain well, dress fashionably, and | “for they were bright girls at school, and 

conduct their household affairs toler- | graduated with honors.” Find, if you 

ably well. The practical application of | can, a more cruel cavalry, on which in- 

this time-honored theory proves disas- | nocence is crucified! Is not here a great 

trous, both to individuals and to society. | and “unpardonable sin” of omission? 

False promises can not lead to true or} Controlling Circumstances. — If 

safe conclusions. Many women never | circumstances control men, so may men 

marry; many who do are deserted or di- | control circumstances, and while exists 

vorced; many have incompetent or dis-|one slave to any circumstance which 

solute husbands, and many are left wid- | might be controlled and we neglect to 

ows. Untrained to any industry, ignor-|do it, we are closely akin to him who 

ant of the practical means of self-sup- | cried, in days of old, “am I my brother’s 

port, they drift aimlessly and miserably | keeper?” If we cannot conquer single 

along, fearing the future, for which they | handed, we must unite our forces, and 

are powerless to provide. What wonder | organize our effort until order is estab- 

that thousands are swept down into the | lished with man as master, circum- 

whirlpoot of destruction by the strong,|stance as slave. Much has been ac- 

resistless tide of circumstances! complished but more remains to be done. 

How Our Girls Are Equipped.—| Training Girls for Work.—During 

How is our army of young girls armed | woman’s long march through the narrow - 

and equipped for the battle of life? | fields of a few industries, she became so 

Forced to the front in a hand-to-| proficient in them, that the world fell 

hand conflict with fate, with no muni-|into the natural error, perhaps, of be- 
tions of war, nor an hour's drill to pre- | lieving that she required no farther les- 

pare them for active service; with a/| sons nor review of them; that they were 

smattering of many things, and a prac-| a sort of second nature to her. And so, 
tical knowledge of none; pushed aside or | when wider possibilities opened before 

“trod ‘neath the hoofs of the swinish | her, the work of her hands dropped from 
multitude;” forced to fight for their|her education, and the schools alone 

bread, and from lack of training in the | recognized her need of mental training, 

higher, more renumerative, branches of | thus fitting her only for the professions, 

industry, driven down into the drudgery | which, consequently, have become large- 

of the lower, with its heavy work and |ly overcrowded, leaving hundreds idle 

poor pay, until talent, ambition and | who would otherwise be employed, while 

hope are dead, and they themselves are | those who are naturally gifted for pro- 

consigned to the grave of oblivion, or to| fessional lives are underpaid, because 

even the worse and more pitiless fate of | of the excessive supply of cheap labor. 

becoming the living monuments of their |This is wrong. Each child should be 
own irreclaimable loss and shame! No | trained at school, to that work for which 

memorial days, no bands with dirge-|he is by nature adapted. One great 

like music, no flags at half-mast, nor|secret of the numbers of idlers among 

floral offerings for them! There is| our young, is that they havo never been 

nothing heroic about their martyrdom, | placed at their own work, but have been 

andthe world “passes by on the other | expected to do that which was designed
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for another. Our greatest teacher tells | mand for it increases. One writer states 

us that there is a “diversity of gifts.” A | that the only caus of failure in co-op- 

child that is hopelessly dull in one | erative laundries and bakeries which 

branch of study may be a genius in | have been started in thiscountry is from 

another. Caroline Herschel, though she | our dearth of skilled labor. More and 

could never learn the multiplication | more do thoughtful men and women 

table, and always carried a copy for ref- | perceive the deficiency in a system of 

erence in case of need, became the ac- | education which does not bear more dir- 

complished co-worker of her brother in ectly upon the practical needs of the 

his world-renowned astronomical obser-| vast majority of our people. Public 

vations, and was, herself, the discoverer education should surely meet the re- 

of eight comets. It should be the aim | quirements of the public, and consult 

of all educators to first ascertain the | the greatest good to the greatest num- 

particular work for which each child is|ber. And there is a growing demand 

gifted, and next to educate it in refer-| that industrial education be, in some 

ence to that work, and train it to do it| way, engrafted into our public school 

well. How much of misdirected effort, | system—a system which, though admir- 

with its consequent failure, discourage- | able in many respects so faras it goes, 

ment and loss, would thus be averted! | still involves a vast and needless ex- 

“The labor we delight in, physics pain,” | penditure of time and money by forcing 

sang the immortal bard. When each | all who are not to follow the professions 

soul shall be free and fitted to follow | to go abroad or enter apprenticeship in 

the labor it delights in, what a golden | order to acquire the most useful and 

age of accomplishment, and conse- valuable part of their education, viz: 

quent happiness, will be inaugerated! 'The industrial skill necessary for their 

Training Schools —Our government | self-support; and it being impossible 

is now establishing industrial training for thousands either go abroad or to 

schools among the Indians. That is find suitable apprenticeships, idleness is 

well; one step leads to another, and may the result. 

the good work go on until not a child of | Women’s Work at the Centennial. 

any nationality will be graduated from | —One writer, in speaking of the Wom- 

our schools without being armed and| gn’s department of our Centennial Ex- 

equipped with the practical knowledge | position, says: 

necessary to win success! With all its| “Everywhere was a vast amount of 

children trained to the various trades, | pretty pettiness, which set forth in un- 

professions, oe and industries, our na- ae jaenees hones ae 

tion could no longer fail to recognize its) ~omen in the past, have gained a liveli- 

need of opening new fields of industry. | hood.” 

We should not, at this advanced stage| yet there were signs of promise in many 

of our prosperity as a nation, be longer | of their exhibits. From various schools 

compelled to import skilled labor, or ex- | o¢ design, the students work gave abun- 

port raw material in order that it may | gant reason for foretelling a bright future 

receive the form and finish which gives} ¢ » woman when she shall have wider 

it market value. opportunity. Fine specimens of art and 

Need of Skilled Labor.—The need | skill were there. Admirable exhibits of 

of skilled labor in America is rapidly | materia medica gave proof of her ability 

developing into a necessity as the de-|to compound drugs. Exquisite carving
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in wood, modelling in clay and in butter ing grades of mental development 

proved her artistic skill. Indeed, could | throughout the entire course of study, 

woman’s work have been gleaned from | until, at the last year of school, the 

among that of her employers—and plac- | senior class should have gained such 

ed by itself in one department—a most | mastery over hand and brain as to ac- 

interesting feature would have been complish separate and difficult feats 

added to the exposition. But, alas, with both simultaneously. This would 

small space would have been requiredfor|give them power to continue study 

the work of our own country-women! through life, and in a country where the 

Technical Schools.—Why is this? poorest child may be elevated to the 

Are the women of America less gifted, highest position is specially needed. 

less intelligent or persevering, than are | It is a false idea that one must be lock- 

their sisters of the old world? No. In edinaroom with ones books in order 

many respects they are superior, and| ‘0 acquire learning, and labor should 

blessed with greater advantages; but not be sonew and strang2 as to absorb 

America has few schools of design, and one’s entire thought and attention. Let 

fewer technical schools. In Europe |¥% profit by such grand examples as 

both are numerous and excellent, teach- that of tho earnest studont at his forge 

ing millions of girls and women who | Who used his brains on other problems 

study science and art, as practically ap- than what his hands were forming, and 

plied to the industries. This is the se- of our hero who revolved in his brain the 

cret of their success: Their art schools mighty problems of a natioa while 

are established by government, and sup- splitting rails! Elihu Burritt and 

ported by yearly appropriation. At the Abraham Lincoln were marked excep- 

South Kensington museum, London,100,- tions of natural power of concontration 

000 students receive free instruction | of thought;but it can be acquired, and its 

every year in the industrial and fine arts. | value can never be over-estimated. Train 

There are more women than men stud-| the hands until they perform their tasks 

ents, and their success is said to be| mechanically and accurately, notenslav- 

greater, as the fine work is so fitted to|ingthe mind. A good beginning to this 

their more refined touch and delicate training is the compulsory drawing in 

perception. In the United States no| many of our schools. Also,a few schools 

such national provision exists. The} of design have been established here, as 

want is partly supplied by private be- well as art schools, cooking schools, 

nevolence and enterprise, but the vast schools of wood carving, pottery, sculp- 

majority of our students of the fine or ture, etc. Our industrial exposition 

industrial arts are forced to go abroad. | Was & great and valuable object lesson, 

Can we afford this? To what wiser use and awakened in many minds a “divine 

eould a portion of our vast revenues be discontent” with our prosent order of 

@ovoted than to the practical education things, demonstrating that we are far 

of our children? behind the oldernations in giving that 

Manual Training.—The kindergar- finish to our work which so adds to its 

ten method teaches the smallest ones beauty and market value 

how to use their hands and discriminate The Economic Standpoint.—One 

forms and colors, and the more difficult of our New Engiand manufacturers 

and useful manual training should be states that the designs used in his fact- 

taught with the correspondingly advanc-| ories alone cost forty thousand dollars, 

7
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every cent of which goes to Europe; | State and nation provide the intellectual 

and he adds farther that the same de-/ training, it is the duty of fathers and 
signs might have been produced at a| mothers to see that their children be 

cost of les3 than five thousand dollars, | come self-supporting.” Under the old 

within a mile of his mills, had an art|custom when children were expected 

school been maintained there for five | and compelled to follow the vocation of 
years. The proverbial Yankee will dis- | their father this was practical; but now 
appoint the world, if he fails to catch | the child may choose to learn that of 
the drift of that fact, and to make its | which its parents are entirely ignorant, 

practical application. But, after all,| and they might not have the means to 

the economic is the lowest possible|import teachers, or send pupils te 
standpoint from which tourge this re- | Europe. : 

form. One authority upon this subject S " 
says that, as suitable occupations are Lee the Facts.— Many induseries, 

provided for girls and women, the worst which, in former days, were considered 

evils which afflict society rapidly dimin- | belonging exclusively to woman, are 
ish. Surely then every mother and | 20w invaded by her brother, and she is 
every father and philanthropist should | obliged to meet with his powerful, and 

labor to supply them. oft-times over-powerful competition, 

Duty of Parents—The old-time| Laundry work, baking, weaving, spin- 
prejudices against women’s entering the | 28, knitting, butter and cheese making, 
various fields of labor have melted away, | °Ve2 millinery and dress making—near- 
one by one, till she now stands within ly all occupations that are on a large and 

the gates of nearly all. But it is for the | Paying scale are conducted by mem 

masses we plead—for those who have Not that we complain of this—far from 
not the strength, courage and ability to it; but we must face the facts, and ad- 

surmount the obstacles which still ob-| J4St ourselves to these new conditions, 
struct their way. It certainly is the and see to if that they do not result in 
duty as well as the privilege of that direct evil, enforced idleness to any 

parents to tenderly guard and class. Let other industries be establish- 

cherish their little ones, and when they | &4 With schools of training which shal} 
begin to walk to remove every danger enable our children to labor in them suc- 

from before them, and especially to see | Cessfully! Intelligent work drives out 
that they do not wander out into the drudgery; breaks the chains and sets 
declan alone. free the slaves of circumstances, leaving 

Duty of the Nation.—As with the| time and strength for other things be- 
individual, so with the nation, and for sides the desperate, unremitting struggle 
America to neglect teaching its multi- fora bare existence. And the reasonable 
tudes of children how to walk or even | ©X¢rise of all our faculties, mental and 
stand unsupported, while thousands of | SPiritual, as well as physical, is essential 
them must inevitably be forced out into | for their proper and symmetrical devel- 
the hurrying, dangerous “highways of | °Pment. Says one authority: 
life,” alone—(or perchance with others} “Nervous diseases of every kind are 

even more helpless than themselves to | often caused by too close confinement toa 
care for)—is to “out-Herod Herod,” in a EY cirols of thought and duty, ere is the explanation of the large 
wholesale “masssacre of the innocents.”| proportion of farmers wives in our in 

But it is sometimes objected: “If the! sane asylums.”
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Schools to Teach House-keeping. | impurity and sin, and attaches manuel 

—This brings us to the special need for | training to its penal institutions alone, it 

establishing schools of training in the degrades labor, and places a premium 

domestic industries, and for providing all|on vice. Labor is honorable, and should 

the agitation and light necessary to has- | be elevated, not degraded. Vice is dis- 

ten the evolution of the several distinct | honorable and should not be made re- 

spheres of labor now involved in chaos spectable by laws which justify the 

which fills and over-shadowsour kitchens. wicked for reward of license. Even 

The girl of the period is educated beyond | though society blindly cherish that relic 

not the work itself, but clumsy methods | of barbarism, the false and pernicious 

of doing it are taught, or the bar- | idea that to be a lady one must shun cer- 

barous ideas of earrying on four or| tain classes of honest, useful work, we 

five separate trades at once; and whenshe | have a right to expect better statesman- 

drifts into the farm house as mistress of |ship from the few who are chosen and 

its present conglomerate house-keeping: | trusted to legislate for the many. The 

she is at once submerged in a chaos | girl who in a factory, a store, a bakery, 

which is, indeed, “without form, and | or in any other systemized and respecta- 

void” of light, being filled with the dark- | ble work, would be called first class help, 

ness of despair to her unaccustomed | rebels here at once, and leaves our 

vision. Where now shall she look for kitchens to go, perhaps, to the city, too 

help? The “other girls” argue, as she often to follow a life of gilded misery. 

herself has lately done, that in the few-| Or, perhaps, the girl is wholly incom- 

er hours, better pay and social privileges | petent, her industrial education having 

of other employments, are more time, | been left entirely to her mother, and 

means and opportunity for rest and rec-| that mother a foreigner with little or no 

reation; and their reasoning is full of the idea of American methods of housework; 

unanswerable logic of truth. For, des- probably spending much of her time 

pite the clegant arguments in favor of | and strength in field labor, therefore ac- 

quiet home-life, healthfulness of coun- customed to slide through her indoors 

try living, with its pure air and water, | work with all possible dispatch. With 

abundance of milk, fresh vegetables and | this class of help the unfortunate mis- 

fruits (all true), still there is a grim tress is reduced to a choice of two evils, 

skeleton in the closet, which “will not | and, choosing the least, sends the girl 

down” nor out, but which drives the | home, much as she needs help, prefer- 

girls out of our kitchens into other fields | ring to do her work alone. We all have 

of employment. While other classes of | Seen domestics who needed reorganizing. 

work have their regular hours, the hired|The same is true, alas, of mistresses. 

girls work is variegated as is that of her | But the education and the work itself 

mistress, and, like hers, is never done, | need it most and first. After that has 

i and instead of having fixed rules, depends | been accomplished, other difficulties will 

too often upon the caprice of her em-|settle themselves. 

ployers or their children. 
Necessity of Manual Training.— 

Social Ostracism.—Socia
lly she is| Every intelligent woman who is mis- 

ostracized—a shame, put a fact. The tress of a home sees the necessity of 

State has much to do with the social | manual training in the various and di- 

ostracism of any class of laborers. So | verse departments of labor which sur- 

long as any government legalizes moral round her, both for herself and for the
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help she so needs, but which, under ex-| responsibility of raising hor family of 

isting circumstances, it is so often | children. 

impossible to secure. And so it is} Strength and Brains Neoded.— 

that our army of sweet girl| Roasting in the kitchen, chilled in the 

graduates who enter this battle |ice-house or cellar, needed in the nur- 

field of labor are at once forced into ac-|sery, the poor, distracted, despairing 
tive service with little or no training or | mother needs a leviathan for strength, 
re-enforcements. Amid the dust and|and a Napoleon for brains, to conduct 
smoke of battle, in their war against | her warfare amid this labyrinth of diffi- 
dirt and disorder, they must also attend culty and danger. 
to the culinary department, in itself a! As the girls with brains are rapidly 
varied and extended industry, including | deserting our kitchen ranks, we must 
several soparate and distinct branches | capture our leviathan in the iron har- 
of labor; to the making and mending of | ness of steam-propelled machinery, with 
garments; to the laundering, dairying, | a few trained keepers to superintend his 

fruit-picking, canning, preserving and | labors; and the Napoleon who shail lead 

pickling; to the setting and clearing|our despondent army safely through 

away of tables; the washing, wiping and | these, narrow, steep and dangerous de- 

putting away of dishes, three times aj files onward and upward to victory is 

day, for 365 days in the year, and one | industrial education, with its more civ- 

additional day for every fourth year. | ilized method of warfaro~organized co- 

And more than all, there come the operation. 

work, the care, the ceaseless anxiety and 

TO IMPROVE OUR COUNTRY SOCIAL LIFE. 

By Mrs. J. A. CLARK, Jefferson County, Wis. 

Third Paper, 

Farmers in Town.—I read, not long | should call them, men who own broad 
since, in a Chicago paper, a complaint | acres and homes having every comfort, 
that social life among the farmers was | who have let them to tenants, and now 
dying out; and one of the reasons { live in some small house, on a back street, 
given was that so many of our well-to-{industriously doing nothing, and who 
do farmers are in the habit, when they labels to spend the remainder of their 
have things fixed comfortably and to lives in this cheerful occupation. 
suit them on the farms, of letting them,} Country vs. City Life—I am not 
and moving to far less pleasant quarters blaming these men; they know what 
in town. In fact, in every village you | they want, and are able to have it. But 
ean see something like a half dozen | it seems to me there is something wrong 
men, gentlemen farmers I suppose one | about our social system, to cause such a
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state of affairs. In other and longer- | casionally relieved the tedium that does 

settled countries than this, life on a]at times envelop a farmer’s existence, 

farm is considered by far more enjoyable | saying first, however, that I do not agree 

than life in a town. For centuriesit has| with a remark which I read of Senator 

been the ambition of nearly every city-] Inga’l, where he says “that the hap- 

bred Englishman to own some estate in| piest man he knows of, is the farmer 

the country, where he could put his foot | who has no acquaintances farther away 

on his own ground, and enjoy pure| than eight miles from his home,” mean- 

country air and existence free from the | ing that a farmer's business and friends 

tumult, din and smoke of city life.|and life should be centered in his own 

From the time of Virgil and Horace to|township. It seems to me that this 

our own Longfellow and Whittier, all] idea of happiness is as correct as to say 

— have sung the joys of country | that the happiest thing in existence is a 
ife. : : fat hog ina pen. There can be no doubt 

“A little farm, well tilled,” writes one. | t+ he is happy, but it is not the kind 

Says another: : of happiness we look forward to, especial- 
“Happy the man whose wish and care, : “ cs * 

‘A few paternal acres bound, ly in a land like ours. This is a beauti- 

Ce pean ee ful State, embracing a great variety of 

Moen like Webster and Clay, like Jet-| Scenery, with its lovely lakes, its fine for- 
ferson and Washington, delighted in ests, its rolling prairies, its rushing 

their country homes and spent all their rivers, its ridges covered with woods, its 

available time there, and physicians all valleys waving with grain. Insuch a 
agree that the prospect for health and country to limit a man to eight miles is 

long life is much more favorable in the to deprive him of much of the best that 

country than in the city. Since men so God has given free. 

eminent and intelligent unite in consid-| A Pleasant Ride.—When my hus- 

ering the country so desirable an abid-| band and I were younger than we are 

ing place, we should earnestly seek the | now, it was our custom—after our spring 

reason why so many people leave it, for | crops were in—each year to take a little 

if the best people do leave the business | ride. People emigrated a good deal in 

and settlo in town, it must necessarily | those days, and we used rather to envy 

follow—the best going and the poorest |them as they went by in their canvass 

staying—that the race of farmers will] covered wagons. So we rigged a white 

deteriorate and become an inferior peo-|top on a light wagon, and started out 

ple. The reasoning of Darwin and Her-| to see the State. We camped, cooked 

bert Spencer proves this, but we have | and ate our meals by the roadside, slept 

not come to this yet,and I hope we|in our wagon, and our expenses were 

shall not. trifling. We drove about forty miles a 

‘Why Farmers Leave the Farm,|day, and though I expect people 

—The reason these people do Jeave the| wondered to see an emigrant wagon 

farm is doubtless because of the want|scooting along at a good trot, and 

of social advantages to be found in the|also at the various directions we 

country, which they hope to find in the| sometimes took, yet we were always 

town, and which they undoubtedly do | used well, and not only obtained a prac- 

find io a greater extent. tical knowledge of the geography of our 

The Happiest Man.—1 will mention | surrounding counties, but in several in- 

two ways in which one family have oc- stances increased the circle of our friends,
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and after a week’s journey came home| telligent farmers living within easy 

satisfied that providence had fixed our| distance, with plenty of transporta- 

dwelling in such glorious surroundings. | tion at comparatively no expense, do not 

Wedding Trips.—If any of our|avail themselves of such privilege ® 

young people are contemplating a wed- Have they worked so hard as to blurt 

ding trip before settling on a farm, I| their senso of enjoyment? This is what 

would suggest that they may combine I fear of our farmers, and it is a danger 

economy (which all young people should that should be attended to. Lot them 

takeinto account) and fun in the novel} try this next season. After the corn is 

nature of the conveyance, and seclusion, | planted, I believe any fairly well-to-do 

which newly married people always de-| farmer can manage his affairs, so as to be 

sire, and instruction in the geography | gone a weok. Lot him arrange a small 

of their immediate neighborhood, in| party, not of his immediate neighbors, 

such a journey, to a far greater extent |if he can do otherwise (he sees enough 

than in the more expensive arrange- | of them at home) but of those of his ac- 

ments that are usually made. If they|quaintances who are farthest away 

start about the Ist of June, which is an| who are congenial to him. Thus he not 

excellent time, they also will be able» only enlarges the number of his friends, 

every few miles on their road, to get a but the further advantago in that see- 

realizing sense of the practicability, the | ing them seldom, ho only sees their good 

excellencies, and the great and glorious | qualities and does not discover their bad 

common sense in every way displayed in| ones. Let them take teams and tents 

our Wisconsin systems of road-making | and go at least a day’s drive from home, 

and repairing. This would make a nice | to secure a good fishing place, and camp, 

wedding journey, and aseach year went | and fish, and spend one week in a total 

by they might repeat it; only perhaps on | change of conditions from the usual sur 

the next trip they might feel like taking a | roundings,and if they are good fellows— 

few friends with them. Do you haveany | and nobody else ought to go into camp— 

doubt that a party of young farmers and | and their wives are pleasant companions, 

their wives would have a good time on | they will come back rested and refreshed 

such a journey? for all the rest of the year, and will look 

By-and-bye there would be children to forward with interest and pleasurable 

take along. I well remember when our | anticipations to its renewal the next sea- 

wagon-seat made a good spring bed for our | son. 

boy, and his delight when,inoneof our} ne not only sees but learns much in 

rambles, he caught his first brook trout. | such a trip. [remember once asking the 

Fishing Excursions.—As our young | road, and a man told us to go to the cor- 

friends grow older, and perhaps tire of | ner where the school-house stood before 

long rides, shorter distances and longer | it was moved, then turn to the left and 

stops could be arranged. This State is | go through the woods till within a half 

full of lovely sheets of water, well filled | mile of old man Jones, then go down to 

with fish. Parties think it worth while | the town line, and pretty soon we would 

to come to these lakes from Milwaukee, strike the county road and that would 

Chicago and St. Louis, to pay their fare take us where we wanted to go. It is 

and put themselves to much expense | needless to say we got there. How many 

for a few days outing in such charm-|of my readers know and have seen Oil 

ing situations. Why is it that in-| City in this State? Yet it is not only on
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the map, but a splendid artesian well | the clouds, the variouscolors of the woods 

throwing a 4inch stream twenty feet | and fields were unknown to him. He 

high, and one house mark the spot | gained a little money; he lost everything 

where one patriotic citizen tried to make | that life is worth living for. Itis not 

this state the equal of Pennsylvania. the man who has the most acres, nor 

Not Good to Vegetate.—I have sug- | even he who raises the largest crops that 

gested these trips as a way that farmers | is the most successful farmer; but rather 

might profitably and pleasantly spend a | he who, with an active and intelligent 

week in thesummer. Wearetoldthata|mind, a happy and cheerful heart, 

rolling stone gathers no moss, and my | an industrious and prudent disposition 

idea is to roll a little moss off some of |so averages his work and his life, that 

our farmers; perhaps there are too many | his labor, and the rewards of his labor, 

moss-backs among them. Most sorts of | give him means for instruction, recrea- 

vegetation are good on the farm, but it | tion and amusement; and these in turn 

is not good for the farmer himself to|so refresh him that he returns with 
yegetate; yet there is a tendency that| pleasure to his work. His is a well- 

way, and I thinkit would not be difficult | balanced life. All work and no play, 

for any one hearing me to bring to mind | makes any one dull, and it is more 

some farmers, or perhaps some whole| amusement that a farmer needs. He 

family of farmers, who do not live more | rarely, if ever, suffers for work. We 

ef a life than their own cattle, if as much. | need not urge him to work, nor need 

Saving and Hoarding.—Within my | we hunt up work for him; but if we can 
ewn neighborhood an old man and his | suggest anything in the way of fun, we 

wife have lately died. They were child-| are doing him a good service, and if I 

less; they had no near relatives nor any | can show any way that can add to a far- 

friends to care for; yet all their life was | mer’s enjoyment, I am willing that others 

spent in saving and hoarding. They|should teach him how to add to his 

neither had good food nor good clothes; | crops. 

they lived in the worst room of a mean} Winter Amusements.—I have given 
house; although the man was fond of | you my idea of what might be done in 

reading, he took no paper; they had no|summer. I will now offer a suggestion 
enjoyment except what they derived|as to how we might improve on social 
from knowing they had money, and the | life in the winter. I premise that at 

constant fear of losing that offset that | this season farmers have plenty of leas- 

pleasure. ure. Our winters lately strike me as be- 

When they died, they left 80,000, all | ing about nine months long, and but few 

they had; they didn’t take a cent with | farmers are pressed with work at this 

them, and now three sets of lawyers are! time of the year. Granted the leisure, 
dividing it up among themselves. This} granted intelligent and well-to-do far- 
case reminds me of aman who, when he| mers, how can they spend part of their 
was a boy, found a piece of money in the | time intellectually, pleasantly and so- 
road. This gave a turn to his life; ever | cially? Someone will probably say with 
after he walked with his eyes on the|a reading club, with a debating society 

ground, seeking to find other pieces, and | and with the grange. Well these are all 

while he did at times pick up small|right if you can get them to doit. But 
sums, yet the beauties of nature—the | I never knew a farmer to join a reading 
the sun, sky, the procession of the stars,|club. They prefer to sit by their own
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fire and read, A debating society runs | time to think the matter over they ney- 

into tariff and politics, and amuses the |er would have done so, the fact being 

ladies but very little. I belong to the that the farmer, having so much more 

grange and enjoy tt, particularly the so- | time than other people for intellectual 

cial features of it, and think these might | operations, has given himself a 1arger 

be enlarged to advantage. allowance of it than the business men 

Whist Clubs.—But the particular | do, so that when there comes a sudden 

plan which I would suggest would be|call for a quick decision he very fre- 
for intelligent farmers and their wives | quently arrives at a wrong conclusion, 
in any neighborhood to form a whist | much tohisdetriment. Now, had these 

club. Whist is emphatically a farmer’s | farmers been whist-players—had they, 

game. Dependent not upon surprises, it|in the various contingencies of the 

requires of its players a clear, solid in-| game, been in the habit of being called 

tellect, a good memory, quick and ac-|on for immediate decision in regard to 

curate observation, a patient attention | their course of action, they would have 
and ready reasoning powers. It is not| acquired a quickness of apprehension, 

only a recreation, but it is a discipline. | and a readiness of intellect that would 

As an intellectual exercise, it is as pow- | have been of profit to them in the emer- 

erful and potent to strengthen the mind | gencies above mentioned. There is a 

and exercise the wits as are algebra and| continued call in farmers’ lives for 

geometry, and far more pleasant to take: | greater intellectual activity,and the dis- 

If a man ean by his reasoning learn that | cipline of whist would supply it. 

it is for his interest in the game to lead| Recreation for Farmers’ Wives.— 

up from his long suit rathcr than from|I read in the last agricultura: report 

his short one, he is making the same | that a farmer was never known to get 

kind of discovery that leads him to | along unless his wife knew something. I 

make a four years rotation of his crop | mention this here,but what I have said as 
in preference to the short-sighted, | to whist should not lead the men to gooff 
though sometimes for the moment prof- | by themselves and have a game together, 

itable plan, of following wheat or barley | for, in my opinion, women are fully enti- 

with the same crop. In either case he/|tled to their share of any fun. I waive 
looks and reasons ahead of his immedi-| the question as to whether a man or his 

ate surroundings. wife does the most or the pleasantest 

Whist Quickens Wit.—We fre-| work, but under any circumstances the 
quently see it stated that while the far-| most amusement falls to the man. It is 

mers of Wisconsin are naturally the| he who goes to town. He can loaf around 

most intellectual people we have, they stores and post office, he can attend elec- 
do not sufficiently exercise their facul-! tions,and his business relations give some 

ties, and have need to learn to use their | variety to his existence, while for his wife 

brains, and I think whist—a purely intel- | there is simply the treadmill of her daily 

lectual game—would give them this op-| duties. We continually hear that farm- 

portunity. It would also make them | ers and farmers wives should read and 

quicker-witted. We hear farmers say|improve their minds. Perhaps they 

when they have been swindled by the|ought, but one thing a farmer’s wife 

Bohemian oats man,or the lightning | needs. A woman shut up all day with an 
rod sharper, or by some other scamp that | enless and unvarying round of labor— 

preys on them, that if they had taken | whose whole life is a narrow routine the
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limit of whose horizon is the back | anda farmer always has one great ad- 

kitchen yard, and the extent of whose | vantage that occasionally fails a city 

travels isthe wood pile and the well—|man—he hasa good appetite. I would 

this woman I say needs recreation and| allow one, and only one, kind of plain 

amusement, and any plan of a farmers’ | cake, and some sauce orjelley for a finish- 
whist-club that does not take her in 88! Work and Expense.—There is 

an equal partner is defective from its | hut litttle work in such a repast, and 
foundation. So here we have the ™a-/ but little expense. A very nice wine 

terial for our club. Two families can jelly can be made by using Cox patent 

comprise it, though the more there are | gelatine, at acost of but little over 10 cents 
the better, and the more sociable the| , quart, of course using home-made wine 

management. Of course they meet al-| nq not counting that in the price. Cur- 
ternately in one or the other's house, and | »nt wine gives a better flavor to sauces 

even if several families belong it is not} anq jellies than any you can buy. 

necessary for more than two to get to-| Books on Whist.—Now if I have 
gether at once; this, probably, is the bet- persuaded any one that he wants to 

ter way, thus giving more opportunities | play whist, let me say something as to 
for meetings. the game. The St. Paul Railroad last 

There should always be some refresh-! year issued a little book for beginners 

ment. Farmers who raise so much are} which Iam pleased to say was written 

tho last people in tho world who ought to} by alady, and distributed free by the 

gohungry. For the oysters are always| passenger department of the road. This 

good, and fried oysters are better than | book gives one some idea of the funda- 

stewed, but they are comparatively ex-/ mental principles and value of modern 

pensive, and I believe that, as a rule, itis} whist, andif one should obtain it and 

best to provide things as much as possi- | study them, it might have a tendency to 

ble out of our own produce and above|lesson in some degree our feeling of 

allthings would mention against a too| hostility toward a corporation. which 

extravagant lay-out. We had at one| charges about as much for carrying a 

place a little whist club, that was broken | bushel of grain from Madison, as it does 
upI think because each lady felt it! from St. Paul. 

necessary to her reputation togoa little} When the book is mastered, if the be- 

ahead of the one before. So that one|ginner wishes to learn the fuller de- 

little lunch ended in an extravagant} velopment of the game, and the finer 

spread and exhausted all our resources. | touches of scientific whist, I would re- 

Bread and butter and cold chicken, a} fer him to the works of such authorities 
turkey, or, if one knows how to makeit,|as Cavendish, Pole or Proctor, all of 
chicken salad (I donot think salads are| which are excellent, and there is no 

quite as well known as they ought to be | reason in the world why farmers should 
among our farmers),a cold tongue, | not master them. ’ 

broiled ham, spare-rib or corn beef} Time Not Wasted on Whist.—_We 
neatly sliced (only one kindof meat at a/see in the papers accounts of the whist 

time, of course), with coffee or cider,|clubs of Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Chicago 

would make a perfectly satisfactory sort | andother places. The members of these 

of a lunch for any kind of a farmer, as it | clubs are among the best and most pros- 

would be apretty poor farm-house where | perous people in these cities. They con- 

these things could not easily be set out, | sider it neither frivolous or weak or waste- 
15
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ful to devote one evening to this recrea- | most pathetic to see the endeavors farm- 

tion. We have the same chance at this} ers make foralittle enjoyment. They will 

game in the country that they do. Weoft- | all turn out for a circus. My little vil- 

en hear comparisons drawn between the | lage usually celebrates the Fourth of 

advantages of city and country life, and|July; from miles around farmers 

while I admit their superiority in many | and farmers’ children come to town and 

things—in schools, theatres and lectures | stand around all day in the hot sun, as 

—1 believe we in the country have our} they think, enjoying themselves. Iknow 

compensations, and for certain classes | plenty of people to whom funerals seem 

even overbalancing city advantages. I} to be about the happiest and almost the 
am sure that farmers owning from one | only event of their lives. To all these 
to two hundred acres of land, and worth | persons, if they have the intellect to 
from five to ten thousand dollars, are} comprehend the game, and I believe 

better situated to enjoy life, and do lead | they have, whist would be a boon and a 
a freer and happier existence; that they | blessing. 
have more comfortable homes and| Objections to Cards.—I will close 
grounds, less anxieties, better health and with a word on one point of view on 

purer and pleasanter natural surround- this subject. There are some people 

ings than their city brothers. who object to games of cards, and while 
Amusements for Children.—Our| they will allow games of authors, and 

children, however, complain of the lack | Places, and such, they have a holy hor- 
of amusement on the farm, and they| ror of cards with spots on them. To 
have cause for complaint to a certain ex-| these I would quote Charles Wesley. 

tent. When they go to the city they see | When fault was found with him for set- 

their friends going to theatres, concerts | ting his hymns to the music of worldly 
and lectures, amusements unknown| songs, he said he did not propose to 
in the country, and they do not offset | let the devil have all the good times. So 
the advantages country life also has. I!I would say, whist is a good game— 
think the city boy who spends a week in|a strong and intellectual, and a bene- 

the country hunting and fishing or loaf- | ficial game to know. 

ing, enjoys himself fully asmuch as the| Do not give satan the advantage of 

country boy does in the city, but I} having the monopoly of such a game. 
claim that we might have more enjoy-| Let him have the games of authors and 

ment than we do, and I have suggested | proverbs, and all such foolish and trifling 

whist as one equally practical in either | sports, if you will but reserve this good 

place, and one which in a family of two,|game for good men. “Bread and the 

three or four children, is excellently | circus,” was the old Roman cry. The 

adapted to restrain that restlessness | farmers and farmers’ wives have lots of 

which drives so many boys from home.| bread. Give usa little more of the cir- 

A Pathetic Sight.—It is at times al-| cus.
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sociation of Wool Manufacturers, a very { we can raise a better quality of at home 

intelligent body of men comprising a/than they can send us? Such a course 

large part of the’ leading wool manu- | would be very poor economy, to say the 

facturers at the East, are on record re- | least. 

peatedly, as saying that the great bulk} I believe still, that wool-growing is to 

of the clothing wool grown in this coun- | have a prosperous future in this country. 

try is the best for the purposes for |I base my belief on the absolute needs 

which it is used, anywhere produced, | of our people, the better quality of the 

and cannot be duplicated from any part | material produced at home to meet these 

. of tho world. That they use other | wants, and economical considerations of 

wool, is not denied; that they mix an | national importance. 

inferior article with the more valuable] Methods of Production. — Some 
home grown, is admitted. But the fact | changes in methods of production are de- 

remains, that 150,000,000 pounds of wool | manded, and will undoubtedly take place 

of raw material are now wanted to sup-|—such changes as will look to dimin- 

ply our own home demand for manv- | ishing the cost of producing wool, by im- 

factures of wool. We have soil and | proved methods of breeding and feeding, 

climate adapted to supplying it, and of | and the production of mutton therewith. 

a superior quality. Is the amount of | Something has been done in this direc- 

money it represents, a sum growing|tion already. The flock-master to-day 

larger year by year, to slip through our | who shears an eight pound average from 

fingers without a big effort to retain it? | his flock—and a good many are doing it 

Competition Fierce.—Competition, | —at thirty cents per pound, gets as much» 

tbe world over, in all the channels of ;@ndeven more, for his aggregate pro- 
trade and commerce, is continually | duct, than formerly when selling a six 

growing more fierce. The Danes have |Ppound average at three shillings per 
captured our foreign butter market, | pound; and at that figure, we were all 
and our whilom export of 100,000,000 | very well satisfied, and would have kept 

pounds annually has dwindled to the|on in the business. That the production 

merest pittance. Our foreign cheese of wool, as a first consideration, though 

market has gone to our neighbors, the | not here advocated, may, by attention to 

Canadians, and our prospects for recoy-|the details of breeding, feeding and 
ering our market abroad for either, are | handling, be cheapened to quite a per 
far from reassuring. A Danish repre- | cent. below former cost of production is 

sentative has been in our State this |a thing hardly to be doubted. 
winter, sizing up our dairy interest, and} Flock-masters Discouraged.—For 

measuring its probable increase and | four years flock-masters have been dis- 

the aniount of intelligence put into the | couraged, and have failed to summon to 
business, that they may be forwarned. | their aid investigation and experiment. 

Continental Europe, including even | I do not think I underestimate the dif_i- 
little Denmark, excludes American pork | culties in the way of profitable wool 
from its markets on the most frivolous | growing. A new departure is inevitable, 

pretexts. Are we to lose our foreign| unless we are ready to ignominiously 
market for these things, and others, of | surrender. We are about in the same fix 
which we have an ever growing surplus, | as the old German farmer, of whom the 

and at the same time buy of others a | story is told, that he left his own cattle 
product of vast importance to us, that | on the shortest kind of rations of dry fod-
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der, to look over a noighbor’s cattle, lux- | as a mutton breed. Such a thing is nosy 
uriating in plenty, on the contents of a/ impossible, hardly improbable. In fact, 
silo. After regarding them steadily for | there are said to be flocks of pure-bred 
a while, he was asked if he thought he | Spanish-Merinoes in Western Pennsyl- 
would build a silo. His sententious but | vania and West Virginia averaging much 
expressive reply was:—“I've got to.” We | larger sheep than ours, without the ex- 
have got to produce wool cheaper. cessive folding on the body, and wool of 
Characteristics of Breeds Changed. excellent quatity, but not so heavy with 

—A hundred years ago, or more, a breed | YOK. They are said to be much sought 
of cattle was established in England, | @fter to breed up flocks of the ordinary f 
destined to exert a mighty influence up. | type of Merinoes. Spanish-Merinoes of a 
on the stock-growing interests of the | 2°t dissimilar type are found in limited 
whole world. As perfected by the far-| Dumber in our own State, and, with their 
seeing breeders of those days, this mag- development, a new era in the history of 

nificent breed was equally valuable for | ine wool sheep husbandry, seems entire- 
yielding milk and butter for the table, | 1¥ within the range of possibilities. 
and delicious roasts to tickle the palate| Competition Defied.—With an ani- 
of the epicure. Years rolled on. They | mal so bred to the requisite standard, 
were brought to our own country. | or degree of prepotency, the American 
Fashion changed the aim of American | wool-grower could defy competition, 
breeders, and breeding for the show ring | come whence it might. I find in differ- 
and for beef alone changed the charac-| ent parts of the State a good many 
teristics of this noble breed to such an| men disposed to stick to their flock 
extent that its value to the general) of Merinoes. They say they like the 
farmer (always constituting a large share | business, make a good living at it easily, 
of the people) has been greatly dimin-| and will not yet give it up. Others say 
ished; and breeders find themselves | they will try to change the type of their 
confronted to-day with the necessity of | sheep something in the way I have in- 
retracing their steps and entering again | dicated, or will cross with some of the 
from, or recurring to, the former type, | Downs or long weols, having a belief in 
if they would maintain the supremacy | their capacity for mature- mutton, at 
of their breed. least. 
Our Spanish-Merinoes.—The case} For myself, I have little doubt these 

with our breeders of Spanish-Merinoes is | men will be successful in the end, in 
not entirely parallel, but is ina great|their experiment. They all claim, and 
degree. The wonderful development of | not without some foundation in truth 
the animal has been just such a one-| for their claims, that sheep husbandry, 
sided affair. It has looked only to de-| intelligently carried on, and all things 

velopment or improvement of the fleece. | considered, compares favorably with 
Other considerations have beon lost| other branches of farming. But it 
sight of. Constitution, size and form | necessitates the abandoment of the small 
have been too much neglected. It would pony-built carcass excessively folded, 
be a curious incident in the history of | anda fleece of dense, but short and 
fine wool production if the present de-| greasy wool. It precludes the idea of 
pression in the price of wool resulted in | breeding exclusively a class of sheep | 
such a change in breeding as would give | that will make a record like the follow- 
to the Merinoes greatly enhanced value | ing, taken from the statistics of tho
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State sheop shoazing, held “at White-| the best quality. Their fiocks are too 

water in April, 1881: | large and too much subjected to the 

Fleece Weight of Per cont of Woot | Vicisitudes of climactic conditions; with 
surcass. fo Carcass. it i 

No. 1—12 hs. 4 oz... 4434 tbs... .....1t0 335 bs. ree * ain m8 = _ = oa 

No. 2_10s. 1114 02. 4196 Bs. .....-.-1 to 38-10 tha, | “On CAD made cheaper than 8 poun 

No. 3_lds. 15 02... 86% bs.........1to 34 ths, | Of beef, with the farther advantage of 

Form and Vigor Diminished.—Is it | the wool. 
to be wondered at that persistent effort,| Downs and Long Wools.—There 

to develop a tendency in breeding to | are scattered about the State a number 

produce only a heavy fleece, should have |ot breeders of Downs and long wools 

impoverished form, and diminished | who are having a genuine boom in their 

vigor of offspring? Can anyone give | business. I am more than glad of their 

good and substantial reasons, why tho | good fortune. It has been some time 

ideal Spanish-Merino shou!d not be at coming, but the indications are, that 

least 50 per cent. heavier than now seen; the mutton breeds are to have a much 

and though shorn of its excessive folds larger share of attention in the future. 

and yolk, still retain, its characteristics There is room for all, and all are needed 

of fleece which now make it so valuable | and havo their excellent qualities. A 

in manufactures? May not even an in-| general public demand for good mutton 

erease of product in wool on a scoured | once established is not likely to soon 

basis, be reasonably looked for with in- | subside. 

erease in weight of carcass? A solution| ‘The pure bred animals of these breeds 

of these questions may be looked for in| are now too valuable, and too much 

the near future, if not from choice, most | sought after for breeding purposes, to 

assuredly from necessity. be as yet available in directly increas- 

Demand for Mutton.—It is undeni- | ing the supply of mutton; so that the 

able that the increased interest in sheep | demand for it must be met of necessity 

husbandry, at this time, is due to a de-|in great measure from good cross-bred 

mand for mutton, unparalleled in some flocks. 

lines in the history of the country, so| Does Sheep Farming Pay?—It 

faras Iknow. Not only is mature mut-| Will not do to say that sheep farming 

ton bringing a high price, but lambs are dces not pay; for not a few instances 

wanted at prices decidedly remunera-| Might be given, and probably some will 

tive tothe grower. Acity daily of this be to-day, of large profits to different 

week says: “Lambs weighing from 18 individuals engaged in it. 

to 25 tbs. are quotable from $2.50 to| Don’t Abandon *heep Raising.— 

$4.00, and even higher if they could be} I have endeavored in these disconnect- 

had—mutton, scarce and firm at from|ed remarks to lead you, and through 

7 to 8 cents.” you, the men engaged in the various 

There is no good reason why the pro-| lines of sheep farming in our State, into 

duction of palatable mutton as an im- | rather a new channel of thought, to a 

portant part of our farm industry, should | more comprehensive view of the busi- 

not be quitegenerally adopted. Neither | ness; rather than to try to tell what, 

Australia, South America, nor our | after all, might not, and probably would 

Southwestern ranches, with their pres-| not, be new to you. I cannot help feel- 

ent systems of sheep farming, can be | ing a keen interest in the welfare of 

depended upon to produce mutton of ' sheep breeders and wool-growers, and
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should regard it as a public calamity | pecting to easily finda more remunera- _ 

were they obliged to farther abandon | tive one, or one that always returns larg- 

their business. I do not hesitate to go] er profits; and in closing let me say this: 

on record as saying, to those who| Don’t fail to put into the business alk 

have farms adapted to the business,|the intelligence and skill, in feeding 

and who like it, and have the experience | breeding and handling, the times de 

quite likely to accompany such condi-| mand, and without which you canno& 
tions, don’t abandon the business, ex-| reasonably expect to succeed. 

EXPERIENCE IN SHEEP-RAISING. 

By W. L. AMES, Dane County, Wis. 

Second Paper, 

Early Ancestry.—For twenty years , who can forego the pleasures of spend- 

past, I have had liberal opportunities|/ing his time lounging on dry goode 

for observation in the sheep line, and | boxes and counters, and loafing on the 
memory quite vividly accompanies me | streets of the nearest village, when he 

considerably farther back; yet not suffi- | should be at home attending to his ani- 

ciently far to recall any feature of the | mals, which, in return for favors ren- 
transaction whereby, for and in consid- | dered him, are also dependent on him for 

eration of the sum of six dollars, my |a certain amount of care and attentiom 

worthy ancestor became the possessor/—and generally to just about that 

of four superlatively native ewes, aver-|extent that he cares for and 

aging a fleece of less than two pounds,|attends to them, will they prove 

and with a weight of carcass correspond- | remunerative to him. Let him, who can- 

ingly heavy. Such was the original and | not this much deny himself, leave sheep 

pioneer ancestry on the mother side of | husbandry to some one else. 
not only our present average yearly! Objects and Gains—Our mode af 
flock of 500 sheep, but of many hun-/ management has been so odd in com- 

dreds disposed of ona mutton market. | parison with that of the majority of far- 

Suggestions to Sheep-Breeders.— | mers, in so persistently and continuously. 

For several years past it has been my | clinging to sheep as a factor in our farm- 

pleasure to be a sharer in not only the| ing, that we may almost be considered 

gains, but the losses connected with the | eccentrics in that line, and these ques- 

handling and rearing of sheep. We lay | tions may very naturally arise: What 

no claims to fancy breeding, but breed | have been your objects, and what your 

and handle only our own product, and | gains? 
that only as any practical farmer may| In answer to the first, I would say 

whose taste lies in that direction, who| that we desired to improve on what was 

can appreciate their advantages in con-|at our hand, and that there was room 

nection with good farming, and lastly, for improvement on such a quartette of
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sheep as I have described, none can dis- } two sheared 23 pounds each, and one 24, 

pute. We also, at an early day, observed | Our entire flock of about 400, averaged 

an economic relation existing between 9 pounds. The heaviest, though by no 

shepherding and grain raising. means the best fleece that we ever pro- 

Second, as toour gains, I consider that duced and sheared, weighed 291¢ pounds. 

we have built up, out of this meager per- Astonumbers: We desire to carry 

centage on the one side, and improved | as many sheep as will properly utilize 

males on the other, a flock of sheep | such a proportion of the farm for past- 

worthy of fair consideration, and at the | ure during the pasturing season that 

same time, have built up, out of sadly | they may make the rounds of the farm 

impoverished lands, a farm of nearly 400 | ordinarily about once in five years. And 

acres, whose fertility and producing | farther, as one of our prime objects in 

qualities, to-day, I believe, are second to | continuance in sheep husbandry is for 

not many, in this the hub county of | their renovating properties on exhaust- 

Wisconsin. ed lands, numbers with us have been an 

Size, Wool and Numbers.—Our | important consideration, and as noother 

experience in breeding has thus far been | breeds will compare with the fine wools 

entirely in the direction of fine wool | for keeping in large flocks, that has been 

sheep, and with three objects kept per- | one of our reasons for so persistently 

sistently in view, namely, size, wool and | clinging to that type of sheep. 

numbers. How to Secure a Good Clip.— 

As to size: From the diminutive | To produce and secure a clip of wool in 

maternal ancestry before mentioned, | good condition, requires much and un- 

coupled with improved males, breeding | tiring care. To prevent the accumula- 

only from mature animals, and by care- tion of foreign substances in wool, cer- 

| ful and considerate general manage-| tain requirements are almost absolute. 

ment, we have secured a size in fine wool | Never feed under the grain measure or 

sheep that is most gratifying to us, and | the fork; place the feed and then let the 

quite a source of comment from observ- | sheep to it. Never give them access to 

ers. hay or straw stacks. Secure to them a 

| For several years past, our yearly | dry place to lie so that the under parts 

| mutton flock has numbered about 120, | of the sheep shall shear as freely as the 

| averaging at time of sale from 110 to 118| sides. Avoid exposure to bleaching 

pounds. Of the three sires of our last | storms as much as possiole when the 

three crops of lambs, we sold two not | wool is nearly grown, and to have a fibre 

long since, one weighing 175, and the of uniform strength requires uniformity 

other 195 pounds, retaining for farther | of care, raiions and general conditions. 

use the third, which weighs nearly 200| Then if, for a clip of wool produced 

pounds. under the above mentioned conditions, 

In the wool line, the ideal toward | we could secure a price based upon its 

which we earnestly labor is a long, fine, | real comparative merits with other com- 

wooly wool, and a bulky, fleecy fleece, in- petitive clips, instead of assigning to it 

stead of a soggy lump, at the same time|an almost absolute and unconditional 

as weighty a fleece as possible without value, based upon an imaginary com- 

detriment tothe above mentioned im-| modity called “washed wool,” there 

portant properties. Of the three above | would still be some satisfaction in pro- 

mentioned sires, at our last shearing, | ducing a clip of good wool.
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‘Washed and Unwashed Wool.— | for we have had to do with at least two 
To illustrate the existing inconsistency, | parcels of above described lands, portions 
let me narrate a brief experience that | of each of which had been abandoned 
has come to us within two years past: | to weeds, and although naturally of the 

Two buyers called, examined our wool,| best of soils, had become so attenuat- 
and from their own thorough and per-|ed in grain raising that they had all but 
sonal examination considered it washed | failed to bring forth. We bought, seed- 
wool, although water had not touched | ed, and devoted to sheep pasturage for 
it for at least two months previous to | five years, and behold a magical change! 
shearing, to say nothing about washing.| At that time a portion was _hesita- 
They were unceasing in their compli-| tingly disturbed and cropped, and pro- 

ments to the wool—how clean it was, etc.; | duced most bountifully, although it was 

but they found it a rather heavier grade | the first of tho last two dry seasons. 
than they wanted, and presented argu-| What did our sheep do for us in all this? 
ments to convince me that 8 pounds was} Well, we bought cheap lands, but 
heavy for wasbed wool, an argument| through the agency of our sheep, we 
that I had no grounds for disputing. harvested from those lands each yeara 

But I pressed them for an offer, which | bountiful crop of mutton and wool, with- 
they finally made, 25 cents  per|0ut teams, plows and harrows to culti- 
pound. Before undeceiving them, | Vate, or expensive binders to harvest, re- 
I loudly denounced the unjust | turned almost element for element to 

absolute discrimination between so-call- | the soil again, and in the meantime al- 
ed washed and unwashed wool, to every | most doubled the value of the land. 

word of which they assented, as did the | Not a bad account for the sheep column. 
school board in one of Carleton’spoems—| Adaptation to the Business.—It 
“them’s my sentiments, too.” After dis- | is frequently remarked to us: “You 
closing to them the fact that the wool|seem to be more than ordinarily adapt- 
had never been washed, they could give |ed to keeping sheep.” Not so. While 
but 17 cts., but were in toogreat haste to}to any man who says within himself, 
make the next point, to stop to close a} “somehow, J don’t like sheep,” I would 
bargain. say leave the handling of them to some- 

Economy in Shoep Husbandry.— | one else then, yet there are many farms 
Our experience indicates to us that|nearusat the present time, on which 
there is an economy in sheep husbandry | sheep would pay better than they will 
worthy of careful consideration. There}on ours. The more impoverished the 
is still a class of farmers among us who] land, the more evident their renovating 
make no pretentions to raising and sell-| properties. Of late, our sheep remain 
ing anything from their farms except] out continuously during the grass sea- 
grain. And what is the tendency of|son without disturbance from dogs or 
such farms. So evident that a blind] wolves. For relief from the latter try 
man can preceive it. Some such have | “scare crows.” 

already run theircourse and portions,| Sheep and Weeds.—Nothing has 
at least, been abandoned. In contem- | as yet equalled shcep in clearing land of 
plating, I am almost led to explain: Oh, | foul plants, such as burdocks, pitch fork, 
destructive man, review some of thy|etc. We were once the happy possess- 
works, and blush! ors of a patch of Canada thistles which 

IbelieveI have not misrepresented, | defied all efforts at extermination until 

-
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we were able to bring our sheep to i poor in flesh nor one from whose 

on them, when, with a mixture of sheep | pelt the wool has started. 

and salt, they yielded at once. Element of Success.—One of the 

- ‘Value of Sheep toLand.—A neigh- principal elements of success in any line 

bor not long since proposed to us to | is patient continuance. He that contin- 

rent some land that he was interested | Ually jumps from one line of business or 

in, and put our sheep on it. During the | breeding to another, endeavoring to fol- 

conversation mention was made of re- low all the freaks and turns of trade, 

numeration at the rate of 3 dollars per will not infrequen ly find himself left 

acre. I did not question him closely, when he arrives at the coveted point, 

but supposehe meant to pay us that |and the will-o-the-wisp beacon will 

amount for the use of our sheep on each again appear in another direction. 

acre occupied. But we were loth to Thus far I consider that we have fol- 

let them go at that price as we have lowed sheep husbandry with certain 

some use for them yet ourselves. purposes in view, and while success has 

: attended our efforts to an extent fairly 

Ticks and Contagious Diseases. gratifying to ourselves, yet not sufficient 

—To ticks we are strangers, not one|t> warrant us in folding our arms at 

having appeared pects flock for many | this point and exclaiming, good enough! 

years. Fair keeping, handling only our| But rather, that experience, which has 

isin product, and one dose of tobacco | pecome ours only by years of labor and 

juice administered fully 20 years 880 | close observation, only armors us for 

have been our only actions against them.| renewed efforts in a line in which, in 

Neither bave we any experience what- | connection with clovering, lie resurrect- 

ever with contagious diseases among|ing properties to many an exhausted 

sheep. Among our sheep to-day is not! acre. ; 

mean nrnrnnn nA OI DDD 
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THE HANDLING OF SHEEP. 

By CA HATCH, Richland County, Wis. 

Third Paper, 

General Management.—Successful 
the culling out of inferior and unprofit- 

sheep farming depends on the close and | able individuals, which is so essential to 

careful attention to three essential | permanent success, dividing for winter- 

points, viz: Breeding, feeding and the} ing, marketing wool and mutton, ete: 

handling, or general management of the Then let us first consider 

flock, aside either from breeding or feed-| The Selection of Breed. — Near- 

ing. A farmer may be a good breeder,| ness to market, number to be kept 

and also a good feeder, and yet come in one flock, kind of buildings 

short of success for want of good man-| to be used as winter quarters, and skill 

agement. By management, I mean|of the shepherd, must be taken into ac- 

the selection of the flock to start with,|count in determining which of the
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breeds will be kept. There are three | shepherd alone can hope to succeed in 
lines of sheep farming: this line, for the lambs must be dropped 

1. Where wool is the main object,|in the middle of winter, when all the 
and mutton the second consideration. elements are against them, and careful, 

2. Where mutton is the first consid-| skilful management alone can hope for 
eration, and wool secondary. success. 

3. Where early lambs are the main Slowness of Maturing.—In a wool 
crop, and wool and the mature mutton breed slowness of maturing (which al- 
sheep second. ways goes with long life) is desirable, so 

The wool production can be carried on | that one and the same animal may fur- 
with the least expense for buildings and nish a large number of shearings, while 
attendance, and the product being of | on the other hand early maturity and 
easy transportation, can be run with | short life of necessity are to be sought 
profit farther from a central market; for in amutton sheep, so that the flock 
larger flocks of this type of sheep caa | may be quickly changed and sold to be 
be kept in one flock, and they will thrive replaced with other and immature stock, 
on poorer pasture. The farmer can se-| for here the profit is made on the growth 
lect no breed that excels the American] of the animal itself. In the first 
Merino for this purpose. They are| case the profit comes from the mature 
hardy, long-lived, and no breed has ever | animal. There is really no war of the 
equalled them in per cent. of wool to| breeds, for each has it merits and de- 
carcass. For the merits, and adaptability to especial pur- 
Mutton Production,—Nearness to | poses, and if we are wise we will sclect 

railroad transportation is essential, for a | that breed which is adapted to our par- 
fat sheep is a poor traveller, and were | ticular needs, and not attempt to com- 
they to be driven far, the loss in flesh | bine all the good points in one animal. 
and exhaustion of individuals might | Life is too short, and the chanco of suc- 
consume all profit. There are two|}cesstoo uncertain. Neither can it be 
classes of sheep adapted to this line of | made profitable to be continually chang- 
sheep husbandry, viz: The long wools ing breeds. Choose your breed adapted 
(Cotswolds and Leicestershires), and the by nature and breeding to your purpose, 
short wools, or Downs breeds. The long and then stick to it. In order to under- 
wools attain the larger weights, perhaps, | stand the position of each breed, let us 
but require abundant pasture, and|make out a sort of debit and credit ac- 
small flocks. The Downs _breeds,| count as it were, of their merits and de- 
while not usually attaining to! merits. 
as great weights, _mature younger,| the Mutton Breeds.—l. They are 
and will stand crowding better. If mut- more prolific, twin lambs being the rule 
ton in the shape of lambs is to be sold, rather than the exception. 
early maturity is one grand consider- 2. Early maturity, which gives oppor- 
ation, and perhaps for this line alone, no tunity of making the greatest possible 
breed excels the Southdowns; others growth of carcass, in the least possible 
may be equally good, but think none are ae 

better. 3. Good milkers, and attentive moth- 
Stabling.—Good warm stables for win- | ers which give the lambs the best pos- 

ter are essental for lamb raising, which | sible chance. 

adds to the expenso, and an experienced| 4. Their size gives them advantage
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over the smaller breeds, as the loss in| and heavy, and the general shape of the 

waste between the live animal and dress- | body be blocky and square built, with a 

ed meat is smaller comparatively. clean neck and jaw,ie., free from any 

5. The quality of the mutton is the | looseness of skin or dew-lap. On 

best. the other hand a Merino must have a 

Against these advantages, we have the | certain looseness of skin (not necessarily 

disadvantage of thin fleeces, making wrinkles) and a dew-lap that extends 

them poor shearers, and not giving them | almost to the point of the chin. While a 

the same natural advantages to resist | broad ham and low flank is desirable, 

cold, that the thick close wool of the with them a thick ham is not really so. 

Merino does. They also require better| Vigor and strength of vitality are of 

pasture, and more feed per given num- prime importance in any breed; they give 

ber, from the very fact of their early ma- | power to transmit qualities to offspring, 

turing qualities, as nature in all her | Overcome disease, exposure, and the 

prodigality ever refuses to make some-| Many hardships which all flocks are 

thing out of nothing, and good fast | more or less exposed to. 

growth of necessity means good feed, and| This is indicated by strong deep 

plenty of it. shoulders, short thick neck, and a gen- 

The Wool Breeds.—1. Hardy, can | eral roundness of the whole body. The 

stand storms better on account of the|neck of the ram should be straight from 

fleece being close and compact, which head to point of shoulder, or slightly 

fact also makes them heavy shearers, as | arched; the ewe should have 6 straight 

compared with their live weight. or aslight downward curve. Back should 

2. They can be kept in large flocks be straight, neither arched nor sagged, 

with little or no inconvenience. tail high set, ham straight or rounded, 

3. Can live and thrive on poorer pas-| and broad with low flank. Underline of 

tures, being more inclined to travel over | body straight or slightly curved down- 

@ wide range than the larger breeds. ward, but never a pinched or grey-hound 

4. They are long lived, making their | look; legs short, broad and large jointed. 

life of usefulness frequently extend over} The Fleece—Should be as uniform as 

a period of eight or nine years. possible, free from coarse hairs on flank 

On the other side, or debit column,| and neck, and covering the body well, 

we have lack of size, unprolificness, and | especially on the belly; no short stiff 

slowness of growth, and the ewes as 4| hairs, and as free from yolk or gum as 

rule are not as good milkers as any of | is consistent with elasticity, strength and 

the mutton breeds. After having set-| luster. 

tled which line of sheep farming you} The Merino should have wool nearly 

will adopt, and having selected the breed | covering the face, and the legs entirely, 

suited to that especial purpose the next | while the mutton breeds should have a 

consideration is the sheep as an indi-| clean jaw and clean legs from the knee 

vidual, that is down. 

Selection of the Flock.—There are| Uniformity of flock is desirable, so 

certain characteristics and peculiari-|as to get a uniform product, either of 

ties which belong to each kind of sheep,| wool or mutton, for a great range of 

and which ‘will be well to bear in mind, | quality will not command the highest 

as for instance the mutton breeds re-| price in market. 

quire that: the hams should be large| The length of the wool should be
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looked to, other things being equal. |for market; then the buyers are ex- : 

Length gives value, but always remem- | pecting it; competition is sharper and 

ber thickness gives weight, rather than | we stand a betfer chance than to sell 

length of staple. out of season, when perhaps buyers are 

Culling—Should go on constantly if | fewer, competition less, and those in the 
you would get and keep a fine flock, and | market not over-anxious to take a small 

the finer the qualities of the flock, and | lot after having shipped the season’s pur- 
the better the care, the larger the net | chase, and the farmer who holds his 
profit. If a flock be ever so carefully |clip fora rise, stands about an even 

bred and managed, there will always be | chance of getting a fall, while those who 

inferior animals which can be kept only | Sell as soon as it is ready, ina course of 
at a loss, and it is tho shepherd’s place | ten years, will strike the high market as 
to always have an attentive eye to these | often as the low. 
points, and turn any inferior or unprofit-| Be sure the fleeces are put up in good 
able animal off as soon as possible, | marketable shape, nicely tied with not 

rather than to keep it as a breeder to | too much twine, and showing only the 
transmit its poor qualities to the flock | bright side, that came off next the shsep; 
through its offspring. reject all tags, dirt, or anything that 

No sheep should be kept after age has | tends to “load” the fleece, and in the : 

begun to thin the fleece, unless for some | long run you will be the winner, besides 
xtra good breeding qualities, and even | having aclear conscience in the mean- 
then it may be of questionable profit, | time. 

for may we not thus lower the general] Washed fleeces have gone out of date 
thrift and vitality. in most wool-growing districts, on ac- 

Poor Feeding Qualities,—And un- | Count of the tendency of the practice to. 

thriftiness should send an animal to the | foster fraud, many of tho clips being 

butcher, no matter what the pedigree. | Washed only in name, which is a great 
All animals deficient in size or form | injustice to the one who tries to do 
should share the same fate, keeping only honest work. 
the best specimens, for with such only| One of the strongest points of com- 
can you hope to perpetuate the good ; petition which foreign wool has over 
qualities, and get the greatest profit. | home grown, isin this matter of care in 

The best one time to cull is at shearing- | tieing and sorting the wool, the foreign 
time; then deficiency of carcass, form | article suffering a loss of only from 20 to 
and fleece are most apparent and all in- | 30 per cent., while American grown goes 
dividuals deficient in any point should | from 35 to 75 per cent., the average being 
be marked and sent to the butcher as | for fine about 50 per cent. Can the manu- 
soon as the condition of the flock and | facturer be blamed for wanting a good 
state of the market will warrant. straight article? 

As a rule wethers can not be kept| And where does the blame belong, on 
with profit after having attained their | the farmer who ties the fleece full of 
full growth, for their place can be sup- | Tottennessand filth, or on the buyer who 

plied by breeding ewes, which give, in| accepts such a “whitened sepulcher?” 

addition to the fleece,a profitin the| The latter buys with the expectancy 
lamb, or lambs, that he will be subjected to a heavy dis- 

Marketing.—As a rule the best time | count, and bases his prices accordingly, 
tosell woolis as soon as it is ready ‘while the former who sells his tags at
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the price of good wool is not only cheat-; Better hold and feed well for a momh 

ing himself in the long run, but makes|or two later, get some good manure, 

a reputation in no small degree for his|fatter sheep, and better prices. Of 

more honest neighbor, the poor article | course winter lambs must be sold in the 
lowering the price of all coming from a| spring, usually about June Ist., and in 

given locality. my opinion their mother should soon 
Selling Mutton.—Mutton, the other | follow, for the high feed which is neces- 

salable product of every sheep farm,|Sary to get the best results in lambs, 
should be sold at the time when it|hasa bad effect on the ewes if allowed 

brings the highest price, provided there to run down again, many of them refus- 

is no extra cost of production to offset | ing to raise lambs the next year, and 
this extra price. Winter or spring mutton | others being so spoiled by their high 
costs more than fall or summer mutton, | living that they are like the pampered 
but in the spring we have the fleece to | and high fed belles of the city, worthless 

offset this and in summer the cheapness | for vitality or mother functions. 

of feed, and favorable weather for} The shepherd who understands his 

growth. As a rule, no sheep that| business, will as a rule make the wool 

have not been grain fed should be| and lambs pay, or more than pay, all ex- 

sold, whatever the time of year, for no} penses and bave the mutton sold as 

matter how round and plump they may | clear profit. 
look, a small ration of grain will add] Conclusion.—In conclusion I willsay, 

much to the weight and quality even on | let the farmer breed intelligently, feed 

full grass feed. intelligently, and handle his flock in- 

Time to Sell.—The poorest time to| telligently, and he is sure of good pay, 

sell is in the fall, when every shiftless quick returns, increased fertility of his 

farmer is thinning out his flock to make} acres and an ample inheritance for his 

amends for a poor hay and grain crop. |! children. 

AER anpe nner 

SHEEP IN WISCONSIN AGRICULTURE. 

By GEO. McKERROW, Waukesha County, Wis. 

| Fourth Paper: 

An Age of Progress.—Agriculture | prove upon prevailing methods and cus- 

is acknowledged by all civilized nations|toms. This is an age of progress, and 

to be their life current. Impoverish | the farmer, who is the corner stone, the 

this life blood and you impoverish the| foundation rock, of our country’s prog- 

nation; enrich the current and you en-|ress, is fast learning that unless he be- 

rich the masses. Therefore, we are met | stirs himself in his line, he will soon be 

here to discuss the different elements of | pushed to the wall by the strong compe- 

Wisconsin agriculture, and how to im-| tition of the times. 

16
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Have a Specialty.—Diversified farm-] and sheep-feeding. Many of us know 
ing is a necessity, yet every farmer | of worn-out grain farms that have been 

should have his specialty. Let the man | brought back to a high state of fertility 

who likes dairying best adopt that. The | by grass and sheep. 

lover of horseflesh will sueceed as a] Economical Meat.—Another reason 

horse-breeder; the man who admires the why the English farmer holds to the 

hog, and thinks him the cleanest of the sheep is because he has found him to be 

domestic animals, will succeed in swine-| the mos economical producer of the 

breeding; But of our live stock, none | best of meat. The eminent experiment- 
is amore important factor in a complete | er, Sir. J. B. Lawes, tells us that the 
and successful system of farming than sheep stores up 12 per cent. of the dry 

the sheep. food consumed, while cattle store up 8 
Sheep on High-Priced Land.—We | per cent., or 81 Ibs. of dry food increas- 

often hear the remark that our lands of | €8 the live weight of the sheep as much 
Southern and Ceutral Wisconsin are too | 481234 Ibs. of the same food will in- 
valuable for wool production. This may | crease the weight of the bullock. Ad- 
be true if you confine sheep-husbandry | ding to this the fact that good lamb 
to wool-production alone. You might as} and mutton are on the average as high 
well raise wheat for the straw as to raise | or higher in price than veal and beef, 
sheep for their wool alone on our high-| and are classed as high in nutritive value 
priced lands, with the wool markets of|as a food, gives us a good reason why 
the world in their present condition.| John Bull holds to his mutton chop 
The English farmers, who lead the]and why the Yankee should reach out 
world as successful agriculturists, raise | for his share. 

sheep profitably on iands worth from] Breeding and Feeding for Profit. 
es $300 to $500 per acre. You may ask:|—How do they ‘make sheep husbandry 

Why do they do this, and how do they| profitable on their high-priced lands? 
do it? In answer to the first question, I They do it by adopting a means to an 
will say that they have found the sheep|end. They breed for it and they feed 

tobe the best of fertilizing agents, a|for it. As civilized nations have ad- 
manufacturer that they can not dispense | vanced in the processes of agriculture, 
with. He returns 95 percent. of the fer- | mutton has become the primary consid- 
tilizing matter of all the foods that he | eration of this business and wool only 
consumes to the soil. Prof. Stewart, in|}secondary. France improved the mut- 
his “Feeding Animals,” tells us that|ton qualities of the Merino, and our 
wheat bran is worth $18 per ton as a fer-| Merino breeders are now agitating in 
tilizer, oil meal $30.48, and clover hay |the same direction. Germany for years 
$11.45 per ton. Most of our other fod-| has been calling on Englrnd for mutton 
ders are worth as much for fertilizers as | rams to cross on her Merino flocks, and 
it costs to produce them. So you can|they tell us that the Down Merino 
easily see that the English farmer needs | cross is a success. 
the sheep to assist him in keeping up| England, the acknowledged leader in 
the value of his high-priced land, and, | the line of mutton sheep, first improved 
my friend, we need him. John John-|her Leicesters, Cotswold and South- 
ston, of Geneva, N. Y., changed a poor| downs, but more recently her breeders 
worn-out farm to one of the best in the | have developed and brought to the front 
country by a system of underdraining|the Lincoln, Romney Marsh, Dorset
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Shropshire; Hampshire and Oxfordshire | choice mutton forms, their friends and 

Downs. breeders in 1857 adopted the name, Ox- 

The Leading Mutton Sheep.— ford-down, and soon after they were ad- 

Judging from prizes won at fairs and fat mitted to the English show rings as & 
stock shows, prices made at sales and distinct breed. From these rings they 

lettings, and prices brought in the mut- | annually go loaded with honors. 
ton markets, in connection with state-| What Breeders Think of Them. 
ments from agricultural journals, we | —Richard S. Fay, of Lynn, Mass., and 

believe that we are justified in stating | Wm. C. Rives, of Virginia, were the first 

that the Downs are the leading mutton |of our countrymen to introduce these 
sheep of the world to-day. We have sheep to our shores, bringing over the 

tried several of these English breeds and | first lot about 1860. Mr. Fay says of 
their grades, both as breeders and feed- them in 1863: 

ers, and have found the Downs in gen-| _“I have had no trouble in raising 
eral to be good prolific breeders of ee ee ” ae 1863. eo 

strong, healthy, fast growing lambs, and | thrive well on my rocky pastures, yield. 
very quick feeders and, above all, the | ing 8 and 844 pounds of wool per head 

best of sellers. For these reasons, we pad ey galery y tapi" 
advocate as a general-purpose sheep the pounds.” 

Downs breed in general and the Oxford-|' 7g. Cooper says of these sheep: “Af- 

downs in particular. The condition| ter trying other Downs, I have chosen 

under which the Oxfords were develop- | the Oxford as the best.” 

ed, and the purposes for which they} prof. Brown, of the Ontario Agricul- 

were specially bred, fit them to take &/ tural College, who is experimenting 
very important place in our advancing | with all breeds, says: “The Oxford has 
system of sheep husbandry. unquestionably stood the over all com- 

Origin of the Oxford-downs.— | parison the best.” 
In a low, moist, and rich district at the} Geo. W. Franklin, an Iowa skeep 
foot of the Cotswold hills the older| breeder and feeder, in an article in a 
breeds, such as the Cotswold and South-| late issue of the Breeder’s Gazette: 
down, had been used, but they apparent- | “Though a breeder of Cotswolds, I ad- 

ly did not have the constitutional vigor | mit the black-faced muttons bring the 
necessary to thrive continuously on the/| best prices,and I think the Oxford- 

rank, rich herbage of this district. In|down the best of these dark-faced 
1828 a Mr. Hitchman made a cross be-| breeds.” 

tween the Hampshires and Cotswolds,} Mr. Hill, of Sheboygan County, in this 

and in 1833 the Messrs. Druce, father | State writes me that the Oxfords have 

and son, made a Southdown and Cots-|given him very good satisfaction. 

wold cross. Many others followed suit, | His flock has averaged over 12 pounds 

and in a few years these cross-bred| of wool per head for the past two sea- 

sheep almost drove the older breeds| sons, and in 1887 his twenty ewes raised 

from this district. By careful selection | him thirty-one lambs, or 155 per cent. 

and breeding, they were soon brought to] Our experience with the Oxford and 

public notice as a valuable accession to|its grades for the past nine years has 

the improved breeds, and possessing a| been very satisfactory. They have 

vigorous constitution, prolific tendencies, | flocked well; in a lot ranging from 125to 

quick growth, valuable fleeces, and large | 200 head, have produced from 110 to 135
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per cent. of lambs. We have shown | at two years old, 120 to 160 pounds, and 
them at leading Wisconsin fairs, and | exceptional ones have dressed as high as 
have won a large share of prizes, often | 360 pounds. 
coming in competition with other breeds.| marly Maturity. — Cotswolds and 
Ourgrade Oxfords have never been beat- | Teicesters have also been fed up to 
en where shown and coming in competi- weights nearly as good at the same 
tion with grades of all kinds. This is ages, showing us plainly that tae Eng- 
pretty good proof that they are a valua-/ lish do not depond on a straw pile to de- 
ble breed to grade up the common develop their muttons as too many of us 
sheep of the country. do. They have learned that the great 

John Rutherford, of Canada, the secret of success is early maturity; that 
largest exhibitor and prize winner of | if aewe is poorly fed so that her lamb 
sheep at the last fat stock show held in| yi) only gain 114 to 2 pounds per week, 
— pec as os oe pl A while another is well fed and her lamb 

ow but little of these Oxfords, bu i 
elsenbectustnatehs theme Anes as Ie eae ee eee — Canada this season aro a lot sired by an amb of the latter is double the weight 
Oxford ram from Leicester dams. They | of the former at the end of three or four 
Nee Serta: or I ao © per months. It is not only worth twice as 

Toe got them, ‘Tboughtons for Ache mone: = ae of its weight, but a lamb that weighs 154 pounds and never | Quality makes it three or four times as 
had grain or extra feed until I bought | valuable. 

him.” We all know that the yearling that 
Matthew Howitt, of Muckwonago,| weighs 120 to 130 pounds is worth 

raised a lot of grade Oxford lambs last! double the one that weighs only 80 or 90 
season which were dropped in April and| pounds. We are told by all experimen- 
sold the 8th of November at $4.51 per | ters that meat can be grown on young 
head. They were raised on very short| animals at 1¢ to % the cost that 
pasture without grain. The dams of|it can be produced on older ones, 
these lambs sold at auction, March 20, at | and in the case of the sheep it sells on 
$8 per head. Icould give many more|the lamb for from 50 to 200 per cent. 
instances of the value of the improved | more than on the old sheep, a 60 pound 
mutton breeds, both in their purity and|lamb often selling for $5, while a 60 
as factors in grading up common stock. | pound sheep in tho same market will 
Heavy Weights.—The English have | only bring $2. 

not only bred well but they have fed} MLessons.—These facts should teach 
well, producing Lincolns and Oxfords | us a few lessons: 
that have weighed over 400 pounds at} 1: That our lands are neither too 
maturity. The younger Druce says our | good in quality nor too high in price to 
Oxfords weigh, on an average, 140| admit of successful sheep husbandry. 
pounds at 12 to 14 months of age 2. That we must protect this indus- 

A pen of Oxfords weighed, at the |try by good breeding and feeding, which 
Smithfield show in 1873, an average of | will produce gilt edged lambs and mut- 
298 pounds at 22 months old. tons and choice fleeces of good wool. 
Hampshire-down lambs at a year old] 3. That we must choose sheep of 

with fair feed are said to weigh 130 to|good vigorous constitutions, able to 
140 pounds. . stand high feed and our extmemes of a 

Lincolns under good feeding will dress, | Wisconsin climate.
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With these lessons well learned, | well as any stock they handle, with less 

and our flocks culled of the trash|capital and labor invested. ButI find 

found in many of them, the dawn | from their conversation that they are all 

of a new era in Wisconsin sheep-breed-| men who appreciate the fact that some- 

ing and wool-growing is at hand—yes, it | thing of value can not be produced frow 

is actually here. I have met numbers} nothing. They are all working for a 

of sheep-breeders during the past season | purpose; therefore their success. 

who say their flocks are paying them as 

SRR A NER rtm 

STATUS OF SHEEP-RAISING TO-DAY. 

By A. H. CRAIG, Waukesha County, Wis. 

Hilt Paper. 
Depression of the Industry.—At darkness which we have been picturing 

the present time great interest is felt for | to our imagination. We have forgotten 

the prosperity of the American sheep. | the songs of praise we used to sing when 

It is not the interest which would boom | we declared that the sheep never died 

to an excitement, but rather an anxiety,|in debt, that the lamb, the wool, the 

a brooding fear, an anticipated calam-| pelt, always stood as an offering of a 

ity. Nowhere in this broad land of | well spent life. We have forgotten the 
ours do we find one encouraging voice to | strong claims we always advanced, that 

proclaim cheerfulness and enthusiasm. | with sheep the soil became more fertile, 

It seems as though there had been a/our crops more profitable and the ad- 

concerted movement for all to unite and | vancement to a higher state of cultiva- 

erush out the life and energy which has|tion. All these things time and again 

heretofore been invested in this great}have we declared as a direct result of 

enterprise of our people. Not only do! the husbandry of sheep. If they were 

we, who breed the American Merino,|true, then why now turn your backs 

shake our heads ina pathetic, solemn | against these creatures, belie their good- 

manner, but we openly discuss the ques- | ness and abuse their race? 

tion of a failure, thereby placing a bar-| Whois to Blame?—Who is to blame 

rier against any possible extension of} for this want of confidence, this lack of 

this business. That man is considered] enthusiasm? Is it the man who would 
a fool, who will engage in a business | engage in itsoccupation? No. It isyou 

where all complain of no profit and no|who breed the sheep who must bear 

prospect of their being one. the burden of your own folly. You are 

This is the condition of the Merino of | the ones who have cried against it and 

to-day. Our farmer boasts that the| brought yourselves down to a dis- 

fine wool sheep, which was his great |regard of your own convictions. Then 

bank account, has been lost in the’ what can you expect of the sentiments
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of others? They hear the wailing and | tation to that secret of all success—the 
gnashing of teeth, and hasten to more | economy of our resources. With these 
congenial subjects. They do not stop to| careful considerations, we behold the 
investigate your business, and if they | wonderful success of the earnest and de- 
did, you would show the dark side of | tertuined dairyman. 
the picture to them. Now, we have] How Sheep Are Treated—But 
had enough of this drivelling idiocy. who of you ever thought to treat the 
Dissatisfied With Prosperity. — sheep like a lady, to warm her water, to 

The Merino is in no danger and can | build a silo, to develop her maternal or- 
never be driven from the shores of|anization? These men cre almost as 
America. This country is its natural scattering as hens’ teeth. You select 
home, our climate is adapted to its nat- your choicest pastures, your choicest 
ural existence, and our pasturage the hay, your choicest shelter and barn- 
most wholesome on the face of the| room for the others of God’s creatures, 
globe. We may have our seasons of de-| but the poor sheep that supplies us with 
pression, but as sure as day follows| warm raiment for our rigid climate must 
night the clouds will lift and we shall almost shirk for himself. They are 
smile again. Ah, how true it is that, as | turned upon pastures sunburned and 
& people, we are restless and uneasy in | barren, without one tree for shelter, and 
our own occupations. We are not satis- | often no water but from the wells of 
fied with our apparent prosperity and | heaven. Not only are they left to scratch 
desire to succeed faster, to accumulate | for themselves during the six months of 
wealth more rapidly. We see the boom-| summer, but often receive worse treat- 
ing of our neighbor’s business, and are | ment in the winter. It isa fact, gentle- 
not content until we get into the same|men. I have known sheep wintered 
boat. We sell at a sacrifice and buy at| withcut one swallow of water, or one 
advanced prices, and then grumble at mouthful of grain, and then yield a 
the unequal results of fickle fortune’s handsome reward for the inhuman and 
favors. cruel abuse heaped upon them. 
Losing Their Grip.— To-day the| Do this with the cow, the horse, or the 

breeders of Morinoes feel as though they | hog, and you would go to the bottom so 
had lost their grip upon their prosperity. quick that you would have no time to 
They see the thousands of dairy facto-| swim. But here you fairly curse the 
Ties springing up in every part of the only industry that will live and bear its 
great Central States of our union. They | fruit under this barbarous, wicked and 
see the success of this system of co-op- | unfeeling course of treatment. 
eration. They listen to the practical Stop Your Grumbling—About a 
teachings of the silo and its economical | debased industry, and seek to build it up, 
features in dairying. They are taught | Encourage others and you will encourage 

to treat the cow like a lady. They are yourself. Remember that there is no 
shown the great relations which exist in | animal under the blue canopy of heaven 
the material intricacies of her organiza- | so willing in its natural organization to 
tion, and how to profit by the workings | yield to the will of man. Its constitu- 
of nature. They are instructed how to| tion is the strongest, the spark of life 
feed, to water, to milk, to handle. In |the most tenacious, and its power to pro- 
fact, every particular which leads to the | duce profit the most certain. It isnever 
utilizing of nature’s forces, and itsadap- | in debt but always figures on the credit
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side of the ledger. Ah, but I hear a {member the average cow of Wisconsin 

whispered voice say that wool is only | does not yield 150 pounds of butter a year, 

twenty-five cents per pound! Do you and that it takes the entire amount of 

hear the samo voico declaring against | this 150 pounds to pay for her keeping. 

butter at a shilling, wheat at sixty cents, | Again I hear that voice say the yield 

and pork at two and a half cents? If should be from 200 to 300 pounds, so it 

woo! is low do not jump upon their backs | should, and follow the teachings of 

and drive them into the mud. Wait | these institutes and you will accomplish 

for a reaction, for it will come. jit; but show me the man who wins 

Can you point to an industry of import- | it and I will show you the nine who 

ance that has never languished by the |fall below. Practically speaking the 

wayside? No you cannot, and mark me, |Common cow and the common dairy 

friends, do not pin your faith too heavily scarcely yield your own labor. In the flock 

upon the future successes of the dairy- | of sheep you have not been sitting on the 

It is true the cow isa grand animal, a | stool twice a day, 365 times a year. The 

noble animal, an indispensible animal, | housewife has not skimmed and washed 

in our household wants, but who can |and churned until her back ached and 

say that because she is queen to-day|ber limbs grew weak with exertion. 

that she shall rule to-morrow? Just as | You have none of this. You have not 

sure as there is a cause and effect just | been compelled to crawl out of your bed 

so sure will you see areaction. The Sunday mornings at five o’clock, because 

wool interest will arouse its own activi-|the cows must be milked, nor to hurry 

ty, and you who have lost your faith will home in the evening to sit on the same 

be too late to feel the enthusiasm which | stool. Suppose your cows have yielded 

“ust follow. You will be so deeply con- | @ reward of $25 each, you are still be- 

fined to other occupations that to come | hind the man who kept the sheep. 

to our side of the house would be worse | pogsibilities. — Now, gentlemen, I 

than swapping horses while crossing a have given you a fair estimate of the two 

stream. industries, and the Merino sheep still 

Sheep vs. Cows.—This to you may | stand at the head; but we will now step 

be theoretical, but let us for a moment|to the side of possibilities, We will 
examine the practical side of the twen-/| treat this animal as Mr. Hoard treata 

ty-five cent question. Let us assume /|his dairy. We will study our own com- 

that your flock of two hundred sheep} mon sense. We will study the require- 

shears an average of eight pounds per/| ments of our people and labor in that 

head of good merchantable wool. You/|direction. We will write upon our 

receive twenty-five cents per pound. | guide-board, wool, mutton and constitu- 

This gives you $200 per head, or $400, all| tion. The wool for raiment, mutton for 

in one lump and capable of accomplish- | food and constitution the foundation of 

ing some object. Your labor has been|all improvemonts. The Merino, as [ 

| light, your care not attentive and your|have said before, is capable of any de- 

| independence as perfect as any form of | velopment which we may require of it. 

labor can be. There is no reason why this breed 

In the place of the 200 sheep you |should not be a mutton breed as well as 

keep fifteen cows, three heifers and five | that of fine wool. Bearin mind that the 

yearlings. This forms the basis of your| present development of the coarse 

herd, to match its opposite. Now, re- | wooled varieties of our sheep is the pro-
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duction of man, not of nature. From] in the markets of the world, lest other 

their native runs they have been bred up | nations should obtain of their flocks and 

to the present standard of excellency. | comeincompetition. Strict laws were en- 

It was man’s judgment, man’s persever- | acted to prohibit any to go out of the 

ance, which wrought this change. I| realm, but the disaster of wars scattered 

mention this, not to disparage their| their Cabannas, and the Selicians, the 

character, but to prove what I shal) | Saxons and the French Merinoes sprang 

point out to you. The Merino is just as | into existence, and although we regard 

capable of being transformed into an | these strains of breeding as offensive to 

average weight of 180 to 200 pounds, | the Spanish, yet they trace to the same 

as to mark the standard of 100. | stock, the same breeding, the same blood. 

In Wisconsin we never sought to ac-|The Saxons even rivaled the Spanish 

complish this object. If anything, we | flocks in their fineness and delicacy of 
discarded the tendency of this growth.|fibre. The Selicians were of the 
Our selections were aimed to meet a|same character, but with the 

popular craze, a thick set, short legged,} French a different type almost 

heavy folded and wrinkly institution. We | immediately sprung into existence. The 

disregarded the laws of nature ‘in this| people of France lived more for their 

superfiuous accumulation of skin, wrink-| taste of mutton than for the character 

les and folds. Our experience told us| of wool. So well did they succeed that 

that we lost constitution by forcing the | 200 pounds became the standard, and to- 

animal to generate heat to protect its; day their sheep form the basis of the 

flabby hide from the frosts of winter,| flocks of the Pacific States. They are 

but we bred to sell and every wrinkle| handled in flocks of thousands. They 

was supposed to be worth a five dollar| have all the requirements of climate, 

bill. This is no statement of guess-work, | of range, of scanty subsistance in times 

for I have bean there. I was raised in a| of drouths, and produce a merchantable 
thoroughbred sheep-fold and helped] wool anda mutton that is not excelled 

breed these wrinkles; but we have got to| by any breed, no matter what claims, 

the end of this curse to the fine wool | and but for our foolish and inconsistent 

interests. A reaction has come, and at|craze we might have had to-day a per- 

last common sense will assert its dig-| fect development of nature’s gifts. Ped- 

nity, and this false doctrine must step | igree was the wild shout which echoed 

down and out. We now have no use| and re-echoed from Vermont to Wiscon- 

for it, and there never was but to sell.| sin, and with that pedigree we saw only + 

The demand of the people is for a more | a bundle of wrinkles, a mass of vanity 

perfect construction of all the functions} and the worst form of development 
governing the true progress before us.| which it was possibie for us to breed. 

We must economize not only the feed} Pedigree is valuable just in proportion 

products, but upon nature’s natural ten-| as it is properly applied; alone it can 

dencies. never succeed, but will pass into degen- 

Old Spanish Flocks.—For a mo-|eration and ultimate defeat. Ido not 

ment let us go back and notice the old| wish that you should understand that I 
Spanish flocks in the prosperous days of | place no value upon the pedigree of a 

Spain. They were the pride of the| sheep; it is our farthest intention to pro- 

nation. They had produced in that sin-| duce this thought, for we do believe that 

gle development of fine wool a monopoly | pedigree is valuable according to the
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value of the ancestors through which it |dustry of the people shall stop at the 

would trace. But the ancestral blood | bottom, where you now find it, or 

had been at one time the pinnacle of | whether you shall lift it up, give it en- 

fame, and yet the line of breeding from | couragement, sustain its character and 

that point to this had been a course of | mould it into the grand development 

degeneration. We would spurn its breed-| which it is capable of giving. Cheap 

ing as unworthy the patronage of the | lands, as we find from ‘Texas to Montana, 

present time. Pedigree alone will ruin |can compete with the world in the pro- : 

the best flock in existence, or, properly | duction of wool on a small scale; but 

applied, will build up the poorest. It| wherever land is worth from $40 to $59 

may represent vanity instead of sub-| per acre, we cannot afford to waste our 

stance, or imagination instead of reality. | raw material. As the dairyman studies 

A Change Must Come.— It isevi-|his economy, so must we study ours. 

dent that a change must come. We|The future Merino must stand clear cut 

have gone to the farthest extreme of/as a Durham, no wrinkles or folds, 

human indurance. We have humbug-| weight 200 pounds, fleece without jar, 

ged and sold until we can sell no more. | and fibre fine in texture. Had this been 

By the force of circumstances we are | our aim when Hammond made the won- 

compelled to yield to the demands of | derful change, as wrought in his day, 

the times. This is the cause of the gen-| where might not we be to-day; but we 

eral dissatisfaction of the many. Alow|have the strength of a grand founda- 

price for wool and a low standard of | tion; we have the strength of a perfect 

mutton bring us into disrepute. Cor-|system of breeding; we have the 

rect this evil, and we shall cease our| strongest character in all the breeds, 

grumbling and appreciate our indus-| and it only rests with us to solve the pos- 

try. : sibilities which lie before us. 

Hints on Crossing.—I would not} Remember, we have passed that stage 

suggest that you cross your Merino ewes | where wool alone will meet our wants. 

with a hydraulic ram, but cross them | We must economize in every branch of 

with the skill of your own studied judg-|jndustry, and nowhere in this grand 

ment. It is for you to say whether it| country of ours is there so broad a place 

shall be profitable or unprofitable. It|for profitable improvement as in the 

is for you to say whether this great in-| American Merino.
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TO BEGINNERS IN SHEEP HUSBANDRY. 

By HARRISON COLE, Dane County, Wis, 

Sixth Paper. 

Object of This Paper,—It is easy to] Breed to a Fixed Type.— Having 
smite the one that is down, whether it| sled your breed for a specific pur- 
be man or beast, and just now there} pose, press steadily forward, having a 
seem to be a good many trying to bring | fixed type of your breed in your mind, 
themselves into prominence by kicking | and constantly breed to it, and keep a 
a sheep. Yet, as I believe there is no! sharp eye on the men who have made @ 
other animal that contributes so largely | success of the business you have chosen. 
to the comforts of man as the sheep, I,/Do not mix a little of this breed and a 
for one, shall stand by him. This paper little of that, thinking to get a perfect 
will be devoted to the interests of the | flock. I have known men to try this, 
new beginner, which is the most criti-; but not one to succeed. If you cross, 
cal time for the sheep husbandman, be- {tot it be for a special purpose, and do not 
cause, if he does not start out right, he | breed from the cross. I believe this a 
is apt to lose money, get discouraged, ;} good rule to follow with all domestie 
and give up the business. animals. 

Choosing the Breed.— The new be-|_ Vicious Rams.—Although the sheep 
ginner must decide what breed he wants; is a mild, docile animal, a vicious, ugly 
that depends on what branch of sheep | am is a terror, and you should not al- 
husbandry he intends to follow. If he | low a young one teased, or fooled with, 
wishes to raise lambs to sell at from | 4S rats easily contract bad habits, and 
eight to twelve weeks old, he must have | When vice is once fixed, they are nearly 
one or both parents of the coarse wooled | Worthless, unless one could confine a few 
variety for the sake of early maturity.| Of them with those persons who are so 
If your object is wool and mutton, there| @2xious to destroy our wool industry, 
is no breed that is equal to the Merinoes. | Who would soon ery for protection. 
They will herd in large flocks better,and| Feeding for Market.—For the past 
do well on less feed than any other] nineteen years I have, to some extent, 
breed. In starting a flock, it is general-| followed feeding sheep, or fattening 
ly the most profitable to buy the best of | thom for market. During that time, I 
the kind, but if you lack means, the next | have bought a good many flocks ef 
best thing is healthy old sheep from a sheep, picked out those that would do to 
large flock. Put by themselves, they feed, and kept the remainder from one to 
will often renew their age, and prove] three years—until they were matured— 
not a bad investment, but avoid young | and then turned them off. 
or middle-aged culls; they lack constitu-| his has given me an opportunity to 
tional vigor, and are the most worthless] test the different breeds kept in our 
stock one can purchase. vicinity, viz.: the Merino, Cotswold, Lei-
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cester, Shropshire, and a few South- the banner sheep town, of Dane County, 

downs. This latter breed, is now ex-|andthere are but few who have not 

tinct in our vicinity, so far asI know: | dabbled with the so-called mutton sheep, 

These other breeds, are, as in their|at onetime or another in their lives, 

order named, for profit, according to my and I have yet to learn of one who made 

experience. money at it, while the fine wools have 

Coarse and Fine Wools.—I wish to been the main prop to many of our most 

give you a few figures. The pasture successful farmers. Our soil and climate 

and feed that will keep eighty coarse | S°¢™ well adapted to the Merinoes, which 

wools, will keep one hundred and twen- have improved so much since they were 

ty fine wools. We will take wether first brought here from Spain, that one 

lambs and keep them until they are four would hardly recognize them as belong- 

years old. The coarse wools will shear |'"S to the same family. 

five pounds each, or four hundred Personal Experience.—When I first 

pounds each year, a totalof sixteen hun- commenced keeping sheep, I was preju- 

dred pounds in four years, which, at diced against the fine wools; this preju- 

30c. per pound, will bring, for wool, in dice cost me a good deal of money. 

four years, $480. My flock got to shear less than four 

The fine wools, will shear seven pounds | Ibs. per head. I was disgusted, 

each, or eight hundred and forty pounds | bought a full blood Merino ram 

each year, a total of three thousand | that, when maturo, weighed 185 Ibs. and 

three hundred and sixty pounds, in four | sheared 24 Ibs. of wool, for which I 

years, which at 28c. per pound, will give paid $37. I soon brought up my flock to 

you $940. We will nowsell them. If you six Ibs.each. 1 then had two hundred 

sell immediately after shearing, and | sheep. I think the profit on that one 

each flock is equally fat, they will sell | tam was at least $500, and I have since 

for the same price per hundred; if you bred as large, broad backed, long wool- 

sell from the first of January to the first | ed sheep, as I could find of this breed. 

of May, there is no sheep that sells in} John Johnston’s Experience.—In 

the Chicago market equal to the Merino. | looking over Randall’s Practical Shep- 

The coarso wools ought to average | herd the other day, I saw a letter from 

one hundred and forty pounds each, | John Johnston, of Geneva, New York, 

which at 4c. per pound, would be $5.60 | one of the most successful and practical 

each, or $448 for the flock. Add this to|sheep men this county can boast of, 

the wool obtained from the same flock, | who, after thirty years experience, chose 

and you have a total for both wool and | full blood Merinoes for feeding purposes. 

mutton, of $928. He knew what he was about. 

The fine wools ought to weigh one} Ihave been thus lengthy, because 

hundred and twenty pounds each, which | most men sooner or later stumble on 

at 4c. por pound, will give $4.80 per head, | this point. 

a total of $576. Adding this to the} Hints on Lamb Raising. — The 

wool of the same flock, gives $1,516, a | raising of lambs is an important factor 

difference of $588 in favor of the fine | in sheep husbandary. I will givea few 

wools; and I think I have given the | suggestions that will be of advantage. 

coarse wools the advantage, if anything, | First, sort your sheep every fall, put- 

in these figures. ting only those that show good flesh and 

Fine Wools for Money.—I live in | vigor inte the breeding pens. The weak-
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er ones, turn with your lambs, first put- | for the first few weeks, while some would 

ting a permanent mark on all that are fall away. 

two years old and over. Not breeding| I next tried letting them run out, 

from them, they will be apt to|coming into the yard during the day if 

flesh up the next season, and/|they would, and at night I would shut 

then isthe time to ship them. In a|themin and feed them. This worked 

i wild state, the weaker ones woukd die off, | better, but was not altogether satisfac- 
leaving only the more vigorous ones to|tory. The sheep being in a strange 

perpetuate the race. You secure the | place, it caused more or less commotion 

same result by sorting them. I would) driving them into the yards. The next 

also put the non-breeding mark upon all}season I bought and took home my 

goitered, stiff-necked and puny lambs. | sheep while the feed was yet good in my 

a és stubble; turned them near my barns, 

see 3 on —— salted them a little, and, afterwards, to 

five months’ old, and placed on good, = = Sms se ay 
. . menced to fail, I fed them a little grain 

succulent pasture. There is nothing . . 

better than a stubble field, with a good oe nee a) eee ee 
< racks to tempt their appetites. The re- 

growth of young clover (something we : 

have not had for the last two years). sult was, Thad the heaviest and by far 

Feed a little grain as the feed begins to the fattest car-load of sheop that was 

get short, but a trifle at first; new be- | °V°™ shipped as ee ee 2 ee 
ginners are apt to fail in this respect. often tried it since, and think it the 

best possible way to handle a flock of 
Dry Feed — Salt and Water.— All | sheep. 

sheep should become accustomed todry| The Best Age.—I am often asked at 

feed by degrees, that is, brought in| what age do sheep fatten best. I think 
nights and fed, and turned out to graze | three, coming four, but all the way from 
during the day. Particularly is this the |]ambs to that age you can pick out 

case with lambs. I have lost money at | sheep that will feed well. I have had 

different times by not doing so. All| good success with lambs, turning them 

sheep should have free access to salt | off at ten months’ old, but the man who 
and water. succeeds with sheep must not expect to 
Fattening.—I will now make a few | 8° something for nothing. It is a profit- 

suggestions as to fattening sheep. A | ble animal that pays well for good keep 
restless, uneasy animal will not fatten. | 82d care. 

The first requisite in allfatteninganimals| Rules for Feeding.— Always feed 

is peace and quiet. This, all will admit, | grain in a flat-bottomed, dry trough, if 

but how to secure it is not at all times | possible,a trifle at first. Increase until you 

an easy matter. I used to wait until the | reach to one and one-half pounds each, 

fore part of winter, prepare my yards, | per day. In damp, muggy weather feed 

gather in my sheep from where I had | lighter. Be sure and not feed so as to 

bought them, and commence feeding, | have them leave grain in their trough. 

There were sure to be a few wild ones | Do not disturb them in the morning; let 

that would jump and run at the least |them get up of their own accord and 

provocation, which would keep the flock | pick around a little before you feed 
restless and uneasy. I would have hard | them, like an indulgent mother with her 

work to make the flock hold their own, | lazy boy. If they do not get up in time
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for breakfast you must keep it waiti: >| laws, and their proper execution, by a 

for them. firm reliance on the sons and daughters 

Mixed Grains.— I like mixed grains | of a free people, and the blessings of a 

for sheep better than to feed them all| bountiful providence, we will produce 

one kind, and in coarse feed give them | them. Let us know no East, no West, 

as great a variety as possible, but the | no North or South, but one harmonious 

same kind at a stated time each day. whole, and vote in the interests of our 

Catching.—In catching sheep, be country. Then we will have in the future 

gentle and careful. It does not hurt me what we have had in the past, the best 

quite as bad to seo a man catch both | country for a poor man to raise a family 

his hands into the wool of a sheep as it in and fit them for the storn duties of 

would to see him snatch his wife by the | life, history ever recorded. 
hair, but it is only in extreme cases that Discussion. 

either is excusable. Mrs. Bartow.—I want to say, that from 

Feeding Racks.—The best rack I|our grade Shropshiredown sheep last 

ever saw for feeding sheep hay, and sav- | spring, we sheared 260 sheep, and they 

ing your fodder, is made by sawing six | averaged eight pounds to the sheep, 

inch boards into pieces, two feet and a| and I sold my wool at twenty-five cents 

half or three feet long, and nailing them | g pound, and if Ihad waited two days, 

at each end to two by four scantling,|I would have got twenty-seven. I 

leaving a space six to eight inches be-|am satisfied with Shropshiredowns. 

tween pieces. I willalso say that ¥ have thirty-four 

Fleeces.—One word about wool, and | jambs which I expect to sell in the Min- 
I am done. A shoep that isin g00d | neapolis or St. Paul markot this spring 

flesh when it is sheared, and is kept s0] and realize at least $5. apiece for each 

until it is sheared again, being kept in| one of them. 

out of the storms during the time, will] Mr. Anpersoy.—I want to say a word 

produce as good a fleece as it is profit-| for the mutton breeds of sheep. Mr. 

able for that sheep t» produce on this | Cole, as I understood him, said that the 

soil, and in this climate. A sheep that | coarse wool breed of sheep sheared about 

is fat in the fall, allowed to got very poor | eight pounds on the average. Now, my 

during the winter, turned to grass in the | experience is, they shear nearly double 

spring and allowed to gain before shear-| that, I had agood many last year that 

ing, will be very apt to have a cotted | sheared over fifteen pounds apiece. I 

fleece. He will at least havea rotton one. | raise 100 per cent. of lambs from the 

Conclusion.—In deciding whether|ewes. Mr. Cole will raise 75 per cent. 

we can raise wool, or sugar, or any other | only from those small breeds. 

product, let us not round up like a] I want tosay to farmers who want to 

ground hog in his winter quarters, and|go into sheep husbandry, that they 

say we can’t, as some said of the rebel-|should get the fine wools if they want 

lion, you can never put it down, and of | to, but do get the large breeds. If a 

our national debt, we can never pay it;|farmer wishes to get a few sheep— 

but first let us ask,do we need those| fifty to one hundred, and I have 

products, and have we the proper soil | one hundred in the same yard—let him 

and climate to produce them. If so,| have the mutton breeds. I had some 

then let us say, as we have said in times | last year that averaged seventy pounds 

past, by the enactment of wholesome ® apiece, and they sold at a good price.
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THE COMING HOG. 

By THEO. LOUIS, Dunn County, Wis. 

Seoenth sCaper. 

Improved Breeds.—It is not my aim | of all classes, from laborers to million- 

to condemn in any wise any of the im-| aires? The ever arising question of the 

proved breeds, nor to recommend any}day is: “How can we increase export 

particular breed that has been the la-| and home consumption, to benefit our- 

borious effort of time, patience, disap- | selves, the State, the nation?” 

pointment and success. Our Export and Home Demand.— 

: Great credit is due to the few master | No nation on the earth is better situated 
minds that laid the foundation to this] ¢, 4) this want than the American far- 

great industry; that created from the|mer, We have as large resources for 

original, an animalof early maturity and } Jean and fat as we have for fat alone, and 

of such shape and build as to satisfy the | soon some intelligent, thinking farmer 

most critical eye and call forth the ad-| will try to meet the demand, even be it 

miration of the masses. Even Burope| at the sacrifice of that typical form, to 

calls on her younger cousin to send back | some degree, We are repeatedly cited 

to her the animal that American genius|to the fact that on the British Isles a 

has transformed into typical beauty and | strenuous effort is made in the various 

a profitable feeder, of early maturity, to | packing establishments to increase, and 

improve her herds. convert into hams and bacon, the 

The Kind of Hog We Want.—But | greater bulk of their pigs, and they con- 

dare we rest here? The ever changing | sider that at the present time they are 

conditions of advanced civilization seem | competing successfully for texture, fla- 

bound to say: “You have over-done, or | vor and proportion of lean meat with 

you are overdoing your work.” We/any manufactured in Germany, Holland, 

neither want nor need the large, fat | Sweden and America. 

hog. We want the pig fed tolean and fat.; Shall We Hold Our Own?— And 

The owners of our large pork-packing | here is an open question: “Shall we be 

houses call for a hog of early maturity, | able or willing to hold our own?”— nay, 

that will supply the needs and wants of | more—to increase our export and home 

a foreign and home market. The refrig- | demand for young, juicy and lean pigs 

erators in the packing houses have en-|for our bacon curers? At present there | 

abled them to cure the pork with far}is but a limited supply of the entire hog 

more safety during the early summer | product considered a first-class article 

and fall months than in the winter. By|for that purpose. Our packing and cur- 

what right then dare the feeders and | ing houses can only get that class by se- 

breeders ignore the loud call of foreign | lection; seldom, if ever, are they offered 

“ exchanges, and the capricious appetites! in car-load lots.
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In our own State, we raise nearly a| ripen double the number of pigs and 

million and a half of hogs, and nearly | more pounds at less cost. The farmer 

one million of them are wintered, at a himself is not willing to keep for his 

cost of nearly $3,000,000 in food consum- | own home consumption the animal of 

ed without any material gain in weight, | large weight and excessive fatness. Why 

with an aim to increase in size, weight) should he wonder, and call it a capri- 

and age—to make the hog a lard cask of | cious taste in other classes? 

ponderous weight at a material increase} Exports.— There has been a steady 

of cost to the owner, it being a well| increase in the annual export of pork 

known fact that it takes one per cent.|sinco the year 1821; at that period the 

more of food to the live weight to make | exports being $1,254,116, while during 

one pound of gain. In other words, it} the last twenty years the average annu- 

takes a greater amount of food to sus-| al exportation, including hogs with pork 

tain life in the older and larger animal. | product, has been 530,000,000 pounds. 

LI If 200 pounds be taken as the average 

fs = requirements of hogs for exportation, 

} ae, ine) the number has been 2,650,000. 

Pea bs 7 es = Home Consumption The annual 

[py FE Se home consumption of pork during the 

ef ee a Ay same period of time has averaged 4,000,- 

ioe <@ eh? : 000,000 pounds. The average production 

sae aN ee iit for twenty years has been 3,530,000,000, 

iN We Oe Wi, of which 15 per cent. has been exported. 

Se Be Ra pe is Cheaper Production— By giving 

bi BF ns ae” fame the above figures, taken from the Cin- 

Bene [Ip YZ cinnati Price Current, of April 22d, 1886, 

x ts Bas ad ie Ge showing the amount of hog product, its 

LT WR: export and home consumption, may it 

ee not be a stimulant for the active, think- 

ze THEODORE LOvIs.* ing farmers who feel willing and have 

While it has been demonstrated that we|the adaptability as to the feeding and 

should suit the Tequirements of the breeding of swine for profit, to solve the 

market and taste, it will be no drawback, | problems and questions of greater profit 

so far as pounds and numbers are con-| py cheaper production, increased fertil- 

cerned. We ought to be enabled to ity of soil and producing as a specialty 

*Theo. Louis, was born in the city of Duisburg, | what the market calls for, and thus be 

on the Rhein, Germany, December 4, 1829; re-| . — . 

cared 2 comes — education; by gecupa- instrumental in increasing export? The 

Seg ae ic maken part in toe cevaeion | Hane NAS TOS Cone, and probably never 

oi tandem Sane Jug fh, Ther | will come, when the large number ot 
= oe Rivers: —— at lumbering, being em- feeders will desist from exclusive corn 

there,» went to Watertown, worked at distitting. feeding, as the crop is 80 easily obtained 

tle fm ig on and ened 2 tcon on ho farmer who Pursues 
iin an ema whe Aimer Fy Co more economical method, considering it 

Bn. aad pre-<inpted M00 accea of land, where be | °2 increase of labor without gain in 

= eee ee comes pecans compensation. 
breeding, ing of 8) a suc- DEE : i 

cessful ‘specialty fora series of years. It is said that only certain breeds will
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answer for the coming hog. It may be |mg liberally fed with a warm, well-bal- 

and probably is true, that by breeding | anced ration of shorts, oats and corn 

and feeding we may stimulate a ten-| neal, with a ration of oil meal and a 

dency to lay on fat even though the food } portion of bran, changed sometimes to 

may not be of that nature to produce | corn on the ear, and the little fellows hav- 

fat. If this be true, and it undoubtedly | ing access to some whole oats. Care should 

is, if we would strictly adhere to the|be taken to never overfeed the sow. 

principle, to feed and rear the breeding | Once off her feed, she will fail to pro- 

stock on either side with a flesh form- duce milk, and it is often difficult to get 

ing food, by liberal feeding and good|her digestive and productive powers 

care we would have hogs of early ma- regulated again. 

turity. Clover and Peas.—The clover field 

But in all this, we should never lose| must go hand-in-hand with good feed- 

sight of the fact that a breeding animal, | ing, but on stormy days the litters are 

selected for that purpose, should be ca-| by far safer with plenty of green cut 

pable of digesting and assimilating | clover in their pens. By July there 

large amount of food. The proportion | should be a field of peas, where they 

of food required to supply the waste of /grow and do well, next to the clover 

the tissues and keep the animal machin-| field. A place should be provided where 

ery in working order is less than when a] the little fellows will have access to 

smaller amount is consumed. If other | them, or soiling with them should be re- 

points are hereditary, this is one of the | sorted to, it being the more economical. 

essential points. At that time it will take less concen- 

Rearing and Feeding.— How shall trated food at regular feeding hours. 

we rear and feed the coming hog? Shall These last mentioned “regular feeding 

wo winter him? I hear every intelligent | hours” are of vast importance. They 

farmer say, “No.” Shall it be the should not be allowed to stray all over 

early pig of March and April? Many the farm and in adjoining wood lots. If 

will respond, “Yes.” Let us consider | confined at night to well regulated sta- 

the best way out. bles and woll littered yards, we will re- 

The early March pig is subject to ceive a large return for food consumed 

many dangers, at the tender age of in- in the most valuable manure. They 

fant life, in the hands of the average far- should be promptly returned in the 

mer, with few conveniences for proper morning after feeding to their respective 

shelter. But why is it that there is sel- | fields. Little, if any, manure will be 

dom, even on well regulated farms, any lost, and so a steady increase in the fer- 

provision made for the animal that gives tility of the soil will be the result. By 

such large and quick return for food such methods of feeding during the 

consumed and care bestowed? Think | Summer, and feeding or ripening the an- 

about it. Again, the early bred pig is|imalon a nice food of squash, shorts, 

ready for the market when the prices oats, peas and corn meal, while the 

are the lowest and the markets glutted | bulky nitrogenous food has distended 

—November and December. This be-| their stomachs, they will have carrying 

ing true, it is also true that he excels his | T0o™, and will ripen rapidly into the de- 

eighteen months old brother in cheap- sired coming hog. 

aess of production, if left with thedam| But, far from being satisfied with the 

to nurse until twelve weeks old, she bo-| above result, indisputably true, we dare
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not rest here. The result achieved at | Warm, well ventilated, clean quarters, 

our Experiment Station and elsewhere | free from dust and filth, are essential to 

this past year, to preserve one of the | the coming hog. When so wintered, on 

most valuable foods for pigs—clover—| the cheapest of food, with a daily pay- 

in a green and succulent state in the | ing growth, he is ready, at the option of 

silo, will open a wide and unexplored | his keeper, to be fitted for April, May 

field for the coming hog; a field of great- | June, September or October market. 

er profits with more certainty, and will | If breeding sows are selected from Aug- 

gain a decided advantage over tbe | ust litters, so as to breed them the next 

marketing of the last method. From | season, it will help many to overcome 

my own experience and that of others, | the ruinous practice of breeding from 

I know it to be true that a pig or shoat | immature stock. 

can be wintered on clover hay, cut and} Breed from Mature Stock.—Where 

moistened with either steam or warm | swine breeding and feeding is relied on, 

water mixed with ground grain, at less |on a larger scale or as a specialty, it 

than half the cost of the usual method | should be ever the aim to breed from 
of corn and water. mature parent stock, and have litters 

Value of Succulent Food.—It is | come as near of one age or time as pos- 
not my place here to give the advantage | Sible, so as to have the herd of like 

gained in securing the clover crop over | growth and size, ever trying to gain a 
tho old way, but to have from twelve to|?eputation with pork-packing houses. 

thirteen tons of green succulent food | There is, also, at our large cities, a large 
from one acre—food that the hog loves— and profitable market to be found. It 

opening a newera in the production of | is a8 easy and cheap to preserve meats 

pork. First, it would enable one to| Well as it is to preserve them badly, if 
breed in May or June, or in August, | W® are furnished with good rules and 

when there is little danger connected observe them. 
with breeding as to loss by over-laying The hams of Westphalia and the ba- 

by the sow, dying from thumps, or | 02 of Ireland are unrivaled in reputa- 

scours or chills. (The losses from this tion. Why not equal or excel them? 

last source are often very large in cold Little will be in the way of the progres- 

and backward seasons); or by sows eat- sive, thinking farmer of Wisconsin, with 

ing their young, by being constipated, large pork-packing houses on the South, 

being fed a highly concentrated or con- East and West borders, with large cities 

bonaceous food. We shall have the| #8 great consumers, to make “the com- 
advantage of two summer seasons of ing hog” a paying industry. 

clover pasture, and peas and squash can — 

be fed to great advantage to the Discussion. 

young growing animal in the fall and} Qursrrox.—I want to ask Mr. Louis 
early winter, while the clover ensilage|how his clover ensilage is treated— 

mixed with cornmeal will give a well} whether as corn fodder, whether it iscut 
balanced ration toward the desired ob-| up and left in that manner, or whether 
Ject—lean and fat—the coming hog. it is laid two or three feet deep for 

Sleeping Quarters.—But one should | heating, or whether it is filled right up 

not forget that when we feed a summer | to the top of the silo at once. 

ration in the winter, sleeping quar-| Mr. Lovis.—All we did was to take 

ters and shelter must coincide with it.| up the clover after it had been cut by 

17 :
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the mower, put it on the wagon, draw it | every hundred pounds of live weight, 

to the silo and left it until it was heated; | while in the corn fed hogs there were 

then spread it around and put on some only two pounds of blood, a difference of 

tarred paper. It was not much wilted. | fifty per cent. Skim-milk fed in con- 

Quzsrion. Did you fill thesilo in one junction with the corn-meal made the 

day, or was it subsequently filled? largest hog, and the meat stood up well, 

Mr. Lovrs.—There was not enough| although the fat was not quite so solid, 

‘clover to fill it; it all went in at one time. | as the pure corn fed. Figuring on the 

We have obtained 27,000 poundsof green | cost, allowing corn-meal at forty-five 

clover from an acre, and I think the far-| cents a bushel, and figuring skim-milk 

mers may well consider the importance | at twenty cents a hundred, and shorts at 

of putting clover into the silo. It is} fourteen dollars a ton, the pure corn 

very valuable for hog and sheep feeding. made the cheapest feeding. The skim- 

‘Tire Crrarnman.—There has been a re-| milk made the next, and the shorts made 

quest that Prof. Henry have five min-| the most expensive. 

utes to tell us about his experiments in I will cay, that so far as our knowledge 

feeding hogs. goes, there is nothing cheaper to-day for 

Pror. Henry.—I wish to say to the| fattening a hog than corn, but we must 

farmers, that since at present weare the | not deceive ourselves upon that. While 

only experiment station in this country | we will always feed a large quantity of 

that is carrying on the work of experi-| corn, when it comes to growing our 

menting in feeding hogs, I see nothing animals, and caring for our breeding 

ahead of me but this work. I want you stock, we must have clover. We must 

to remember that what we are doing give them protein food. There is not 

now is only preliminary work. You enough ash material in corn to make the 

must be patient,and not say “is this | proper bones, and, as Mr. Louissuggests, 

work practical.” It is not practical at if we will only feed phosphate rock or 

all, not directly’practical. We havenow something like that to our hogs, some- 

completed our third experiment in the thing to give bone material, it will make 

so-calied feeding for fat and for lean.| up for that lack. To those farmers who 

These pictures which hang about the|can, I would say give your hogs blue- 

room represent our third experiment. | grass pasture and clover pasture. To 

‘We have two experiments on the way.|the breeder of hogs, give them shorts, 

In the third experiment, we took one] bran or something of that kind, but for 

lot of pigs and fed them one part corn- fattening hogs give them all the corn 

meal, and three parts skim-milk. An-| you please. There ought to be as much 

other group got shorts, two thirds, and | variation in pork as there is in butter. 

corn, one third; the third lot of hogs re-| A gentleman in Chicago said: “I pay 

ceived nothing but corn-meal. twenty-five cents a pound for all the 

Now, the corn-meal fed hogs made} bacon I eat. I would rather patronize 

a very heavy hog with alarge amount of | home industry, but I cannot get any 

fat; the shorts ration made a small hog, | such bacon in America, and have to get 

the smallest of the three, but I think, | it from across the water and pay twenty- 

all things considered, that the hog had | five cents a pound.” 

the most lean meat; it had the most| Now, I will say, farmers, be patient 

blood in it. We found in the shorts fed| with us in our experimental work. I 

hogs, about three pounds of blood to think we will be on that work ten years
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yet, but I hope, when the time comes, | shall commence on the 15th of May, that 
that we will have enough return to war-| weshall be inspired with the enthusiasm 
rant the expenditure. and wisdom that comes from our sister 
We have two experiments now in|State. We want to have enough of that 

progress on the farm. The first lot we/| self-confidence that always insures suc- 
are feeding, the main part blood, and I| cess, but we have not enough of the sub- 
don’t know but that is going to be the| lime quality that leads us to believe that 
cheap food yet. It is being sold as aj we have grown to be as big as our 
fertilizer. I don’t know but we had| mother Wisconsin. We are doing our 
better feed it first and use the droppings] very best, if I may use the expression, 

for manure, as w2 feed bran and use the| to “get there all the same,” and I think 
droppings for manure. We are feeding| we can safely say, in view of the circuit 
peas. Any of you who will visit the| which closed last Saturday night at 
University farm may see the two lots of | Mankato our winter’s series of the in- 
hogs, and when you read the report| stitutes, that the work in Minnesota is 
next year, you will be familiar with the | well established upon a solid foundation, 
appearance of the animals. and we hope that in the future the work 

Supr. Morrison.—Mr. Gregg, the} in our State will do as much for our 

Superintendent of Farmers’ Institutes | agriculture asit has already done for Wis- 
of Minnesota, has been with us during} consin. I believe that the people of Min- 

the entire sessions of this institute, and | nesota will come to appreciate that work 
I would like to call him out and intro-| better. 
duce him to our farmers, as they have| I think now isa proper time for me to 
been engaged in Minnesota in the same | say one word for the press of Wisconsin. 
work that we have for the past three! The press of Wisconsin has been ex- 
winters. ceeding'y wise;it has been loyal to her 

Mr. Grecc.—Mr. Chairman, I appre-| best interests, and the pages of her 
ciate the courtesy that calls me here | best papers have always voiced the glory 
just for a few moments, and it would | of Wisconsin, and I hope the papers of 
please me very much if I had time to| Minnesota will learn to be as wise as 

dwell somewhat at length upon the in-| they. 
terests of the work as we have found it} I wish to leave you with these few 
in our own State, because I want to say| words; may the success of the past 
right here that we feel indebted to Wis- | be far out-stripped by the success of 
consin for that measure of success /|the future, and we shall go back home 
which we have already attained, and we|with the very best intentions to make 
hope, in the coming circuit that we |our success as great as possible for us. 

;
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SWINE-RAISING IN WISCONSIN. 

By GEO. WYLIE, Columbia County, Wis. 

Gighth Paper. 
Hogs at the South—A few years, Hogs in Wisconsin—In Wisconsin 

ago an enterprising Ohio swine breeder we haven’t the darkey to contend with 
conceived the idea of working up a trade | and have made very great improvement 
for his surplus stock at the South, and in the quality of our swine in the past 
accordingly entered a few of his best|ten or fifteen years. Still we have 
swine for exhibition at the North Caro- | altogether too many farmers who keep 
lina State Fair. He was much surprised, | swine better adapted to running, than 

after being on the grounds two or three making pork. The successful breeding 

days, to find that his fine pigs attracted , of swine needs constant care and watch- 
no attention whatever, and more so to | fulness, and here is where the average 
find admiring crowds around the pens poe fails. The tendency of all swine 
containing native specimens of the true|is to revert back to the original type, 
“elm peeler” type exhibited by the North | and it is only by careful selection of the 
Carolina farmers. Our Ohio farmer|best, and by judicious mating in the 
finally approached a native “tar heel,”|hands of experienced breeders that 
and asked: “Why is it that those ‘razor | they are improved or kept at their ex- 
backs’ over there attract so much notice, | cellence. The generation of swine is so 
while these wide backed, heavy quarter- | short, they increase so rapidly and reach 
ed, short Jegged pigs of mine attract no| maturity so quickly, that they furnish 
attention whatever?” The “tar heel”| plainer lessons and demonstrations of 
rolled his quid from one side of his} the science cf breeding than any other 
mouth to the other, looked wise, shut | class of live stock. 
one eye, squinted at the Ohio man with} Difficulties to Overcome.— The 
the other, and said: “Stranger, we uns | young man anxious to become proficient 
can’t make nothin raisin no hog that] in cattle breeding could obtain valuable 
can’t run faster nor a darkey!” information by practicing with swine 

Our Ohio friend found he had been|for a few years, and even the horse 
breeding in the wrong direction to sup-| breeder (if he would only condescend) 
ply that particular market; he had been | might learn here in a short time things 
breeding a hog that gave the largest re- pertaining to the breeder's art that have 
turns in weight for the feed consumed, | taken him a life time to learn by actual 
while the North Carolina farmer wanted | experiment. One of the greatest diffi- 
a hog with good wind, long legs, and | culties to successful swine-raising among 
capable of covering twenty feet at a|our average farmers is that they persist 
jump—an animal in fact whose greatest | in regarding swine as hogs, and in treat- 
Tecommendation was running fast. ing them as hogs. ‘Lhey are usually con-
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sidered as being a stop lower than any- | sible, improve him. If your hogs are 
thing else on the farm; they are made to | Poland Chinas or grades of that breed, 

rough it around straw-stacks, and act as | then get the best pure bred sire of that 

general farm scavengers. Where they | breed obtainable; get him strong in the 

are kept at least on an equality with | points that your present stock lack, and 

other farm stock, the income from their | keep right on in that line. If your stock 

product is found to be more than corre- | is some other breed, and you are satis- 

spondingly increased. fied with it, do the same. There are 

Points of Excellence—The Head. | enough different types of the same breed 

—In the limited time at my disposal, it | in any of our improved breeds of swine 
is impossible to go into details of the| to supply any variation that may be 
different points that go to make up a/ necessary, and with far better results 
first-class hog. But I will allude briefly | than if the type wanted were taken from 
to a few important qualifications. In se- | a different breed. 

lecting an animal, the head is an import- rossing —* Ps 

ant index to the character of the beast. oo tie can 
A horseman would scarcely buy a horse 1o anything else. Good reaulta are eome- 

without looking at = head, and ae times obtained in swine raising in the 
men are always talking about “mean z 

heads, or “sweet” heads, but I believe in a — = penser oc 

the hog’s case the head is a surer indica- While this is true of the first cross, the 

tor of the qualities’ of the snimal than! i ntity of the bloods become last in the 
in either of the other. If you want a next cross, and they quickly lose the 

hog that is never satisfied with what you characteristics of the ori inal tonic and give it, and is always looking around the degenerate rapidly. a infusion ot 

fence for a hole to get out, get one with feed theca —— ciftian al Gis aaa 

& long sharp nore and narrow between breeds, or from some other pure breed, 
the eyes. But if you want one that will deasnaba tots 

Thee i jppear ave the good effect 
ns wisns you give 15 end lay down #28-| (0, stank thus bred: that it hes in other 
fied, get one wide between the eyes, with eases. Thus what oe gained in the first 
ashort nose, and a face slightly dished: | ..555 is lost in the subsequent ones. The 
The Legs and Back.—The front legs | only excellence then is in the first cross 

set wide apart indicate constitution and but the additional expense of keeping two’ 

vitality. He should have a wide, straight | distinct breeds, so as to always have the 
back, with a well sprung rib, and be well benefit of that first cross is not compen- 
filled out around the heart. The limbs} sated for in the increased excellence of 
should be strong and tapering, made for | the stock. Conditions and circumstances 
holding up weight rather than moving | have given the United States the best 

fast. ‘ swine and the best breeders of swine in 
There are many other points that a/ the world. And they have perfected a 

breeder would consider, but if the aver- breed, or several breeds for that mat- 

age farmer has swine with these points ter that, each in itself distinct 

well developed, he can rely on having} from all other breeds, can give as 

those that are at least profitable feeders. large or larger returns, and with 

Improving Breeds.—Having such a| more certainty than can be made with 
hog, the question is, how shall we hold|any cross or grade. And these breeds 
him at his present excellence, or if pos- | are all easily obtained. Life is altogether
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too short, even when swine breeding is | their ancestors too heavily on corn. No 

considered, to waste time in aimless|pig intended for breeding purposes 

crossing together of different breeds, or | should ever he fed over one-third of its 

in using an animal of one breed one year | entire ration on corn. While corn is 

and another the next. just the thing for finishing up animals 

Feeding.—The proper feeding of the | intended for market, its lack of muscle 

right kind of food cuts a greater figure|and bone forming material makes it 

in breeding good stock, especially swine, | ruinous for those intended for breeders. 
than most farmers appear tothink. With | Asa feed for a growing animal it is lack- 

improper food, the best pigs of the best | ing in the material necessary for a good 

breed in the world can be ruined in a/ strong foundation, and does not furnish 

single generation. Forsubstantial proof} muscle enough to hold the structure 

of this assertion, I have only to cite you | together. 
to the most valuable feeding experiment | Keep Mature Brood Sows.—Anoth- 

ever made in the United States. I refer|er important point in maintaining the 

to Professor Henry’s recent experiment | quality of your swine is to keep mature 

in “feeding for fat and lean.” Here we| brood sows. They raise stronger and 
have a practical and conclusive demon-|healthier pigs, and more of them at a 

stration of the injurious results of an|given age; and your breeders for the 

exclusive corn diet. Had those corn-fed | coming year should always be selected 

pigs been reserved for breeders, and bred|from that class. Young, half grown 

with stock fed in the same manner, would | brood sows, with corn for feed, are sure 

it be any wonder if their stock should | to bring disaster in the end. 

lack constitution and vitality? Yet those] Farmers who rush into swine when pork 

pigs were fed just as thousands of our | is high and out of swine when porkis low, 

farmers feed their breeding stock, and | seldom make any moncy in the business. 

when their pigs die of fatty degeneration | But the farmer who keeps at it for a 

when young, or become victims of} term of years, breeds and manages them 

cholera when older, they call it bad| intelligently, will find that they bring 

luck, when the real cause, nine times| larger and quicker returns for the money 

out of ten, could be directly|invested than any other class of live 

charged to feeding the stock and|stock.
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PLAN FOR A MODEL HOG-HOUSE. 

The following admirable description | driven back to the sleeping rooms after 

of a model hog-house is taken from the | each meal through small doors (desig- 

fifth annual report of the Wisconsin Ex- | 2ated by dotted lines in cut ae 2) that 
. { Station.to the Dirootor of which slide up and down in grooves and are op- 

perimen' 5 ector of which | erated from the feeding alley by means 

I am indebted for the use of the cuts|of ropes that run over two small pulleys 

herewith. It was prepared by Mr. L. H. serene ao eee A large en- 

* x rance to each 0! e sleeping rooms 1s 

Adams, Farm Superintendent: also provided, so that an attendant may 

Tt will be borne in ‘pee enter any pen with- 

mind that this hog- xb out disturbing the 

house is arranged Wh occupant of the ad- 

especially for feed- CAC HINGED joining ones. The 

ing experiments; 
partitions that sep- 

the practical breed- 7 arate the feeding 

er and feeder can 4, rooms from each 

introduce such ‘ \ other are three feet 

modifications as uv : high. A series of 

will meet his re- at doors, three feet 

quirements. Byre- ! wide, through each 

ferring to the wh : division, afford a 

ground plan it will 1 ‘ satisfactory means 

be seen that the J 5 ; of handling the 

dimensions of the 'y 0 hogs, either on the 

building are 70x24 ‘,! scales, or when load- 

feet, outside meas- 1h ing them into wag- 

urement, with 16 ra) ons at the cpposite 

foot studding. It 1 . end of the building. 

should Ales placed 19 o ¥ A A very ccuveuers 

with its greatest ar es “dp . device for keepin; 

length east and X 2x12, D SECTION the hogs back hom 

west, with sleeping st) VK of the trough when 

rooms and yards on ds yy TRoucn pouring in swill (see 

the south side for Ty gor - OVI cut No. 1), needs 

sunshine and > only to be seen to be 

warmth. At one Fia. 1. understood and ap- 

end of the building ‘i z preciated. It is a 

a weighing and store-room 1s entered | simple door hung over the center of the 

through a door sufficiently wide to admit trough that swings and catches on either 

aswill cart. This room is 131¢x24 feet, | side of it by means of a wooden bar that 

and is provided with a chimney and all | can be raised up and down through iron 

the facilities for heating water, weighing staples. A 4x4 is sufficiently strong to 

hogs,etc. A feeding alley four feet wide | support these doors; in the cut it is rep- 

leaves this room and extends the entire resented as 4x6 through mistake. 

length on the north side of the building.| We now come to the sleeping room 

In the plan as here given, there are seven and as these are where the hogs aed 

pens, each seven feet nine. inches wide | most of their time it is important that 

in the clear; a tight partition reaching | they receive careful attention. These 

to the ceiling, 6 feet 11 inches back from | rooms are eleven feet five inches by seven 

the feeding alley divides See into | feet nine inches, inside measurements, 

two apartments, and the feeding and | and occupy the southern portion of the 

sleeping rooms. ‘This partition also| building. Each room is ventilated by 

serves to support the joints for the upper; means of a shaft two feet square, that 

floor. reaches from the ceiling to within three 

Tt will be observed that no more space feet of the roof ies cut No. 3). From 

ig civen ur to the feeding rooms than is} this point the fonl air escapes through a 

ekmwIniely Gsccrnasy, ae tue Bugs reo: Veuuluior ou Loe wy ot the Guiting: toe
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draught is regulated by means of 
asliding door at the bottom of W 
each shaft. By making openings I 14 
into these chutes in the upper i! 
story, an excellent means of dis- | | 
tributing bedding to any sleeping | 1 i i 
room is provided. Sunlight enters ! 
the sleeping apartments through | | 1 
windows four feet wide and two — ee 1 
feet high. | 2. g. Wy 
We now come to another im- az R= ll 

portant feature of the building | wd ‘ as 1 
that must be considered in con- }. Lie ne qi] , 
nection with the sleeping rooms, | n . Li 
for they should always be togeth- | : ty 
er. I refer to the series of yards | ! 
on the south side of the building. 1 
Each pen hasa yard in connection | . I - 
with it that reaches back sixteen ! a 
feet. Constant access to this yard | \y & 
is had by means of a small door | : i 4 
that is left open all the time, un- | . 1} - 
less the weather is very cold, so . i <= 
that all droppings may be depos- Nog 
ited outside of the building; this }, Il, = 
will be done if the yard is not al- 4 wos 
lowed to become clogged up with a 
litter and filth. The outside fence [j i I 
of this yard is made permanent,. a Ww 
with a substantial gate hinged atq 1 Ly 
each end (see cut No. 3); the di-~ | i ci 
vision fences are made so that a A . = I, “< 
ten foot panel may be lifted out ! . | J] 
to allow a wagon to pass through re & 
and gather up tne manure. It | If + | 
is not advisable to have these le 
yards reach back more than six- | 
teen feet on account of the extra I 
work in keeping them clean and | oo ae eae ee A 
gathering up the manure. - we Ae: HED a 

Mr. Theodore Louis, a promi- | I 
nent and successful swine breeder | ' 
of this State, has suggested that | ———[SS 
these yards be floored with plank t 
laid in water lime, in order to | ; ' 
keep out vermin and reduce the * jl 
loss of manure to the minimum. | : S S y 
Now a word about the height ‘= <3 I 

of the building. Our farmers are | | = ! 
coming to learn that the founda- ——— ST "7 
tion, floor and roof of a structure | : Fr =) z 
are the expensive portions, and, = t : 
as storage capacity is always in | 3 2 
great demand on the farm, why Cc I é Ee 
build a one-story hog-house when | a ed 
alittle more outlay for boards and W - 
studding, gives such a large up- | iw 2 
per room for bedding? or if not = ae 
wanted for that, it will be an ex- | 
cellent place for storing farm | l 
tools away for the winter, plows, J fa 
harrows, cultivators, and those = x 
tools that are only used for a -— ee) jes : 
short time in the summer. w3
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To sum up, the features of this build-) 3. The system of yards by which the 
i which we wish to emphasize are: sleeping rooms are kept clean and ae 

The manner of separating the | hogs permitted to have exercise at wi 
sleeping rooms, which insures a clean| 4. The details of the interior arrange. 
ay place to feed. ment such as the width of pens, disposi- 

The facilities for ventilation and | tion of doors, etc., may be varied to meet 
light. the requirements of the builder. 

Daren nme eres 

RESOLUTIONS. 

The following resolutions were intro- westee service, =e ave So aoe 
. such a reorganization and extension 

duced by Hon. H. 0. Adams: the service as shall give greater pre- 
Resolved —That the generosity of the | cision and local adaptation of the weath- 

railway companies doing business in| er forecasts, and their more complete 
this State in granting a half-fare excur- | utilization. 
sion rate to this institute is fully Sr Resolved —That the broad compre- 

ciated by those in attendance, and for] hension of the needs of the farmers of 
the courtesy and consideration received | this State, and the strong executive abil- 
we hereby return our most earnest| ity manifested by W. H. Morrison in 
thanks. supplying those wants in the line of 
Resolved — That President T. C.| plain, practical, effective educational 

Chamberlin be requested to correspond, | work in the Farmers’ Institutes, have 
in our behalf, with our Senators and | been strikingly exhibited in all the ar- 
Representatives in Congress in reference | rangements for the instruction and com- 
to the transfer of the United States|fort of this convention, and that we 
Weather Service from the military to| hereby pledge to him our active sym 
the agricultural department, and also|thy in developing the farms and the 
with the authorities in charge of the | farmers of this splendid commonwealth 

.
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CLOSING REMARKS. 

By the Superintendent. 

The program of the last of a series of State; will increase our wealth, educate 

eighty-one institutes held in different | our farmers, bring them into sympathy 

parts of the State is completed, and I | with our State University and make them 

hope the suggestions, comparison of proud of its advantages. 

methods and exchange of ideas will | I feel exceedingly thankful to the far- 

stimulate and inspire the farmers of the | mers of the State for the assistance they 

State to more systematic business ways | have given me, knowing that many of 

on the farm. I know many g° from | them have made sacrifices in farthering 

these gatherings apparently more reli-| this great educational work; but they 

ant and stronger, thinking more of their | have the satisfaction of knowing that he 

farms than ever before. who goes into a locality where agricult- 

‘The farmer is one of a class of workers | Ure is backward, and by better methods 

that is isolated, and he needs to learn | of farming doubles or trebles tie ordin- 

from and by the work of others. We | ary products of the farm, patiently and 

have often heard it said that “the | unselfishly giving his experience to in- 

man who makes two blades of | auiting neighbors, is a nobleman of the 

grass grow where but one grew before” | highest degree. 

is a benefactor to his race. But what| I hope that the day is not far distant 

praise and commendation will you give when, instead of eighty institutes, wa 

to Hiram Smith, C. R. Beach, Theo. | shall have five hundred scattered all 

Louis, W. D. Hoard, J. M. Smith, C. P. | over the State, and that the mutual in- 

Goodrich, F. C. Curtis, and a host of | spiration and stimulus which will come 

others, who have not only doubled the from this contact and exchange of ideas 

grass crop and the products of our do- | will dignify and exalt farming, make bet- 

mestic animals, but who willingly teach ie farmers, better homes, and better 

others to do the same by their example | citizens. 

and advice. 
| 

The institute spirit will eventually Tur Cuarrman.— With this, the last of 

permeate every farming district in the eighty-one institutes comes toaclose. , 

Sine FSo—



A Great Railway. 

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway Company now owns 

and operates fifty-six hundred and seventy-five miles of thoroughly 
equipped road in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri and 

Dakota. Each recurring year its lines are extended in all directions 

to meet the necessities of the rapidly populating sections of country 

west, northwest and southwest of Chicago, and to furnish a market 

for the products of the greatest agricultural and stock raising dis- 

tricts of the world. In Illinois it operates 316 miles of track, in 

Wisconsin 1,309 miles; in Iowa 1,572 miles; in Minnesota 1,122 

miles ; in Dakota 1,216 miles; in Missouri 140 miles, and the end is 

not yet. It has terminals in such large cities as Chicago, Milwau- 

kee, La Crosse, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Fargo, Sioux City, Council 

Bluffs, Omaha and Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo., and along its 

lines are hundreds of large and small thriving cities, towns and vil- 

lages. Manufacturing interests are cultivated, and all branches of 

trade find encouragement. The Railway Company has a just appre- 

ciation of the value of its patrons, and its magnificent earnings are - 

the result of the good business tact which characterizes the manage- 

ment of its affairs. 

The popularity of the line is attested by the fact that notwithstand- 

ing the strongest kind of competition of old and new lines, the Chi- 

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway continues to carry the greater 

portion of all the business between Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and 

Minneapolis. It is the best patronized route between Chicago, 

Council Bluffs and Omaha and to and from all points in Wisconsin, 

Minnesota, Dakota and Iowa, and its Kansas City and St. Joseph 
line will undoubtedly take equal rank with the older lines leading to 

and from the Southwest. 

On all its through lines of travel the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. 

Paul Railway runs the most perfectly equipped trains of Sleeping, 

Parlor and Dining Cars and Coaches. The through trains on all its 

lines are systematically heated by steam. No effort is spared to fur- 

nish the best accommodations for the least money, and, in addition, 

patrons of the road are sure of courteous treatment from its employes, 

t& Mention “ Farmers Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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Pullman Vestibuled Trains. 

It is universally conceded that, notwithstanding the advent of 

old and new lines into the field of competition for passenger traffic * 
between Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis, the Chicago, 

Milwaukee & St. Paul railway maintains its pre-eminent position as 

the leading line, and carries the greater portion of the business 

between these points. It is not hard to account for this, when 
we consider that it was the first in the field, and gained its popularity 

by long years of first-class service. It has kept up to the times by 

adopting all modern improvements in equipment and methods, the 

latest being complete Pullman Vestibuled trains running daily be- 

tween Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis, and its route 

being along the banks of the Mississippi, through the finest farming 

country, the most populous and prosperous towns and villages, it 
offers to its patrons the very best service their money can buy. 

Its dinning cars are celebrated throughout the length and breadth 

of the land as being the finest in the world. Its sleeping cars are 

the best belonging to the Pullman company, being marvels of elegance, 

comfort and luxury; its day coaches are the best made, and its em- 

ployes, by long-continued service in their respective capacities, are - 
experts—courteous and accommodating to all. 

It is not at all strange, therefore, that an intelligent and discrim- 

inating traveling public should almost exclusively patronize this 
great railway. 

"Mention “Farmers? Institute Bulletin" when writing to Advertisers. 
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Fast Mail Line with Vestibuled Trains between Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul, and 
Minneapolis. 

Trans-Ccntinental_ Route between Chicago, Council Bluffs, Omaha and the 
Pacific Coast. 

reat National Route between Chi- Gc cago, Kansas City and St. Joseph, Mo. 

5700 Miles of Road reaching all prin- cipal pas in Illinois, Wisconsin, Minne. 
sota, lowa, Missouri and Dakota. 

, th Jes, rates of passage and 
rho aes ee tables nearest station agent 
of the CuicaGo, MinwavKEE & St. Pau. Rat 
way, or to any Railroad Agent anywhere in 
the World. 

ROSWELL MILLER, A. V. H. CARPENTER, 
General Manager. Gen’l Pass. and Tkt. Agt 

&"For information in reference to Lands and 
Towns owned by the C&IcaGo, MILWAUKEE & 
Sr. Pau Ramway CoMPANY, write to H. G. 
Haveen, Land Commissioner, Milwaukee, Wis- 
consin. 
———— ee ee ——————————SSS—=—S—S=—_=S==__— 
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WATCHES | 

Clocks and Silverware, 

SIDIAMONDS* 

| JEWELRY . 

The greatest variety of honest goods at reasonable prices kept in Wisconsin. Send 

to us for prices on anything you want at either wholesale or retail. 

MANUFACTURING AND REPAIRING 

Q. L. Resenkrans & Thatcher Ce., 

100 Wisconsin Street, 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

eatin "Farmar Tse Bathing artes” 
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W. K. STAFFORD & CO e e “9 

—IMPORTERS OF — 

CHINA POTTER®. 
GLASS AND LAMPS. 

Largest Retail Crockery House 
IN THE NORTHWEST. 

We Make a Z aie | LARGEST 

a reAAOA BME ES) | ASSORTMENT 
SPECIALTY Set aaa Viator 

A 
FINE coos | eet eeniaid 

ee | a 
WEDDING ecard eer re GLASS 

AND me ea 1 if For Every Day Use 
seid + a 5 i 

ANNIVERSARY | Ss BRM SEete@eiemee| to be found in the 

GIFTS. pi eg = Northwest, 

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT GOODS. 

OUR GREAT SPECIALTY. 

PIANO LAMPS IN GREAT VARIETY. 

CALL ON US WHEN IN THE CITY. 

414, 4146 MILWAUKEE ST., MILWAUKEE, 
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D.H. ROE & CO. 

CONTRACTORS AND BUILDERS, 

INVENTORS, 

MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN 

Farm Butter-Making Machinery, 

Farm Butter-Making Supplies, 

Farm Cheese-Making Machinery, 

Farm Cheese-Making Supplies, ; 

Factory Butter-Making Machinery, 

Factory Butter-Making Supplies, 

Factory Cheese-Making Machinery, 

Factory Cheese-Making Supplies, 

Creamery Butter-Making Machinery, 

Creamery Butter-Making Supplies. 

258, 255 and 25Y BK. KINZIBR ST, 

CHICAGO, 

ILL. 

(Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin "’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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THE GREAT BROADWAY 

Better Known as Rich’s White House, 

The Model Dry Goods Store of Milwaukee, 

AND GREAT POPULAR HEADQUARTERS 

For all that is new, novel, standard and desirable in imported and domestic Silk, Wool and 
Cotton Dress Fabrics, Ladies,’ Misses’ and Children’s Cloaks, Shoes, Millinery, Books, 
Curtains, Novelty Art Wares, Druggists’ Sundries. Ladies’ and Gents’ Furnishing Goods, 
Etc., at prices equaled in but very few instances and surpassed in none. 

THIRTY-SIX DEPARTMENTS complete in every detail. 
FOUR IMMENSE FLOORS filled to their utmost capacity, and 

connected by two safety elevators and broad stairways. 
51,000 SQUARE FEET of floor surface. 
OVER $300,000.00 WORTH of merchandise of every name and 

nature for men, women and children. 
ONE MILE of counter room. 
VISIT OUR STORE for special and exclusive features of both 

pleasure and profit for old and young. 
WE SHOW GOODS to visitors with the same degree of courtesy 

as to purchasers. 
CONSULT YOUR OWN INTERESTS by making comparisons 

before buying. 

Ay, A StSHOPPING BY PAAILA& 
Through our well organized Mail Order Department persons at any distance can pur- 

chase goods as favorably as over the counter. All orders, whether ay or small, receive 
prompt and careful attention. Satisfaction guaranteed. Samples mailed, and any informa- 
tion cheerfully given. 

411, 413, 415 and 417 Broadway, - Milwaukee, Wis. 
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T.L. KELLY & CO,, 

89 & 91 Wisconsin St., and 385 Broadway, Milwaukee, 

The greatest variety of useful goods, the best arranged Departments, and 

: . 

The Lowest Prices in the State. 

Dress Goods, Silks, Velvets, Cloaks, Shawls, Flannels, Blankets, 

Merino and all wool Underwear, Ladies’ and Children’s Muslin 

Underwear, Hosiery, Gloves, Corsets, Laces, Ribbons, Trim~ 

mings, Dress Buttons, Handkerchiefs, Prints, Ging- 

hams, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, House Furnish- 
ing Goods, Etc., Etc. 

Samples Sent on Application. 

Goods ordered and left to our judgment to select, may be returned by express at our expense 
if not satisfactory, if returned immediately and in good order, and other goods will be sent in 
exchange or the money refunded, as the customer may desire. 

Our House-Furnishing Department is headquarters for that wonderful culinary invention, 

*StTHS KEYSTONG BEATERS 

A visit to our establishment will be interesting and profitable to you. 

ey 
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AN HONEST WATCH FOR AN HONEST PRICE, 

—=ONLY $13.00.S— 

A Solid Silver, either Open Face or Double Case, Stem Wind 
and Stem Set, American Make, Watch. 

. iy 

(aa) 2 O24: O 
in PY W/e Cre oO 
&® aa ds \ é a a . 

ode / ed (le 

Ben ee 
aN ety 

This Watch is sent upon receipt of price or satisfactory reference to 
any address; is warranted to give satisfaction and guaranteed to keep 
time, or the money will be refunded as soon as the watch is returned. 

*BUNDE & UPMEYER« 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 

es 

Manufacturing Jewelers, 
121-128 Wisconsin St., MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

We refer buyers to any bank or wholesale house in this city. 

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE. 
= Mention ‘* Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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oT HE 

RAILWAY 

Possesses unequalled facilities for the transportation of 

FREIGHT OR PASSENGERS. 
—WITH— 

OVER 7,000 MILES! 
OF ROAD IT TRAVERSES THE MOST PRODUCTIVE PORTIONS OF 

Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, 

Minnesota, Northern Michigan, 

Dakota, Nebraska, and Wyoming, 

Reaching with its main branch and connecting lines all important 

points and trade centers in the great West and Northwest. Its 

Equipment, Train Service and Connections are so arranged as to 

secure to passengers and shippers the utmost 

SPEED AND SAFETY IN TRANSIT, 

Buy your Tickets and mark your Freight via 

THE NORTHWESTERN. 
J.M. WHITMAN, H.C. WICKER, H. KR. McCULLOUGH, 

General Manager, Traffic Manager, General Freight Agent, 

CHICAGO. 
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rgo& SC ° f°. $3. fa go O. 
We have increased our facilities for manufacturing during the past year, and 

now have floor room of 24,000 square feet, exclusive of warehouses, larger by far 
than any other Dairy Supply es in the west, thus enabling us to furnish 
everything in the line of Creamery and Cheese Factory outfits Deveney, and at 
lower figures than can be given by those who buy their goods. e manufacture 

FARGO’S OIL TEST CHURN FOR CREAM AND MILK, SHORTS APPA- 
RATUS FOR DETERMINING FAT IN MILK, FARGO'’S FACTORY 

AND DAIRY CHURNS, FACTORY AND DAIRY BUTTER 
WORKERS, CREAM AND CHURN VATS OF ALL 

STYLES, FARGO’S REFRIGERATOR TANKS 
AND CANS, BUTTER TUBS, PAILS 

AND BUTTER BOXES, BUTTER 
SHIPPING BOXES, 
CHEESE BOXES, 

CREAM PAILS, CREAM 
SETTING CANS, MILK RECEIVING 

CANS, CREAM STRAINERS OF ALL STYLES, 
TINWARE OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS, FARGO'S BUTTER 

TUB TINS, CLOTH AND PARCHMENT PAPER CUT IN CIRCLES 
OR SUARES FOR BUTTER TUBS AND PRINT BUTTER FACTORIES, 

ACCOUNT BOOKS FOR CREAMERIES AND CHEESE FACTORIES, ETC. 

We carry a large line of Boilers and Engines, Steam Pipe and Bites of all 
kinds, Cream Separators, Curd Mills, Standard Scales, Gang Presses and Hoops, 
Bandages, Rennets, Curd Knives, Thermometers, Scale Boards, Test Tubes, Lac- 
tometers, Press Rings, Cheese Grease, Butter Trays and Moulds, etc. Also man- 
ufacturers of 

’ FARGO’S BUTTER COLOR. 
We have been engaged in the manufacture of Butter Color since 1870, and are 

the largest manufacturers in the United States. We were also the first to make 
an Oil Color in this country. Other manufacturers have followed our example, 
and are now endeavoring to reap where we have sown. Ours is the old reliable 
Butter Color, and the only one that is safe to use. 

As a result of our long experience, we claim to have attained a high degree of 
excellence in our Color. The stock used is manufactured expressly for us, and is 
clarified by a process requiring six months’ time. The Color will never turn ran- 
cid, and will never flavor the Butter. 

It was never beaten by any competitor, and when placed in competition with 
other Colors, always proves victorious. In the past four years it has carried off 
48 premiums, where there was competition in each instance. 

Beware of Imitations. Use only the Reliable. 
There are parties trying to imitate our goods. All our kages bear the copy- 

righted trade-mark of the Jersey Head in Stanchion. ee 
Give us your orders for anything in the line of Dairy Goods. 
Prices given and Catalogue furnished on application. 
Address all orders to 

F. B. FARGO & CO., Lake Mills, Wis. 
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Have sold over 15,000 of these Cutters the past season, which is the best recom- mend that can be offered regarding them. They are now used at most of the State Farms, also at the Government Experimental Stations. The above cut shows the self feeding attachment which they are putting on most of the larger sizes, and which is becoming so popular among the stocl:men and ensilage feeders. These are the lightest running machines on the market, and have the greatest capacity of any machine now known and are all guaranteed torun at great speed with perfect safety. The capacity of these cutters is almost unlimited, 
taking fodder of all kinds more rapidly than operators can get it to the machine. The Belle City Cutters are made in twelve different sizes for both power and hand use, and most of the power machines can be easily turned by hand. Carriers of any length can be attached to these machines and run at any angle. The knives of the very best cast-stcel, which this company are now importing direct from Sheffield, England, is uscd for these cutters. Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List. ADDRESS 

> LIT" J TTT ‘TU T G 0 BELLE CITY MANUFACTURING CO. 
; Racine, Wis. 

See opposite page. 
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TRADE MARK. As a 

BELLE GiiY 
Js EES : 10 vf 

foe MANUF'C 00., a 
] 3g. geet aN RACINE, WIS. w 7 

| 3 axe OUR RED JACKET wa) % 
be em kN aS | Horse Hay Fork. Pd Ih hy 

4 NS ost is Strong, Durable, Simp!>, WV 
ea ey) and a perfect working fork; is Vy 

hii ED a made of Sprixo Stee, and Vay 

eS sal M27 therefore will not break. It is po 

We ae Ryy/ so constructed that there is 4 fh 

3 es cee nothing to prevent it from b INC 

& : BN going over beats or through hq LY 

Gee weenie" @ S 
It is ight (weighs only 10 4s), and therefore easil { \ 
pullel back tothe load.” It feenaily tripped cr unloaded, takes up \ } 

‘Aut Kinps oF Hay, and for Clover and Short Hay, it \ a I . 

«SURPASSES ANY FORK KNOWN. \ J / 

And having a Cuttiny Edge Point, it enters the Hay a XXL A 
easily, even when damp. A boy ten years old can Bc A 

operate it. All things considered, itis the very best Ey} y 
orse Hay Fork in use. Bey i 

ey fe) 

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY. ‘| et 

—___—_ cea ‘| 

PRICE, $4.00. —N Hi 
Sj | 

Ly j | 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE FAMOUS | oH | | 

BELLE CITY FODDER CUTTERS, =f i 

Horse Powers (both tread and f =f! i 

sweep), Horse Hay Forks, Root ] a: | 
Cutters, Barrel Carts, Cultiva- | | 
tors, Harrows, and other ig =) | 

implements. 1 oes i 
Send for Illustrated Cata-- i fee \ | 

logue. A free book on Ensilage BB "i i 
be sent to any one, upon “Yoh Be Se 

their application for the same. Y rare 
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE. f, J fe Oe 

bi J ae " 
Yj fe eae ‘ 

4 (Men f Lu 

fy) ‘ [e=) " 
i oe. ay \ 

A eRe ; . 
(Gi Se $ : 

A gy SR Rete een 

Tees ie " 

2. HPS : \\ 
i ) 5 Visah.| \ 

7] ee Egy RD 
1 yf Wy RS ese 

: Vig Xe 4 RS os 2 

\° Phe fame ene 
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Re WON | Pee > 

Be Aa Ease ae ee ee 
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ELLWOOD’S 

—anp—_ 

OVER 400 — 3p eee ee | Eupracine ALL 
= fia) : —S qd THE LEADING 

I t d ; hy S ios. 
Mporte eet: ‘ Senn PLiZe 

x : ==} , Mo . 
Stallions : a Winners 

SS L at both the Percheron 
ts . and French Coach 

PENTRU TY mi. Fairs of France far 
ON HAND, ORICA ces nan URC 1888. 

To a comparison as to number, quality, price and terms. An investigation will 
demonstrate that we are prepared to maintain our present leading position im 
the trade. We have not only the largest importing establishment, but the 

Largest Breeding Establishment in the United States, 
Embracing 4,000 acres of well improved land, upon which is constantly kept 
from one to two hundred imported mares selected from the choicest strains. 

ot ICH + COACHERS.«® at FRENCH + HERS.# 
Owing to the extraordinary demand for this popular breed of Coach Horses, our 
importation for 1888 consists of double the number brought out by any other 
individual or firm, all of which are the produce of Government stallions for 
which the French Government certificate will be furnished with each ‘and every 
horse, and also the American Stud Book Certificate. 

GATALOGUS PREBR. 

W., L. ELLWOOD, PROP,, 
DeKalb, Illinois. 

On Chicago & Northwestern Ry., 58 miles west of Chicago. 

tS" Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Eulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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The CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN 
RAT Le Ay 

Penetrates the Centers of Population, and reaches all points of 

interest in 

Illinois, lowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minne- 

sota, Dakota, Nebraska and Wyoming. 

ITS TRAIN SERVICE COMPRISING 

SOLID VESTIBULED TRAINS 

Between CHICAGO anp 

ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, COUNCIL 

BLUFFS AND OMAHA, 

AND A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT OF SUPERB 

DAY COACHES, DINING CARS AND SLEEPING CARS, 

Is carefully arranged to meet the requirements of through and local travel. 

The North-Western is the Favorite Route 
—— FOR THE—— 

Commercial Traveler, the Tourist and the Seekers After New Homes in the 

Golden Northwest. 

Detailed informacion cheerfully furnished on application to any Agent of the C. & 

N. W. Ry, or to the General Passenger Agent at Chicago. 

J. M. WHITMAN, H. C. WICKER, 

General Manager. Traffic Manager. 

E. P. WILSON, 

General Passenger Agent. 

(> Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisesr. 
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REMINGTON + STANDARD 

'YPEWRITER. TYPEWRITER; 
oS +> -<¢ —- UNEQUALLED FOR =—}~-e-——__4._»> 

FT ean ce ett comma 

SPEED, Soa eae Sa, DURABILITY, ¥. PES eee cae 
SL apn SIMPLICITY. aces ne MANIFOLDING — - Las Peres Reg i= —_——— QT f foes led bien ie ton §: ky 

OVER 40,000 IN DAILY USE. 

WINNER WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS, INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER CONTEST, TORONTO, AUGUST 13, 1888. 

SPEED CONTEST, CINCINNATI, JULY 25, 1888. 

SPEED CONTEST, NEW YORK, AUGUST I, 1888, Ist, 2d, 3d i and 4th Prizes, 

FOR ILLUSTRATED CA TALOGUE AND INFORMATION, 
—ADDREss— 

WISCONSIN TYPEWRITER COMPANY, 
79 Wisconsin Street, Milwaukee, Wis. 

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT, 
196 LaSalle Street, Chicago, Ill, Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers, 
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CORNER WISCONSIN STREET AND BROADWAY. 

a) 

nijadelutt— Glebtghfune 

N. B.—Connected with the College 4s 

a complete and thoroughly conducted Short- 

hand and Jypewriing Department. 

Sa cia aera 
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FRED. PABST, 

f ImpoRTER AND BREEDER OF 

Horses, 
INVITES THE ATTENTION OF FARMERS AND OTHERS INTERESTED IN 

HEAVY DRAFT HORSES, TO HIS 

Medel Percheron Herse Stock Farm, 
Situated in the town of WAUWATOSA, three miles west of the city of Milwau- 

kee, Wisconsin, where some of the most carefully selected famous 

1 ' 

Percheron Prize Stallions # Mares 
Two to three years old and over, all of my own Importation, 

ALSO A LARGE NUMBER OF 

Pure Native Bred Percheron Horses 
and Colts 

are constantly i on hand and for sale at very reasonable prices. Visitors al- 
ways welcome. For further information call on, or address by letter, 

FREAD. PABST, 
Office of Phillip Best Brewing Co., 

MILWAUKEE, wis. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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7 PRAIRIE VIEW 
ee 

meee emeeneny > Lerchcrcn Horce-Dreeding Farm. 
La Yokes | Pi See 

[= Se aye COME AND SEE THE 

LOT OF 
* 

Young Stallionsand Mares 
Ever imported from France, and recorded in the Percheron Stud Books of France and America. 

These Stallions and Mares are 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN, 
As I do my own buying in person, and am well acquainted in the Percheron horse district, with 

nearly all the leading breeders and dealers, I can buy as cheap as the cheapest, and can Sell as 
cheap, breeding, quality, and style of horses considered. e 

Send for catalogue, and come and examine the stock. 2 
Talso have a choice lot of grade Mares and Fillies that I will sell at a bargain. 

H. A. BRIGGS, Elkhorn, Walworth Co., Wis. 

AORTHERN GROW... CISTR NaN SERTHERY CHC, CENA Ale a OO Sas) 
SEED,IS G00 f ae ce Grass is king! The total value of grass crops exceeds 

FORD Gm MET cre ay yd ce ae Rohs) a Ey try our seed! Wholesale list forlarce buyers. SALZER'S 
h ee EXTRA GRASS MIXTURE for Nendows 

ae tia e2m@ and Pastures on Rich, Dry Soil, per -=. $2.00 

> = ao Easgm per 100 Ibs. $13.00; per 1,000 Ibs. $110.00, 
LP Bley eee = 

i ASNT Peete = See my catalogue, and read AAG A Q aa) 
Bea. ee i la K = what it says about these grass | Ve Nae 

— A y A hy Headquarters for E . DY, < 

CSR ENSILAGE CORN, [Age 
NS Uy , ia tf New Oats, Wheat, etc., ea IU ee: Ky 

ea. / . VEGETABLES. a Te 
N Re 4 In addition to the enormous [4 TH f \)) 

, stock of all kindsof farm seeds, F#eeyak/y/ \\ \ 
we make a specialty of | Pea \ Qe ’ 

EARLY AND CHOICE VEGETABLE AND — 7) eee 
FLOWER SEEDS. E TN i 

It will pay you to get one of our Catalogues before buying.  peammennlld aha 
ae a 7 

See also pages 279, 296, 311, 319. La Crosse, Wis. A= 10 
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AK. FP Sonn vs We 
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\ JESS a. Ao ; QJ SES ree aS 
Yio eon NE | mS LE-ES ee er ee Sy 

Se erat OD 
oa Le Reif Wea NSE : are Ty TREE SANE he Li fo a SOA et Fe 

=X ~) mY > Nga 

BN —— \+ Vie Ke? 
ONE yo* 

£& 7 33 The North Western Line 
+IS THE} 

Between Principal Points as Shown on Map. 

Solid Trains, or through Sleeping Car Service is as follows: 

SOLID VESTIBULED TRAINS between 
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago. 

PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Kansas City, 

via Sioux City and Council Bluffs. 
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 

Duluth, Superior, Chippewa Falls and Chicago. 
PULLMAN PALACE SLEEPING CARS between 

Minneapolis, St. Paul ard Duluth, 
and St. Paul and Ashland. 

Also PARLOR CARS ON DAY TRAINS between 
Minneapolis and St. Paul and Ashland. 

THE MOTTO OF THE NORTHWESTERN LINE IS 

“ALw TIME.” LWAYS ON IME. 
For rates or any desired information, address 

E. W. WINTER, F. B. CLARKE, T. W. TEASDALE, 
General Manager. Gen’l Traffic Manager. _ Gen’] Pass. Agt., ST. PAUL. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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J DAIRY + SALT - e 

SA SPECIALTYw& 
OO 

MLS S P E> 
CY cott Pay ON T 

TU: VYr i is) e\| R 
Rif ts Wl et 4 eae) = 

ie | en (ee G 
T es a LDS prey 

>< 2 fey, | T Y | Uhrorgye o> | H OX WETON.®: es 

Our Dairy Salt is made by our PATENT VACUUM. PAN PROCESS, being : 
the only Dairy Salt in the world made by that process. The Pure Brine is put 
into the Vacuum Pan, shown in the above cut, and is grained under a Vacuum 
entirely by heat. No chemicals, butter, or any other grease is used to purify, 
bleach or grain it. By examination with a powerful magnifying glass, it will be 
found that all grains or crystals are eno and of the same shape and size, 
and the shape will be found to be an absolute cube. This salt is guaranteed not 
to cake or harden as other salt does. For 

BUTTER, CHEESE and MEATS 
It has no equal, and we especially invite tests with any other salt in the world to 
satisfy parties as to the truth of our statements. For salting Butter, Cheese 
or Meats we guarantee this salt to be 

EQUALLY AS GOOD, IF NOT BETTER, 
THAN ANY FOREIGN SALT. 

Our agent, R. M. BOYD, of Racine, Wis., will promptly answer all in- 
quiries in regard to it, or call on parties who wish to purchase. 

#We Solicit Correspondence.«& 
This Salt is put up as follows: For Dairy Purposes, in barrels holding 280 ts., 

and in 28, 56, 112 and 224-ib. sacks. For table and other purposes, 140-2, 100-8, 
60-5, 28-10 and 20-14 ib. packets, filled and packed in barrels. 

BUTTERS & PETERS, SALT AND LUMBER CO., 
LUDINGTON, -: MICHIGAN. 

{> Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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W Ss M. W. DUNHAM 
OAKLAWN + FARM, 

1868. | =| 1888. 

nae ne me = 

3,000 PERCHERON 
—_—AND >— 

FRENCH COACH HORSES, 
SIMPORTBRD I 

e STOCK ON HAND: 
300 STALLIONS of servicable age; 150 COLTS with choice pedigrees, 

superior individuals; 200 IMPORTED BROOD MARES (80 in foal by 
Brilliant, the most famous living sire). 

Best Quality. Prices Reasonable. Terms Easy. 
DON’T BUY WITHOUT INSPECTING THIS 

Greatest and Most Successful Breeding Establishment of America. 

Intending purchasers, address, for 250-page catalogue, 

M. W. DUNHAM, 
WAYNE, ILLINOIS. 

85 miles west of Chicago, on C. & N. W. R’y, bet. Turner Junction and Elgin, 

6 Mention “Farmers’ Institute on ”’ when writing to Advertisesr. 
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e ss % S+*STOWGLL’S# 
a Removable Stock Gank (ater Heater. 

Used and Endorsed by the Leading Dairyman of the Country. 

\ y 

‘ ye \s pet! 

a AUN Wis NWS ERE ll NW SOOTY at BING 

SS ee |e EN 
SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS eee JeaeN 

CEL, io amare 
SSS N 

RELL TTT TON 
uN 
A well-known Dairyman warmed the water for 25 cows. No variation was made in the 

kind or amount of food, yet the flow of milk increased twenty quarts per day, and the con a 
yield continued. Thus, SIMPLY WARMING THE WATER was equivalent to 
enough food to produce twenty quarts of milk a day, which at the rate milk was sold—5 cents 
per quart—was — to $7 per week for 25 cows, or about $300.00 ap year, while the results 
With fattening and stock cattle are even more satisfactory than with dairy cows. 

‘This Heater will take 50 per cent. less fuel to warm the water than any other Heater in the 
market. The furnace being Sere fire can be built farther back from the door, consequently 
less sea of fire. It can also removed during summer, when not in use. Testimonials of 
thousands of farmers throughout the northwest pronounce it the best Heater made. All Heaters 
warranted to do as represented. They are built of cast iron, proper shape and thickness, and 
warranted not to crack or break, as other cast iroh Heaters do. 

oe &é bd & The“«U.S.STAR, 
Ree 

. 3 BEST MILL IN THE MARKET. 

[Re tit Best regulated solid wheel, as well as best made mill 
2 () * ever offered to the public. 

Ses NG Ns (ee —auxvrscrers— 
5 oa 

Bot oe ed SILO, STOCK AND RESERVOIR TANKS, 
el | J 
pet COOLEY 

Fac oee Combination Creamery Tanks. 
bal eae Tanks of all sizes made to order with Heaters adjust- 

; ie ed, shipped knock down, in good shape for 
t putting together. 

Pe cat 
Al Sai Saene ENT Tn 

bf 2/8298 Good Reliable Agents Wanted in all 
i i Wy Unassigned Territory. 

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO 

Oo. G. STOW ELL, 
DELAVAN, WIS. 
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eae THE PULLMAN ROUTE 
WiScnsT vealed 
aay) 

SP THE NORTHWEST. 
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 

ON ALL THRUUGH TRAINS 

“CHICAGO ANB MILWAUKEBS 

Waukesha, Chippewa Falls, 
Oshkosh, Eau @laire, 

Fond du Cae, fishland, 

Neenah, Duluth, 

ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS. 

Ee Y teense et See 

WM. S. MELLEN, LOUIS ECKSTEIN, JAS. BARKER, 
General Manager. Asst. Genl. Passr.@ Tht. Agt. Genl. Pass. & Tkt. Agt. 

MILWAUKEE. 

"Mention ‘Farmers? Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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LEX. A. ARNOLD ALEX. Ae A NG i179 
Eastville Farm, Galesville, Wis., 

"i : ™ 

WRT a 
e ss i eS vi 4 . 

TN au) hi, cee ES ee 
“bah per Vi er Sua oo" 5 

Ve nit 2 OR 

+BREEDER OF+ 

SHORT-HORN + CATTLE - e@e 
e 

—: AND :— 

*tBERKSHIRE HOGS.«& 
RECORDED CATTLE=>— 

—: AND :— 

——=REGISTERED HOGS 
OF ALL AGES AND SEX, CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 

Stock Kept Constantly Thriving, 
BUT NEVER PAMPERED. 

MILKING QUALITIES MADE A SPECIALTY 
In Breeding Short-horns. 

The Short-horn is standard for beauty and utility and the most valuable breed for the 
average farmer. 

The Berkshire is also the standard hog, it furnishing, when ready for market, the best 
pork of all breeds, for the reason that the skin is thin, the bones firm and comparatively 
small, with more muscle or lean meat than any other breed. They mature early, are good 
mothers, prolific breeders, and when crossed on the large breeds produce best results. 

COME AND SEE THE STOCK. 
Correspondence Solicited. A. A. ARNOLD, 

GALESVILLE, wWIs. 

Mention “Farmers? Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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Holstein-Fresion Cattle! 
THE MI (an eee COW 

SPOR THR KRFARNMBR S&S 

CHOICE ANIMALS, 
All My Foundation Stock Being Registered in Holland. 

“BUTTERINE” 

Choice Young Bulls 
*tAFOR SALG.« 

Address, or call on, 

A. H. WEGEMANN, 
Lake Mills, Wisconsin.



Mitchell & Lewis Co, Limited, 
RACINE, - WISCONSIN, 

(haps Cech ee OP ee 
(SS e/a 

KANDI IRA 
THE MITCHELL WAGON, 
MONARCH OF THE ROAD, 

ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE 

>Standard Wagon of the World 
Tas Soot ong seamed fu teeth ied worked. 

Buy the Mitchell. 
-oSEND sci ance oleae 

MITCHELL x LEWIS CO, 
RACINE, WISCONSIN. 

ES Menticn “ Formers’ mn = ” when writing to Advertisers,



T & BUY NORTHERN GROWN SEEDS. 

Re ae et sin gE ne 
cg Rs a ae x8 eas Se 
Fah ASA ee ee = 

oT ee ae 
EVEL eg ee 

i +o WEEE Eek Ree ee ae 
a ee tee 

En anes ree: ee : 
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= : ‘get. ee = 
= an ee ant ees = 
<i ES eee 
SS 

There are many farmers in Wisconsin who have no idea of the vast evtent of our business, and 
that we control over 3000 aeres of land devoted to growing ow EARLY VEGETABLE and 
Fine, Heavy-Yielding Farm Seeds. We are eadqguarters for 

Ensilage Corn, Grass and Clover Seeds, New Oats, New Corn, 
NEW POTATOES, NEW WHEAT, BARLEY, ETC., ETC. 

It issafe to say that we grow more seeds than all western seedsmen combined. We are 
always ready to make close prices on choice stock. Our Wholesale Grass and Grain List mailed 
free to farmers. Retail Catalogue free. Send for it. rm 

JOHN A. SALZER, La Crosse, Wis. 
See also advertisement on pages 279, 287, 311, 319. 

RR. + - KI AN = *@° is so 9 

SPARTA, MONROK GoO., WIS., 

<==©-BREEDING-©=- 

4 AY A aS AN FRA 7 g 

JERSEY CATTLE? 
A SPECIALTY. 

SAT HEAD OF MY HERD ARES 

— - 790 
SIR HUGO OF ST. LAMBERT, No. 13726, end 

rT 1 TRINKET'S HUGO POGIS, No. 16664, 

My herd numbers about 75 head, all recorded in the A. J. C. C. H. Register. 
Among the cows may be found representatives of nearly all the noted families of 
Jerseys. I have always for sale a few young cows, heifers and young bulls, all 
of excellent breeding and quality. 

PRICES MODERATE, AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. 
No Catalogue. Write for What You Want. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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—=cCcHEAP-=— 

RAILROAD LANDS! 
a 

MINNESOTA, DAKOTA, NORTHERN 

WISCONSIN AND MICHIGAN, 

—FOR SALE BY THE— 

Chicago & Northwestern 
Railway. 

Some of the Finest Agricultural, Timber and Cleared Lands in the 

Northwest are Now for Sale by this Company at 

Exceedingly Low Prices! 
And on the Most Liberal Terms. 

TITLE PERFECT, PLENTY OF GOOD WATER. 

Farm Lands adapted to all. kinds of farming. First class 

market facilties and everything necessary to make 

Farming Easy and Profitable. 
tas Maps, prices, terms and all information furnished on appli- 

cation to 

¢. E. SIMMONS, 
Land Commissioner C. & N. W. R’y. - Chicago, Ill. 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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OAKLAND « HERD 
+OF 

Short-Horns! 
‘Was established eighteen years ago, and has always been bred for what 

we think cattle are for, 

BEEF AND MILK COMBINED, 
And has taken as many premise - or Sal herd of Short-horns in 

Using Bulls of Good Substance and Individual Merit. 

THE FEMALES ARE OF SUCH FAMILIES AS 

Profitables, Oxford Blooms, 

Young Marys, Desdemonias, 

Pomonas, Young Phythses, 

and other good families, ned ee 2d, 27242, and Sharon Duke of 

Cows, Heifers and Yeung Bulls for Sale 
SAT REASONABLE PRICES .& 

“OAKLANDFARM” 
IS ONE MILE FROM NORTH-WESTERN DEPOT, AT OREGON, WIS. 

COME AND SEE US AND STOCK, 
J. C. KISER. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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; Sranns for LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE, the 

greatest railroad system in the South, almost cov- 

eS ag ering the states of Kentucky, Tennessee and Ala- 

bama, and reaching out into and through Florida, Mississippi and 

Louisiana. With its northern terminals at St. Louis, Evansville, 

Louisville and Cincinnati, its line passes through Nashville, Decatur, 

Birmingham, Montgomery, Mobile and Pensacola, with extreme 

southern terminals at New Orleans on the west and Chattahoochee on 

the east. Terminals of other divisions are Memphis, Jellico (on the 

line to Knoxville), Florence, Sheffield, Bessemer, Ala., Lexington, 

Ky., and numerous other smaller places. 

Double daily trains, both north and south, are run the entire 

length of the line, with three and even four trains in each direction 

on some portions of it. This for through business. For local 

business, trains are run to accommodate the residents of each | 

section, affording ample facilities between the villages and cities. 

The possibilities of the South for agricultural pursuits have not 

yet been fully developed, even sufficiently to point out examples, 

as the greatest portion of the farming country is still held in too 

large tracts for successful cultivation. This is, however, being 

gradually overcome, and with the influx of those who have become 

tired of living in a country where it is “eight months winter and 

four months late fall,” bringing with them the energy and capa- 

bility which is a necessity for existence in their cold climate, better 

results may be expected. But a small portion of the work necessary 

to secure a living in the North, if expended on a Southern farm, would 

assure such results as would astonish the average Northern farmer. 

The Louisville & Nashville R. R. has no lands of its own for 

sale; but there are along its lines hundreds of large plantations, 

the owners of which are willing to divide into smaller tracts. 

These lands are held for sale by real estate agents and others, and 

can be bought at reasonable figures. 

Send for a copy of “Southland,” free, a monthly paper devoted 

to the agricultural interests of the South. 

When you are going to any part of the South, ask for tickets 
reading over the Louisville & Nashville Railroad. 

C. P. ATMORE, Gen’! Pass. Agt., GEO. L. CROSS, N. W. Pass. Agt., 
Louisville, Ky. 232 Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers, 
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THE ’70 HERD 
—r 

Short - H orn Cattle 
—PROPERTY OF— 

W. H. Jacobs, - Madison, Wis. 

I have now the largest herd of Registered Short-horn Cattle owned and kept in 
the state, consisting of 

: Kirklevingtons, Princess, Fennell Duchess, Blooms, Louans, 

J. Princess Fletchers, Arabellas, 

And other good milking and great beef producing families. My herd has won 
more prizes in the last two years than any herd in the state, having won 

22 First, 14 Second and 10 Sweepstake Prizes This Year. 

Ihave quite a number of young bulls and heifers sired by the great sire Cherry 
Duke of Ridgewood 85093, and also a number of cows aad heifers in calf to the 
high bred Bates bull 

0-8 7446 ,-o= 
Which I will sell at the lowest kind of ee breeding and quality considered. 
Ihave lately sold 5 head from my herd to parties from Buenos Ayres, South 
America, after they had visited herds in a number of different states. 

Correspondence Solicited and Promptly Answered 
—BY ADDRESSING— 

W. H, JACOBS, MADISON, WIS., 
Or cattle will be willingly shown to visitors by calling on 

P.WAKBKM, Manager, at Burke Station, 

Five miles from Madison on Watertown Branch of C., M. & St. P. R. R. 

Terms Made Very Easy to-Responsible Parties Wanting Time. 

tS Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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OBJECT LESSONS IN PRACTICAL HUSBANDRY. 
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CORNISH, CURTIS & GREENE, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin, 
pHlamufacturers and deslers in everything pertaining to Butter and Cheese Making. Send for 

t& Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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xeverox: | maSilage and Fodder | owe 
MACHINES. DRILLS. MACHINES. 

ONE-HORSE AND TWO-HORSE. 

Any Size Plates Purnished. 

ST 

: o~ . f 7 y 

N Se Atay ony / Ae = 

OS eee ta ese ies sateen Sag a sp o 

—WE ALSO MAKE— 

CORN PLANTERS (4 STYLES), 

CHECK ROWERS, 

CORN SHELLERS, HORSE POWERS, 
HAY LOADERS, HAY RAKES, 

SIDE DELIVERY HAY RAKE, 

CORN HARVESTER. 

Corn Husker and Fodder Cutter, Disc Harrows. 
Send for Catalogue to 

KEYSTONE Keystone Manuf’? ., KEYSTONE 

MACHINES. STERLING, ILL. OEE 
Mention this Ad. 

&@ Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Eulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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Used Only in the Keystone Dise Harrows. 

— i Reduces the Draft 
Ball-Bearing | TO THE 

Bt acai hla Bi fi Least Possible Amount 

co H Of the thousands sold and used 
eee ef fm Tg the last two years, 

ea ee, eee ae 

Sad. a Lo Ce or — 
i ee! Had to be replaced for wear or 

a any other cause. 

SHEBOYGAN FaLLs, Wis., May 17, 1888. 

Keystone Manuf’g Co., Sterling, I.: 

Gents—The Dise Harrow I had of you gives good satisfaction. The Seeder 

Attachment is perfect. Yours truly, HIRAM SMITH. 

Lomma, Wis., Aug. 8, 1888. 
Keystone Manuf’g Co., Sterling, U.: 

Grxts—Your Disc Harrows I sold last spring, here, gave entire satisfaction 

in every respect. The grain that has been put in with the Disc Harrow and 

Seeder stands much thicker than that which has been put in with a drill; it also 

works splendid in sod. The farmers say you may work out any testimonials you 

like; they are fully satisfied with them. To the following, I sold last spring: 

John Kortte, Lao Welsch, M. Wietor, J. B. Stemer, J. J. Stemer. I will sell only 

your Disc Harrow and no other. Yours truly, 

PETER WEYER. 
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Puts on ALOAD INIO “a Get ECO) (Ure ANIA 
MINUTES OR LESS. PN gi 2 6 St SS) 

B.S oem heawes << 
SP er SOM (ES) Hj \\ SAIN) 
Pe ee is eos Sad) ones 4 Ji ! eA GY Sy ADDRES: ZX 
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IN ONE SEASON. MenTIONTHIS PAPER, TV EYSTONE F&O, STERLING ILLS 
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»THRe 

G Bay, W1 reen bay, Inona 

& St. Paul R. R. 
—Is THE— 

—FROM—— 

GREEN BAY 
And all points in EASTERN WISCONSIN to 

NEW LONDON, MERRILL, STILLWATER, 
STEVENS POINT, WINONA, HUDSON, 

GRAND RIPIDS, LA CROSSE, EAU CLAIRE, 
WAUSAU, CHIPPEWA FALLS, 

ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, 
And all points in Minnesota, Dakota, and all points on the NORTHERN 

PACIFIC RAILROAD and ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS & 
MANITOBA RAILROAD; is the 

From WINONA, LA CROSSE, and all points on the CHICAGO, BURLINGTON 
& NORTHERN RAILROAD, WINONA & ST. PETER RAILROAD 

and SOUTHERN MINNESOTA RAILROAD to 

MERRILLAN, STEVENS POINT, FOND DU LAC, 
NEILSVILLE, APPLETON, SHEBOYGAN, 

GRAND RAPIDS, OSHKOSH, GREEN BAY, 
and all points in 

EASTERN WISCONSIN, NORTHERN MICHIGAN AND LAKE SUPERIOR REGIO#S, 

Passengers from all points—West, Northwest and Southwest—will find the 

G. B., W. & ST. P. R. R. 
The DIRECT LINE to all the above points. 

THE PASSENGER EQUIPMENT of this Road embraces all the mod~ 

ern improvements and conveniences that tend to make traveling by 

rail safe and comfortable. 

(Be sure your tickets read via the 

GREEN BAY, WINONA & ST. PAUL RAILROAD. 

G. CAMPBELL, Gen‘! Manager. 8. W. CHAMPION, Gen’! Pass. Agt. 
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The Ertel % VICTOR 
AUTOMATIC FOLDER, . fF Na es i 
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Double-Acting Perpetua! Kay and Straw Press. 
FULLY PROTECTED BY 48 PAT. CLAIMS. 

1s the Most Scientifically Arranged and Improved Baling Machine Ever Produced 

JA MACHINE IMITATED BUT NOT EQUALLED.Do 
capacity ONE TO TWO TONS Per Hour. 
The Victor being double-acting and continuous in its operation, a charge of hay 

pe in it and pressed up at each turn of the horse or team, and having a larger 
eed hole than any other, hence 

It being provided with a folder automatically overlapping and folding down 
each charge of hay, thereby dispensing with all doors and attachments commonly 
used in other presses, besides saving much time and hard labor in feeding it. 

AUTOMATIC DOUBLE PLUNGER BRAKE. 
Is provided with an automatic yielding double-brake lever, firmly receiving 

and olan plunger in rearward position, preventing striking and jarring of 
press or team. 

AUTOMATIC TENSION RECULATOR. 
With the automatic tension self-regulator used on our Victors we avoid the 

constant care and labor of having continually to regulate the tension by hand, 
as done by others; needs but little adjustment, and has only to be seen and tried 
to be appreciated. 

PRESS BOX LINED WITH IRON OR STEEL. 
The press box in each Victor is lined on all sides with iron or steel, not only 

reducing draft of power, but also prolonging the life of the machine, and with- 
out having to pay from $25.00 to $40.00 extra for it as charged by others. 
a WARRANTY 

bein s NM Wi as al a gel Ta HAY an Bray ress, manutagtuted. cans 
fared and sold in Amorioa; and further will exy that we will operata the Victor again anyother 
portable horse-power baling press in the market, on condition of, first, setting and moving, second, 
amount of baling, third, smoothness and solidity of bales, fourth, economy and ease of operation: 

We Invite Competition, Excepting No One, Whatever Name or Style it May Be. 
Iustrated large circulars, giving full information with prices of the different Ertel Baling 

Presses, mailed free. Address, 

CEO. ERTEL & CO., Manufacturers, 
Established 1867. QUINCY, ILL., U.S. A. 
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Short Line 
BETWEEN 

CHICAGO (Via C., M. & St. P.) 

AND 

AND 

Marquette, Mich. Negaunee, Mich. 
Ishpeming,  “‘ Houghton, - 

Hancock, “ Anse, ? 
Red Jacket, Calumet, : 
Republic,  “ Champion, e 
Tron Mountain, “ Gladstone, . 

Menominee, “ Sault Ste. Marie, ” 
Green Bay, Wis. Ft. Howard, Wis. 
Marinette, =” Depere, " 
Menasha, =” Neenah, ~ 
Appleton, ” Plymouth, 2 5 
New London, ” Grand Rapids, ” 

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars 
on all Night Trains. 

Cc. F. DUTTON, W.B.SHEARDOWN, 
Gen’l Manager. Gen’! Tkt. Agt. 

MILWAUKEE. 
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Money on the Farm. 

STILL TAKHK THR LBAD. 

on GOODS cusbincurreie sweet 

BREA says trial, and rerun at, Fesyonsioie Zarmer tp eae on en sublet tonne 
(AWE SMALLEY BUCKET CARRIER (1889 Patent) isthe only one that can bt 

Re sercee te fae itaes Pet eta aaa Vea cece eee ake ee ee ces 
{ SMALLEY MFG. C0., <qeetifie=® ores 
Vi 

nee Ce 
THE SMALLEY CUTTER, WITH INPRO’ BUCKET CARRIER. c SMALLEY TREAD ‘POWKE WITH GOVERNOR. 

Appleton Mfg. Co., 19-248. Canal St., Chicago—GEV'L AGENTS—Fuller & Johnston Mig. Co., Madison, Wis, 
-=©-SEND FOR OUR 1888 BOOK-~9= 

WHY IT PAYS. 
Ensilage and Fodder Cutting. 

Practical views by such men as Hiram Smith, A. A. Arnold, F. C. Curtis, and 
D. F. Sayre & Sons. 

n___See Next Page. 

The Smalley Manufacturing Co., 
MANITOWOC, WIS. 
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Smalley Ensilage Cutt 
STILL AHEAD. 

Never Feeds any Uncut Fodder. 
Snrzoye@an FaLis, SHEBOYGAN Co., WIs., March 18, 1888, 

SMALLEY MANUFACTURING Co. 
Gentlemen:—I built a Silo in the summer of 1886, size forty by twenty-eight, 

and sixteen feet high, divided into three pits, capacity 270 tons, cost about $400; 
stands on stone foundation, the walls made of matched flooring and tar board 
paper. The building is used for grain barn, and threshing is done just before the 
corn is sufficiently matured for Ensilage, say large enough to make roasting ears, 
cost of cutting corn in field and cutting into Silo about fifty cents per ton. M: 
success has been entirely satisfactory, and I shall build an addition this — with 

capecity of 125 tons more; it is the cheapest cow feed I ever raised. I feed one 
feed a day of dry corn fodder and barley straw mixed, run the dry fodder through 
the cutter, and on eight pounds of dry feed put four pounds of wheat middlings, 
Never feed uncut fodder. I have for the past two years used a No. 14 Cutter and 
twenty-four foot Carrier, manufactured by the Smalley Manufacturing Company, 
of Manitowoc, Wis., and like it very well. Yours truly, 

HIRAM SMITH, 

€x-President Arnold tells his Experience with Ensilage and Cutters. 
GALESVILLE, T'REMPEALEAU Co., WIs., March 12, 1888, 

SMALLEY MANUFACTURING Co. 
Gentlemen:—I built a Silo in 1887 in my barn; it is twelve by twenty-four, 

and twenty-eight feet deep, eight feet in the basement, and cost $130; holds 125 
tons, and cost about $1 per ton for cutting and filling. Corn poy cured the 
best, corn well matured the best. When heated to 120 degrees, Ensilage is sweet 
and better than when filled too fast and not allowed to heat up. I consider a 
ration of from twenty to twenty-three pounds, twice a day, with dry fodder, the 
best ration in cold weather for the health of the cattle and the quality of the milk 
and butter. Fully matured corn from the field makes a good ration for fattening 
steers. I do not cut dry fodder at all. I use a Smalley No. 12 Cutter, and cut 
one ton in from fifteen to twenty minutes, one-half inch long, with an elevator, 
The elevator is like most of the machines, but I think it should be improved by 
use of rubber belts instead of chain. 

ALEX. A. ARNOLD, 
Ex-President Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. 

Never Done Better at Butter-Making. 
» Rocky Run, CoLumpra Co., Wis., March 10, 1888, 

SmaLLeEy MANUFACTURING Co. 
Gentlemen:—Having a large stone barn I used a part of it for a Silo, and to 

ee cost of same would be no criterion, having used it two seasons. I was the 
utt of ridicule the first season, but it proved so valuable that four of these ridi- 

culing neighbors built Silos the last season, and all are pleased with the result, 
Six men and six horses, with two wagon trucks, a Smalley Four-horse power and 
Smalley No. 12 Cutter, put in about twenty tons a day. We used their Carriers, 
too, all of which worked complete. I have fed forty-five head of cattle on Ensilage 
once a day, and good straw twice a day, with about eight soeee of wheat mixed 
with bran, oats and corn meal, each with warmed water. e stock so fed looks 
better than it has for two years, and the cows never done better at butter-making, 
Shall increase my Silo capacity the coming season. F. C. CURTIS. 

The Smalley Manufacturing Company, Manitowoc, Wis. 
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Stock Farm, 
Oregon, Dane Go., Wis. 

++ LARGH, STYLISH #- 

= Tetting Bred Carriage H € 7 POttlg bred Valtlage Merses, 
PURE BRED AND HIGH GRADE 

SHORT-HORN = CATTLE, 
Berkshire and Poland China Swine. 

At the head of the horses stand the two Richly Bred Stallions, 

WILCAN, NO.6765, AND ALMADA, NO. 6766. 
They are large and coachy, standing 16 hands and weighing respectively 1300 Ibs. 

and 1240 Ibs. They are rich bay in color. They have the finest of style, superb carriage 
action and slashing road gaits, and their fine breeding gives them a right to trot fast if 
trained. 

FIFTY OF THEIR COLTS UPON THE FARM 
Afford interested parties a grand opportunity to see their value in the stud as getters of 
large, handsome, useful colts of very uniform bay color. 

THE SHORT-HORNS* 
Are of the blocky, short-legged sort. Form and ability to suckle two good calves without 
extra feed is our criterion; pedigree next. At the head of our herd stands De Graff's 
Surmise, by imported Baron Surmise, 1st dam by 4th Baron Oxford, 2d dam by 38th Duke 
of Oxford. 

Cattle and Horses, all Ages and Sexes, 
For Sale at All Times of the Year, at Bed Rock Prices 

to Suit the Times. 

EXTRA FINE COLTS, at Weaning Time, $100 
CHOICE HIGH GRADE CALVES, at Weaning Time, $30 to $40. 
PURE BRED CALVES, at Weaning Time, $40 to $50. 

{=~ Boar Pigs in Season. Gentle Family Horses a Specialty. Catalogues on 
Application. 

A. O. FOX, Oregon, Dane Co., Wisconsin. 
Mention *‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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BUY NORTHERN GROWN SEEDS. 
usands of Wisconsin farmers have the ears bought their seed of us to their entire 

satisfaction ‘and profit. And now, while memeber: sride awake tillers of the soll are building silos, 
they naturally will need an A. No. 1 corn, or other Rich Fodder ee fill them with. Now the 
fact of the matter is, our Fodder and Farm Seed Department is by odds the most complete in 
America. All Seedsmen recognize this, for many copy it almost to a letter, imitate our deseri 
tions, illustrations, ete., ete.: but they never can fill an order with ou? WARRANTED 
SEEDS, grown in the extreme North, some of it on our Dakota farms over tW uilles north ° 
ot here. ’Now while you are looking for GOOD SEEDS, why not buy THE BEST, and 
et_them direct froni us as growers? Sue Secdsiucu will ’tell you because tuey hive m a’ BIG 
GITY like Milwaukee or Chicago, they are in just as good shape to sell you Farm Seeds champt 
weare. Yes, they can go to the elevators and buy up wheat, barley, oats and corn cheap, but do 
you want that for seed? Is it not better to buy direct from us as growers? Think the matter over 
and in the meanwhile get our Sa and prices, also our wholesale Grass List for farmers. 
Our 1888 catalogue is fine, but our catalogue for 1589 will be still more complete. It will be ready 
for mailing January 1, 1889. Our catalogue for 1888, can be had now. : 
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SALZER’S FODDER CORN. 
The demand for Ensilage corn is of late years simply enormous. For this purpose a rapidly 

growing, Early short jointed, tall corn, with a great abundance of leaves and tender stalks, rich, juicy, sweet flesh in the’stalk and a tendency to mature several ears is desirable, asa corn of this nature furnishes more tons of green fodder per ecre and almost double the nourishment than the 
common corn used for this purpose. Corn for fodder or ensilage purposes can be sown either broadcast or in drills. Salzer’s Fodder Corn we believe answers fully all points and 
requirements for a good nae corn. ee as Bien as 50 tons of fodder per acre. Very early. In my trial grounds it is a sight worth seeing; nothing goes ahead of it, or looks so luxuriant and rich as Salzer's Fodder Corn. It is ahead of the celebrated B. and W., and sll other Fodder Corn sorts, and we heartily recommend it to the Farmers of Wisconsin. “Catalogue free. 
JOHN A. SAIMARR. La Grosse, Wis. 
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eae +THE+ . 

sda lenNaey [yILWAUKEE, 
ee LAKE SHORE 
ROUTE 

& WESTERN R’Y. 

THROUCH SLEEPING AND PARLOR CAR ROUTE 

FROM 

Ashland, Superior and Duluth 
AND POINTS IN THE IRON RANGE, 

—TO— 

Chicago, Milwaulee, Appleton, 

New London, Sheboygan, 
Manitowoc. ; 

THE DIRECT LINE TO 

OSHKOSH, FOND DU LAC, NEENAH AND MENASHA, 

THE SHORTEST ROUTE 

Via Watersmeet to Negaunee, Ishpeming Mar- 
quette, L’Anse, Escanaba 

AND ALL NORTHERN MICHIGAN POINTS. ‘ 

FROM 

ONTONAGON AND ROCKLAND, MICH., 
THE SHORT LINE TO 

Milwaukee and Chicago via Stage to Water- 
smeet, Mich., connecting with 

Through Trains. 

Fanous fing Resorts reached by tho ashlana Bours au peacoat 
information, apply to Ticket Agents. 

MILWAUKEE OFFICE, - 95 Wisconsin St. 
CHICAGO OFFICE, - - 114 Clark St. : 

H. F. WHITCOMB, GEO. S..MARSH, 
General Manager. Gen’l Pass. & Tkt. Agt. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
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Chas. Siiberzahn, 
WEST BEND, WISCONSIN, 

| -:MATIUFACTURER OF ;- 

ENSILAGE * FODDER CURLERS, 
Straight and Angle Carriers, 

Horse Powers, Feed Grinders, 

cs = STEEL AND CHILLED PLOWS, 
HORSE-HEAD HITCHING POSTS, Etc., Etc., Etc. 

i ee { 

Catt it Eh. 

‘he 
The Above Cut Represents Our Latest in proved Silberzahn Ensilage 

and Feed Cutter for the Season of 1888. 

THE ONLY PERFECT CUTTER MANUFACTURED, 
Write for Catalogue and Price List. Liberal discount to the trade. 

CHAS. SILBERZAHN, West Bend, Wis. 
~~ Menticn ‘Formers’ Institute Eulletin”’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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GUERNSEYS. 

This breed possesses every quality for which the Jerseys are so 

remarkable. It excels all other Butter Breeds in size, hardiness and 

docility, and especially in its faculty for coloring its product at all 

seasons of the year. 

— THE—— 

CUVANANG HER 

Is the largest and most carefully bred herd in the West. It contains 

worthy representatives of a// the known great families on the Island 
of Guernsey. It is headed by two unrivalled bulls, the first service 

bull a noble representative of the most successful “ nick” ever made 

in the breed, while the second bull is descended from an unbroken 

line cf tested butter cows on both sides. This herd contains an 

unusual number of prize-winners, which have won for it at the New 

York Dairy Show, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, Iowa 

and Minnesota State Fairs, six sweepstakes, fourteen first, six second 

and three third premiums in the past two years. 

= Young Stock of Both Sexes for Sale 
APPLY BY LETTER OR IN PERSON TO 

G. E. GORDON, F. E. DRAKE, -—or— J. SHUMWAY, 
Owner. Secretary. Sup’t. 

KOSHKONONG, = - = = WISCONSIN. 
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SAVE TIME AND TOLL. 

EVERY FARMER HIS OWN MILLER. 

wa i | | ES 

> 

Modern Hero Grinding Mill. 
The Best Milland Power in the Market 
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Red Polled Cattle 
#THE BEST OF ALLiw&é 

“ PAULINA,” E 11.310. 

WM. STEELE »® MARTIN BROS, 
IMPORTERS AND BREEDERS OF 

Red Polled Cattle. 

We have on hand and for sale a few 

CHOICE BULLS AND HEIFERS 

WILLIAM STEELE, | [ MARTIN BROS., 
MERTON, or, | RICHLAND CITy, 

WAUKESHA CO., WISCONSIN. | | RICHLAND CO., WISCONSIN. 
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Moard’s Dai oara s air ij man. 

A WEEKLY JOURNAL. 

ESPECIALLY DEVOTED TO DAIRY AND STOCK INTERESTS. 

OFFICIAL ORGAN OF 

Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association. 

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE ONLY $1 A YEAR. 

Send for specimen copies, which will be sent free. Advertising rates furnished 
on application. 

W. D. HOARD, Editor and Publisher, 

Fort Atkinson, Wis. 
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“BREEDER OF 

Ih Uiass Foland Winds. 

Only First-Class Pigs Shipped on order, and Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Visit my Herd and Make Your own Selection. Correspondence Solicited. 

THEODORE LOUIS, 
Louisville, Dunn County, Wis. 

Se ee ee 

e _ ee 
SS. \ Ae 

: CS) Ser 
Milwaukee Road Cart, $16. he aie 7) 
Wagons, Buggies, Sleighs, Farm i NEES 

Machinery, Furniture, (ZX S j 

Everything used in the house or on the farm \ LYS J 

sold direct to consumers at YS. // : 

Wholesale Prices. Sse 

Write L. G. KNIFFEN, 214 West Water Street, Milwaukee, for 
Full Information. Large Illustrated Catalogue free by Mail. 
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GALBRAITH | scores 
ti pe : ee ' 

THE LARGEST |M-| Sieg fia = te 
PORTERS a Mie eli, 

0: Eom yeaa a vis Se ie ci cae 

British Horses 
In the World. Have imported three times the number of first- 

class prize-winning horses of any firm in the United States. 

Now on hand for actual sale, 220 head 

CRYDESDALE, ENGLISH SHIRE, 
Suffolk Punch, Cleveland Bay 

And Hackney Stallions. 

PRICES + MODERATE. 

a gem SS TERMS EASY. CORRESPOND- 

PM ci gx {5 ENCE SOLICITED. COME 

== a AND SEE US. 

Cee ES Pea a ar 
7 __ GALBRAITH BROS, 

ee at Janesville, - Wis. 
Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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JOHN URQUHART, 

Milk and Butter a Specialty. 

I have in my herd some of the best butter families in Pa world, 
Satisfaction guaranteed. A choice lot of 

Bull and Heifer Calves for Sale, 

COME AND SEE THE HERD. 

Correspondence solicited. 

JOHN URQUHART, Rio, Wis. 

a “Farmers? a when writing to Advertisers.
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TIMOTHY, CLOVERS, FLAX, HUNGARIAN, MILLETS, 

RED TOP, BLUE GRASS, LAWN GRASS, ORCHARD 

GRASS, BIRD SEEDS, ETC. 

POP CORN 
We make a specialty of all kinds in large or small quantities. 

ALL STANDARD VARIETIES, in car load lots or less. 

OUR SPECIALLY SELECTED MAMMOTH SOUTHERN 

SWEET or FODDER CORN has proven itself fully equal the 

best known. Also, SHEEPS’-TOOTH and RED FODDER. 

PLEASE CORRESPOND BEFORE BUYINC. 

FLAX SEED. 
Being dealers, we do not handle on commission, but buy and sell for 

our own account. Any one having Seed to dispose of is requested to send 

fair average sample, stating quantity, and we will endeavor to make 

a satisfactory trade. 

RIFERENCES: First National Bank, Mercantile Agencies and Merchants generally, 

THE ALBERT Dickinson Co., 
SEED MERCHANTS, 

‘WAREHOUSES: OFFICES, 115 KINZIE ST., 
ios, 408 Ghee 119 Kinzie St. 

106, 108 & 110 Michi; St. 
188, 200, 202 & 204 Market St. Cui CACO, ILL. 

(&*Menticn ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers, 
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OREGON AND WASHINGTON. 
No section of the country is to-day attracting as much attention as Montana, Oregon and 

Washington; Montana, because it now ranks first in the production of precious metals; Oregon, 
because of its rich valleys, and Washington Territory by reason of its mild climate, timber, coal, 
minerals and wonderful roduction of fruits and cereals. The rapid growth of Spokane Falls, 
with a water power ei even that of Minneapolis; Tacoma, on Puget Sound, the terminus 
Of the Northern Pacific Railroad, with 12,000 inhabitants; Seattle, 9) miles distant, an energetic 
and thriving city, mark this section of the Pacific Northwest as one that offers peculiar induce- 
ments to those seeking new homes. 

By writing Chas. S. Fee, General Passenger Agent, Northern Pacific Railroad, St. Paul, Minn., 
he will send you illustrated pamphlets, maps at nooks giving you valuable information in refer- 
ence to the country traversed by this great line from St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth and Ashland 

to Portland, Oregon, and Tacoma and Seattle, —— Territory. This road, in addition to 
= the only rail line to Spokane Falls, Tacoma and itle, reaches all the principal points in 

No Minnesota and Dakota, Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington, possesses unequaled 
scenic attractions, as well as superior train Ss such as dining cars, and colonist aeeners 
for the use of intending settlers, neither of which conveniences are to be found on any other 
ticketing business to the States and Territories named. 

+o 

a _t__5 

IS THE SHORTEST ROUTE TO 

*tHELENA+AND?+ BUTTG,« 
AND THE ONLY LINE RUNNING EITHER x 

roe 7s 
Dining Cars, Pullman Sleepers, or Free Colonist Sleepers 

——THROUGH—— 

DAKOTA, MONTANA, AND WASHINGTON TERRITORIES. 

THIS IS THE ONLY RAILROAD TO 

SPOKANE FALLS, TACOMA, OLYMPIA AND SEATTLE, 
AND IS THE POPULAR ROUTE TO 

PORTLAND AND SAN FRANGISGO. 

REMEMBER THAT THIS IS THE = 

YELLOW STONE PARK LINE. 
SEE THAT YOUR TICKETS READ VIA THE 

WoRTHERN PAcIFic, ; 
AS NO OTHER LINE RUNS 

PULLMAN SLGGPING CARS 
——— 

FARGO, MOORHEAD, GLYNDON, CASSELTON, GRAND FORKS, 
FERGUS FALLS, WAHPETON, MILNOR, HELENA, 

SPOKANE FALLS, or TACOMA. 
For full information, guides, etc., address: CHAS S. FEE. 

Gen. Pass. and Ticket Agent, ST. PAUL. 
Mention “Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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JOHNSON & FIELD, 
RACINE, WIS., 

2 piel" MANUFACTURERS OF 

Gi A. 1 “THE RACINE” 
Pee fe no ie Farm and Warehouse Fanningmills 
a { ae a, AND LAND ROLLERS. 

ee a a 
: A as lore you buy. 

meee So | eee 
The Mill is Guaranteed to Neer ‘ 

Do more and better work than any other. ee 
Se oe eee, have greater ca- eed ees 

Warranted to Give Satisfaction. aya s g eS 
ACENTS WANTED. =a —— 

FARMING, GARDENING, HORTICULTURE, LIYE 

STOCK AND DAIRYING. 
We are prepared to furnish any book published on farming, 

gardening, horticulture, live stock or dairying, post paid at the lowest 

catalogue prices. 

Storer’s Agriculture, 2 vols., - - - $4 00 

Stewart’s Feeding Animals, - - - - 200 

Beal’s Grasses of North America - - - 2 50 

Willard’s Practical Butter Book, - - - 100 

Willard’s Practical Dairy Husbandry, - - 3 00 

American Farm and Game Laws, - - 2 00 

Science in Farming, - - - - - 100 

Address THE WESTERN FARMER Co., 

MADISON, WIS. 

Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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6s oe THE CELEBRATED 

" ' 
Ross” Ensilageand FodderCutters 
CARRIERS AND POWERS, 

eee BY 

E. M. ROSS & CO., SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, U.S.A. 

oni cmatune Het nega a? Spgs rom meee 
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What a few of our friends say who use 

Ross Cutters, Carriers and Tread Powers, 
ALLENTOWN, Wis., April 17, 1888, 

Messrs. E. W. Ross & Co., Springfield, Ohio. Are at, 
Dear Sirs;—The No. 11 A Cutter I bought of your agent at Hartford, Wis., gives the best of 

satisfaction to me and all who have seen me cut dry fodder, as well as short hay, and very short 
and ehaffy straw and corn stalks. I can do as much work with two horses as any of my neighbors 
can with four. It runs easily, and it is easy to feed it all day, which cannot be said of some others, 

Yours truly, MATH. BATH. 

‘Wavmanvee, W1s., April 2, 1888. 
Messrs. E. W. Ross £ Co.: - = 

Genticmen:—Y ours of the 23th of March received, but I can not give very satisfactory answer 
to your questions, because I got the Cutter only just before New Year's. I used it for cutting dry 
corn stalks. It saved me at least one-half the feed, and my cattle kept as well as on good hay, 
and ate it all up with no waste. JOHN OSCHNER. 

Bropueap, Wis., April 9, 1888. 
Messrs. 2. W. Ross & Co., Springfield, Ohio. — 

Gentlemen;—Your letter received, and in reply will say:- Last fall I bought one of your No. 
14 A Cutters, and used it to fill my silo, 14x24x20 feet, and to cut corn stalks to feed my cattle once 
a day all winter, and have had no breaks or trouble with it or the Carrier. I am perfectly well 
pleased with it; also with silo and ensilage. Your very truly, 

N. N. PALMER. 

Arcap1a, Wis., April 30, 1888 
Messrs. E. W. Ross & Co. 

Gentlemen:—In December, 1886, I purchased a No. 14 A Ross Cutter of your agent here, J. C. 
Muir, and have used it the past two winters to cut feed for about 100 head of stock, and am well 
satisfied with the work, It is strong and durable, and not liable to jeaheie of order. Have cut 
corn fodder, straw and hay, and it worked satisfactorily with all. It not cost me one cent for 
repairs, and it has saved me three or four times its price. On account of the scarcity of feed the 
past two winters. farmers in this vicinity are just beginning to wake up to the advantages of cut- 
ting feed. There have been twenty-five or thirty Ross Cutters sold here during the past fall and 
winter, and I am sure sales will increase. ‘Yours truly, 

M. J. CASHEL. 

£00.58 1a, Ohi Avrora Station, Onto, Oct. 15, 1888. 
E. W. Ross ., Springfiel io. 

This fall I used a Ross No. 14 A Ensilage Cuter and 16 foot Carrier in filling my silo. The 
power used was a ten horse or engine. The cutter performed all that could be asked of one of 
its size. We cut with it, without hurry, about four full two-horse loads of fodder ay hour, and it 
on the Carrier never “skipped astiteh:* The corn was very heavy, fully twenty-eizht full two-horse 
loads per acre, heavily freighted with grain, which was a good trial of its capability. One big load 
was run through in eight minutes, and was not aware that the watch was being held upon us a6 
the time. We are entirely satisfied with the machine. You can refer to us at any time. 

Yours respectfully, * JOHN GOULD. 

e i Prrrsrieup, Mass., April 9, 1888. 
Messrs. E. W. Ross & Co., Springfield, Ohio. 
Gentlemen:—We use a No. 14 A Ross Cutter fer cutting our fodder corn. We grow fodder corn 

largely and cure ii. I would not know how to get along without a Ross Cutter. It works like a 
charm. We cut for over 70head, running it with one horse power, and do not require more than an 
hour and a half a day. Very truly yours, 

E. E. MORRIS, Sup’t Wahconah Farm. 

s ss Dayton, Onto, April 12, 1888. 
Messrs. E. W. Ross & Co.. an Ohio. 
Gentlemen:—I have used the No. 11 A Ross Cutter one season and it has given me entire satisfac- 

tion. It will do all that is claimed for it. I recommend it to any one wanting a first-class Cutter. 
Yours respectfully, ISRAEL DENLINGER. 

‘WESTFIELD, Vr., April 9, 1888. Massns. E. W. Ross & Co., Springfield, Ohio. — 
Gentlemen:—I bought one of your No. 13 A Power Cutters of D. L. Fuller & Son, and am well 

pleased with it. Idon’t see how it could be better, [have used it to cut green and dry fodder 
with perfect satisfaction, and can recommend it to any one wanting a Cutter. 

Yours truly, 0. C. WILDER. 
a a A 

Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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R. B.OGILVIE, 
*++-Breeder and Importer of—4+— 

CLYDESDALES. 
The Largest Breeding Establishment in Wisconsin, and one of 

the most Important on this side of the Atlantic. 

2+ +9 

The Matchless “MeQueen” 
— 

Young Marmion, 
AT THE HEAD OF MY STUD. 

: oN YOUNG STOCK, 

per sap a Pe gnc ies os pie rpc oar 
my animals invited. 

R. B. OGILVIE, Madison, Wis. 

= Mention “Farmers? Institute Bulletin ”’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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J BR. BRADFORD, 
SOLE AGENT FOR WiSCONSIN FOR 

a 2 

Chickering, Sohmer, Gabler, 

Wheelock, Hallett & Cumston, Shoninger and Fouchard 

—AND— 

LORING AND BLAKBK 

PALACE ORGANS. 
The “ Chickerings” are all with the new repeating actions, and with 

other late action improvements. They are now the 

UNRIVALLED « FAVORITES! 
~+OF ALL THE BEST ARTISTS.+ 

The “ Sohmer” is not surpassed in beauty of tone and finish, and of 
great durability. The Uprights are unsurpassed. 

THE “GABLER,” WITH ITS 

Forty Years of Excellent Reputation, 
In French Walnut ; Mahogany, Rosewood and Ebonied Cases, stands 

at the head of MEDIUM PRICED Pianos for beauty 
of tone, exquisite cases, 

AND WILL WEAR A LIFE-TIME, 
The other makes mentioned are all excellent and satisfy every pur- 

chaser. If you order direct from me, you will save the large 
profit charged by middle-men and commission. Try me 

J.B. BRADFORD, 
422 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 

ie eee ee ai 
_ €& Mention “Farmers’ Institute — ”’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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THE FAMGUS OHIO 

NSdse ald Hee Cutters 
—_ [ARE THE BEST 

Eoaeeh Our Cutters have 

ca More Points of Convenience 

f YeQ _ ff 4s EASIER TO OPERATE, 
| \o 2 Gl Saas ieee : H a Ge eT | Bes = ss Liable to Breakages 

} \uiseen oie pS and Accidents, 
SS ota Le | ae 

—— NE ee, Will do More Work, 
ee Ss “ oO size and price considered, 

eee Rees te >>) Than any other make of Cut= 

Theschive cut. represents: Ohta Suseal desloge Catiers Re eae 
‘Nos. 20 cud 2, with Right Delivery Angle Carrier. 

With Adjustable Knives. 

QUR SAFETY FLY-WHEEL, 
AND LEVER 70 STOP FEED ROLLERS, 

(And change lengths of cut) are features which place our machines 
ahead of all competitors. 

OUR CATALOGUE, CONTAINING A 

Treatise on Silos and Ensilage, 
With PLAN and SPECIFICATIONS for building a 100-ton Silo, 

will be sent free to dealers and stock-raisers on application. 

s 
SILVER & DEMING MANUF’G CO, 

SALAM, OHIO. 

HENION & HUBBELL, General Western Agents, 
55 and 57 Norch Clinton Street, Chicago, Il. 

N. B.—A few testimonials from stockmen using our cutters are given on next page. 

t@"Mention ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers, 
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LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION, 
RECEIVED FROM PEOPLE USING 

The Ohio Ensil d Feed @ he Ohio Ensilage and Feed Gutters. 
Morganza, Pa., March 26, 1887. 

Silver & Deming Mfg. Co., Salem, Ohio. 
GenTLFuEN:—Replying to Yours of the 16th instant, the aoe Cutter purchased of you last 

fall has given entire satisfaction. With it we are able to cut cient = to fill our Silo of 
about 200 tons capacity in‘three days. We have fed some fifty head of cattle on Ensilage this winter, 
to the exclusion of hay, and our cattle never came oe. = winter in as good condition. 

ours truly, 
J. A. QUAY, Supt. Pa. Reform School. 

La Fayette, Ind., May 6, 1887. 
Silver & Deming Mfg. Co., Salem, Ohio. 

Dear Sirs:—The Ensilage Cutter has given me perfect satisfaction. It was operated by steam 
wer and did the work of cutting and elevating to ——- It is simple in its mechanism, and 

es strongly built that I anticipate little trouble in keeping it in repair. I cannot commend it too 
highly. With it I cut aud elevated @4 twenty-four feet, a ton of green fodder in G3 five and 
three-fourths Lainutes, Se 

JOHN W. HEATH, 
President La Fayette National Bank. 

Waupun, Wis., May 80, 1887, 
Lindsay Bros., Milwaukee, Wis. vary 

Dear Sirs:—You must excuse me for not ee letter before this in regard to the Silver 
& Deming Cutter. The Silver & Deming Cutter is a first-class machine and does its work == 
good shape. We should have run over 100 tons of hay short if we had not had that Cutter: 

winter. We cut over 100 acres of corn stalks, That Cutter wiil cut all one man is able to feed. I 
have a table, same as ae machine, attached to the Cutter, one man pitching stalks, one 

peeing them on the table, and one feeding; in an hour I can cut stalks enough to feed 250 to 300 
\d of cattle a meal, end we feed a bushel basket full to each head. We did not peste ee but 

corn stalks of any account, but am satisfied that the machine will cut as much of any kind of hay 
or straw as can be well got to and from it. I have seen different kinds of Cutters at work, but do 
like the Silver & Deming the best of them all. 

Yours respectfully, 
W. F. HAKER, Farmer and Stock-Raiser. 

Jackson, Mich., July £5, 1886. 
Silver & Deming Mfg. Co., Salem, Ohio. 

GEnTLEMEN:—Replying to yours about capacity of Cutter purchased from you, we took careful 
note of same bécause intending to buy another Cutter for another place. Knowing the difference 
between dry and green corn stalks, and basing statements on work actually performed, we will say 
we can pass ensilage corn through the Cutter on a one-half inch cut with ordinary farm help and 

pede pel amen for handling, at the rate of six tons per hour. This is one ton every ten minutes, 
and is about as fast as product can conveniently be handled to and from Cutter. We, however, 
arrange things conveniently and passed one ton through in six minutes, or at the rate of ten tons 
Pd hour. This makes livelier work than men are usually accustomed to, but, everything being 

vorable, it can be done. Respectfully, 
A. & H. WILCOX, Merchants and Stock-Raisers. 

Salem, Ohio, July 16, 1886. 
Silver & Deming Mfg. Co. sis 

GenTLEMEN: —Having used your large Ensilage Cutter for two seasons, not only on green, but 
ary fodder, testing it sometimes with as much as 60 to 100 tons per day, I ow hesitation in 
recommending it to all who wish to preserve crops in the Silo, or utilize green or dry fodder in the 
most effective and economical manner in the modern siloing system. Its capacity for cutting 

seems to be without limit, and the strenght of the parts of which it is composed is a guarantee 
against breakage. Respectfully, 

J. T. BROOKS, General Counsel Pennsylvania Company. 

(& Menticn “'Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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The Boss Harrow Mfg. Co.: MILTON, WIS., Jone 21, 1888. 

Dear Sirs:—I was using a new ae Dise Harrow, asI did not know of any better one; 
but hearing of yours, [thought I would give ita fair trial in some fleld beside the New Keystone 
Dise and satisfy myself which done best work. Was so well pleased with work done by The Boss 
Pulverizer that I sold the Disc for what I could get ($19.09). 

Very truly yours, THOS. DRIVER. 

The Boss Harr-w Mfg. Co.: ~ BLOOMING GROVE, WIS., June 27, 1888. 
Gents:—'I',1e Boss Pulverizer I bought of you last spring suits me to perfection. It does its 

work thoroughly; it is capable of fitting a piece of fall pl>wing as neat as a garden bed; it leaves 
no ridges; all the ground is pulverized equally. have used the Dise Harrow for four years, and 
using the Dise and the Boss side by side 1 must say the Disc is no comparison to the Boss. 

‘Yours truly, JOHN SPRECHER. 

The Boss Harrow Mfg. Co. MILTON, WIS., Juty 16, 1888. 
Dear Srrs:— Yours 7th to hand on yesterday. In reply would say I have a new Acme Harrow 

and think so little of it I never intend to hitch to it again. I would say that there is no compari- 
son in the working of machines or work done by them. I know The Boss Pulverizer is ahead of 
anything. I pulverized % acres 5 inches deep in 3 days, or 30 hours. 

Yours truly, THOS. DRIVER. 

Seeing is Believing. Try One and Be Convinced. Made by 

vey 
THE BOSS HARROW M’F’G CO., MADISON, WIS, 

t™ Mention ‘Farmers? Institute ulletin”’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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The Celebrated Boss Harrows. 

ea uke . A THE WOOD AND 
RD PRESEN STEEL ADJUSTABLE NRE RS ES: 2 

a ee WER SS ok HARROWS ARE MADE 
OUR CELEBRATED RSS 2 “ 

DAGGER-POINTED QO eS fe ee 
FR RSIS | SECTIONS FOR TWO 

STEEL TEETH. [-\ Qs 
es ij ESSE OR THREE HORSES. 

—— aS NR PERE Ea P's 

+THE ADJUSTABLE BOSS HARROW IN WOOD 

ti A 

» yee ee ve) 

ica Fata Pees todo he 2 
Bn Nie iis Ve | ea heather 
mT aes ee Bal hy , eS Svc tanr oan ~~ es 5s vat ey rae Sy RL Se 

aN Sh nd | SER after an “3 - 

«THE ADJUSTABLE BOSS HARROW IN STEEL*+ 

aa —_—_—_—_—_—. a 
CONCEDED BY ALL (ecamaaiecegalina (amet, ARE VERY CONVEN- 

10 BE THE BEST > Sse) LENT AND EASY TO 

HARROW IN THE fe ee OPERATE, AND GIVE 

WORLD. os Se THE BEST OF SATIS- 

Serer pee eee | FACTION. 

Write for price and ertmsto THE BOSS HARROW M’F'G CO., Madison Wis. 
Fan OR aU eee eet Or Ae De eee ee OE 
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The Lakeside Herd 

or 

Has been bred for butter exclusively, and in a short time will not contain any 
but tested cows and their produce not old enough to be tested. It has represent- 
atives of different noted animals in herd tracing to Alphea 171; Rajah 340; Omro 
1247; St. Helier 45; St. Pogis 3d 2238, with the following tested cows: (See Butter 
tests of Jersey Cows, Vol. II.) 

Tn = nt 

Dy Maes: fekt | ba 
“ } oy Ae = 

eee a 4 é 

_— (fs Po 3 

ea pa Sea mot = ae | 

ee ee ge 
Se ee Se ee re 
See Sena aS agree Re aS 

Quachette 17091, tested 2 years 10 months old, on dry food, with 19 Ibs. 114 
oz. butter, salted 1 oz. to the pound and ready for market, ina week. On 
grass alone, one year later, 17 lbs. 13} oz. butter. 

Moonah’s Pet 7484, tested on dry food, 15 lbs. 6 oz. butter in a week. 

Ruby Love 16915, tested on dry food, 14 Ibs. 12 oz. butter in a week. 

Ruby Love 2d 32088, tested on dry food, 14 Ibs. 1 oz. butter ina week, and 
28 Ibs. 54 oz. butter in two weeks, before 2 years old. 

Bianca Lass 14997, test 14 lbs. 34 oz. butter on grass alone. 

These tests have all been made without any extra preparation and 
under supervision of the proprietor. 

Come and See the Herd. 

V. LOWE, Palmyra, Wis. 
 , 
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ae Ss. L. SHELDON CoO,, 
MADISON, WIS. 

+The Largest General Stock of 

: Ny pr Standard Farm Machinery 
J 

IN THE NORTHWEST. 

\ 7 > : 
ASPECIALTY OF EVERY DEPARTMENT. 

Pee a ee Pees Sau eee et 
2 a sae Sic Ey a 

i a Se 

: Raa rem oR eS 
, Powe os, PAE Bee RR IER 

pes HET LD OSN- MECHINERY 
{+4 jl sl ad id I eee 

eee Ae , 
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Git OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES. MADISON, WISCONSIN. Geese 

Lawn Mowers, Garden Seed Drills and Hand Cultivators. Plows and Soil Preparing 
Tools of every kind. Drills, Seeders and Planters. Double and Single Row 

: Drills for Ensilage Corn Planting. Cultivators for Field, Garden and 
Tobacco Culture. Latest Improved and Best Harvesting Ma- 

chinery. Large Variety of Feed Mills, Hay, Fodder 
and Ensilage Cutters. Also Tread and Lever 

Horse Powers or Engines to operate them. 
Huebner Level! Tread Powers and Union Fodder Cutters, with Crushing 

Attachment. The Best on Earth. 

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF FEED PREPARING MACHINERY. 
The Purinton Steamer will Save its Cost Every Thirty Days. 

Write for a copy of “Facts for Farmers.” 

BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, FARM AND SPRING WAGONS. 
Farm Trucks, Carts, Road Scrapers. 

Come and see us, o write for Catalogues, Circulars and Prices for anything in our line, 
Address, 

THE S. L. SHELDON CO., Madison, Wis. 

GS Menticn “Foi mers’ Institute Eulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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e Jourhington. 
THE VESTIBULED LINE TO 

ALL POINTS NORTH, EAST SOUTH AND WEST. 
SSS THES 

” AND CONNECTING LINES OF THE oe 

“ ” GREAT BURLINGTON ROUTE, 
Offers to the traveling public the most expeditious and comfortable means of reaching 

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, St. Louis, Peoria, Kansas City, St. 
Joseph, Omaha, Lincoln, Denver and Cheyenne, 

From all the Principal Places’in Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
Its road bed is unexcelled, the grades — light, Fee ae time to be made, and the equipnient 

Starting from Minneapolis and St. Paul, its line runs along the east bank of the Miss- 
issippi to Savanna, Ills., whence one branch diverges east to Chicago, the other south to 
Fulton, Ills., connecting with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. KR. Through coaches 
and Pullman sleeping cars to Chicago and St. Louis without change. Pullman parlor cars 
on day trains between St. Paul, Minneapolis and Chicago. Peerless dining cars on Limited 
trains, furnishing an unapproachable cuisine at moderate prices. For tickets, information, 
etc., apply to any railroad ticket agent, or address, 

GEO. B. HARRIS, W. J. C. KENYON, 
Vice President. St. Paul, Minnesota. Gen. Pass. Agent. 
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Dr. VALERIUS & Co.,, 

WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN, 
(44 miles west of Milwaukee.) 

o=—__+—__—__+—_ 739 

THE LARGEST eee | CLYDESDALE, 

EXPORTING | § ENGLISH SHIRE, 

a aa PERCHERON- 
«+-IMPORTING P =e NORMAN 

| rE eae 

ESTABLISHMENT Aer EAA 
1s Warn chia a 

AMERICA. | oo | MARES. 

ESTABLISHED, 1o7a, | MOLZNERIN | Shetland Ponies, 
a a 

WZ Export and Import, making our trips pay each 

way. Consequently, our prices are lower than all 

other Importers. Every animal registered in their respect- 

ive stud book. A certificate of registration with each 

horse, and every animal warranted a sure breeder. 

TERMS TO SUIT CUSTOMERS. 

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS, 

pee 

DR. VALERIUS & CO., 
Stables near N. W. Depot. WATERTOWN, WIS, 

8" Mention “ Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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fi Pound of Beef (Fat Steer), 5e. 
If a pound of butter can be produced from the same feed as a pound 

of beef, why do we hear so much about a “ general purpose cow?” 

The market is always good for first-class butter. Cows for beef 
are quoted low. A good Jersey cow will yield 500 pounds of butter 
in a year; suppose we say 400 pounds; it is worth and will bring 25c. 

per pound; that’s $100; you will have the skimmed milk and a calf 

beside, or combined say you have a calf left, worth something, surely. 

If the calf is a heifer she will be a cow before your steer that you are 

raising for beef will be fit to sell. Ifthe calf is a male he will proba- 

bly bring at one year old almost if not quite as much as your com- 

mon steer will at three years. 

Why do not more people realize that the profit is in the cream— 

in the dairy —and let the general purpose cow go to the man that 
“wants the earth.” 

f\ Pound of Beef (Old Cow), 2e. 
We in Wisconsin cannot compete with those people in the south- 

west in raising beef, but we can in producing butter, and most people 

are willing to concede that the Jersey cow is the cow for butter. 
Why, just figure it up. You will find that you can make more in 

devoting your energies to producing butter from a herd of Jersey 

cows, even by killing the male calves when born and letting the cow 

die of old age, than to raise beef alone, or in working in a general 

purpose way. 

There is a beautiful herd of Jerseys at the Maples Farm, at the 

eastern city limits of Madison. It would do you good to see them, 

and the owners (C. B. Miller & Co., Madison, Wis.,) would be glad 

to have you look them over, whether you are seeking to purchase or 

not. While we “take no stock” in the “ color” nonsense, as we all 
know that a cow with a white spot on will yield in the pail and butter 
tub as rich a reward to her owner as one without, still it is pleasant 
to say, in view of the late fashions, that “solid color” predominates 
in this herd, and the cattle are good size, with fine large teats, some- 
thing to take hold of, and you don’t wish all the time that you could 
afford to let the calf suck. These cattle represent some of the richest 
strains of Jersey blood. Think about this Jersey matter, and if you 
are in Madison try and get out to see this herd. 

fi Pound of Jersey Butter 25¢. 
& Mention ‘*Farmers’ Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers. 
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Take Your Choice 
a 

e 

Einsilage Corn. 
———————————— 

The Stowell’s Evergreen Sweet Fodder Corn. 

We place this sort at the head of the list this year because we believe it to be ; 
the most profitable for the farmer. It is much ahead of the other sorts named in 
quality and feeding value. With good soil and fair cultivation the stalk grows 
toa good height. A great eee in its favor isthat the ear matures, as every 
one knows, and is of great value. Nearly all the so-called Evergreen Corn intro- 
duced into the State heretofore has been spurious and always of a short ere 
but where parties have received the genuine Stowell’s Evergreen, they have al- 
ways expressed their complete satisfaction, and will take no other. 

The “Sheeptooth” Fodder Corn 

FOR GREEN FODDER OR ENSILAGE. 

The demand last season for this variety was more than we could supply. Being 
earlier than the ‘‘B. & W.,” itis more popular. Great care has been taken in 
the selection of this corn. We believe it to be far superior to the “B. & W.,” as 
it ears well. 

The ‘A. L.” Southern Ensilage Seed Corn. 

This does not differ from the “‘B. & W.” corn. In our trial garden, where the 
two varieties were grown side by side, no difference could be noticed. From 80 
to 40 tons can be grown per acre. An acre is equal to six acres of meadow hay. 

Recleaned and Hand-Sorted Seed Corn. 
* This season all our corn will be recleaned, and imperfect and decayed kernals 
removed, so as to insure seed that will germinate perfectly. Only the cost of 
this operation will be added to the prices. Farmers who suffered this season from 
poor seed will appreciate this departure. There is no reason why seed corn 
should not be as carefully prepared as all other seed grain. Being in the seed 
business, we have the necessary equipment to enable us to do this at slight ex- 
pense. For prices and additional information address 

THE ALBERT LANDRETH SEED CO,, 
MANITOWOC, WISCONSIN. a a er 

Mention “Farmers’ Institute os ”’ when writing to Advertisesr. 
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The Best of Dairy Breeds. 
Combining the richness of the Jersey with size approximate to the Short-horn 

or Holstein, but alone unrivalled and unequalled in producing the richest colored 
butter, even on dry feed, in mid-winter. Gentle. Persistent milkers. Good 
constitution. They possess more qualifications for the general farmer, the dairy, 
the family combined, than any other breed. My herd consists of 

32 Regi dG egistered Guernseys, 
Six males and twenty-six females, headed by the two bulls, 

SAMMY OF PAULSDALE, 
No. 1748, a richly bred young bull. Also 

= MICA BRS 

No. 1122. This bull took first and sweepstakes pains at Wisconsin State Fair, 
1887. Cow CHAMEAULINE, No. 1574, took first and sweepstakes premiums at 
Wisconsin State Fair in 1888, also at the Waukesha County Fair and at Walworth 
County Fair. I also took first premiums on heifers at same fairs. My herd com- 
prises some of the very best of Guernsey blood. 

. 4 Young Stock of Both Sexes for Sale. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

EB. OW. FRAT SE. 
Whitewater, Wis. 

(&* Menticn ‘Farmers’ Institute Bulletin’’ when writing to Advertisers. 
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\ Desiring to Secure 

The Best General Newspaper, 

Is directed to the panes which has a national reputation for its high editorial 
standard, and yet devotes more space and attention to State matters of merit 
than all other Wisconsin Pee combined. It was the first paper to help the 
Farmers’ Institutes, by ee lishing their proceedings, sending to each meeting a 
correspondent who carefully prepared a report uous st that was of import- 
ance to agricultural readers. It was the first paper to fully appreciate the worth 
of Hon. W. D. Hoard, and suggest his name for election to the highest office in 
the gift of the State. It contains the latest and completest market reports and 
commercial news, not only of Milwaukee and Chicago, but of the various com- 
mercial centers of the country. It also publishes, besides a well-digested_sum- 
mary of news, a eo variety of useful and entertaining family reading. It has 
just begun the publication of a serial novel by one of the most brilliant of living 

Tngiah novelists. E 
: But it is especially commended to Wisconsin readers as a Wisconsin newspaper. : 

It publishes more fully than any other journal the news that is of particular interest 
in this State. It fillsa place that no paper published outside of the State can 
occupy. The affairs of this State, its politics, its industries, its legislation, its 
varied interests that come directly home to every citizen, are given a leading 
place in its columns. Hence its circulation should be encouraged in preference 
to papers from other states. We ask you to consider these matters, and assist in 
extending its circulation in your vicinity. Speak to your neighbors who do not 
already receive it, and advise them to subccribe for it. 

This paper is 

The Milwaukee Senti e Milwaukee Sentinel. 
And if you are not already a subscriber send for a Sample Copy containing 
terms, including club rates, and a large list of premiums, the most valuable 
offered by any paper this year. Address 

THE SENTINEL COMPANY, 
Milwaukee, Wis. 
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SILVER SPRINGS HERD, - 

ee 

ere a a lat a eS te ne oe 
cows ine were good for an annual average of M0 pounds of butter each. The herd is 

PRIZE AND SWEEPSTAKES BULL, 

#+JUMBO OF RIVERSIDE, 
0-6 969,-0= 

Sired by @ son of the great EUROQTAS, 2nd out of grand-daughter of Jersey Belle of 

&———PRIZS BULL». 

FAITHS PRINCE POGIS ’ 

15246, sired by a son of the famous MARY ANNE ©f St. Lambert, and out of 

FartH OF OAKLANDS, 
SWEEPSTAKES COW OVER ALL CANADA. 

Piper inca a butter record of the dam and sire’s dam of Faith’s Prince Pogis 

These two bulls individually have no superiors and but few, if any, equals. They are La . 

Symmetrical, Vigorous, Muscular and Strong in Constitution. teste 
breeding combines the blood of the great cows: 

putter in a Jon HAY ANNE OF St, PaMpuitr, are. pounds of butter is a geary FAITE OF 
OAKLANDS, 17 pounds, 4 ounces of butter in a week, 9,265 pounds of milk in 855 days. 

T. L. HACKER & CO., Madison, Wis. 
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«PREMIUM» 

GRAPES, 
FOR THE TABLE, 

PURE + NATIVE + WINE. 

<€GRAPE VINES. 

Best Varieties Adapted te Wisconsin. 

Choice Panne 

Alphea and ra ees Families,
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ADVANTAGES: 
The axle is made adjustable for cultivating in wide or narrow rows. 
Asle is very high so that it will not break down the corn. The draft is direct from axle, and isso 

attached that it can be raised up or down and whiffietrees fixed at any point that may be desired. 
Drag bars are attached to standards so as to, swing with the least possible friction. Beams and 

shovels are provided both with friction slip and break pin, to prevent any possible danger of break- 
ing shovels. Shovels are extra hardened and will scour equal to anything that can be had. | Shov- 
els are attached so as to be adjustable in every way; can be given more curve or set straight; set 
to throw dirt to or from corn. 
We furnish either foot lifts or springs. The hand levers are very convenient to the driver, and 

drag bars ern be raised very easily. The seat is adjustable high or low, also forward and back, so 
as to balance the pole perfectly. "Wheels are high, and are made with iron hubs and run on steel 
axles, The tires on wheels are bolted to felloes. 

SURFACE CULTIVATING. 

For 1889 our Cultivators will be provided with shovels plated and sharpened at upper end so that 
when corn is well grown and there is danger of destroying roots by using Coe al of shovel 

and working deep in ground, the shovel may be reversed and the broad end of same worked in 
ground, which will destroy all weeds and grass, but will not go oe enough to destroy roots of 
corn. Few farmers fully realize the damage done to corn by deep ¢ tivating after it is well-grown 
and roots are much spread. Deep cultivating should be done while corn is small and before roots 

have spread. 
. 

Bonanza Steel Cultivators. 
For 1889 we will have the above Cultivator with Steel Beams, Seat Braces and Wheels. This _ 

Cultivator will be made so it can be had with 4 shovels, 6 shovels or 8 shovels, as desired. Only 
short beams and shovels need be added to change it from the 4 shovel. 

OTHER CULTIVATORS. 
‘We also manufacture a full line of two-horse Walking Cultivators, Steel Frame, 5 Tooth, Three 

Shovel, Double Shovel, and Tobacco Cultivators, all of the best and most improved patterns. Send 
for catalogue. ; . . 

FULLER & JOHNSON M’FG CO., Madison, Wis. 
Se eee ee 
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The above cut shows our Bonanza Force Drop Corn i Ee) <i) " 
Planter with our Improved Check Rower. Pie aa) 

St D- oe oer > 2% 
es 0 oe 

SPECIAL POINTS. Above cuts show the working parts of the 
Force Drop. Cut at left shows the manner 

FORCE DROP! IRON JOINTS!  inwhich the lever causes the —— 
revolve, and throw the corn to place. The 

METAL WHEELS! center cut shows the seed cup in position 
with corn in cup, and also hill of corn that 

IRON SEED BOXES! has just been Sos The cut at the 
. right shows the whole seed cup and lever, 

CENTER LOCK LEVER!  andalso hill of corn just dropped. 
oo SS 

Runners can either be locked in the ground or depth soeeee by the Driver's feet. 
It forcibly throws the corn so that it drops to the ground instantly when the lever is thrown, so 

that it makes no difference whether team is driven fast or slow, or by jerks. 
Will plant corn in straight rows both ways, whether team goes fast or slow. This alone will save 
= of Planter for every 100 acres —— by not having corn destroyed by cultivating. 
; en raised out of the ground it is self-loecking, thus avoiding the use of latches. 
\ It bas glass at the heel of the drop so that the driver can at all times see the corn dropping. 

= 2 . ES + ROWER. = e 

SPECIAL POINTS. 
Made Entirely of Iron and Steel. No Wood Frame Across Planter. Great Strength. 

Easy Movement. Only Three Working Parts in Center of Check Rower. 
Made adjustable for either our 3 ft. 6 or 3 ft. 8 Planter. 
Driver can throw off the wire at end of field without leaving his seat, by pulling the string 

attached to latch and hand lever. (See cut.) 
This Check Rower is of the very latest improvement, is adapted especially to our Force Drop 

Planter, and the two together make the very best outfit for planting corn to be found in the 
market: We defy anyone to produce its equal. 

ENSILAGE ATTACHMENT. 
® 

A Drill or Ensilage Attachment makes it a perfect machine for planting Ensilage Corn. Two 
rows are planted at a time. The corn can be os one kernel in a place and any distance apart 
that is required. It was used with the best results the past season. 

sry FULLER & JOHNSON M'F’G CO., MADISON, WIS. 
——— sSsSeSsSesSsesSes 
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*tSCOTLANDER* 

Steel Beam Turf and Stubble Plew. 
SIZES 12 TO 16 INCHES. 
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The ScoTLanper is a general purpose or Turf and Stubble Plow. It is made with 1 sl 
mould board, works ral in turning over clove at same time is a'good Stubble plow. We behiows 
em e vel that 2 a mere “a nee can : where a general purpose plow is wanted. It is 

This Plow is Made With the Patented Reversible Heel. 
: 

f%, Patent Reversible Heel for 
. 

) This cut represents our Heel Plate for land- 
13} side, and the manner of attaching the same 

a // low. =z — We — this Heel Plate on all our old 
Sane ground stubble plows. 
Se The Heel Plate forms a part of landside, 

a ee and is made fast with one bolt, when the 
lower side becomes worn the uae can be turned around to bring the thick side down, thereby 
making it last more than double as long as — made in the old way. 
Farmers should insist upon having their dealers furnish them with plows made with our Pat- 

ented Reversible Heel on Landside. 

IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1889. 
‘We have recently invented and —— anew and very valuable babe 4 for ee Mould 

Board of Plows. in place of using the “soft center” steel or the “‘soft back” steel as heretofore, 
and as is used by all other manufacturers of plows. We use a solid Hardened Steel Mould Board 
and to strengthen it we surround the outer edge of back with a band of soft steel or iron, which 
gives it great strength and at the same time gives = thickness of the mould board hardened, 
which makes the wearing qualities of plows made in way from . 

One-Third to Two-Thirds Greater 
than when made of the “soft center” or “‘soft back” steel. All farmers will ee the advan- 
— of this style plow and will not buy plows made the old way when this can be had. 

‘e have patents covering the improvement, and plows made in this way can only be obtained 
from us or our agents. "Send for our Catalogue. 

? ? FULLER& JOHNSON MWP’G CO., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 
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OPRING BANK HERD 
The General Purpose Breed. 

The Grandest of All Breeds.€ 

Combining the excellencies of the Jersey and Guernsey with all 

that is desirable in size and quality of beef that the Short-horn and 

Hereford possess. 

NQ HORNS, GREAT MILKERS, 
=©-HARDY IN CONSTITUTION,-o= 

They combine more qualifications than any other breed for the Wis- 
consin farmer. 

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 

XH. W. KY HS p> 
: MADISON, WIS. 
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OF THOROUGHBRED 

ESTABLISHED IN 1871. 

LARGEST AND OLDEST HERD IN THE STATE. 

Being crowded for winter quarters, we are compelled to reduce 

our herd, and in order to do this we have reduced our prices to bed 

rock. We also make the following offer, good until December 

Ist, 1888: 

We will Pay the Freight 

On all animals unnder TWELVE MONTHS OLD, to any point 

in WISCONSIN, located on the Wisconsin Central, C. & N. W., 

Lake Shore & Western, or C., M. & St. P. Railroads. This will 
give breeders and farmers an excellent opportunity to obtain animals 

of superior breeding and rare individual merit (many of them being 
show winners), at a low figure. 

SSTILSON BROS.,* 
Oshkosh, Wis. 
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FROM REGISTERED STOCK. 

Rigs now ready to deliver. Will have them registered if de- 
sired. Write for prices and state what is wanted. Don’t for- 
get we have one of the finest herds of 

in the west, headed by the pure St. Lambert Jersey bull, 

GOLD OF St. LAMBERT, 
No. 16744. He has from 50 to 87} per cent of same blood as 

21 cows with an average test of 22 ibs., 3} ozs. of butter per 

week. 

SERVICE FEE, $50.00. 

Cows in Calf by Above Bull and Bull Calves for Sale. 

EVERGREEN FARM, 
Spring Valley, Rock County, five miles N E. of Brodhead; 

ene distance west of Footville. P. O. address, Brodhead, 

‘isconsin. 

N. N. PALMER & SON. 

ee ee EEE ar aeeeeemeeene 
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Aberdeen- Angus Cattle, 
—AT THE— 

WISCONSIN STATE FAIR, 
ALL OF THE HIGHEST BRED AND MOST NOTED PRIZE- 

WINNING FAMILIES REPRESENTED. 

Special attention invited to the record of stock from 
this herd at leading fairs. 

Personal inspection invited. Correspondence cheerfully answered. 

LESLIE & BURWELL, 
Cottage Grove, Wis. 
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I HAVE ON MY FARM, 

c¢ h : ” TheButternuts, 

LAKE GENEWMWA, WIS., 

A FINE HERD OF WELL BRED 

Registered Guernseys 
THE INCREASE OF THE HERD 

For Sale at Moderate Prices. 
Address, 

N. K. FAIRBANK, Chicago, Ill., 

Or on the farm, W.H. LAWRENCE, Lake Geneva, Wis. 
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SPRING BROOK STOCK FARM 

tH. B. SHERMAN, 
Burnett Junction, Dodge County, Wis., 

Percheron Horses 
SHORT-HORN CATTLE 

SHROPSHIRE DOWN SHEEP. 

Show yard animals of the most fashionable breeding can con- 
stantly be found among thé productions of the 

SPRING BROOK STOCK FARM 
Which is the most complete and 

Best Equipped Breeding Establishment in 

Wisconsin. 

* PRICES + REASONABLE.« 
Correspondence Solicited by 

H. B. SHERMAN. 
"Mention “Farmers? Institute Bulletin” when writing to Advertisers.





This book may be kept ‘ 
FOURTEEN DAYS 

A fine of TWO CENTS will be charged 
for each day the book is kept overtime. 
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